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Prefaces

No one thought that September 2022 would be the best time to host an international conference. But we were proud to have hosted it. Remember, when we hosted Evolng in Kyoto, Japan in 2012, it was only one year since the devastating earthquake and nuclear accident in Fukushima. Nevertheless, researchers from all over the world contributed greatly to the progress of the field by engaging in lively discussions about the origin and evolution of language. All participants must have keenly felt that science can only advance when scientists gather face-to-face for discussions.

And this year. For those of us interested in the origin and evolution of language, the last two and a half years have been particularly challenging. Coronaviruses have threatened our way of life and severely interfered with face-to-face communication. This is due to our language that developed technologies for telecommunication and international travels. This is so pity. The war that began in Eastern Europe cruelly shattered the assumption that scientific and technological progress should make us peaceful beings. This is also due to our language. This also is so pity. That is why we decided that this is the year we should hold an international conference face-to-face.

It was during the corona disaster that this plan emerged. But frankly, we did not expect the corona disaster to last this long. Nor did we expect a war to break out in Eastern Europe. And the situation itself was getting more and more difficult. Nevertheless, we chose to hold this international conference.

It is precisely because of this situation that researchers interested in the origin and evolution of language should get together. I wanted to think about what exactly language can do for us in this situation. Does language make us happy or unhappy? What kind of communication is possible for us? Can we have productive discussions with people face to face or electronically? This international conference provided a unique opportunity to test these questions in action. Everyone will have his or her own impressions. What we gained will be different for each of us. Nevertheless, we scientists are happy to have had this conference. We will never give up discussing.

I would like to thank people in Evolng, Protolang, and Evolinguistics for their support of this idea. I thank all my colleagues in Evolinguistics that made this possible. I thank Professor Takashi Hashimoto for making this happen in the beautiful city of Kanazawa. I am particularly thankful
to Dr. Rie Asano for her incredible power and skill in getting people together to make this happen. As long as someone like her exists, we can keep science going on.

September 2022
Joint Conference on Language Evolution

Kazuo Okanoya, Director
The Joint Conference on Language Evolution was held in Kanazawa, Japan on September 5th – 8th 2022, organised by Evolang, Protolang, and Evolinguistics.

This conference was special in 3 respects. It included in-person attendance, after more than 2 years of online only language evolution events. It pioneered the hybrid modality, with all the benefits - but also logistic issues - it entails. It was the first time in the history of language evolution research that three of the main societies/bodies (Evolang, Protolang and Evolinguistics) came together to organize a joint conference.

As always, the success of the event was, among other things, facilitated by the team effort and synergy of five bodies: the permanent committees, the local organizers, the hybrid conference design and online support team, the scientific committee, and the panel of reviewers. The permanent committees of Evolang (headed by Erica Cartmill and Simon Kirby) and Protolang, and Evolinguistics project leaders, have always been keen to provide advice and support when needed. Many members of the permanent committees are our mentors or peers, and they keep making the world of language evolution a better place. The local organizers and the hybrid conference design and online support team have worked hard to make the conference possible. Kudos to this cohesive team for turning a ‘Joint Conference on Language Evolution’ idea into reality. The scientific committee was in charge of editing and reviewing all contributed abstracts and papers. The JCoLE scientific committee aimed at a strong involvement of early career researchers in the language evolution research community. The committee this year spanned several countries and institutions, featuring members at various stages including PhD, postdoc and early PI. By building on the expertise of existing members and recruiting new ones, we really tried to achieve diversity of scientific backgrounds. The fields and perspective covered by the scientific committee span, among other things: developmental psychology, scientific communication, classical linguistics, speech sciences, field research (both in humans and other species), cognitive neuroscience, gesture, artificial intelligence, computational modelling, genetics, anthropology, acoustics, and music cognition. The conference received many high quality submissions, making the hard work of our reviewers especially important. This volume contains many contributions from various disciplines: syntax, semantics, speech sciences, (developmental) psychology, genetics, bioacoustics, anthropology, animal behaviour, neuroscience, and historical linguistics. In selecting contributions we have adopted two main guidelines. First, reviews of submissions were double-blind, avoiding potential biases. Second, contributions were
selected not only based on reviewers’ scores, but also on the reviewers’ confidence in the topic and the dispersion of their scores in terms of statistical measures. The local organising committee, the hybrid conference design and online support team, the reviewers, the scientific committee and the permanent committees all voluntarily contribute their time. Thanks to all for acting in coordination to ensure we did the best possible job we could, considering our other commitments.

Members from Evolang, Protolang and Evolinguistics will surely find novelties and differences in JCoLE 2022 when compared to previous editions of individual conferences. We hope you all enjoy many aspects of those, and let us kindly know about possible improvements.
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In this talk I’ll be asking what, if anything, the past decade of progress in ancient genomics has been able to tell us about the evolution of human language and cognition. While it has clearly been telling us that a sudden emergence/cognitive revolution scenario (Berwick and Chomsky 2016) is (at best) highly unlikely, it seems to me to also call for a more nuanced scenario than the currently favored alternative (“recognizably modern language is likely an ancient feature of our genus pre-dating at least the common ancestor of modern humans and Neandertals about half a million years ago”, as argued in Dediu and Levinson 2013).

The case I will make for this more nuanced narrative builds on an examination of regions of modern human genes associated with signals of positive selection and/or depleted from signatures of introgression from other hominins. Collectively, data from these regions point to neural changes that impacted the way we came to share information and learn from others. If correct, this suggests that the languages/grammars that came to be must have had a distinct profile from previous communicative systems.
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM BIRD SONGS AND RAT TWEETS?
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1. Comparative Approach

Just like our physical body is a product of evolution, so does our behavior. Then it follows that our speech is also a product of evolution. Speech utilizes the respiration system, vocal apparatus, and the brain, all of which are directly descended from our ancestors. Here I introduce two lines of research, one is on birdsong and the other on rat tweets. These studies should provide with pre-adaptations to speech in animal models (Okanoya, 2007).

2. Domestication and cultural evolution of complex songs in finches

Juvenile birds learn their courtship songs from their conspecifics through the motor-auditory feedback. Bengalese finches (BFs) are a domesticated strain of wild white-rumped munias (WRMs) imported from China to Japan 270 years ago. BF songs are composed of multiple chunks and each chunk is a combination of 2-4 song notes. Furthermore, chunks are arranged in a finite-state probabilistic automaton. We studied how and why BFs sing such complex songs. We found the following facts. 1) The ancestral strain sings simpler songs. 2) There is high learning specificity in WRMs but not in BFs. 3) BFs have larger song control nuclei and higher level of glutamate receptor gene expressions than WRMs. 4) Both BF and WRM females prefer complex songs as measured by the nest string assay and males with complex songs are physically fitted than the males with simpler songs. These results promoted sexual selection scenario of song complexity in BFs (Okanoya, 2004).

We further examined factors related with domestication. We examined songs of WRMs in subpopulations of Taiwan. Where there is a sympatric species to
WRMs, songs were simpler. This leads to a hypothesis that in the wild songs needed to be simple to secure species identification, but under domestication this constrains was set free. We also examined socio-emotional indexes including neophobic tendency, tameness, behavioral stress reactions, and corticosterone levels. All indexes suggested that WRMs have higher level of stress and social shyness, which should be adaptive under natural environment, but could be limiting opportunities for learning complex songs (Okanoya, 2017).

To strengthen our hypothesis, we conducted a cultural evolution study. In zebra finches, isolated songs converge into wild type songs after a few generations (Fehr et al, 2009). We isolated juveniles of both strains and reared only by mothers. We used these birds that did not listen to the species-specific songs as founders. After 5 generations, BF songs diverged even more than the founders and never converged. After 3 generations, WRM songs converged into simple patterns, but these were not similar to the wild songs. Results are consistent with the hypothesis on innate constraints of learning in these two strains.

Thus, evolution of song complexity involves not only factors related with strength of sexual selection and relaxation of species identification, but also socio-emotional factors due to domestication. Furthermore, recent suggestion of ‘neural crest’ hypothesis that might account for the domestication syndrome fits well with the properties of Bengalese finches. These results on Bengalese finches must be useful in discussing possible biological origin of human speech in terms of proximate and ultimate factors.

2. Auditory, cognitive, and brain processing of emotional calls in rats

Rats emit distinct emotional calls under specific situations. When they are in a positive state, such as while copulating or being tickled, they emit 50 kHz pleasure calls. When they are in a distress state, such as when being bitten or received an electric shock, they emit 22 kHz calls. Playing back 50 kHz calls attract rats while playing back 20 kHz calls freeze them.

We studied how these calls were perceived, changed cognitive states, and processed in the brain. We first examined which acoustical parameters were salient in making discrimination of the two categories of the calls. Rats were trained by an operant go-left, go-right discrimination task. They were then tested with various synthetic calls to find out the salient parameters. We found that the frequency (pitch) is the most salient, followed by duration, and then modulation (Saito et al, 2019).

Next, we trained rats to discriminate between two pure tones by the same operant procedure. When they learned the discrimination, they were tested with
pure tones of the ambiguous frequencies. Rats responded to the negative lever after exposed to the 22 kHz call while they responded to the positive lever after exposed to the 50 kHz call. Thus, their cognitive states were also influenced by these emotion calls (Saito et al, 2017).

Finally, we tested how these calls were analyzed in the brain. We recorded ERPs from the rat anterior cingulate cortex. ERP amplitudes were stronger to naturally modulated calls than artificial pure tones, and the 50 kHz call emitted stronger response than the 22 kHz call. Taken together, rat emotional calls trigger cognitive bias in the hearer and processed categorically in the brain.

2. Putting these together

The birdsong study examined how sequential expertise evolved under sexual selection and domestication. The rat tweet study examined how emotions are conveyed in tweets and affect receivers. These two lines of studies point to important aspects of human speech, namely sequential nature and prosodic modulation.
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A WORLD OF SIGN LANGUAGES

CAROL PADDEN

Department of Communication, University of California San Diego, USA

The project of sign language research since its start in the middle of the last century has been to document and describe sign languages of different populations around the world. More recently, this body of research has expanded to include sign languages in small community populations: a village, a town, or a family. Even smaller is the sign language of a single deaf signer, called “home sign” where family and sometimes community members participate in sign communication with this individual. Home signers have been reported in nearly every habitable continent in the world. This project has identified as many as 215 different sign languages, large and small, descriptions of which can be found on glottolog.org. The work on smaller sign languages has been especially fruitful in observing emergence of linguistic structures across as brief as one to three generations of signers. Using our work on a small sign language, Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language, my colleagues and I have joined others in describing how linguistic structure unfolds over time (Meir et al., 2017). Faced with this diversity of languages, our field has debated issues of nomenclature for sign languages and how to describe social and cultural factors that play a role in shaping linguistic features of urban and rural or national and village sign languages. Most of these investigations of community properties focus on sign languages where the presence of deaf people – a single signer, a family, a village, or a new school for deaf children – is the impetus leading to the appearance of a sign language. The world language databases, ethnologue.com and glottolog.org, have categorized primary sign languages as those shared in a community of deaf people, distinct from “auxiliary” or “alternative” sign languages, such as those used by Australian Indigenous communities (Ellis et al., 2019) which exist alongside and on occasion, in place of the spoken language. Their existence (and persistence) despite no significant presence of deaf people in the community calls for an explanation. Lauren Reed (2021) has described the case of a home signer in Papua Guinea who enjoys a network of willing hearing communicative partners in and beyond his family. They find that hearing signers are not simply bystanders but are contributing to a shared lexicon used by deaf home signers in different villages who have little contact with one another. Because some have more

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-ND 4.0 license.
mobility, hearing signers are transporting signs across geographic space. These sign languages, which they call “network sign languages” (because there is no deaf community as such), exist at the outer bounds of the more deeply researched deaf community sign languages. But they may yet yield unexpected insights into the vast human capacity to build nascent languages when faced with communicative need. If sign languages have helped us to understand properties of spoken languages, small and nascent sign languages – of all types - may be opportunities for us to track the interweaving of social pattern with language use and transmission, as it unfolds in human time.
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INTERACTION IN ANIMAL COMMUNICATION
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Language, one of humans’ most distinctive traits, still remains a ‘mystery’ for evolutionary theory. Recently, Levinson (2006) and Levinson and Holler (2014) proposed that it is not language that makes human communication possible, but a special capacity for social interaction. This capacity is a layered assemblage of different social cognitive skills including joint attention, common ground, collaboration and reasoning about communicative intent (Clark 1996). It involves the specific characteristics of face-to-face interaction, frequent employment of mutual gaze, and the exchange of rapid communicative turns.

Surprisingly, this hypothesis has received relatively little research attention in the fields of Animal Behavior and Comparative Psychology (but see Logue and Stivers 2012; Rossano 2013; Genty et al. 2020; Heesen et al. 2022; Pika et al. 2018). The present paper will draw attention to this promising research avenue by (i) providing an overview of the state of the art, and (ii) introducing useful candidates of human social interaction which may be shared across species and taxa.
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Great apes are skillful communicators, and enculturation studies have shown that they have an impressive latent potential to acquire human-like communication systems. Nevertheless, only humans have evolved language, and this requires an explanation. Here we argue that a broader phylogenetic perspective that not only focuses on great apes can provide complementary insights by identifying cases of convergent evolution.

We focus on callitrichid monkeys, who like humans are cooperative breeders, i.e. individuals others than the mothers are significantly involved in raising the group’s offspring. Group members thus frequently have to closely coordinate their activities and actions, such as handing over infants from one carrier to another, or deciding who engages in infant care or group defense. Callitrichid monkeys are equipped with a set of socio-cognitive skills and abilities that facilitate this coordination and that show striking similarities to elements of the so-called human interaction engine (Levinson & Holler 2014): reliance on mutual gaze as coordination smoother, turn-taking, intentional prosociality, and tuning in with others at the physiological and behavioral level. Thus, the “callitrichid interaction engine” may have catalyzed the emergence of flexible communication in callitrichid monkeys (Burkart et al. 2022), like in humans.

A short review of vocal communication in callitrichids indeed reveals high plasticity which appears rare in non-human primates. They are highly voluble, have large repertoires, and frequently produce combinations of two or more calls. Some calls are functionally referential and callitrichids use the information about...
identity, group and sex encoded in the calls. They also have some voluntary control over their vocalizations, engage in vocal turn-taking (ontogenetically learned, supported by adult scaffolding), and show some vocal learning even as adults (accommodation). Infants engage in extended bouts of babbling, which predicts the quality of vocal production at the end of infancy but also elicits social interactions from adults, reflecting the special challenges that growing up in such a cooperative breeding system imposes on immatures (Hrdy & Burkart 2020).

It has been argued that to understand the origin of human language, it is crucial to understand the origin of the sociality that enabled its evolution, the human interaction engine. The work on callitrichid monkeys suggests that cooperative breeding contributed to the emergence of several of the elements typically attributed to the human interaction engine, most importantly perhaps high levels of prosociality that become evident in the human eagerness to share information. Since even enculturated, language trained apes rarely use their skills in declarative ways to inform others, and thus clearly lack a strong and intrinsic Mitteilungsbedürfnis, this may well have been crucial for language to evolve. Other elements of the human interaction engine may well be unique to humans, or shared with primates generally. Based on currently available primate data, a good working hypothesis may be that our uniquely human language system could emerge because of our double legacy. On the one hand, as great apes, we have inherited from our closest relatives many of the cognitive prerequisites; on the other hand, because our ancestors, unlike all other great apes, started to engage in cooperative breeding and additional forms of intensive cooperation that led to strong interdependence, prosocial motivational dispositions were convergently added and together paved the way for language to emerge.
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As our closest living relatives, non-human primates (henceforth primates) provide a unique lens through which we can explore the evolutionary basis for our behavioural and cognitive capacities, including for language. Over the past four decades, there has been intense amount of interest in the communicative capacities of primates and in particular, what they tell us about the evolutionary origins of language. Inspired by seminal work of Seyfarth, Cheney and colleagues (e.g. Seyfarth et al., 1980), the initial focus of interest was mostly on primate vocalisations, particularly monkey alarm calls, and what they could inform about the evolution of semantics, syntax and relatedly social cognition (e.g. Zuberbuhler, 2005). A large body of research has, in particular, been dedicated to the study of functional reference, considered an evolutionary precursor to linguistic reference (Clay et al, 2010; Townsend & Manser, 2013). Referential signals must fulfill both the production criteria of being tightly associated with their eliciting stimulus as well as the perception criteria of eliciting the same response in a receiver as the putative referent would do (in its absence) (Macedonia & Evans, 2003). While evidence of functionally referential signals has provided important insights into the evolutionary building blocks of semantics and other linguistic properties, empirical focus on such signals, which by definition are functionally fixed, may have led to a biased view of primate communication which fails to take into account its apparent flexibility (Taylor et al., 2022) and multimodal nature (Liebal et al., 2014). In addition, by focusing so heavily on referential primate calls, the comparative literature has dedicated relatively scant attention towards the affective nature of primate signals, which have long been deemed out of the realms of scientific investigation and even scientifically uninteresting.
Nevertheless, comparative research is now starting to address these imbalances, and as a consequence, offers new and exciting insights into primate communication that enable a richer picture of the complex mosaic of traits which underlie language evolution. In this presentation, I will discuss three key empirical shifts that are starting to occur in the primate communication literature and their relevance for understanding language evolution.

The first is a growing appreciation of the functionally flexible nature of primate vocalisations. While certain linguistic signals are tightly associated with their referents, many are actually highly context-dependent and loosely associated with their referents, enabling them to fulfill a range of functions. We have argued that the same may also be true for primate signals and that very notion of functional reference needs revision in order to account for the important role of context (Scarantino & Clay, 2015) as well as the functionally flexible nature of most primate vocalisations (Taylor et al., 2022).

The second is a greater focus on the multi-modal nature of primate communication and its relevance to language. Until recently, most primate communication research has focused on unimodal signals with often a strong discontinuity in both theoretical and methodological approaches between modalities, particularly vocalisations and gestures (Liebal et al., 2014). Focusing on one modality alone can result in biased views about the evolutionary basis of language. For instance, many theories have focused on a unimodal origin of language, despite the fact that both primate communication and human language are multi-modal. Thus, although such work on multi-modality is still in its infancy, addressing this imbalance in primate research is starting to enable more accurate and balanced models of language origins (Slocombe et al., 2011; Liebal et al., 2014, 2022).

The third shift is a steadily growing interest in the affective basis of primate communication and its relation to intentionality (Heesen et al., 2022). Although intentional communication about affective states is a central part of human communication, there has long been a perceived discontinuity between intentional versus affective signaling in primate communication. In particular, primate vocalisations and facial expressions have been traditionally viewed as involuntary expressions of internal states, whereas gestures are by definition intentional. Nevertheless, such a view is increasingly contentious given evidence of intentional vocal and facial expression production, as well as the apparent void of arousal-based explanations in gesture research. By showing that primate signals can be both affective and intentional, regardless of signal modality, a more dimensional approach can contribute to a richer picture of primate communication
and how its affective and cognitive processes have jointly shaped the evolution of language.
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MULTIPLE ATTENTION UNDERPINS THE CO-EVOLUTION OF THOUGHT AND COMMUNICATION
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Human language sharply differs from animal communication systems in that it is adaptive not only for communication but also for creative, complex thinking (internal mental calculations such as inference, planning, imagination, etc.), but it is a totally different issue, still remaining open, whether language initially evolved as a tool of communication or as a tool of thought. While many researchers, linguists and biologists alike, opt for the communication view, the opposite view, that language was originally an internal tool of private thought and only later reused for communicative purposes when coupled with some means of externalizing such thoughts (gestures, signs, vocalizations, etc.), is also favored by linguists of a certain theoretical persuasion (Berwick & Chomsky, 2016). Both views have their own merits and demerits, and it is worth considering the possibility of unifying them into an integrative co-evolutionary theory of thought and thought. I will argue that “multiple attention,” here defined as a cognitive capacity for paying and maintaining attention to more than one object, provides a key to such an integration.

It is important to note that language is a complex trait consisting of several subfunctions each of which may have evolved in other species independently before they were linked together to form the human language faculty. In other words, there is no single precursor to human language, hence no single original function. Different views stem from which of these subfunctions one focuses on. While gestures and vocalization, as well as cooperativeness, prosociality and mind reading, are obviously linked to communicative functions, the kind of hierarchical syntax that is sometimes taken to be the hallmark of human language

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-ND 4.0 license.
(structure dependence) may not be so. Rather, its contribution to complex, hierarchical thought seems more likely, given in particular that structure dependence often gives rise to structural ambiguity such that the same linear strings of words have more than one semantic interpretation depending on which hierarchical structure they derive from, which hinders efficient communication. Thus there is an apparent tension or dilemma between complex thought and communication.

A close examination of linguistic hierarchical structure, in particular of how complex structures are dynamically built up from scratch, reveals that there is a common cognitive underpinning for structure dependence and social communicative behavior; namely, one needs to pay attention to multiple objects as a target of internal mental manipulation, freely switching between them. This is illustrated by comparing a basic linguistic structure like [[ the dog ][ saw [ the cat ]]] (where the dog and the cat are derived separately, to be later integrated into a single structure) and intention sharing (or shared intentionality; Tomasello, 2008) between a speaker and a hearer (each takes note of the other’s intent and tries to conform). I suggest that this kind of multiple attention allowed the co-evolution of complex thought (by hierarchical linguistic structure) and communication (by mind-reading for intention sharing).

Previously, the thought-first view was advanced on certain debatable assumptions about language evolution, in particular that there was no protolanguage, and that human language came into being abruptly when the capacity for hierarchical structure building (sometimes known as “Merge”) emerged by some mutation, without any precursor. There are other more natural assumptions we should take into serious account which reconcile the thought view with the communication view. It can be argued, for instance, that there was a protolanguage stage where it already served for the purpose of both thought and communication, and that the shift from linear protolanguage (Jackendoff & Wittenberg, 2016) to hierarchical human language changed human thought more drastically than human communication. More pertinent to the present discussion, however, is the idea that hierarchical syntax is supported by the same cognitive trait that underlies human communication.

In such a co-evolutionary scenario, the role of externalization cannot be overemphasized. Rather than being a subsidiary process added later, it was the core feature that made it possible to manipulate abstract linguistic concepts on a par with concrete objects to create more and more complex thoughts. Language is more than communication, but it could not have evolved without communication via externalization.
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Evolinguistics aims to deepen our understanding of humans from an evolutionary perspective by clarifying the origins and evolution of language and communication, emphasizing two idiosyncratic natures of human linguistic communication. They are to use hierarchically organized symbol sequences in language and to share intentions in communication. We believe that integrating these two characteristics makes humans co-creative and intelligent. In this talk, I introduce two studies taking an emergent complex approach. It is a methodology to analyze complex systems by constructing and operating the evolutionary and emergent process of complex phenomena and plays a vital role in the attempt of Evolinguistics. One research I introduce is an evolutionary simulation of recursive combination, which is thought of as the essential ability to form hierarchical structures in language and many human cultural products. The other is an experimental semiotic study to consider the process, mechanisms, and neural basis of symbolic communication systems. Finally, I propose a hypothesis that understanding others’ intentions is realized by abduction, which consists of hypothesis generation and their selection, and that the former is brought by recursive combination and the latter by embodiment. This hypothesis is a sort of integration of hierarchy and intention sharing.
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HISTORICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN LANGUAGE FACULTY

YASUO IHARA
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Any meaningful hypothesis to account for the emergence of language faculty needs to be congruent with our knowledge about the history of human evolution, which is continuously updated based on paleoanthropological researches. It also should consider the ecology of human ancestors, given that natural selection has shaped functional traits as adaptation to their physical as well as social environment. During the last five years, I have participated in the Evolinguistics Project as a member of the Human Evolution Team. The key role that our team has played in the project has been to bring historical and ecological perspectives to the study of language evolution. I will talk about some of the issues that we have worked on in this research program. As a basic premise, I consider the evolution of language faculty as a long-term, step-by-step process through the seven-million-year history of human evolution, rather than a single major event. I also assume that sub-functions composing the language faculty emerged sequentially during the process, some of which may have emerged, perhaps long before language itself, as preadaptations.

For the purpose of summarizing the relevant historical framework as simply as possible, without being overwhelmed by the vast detailed information, I propose a highly simplified three-phase scheme for the history of human evolution (Ihara, forthcoming). Phase 1 of the scheme corresponds to the first several million years since the human-chimpanzee divergence. Among the African apes at that time, the early hominins were unique in that they were bipedal and had reduced canine teeth. The transition to Phase 2 is marked by the beginning of the oldest stone-tool industry. During Phase 2 there was a dramatic increase of brain size, which chronologically parallels increasing sophistication of tool-making technologies. This is also when early Homo diffused out of
Africa for the first time in the human history. A second phase transition is equated with the advent of novel types of artifacts, such as personal ornaments and arts, so-called modern human behavior. For example, one of the oldest signs of modern human behavior is the 75,000-year-old shell beads from South Africa.

I further argue that each of these phases may be characterized by a distinct dominant evolutionary force, and that they were not just temporally consecutive, but also causally connected (Ihara, forthcoming). To be specific, I speculate that social and life-history evolution that occurred in Phase 1 set the stage for cognitive evolution in Phase 2, which enable cultural evolution in Phase 3. I am aware that this is all too simplistic, and I do not intend to suggest, for example, that social and life-history evolution took place only in Phase 1. Nevertheless, this kind of schematization may hopefully help to draw attention to the possible role of niche construction in human evolution and a sort of evolutionary cascade that may have resulted to drive phenotypic diversification between modern humans and non-human apes.

I will discuss some specific research topics that have been studied in the Human Evolution Team, including hominin confrontational scavenging (Nakamura et al., 2019), manufacture of composite tools (Sano et al., 2019), social selection to favor reduced aggression (Ihara, 2020), and hierarchical object manipulation (Hayashi & Takeshita, 2022).
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One important characteristic of human gesture is its inferential nature, that is, the meaning of gesture must be inferred by the recipient. This inferential nature can be observed in almost every aspect of human communication, therefore, examining this inferential nature of gesture must contribute to the exploration of the origins and the evolution of language. Based on experimental evidence from our laboratory observations, I discuss the inferential nature of pointing gestures. To interpret pointing gesture, it is necessary to recognize the accompanying characteristics of pointing gestures and make relevant inferences in the given context. The present results show that both children and adults are sensitive to inferential nature of pointing gesture and appropriately use the information for word learning. These results suggest that inferential nature of human communication played an important role in evolution of language.
VOCAL LEARNING AND THE EVOLUTION OF BEAT-BASED RHYTHMIC PROCESSING
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Rhythms with a periodic beat are widespread in human music and are not part of ordinary language. Yet beat-based rhythmic processing may have deep evolutionary and neurological links to spoken language. About 15 years ago I hypothesized that human beat processing built on the neural circuitry for complex vocal learning, an ability foundational to the evolution of speech (Patel, 2006). In this talk I review and update this hypothesis in light of cross-species, neural, and genetic research since that time, including research on nonhuman primates, birds, pinnipeds, humans, and rodents (Patel, 2021). Based on this research I maintain that there are important evolutionary and neural relations between vocal learning and beat-based rhythmic processing. I also hypothesize that gene-culture coevolution elaborated on these links to produce neural specializations for beat processing in the dorsal auditory stream of the human brain. I suggest that beat-based rhythmic processing provides a model system for studying cognitive gene-culture coevolution, in which neuroscientific, cross-species, and genetic research can be meaningfully integrated (Patel, in press).
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LINKING LANGUAGE EVOLUTION, LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, AND LANGUAGE DIVERSITY: HOW SOCIAL AND COGNITIVE PRESSURES SHAPE LEARNING AND COMMUNICATION
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What are the social, environmental, and cognitive pressures that shape the evolution of language in our species? Why are there so many different languages in the world? And how did this astonishing linguistic diversity come about? These are some of the most interesting questions in the fields of cognitive science and linguistics, and represent the range of topics discussed in my research so far.

My work focuses on linking core aspects of language acquisition, language evolution, and language diversity using a range of novel behavioral paradigms and computational models. My goals are to (1) shed light on the communicative pressures and cognitive constraints (e.g., memory limitations, input variability, generalization, multimodality) that shape language use and social interaction in our species, and (2) to identify the social, environmental, and cross-cultural factors (e.g., population size, network structure, gender/age distribution, noisy physical conditions) that lead to language diversity and to cross-linguistic variation.

In this talk, I will provide an overview of my research (including methods and results from selected projects), as well as present future directions and ongoing work. Specifically, I will outline previous studies that used group communication experiments and artificial language learning experiments to test the live formation and acquisition of new languages in the lab. I will focus on the effect of population size, namely, the differences between languages that evolved in big vs. small mini-communities in terms of their compositional structure, their rate of change, and their ease of learning. I will then discuss the role of input variability in underlying group size effects and shaping this evolutionary process, as well as shaping humans’ learning and generalization more broadly. Finally, I will link these results to the human self-domestication hypothesis for language evolution, highlighting recent work that tests key components of self-domestication (e.g., prosociality, interaction with strangers) in new animal models and in AIs.
Refereed Contributions
Words often compete for meaning and synonymy is extremely common. But absolute synonymy is exceedingly rare (Murphy, 2003). How does this situation arise? One possibility is that it results from a cognitive bias against synonymy, such as the mutual exclusivity bias (Markman & Wachtel, 1988; Hurford, 2003). Another possibility is that it is caused by differences in the perceived contextual distribution of candidate synonyms, which become amplified in learning (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009).

To investigate this we conducted an experiment in which 362 participants were asked to learn three new slang words—presented in example sentences—and (as a cover task) to guess what the words meant. Two of the words (snater and fincur) were verbs, and participants were told they referred to the same action. The third word (murp) was a noun and functioned purely as a distractor. In the initial Exposure phase, 36 sentences were presented on screen, one by one, with 10 s between each sentence. Sentences were presented in a random order, with 12 per word. Verbs could appear in negative contexts (e.g., “Don’t fincur in front of me!”), positive contexts (e.g., “My friends and family love my snatering skills.”), or neutral contexts (e.g., “Dogs can’t snater”). The noun murp appeared only in neutral contexts.\footnote{Sentences were chosen following extensive piloting to ensure that the intended difference in valence existed.}

After the Exposure phase came the Generalization phase in which participants were presented with 36 unseen sentences, each with a gap for participants to insert one of the three words. Of these sentences, 24 required verbs (12 positive and 12 negative) and the remaining 12 required nouns.

We manipulated the distribution of contexts in the Exposure phase. In the Neutral condition, all sentences were neutral. In the Random condition, both verbs were evenly distributed across positive and negative contexts. In the Consistent condition, one verb appeared only in positive sentences and the other appeared only in negative sentences. In the Overlapping condition, one verb occurred 75%
of the time in positive sentences and 25% in negative sentences; the reverse was true for the other verb. For the 75%-positive condition, both verbs occurred 75% of the time in positive sentences and 25% in negative sentences; this distribution was reversed for the 75%-negative condition.

To identify how much participants differentiated the verbs in the Generalization phase we calculated, for each verb, a word context score by dividing its frequency in its higher-frequency context by the sum of its frequencies for both contexts. We then multiplied the context scores for the two verbs to get a Differentiation score. A Differentiation score of 0 meant that one verb had not been used at all. A score of 1 meant that the two verbs were 100% differentiated. 0.25 meant that both verbs were used equally often in both contexts (equivalent to random assignment). A score around 0.667 indicated “partial differentiation”, where one verb was entirely specialized to one context and the other played a more default role and occurred in both (as with, e.g., English thin : skinny).

Results are displayed in Figure 1. In the Consistent condition, full (or close-to-full) differentiation occurred. In all other conditions, regardless of Exposure-phase distribution, we found partial differentiation. A replication in which neutral sentences were included in the Generalization phase found the same result.

We consider these results to be consistent with an account based on a cognitive bias against synonymy (cf. Hurford, 2003). Participants differentiated potential synonyms at a greater than chance level and to an extent inconsistent with their distribution. This is not to say that distribution was irrelevant; there was significantly greater differentiation in the Consistent condition. However, it seems that the quality of differentiation in Exposure was more important than quantity.
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R YOU SURE THAT YOUR /R/ IS TRILLED? A METHODOLOGICAL CAVEAT
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Databases are great tools for typological studies and for understanding the evolution of language, but they can rarely be taken at face value. Many (if not all) databases have various limitations and usage constraints (see, for example, for WALS (Cysouw, Dediu, & Moran, 2012; Hunley, Bowern, & Healy, 2012) and UPSID (Simpson, 1999)), which can "trickle down" to (or even be amplified by) the studies based on them. We focus here on phonemic databases, which can be used, among others, to compare phonemic inventories across languages and to make claims about language evolution through perceptual or articulatory mechanisms for instance. However, such databases often suffer from an intrinsic ambiguity between phoneme/allophone/phone, which often percolates down to research that aims to study the phonetic systems of languages from (supposedly) phoneme inventories (for a recent example, see (Winter, Sóskuthy, Perlman, & Dingemanse, 2022)). One common hurdle is that sometimes the phoneme is seen as a monolithic object without variation in its phonetic realizations, and without contextual dependencies. Moreover, written symbols can be misleading because the same symbol may represent different phonetic realities (Anderson et al., 2018).

To drive these points home, we will focus here on r (Barry, 1997).

Not all segments are directly comparable, and the rhotics class is a perfect example because of their great phonetic variability (Chabot, 2019; Lindau, 1985). In particular, by default the rhotic r is often considered as an alveolar trill: from a phonemic point of view, UPSID (Maddieson, 1984) reports that among the languages that have a rhotic, at least half have one alveolar trill or more. But to say that a language has an alveolar trill phoneme does not inform about its potential phonetic realizations. Several studies show that the trill alveolar phonemes have few of their allophones that are actually trilled (Sebregts, 2014; Blecua, 2002; Rafat, 2010), potentially leading to a distorted picture. As an example, we consider here a recent article (Winter et al., 2022) which correlates the presence of the trilled /r/ sound with “roughness” cross-modally. Their result is supported by several approaches, one being a cross-linguistic statistical study of 332 languages.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
where, in order to determine whether a language has a trilled /r/ or not, the authors rely on (a) their phonetic judgments based on the literature, and (b) PHOIBLE (Moran & McCloy, 2019). Although their phonetic judgments took precedence over PHOIBLE, both methods tend to force the interpretation of the phoneme as having a single realization and may introduce some residual subjectivity.

As a sort of proof of concept, we decided to reproduce their process, by focusing on a random sub-sample of the languages they considered (34 of 332; \( \approx 10\% \)) for which they mention a trilled /r/. Our rerun is based on the authors’ own comments in the data files used for data preparation, which we used as a starting point for searching grammars and reports on the languages of interest. When the authors based their judgment on PHOIBLE, we accessed the primary sources in there to assess whether /r/ was indeed trilled (however, this is still problematic because of the limitations mentioned in the previous paragraph). We systematically tried to use several resources and avoid making decisions based on only one source.

The findings on this sub-sample are that, first, in 16 of the languages (47% of the sub-sample), we fail to reach the same conclusions as the authors. There are three languages that should not have been included in the original analysis as they show a contrast between a trilled /r/ and a non-trilled /r/ (exclusion criterion in the original study). Eight other languages should not have been considered as having a trilled /r/ because the rhotic is described as not trilled in the primary sources even if the symbol \( r \) is used in the grammars (leading to confusion). And in another six languages, the articulation of the rhotic is not defined in the grammars, making it impossible to tell if it is a trilled /r/ (sonorant, resonant, liquid, or rhotic) or not, other than by implicitly assuming an interpretation of the symbol \( r \) as a trilled /r/ (which is not warranted). For the remaining 18 languages (53% of the sub-sample), we may consider them as having a trilled /r/, since we did find grammars containing phonetic information. Still, this is not always the case, with some decisions made solely on the basis of the mention ”trill” in the phoneme inventory of the languages’ reference grammars.

Should our preliminary results generalize to the whole sample of 332 languages, it may question the validity of the statistical cross-linguistic findings of a cross-modal association between the alveolar trill and “roughness”. However, our point here is not to criticize this particular study, but to highlight the dangers of assuming phonetic meaning from written symbols allegedly representing phonological systems. In fact, we want to underline that, while large databases (and their associated statistical methods) are essential for the modern language sciences and the study of language change and evolution, they cannot be used without considerable care and expertise. The good news is that such expertise is available and achievable, as well as incorporable in large-scale databases (see, for example, the inclusion of multiple inventories and of allophones in PHOIBLE), and that new statistical approaches, capable of dealing with the remaining uncertainty, can be developed (probably in a Bayesian framework).
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A COGNITIVE BIAS FOR ZIPFIAN DISTRIBUTIONS? UNIFORM DISTRIBUTIONS BECOME MORE SKEWED VIA CULTURAL TRANSMISSION
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Despite the many differences between them, human languages share certain similarities. One of them is the Zipfian distribution of word frequencies (Zipf, 1949). Across languages, word frequency follows a power law distribution with many low frequency words, few highly frequent words and a non-linear decrease in frequency (e.g., Piantadossi, 2014). The presence of such skewed distributions is a recurring feature of natural language, with ongoing debate about their source and whether they reflect foundational properties of human language/cognition/communication (e.g., Ferrer i Cancho & Sole, 2003). Here, we use an iterated learning paradigm – which shows how weak individual biases impact language structure over time (e.g., Kirby et al. 2008) - to ask whether learners have a cognitive bias for Zipfian distributions, reflected in a tendency to shift uniform distributions into skewed ones during cultural transmission.

Recent work suggests the recurrence of Zipfian distributions in language may be driven (at least in part) by learnability pressures (e.g., Bentz et al., 2017; Lavi-Rotbain & Arnon, 2020, 2022). In particular, the lower unigram entropy of such distributions (compared to uniform and less skewed ones) may benefit learning (Ferrer i Cancho, 2018; Lavi-Rotbain & Arnon, 2022). Indeed, growing evidence suggests Zipfian distributions facilitate word segmentation and learning (Kurumada, Meylan & Frank, 2013; Hendrickson & Perfors, 2019), and that they do so because of their lower unigram entropy (Lavi-Rotbain & Arnon, 2022).

Importantly, existing findings do not tell us whether there is a cognitive preference for skewed distributions: the facilitation may reflect learners’ prior experience with such distributions rather than a cognitive preference for them. Here, we explore the existence of such a preference by asking if learners will change their input to make it more skewed. In the first study, we show that learners are biased to produce skewed word distributions in telling a novel story: participants were given a short prompt including six nonce words introduced as names, nouns or verbs (Noun-prompt: “John has a store with six objects in it: a plizet, a nilbo, a skiger, a vamey, a chila, and a fengle. Write a short story about John’s day”). Aggregated over participants, the nonce words followed a Zipfian
distribution for all three parts of speech (high fit of summed frequency by rank to a power law distribution for nouns (R²=.98), verbs (R²=.98), and names (R²=.97).

In the second study, we ask if this bias leads to a shift from uniform distributions towards more skewed ones using an iterated learning paradigm. We exposed the first learner to a story where the six nonce words appeared equally often, and asked them to re-tell it. Their output served as input for the next learner, and so on for a chain of ten learners (or "generations"). We looked at two conditions: (1) where the number of unique words could decrease (five chains) and (2) where it couldn’t (participant had to use all words, five chains). Over time, word distributions became more skewed (as measured by lower levels of entropy), even when the number of word types remained constant (significant in model comparisons of mixed-effect regression models, also when excluding differently shaped chain 4). These findings suggest speakers have a cognitive bias for skewed distributions that gets amplified over time, lending support to the idea that their recurrence in language may be driven in part by learnability pressures.

![Figure 3](#) The decrease in entropy levels over generations in each of the five diffusion chains in condition 1 (left) and 2 (right)
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Design for noise resistance is a fundamental requirement of successful communication systems both in technology and the natural world (Shannon, 1948; Brumm & Slabbekoorn, 2005). Redundancy, one way of resisting noise, has been observed at multiple levels of linguistic structure (Fenk-Oczlon, 2001; Aylett & Turk, 2004; Pluymaekers, Ernestus, & Baayen, 2005; Jaeger & Levy, 2007). The ultimate function of noise resistance features is to minimise the loss of information, which is quantified in bits for each signal unit in terms of its probability ($\log_2 \frac{1}{p_i}$), from Shannon (1948)’s well-known formula for the average information of a set of signals.

We demonstrate that the ordering of high and low information units can yield more or less uniform distributions of information, and that more uniform distributions are functional for noise resistance. We also show that speakers are biased toward producing utterances with more uniform distributions (Cuskley, Bailes, & Wallenberg, 2021). Sentences of 10 words were extracted from the The Penn-York Computer-annotated Corpus of a Large amount of English (PY-CCLE; 2015), from which we derived four versions of each sentence: Optimised (where the information distribution was made maximally uniform by reordering units with a dedicated algorithm); Asymmetric (where the units were ordered by information content values such that the distribution was entirely asymmetric); Original (the original order of units in the natural sentence), and; Random (where the ordering of units was randomly shuffled). Each set of versions was subjected to two noise conditions: Single Unit Noise (where 3 single units were deleted from the 10 unit string in each version) and Clustered Noise (where 3 sequential units were deleted). The results show that (i) natural sentences were more uniform than random and asymmetric orders, (ii) more uniform distributions lost less information overall, and (iii) uniform distributions of information are 100% successful at preventing catastrophic information loss (defined as the loss of ≥50% of a distribution’s information content). These findings indicate that linguistic units are dynamically ordered across the sentence so as to optimise resistance to noise.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
We expand on the theoretical ramifications of an information-loss threshold and the effect of clustered noise as they apply to linguistic communication. Noise (anything that prevents the receiver from observing a complete signal, and only the intended signal) is particularly problematic for language when it comes in a large chunk, due to language’s famous “duality of patterning” (Hockett, 1958). Linguistic structure is multi-layered, and the structure at each layer must be inferred from the information a previous layer provides.

An information theoretic approach suggests that each layer of structure serves as a signal for another layer. Each layer of structure is a message for which another layer is the signal, and so on. While noise might take a form that affects particular units in isolation (e.g., omitting or altering one particular word in a sentence; (Ryskin, Futrell, Kiran, & Gibson, 2018)), chunks of noise that have the potential to obscure multiple linguistic units are a larger danger from the perspective of catastrophic signalling failures. Even a small amount of noise that spans multiple units - e.g. obscuring the last few phonological segments of one word and the first few of the following word - may well result in a failure to reconstruct both words. Because linguistic structure at levels other than the strictly phonetic consists of categorical units, analogue types of noise have the potential to obscure multiple categorical linguistic symbols at once, and so result in knock-on effects disrupting multiple units at higher levels. This may also predict different distributions of information at different levels. Phonemic categories are the first to be signalled, and terminal fading of phonetic material presents a particular noise constraint on this level of signalling. Since information loss compounds, conservation at this first level is crucial. The risk of compounded information loss combined with phonetic processing constraints therefore predict the frontloading of phonemic information within a word (King & Wedel, 2020). That phonetic articulation is particularly amenable to redundancy through lengthening (Aylett & Turk, 2004) may serve to mitigate the asymmetry this introduces.

We thus explicate a model of how different levels of linguistic structure signal one another in information theoretic terms. This information-theoretic paradigm for linguistic processing specifies that (i) linguistic communication (i.e. ‘message’ reconstruction) is a multilayered process of sub-setting the space of possible outcomes based on signal information, and (ii) signals at lower linguistic levels subset the space of possibilities at higher linguistic levels in a serial ‘daisy-chain’ of inter-level communication, such that (iii) information loss at lower levels of linguistic structure compounds information loss at higher, propositional levels.

From this perspective, it follows that linguistic communication is constrained not only by the absolute amount of noise, but by the potential for analogue noise to cause catastrophic signalling failure between linguistic levels. Linguistic planning is biased toward more uniform distributions of information, suggesting adaptation for the prevention of such catastrophic communication failure.
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EXPLORING THE CONCEPT OF PHENOTYPIC ACCOMMODATION: THE CASE OF THE LOSS OF AIR SACS
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During human evolution our ancestors developed a new phenotype that excluded an organ present in all extant great apes: laryngeal air sacs. This change has been acknowledged as an important step towards modern human phonetics. However, to date there is little reflection about how to conceive such a drastic evolutionary change within the subtribe Hominina. Here we propose the theoretical integration of air sacs loss as a case of phenotypic accommodation, a notion that helps to understand how our ancestors managed to survive, accommodating and consolidating the phenotype without air sacs, paving the way for a new phonetic system.

1. Laryngeal air sacs and Hominoidea

Laryngeal air sacs is a primitive trait present in many mammals: cetaceans like dolphins and whales, some ungulates (e.g. takins, from the Hymalayas) and also in many primates. Hewitt et al. (2002) showed that, within 128 primate species, up to 72 still have this anatomical feature. Schön Ybarra (1995) attested up to four different kinds of laryngeal air sacs within primates: (1) lateral ventricular, (2) subhyoid, (3) infraglottal and (4) dorsal. The first one is present in all great apes with the exception of H. sapiens. Air sacs are present in juvenile apes, even in fetuses and neonates (Stark & Schneider 1960). Steele et al. (2013) used 3-D reconstructions and observed that air sacs in chimpanzees are lateral ventricular, extending in a position behind the clavicle bone.

1.2. Possible functions of air sacs

The relation of the vocal tract and air sacs and their potential functions is controversial, since their potential functions could be several and not all species use air sacs for the same functions: for saving exhaled air (Negus, 1949); for the
reduction of hyper-ventilation (Hewitt et al., 2002); for generating a new sound source and stronger and longer lasting calls (Fitch & Hauser, 2003). Lieberman (2011) notes that air sacs are probably related to vocalization since inspiring carbon dioxide-rich air is not as useful as controlling speech. Falk (1975) pointed out that the vertical movement of the hyoid bone also compresses the orifice of the laryngeal air sacs and hence, participating in the mechanics when air sacs are emptied out and filled up. De Boer (2008) and Riede et al. (2009) created several models showing the influence of the sound produced by air sacs on the sound produced by vocal folds, while experimental research shows that, when both kind of sounds become superimposed, modern humans have difficulties in order to distinguish vowels properly (de Boer, 2012). Although Harrison (1995) dismissed the idea that air sacs are not necessary for vocalizations, several scholars do not agree. Lieberman (2010: 333) recalls as well that another function of air sacs in gorillas is acting “like a resonating drum” when gorillas thump their chest. More recently, Perlman & Salmi (2017) analyzed the vocalizations of gorillas and suggest that this species could use them for male display.

1.3. Abrupt change and the view of complexity

During the evolution of the subtribe Hominina, laryngeal air sacs disappeared at some point. The key feature to discern the presence or absence of air sacs in the fossil record seems to be the morphology of hyoid bone. The australopithecine (Au. afarensis) hyoid bone found, by Alemseged et al. (2006) in Dikika (Ethiopia), shows a primitive morphology that would suggest the connection of air sacs to the respiratory system and, hence, to the whole apparatus in charge of speech. The shape of the Dikika hyoid shows a deep bulla, while the shape of the H. sapiens hyoid describes an arch, without that deep cavity on the body section. The deep bulla would be a result of the development of the individual, from the direct contact of the tissues of air sacs to the hyoid bone.

The next fossilized hyoid bone from the fossil record seemed to belong to a H. erectus (Capasso et al., 2008). That particular hyoid bone showed a modern morphology, i.e. there is no cavity or bulla shape to which air sacs could be in contact with. However, a second examination by Capasso et al. (2016) confirmed that that bone was “too thick and short to be the body of human hyoid”. Finally, the neanderthal hyoid bone is quite similar to the H. sapiens’ hyoid bone (Arensburg et al., 1989; Bar-Yosef et al., 1992).

Thus, at some temporary point of the early stages of genus Homo – somewhere between the Australopithecus and H. erectus clades–, an early hominin started making steps into modern speech. A plausible, falsifiable
hypothesis is that *H. habilis* could be that hominin. Suggestions about *H. habilis* capability for speech are not new at all (Tobias, 1987), but information about this hominin is still too scarce and contentious (Wood & Collard, 1999) and, hence, this hypothesis is, for the moment, still more grounded upon plausible ideas than upon solid data from the fossil record.

1.4. Modularity and complexity

The enigma of air sacs loss in our lineage needs an explanation integrating the fact that the tissue of an air sac is always in physical contact with other tissues: hard tissues (the hyoid bone) and soft tissues (muscles and ligaments). This fact establishes a direct relationship between them, since all tissues interact with each other, not only due to contact, but also through the movements of the body (e.g. movements of the laryngeal muscles when producing sounds or during deglutition; or while turning the head). In fact, this can be considered as a collection of interacting elements or, in other words, a complex system. In such systems, the deletion of some well-connected elements leads to a reorganization of the system.

The structure of organisms seem to present a modular building schema (Wagner, 1996; Schlosser & Wagner, 2004; Callebaut & Rasskin-Gutman, 2005). Heads have been analyzed as a complex system which integrates several modules and submodules, which include different sets of bones (more than 20), teeth (up to 32), a brain, sensory organs, muscles, ligaments, cartilages, veins, nerves, etc., showing altogether an evident modular organization (Lieberman, 2011: 8-12). Heads include the neck and all its hard and soft tissues. Inside the human neck two passages can be detected, one for the air and another for the food. Anatomical network analyses have revealed musculoskeletal modularity in primates (Esteve-Altava et al., 2015a; Esteve-Altava et al., 2015b; Powell et al., 2018).

In a recent network analysis of musculoskeletal organization, Powell et al. (2018) show that, in spite of having more musculoskeletal elements (up to 157), humans do not seem to be more complex than other great apes. These authors argue that “even major changes in function […] can occur without profound changes to the network organization and modularity of the whole system”. Although Powell and collaborators include only direct musculoskeletal connections and not organs like air sacs, this reflection is still valid for the discussion on the evolution of air sacs: air sacs can disappear, as it has occurred in many taxa, without compromising the network organization, but affecting the function of the module. Following Powell et al. (2018), developmental plasticity
can facilitate the accommodation of functional and anatomical modifications without conditioning severely the network configuration.

Being it as it may, when an individual develops following a divergent and atypical developmental path, for example lacking (part of) an organ, the unexpected phenotype can provoke that other tissues of the system develop abnormally as well, due to the absence of physical opposition, and due to the “departure” –metaphorically speaking– from what was “planned” by the original, species-specific, body schema. Hence, soft tissues interact with hard tissues through physical contact. Lieberman recalls a good example of it in humans: an infant born lacking eyes will probably develop “tiny orbits with abnormally small upper faces because the eyeball normally pushes out the bones that form the orbital cavity walls” (2011: 53). Similarly, the air sacs loss had to have consequences for the surrounding tissues.

Other forces, like persistent muscular movements, if lasted through generations, could also exert an influence on the phenotypes, which could have been finally selected. Far from simply resorting to Lamarck’s (1809) Zoological Philosophy, we advocate a hypothesis in which phenotypes, not mutations, are the selected ones (West-Eberhard, 2003). For example, recent analyses of dry skulls of both humans and chimpanzees suggest a link between the large number of mandibular movements of muscles involved in speech (much larger than those used in chewing) and the morphology of the mandibular space in relation to the tongue (Bermejo-Fenoll et al. 2019). In spite of the difficulty for showing a cause-effect relationship, Bermejo-Fenoll and colleagues could show that H. sapiens’ ancestors followed an evolutionary trend which, progressively and increasingly, included more and more movements that today are related to modern speech, like for example lip smacking and oscillatory movements of the jaw (Ghanzafar et al., 2013; Ghanzafar et al., 2012; MacNeilage & Davis, 2005). Anyway, it seems out of question that, at some point between australopithecines and modern humans and –we suggest– after the disappearance of air sacs, the physical context of speech and the laryngeal structure changed, paving the way to new motor routines which could involve more (and perhaps new) movements that today are related to modern speech.

2. Air sacs loss as a case of phenotypic accommodation

West-Eberhard (2005a: 6547) recalls that “frequency of expression does not depend on the frequency of the inducer (mutation or environmental factor) alone”. Thus, according to West-Eberhard’s (2003, 2005b) proposal, evolutionary selection combines both natural and sexual or social selection, and hence, genes would be followers, not leaders in adaptive evolution. We think
this is a good theoretical framework for a change like the loss of air sacs. This is something that has not been yet approached and, thus, there are some possibilities open to inquiry. One possibility is that the first individuals lacking air sacs represented atypical phenotypes within their group of conspecifics. Hence, it is expectable that the disappearance of air sacs from the body schema altered, even if slightly, some developmental patterns during ontogeny, and thus yielding new, different phenotypes in adult individuals. Some available evidence from comparative studies do support such a view: works on the ontogeny of the descent of the hyolaryngeal complex and the root of the tongue takes place at about 3 months of age (Lieberman et al., 2001). By contrast, at 4 months of age the initial pouch that will become the air sac is already visible in chimps (Nishimura et al., 2007).

The observable fact is that this new phenotype somehow reached stabilization, and one of the reasons could be that it was not incompatible with survival. This can be interpreted as an indication (though still not confirmed evidence) of a fitness effect. According to West-Eberhard (2005a), if the new phenotype has a fitness effect, then selection occurs. Were this the case of air sacs loss, it could be conceived as a phenotype that has been consolidated, becoming the typical phenotype of current H. sapiens. Observed through this lens, thus, the air sacs loss could be classified a case of *phenotypic accommodation* (West-Eberhard, 2003; 2005b). Phenotypic accommodation takes place when an individual develops plastically, adapting the organism to new environmental inputs (here “environmental” refers to all levels in biology, from cells to ecological niches). If the new inputs persist and other conspecifics can develop the same adaptive phenotype as well, this new phenotype could become stabilized by, for example, new mutations promoting and reinforcing it.

Arguments supporting this hypothesis are, for example, that air sac loss is a consolidated phenotype in many primate species, some of them phylogenetically distant from one another (cf. Hewitt et al., 2002). Thus, it seems to be a recurrent homoplasy within the *Primates* order. Recurrent phenotypes with discontinuous phylogenetic distributions have been detected in many taxa (cf. West-Eberhard, 2003, for a highly detailed revision). Moreover, the existence of both phenotypes within *Primates* suggests ancestral developmental plasticity for producing both forms (West-Eberhard, 2005b: 6546). Were the air sacs loss phenotype dependent of a mutation (or methylation) only, it would be a mutation/methylation that has appeared many times and hence, less plausible. Thus, phenotypic plasticity seems to be a good candidate for the origins of air sac loss, given the fact that it can account for the repetition of homoplases in different primates and in different stages of phylogeny. Moreover, phenotypic
accommodation could give time to this developmental variant for becoming stabilized within populations and species. The absence of air sacs would have led the possibility for some individuals to develop towards new phenotypes that were compatible with life (here we follow Pere Alberch’s (1989) “logic of monsters” and assume the idea of a phenotypic space of biological possibilities). Let us remark that this hypothesis is conceived as a phenotypic possibility for some ancestors of *H. sapiens*, and not for all species that have evolved towards phenotypes lacking air sacs. The reason is that, usually, there is not a unique factor affecting the several environmental levels by which an organism is affected, and each species is affected by a different set of environmental factors (admittedly, partially coincidental with other species). The first individuals who developed like that, were at first unusual and atypical. However, some of their descendants managed to survive, consolidating (accommodating) a phenotype without air sacs, and thus paving the way for a new phonetic system.

**Conclusion**

Laryngeal air sacs is an ancestral trait in *Primates*, while its absence is a derived characteristic. Both possibilities exist in monkeys, lesser apes (*Hylobatidae*) and great apes (*Hominidae*). It is well-known that the descent of larynx does not guarantee vocalization (Fitch 2009). Similarly, the lack of air sacs does not guarantee neither the descent of larynx nor modern speech. But it was a necessary step for evolving towards what is known today as modern human speech. Nonetheless, both phenotypes are recurrent and it is puzzling how to integrate this into evolutionary theory. We propose that this could be a case of phenotypic plasticity and, more concretely, a case of phenotypic accommodation. This concept satisfies the recurrence of both phenotypes and the differences in ontogeny in juvenile chimps and humans. Finally, the concept of phenotypic accommodation solves the difficulty of linking this evolutionary change to mutation only, and gives the time a species needs until the new variant becomes stabilized.
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The spread of linguistic innovations has been modeled by means of logistic growth (Altmann, 1985; Labov, 1994; Ghanbarnejad et al., 2014). The epidemiological argument underlying this type of growth is that (a) innovations are transmitted from one individual to the next and that (b) growth rate depends on both the number of individuals that already know the innovation and the number of individuals that do not yet know it (Figure 1b, left; Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1981). The resulting dynamics are S-shaped (as in Figure 1c; cf. Blythe & Croft, 2012). Interestingly, although this argument is inherently population dynamic and involves interacting individuals, empirical accounts typically assess S-shaped linguistic spread by means of token frequency (Denison, 2003).

In this contribution, we promote the use of prevalence for studying lexical change, i.e., the fraction of individuals that know and use a word. Lexical prevalence was employed in mathematical accounts of lexical spread (Nowak, 2000) and, more recently, considered in psycholinguistic research where prevalence was argued to function as relevant (control-)variable in experimental setups (Brysbaert et al., 2019). Here, we show (a) that lexical prevalence is relevant for studying the spread of lexical innovations in that prevalence trajectories typically precede frequency trajectories, and we propose (b) the use of coupled dynamics of prevalence and frequency. Our study unfolds in two steps.

In the first part, we use a diachronic corpus of German newspapers spanning a period of two decades (Ransmayr et al., 2017) and derive trajectories of token frequency and prevalence (by using the fraction of authors using a word as a proxy for prevalence; cf. Johns et al., 2020) for a set of about 700 words that have been strongly increasing in this period (e.g., googeln, ‘to google’). By fitting logistic models to each trajectory, we determine (i) the intrinsic growth rate, (ii) the inflection point, and (iii) goodness-of-fit for each word. We show that prevalence

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
curves have (i) a higher intrinsic growth rate (cf. Figure 1a), (ii) earlier inflection points, and (iii) a better fit that frequency curves. We take this to show that logistic prevalence curves detect lexical innovations earlier and more reliably than this is the case for logistic frequency curves.

![Comparison of growth rates](image1)

**a** comparison of growth rates:

\[
\begin{align*}
\log\text{growth rate } & \quad \log\text{growth rate } \\
p & \quad d = 0.26 \\
p^* & \quad f^*
\end{align*}
\]

prevalence frequency

\[
\begin{align*}
r_p^* & > r_f^* \\
r_p & < r_f \\
r_p & > r_f
\end{align*}
\]

**b** decoupled dynamics

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{p} &= r_p p (1 - p/K_p) \\
\dot{f} &= r_f f (1 - f/K_f)
\end{align*}
\]

**c** coupled dynamics

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{p} &= r_p p (1 - p/K_p) \\
\dot{f} &= r_f f (1 - f/K_f)
\end{align*}
\]

**d**

![Solution for coupled dynamics](image2)

In the second part of our study, we test if goodness-of-fit improves if we couple the dynamics of prevalence and frequency rather than keeping them separate as before. This is done by letting the growth of frequency at a certain time not only depend on token frequency but also on prevalence (Figure 1b, left). This is motivated by the assumption that the production of words depends on whether an individual knows a word and on how entrenched it is (Bybee, 2006). Given that intrinsic growth is higher for prevalence than for frequency, the frequency trajectory is shown to be preceded by the prevalence trajectory in this model (Figure 1c). Subsequently, we use the empirical trajectories analyzed before and compute goodness-of-fit for the respective solutions of both systems, coupled and decoupled. We show that although coupled dynamics are in some cases uninformative (goodness-of-fit close to zero), they generally show a slightly better fit than decoupled systems (Figure 1d; our study is complemented with a sensitivity analysis of goodness-of-fit differences). We conclude that coupled dynamics of prevalence and frequency represent a reasonable model for studying lexical evolution that, in addition, help to reconstruct diachronic prevalence trajectories from frequency data.
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Two mechanisms involving negative frequency dependence, i.e., pressures for less of the same, have been suggested to affect linguistic evolution: (i) horror aequi, a cognitive-psychophysiological effect that leads to avoidance of repetitions, and (ii) extravagance, which is a pragmatic strategy to signal non-conformity and emphasis by avoiding predominant constituents in favor of innovative ones. In this paper, we explore how avoidance biases like this influence the long-term evolution of linguistic constituents. We do so by means of evolutionary analysis of population dynamic models of linguistic diffusion. We show that if individuals are sufficiently sensitive with respect to variation then avoidance biases can yield linguistic diversification, i.e., stable coexistence of constituent variants.

1. Introduction

Linguistic systems exhibit diversity on various levels. Phonological systems consist of diverse sounds, some of which are closely related to each other (e.g., more or less leniated variants of a consonant like /b/). Vocabularies usually consist of thousands of words, some of which may be formally similar but semantically different (e.g., freak denoting an abnormal individual or, in fact, an expert or aficionado). Other words are formally different but denote the same concept (e.g., session and its slang variant sesh). And on the syntactic level, languages feature a multitude of constructions, although some of them are formally slightly different but might fulfill the same function (e.g., [going to + V] and [gonna + V] for expressing future events), or indeed formally similar but semantically different (e.g., [going to + V] and [going to + N]). Where does this diversity come from?

One of the potential causes of the successful implementation of variants like the ones above is the tendency to avoid more of the same. We will refer to this as avoidance bias. Two mechanisms have been discussed in this matter. On the cognitive-psychophysiological level, the horror aequi effect was suggested to promote variation in that it provides a bias against repetitions. On the pragmatic level, extravagance was discussed as a mechanism that enhances innovations to make their users stand out of the crowd (Haspelmath, 2000; Walter, 2007; Petré,
In this paper, we study the effect of such biases on linguistic diversity by means of population-dynamic models. For this, we implement frequency-dependent avoidance biases into a dynamical system that characterizes the spread of a linguistic constituent (phoneme, word, construction) through a population of speakers and analyze the long-term evolution of this constituent (Doebeli & Ispolatov, 2010; Dercole & Rinaldi, 2008). We show that diversification of the constituent, i.e., the stable establishment of two variants of itself, depends on the scope of the mechanism and how easy it is for speakers to differentiate between variants.

The subsequent section provides a brief review of the two mechanisms, *horror aequi* and extravagance. After that, we outline our model together with its evolutionary analysis and finally discuss its implications and limitations.

### 2. Horror aequi and extravagance in linguistic evolution

Avoidance biases can operate on different levels. The *horror aequi* effect (‘fear of the same’) was suggested as a mechanism that lets speakers avoid repetitions of similar (or even identical) linguistic structures operating on various levels of linguistic organization. The effect has been suggested to be motivated by psychological and physiological constraints as well as constraints on cognitive planning (Walter, 2007). In the phonological domain, it was proposed as a mechanism for avoiding repetitions by Brugmann (1917) already in the beginning of the 20th century (e.g., German *Zauberin* rather than *Zauberer*in* (where *Zauberer* is a ‘male magician’ and -in is the German feminine suffix). In phonetics and phonology, avoidance biases have been studied under the term *obligatory contour principle*. For instance, Walter (2008) has shown that repetition of the consonants /b, d, g/ leads to the production of lenited variants. In the morpho-syntactic domain, the effect was studied by Rohdenburg and others to account for the avoidance of repeating -ing forms in English in sequences like *without bothering to tell him* vs. *without bothering telling him* (Szmrecsanyi, 2008; Rohdenburg, 2011). The effect typically applies within utterances but it can also apply across utterance boundaries, as long as they are temporally close. Indeed, *horror aequi* was suggested to be a potential counterpart of (asymmetric) priming (Jäger & Rosenbach, 2008) and attested experimentally (Hilpert & Saavedra, 2018) (although *horror aequi* was argued by Szmrecsanyi (2008) to be weaker than supportive effects).

Extravagance, in contrast, is a pragmatic phenomenon that by definition applies to interactions among individuals. In an excellent recent review, Ungerer and Hartmann (2020) elaborate on the different aspects of extravagance covered.

---

1In biological evolution, negative frequency-dependent selection is a well-studied mechanism potentially accounting for diversification and stable polymorphism (Brisson, 2018; Chesson, 2000). It is less well studied in cultural evolution; but see, e.g., Doebeli and Ispolatov (2010), who use a model similar to that in this paper to model coexistence of religions.
in the literature. An important aspect of extravagant language seems to be that it lets their users stand out of the crowd. While this may have the reason to signal (out-)group membership (Fajardo, 2019) in a non-conformative fashion (e.g., back-clipping session to sesh in youth slang), this is not necessarily always the case. Extravagant expressions may be as well used to gain attention or as emphasis device. So, the [going to + V] future construction or the progressive construction [be V-ing] were argued to be motivated by extravagance, as was the lengthened an more explicit expression by means of in place of with (Haspelmath, 1999, 2000; Vosberg, 2003; Petré, 2017). Length seems to be a particularly relevant property related to extravagance, as seen in phrasal compounds like make-your-stomach-hurt difficult (Günther, Kotowski, & Plag, 2020).

What both mechanisms have in common is (i) the tendency to avoid a predominant variant in favor of another variant and (ii) frequency dependence. That is, both horror aequi and extravagance only apply if certain structures are used and encountered relatively often. Horror aequi requires nearby repetitions of linguistic structures and extravagant expressions require a background of predominantly used forms against which they are perceived as extravagant in the first place. Frequency dependence is negative because avoidance biases impede the usage of the predominant variant. In what follows, we model avoidance biases and their effect on linguistic diffusion through speaker populations.

3. Modeling linguistic evolution under avoidance biases

Let us consider a linguistic constituent that is characterized by a certain property \(x\). Such a constituent could be, e.g., a phoneme, a phoneme sequence, a word, or a construction, and its property \(x\) could be some formal aspect (such as the degree of lenition of the consonant /bl/) or some semantic aspect (like the sentiment of the word freak, which could be positive, negative, or something in between). We assume that \(x\) can be measured on a continuous scale, i.e., \(x \in X \subseteq \mathbb{R}\), where \(X\) is an interval defining the range of possible values. By learning the constituent, it is transmitted from one individual to the next, either horizontally, or vertically in first-language acquisition. Whenever a user of the constituent and a learner who does not yet know it meet, successful learning takes place at an intrinsic rate \(\lambda\) depending on \(x\). We also assume that learning is optimal for some value \(x_0\) (i.e., \(f\) is locally concave around \(x_0\)). When an individual learns the constituent, they switch from the learner to the user class. Let \(L\) and \(U\) denote the respective number of individuals.

Individuals can also cease to use a constituent so that they switch from the user class back to the learner class. In our model, switching back to the learner class is motivated by avoidance biases outlined before. Thus, users cease to use a constituent whenever they interact with another user of that constituent at an avoidance rate \(\alpha\). That is, growth is subject to negative frequency dependence (Brisson, 2018). Oftentimes, individuals using slightly different variants will interact. Sup-
pose that the values \( x \) and \( y \) define two different variants of a constituent (two different degrees of lenition; two different sentiment values). We assume that \( \alpha \) is a decreasing function of the distance \( \Delta = |x - y| \) between both variants obtaining its maximum \( \alpha_0 \) at \( \Delta = 0 \). Avoidance rate \( \alpha \) is highest if both variants are identical and decreases the more different they are. A function that models such a behavior is

\[
\alpha(\Delta) = \alpha_0 \exp(-1/2 \cdot \Delta^2/\sigma^2).
\]

This is a bell-shaped curve depending on \( \Delta \). The steepness of this curve is determined by the parameter \( \sigma \), which stands for the scope of the avoidance mechanism. The scope defines the range of values that are affected by that mechanism in a fuzzy manner (Figure 1a, top panel). If \( \sigma \) is high (flat curve) then even substantially different variants lead to high mutual avoidance rates. If \( \sigma \) is low (steep curve) then only relatively similar constituents will lead to high avoidance rates. The reciprocal \( 1/\sigma \) can be interpreted as a measure of the sensitivity with respect to variation. High sensitivity (low \( \sigma \)) means that only nearby variants are perceived as identical. Low sensitivity (high \( \sigma \)) means that most variants are perceived as identical, which promotes avoidance. Note that, for simplicity, our model only captures mechanisms of negative frequency dependence although language clearly shows positive frequency dependence as well; see Doebeli (2011) for a model juxtaposing conformity and non-conformity biases. We will come back to this limitation in the final section.

Given the above considerations, the population dynamics of a constituent specified by \( x \), in the absence of other variants, is given by the differential equation

\[
\dot{U} = \lambda(x)UL - \alpha_0UU,
\]

where we assume that population size is normalized so that \( L + U = 1 \). If \( \lambda(x) > 0 \) (positive learning rate) the population dynamic equilibrium is given by \( \hat{U}(x) = \lambda(x)/((\lambda(x) + \alpha_0)) \).

What can we say about the long-term evolution of the constituent’s property \( x \)? We can model the evolutionary trajectory of \( x \) with the help of the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics (Meszena, Kisdi, Dieckmann, Geritz, & Metz, 2002; Dercole & Rinaldi, 2008), which relates to the Price equation (Page & Nowak, 2002) and defines the rate of change of \( x \) as

\[
\dot{x} = M\frac{\Sigma^2}{2} \hat{U}(x) \frac{\partial f(x, y)}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=x}.
\]

Here, the constants \( M \) and \( \Sigma^2 \) define the rate and variance of linguistic innovations, respectively. More importantly, \( f(x, y) \) denotes invasion fitness, i.e., the exponential growth rate of a rare variant characterized by \( y \) in a population in which \( x \) is the predominant variant. That is, for every \( x \), \( f(x, y) \) defines a fitness
landscape that rare variants have to cope with (Figure 1a, mid panel). Given the population dynamics in (2), invasion fitness can be derived as

\[ f(x, y) = \lambda(y)(1 - \hat{U}(x)) - \alpha(y - x)\hat{U}(x). \] (4)

One can show that \( x_0 \) (where learning is optimal) defines an equilibrium of the evolutionary dynamics (3) (Doebeli & Ispolatov, 2010). Moreover, \( x_0 \) is an evolutionary attractor, so that values close to \( x_0 \) are driven towards this equilibrium.

What is more interesting is this: if \( \sigma \) is large (low sensitivity with respect to variation) then \( x_0 \) is a local maximum of the fitness landscape given by \( f(x_0, y) \) (Figure 1a, bottom panel). This can be seen by looking at the curvature of \( f \) around \( x_0 \) (because \( \alpha''(0) \) is small for large \( \sigma \)):

\[
\frac{\partial^2 f(y, x_0)}{\partial y^2} \bigg|_{y=x_0} = \lambda''(x_0)(1 - \hat{U}(x_0)) - \alpha''(0)\hat{U}(x_0). \] (5)

This means that \( x_0 \) cannot be invaded by nearby variants. If, however, \( \sigma \) is sufficiently small then \( x_0 \) is a local minimum of the fitness landscape \( f(x_0, y) \), so that \( x_0 \) can be invaded by nearby variants. Thus, \( x_0 \) is a branching point at which the population is split into two variants that stably coexist (Geritz, Metz, Kisdi, & Meszéna, 1997). This is shown in Figure 1b. High sensitivity with respect to variation combined with avoidance biases leads to diversification of the constituent into two variants (e.g., more/less lenited; positive/negative).

4. Discussion and conclusion

We have seen that mechanisms accounting for negative frequency dependence can drive linguistic diversification. Two such mechanisms have been discussed: (i) the horror aequi effect operating on the cognitive-psychophysiological level and (ii) extravagance, i.e., the tendency to behave differently in order to stand out as a pragmatic phenomenon. In the literature, both mechanisms have been suggested to promote linguistic innovations and hence linguistic evolution. What we have shown in our contribution, though, is that stable coexistence of two variants (i.e., diversity) that result from one of these mechanisms depends on how sensitive individuals are with respect to variation. If individuals do not differentiate between different variants and put all of them into one basket then neither horror aequi nor extravagance will lead to diversification. Both mechanisms require a certain ability to differentiate between variants. Without this ability, linguistic evolution simply optimizes learnability (so that, say, only lenited /b/ and freak with a positive connotation would remain).

Why is this plausible? If (i) individuals treat almost all variants as identical then horror aequi is very likely to apply. If, however, horror aequi only applies to very similar variants, the mechanism will lead to deletion much more rarely, hence enforcing coexistence. Likewise, if (ii) even distant variants are considered the
Figure 1. (a) Evolutionary dynamics for wide (left, \( \sigma = 0.4 \)) and narrow (right, \( \sigma = 0.2 \)) scopes. Top panel: avoidance rates \( \alpha \) are modulated by the scope of the mechanism. Mid panel: changing fitness landscape showing invasion fitness \( f(x, y) \) for all combinations of a predominant variant (‘resident’) characterized by \( x \) and a rare variant (‘mutant’) characterized by \( y \). Dark regions denote positive, and light regions negative invasion fitness. In both cases, \( x_0 \) is an evolutionary attractor. This is because below/above \( x_0 \), mutants closer to \( x_0 \) than the resident have positive invasion fitness, so that \( x \) is driven towards \( x_0 \). Bottom panel: Fitness landscapes of the mutant variant \( y \) in an environment set by the resident \( x_0 = 0.5 \) at the evolutionary equilibrium. In the right case, \( x_0 \) is a minimum of the fitness landscape, can be invaded by nearby variants and is hence a branching point. (b) Diversification into two variants if the underlying avoidance mechanism has a narrow scope (small \( \sigma \)). NB: the symmetry in (b) is a direct consequence of the symmetry of \( \lambda(x) \) in the present model which we assume for simplicity (the shape of \( \lambda(x) \) can be more complex, of course). The same holds true for the location of \( x_0 \) which we simply assume to be 0.5 in this simulation.
same, they will be dropped in order to behave in an extravagant way. But if individuals have a very fine-grained perception of different variants and can tease them apart easily then they will stick to their own behavior because, after all, it is then more likely to be judged as extravagant by others. Thus, fine-grained perception of formal and semantic differences between linguistic constituents which—given the mechanisms discussed here—can ensure the diversity of linguistic (phonological, lexical, constructional) inventories.

The model proposed in this paper clearly is simplistic. It builds on homogeneous mixing, simple population structure, and the technical assumption that linguistic properties evolve gradually (in other words, that changes are small and that innovations spread fast). Most importantly, it only explicitly features mechanisms of negative but no mechanisms of positive frequency dependence, respectively, such as conformity biases (on the pragmatic level), priming effects (on the cognitive-psychophysiological level), or simplicity preferences inducing positive frequency dependence. Obviously, such mechanisms exist as well and shape linguistic evolution (Jäger & Rosenbach, 2008; Enfield, 2008; Baumann & Sommerer, 2018). Our point is not that avoidance biases are necessary for explaining linguistic diversity. The point is that, everything else being equal, mechanisms of negative frequency dependence can yield interesting evolutionary dynamics in that they represent sufficient conditions for linguistic diversification.
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THE ROLE OF TRUST IN LANGUAGE EMERGENCE
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Over the past 25 years Chris Knight, Jerome Lewis, James Hurford, and others have proposed community-wide trust and social egalitarianism as the critical conditions for the innovation and enculturation of spoken language (gender political balance is tied into egalitarianism). This paper evaluates the underpinnings and predispositions for these developments. We contend that inter-subjective trust heightens the efficacy of cognition in semiotic inference. Human trust has particularly deep evolutionary antecedents in the entanglement of social and personal domains within cultural and biological factors. Millions of years of primate and hominin mind-reading (ToM) laid down tracks for an eventual transition to human speech using the same inferential socio-cognitive channels (at very different levels).

1. Introduction.

The cultural achievement of social trust ultimately leverages bio-genetic evolution preceding and underpinning it but, as cultural, it has a complex set of dependencies in which the primary factor seems to be a socio-political egalitarianism (Knight & Lewis, 2017; Boehm, 2009). Moreover, this egalitarian thread has dependencies that beg for explanation. At some point, H. sapiens launched into a “culture only” evolutionary phase (Welsch, 2016). There is debate about when this happened. Evidence suggests that it happened slowly but was in place before the migration out of Africa (~60 kya; Domínguez-Andrés & Netea, 2019).

The history and field work forming the stimulus for this paper primarily have studied sub-Saharan and south African immediate-return hunter-gatherers.

2. A Protracted Process on the way to Trust: Preconditions

The hypothesis of a combination of community-wide trust, social egalitarianism, and gender political balance has been developing a growing appeal. H. sapiens shows in early traces the capacity to accumulate culture over generations. Trust eased and supported the innovation of shared spoken language. But these times of trust were the last act in a play with a hundred acts: key underpinnings and precursors were needed. As Deacon asserts (2017), no new brain structures evolved to support language or its correlates (Christiansen, 2013). So, from an evolutionary point of view, a culture-only evolutionary history was called for to achieve these outcomes but this evolutionary process was highly complex: “a very
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wide spectrum of entangled conditions is required” (Dor, Knight, & Lewis 2014). This *spectrum* includes social, political, cognitive, emotional as well as cultural factors and there are implicit sub-dependencies between those factors. This paper aims to expose these underpinnings.

3. Subcortical & Autonomic Predispositions to Sociality and Proximity

Critical to the later emergence of Trust is a multifaceted set of evolutionary developments, some in primate development and some later in the hominin tree that relate to the toleration of closeness and then an expansion of cooperative closeness into inter-subjectivity.

3.1. Social engagement’s autonomic capacities: an autonomic social-engagement system (Porges & Carter, 2013) developed in the primate line over millions of years. This system developed long after the much earlier parasympathetic and sympathetic autonomic systems. Among primates, bonobos outperform chimps in social intelligence showing this emergent set of capacities. (Krupenye et al, 2017; Gruber et al, 2016). In a provocative example of this, bonobo sexual beckoning gestures combine *deixis* and *iconicity* (Clay & Genty, 2017). Porges summarizes this autonomic system in this passage [key is the visceral sensing of safety - required for trust]:

> This synergism of neural mechanisms in mammals down-regulated defensive systems and promoted proximity by providing social cues (e.g., intonation of vocalization, facial expressivity, posture, and head gesture) that the organism was not in a physiological state that promoted aggressive and dangerous behaviors. Detection of these social cues allowed for symbiotic regulation of behavior and the elaboration of reciprocal care-giving. (Porges & Carter, 2013)

The role of social hormones (e.g. oxytocin) in this area has often been pushed to center stage. But reducing anxiety about social proximity cannot by itself claim so much of the credit for such a broad and creative spectrum of behavioral and communicative social invention. Human neuroplasticity arising in a social setting *without* a straight-jacket of “fixed behaviors” builds these forms of trust. (a relevant discussion is in Hurford, 2007)

3.2. Interaction engine (Levinson, 2006): The main thrust of Levinson’s “interaction engine” is that humans engaged in enhanced communication exercises *before* formal language emerged. *H. sapiens* developed this semiotic interactivity on top of the autonomic social engagement capacities mentioned above. Attention to the Other occurred as an early precursor to verbal exchanges (Hrdy, 2011). Elementary mind-reading (ToM) developed in the primate line
reinforcing this. (Vogeley, 2017; de Waal, 2022). As an example, Brinck stresses that, from a very early age, infants are poised to respond to communicative engagements, shifting attention and gaze vis-à-vis objects in terms of the caregiver (Brinck et al, 2017). Also, interactive play is a critical modality with deep roots and is linked to prosocial intelligence (Kuczaj et al, 2008).

3.3. **Intersubjectivity**: (de Waal, 2019) The claim of Trust in a theory of language-emergence is congruent with accounts of early ToM and forms of communication that leverage inferential sharing of intent-signals (non-verbal). The cognitive substrates for these faculties are critical. Deep in the primate line are forms of proto-inter-subjectivity in genus *Pan* (Krupenye et al, 2017; Kano et al, 2017). Interpreting the intent of the Other exercises faculties of domain-general cognitive inference that work well within a wide spectrum of communicativeness. What evolved was not *discretely coded* signals “one at a time”. What evolved was a multi-purpose meta-representational *capacity* that could work with any signal system because it evolved cognitive strengths that grew increasingly adept at “getting” what the Other intended across multiple modalities. Only humans use *ostensive* communication while nonhuman primates are mainly *intentional* (Scott-Phillips, 2015). With trust, humans cooperate in sharing an inferential *common ground* that can draw on a vast data store. Trust endows human participants with a critical measure of *efficiency* in both innovation and early usage phases of this communications adventure (Knight, 2018).

3.4. **Attachment theory** (Hrdy, 2009) reveals the relational/cognitive strengths of human children that support their ability to securely attach in *alloparental* settings (Kramer et al, 2018; Gopnik, 2016a). The *child’s* autonomous contribution to this hugely advantageous evolutionary pathway is often overlooked. In their summary of this subject, the authors assert “These observations clearly support Hrdy’s emphasis on the extensiveness and importance of alloparental behavior among hunter-gatherer groups…” (Hewlett & Lamb, 2005). The ToM strengths of the young child (<6 yrs.) (Nonnenmacher et al, 2021) presage the same capacities emerging in adults (Dörrenberg et al, 2018). The child can appraise the safety and emotional signals of the caregiver towards herself. Infant attachment styles later become a psychological advantage for the adult (Fraley, 2019). Trust between adults is affected here as well. Children achieve security with non-maternal caregivers using perceptive faculties that assess the Other’s emotional intent.

3.5. **Spoken Language** (evolving later) grew to leverage a semiotic-semantic-metaphoric common ground which scaffolded an early ritual and multi-modal
expressiveness – dance/song, oro-facial and body gesture (Lewis, 2014: §7.5; Prieur et al, 2019). This semiotic scaffolding was embedded in the cultural practices that sought to protect egalitarianism and its roots in the economy, reproductive politics, the hunt, and the spirits of the forest. For ages, preverbal inter-subjectivity (ToM) used domain-general inferential faculties (multi-sensory) to grasp communicative intent: taking in contextual cues from multiple channels. Cultural life was already rich in semiotic/semantic meanings.

...no new brain structures evolved to support the distinctive cognitive capacities of the human species such as language. Instead, language functions have effectively recruited older neural systems, previously adapted to serve other functions. (Deacon, 2017)

As *H. sapiens* evolved along a culture-only path, social communication increasingly enjoyed a plasticity – a semiotic continuum (Lewis in Arbib, 2013; Malafouris, 2016: §4). Modalities other than verbal speech can be ostensive and have communicative intent. The pre-verbal inferential faculty is congruent with and segues into the later verbal ostensive-inferential faculty (Scott-Phillips, 2015). The sound-stream of words becomes yet another modality to blend with available (usual or new) cues and scaffolding. The “digital” aspects of verbal speech don’t deny what is called the “invariance problem”. The interpretation of this sound-stream relies on the cues and contexts that disambiguate the stimulus – to leverage this scaffolding is essential.

Jerome Lewis in his study of the Mbendjele goes right to the heart of this semiotic plasticity and the prominence of their multi-faceted musicality:

“Mbendjele have developed specific styles of communication for different audiences and situations. They mix words with sung sounds, ideophones, expletives, whistles, signs, hand signals, gestures, vocabulary from other people’s languages, animal sounds, and other environmental sounds, sometimes in a single speech act. In the context of forest hunting and gathering, the role of different language styles and communicative strategies suggests that diverse styles of communicating could have been crucial to the survival of early humans...” (Lewis in Botha & Knight, 2009)

[For the Mbenjele] ...it is not what people are singing but the polyphonic yodelling singing style, not which dances they dance or which spirits they call but the ritual structures they follow, not the language they speak but how it is spoken. The perception of what it means to be Yaka is based on an aesthetic quality and lifestyle as much as on genealogical accident, a distinctive sense of style in which music is more central to culture than language. (Lewis, 2002)
4. Relaxed Selection and Self-Domestication

Important protracted developments resulted in less over-determination of Homo by hardwired genes and more by environmental responses coming from neuroplasticity and epigenetics (Deacon, 2017). “Self-domestication” and neoteny (de Waal, 2022; Bednarik, 2011) form two major themes in this long term process (Hare, 2017). This evolutionary process goes back to forms of our genus roughly 2 mya. Deacon places “relaxed selection” in that time frame as well as growth spurts in stone tool use and inter-continental migration (Deacon, 2016).

Although traditional assumptions about the role of genetic change in evolution have tended to focus on mutations that augment some function, evidence is growing that gene duplication and gene loss – including especially loss of non-coding regulatory sequences – has contributed to significant evolutionary change... Human-specific loss of over 500 otherwise highly conserved non-coding regulatory sequences has recently been reported (McLean et al 2011). This extensive loss of genetic regulation may be a signal of human-specific relaxation of selection and an increased sensitivity to epigenetic and environmental influences.” (Deacon, 2016)

The net effect of self-domestication is the release of the organism from pre-set genetic constraints or fixed behavioral plans (Gómez-Robles et al, 2015). There are connections between the license to innovate, pretend-play, and ritually sing & dance just as examples (Hare, 2017). The relaxation of genetic constraints means that Play can bridge to multiple cultural, political, and interpersonal domains in multi-modal ways. For instance, rather than have an aggressive single-minded rigidity about issues of sexual politics, humorful imagination can enter into the available responses and bring the female cohort together making reverse dominance an exhausting and exhilarating exercise.

5. Plasticity, Play, Egalitarianism, and Trust

Trust is tacitly built into play. Playmates “play along” honoring unspoken rules. If the rules get extended, playmates might pick up on this extension and accommodate the new “twist”. Play draws on a prior and very long development of cooperation in the genus Homo (Tomasello, 2014) along with a reduction of both the proactive and reactive types of aggression in H. sapiens (Wrangham, 2018).

Particularly among immediate-return hunter-gatherers, the ethos of sharing and cooperating is very strong. There is an implicit element of trust in the cooperation in an immediate-return economy. The presence of trust in Play would be as
palpable. Baka children’s play exhibits values like egalitarianism that are strongly embraced in the adult culture (Kamei, 2005).

Play in children and adults is an opportunity stemming from the loss of genetic regulation: invented vocalizations versus fixed calls, for instance. While the self-domestication and relaxed selection mentioned earlier took place significantly before the period of culture-only or proto-culture-only evolution (Welsch, 2016), play in child-development or adult ritual would need cultural supports to become stable or habitual parts of human life.

“… in the safe and well-provisioned context of play, characteristic of a species with an extended juvenile period, individuals place themselves into unconventional and often disorienting positions or orientations. These novel situations afford opportunities to experiment with a variety of behavioral and cognitive routines and generate novel, and possibly adaptive, responses, or modules.” (Pellegrini & Pellegrini, 2013)

Play draws on intuitive and creative cognitive and affective resources. It perpetuates an egalitarian setting and asserts it anew.

“Social play – play involving two or more playmates – is necessarily egalitarian. It always requires a suspension of aggression and dominance and heightened sensitivity to the needs and desires of the other individual involved.” (Gray, 2013)

Closely related to the suspension of aggression is the matter of self-control.

“[The] same cultures that allowed their children the greatest freedom to play also produced people who seemed to have the greatest capacity for self-control. … [The] … amounts of play engaged in by hunter-gatherer children helped to promote their extraordinary capacities to regulate their emotions in ways that were adaptive to their conditions of life.” (Gray, 2013)

5.1. Play Liberates Ritual Content

Rituals still practiced in extant groups (Congo basin) are created with an imagination driven by Play. Shared aesthetic rules allow autonomy and humorful coordination. Play allows the moral themes of reverse dominance and female solidarity to be explicitly danced and sung, together with impersonations that bring on wild laughter. Play allows performance to be a virtual space where creativity is free and enthusiastic. Even an origins story is playful and whimsical yet evocative of “real life”. Named rituals (e.g. for the Mbendjele: “Ngoku” and their origins story) are embodied metaphorical figures (without prescribed lyrics) that evoke the moral and spiritual narratives lived by the band.

6. Female Strength and Role in the Hunt
Women are not excluded. They are often active in the hunt and then they are the “arms” of the nets when they are thrown to catch game. They have a spiritual-telepathic channel to the creatures. This channel is why the very antipathy between menstrual blood and the blood of the hunted represents the potency of their communicative relationship with those creatures (Finnegan, 2016). “it is overwhelmingly women who locate forest animals. It is through a privileged relationship with spirits that women participate in the hunt.” (Finnegan, 2016)

When women perform the bobanda ritual to recover the men’s hunting luck or reset social homeostasis in the community, they are revered for their strength. Their role in these works is a positive and assertive one. Cooperative childcare combined with women’s rightful claim to a share of the meat forms the sexual core of the egalitarianism kept alive by ritual vigilance.

Evidence shows that in early kinship systems, childbearing women mostly raised their young collectively in a matrilocal setting (Knight, 2011; Hawkes et al, 1998) and were better poised there to obtain services from interested males. Climatic adversity and population pressures often increased the incentive to “go home” (Kim et al, 2014). Vigilance of the female cohort began with an early campaign by women to get control over sexual matters. The history and timeline of bodypainting is catalogued and analyzed thoroughly in Watts’ “The Red Thread” (2014). The sex-strike boldly dissimulating the sexual status quo is a “moral strategy” (Finnegan, 2016).

The species of trust that is possible at this level of political counterpoint does not emerge from sentimentalism. It emerges from women’s playful confidence and self-esteem as well as their sense of reproductive potency in the community. They know well the virulent danger of the alternative: they’re always on the lookout. Pretend-play is an alternative to alpha-male power with its competition and fear. Importantly, Play in the Ngoku ritual dance-song shows an affirmation of plasticity, possible when personal autonomy is embraced along with its culture (Lewis, 2013). Given the female cohort’s continual vigilance coupled with its cooperative bonds (Finnegan, 2016), the resulting egalitarianism yields an ecology of safety producing the “good sounds” that keep the people and the forest in peace. (Lewis, 2014; Pellegrini & Pellegrini, 2013). This safety is needed for language innovation.

7. Overview

The several threads discussed above are mutually tied up in the emergence of a functioning human trust. Certain long term overarching developments were essential: relaxed selection, self-domestication, neoteny, autonomic support for social engagement (hormonal and neurological), plasticity and epigenetics (vs.
genetically “hardwired”). The growth and inheritance of cultural forms became a follow-on protracted “evolution” with its own genetic consequences. Ultimately an evolving culture-only social process took center stage. Socio-cultural legacies underpinning trust included gender balance and egalitarianism, play, attachment, forms of inter-subjectivity as well as cooperation in multiple domains. Trust opens up human cognitive pores to a broad range of commonly held realities and fantasies. Inferential grasp of the Other’s gist is emboldened by trust (Gweon, 2021). Proto-language (and beyond “proto”) draws on an intimate and patient sharing of ostensive behaviors and resulting inferences – all having deep roots in the history of ToM in our genus. “In an evolving hominin species, language will not even begin to evolve unless and until intensified levels of community-wide trust and a shared virtual domain have been put in place.” (Knight & Lewis, 2017)
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EARLY ‘LANGUAGE HOMOLOG’ BRAIN ASYMMETRY IN NEWBORN MONKEYS PAVES THE WAY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF GESTURAL COMMUNICATION’S LATERALIZATION
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The Planum Temporale (PT) is a key language area and is structurally and functionally left-lateralized in pre-linguistic infants (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002; Dubois et al., 2010). Therefore, the PT was considered a marker of the uniquely human pre-wired brain for language acquisition. This latter hypothesis has been questioned by recent studies reporting similar structural asymmetries in newborn baboons (Becker et al., 2021; 2022). Nevertheless, its functional implication in monkeys, and their potential shared properties with any language features related to PT asymmetry in humans remains unknown.

In the present followed-up study in the same baboons (Papio anubis) living in social groups at the Station de Primatologie CNRS, we found a clear link between this early brain feature and communicative gesturing. In fact, we show that direction of early PT grey matter asymmetry in newborn baboons predicts the development of later communicative gesture’s manual lateralization once juveniles (but not of handedness for non-communicative manipulative action).
Specifically, we investigated intra-individual brain/behaviour correlates within 26 healthy infant baboons (10 females, 16 males). Behavioral measurements included both handedness for communicative gestures versus handedness for non-communicative bimanual object manipulation from data collected from 9 months to 3 years old. Brain measurements included previously published MRI data on PT grey matter volume interhemispheric asymmetry at the earliest “newborn” age class (i.e., 4 days to 2 months old before the full maturation of myelin, synapses and cell bodies + an outlier of 165 days of age, see Becker et al., 2021 for the full MRI acquisitions and region delineation procedures). Handedness for manipulative actions was assessed using the bimanual coordinated “Tube task” (Hopkins et al., 1996). Communicative gesture was defined as a movement of the hand directed to a specific partner or audience in order to affect its behavior (Molesti et al., 2019). The “Hand slapping” gesture was previously found optimal for measuring such gestural communication’s lateralization in the baboon (Meguerditchian et al., 2013). For each subject and both behaviors, a handedness index of the left (L) and the right (R) hand was computed HI = (R − L) / (R + L) with the sign indicating the direction of asymmetry (negative: left side, positive: right side) and the value, the strength of asymmetry. Subjects were classified into two groups, according to direction of PT asymmetry at birth (19 typical left-lateralized, 8 atypical non- or right-lateralized). One sample t-test highlighted a significant positive handedness for communication for the typical PT biased group (p < .006), which was not found for the atypical PT biased group (p > .3). Two-sided t-test demonstrated a significant difference between groups (p < .042). No effect was found for non-communicative actions (p > .5). Logistic regression significantly modeled the effect of the asymmetry quotient of the Planum Temporale at birth on the likelihood of becoming left or right-handed in communicative gesture (p < .028). In other words, newborn monkeys with an early larger left-than-right PT were more likely to developed right-handed gestural communication once juvenile.

This finding suggests that early PT asymmetry in both monkeys and humans might be a pre-wired brain marker of a shared functional feature between human language and monkey’s gestural communication.
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Background

Elephants demonstrate both biomechanical and cognitive flexibility in sound production. They are even among the few mammals capable of vocal production learning (Poole et al., 2005; Stoeger et al., 2012). Functions and mechanisms of this flexibility remain largely unknown. The small vocal repertoire of 8-13 call types spans from infrasonic rumbles (F0 8-35 Hz) to high pitched trumpets (F0 300-600 Hz) and, in Asian elephants, species-specific squeaks (F0 300-2300 Hz) (Stoeger & de Silva, 2014). In this project, we studied sound production and how it relates to potential information coding and social learning in Asian elephants, which have been studied much less than African elephants.

Methods

We used an acoustic camera (gfai tech, Berlin) to visualize sound emission in addition to audio and video data to analyse acoustic structures and body movements in captive Asian elephants. The acoustic camera uses an array of microphones to localize sound sources based on a sum- and delay-beamforming algorithm (Stoeger et al., 2012) and depicts sound pressure levels (SPL) by colour coding (Figure 1).

Results

The acoustic camera showed that squeaks were emitted orally in three females (N calls = 90) and nasally in one (N calls = 14). Our data suggest oral squeaks are produced by vibration of the tensely closed lips, a mechanism unique in the

Figure 1. Nasal rumble.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
animal kingdom except for humans (Beeck et al., 2021). We recorded squeaks only from 19 out of 56 subjects. One female squeaked through her narrowed nostril, revealing productive flexibility even within one call type. Together, this indicates the involvement of learning in squeak production. Trumpets (uttered through the trunk) and squeaks occurred in contexts of arousal and encoded individual identity. Rumbles in 9 females ($N_{calls} = 203$) were emitted either through the mouth or trunk (Figure 1) or both simultaneously, demonstrating velo-pharyngeal coupling and complex vocal tract resonances that increase the parameter space for potential information coding (Beeck et al., submitted).

**Conclusion**

Our results demonstrate how Asian elephants increase acoustic variability through anatomical and cognitive adaptations that overcome morpho-mechanical limitations of laryngeal sound production, where across taxa body size and the related vocal apparatus dimensions determine source and filter parameters. This supports the hypothesis that vocal complexity can be expressed in graded repertoires rather than only repertoire size. We set an important framework for elephants to be included in comparative analyses of the multiple dimensions of vocal complexity and their evolution across socially dynamic species, which include flexibility in sound production, vocal learning, and information coding.
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TIMBRE IN MUSIC AND PROSODY: COMPARATIVE AND EVOLUTIONARY CONSIDERATIONS
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It has been proposed that music and language share a common prosodic origin (e.g., Brown, 2017). Music and language have different components linked to specific acoustical properties, each of which can be associated with evolutionary functions. If these components are present in both domains as well as non-human vocal communication and share functions, they are likely to be inherited from phylogenetically older communication systems (Masataka, 2009).

In the current paper, I study the hypothesis on a common prosodic origin of music and language by focusing on the domain of timbre through a literature review. As shared components of prosody and music, so far, rhythm and pitch gained much attention in comparative language and music research (e.g., Temperley, 2022; Scharinger & Wiese, forthcoming). However, timbre, another component of prosody, received far less attention in comparative research.

Timbre has para-linguistic functions and plays an important role in speech prosody (Thompson et al., 2012). Its functions include encoding of emotion, based on, e.g., spectral energy distribution and signal-to-noise ratio (Briefer, 2012), and information about the signalers’ identity based on individual characteristics of the signalers’ formant structure (Taylor & Reby, 2010). Those two functions are shared with those of non-human vocal communication (Taylor & Reby, 2010).

In vocally produced – sung – music, too, timbral cues encode emotion and identity (Scherer, 1995; Erickson, 2018). Communication of emotion through timbre in instrumental music was reported in several studies (e.g., Paquette et al., 2018; Bowman & Yamauchi, 2016). Communication of increased emotional arousal and emotional intensity relies on spectral distribution (Eerola et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2014). Encoding of emotion in instrumental music has been related to perceptual features associated with timbre such as “brightness” and “softness” (Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2012; Juslin & Laukka, 2004). Relevant spectral features for this, such as Spectral Centroid and HF-LF Ratio, are also important acoustical
features for encoding arousal in emotional prosody and mammalian vocal communication (Briefer, 2012).

Timbre also plays a role in the identification of music and allows the identification of instrumental music through the individual timbral properties of musical stimuli on various levels - of genres (Casey et al., 2014), whole pieces (Schellenberg et al., 1999), excerpts of pieces (Poulin-Charron et al., 2004), melodies (e.g., Schellenberg & Habashi, 2015; Peretz et al., 1998) and single musical sounds (e.g., Suied et al., 2014). Thus, identity is communicated in instrumental music through the individual timbral properties of the music. This is similar to the communication of signalers’ identity through individual timbral characteristics seen in prosody and mammalian vocal communication (Handel, 1995; Patil et al., 2012; Taylor & Reby, 2010).

In summary, timbre conveys emotional and identity information in speech prosody, and vocal and instrumental music through the same acoustic cues as in mammalian vocal communication. Thus, I claim that music and language share a common prosodic origin, with communication of identity and emotion as a preserved function found today in para-linguistic aspects of prosody and in music.
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Evidence exists for a correlation, and perhaps also causation, between specific linguistic and societal features, in particular those relating to exoteric (open) vs. esoteric (close-knit) society types, characterizable in terms of population size, mobility, communication across distances, etc. Broadly speaking, languages associated with exoteric societies, or Type A languages, have been reported to exhibit less complex phonologies and morphologies, but more complex and more layered syntaxes, with more specialized and obligatory grammaticalized distinctions, while languages associated with esoteric societies, or Type B languages, exhibit a complementary clustering of features, including simpler and less layered syntaxes, but more complex phonologies and morphologies, with more irregularity, and more formulaic/memorized language chunks (e.g. Wray & Grace, 2007). We conducted an exhaustive quantitative analysis drawing upon WALS, D-Place, Ethnologue and Glottolog. Our preliminary results find partial support for the above correlations. In general,
albeit with some exceptions, Type A languages tend towards more complex morphosyntax and greater expressive power in certain domains, although also towards more complex phonological inventories, while Type B languages tend towards more complex morphology.

Next, we hypothesize that this crosslinguistic variation entails differential involvement of declarative versus procedural memories. Procedural memory subserves the acquisition of compositional, automated, rule-governed (grammatical) aspects of language, while declarative memory typically subserves vocabulary learning and irregular phenomena across domains, including memorized, opaque, formulaic language (e.g. idioms and proverbs) (Ullman, 2004; 2015; Heyselaar et al., 2017; Elyoseph et al., 2020, for impairments). While both memory systems are essential for language (with partly overlapping/redundant functions), and while both language types certainly rely on both memories, our hypothesis is that predominantly Type A languages rely more on procedural memory, while predominantly Type B languages, in comparison, rely more on declarative memory. For testing this, we are conducting standard cognitive experiments measuring the relative strengths of the two memory types with speakers of Type A vs. Type B languages. Also, because these two types of memories depend on brain regions whose emergence is genetically guided during development, another way of testing our hypothesis is by seeking correlations between the Type A/Type B linguistic distinction, and the frequency in the population of the candidate gene alleles supporting different memory types. Various genes have been found to play a role in declarative memory, e.g., *BDNF* and *APOE* (Ullman, 2015; Henke, 2010; Squire & Wixted, 2011; Eichenbaum, 2012), as opposed to procedural memory, e.g. *FOXP2, PPP1R1B* and *DRD2* (Packard, 2008; Doyon et al., 2009; Ashby et al., 2010; Eichenbaum, 2012). Since cognitive biases can be linked to (epi)genetic modifications, any differential reliance with respect to the two types of memories is expected to be detectable in differences in the allele frequencies of specific genes. At present, we have found differences between speakers of Type A and Type B languages with regards to genes involved in synapse organization subserving relevant brain functions.

This approach provides a tangible way to engage the neurobiological and genetic underpinnings of language variation, identifying specific and testable implications for the role of both cultural and genetic factors in language evolution, where they are seen as engaged in a feedback loop, with each reinforcing the other. As a bonus, our proposal sheds novel light on the long-standing linguist’s puzzle (and controversy), where researchers often report trade-offs in complexity among different linguistic domains (e.g. Sampson, Gil & Trudgill, 2009).
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While propositional language has been at the center of language evolution theorizing, it faces a problem of discontinuity when it comes to other primates’ communication. Our main claim is that continuity should not be abandoned, as it reveals itself in a gradualist approach that ties together the evolution of language/syntax with the management of emotion/aggression, where the two are engaged in a co-evolutionary feedback loop. We rely on the finding that the same mechanism of dense neuronal connectivity between cortical and subcortical structures, implicated in the suppression of reactive aggression, is also responsible for cross-modality (metaphoricity) and for syntactic processing (Benítez-Burraco and Progovac 2021).

In this respect, early forms of language, with simplest grammars and highly concrete, imageable vocabulary have been proposed to be more visceral (and linked to older processing strategies) than typical constructions of modern languages, in which even imageable, emotive words get buried under the layers of abstract syntactic categories (Progovac et al. 2018). Even today, metaphorical, imageable vocabulary has a higher emotional impact than literal language, relying more on the limbic system (e.g. Bohrn et al. 2012). These earliest stages of language would have shown more continuity with animal communication (i.e. vocalizations), which are highly emotional (Darwin 1872; Code 2011).

We tie our proposal to the history of genetic and biological changes associated with changes in the management of aggression, which resulted in physical, behavioral and cognitive changes in our species, and which are sometimes referred to as human self-domestication (HSD) (Hare et al., 2012). The period before 200 kya saw high levels of reactive aggression and hominins at that stage probably relied on brief (even single word) emotion-driven outbursts, such as...
commands, warnings, and threats (*Watch out! Run! Move!*). The fossil record suggests that features of HSD, and implicitly of reactive aggression, were gradually decreasing between 200-100 kya (Leach, 2003; Zollikofer and Ponce de León, 2010), which arguably coincided with the emergence of simple (two-slot) grammars, capable of merging only one verb and one noun (e.g. *scatter-brain; hunch-back; turn-skin; cry-baby*; Progovac, 2015). While they would have been truly beneficial in general, these highly metaphorical compositions also turn out to be especially well-suited for insult/verbal aggression, and as such they would have been highly adaptive at this stage in evolution, significantly contributing to replacing physical aggressioncontest with verbal aggression/cognitive contest. This further reinforced the trend in selection towards increased control of subcortical networks by cortical devices, contributing further to suppression/inhibition of reactive aggression, and ultimately, to HSD features. Based on the fossil record, HSD reached its peak roughly between 100-50 kya and 10kya (Cieri et al., 2014), at the time when fully-fledged grammars emerged and referential uses of language started to become more important.

Neurobiological and neuropsychiatric findings provide support for our proposal. Reactive (physical) aggression typically implicates the limbic system (Rolls 2015 for review), the striatal regions, and parts of the cortex (Dolan et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2009; Boccardi et al. 2011). The processing of aggressive language, such as swear words and profanity, shows a clear overlap/continuity with physical aggression, implicating the basal ganglia, limbic structures, thalamus, and the right hemisphere (e.g. Code 2011). Disorders which sometimes result in uncontrolled swearing/profanity (e.g. Tourette’s Syndrome) also involve enhanced physical aggression, attributable to a basal-limbic connection dysfunction (e.g. Ganos et al. 2013).

Overall, our proposal supports the view that human evolution saw a gradual shift from raw, emotional language (with rudimentary syntax), to structurally highly complex forms of language, which can be quite detached from emotion, and which arguably correlated with the relatively recent rise in proactive/premeditated aggression (Wrangham 2018). Less visceral, more rational uses of language of course open new possibilities for dishonest signaling. The gradual progression in human evolution from reactive aggression (driven by raw emotion), to proactive/premeditated aggression (driven by more detached reasoning), is itself a transition from more emotional to more rational behavior.
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We report a spoken artificial iterated language learning experiment in which we investigated the transmission of final consonant clusters. Our main research question was how well clusters that are exclusively produced through suffixation (such as the /gz/ in egg+s) are transmitted in comparison to (a) exclusively stem-internal clusters (such as the /lk/ in hulk), and (b) clusters that occur both within stems and across boundaries (such as /ks/ in fix and kick+s).

In comparison to consonant-vowel sequences, consonant clusters count as highly ‘marked’ or ‘dispreferred’ in many linguistic theories (cf. Clements & Keyser, 1983; Prince & Smolensky, 2004; Dziubalska-Kołaczyk, 2002, 2019). They are difficult both to perceive and to produce, cross-linguistically rare (Maddieson, 1999, 2003), and historically unstable (e.g. Lutz, 1988). This implies that they are selected against in cultural evolution (Ritt, 2004; Christiansen & Chater, 2008). However, consonant clusters appear to be more frequent and more stable when they are ‘morphotactic’, i.e. when they span morpheme boundaries, as in English /gz/ in egg+s. It has been hypothesized that this is because they indicate morphological complexity and facilitate the processing of complex word forms (Dressler & Dziubalska-Kołaczyk, 2006).

From this reasoning an interesting question arises about final clusters that occur both across morpheme boundaries and within word stems, such as English /nd/ in simple find and complex dine+d, for example. In contrast to unambiguously morphotactic clusters like the /gz/ in egg+s, they do not reliably signal complexity and may even impede processing (Post et al., 2008). This suggests that they should be difficult to transmit and be unstable in cultural language evolution. On the other hand, however, it has also been argued that
frequent morphotactic clusters may support the emergence and the stability of stem-internal homophones through analogy (Hogg & McCully, 1987). Evidence for both hypotheses has been found in processing studies (e.g. Celata et al., 2015) and diachronic research (e.g. Baumann et al., 2016, 2019). We investigate transmission of morphotactic, stem-internal, and ambiguous clusters by means of a spoken iterated artificial language learning experiment.

Following the basic design of such experiments (Kirby, Cornish & Smith, 2008), we asked participants to learn words from an artificial miniature language and to reproduce them from memory. The outputs of ‘first-generation’ participants served as learning input for a second ‘generation’. This procedure was then repeated over ten participant-generations. In our specific experiment, thirty Austrian German native speakers learned a set of singular and plural nouns, some of which contained a highly marked plosive+/k/ cluster (e.g. /zʊtk/). They were trained on eleven nouns, each of which comprised an abstract image and a spoken label, and subsequently asked to reproduce the sound labels corresponding to each image. To address our research question, we set up three conditions. In condition one, all clusters occurred within singular stems (e.g. SG /zotk/ – PL /zotk+k/). In condition two, all clusters were produced by adding the plural suffix {-/k/} to stems (e.g. SG /zot/ – PL /zot+k/). Finally, in condition three, the clusters occurred both within singular stems and across stem-suffix boundaries.

In our analysis, we compared the transmission of lexical, morphotactic, and ambiguous clusters. Our results showed that /tk/ clusters remained stable only when they signaled plural suffixation unambiguously, i.e. in condition (ii), where they were successfully transmitted across all ten participant generations. In contrast, both exclusively stem-internal clusters (condition i) and ambiguous clusters (condition iii) were reduced and/or lost early in transmission. Quantitatively, the significant interaction between cluster transmission and morphotactic condition was substantiated in multivariate regression models and a Pearson's correlation test.

We take our data as support for the position that morphotactic cross-boundary clusters are selected in cultural evolution, but only when they signal complexity unambiguously. If they have stem-internal homophones, on the other hand, this does not seem to be the case. Instead, ambiguous clusters seem to be as unstable, as clusters that occur only within stems and have no morphological signaling function at all. However, the possibility that cluster homophones may also support each other cannot be ruled out, since the relevant processes may occur in early stages of first language acquisition, while our experiment involved only adult participants.
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EFFECTS OF MEANING NEGOTIATION ON CORRECTNESS, GESTURE COUNT AND TIMESPAN IN A GAME OF CHARADES
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Meaning negotiation, most commonly described in language learning and acquisition research (Long 1981; Pica, Young & Doughty 1987), facilitates mutual understanding of interlocutors and influences efficiency of communication (Rees 1998). Negotiation of meaning is based on repetition of words, usage of synonyms and restructuring phrases in a communicative situation in order to enable the parties to work out common means of expression (Rees 1998; Dobao & Martinez 2007, SL: Zeshan 2015). If speech fails, one can resort to the use of gesture and pantomime (Dobao & Martinez 2007, SL: Zeshan 2015) – which are often said to be a communicative universal, that can be produced „on the fly” (Arbib 2018; Zlatev et al. 2020, Silva et al. 2020). We analysed the process of meaning negotiation with respect to three factors: (i) communicative success, (ii) gesture count/pantomime, and (iii) timespan, in a mute game of charades. Following insights from gesture and sign language research, we assumed that meaning negotiation causes not only greater understanding over time, but – what we focus our analysis on – a reduction of (pantomimic) gestures or signs and their conventionalisation and the time of message presentation (Earley 1999; Dachkovsky et al. 2018, Mineiro et al. 2021; Namboodiripad et al. 2016). To test this assumption, we used a dataset of video recordings of pantomime, collected in a study based on the referential task paradigm known from Experimental Semiotics (see e.g. Fay et al. 2010).

The recordings include interactions in 26 pairs of participants, who played a mute game of charades consisting of 4 rounds and based on written input. We analysed the following factors in the interactions: (I) communicative success, operationalised as the number of correct responses in each round; (II) meaning unit count, operationalised as the number of lexical items from the input re-enacted by means of gesture and pantomime in each round; (III) timespan of

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
each round, given in seconds. We focused on the differences in the three factors in round 1, before the negotiation, and in round 4, after the negotiation.

In order to verify hypotheses, we performed three separate regression analyses for each outcome variable (Correctness – Fig. 1, Gesture Count – Fig. 2, Time – Fig. 2). Gesture count and Time were standardised before being entered into their respective models in R. In line with our assumptions, the participants negotiated the meaning throughout the game and were making significantly more mistakes in round 1 than they did in round 4; the time they spent on presenting their re-enactments in round 1 compared to round 4 was also significantly shorter; however, the number of gestures remained at the same level.

![Figure 1. Box plots for correctness for rounds 1 v. 4.](image1.png)

![Figure 2. Box plots: time span for rounds 1 v. 4 and gesture count for rounds 1 v. 4.](image2.png)

In the discussion, we propose explanations for such a result - we refer to research in sign/language change over time, language evolution, communicative pressures, and meaning negotiation processes. We also discuss the results in light of a more detailed description of the participants’ gestural choices and strategies between the rounds.
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Over the last 20 years there has been growing interest in the combinatorial abilities of animals, namely the propensity to sequence context-specific calls (see e.g., Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2006; Berthet et al., 2019; Coye, Ouattara, Zuberbühler, & Lemasson, 2015; Coye, Zuberbühler, & Lemasson, 2016), given the light such data can shed on the evolutionary progression of our own combinatorial communication system (Leroux & Townsend, 2020; Townsend, Engesser, Stoll, Zuberbühler, & Bickel, 2018).

However, most studies to date have concentrated on the concatenation of two call units (bigrams) (see e.g., Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2006; Coye, Ouattara, Zuberbühler, & Lemasson, 2015; Coye, Zuberbühler, & Lemasson, 2016; Collier et al., 2020) with such structures even being argued to represent the limit of animal combinatorial abilities (see e.g., Miyagawa & Clarke, 2019). Whether animal combinatorics lie beyond the two call level remains less explored, yet is critical for understanding how similar human and animal vocal systems are in their sequential dynamics.

We revisit this question through investigating the formation and internal structuring of call sequences in the highly social and cooperatively breeding common marmoset (Callithrix Jacchus). We recorded the vocal output of eight individuals (four pairs housed at the University of Zurich primate station, Switzerland, resulting in four female and four male subjects) via focal sampling.
This led to a corpus of 8600 calls, equalling 5800 call sequences (from unigram to 9-gram sequences), generated by the eight different call types present in the common marmoset vocal system. Through borrowing methods traditionally applied in computational linguistics, including simple frequency values, finite state automata (FSA), superordinate Markov models (MMs) (for an application in song systems see Honda and Okanoya, 1999; Hosino and Okanoya, 2000; Kershenbaum et al., 2014; Sainburg et al., 2019; Suzuki, Buck and Tyack, 2006; Kershenbaum et al., 2014) and collocation analysis, we show that common marmosets reliably concatenate vocalisations into larger structures of between two and nine calls (trigrams being the most common length of combinations).

Furthermore, using FSA and MMs, we identified sequential relationships between calls in combinations that point towards potential internal structuring. For example, trigram MMs highlighted a non-adjacent-like edge structure (a dependency between the first and last call element of a sequence (see Endress et al., 2009; Endress et al., 2010 and Grama, Wijnen & Kerkhoff, 2013)), whereby a trigrammic sequence starting with a food call always terminates with another food call in the last position. Multiple distinctive collocation analysis confirmed the food-call edge structure for three-call combinations and also four-call combinations. In addition, joint probability showed that the non-adjacent-like food-edge structure was present in 86% of all trigrams and 66% of all 4-grams.

While previous comparative research has identified non-adjacent structuring (structures that cannot be captured by more simple Markovian dynamics) in animal song systems (e.g., Sainburg et al. 2019; Suzuki, Buck and Tyack, 2006; Kershenbaum et al., 2014), this has not yet been shown in a non-human animal context-specific call system as is the case for the common marmosets’ vocal communication system.

MMs and collocation analyses additionally provided some evidence for simple nestedness in common marmosets’ call structures. For example, the bigram Tsk-Ek, which was identified by joint probability values and by the collocation analyses as one of the most common two-call units, also shows up in trigrammic combinations and when it does, it is reliably followed by a contact call giving rise to a “bigram-in-bigram” structuring.

We argue that call combinations in animals may be more sophisticated than previously thought and that the current dearth of evidence for larger call combinations in non-human animals could well be due to a lack of application of objective measurements to capture the sequential dynamics of structures at the call combination level.
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Tendencies for negation to appear early in the sentence have been observed by scholars working in typology (Dryer, 1988), creole language emergence (Schneider, 2000), and language acquisition (Kim & Yun, 2013; Dimroth, 2010). Some scholars have proposed that a tendency for early negation marking may be motivated by considerations of audience design in communication, because delaying the negator could increase misunderstanding or comprehension difficulty when the sentence up to but not including the negative is the opposite of the intended meaning (Dryer, 1988: 102; Horn, 1989: 449). However, such proposals have not yet been widely investigated. Furthermore, evidence for an early negation preference in L1 and L2 acquisition is complicated by confounds of difficulty, complexity, or frequency of negative constructions and co-occurring elements such as, for example, verb-raising (Dimroth 2010).

The present study utilizes an artificial language learning paradigm to verify the presence of a preference for earlier negation in a language that allows for free variation between preverbal and postverbal negation. Participants were also paired to take part in a director-matcher paradigm to investigate whether a preference for early negation could be plausibly driven by the specific pressures of communication, as opposed to learning and production in isolation.

54 English-speaking participants were exposed to a miniature language that contained a mixture of preverbal and postverbal negation (NegVSO and VNegSO). Participants were divided equally among three experimental conditions corresponding to different proportions of preverbal negation ordering they were exposed to during training (25%, 50%, and 75%). After training, participants first produced sentences in a non-communicative context by
describing images withheld from the training set. Then, participants were paired with another learner (trained on the same input proportions) to perform a director-matcher task, followed by a final solo retest.

Across conditions and production phases, participants produced more preverbal negation on average compared to the proportion of preverbal negation in the input (see Figure 1). Statistical analysis using mixed effects logistic regression revealed that the use of the majority order in training was significantly lower in the Majority VNeg condition than the Majority NegV condition ($\beta = -0.97$, $SE = 0.35$, $p = 0.006$). There was also a significant interaction indicating an additional effect on the difference in use of the majority order between the Majority NegV and Majority VNeg conditions in the interaction stage, compared to pre-interaction production ($\beta = -0.36$, $SE = 0.09$, $p < 0.001$). Subsequent pairwise comparisons revealed that within each condition, the only significant differences in use of NegV order between production stages were within the Majority NegV training condition, where there was significantly more NegV use in the interaction stage ($\beta = -1.22$, $SE = 0.29$ $p = 0.001$) and post-interaction stage ($\beta = -1.10$, $SE = 0.28$ $p = 0.003$) compared to pre-interaction production.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. Plot showing participants' average proportion of NegV production. The dashed lines indicate the proportion of NegV order seen in training. Error bars represent standard error.

These results verify the existence of a production bias consistent with preverbal negation preferences in adult English speakers learning and producing a language which contains both preverbal and postverbal negation, consistent with preferences observed in, for example, naturalistic L2 learning of Korean (Kim & Yun, 2013). Further research is necessary to test whether this preference extends to speakers of postverbal negation languages like Japanese, though note that in studies of naturalistic L2 acquisition, even learners with L1s that use postverbal negation have also shown some preference for preverbal negation patterns (Kim & Yun, 2013; Hyltenstam 1977). Looking at the role of interaction, the director-matcher task failed to reliably boost NegV use compared to production in isolation prior to interaction, which does not support the idea that a communicative context induces a greater preference for preverbal negation in general.
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1. Introduction

Swarm Robotics, which studies collective behaviors of large populations of interacting robots with simple embodied cognition, is an ideal testbed for studying the cultural evolution of language. Beyond simple communication processes, past experiments in swarm robotics have explored the potential of language games in an embodied agent context (Trianni, De Simone, Reina, & Baronchelli, 2016; Cambier, Frémont, & Ferrante, 2017; Cambier, Albani, Frémont, Trianni, & Ferrante, 2021; Miletitch, Reina, Dorigo, & Trianni, 2019).

The current study expands on existing simulations in order to explore a dominant theory in evolutionary linguistics, namely, that the evolution of present-day languages might have resulted in part from the self-domestication of the human species (Thomas & Kirby, 2018; Benítez-Burraco & Progovac, 2020). According to this human self domestication (HSD) hypothesis, humans’ distinctiveness is, to a large extent, the outcome of an evolutionary process similar to animal domestication (Hare, 2017). At the heart of this view lies the idea that HSD resulted in less aggressive individuals, who are more prone to interact with others (and particularly, with their kin, but also with strangers). This increased prosociality and reduced aggressiveness would have in turn promoted more social contacts within a community, and supported the emergence of more sophisticated forms of language (Tamariz & Kirby, 2016; Steels, 2017). Our goal is to create an embodied model of the effects of prosociality on the formation of language using swarm robots, in order to investigate the self-domestication hypothesis and the process of language evolution in general.

Current swarm robotics models, however, lack several crucial features that are considered prerequisites for this process. Swarm robots are typically collaborative,
but homogeneous, and have little to no memory, not to mention social memory (who did what to whom). In order to mimic the effects of self-domestication properly, an evolutionary advantage for prosociality first needs to be introduced, and robots need to be treated as distinct individuals. To this end, we designed a novel version of the naming game with swarm robots.

2. The current model

In our model, robots in multiple nests are engaged in a foraging task (i.e., gathering resources in their environment) while playing a naming game (Steels & Loetzsch, 2012). Foraging and resource collection are typical animal activities, which has been widely studied in the field of swarm robotics (e.g., Miletitch, Dorigo, & Trianni, 2018) and constitutes an obvious marker of evolutionary fitness, which is highly relevant to an investigation of the HSD. Crucially, we include two novel features in the model: (1) robot individuation: robots have a partner-specific memory, keeping track of the outcomes of past interactions with specific robots; (2) parametrizable prosociality: robots’ tendency to interact is based on (a) an innate factor and (b) experience: successful communication between robots reduces their aggression toward each other and increases their chances of interacting again.

We examine the evolution of communicative alignment and foraging behavior within and between nests as a function of prosociality and geographic distance, which are two key factors accounting for language diversity and impacting on language complexity (Padilla-Iglesias, Gjesfjeld, & Vinicius, 2020; Bickel & Nichols, 2009). First, we ask whether increased prosociality leads to more efficient foraging, and whether this pattern is affected by the geographical proximity of nests (seeing as closer nests result in more competition over the same resources). Second, we ask whether our manipulation of initial prosociality affects classic convergence patterns (i.e., where all robots end up aligning on the same word variant), leading to differential divergence depending on nest and past history. That is, does initial prosociality affect the degree and/or speed of convergence within and between nests, and does it result in a distinction between in-group robots (belonging to the same nest) and out-group robots (belonging to different nests)?

3. Results

First, we show that these manipulations lead to the formation of a classic “in-group bias” where robots favor interaction with some robots over others - a bias which is highly common in social animals in nature but that was so far absent from swarm robotics models. Second, we observe that higher prosociality values result in the collection of more resources, potentially indicating an evolutionary advantage. Finally, we show that prosociality modulates the effect of physical distance on lexical convergence, such that low values of innate prosocially lead to more stable sub-swarm divergence, even in relative proximity (i.e., different nests robustly converge on different lexical variants despite being close to each other).
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Romance verb stem alternations (e.g., Spanish tengo ‘I have’ vs. tenes ‘you have’) constitute seemingly unnecessary but highly inheritable morphological traits. Using novel phylogenetic methods, we assess the impact of frequency and alternation patterns on properties of their evolution, specifically on the speed of change and the long term preference for pattern types within lemmata. We find credible differences in long-term trends between alternation patterns, and confirm the notion that frequency drives the maintenance of irregular patterns. However, our model reveals no or only weak effects of either predictor on the speed of change. Our findings call for modeling the multiple dimensions of language change jointly but with distinct parameters for speed (or rates) of change and long-term (i.e., stationary) preferences.

1. Introduction

Stem alternations in Romance verb paradigms are well studied (Esher, 2016; Maiden, 2018; Herce, 2019, etc.). Their importance lies in that they constitute a prime example of unmotivated yet systematic patterns (Aronoff, 1994; Bickel, 1994). Unlike morphological alternations that express differences in meaning (e.g. English drive PRESENT vs. drove PAST) or are phonologically conditioned (e.g., cat[s] vs. dog[z]), Romance stem alternations do not mark a specific semantic value and are phonologically unpredictable. Despite this lack of motivation, these patterns exhibit remarkable diachronic stability, frequently spreading to new verbs. Here we seek to quantify the evolutionary dynamics of these patterns in an explicit phylogenetic framework, testing effects of frequency and alternation type.

The method we develop allows us to assess the effect of these two predictors on different components of language change, namely speed and stationary probability, interpretable as the long-term preference for a feature. Past research has either focused on speed of change (Pagel, Atkinson, & Meade, 2007; Greenhill et al., 2017) or on biases in change and preferred configurations (Maslova, 2000; Cysouw, 2011; Bickel, 2015; Jäger & Wahle, 2021). Little work to date has considered these properties of change jointly. We provide a principled means of
teasing apart the dynamics of these two facets of language evolution, providing a more flexible understanding of the role of different factors in change.

2. Background

The philological literature identifies three main types of stem alternations in Romance verbs, labeled N, L, and P(YTA); these can co-occur within verbal paradigms. The emergence of the N and L patterns (see Table 1) occurred as a result of sound changes after Classical Latin but (largely) before the break-up of Romance into different languages. Thus, the alternation between *e* and *ie* in the stem of Spanish *perder* is due to different trajectories of change affecting stressed (leading to *ie*) and unstressed (leading to *e*) syllables. The alternation between *g* and *c* (phonetically [*g*] and [*θ*], respectively) in the stem of Spanish *decir* results from the palatalization of Latin *c* ([k]) before the vowels *e* and *i*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>pierd-o</td>
<td>pierd-a</td>
<td>perd-ía</td>
<td>dig-o</td>
<td>dig-a</td>
<td>dec-ía</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>pierd-es</td>
<td>pierd-as</td>
<td>perd-ías</td>
<td>die-es</td>
<td>dig-as</td>
<td>dec-ías</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>pierd-e</td>
<td>pierd-a</td>
<td>perd-ía</td>
<td>dice</td>
<td>dig-a</td>
<td>dec-ía</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>perd-emos</td>
<td>perd-amos</td>
<td>perd-amos</td>
<td>dec-imos</td>
<td>dig-amos</td>
<td>dec-amos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>perd-éis</td>
<td>perd-éis</td>
<td>perd-éias</td>
<td>dec-íis</td>
<td>dig-íis</td>
<td>dec-íis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>perd-én</td>
<td>perd-an</td>
<td>perd-ian</td>
<td>dic-en</td>
<td>dig-an</td>
<td>dec-ian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the alternations seen in these lexemes are expected developments due to regular sound change (e.g. *digo*, *di[θ]es* < *di[k]ó*, *di[k]is*), other lexemes have lost their alternations (e.g. *cue[θ]o*, *cue[θ]es* ← *coquó*, *coquis* ‘cook’ vs. expected †*cuego*, *cue[θ]es*), or have acquired the alternations in analogy with other verbs (e.g. *cai*o, *caes* ← *cadó*, *cadis* ‘fall’ vs. expected †*cao*, *caes*). Unlike the other two patterns, the P pattern is inherited from Latin (see Table 2). In Latin, *fēc-* vs *fac-* marked a semantic distinction that is no longer present in modern Romance languages, leading to alternations that are arbitrary from the perspective of meaning. Like the other patterns, however, the P pattern has also been lost in some cases or expanded by analogy in others.

Irregular alternations like these have increasingly been studied in quantitative frameworks and cross-linguistically, exploring the roles of different predictors (e.g., frequency, word length, uniqueness points) in their maintenance (Marzi, Ferro, & Pirrelli, 2019; Sims-Williams, 2021). However, data-driven studies to date have not made use of a phylogenetic framework, which has the potential to shed light on evolutionary pressures that foster and militate against irregularity. In response, we develop a novel phylogenetic model to obtain a detailed understanding of the dynamics of change of these irregular patterns.
Table 2. Partial paradigms of Spanish hacer, and Latin faciō ‘do’ illustrating P

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Latin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>hac-ía</td>
<td>hic-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>hac-ías</td>
<td>hic-iste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>hac-ía</td>
<td>hi[θ]-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>hac-íamos</td>
<td>hic-imos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>hac-fais</td>
<td>hic-isteis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>hac-fan</td>
<td>hic-ieron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Data

In the Oxford Online Database of Romance Verb Morphology (Maiden, Smith, Cruschina, Hinzelin, & Goldbach, 2010; Beniamine, Maiden, & Round, 2020) each lemma is represented with its paradigm and is coded for its Latin etymon. For each lemma in each variety, we manually assessed whether it contained a reflex of the stem alternation patterns (N, L, and P) presented in Section 2. We gloss over language-specific idiosyncrasies in the inherited distribution of alternants in the paradigm for the purposes of this study (e.g., the L pattern affects the 3PL present indicative of Italian dire ‘say’ but is absent from the 1–2PL present subjunctive, in contrast to its Spanish cognate in Table 1), coding patterns as PRESENT/Absent/MISSING DATA. Among Latin-descended lemmata, 231 cognate sets are found in the database. We target items with wide coverage, excluding cognate sets that are limited to dialects of a single language or attested in fewer than five varieties. Additionally, we exclude uninformative lemma-pattern pairs that are completely present or absent across all languages with attested data. In total, we analyze 171 lemma-pattern pairs involving 66 lemmas from 67 varieties.

4. Method

We investigate the historical dynamics of stem alternation using a phylogenetic comparative model. Methods of this sort require a timed phylogenetic representation of the languages in our data set in the form of a Bayesian tree sample, which we infer using RevBayes (Höhna et al., 2016) on the basis of both automatically generated lexical cognacy data (Jager, 2018) and sound class data indicating which speech sounds are present in each variety (Heggarty et al., 2019). We impose uncontroversial clade constraints on the tree topology along with lower and upper bounds for each clade’s date calibration drawn from the literature on Romance languages (Hall, 1974). We use a a Birth-Death tree prior (Yang & Rannala, 1997) and a General Time-Reversible model of character evolution (Tavaré, 1986), along with a relaxed clock with log-normally distributed branch-level rate multipliers and gamma-distributed variation across 4 rate classes. We run 1,000,000

---

1Code available at https://github.com/chundrac/JCoLE2022-morphomes
iterations of Markov chain Monte Carlo over 4 chains, thinning the sample to 100 trees after discarding the first half as burn-in. We scale branch lengths so that one unit represents a millennium of change.

Under our model, each binary lemma-pattern pair evolves independently over the phylogeny of Romance according to a continuous-time Markov process. This process is parameterized by a gain and loss rate, or alternatively, the speed of change (irrespective of direction) and the stationary probability of feature presence, interpretable as the long-term preference for a given feature over a phylogeny (irrespective of the speed of change). The gain and loss rate of a lemma-pattern pair with index \(d \in \{1, \ldots, D\}\) are \(\pi_d s_d \rho\) and \((1 - \pi_d) s_d \rho\). Here, \(s_d \rho\) represents the speed of change for feature \(d\), \(s_d\) being a multiplier of the global speed \(\rho\). We place a Uniform\((0, 10)\) prior over \(\rho\), preventing changes from happening more frequently than ten times per millennium. The parameter \(\pi_d\) is the stationary probability of presence for the lemma-pattern pair in question.

While evolutionary parameters in phylogenetic comparative methods are usually estimated without predictors, we model them in a hierarchical distributional regression framework (Bürkner, 2018), allowing both the speed of change and stationary probability for each lemma-pattern pair to vary as a function of multiple predictors. We assume speed multipliers \(s\) and stationary probabilities \(\pi\) to be normally distributed, with a logit link to keep values within \((0, 1)\):

\[
\text{logit } s_d \sim \text{Normal}(\alpha^s + \beta^s,_{\text{LEMA}}d + \beta^s,_{\text{PATTERN}}d, \sigma^s) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{logit } \pi_d \sim \text{Normal}(\alpha^\pi + \beta^\pi,_{\text{LEMA}}d + \beta^\pi,_{\text{PATTERN}}d, \sigma^\pi) \quad (2)
\]

In each sampling statement, \(\alpha\) denotes the intercept, \(\beta^\text{LEMA}\) represents the contribution of each lemma type, and \(\beta^\text{PATTERN}\) represents the contribution of each alternation type. The standard deviations of these distributions represent the variance in speed and stationary probability that are not explained by the predictors included. We model the contribution of lemma type as a monotonic function of each lemma’s frequency in Latin texts (Tombeur, 1998); this involves a combination of a parameter representing the effect of moving from the lowest to the highest frequency and a simplex parameter representing the effect of moving along the cline of frequency (Bürkner & Charpentier, 2020). We treat pattern type as two dummy-coded factors, comparing the levels L and P to N, respectively. We place Normal\((0, 1)\) priors over all model parameters in statements (1–2) with the exception of simplex parameters and standard deviations \(\sigma\), which receive Dirichlet\((1, \ldots, 1)\) and HalfNormal\((0, 1)\) priors, respectively. Posterior distributions for parameters are inferred using the R package CmdStanR (Gabry & Češnovar, 2021). In line with the most conservative criteria for hypothesis evaluation, we infer decisive evidence for the effect of a predictor if the 95% credible interval (CI) of the corresponding parameter excludes zero, and strong evidence in cases where the 95% CI overlaps with zero but the 85% CI does not.
5. Results

Posterior distributions for model parameters are given in Figure 1. In general, the predictors in our model do not appear to have a decisive effect on features’ speed of change ($s$; left panel), though there is strong but not decisive evidence that the L pattern shows a higher speed of change than the N pattern. In contrast, we see decisive evidence for effects of all predictors on long-term pattern preference, i.e. the stationary probabilities $\pi$ (right panel). The 95% credible interval for the parameter $\beta_{\pi,\text{LEMMA}}$ is positive, indicating that more frequent lemmata are more likely to display a stem alternation pattern and less frequent lemmata are likelier to regularize. Additionally, we see decisive evidence that the long-term preference for N is greater than that of L and P, though post-hoc inspection of model parameters showed no evidence for a L vs. P contrast.

6. Discussion

Our results show that the N pattern outranks L and P in long-term preference (stationary probability) but not in stability (speed of change). A possible explanation might be that the N pattern affects the 3SG present indicative, which tends to be highly frequent, whereas the L and P patterns do not.

More generally, we confirm the role of lexical frequency in the maintenance of irregular patterns. Arbitrary stem alternation patterns fly in the face of communicative and acquisitional efficiency in that they introduce more than one form per meaning. At the same time, irregularity enhances discriminability between forms in a paradigm, especially in more frequent lexemes (Nübling, 2011; Blevins, Milin, & Ramscar, 2017). Our results support the idea that more frequent lexemes are more likely to preserve and acquire irregular morphology over time.

The frequency effect is limited to stationary probabilities (long-term preferences), however, and does not affect how fast languages move to the preferred state (cf. $\beta_{\pi,\text{LEMMA}}$ vs $\beta_{s,\text{LEMMA}}$ in Fig. 1). This finding is consistent with the notion that cognitive and communicative pressures (such as frequency effects) — or indeed “language universals” more generally — bear primarily on stationary probabilities, and not on stability (Maslova, 2000; Cysouw, 2011; Bickel, 2015).

Our approach decouples these two aspects of evolution and facilitates explicit
assessment and comparison of them in a single model. This flexibility is not generally found in recent work in evolutionary linguistics which tends to focus on variation in speed. We suspect that this emphasis stems from two sources: first, most prominent biological models of rate variation focus solely on speed variation (Huelsenbeck & Suchard, 2007; Heath, Holder, & Huelsenbeck, 2011), with few exceptions (e.g., Lartillot & Poujol, 2011). Second, a large body of work in language evolution revolves around change in basic vocabulary, where the replacement of one word by another cannot necessarily be construed as incurring a communicative cost in the same way that the development of unpredictable allomorphy might (though see Martin, 2007).

7. Conclusion

We investigated the development of irregular patterns in Romance verbal morphology using a novel method that unites phylogenetic modeling with hierarchical distributional regression modeling. Our results in some ways confirm received wisdom regarding the role of frequency in the maintenance of irregularity, but also shed light on poorly understood issues in language change, showing that frequency largely does not explain variation in speed of change but only in long-term preferences (stationary probabilities). One possible explanation for this is that speed of change responds to social pressure for differentiation such as schismogenesis, which is most strongly associated with vocabulary (Greenhill et al., 2017). Stem alternation and irregularity might be less accessible as markers of social differentiation and are therefore relatively immune to differences in speed of change. By contrast, they have direct implications for efficiency in processing, learning and communication, with effects on long-term preferences.

The model presented here can be expanded in a number of ways. It is straightforward to build in branch-level variation for speed and stationary probability, which can help to identify events of drastic change coinciding with language contact, schismogenesis, or other changes in the linguistic system. Additionally, our model used Latin lemma frequency as a proxy for an etymon’s frequency throughout Romance history, a simplification that does not fully capture the dynamics of vocabulary change. In theory, it is possible to treat relative frequency as a continuous trait that varies over the tree (see Ringen, Martin, & Jaeggi, 2021 for flexible, complex models of the co-evolution of continuous and discrete cultural traits). A next step will involve building additional predictors and interaction terms into the model to investigate among other things whether phonologically and semantically similar lemmata undergo similar patterns of change, and whether or not other variables, such as conjugation class, play an interpretable role.
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The origins of human languages are unarguably a complex research problem (Christiansen & Kirby, 2003). Over the last fifty years, this inherent complexity has led to various research approaches from many fields ranging from biology, linguistics, anthropology, computer science etc. (Harnad et al., 1976; Bickerton, 2007; Nölle et al., 2020). Here, we walk in the footprint of the computational community (Steels, 1997; Kirby, 2002; Myers-Scotton, 2002). Roughly, the computational approach aims to simulate the prerequisite or processes that could trigger the emergence of a structured language within a controlled environment. In practice, the classic modeling paradigm simulates two agents that must develop a communication protocol to solve the Lewis game; the first agent describes an object such as the second agent can locate it among a set of candidate objects. Therefore, the two agents must settle on a communication protocol to solve the game. In this paper, we discuss how new computational resources and recent machine learning algorithms, namely deep learning (LeCun et al., 2015) and reinforcement learning (Sutton & Barto, 2018), allow scaling language simulation emergence. We then discuss how this more realistic model can foster new research directions in language evolution.

Despite the recent astonishing successes of deep neural networks in solving complex tasks, computational emergent language has made little profit from these advances. Most works still consider small disentangled input spaces (Lazaridou & Baroni, 2020), where the expected language can often be reduced to a basic identity operator. In fact, modeling scenarios barely evolved over twenty years, e.g. Kirby (2002) and Ren et al. (2019) both use the same binary input vector of size eight, and only a few papers went beyond artificial input spaces (Havrylov & Titov, 2017; Lu et al., 2020). In this paper, we endorse Bickerton (2015)’s view about the necessity of complex tasks and stimuli to model human language communication. Furthermore, such challenging settings have been proven to be paramount to emulate complex distributions in the machine learning literature (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2020). We argue for enhancing the...
Lewis Game to more realistic settings to gain novel and more conclusive insights.

We cast the language emergence modeling into a deep reinforcement learning framework similar to Lazaridou, Peysakhovich, and Baroni (2017). Then, we summarize the modeling tools and algorithms, and provide guidance towards good practices from the machine learning field\(^1\). As a core contribution, we focus on three independent aspects to challenge language emergence modeling: increasing task complexity, using complex visual inputs, generating large populations of agents. We then assess the different properties of emergent languages through; (1) Generalization by computing the agents’ communication success at test time, (2) Topographic similarity as a proxy for compositionality (Brighton & Kirby, 2006), (3) Ease of learning by using the emergent protocol for transfer tasks.

First, we consider more complex tasks by increasing the number of candidates among which the listener must retrieve the target input. Specifically, agents typically discriminate between less than 20 candidates in the emergent language field (Mu & Goodman, 2021); we experiment with up to 1024 candidates in this study. We found that scaling up the task complexity entails unstable optimization. We propose to smooth language learning by using classic mathematical regularization. Furthermore, we observe that complexifying the task has two positive aspects: it better discriminates the different models and improves the generalization of the learned communication protocol.

Second, most emergent language studies situated agents in a simple one-hot vector environment (Ren et al., 2019; Rita et al., 2020), we here scale-up the input space with continuous and ambiguous visual cues by using pretrained representations of natural images (Grill et al., 2020). We note no correlation between generalization and the widely used topographic similarity metric in this set of experiments. We hence question if this metric is adequate to assess compositionality in complex setups. Inspired by the computer vision community (Grill et al., 2020), we then discuss how ease of learning may be surrogate for protocol evaluation.

Finally, we investigate the impact of population size. In particular, we scale up the Lewis game from 2 to up to 100 agents. Here, unlike what was observed in human communication (Gary Lupyan, 2010; Raviv et al., 2019), we find little to no systematic benefit on emergent languages’ properties when increasing the population size. We propose alternative methods to leverage populations, namely voting and imitation among speakers (Hester et al., 2018). Our results show that such population dynamics lead to more robust, productive, and in some cases easy-to-learn languages, opening up new research opportunities.

In the end, we expect that these observations, baselines, and good practices would allow the language emergence community to benefit further from deep RL advances. We believe that such a more realistic and challenging framework is a prerequisite to moving the field closer to its goals of modeling language evolution.

\(^1\)Code: https://github.com/deepmind/emergent_communication_at_scale
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The worldwide distribution of languages and linguistic families is uneven, with some areas presenting higher language and phylogenetic densities than others. Previous research has explored the role of environmental, social and economic factors in explaining global patterns of language and phylogenetic densities. For example, Nichols (1997: 383) claims that “linguistic density is highest in areas where small societies can be more or less autonomous on small territories”, noticing a correlation of environmental and political-economic factors in a way that “densities are higher in coastal regions, at lower latitudes, and in wetter and less seasonal climates” (op.cit.). Nettle (1998) attributes a causal effect from climate (year round mean growing season) on social networks and its direct impact on language areas: “where the climate allows continuous food production throughout the year, small groups of people can be reliably self-sufficient and so populations fragment into many small languages”. Hua et al. (2019) build on Nettle’s hypothesis and show that temperature and precipitation seasonality are specific climatic factors associated with language densities, while showing that climate has no direct impact on the average population size of social groups. Currie and Mace (2009) have shown that high political centralization of a society is a factor determining the size of language areas, in a way that languages whose societies have more centralized political organization will be spoken over larger areas, which ultimately diminish the linguistic density within the areas where these languages are spoken.

Our study confirms and makes further advancements from the latter ones by investigating the effects of social, political, economic and environmental variables in determining the global distribution of areas with high concentration of languages and linguistic families. For social variables, we use D-Place (Kirby
et al. 2016) to test parameters related to marriage organization (EA015), dependence on agriculture (EA05), political complexity (EA033) and ethnic descent (EA043), which are found across 818 societies worldwide. Population size is also included. The information of language richness (at the language and at the family level) and the information of ecological factors (precipitation rate in wettest quarter and roughness of terrain) were extracted based on the method of Derungs et al (2018), where the world map is cut into grids (we tested resolutions from 295 to 3267 point-grids) and each society found within a given grid is annotated with the value of that grid for the environmental variables.

Our results based on linear mixed models controlling for language family and geographic area as random effects (and considering interaction between the variables) show that political autonomy, high population densities, the existence of ethnic boundaries such as clans and greater reliance on agriculture are positively associated with areas with high linguistic densities. As the concentration of distinct languages and linguistic families in an area is ultimately dependent on migration, diversification, and the long-term sustainability of local diversity, these results suggest that social, political and economic factors are relevant in creating greater autonomy and boundaries that act as triggers of language splits and/or as buffers to language shift. As the high concentration of distinct languages and linguistic families in an area is ultimately dependent on migration, in-situ diversification events, and the long-term sustainability of local diversity, these results suggest that social, political and economic factors are relevant in creating greater autonomy and boundaries that act as triggers of language splits and as buffers to language shift. Politically independent societies can avoid dominance by external groups, can more often cause splits within a social group as well as use language boundaries to express differences in identity from neighboring groups. Endogamous societies can reproduce the ethnolinguistic group with less dependence on their neighbors, which gives them greater autonomy to migrate and split-off from related groups, as well as diminishes the effects of demographic pressure from speakers of distinct languages, which could cause the linguistic homogenization of an area. Agriculture can be seen not as a factor causing language spread and shift, but as an economic strategy that ensures greater autonomy of local groups. As we face an increasing threat to linguistic diversity on a global scale, this study suggests that greater autonomy for indigenous self-governance strategies can be the key to the sustainability of the world’s linguistic and cultural diversity.
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The current study presents an agent-based model which simulates the innovation and competition among lexical items in cases of language contact. It is inspired by relatively recent historical cases in which the linguistic ecology and sociohistorical context are highly complex. Pidgin and creole genesis offers an opportunity to obtain linguistic facts, social dynamics, and historical demography in a highly segregated society. This provides a solid ground for researching the interaction of populations with different pre-existing language systems, and how different factors contribute to the genesis of the lexicon of a newly generated mixed language. We take into consideration the population dynamics and structures, as well as a distribution of word frequencies related to language use, in order to study how social factors may affect the developmental trajectory of languages. Focusing on the case of Sranan in Suriname, our study shows that it is possible to account for the composition of its core lexicon in relation to different social groups, contact patterns, and large population movements.

1. Introduction

A consequence of colonialism and population movements is the genesis of a multilingual and sociologically complex ecology, in which people of diverse language backgrounds are brought into contact, creating the need for a new shared means for communication. In some of these cases, a pidgin or a creole, which is characterized by the mixture of lexical and grammatical features from different languages in the language ecology, emerges to answer communicative needs. Such recent emergence of languages may shed light on the overall evolutionary process of human languages (Mufwene, 2008). Specifically, population movements have been argued as one of the factors that motivate the evolution of contact languages (Mufwene, 2007).

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
The present study presents a computational model which serves as a complement to empirical studies when investigating how population movements and social structures affect the emergence of a language and specifically the developmental trajectory of its lexical inventory. The paper expands on previous studies by considering social structures, population movements, communicative needs, and the functional frequency of the lexical items. Our model is specifically inspired by the historical case of Suriname, a former colony in South America that was ruled by English and Dutch speakers. The Dutch took over the colony from the English, which led to an exodus of English native speakers and influenced the development of Sranan, an English-lexified creole spoken in the area (Arends, 2017). Like other contact languages, it is characterized by a mixture of various languages spoken in the language ecology. We thus constructed a model to investigate how the sudden departure of a dominant social group may have an influence on the collective convergence towards a linguistic form when there is a language competition. Essentially, the agent-based model allows us to experiment with several sociolinguistic variables and observe different population movements can affect language evolution. As reported below, the model demonstrates the possibility for agents to develop a multilingual - rather than monolingual - lexical inventory. The predictions also align quantitatively with the lexical data of Sranan.

2. Previous Studies

There have been recent attempts to construct computational models to better understand contact languages. Jansson et al. (2015), inspired by the Naming Game (Baronchelli et al., 2006), simulated the evolution of the lexicon, phonology and syntax of Mauritian Creole using data on the demography and population movements in Mauritius in the 18th century. Specifically for the lexicon, their model showed how agents can converge to one single lexifier (i.e., French) solely based on communicative needs. Tria et al., (2015) also employed a computational model to study the possible emergence of creoles. Their model – a modified version of the Naming Game with non-trivial interaction rules based on the observation of communicative pressures in highly segregated societies – revealed that such an emergence can be accurately predicted on the sole basis of historical demographic data, more precisely the proportion of different social/ethnic groups in the multilingual ecology. Additionally, Furman & Nitschke (2020) investigated the role of external factors which affect the evolution of creole languages, such as the population size of different interacting groups and the lexical similarity between these groups, in the convergence of lexical items with an iterative agent-based naming game.

Recently, Cheung (2022) further showed that computational social networks with different density and connectivity patterns within the same social group and
across different social groups – which can differ due to their economic structures (such as ‘sparse’ cotton plantations and dense urban areas/ports) – could affect the likelihood and rate of creole emergence. These results, which are specific to scenarios of recent abrupt language contact, can be related to more generic studies that attempt to model language competition, change and death in a multilingual society (e.g. Abrams & Strogatz, 2003; Minett & Wang, 2008), especially when different social structures (Ke et al., 2008; Loureiro-Porto & Miguel, 2017) are found to be relevant.

The previous attempts have all inspired the present study.

3. Modelling the lexical propagation of historical creoles

Our model is inspired by the historical case of Suriname, a former colony in South America. Historical data (Migge, 1998, based on Postma, 1990 and Voorhoeve & Lichtveld, 1975) show the demographic evolution of each social group/ethnicity of the region through time. There was a significant drop of the English-speaking population from 1668 due to the colony being ceded by the British Empire to the Netherlands under the Treaty of Breda in 1667 (Arends, 2017). There were approximately 2000 English speakers in 1666, but the number dropped to 820 in 1668, and there were only 38 still remained in 1680 (Voorhoeve & Lichtveld, 1975). The number of other non-English Europeans, mainly Dutch, increased slightly, while the number of Blacks also increased. The exodus of English native speakers reportedly influenced the development of Sranan, an English-lexified creole spoken in the area (Arends, 2017).

Our computational model employs an agent-based naming game that simulates repeated interactions between agents. Each agent initially has their own lexicon of 300 basic words in their own language. Each lexical referent is assigned with a probability drawn from the Zipfian distribution, which indicates the chance of being picked out and used during an interaction, such that we can partially account for language use.

Agents can be assigned with one of three fixed roles: Blacks, European group 1 (E1) (the English) or European group 2 (E2) (the Dutch). The population of Blacks is further divided into five groups of rural plantation workers (R1-R5) and an urban group (U). Members of each rural group are sparsely distributed and related according to a scale-free social network structure (the average degree of each node is ~1.93), while each of the European and Black Urban groups is a dense small-world network (rewiring probability of 0.05 with an average degree of 8). Random links across the different groups are added in proportion to the total population of these groups. This hypothetical network setup is based on other studies of models and empirical cases (c.f. Cheung, 2022).
Given the situation, an agent may know up to four words for a given referent: one in English (E1), one in Dutch (E2), one in an African language (A), and one in an emerging creole (C). We modify the interaction rules presented in Tria et al. (2015), where all the agents could interact with each other. In our model, for each interaction, an existing edge between two agents is randomly picked and these agents play a naming game with a random assignment of the roles of speaker and listener. If the communication is successful (i.e., the listener knows the speaker’s word, in the language they chose, for the chosen referent), any other word – in another language – for the referent is discarded. If the communication fails, the listener picks up the word from the speaker. While this widely used paradigm may not be the most accurate reflection of the underlying cognitive mechanisms of word learning, it offers a plausible model for the switch of belief between different lexical representations for a particular referent in order to choose which one is most suitable to foster communication success.

The interaction is governed by several constraints reflecting the segregated social dynamics. Even if both speaker and listener have a word in an African language for a particular referent, they will only be able to communicate successfully with a probability $\delta$. This parameter reflects the actual diversity of African languages spoken by Blacks. The Europeans ($E1, E2$) only have a probability $\beta$ to learn a word in an African language successfully (this includes European-to-European communication), and they further only have a probability $\varepsilon$ to learn from the Blacks ($R/U$), due to differences in socioeconomic status. The chance of creole innovation, if the listener possesses both a European and an African language for a lexical referent, is given by $\gamma$, and the chance of a listener adopting this creole is given by $\alpha$, an adjustment made to represent the failure of learning due to potential difficulties in interpreting the mixing and the preference to adapt items from the superstratum. Given the case of Suriname and our focus on the effect of population movements, we assumed a reasonable fixed value for each of the parameters across all conditions: $\alpha = 0.8, \beta = 0.2, \delta = 0.25, \varepsilon = 0.25$ and $\gamma = 0.8$ (the parameters could of course be modified to explore significantly different language ecologies).

In order to investigate the consequences of the sudden exit of the English speakers, a large proportion (over 60%) of the members of group 1 (E1) is removed after a number of interactions/steps – with two possible departure times (Conditions 1 and 2). Figure 1 illustrates how such an exodus transforms the overall social network. Furthermore, we consider the condition in which the graph remains unchanged throughout the whole simulation as a baseline (Condition 3). We finally model a condition (Condition 4), a setup based on condition 1, in which both groups of Europeans are removed after a number of interactions to simulate the development of a creole among the Blacks themselves – a situation typical of creole development. Table 1 illustrates the 4 conditions of the simulations.
3. Results

The resulting lexicons are assessed for the different social groups. We find that the departure of the native speakers of European languages affects the final stage of the process of linguistic convergence. The speakers remain under communicative pressure due to multilingualism after the exit of the speakers of the superstrate languages, and they still need to develop a lingua franca, causing more creole innovation and language diversification. This is in alignment with previous observations in the literature (Mufwene, 1996, 2007).

Figure 2 shows the results after 5 million steps of interaction in our different conditions. Across all conditions, the agents are under communicative pressure and must converge to communicate with each other. An observation that can be made from the simulation under Condition 3 is that if the native speakers of the main lexifier, English, remain throughout the simulation, all agents tend to converge to this single language, due to sustained linguistic input and sufficient exposure. Furthermore, in condition 2, in which English speakers depart relatively late (at the 1-millionth step), it can be observed that although a majority of the words still stem from their language, some mid-frequency words are adopted from
the other European language, Dutch. For both conditions 2 and 3, no significant amount of creole innovation occurs (i.e., no convergence to creole words). In condition 1, the native speakers of the main language exit early, and while their language still occupies a large proportion of the final lexicon, Dutch is also used to denote some words that are of higher frequency.

In figure 3, a comparison of Conditions 1 and 4 shows that creole words are more prominent in the latter condition. Condition 4, in particular, appears to be the closest approximation of the etymological distribution of Sranan, in which it is estimated that there are roughly 18% English words, 21.5% Dutch words, and 36% innovations (Romaine, 2001).

Figure 2: Etymological composition of the lexicon for different conditions after 5 million steps

The x-axis corresponds to the lexical items ranked by decreasing frequency from left to right, and the y-axis reports the average proportion of each language across all agents (Blue: E1; Purple: E2; Green: C; Red: A). Each plot represents the situation of a social group.
In addition, due to the high segregation of the society, there is a delay in the rural area in terms of linguistic exposure. This suggests a possible variation continuum between the urban and the rural areas, which is also observed in Suriname (Arends, 2017). The study of the interaction between language variety and social stratification could be an interesting direction for further exploration.

4. Conclusion

The present model offers a plausible way to computationally investigate socio-historically complicated and empirically specific scenarios of language contact. It offers reasonable predictions for a given social dynamics and segregated relationships between different social groups, and the group selection of lexical items appears to be highly sensitive to the interactions and language use between agents.

The current model could be extended to other (socio)linguistic phenomena, such as the social dynamics during second language learning. The observation of the different intermediate stages of language development could also explain how a variation continuum could appear between various social groups. Meanwhile, the model mostly focuses on horizontal transmission of language, and the role of vertical transmission is underplayed. It would be worthwhile to model the birth of children with initially blank-slate agents (in terms of linguistic repertoire and exposure), and observe how this affects the linguistic dynamic.
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Verbs are central to the syntactic structure of sentences, and thus important for learning one’s native language. This study examines how children are visually inspecting events as they hear, and do not hear, a new verb. Specifically, there is evidence that children may focus on the agent of the action (Maguire et al., 2008; Childers et al., 2017) or may prioritize attention to the action being performed (e.g., Behrend, 1990); to date, little evidence is available. This study uses an eye tracker to track participants’ looking to the agent (i.e., face) vs. action (i.e., hands) when viewing events linked to a new verb as well as distractor events to better understand children’s visual attention patterns. Two 1/2, 3 1/2- and 4 1/2-year-olds saw dynamic target and distractor events and heard new verbs while a Tobii x30 eye tracker recorded fixations to AOs (head/face, hands). Results show that children in all age groups were able to learn and extend the new verbs to new events at test. Additionally, across age groups, when viewing target events, children increased their looking to the hands (where the action is taking place) as those trials progressed and decreased their looking to the agents’ face, which is less informative for learning a new verb’s meaning. In contrast, when viewing distractor events, children decreased their looking to hands over trials and maintained their attention to the face. In sum, children’s visual attention to agents’ faces and hands differed depending on whether the events cooccurred with the new verb. These results are important as this is the first study to show this pattern of visual attention during verb learning, and thus these results help reveal underlying attentional strategies children may use when learning verbs. Additionally, the study of children’s acquisition of verbs, which vary across languages, could provide clues to how languages may have changed in response to the learnability of emerging predicate structures.

1. Introduction

Verbs are central to the syntactic structure of sentences. A controversy in this area is whether children focus on the agent of the action or the action being performed, and to what extent they focus on each one. Some studies suggest that young children learn verbs best when a single agent is seen, which could mean that they are attending too much to agents rather than the actions while learning verbs (Maguire, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff & Brandone, 2008; Childers, Paik, Flores, Lai & Dolan, 2017: complex events). In other studies, children seem to be attending to actions (e.g., Scott & Fisher, 2012) or results (e.g.,
Childers, 2011; Behrend, 1990). Additionally, in everyday contexts, children often see events linked to a new verb that are interspersed with distracting events. Yet most laboratory studies of verb learning show children relevant events as they hear the new verb. Thus, the present study includes distracting interleaved events to examine whether participants focus more on agents (faces) or their actions (hands) when learning verbs, and whether this varies depending on event relevancy.

To accurately acquire a verb, learners must solve what Gleitman and Gleitman (1992) described as the “packaging problem”, wherein learners must package together only the relevant aspects of a dynamic event and disregard any irrelevant information. Given the difficulty of this problem, learners often use information across events and sentences or engage in cross-situational learning (e.g., Imai & Childers, 2020). Research has shown that the comparison of events can help children learn and generalize verbs (e.g., Childers & Paik, 2009; Haryu, Imai & Okada, 2011; Waxman, Lidz, Braun & Lavin, 2009). Additionally, children can benefit from seeing similar or varied events, depending on the nature of the task and test conditions (Haryu et al., 2011; Imai, Haryu, Okada, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, Shigematsu, 2008; Childers, Parrish, Olson, Burch, Fung & McIntyre, 2016).

In light of this prior research, it seems clear that young children can glean information across a set of events as they learn verbs, but theories differ in the mechanisms they posit that underlie this cross-situational processing. In statistical learning, observers compare events by noting co-occurrences between specific words and referents (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2007). In structural alignment, observers compare events linked to a new verb over instances by aligning elements across the instances based on their common relational structure (e.g., Gentner & Namy, 2006). Our study tests whether children’s looking at target and distracting events during the learning phase differs in terms of their focus on agents (faces) or actions (hands). By including both types of trials, we can ask whether there are general looking preferences (e.g., for faces or hands) or whether children attend to events differently when viewing events linked to verbs vs. distracting events. To our knowledge, no prior study verb has used eye tracking in this way.

The present research is related to a set of studies with 2 ½- to 4 ½-year-old children shown the same events as in the present study (without an eye tracker) (Howard et al., 2019). Children as young as 2 ½ years were able to extend the new verb, demonstrating an ability to distinguish between target and distractor events. However, without an eye tracker, we only have indirect evidence of children’s ability to ignore distracting events.
We hypothesized that children would look more to the hands as the hands AOI (area of interest) is larger (in our stimuli and in everyday life) than the face AOI, and the hands are moving. However, two prior studies demonstrate that children can also be overly attentive to the agent in an event, performing fewer verb extensions in events with multiple agents (Maguire et al., 2008), particularly when events were more complex (Childers et al., 2016). Thus, we asked whether children focused more on the face/head or the hands while seeing events in the learning phase, whether this differed depending on whether the event was linked to a new verb (target) or was not (distractor), and whether children could extend the new verbs at test.

1.2. Method

1. Participants
Twenty-four 2 1/2-year-olds (Mage= 2;8; range: 2;0-2;11), thirty-one 3 1/2-year-olds (Mage= 3;4; range: 3;0-3;11) and twenty-one 4 ½-year-olds (Mage= 4;4; range: 4;0-4;10) participated in this study; 40 girls, 36 boys. Children were excluded if exposure to English was <80%, if teachers reported a speech delay, for equipment failure (17) or child refusal (1).

2. Materials and Design
Video stimuli were created with 3 target events showing a single causative action and 2 distinct distractor actions for each of two novel verbs. Test scenes showed a new target scene and a new distractor action. A three second black screen appeared between each event.

For example, in one set, an actor picks up a natural object so that it sticks to an open hand (picking up a leaf, a stick and a rock in the target events, see Fig. 1, left), and waves a leaf around and twirls a stick on the table using her finger in the two distractor events (see Fig. 1, right). At test, children saw her pick up an object using an open hand (correct) or move an object from the center to the sides of the table (incorrect) (see Fig. 2).

Four sets of events were constructed and two of these were shown to each participant so that they could learn two verbs. Different children saw different sets to minimize the influence of a single set of events on the results. We also created three orders of the events: Target first (TTDDT), Distractor first (DTTDT) and Alternating (TDTDT), and children were assigned randomly to one of these three orders (T=Target, D=Distractor).

3. Experimental Set-up
Children sat in front of a 21-inch flat screen video monitor; a Tobii X30 eye tracker device was at the bottom of the monitor connected to a laptop. A webcam recorded the children’s pointing responses. The distance between
the table holding the monitor and participant was 16 inches. The eye tracker used a corneal reflectance tracking technique to measure eye movements. The experimenter calibrated the Tobii x30 eye-tracker using the Tobii 5-point calibration stimuli for infants; the software used was Tobii Studio.

4. Procedure

Two experimenters were present: one produced sentences from a script while controlling the eye tracker, the other coded children’s pointing. Participants saw two warm-up trials and were asked to point to a familiar object out of a pair (e.g. “Can you point to the grapes?”). Then each child was shown two sets of events, one at a time and heard two novel verbs: gorp and snarf (one verb for each set). In each set, children saw 3 target events and 2 distractor events in one of three orders while hearing the new verbs. During the target events, they heard the novel verb three times (“She is going to ___ it. She is ___ing it. She ___ed it.”). During the distractor events, they heard non-labelling speech (“Oh, look what she’s doing.”). At test, they saw a split screen with two different events while hearing “Now it’s your turn to find <verb>ing”, and were asked to point, “Point to <verb>ing. Can you point to the one who’s <verb>ing?” (see Fig. 1). In a second test trial, the same videos were shown on the opposite sides of the screen “You get one more turn to play the game. Can you point to <verb>ing? Which one is <verb>ing?”).
The correct side of the screen was counterbalanced. This process was repeated for a second verb. Interrater reliability calculated between the second and a third coder, both from video, showed 94% agreement with Cohen’s kappa = .88 (almost perfect agreement).

1.3 Results

1. Pointing results

A univariate ANOVA with Age group (3: 2s, 3s, 4s) and Order (3: Target first, Distractor first, Alternating) as BS factors, dv= proportion trials correct (number correct/total trials with responses), showed a main effect of Age group, $F(2, 75) = 3.94, p = .024$, np2=.11, and an Age group by Order interaction, $F(4, 75)= 3.04, p=.023$, np2=.15. Given the significant interaction, we split the data by age group and repeated the univariate ANOVA within each age group, following up with one sample t-tests to compare responses to chance.

No significant effects of Order emerged in the 2 ½-year-olds and 4 ½-year-olds data. There was a significant effect of Order only in the 3 ½-year-old group, with Order, $F(2, 30) = 4.25, p< .05$, np2=.23. Because this result was only found in one age group, it suggests that order of the events did not exert a major effect on children’s responses.

One sample t-tests showed that children in all three age groups exceeded chance. Specifically, 2 ½-year-old children’s responses exceeded chance, $t(23) = 3.40, p = .002$, as did 3 ½-year-old children’s, $t(30) = 4.60, p< .001$, and 4 ½-year-old children’s, $t(20) = 12.21, p< .001$. An independent samples t-test comparing 4½–year-olds’ to 3½-year-olds’ responses was significant, $t(50) = -2.25, p=.029$ (see Fig. 2).
2. Eye tracking results: Looking to the face vs. the hands

A repeated measures ANOVA was computed with Age group (3: 2 ½, 3 ½, 4 ½ years) as BS factor and Trial type (2: target, distractor), Trial number (2: first, last) and AOI (2: face, hands) as WS factors; dv= total fixation duration (with zeros). There was a significant main effect of Trial type, Trial number, and AOI. There were also 3 two-way interactions, and a 3 way interaction of Trial type x Trial number x AOI, $F(1, 67)=27.36$, $p< .001$.

![Target Events](image1)

Fig. 3. Target Events: Graph shows mean total fixation duration by Trial (first, last) and AOI type (face, hands), *$p$s< .05.

![Distractor Events](image2)

Fig. 4. Distractor Events: Graph shows mean total fixation duration by Trial (first, last) and AOI type (face, hands), *$p$s< .05.

**Target Trials:** A repeated measures ANOVA examining looking during the Target trials revealed a main effect of AOI, $F(1, 69)= 580.62$, $p< .001$, and a Trial number x AOI interaction, $F(1, 69)= 30.14$, $p< .001$. Pairwise
comparisons with Sidak corrections showed that, in both the First and Last Target events, children looked longer at the Hands than the Face, $p < .05$. Importantly though, across trials, looking to the Hands increased, $p = .003$, while looking to the Face significantly decreased, $p < .001$ (see Fig. 3).

**Distractor trials:** A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of Trial number, $F(1, 69) = 26.96$, $p < .001$, AOI, $F(1, 69) = 53.91$, $p < .001$, and a Trial number x AOI interaction, $F(1, 69) = 14.10$, $p < .001$. Pairwise comparisons with Sidak corrections showed that children looked longer at the Hands than the Face in the first distractor event, $p < .001$, and in the second distractor event, $p = .004$. However, across trials, a different pattern was seen with children’s looking to the Hands decreasing, $p < .001$, while looking to the Face was maintained (see Fig. 4).

### 1.4 Discussion

Children learning verbs often see other intervening events as they are learning verbs (e.g., seeing a stirring event while learning the verb ‘chop’ in the kitchen), which need to be processed differently than events linked to the target verb. Our results provide experimental evidence for differential visual processing of relevant vs. distractor events as events are experienced. Specifically, across age groups, when viewing relevant events, children increase their looking to the hand region (actions) over trials and decrease their looking to the agents’ face, which is less informative for learning a verb’s meaning. In contrast, when viewing distracting events, children decrease their looking to hands over trials and maintain their attention to the head. These results add to the body of research showing that children can compare events during verb learning, and that comparisons help them extend new verbs (e.g., Childers et al., 2016; Scott & Fisher, 2012; Waxman et al., 2009). Specifically, they provide evidence that children are adjusting their visual fixations differently as they see relevant events linked to a new verb as opposed to irrelevant events, suggesting that they are strategic in how they visually inspect events.

Learning new verbs is important to learning one’s native language. Our study suggests that by 2½ years, children have developed visual strategies for inspecting events that should help them attend to events appropriately when seeing relevant events and hearing verbs (attending more to what the hands are doing than the face) and perhaps help them ignore distracting information (as they focus on faces and not hands) when they see irrelevant events. These are exciting new findings that reveal what mental mechanisms could underlie early verb learning. The study of children’s acquisition of verbs, which vary across languages, could suggest ways languages may have changed in response to the learnability of emerging predicate structures.
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1. Background

There is a consensus that cognition-general mechanisms and biases shape syntactic typology. However there is very little direct behavioral evidence linking such mechanisms to specific typological patterns in syntax. Here we test a recent proposal by Culbertson and Kirby (2016) that syntactic harmony—alignment between syntactic heads and dependents (Greenberg, 1963)—reflects a domain-general bias for simplicity (Chater & Vitányi, 2003), acting on linearized, language-specific categories (i.e., heads and dependents). Previous research suggests that human learners do indeed prefer syntactic harmony (e.g., Culbertson, Franck, Braquet, Barrera Navarro, & Arnon, 2020). However, if harmony is the result of a domain-general bias for simplicity, then a similar preference should hold when sequences of meaningless and/or non-linguistic categories are linearized.

2. Experiment 1: meaningless letter sequences

In Experiment 1 we take one step away from syntactic harmony by using sequences of meaningless letter strings rather than combinations of meaningful words. Stimuli consisted of two categories: ‘head’ elements and ‘dependent’ elements. In natural language these categories are presumably learned based on similarities in structure and/or meaning. Here, the categories are distinguished based on length and structure. Heads are comprised of contrasting CVCVC strings, and dependents of CVC strings. Dependents paired with each type of head have C’s that match the heads in terms of voicing, and V’s chosen from the same set in order to help learner identify the relevant head-dependent combinations (akin to different phrase types in natural language).

Participants (N=74) were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: harmonic (either Head-Dep or Dep-Head), non-harmonic across heads (Head-Dep order for one head type, Dep-Head for the other), and non-harmonic within heads (one Dep type for each Head type was Dep-Head, the other Head-Dep). They
were exposed to grammatical sequences in the language, and then tested using 2AFC. Accuracy was highest in the harmonic condition (vs. non-harmonic across heads $\beta = -3.18 \pm 0.81, p < 0.001$; vs. non-harmonic within heads $\beta = -5.70 \pm 0.83, p < 0.001$) and lowest in the non-harmonic within heads condition (vs. non-harmonic across heads $\beta = -2.38 \pm 0.55, p < 0.001$).

3. Experiment 2: paired abstract shapes

Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 in terms of the structure of the “languages” and the experimental conditions participants (N=76) were assigned to. The only difference was in how head and dependent elements were constructed: heads were single larger shapes, dependents were two smaller stacked shapes, positioned either to the left or right of the larger shape. As in Experiment 1, dependents paired with each head matched, here in the roundness of the shapes in order to help learners identify the relevant head-dependent combinations. Accuracy was highest in the harmonic condition (vs. non-harmonic across heads $\beta = -1.88 \pm 0.72, p < 0.001$; vs. non-harmonic within heads $\beta = -4.02 \pm 0.71, p < 0.001$) and lowest in the non-harmonic within heads condition (vs. non-harmonic across heads $\beta = -1.92 \pm 0.51, p < 0.001$).

4. Discussion

In language, we see a preference for harmony in the linearization of grammatical categories—heads and dependents comprising syntactic phrases. Here we have shown that a linearization preference akin to harmony will emerge in similarly structured stimuli when no linguistic meaning is present, and even when the stimuli are non-linguistic in nature. Our findings suggest that rather than being language-specific, the origins of harmony lie in a cognition-general bias for simpler representations, active in individual learners, likely amplified over time via cultural transmission.
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Over the last decade, language evolution research has been the driving force behind a renewed interest in non-arbitrary mappings (Cuskley & Kirby, 2013), as well as multimodal theories of language development (Vigliocco et al., 2014). These theories have focused largely on lexical iconicity in language systems. Here, we begin to extend this line of research by considering how non-arbitrariness plays a role in language development and emergence beyond the lexicon, moving from lexical to pragmatic meaning across different modalities. In other words, we focus on non-arbitraryness in situated language (Murgiano et al., 2021; Özyürek, 2021). Specifically, we consider the role of indices of dominance in scaffolding the development of questions. By surveying the state of the art in research on prosody, gesture, and signing, we outline evidence for cross-linguistically attested, iconic gestural scaffolding of questions across signed and spoken languages. This supports development of indexical use of pitch in question prosody, which has analogies in non-arbitrary dominance signalling. We conclude by synthesizing this evidence, presenting a novel non-arbitrary bootstrapping theory for the emergence of questions.

1. Introduction

Making our desires known through linguistic directives, such as questions, lies at the very heart of human communication. Questions play a key role in driving conversations by engaging in a collaborative effort in building common ground (Roberts, 2012) and have a prominent place in accounts of first language acquisition (Thornton, 2016). While morphosyntactic cues to questions are arbitrarily aligned and exhibit considerable cross-linguistic variation, different modalities – gesture and intonation - are aligned across many languages. For example, while both English and Mandarin use rising intonation to encode questions, English combines rising intonation with a sentence-initial auxiliary ‘do’ and Mandarin with a question particle. Moreover, questions in both languages will be accompanied by raised eyebrows, hands, and shoulders.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
Intonation and by extension, gesture (Bolinger, 1983) can mirror features associated with dominance asymmetries (Ohala, 1983). We argue that questions inherently involve a temporary dominance asymmetry within a conversational dyad, where the speaker uses upward movement to encode that they need something from the addressee (materially or informationally).

We propose that a rich inventory of developmentally robust and cross-culturally attested multimodal, that is: non-morphosyntactic cues scaffolds the emergence of complex linguistic questions, both in development and language evolution. This paper will draw on previous literature for synthesising three distinct lines of evidence for this novel theory: i) the cross-linguistic ubiquity of non-morphosyntactic cues to questionhood ii) the importance of such cues in early pragmatic development, iii) the parallels of grammaticalized facial cues in spoken and signed languages. On this basis, we show that non-arbitrary cues are likely to have played a key role in the emergence of questions given them a role as a catalyst in language development, the key features occurring consistently across languages and dominant signalling modalities.

2. Non-arbitrariness across modalities and languages

Questions of whatever morphosyntactic form engage the addressee to respond to the speaker’s epistemic stance (Heim, 2019). Questions are widely considered the marked form of human conversation as opposed to assertions, which occur more frequently (Huddleston, 1994). Correspondingly, an auxiliary-initial question word order, which make up the majority of questions in the caregiver input of an English-speaking child (Estigarribia 2009), occurs less often than an auxiliary-medial word order (Newport et al., 1977). Morphosyntactic marking of questions is present in 80% of the world’s languages (Dryer, 2008), and comes in the shape of word order changes, interrogative clitics and particles, and/or verbal inflection (Siemund, 2001). Content questions have an additional cue form of a variable corresponding to the element unknown (e.g., wh-pronouns in English) and sometimes omit other cues present in yes-no questions. While morphosyntactic marking varies significantly across languages, other modalities, such as intonation and gesture, show considerable cross-linguistic consistency.

By far the most common cue to mark questions is rising intonation (Ultan, 1978), although prosodic details vary alongside how pitch is employed at the lexical level. Pitch plays a key role in other kinds of non-arbitrariness, particularly linked to size sound symbolism via the frequency code hypothesis (Ohala, 1994). The mechanism of motivatedness behind the frequency code is that a larger resonant chamber is an index for a larger producer, but motivatedness can have multiple mechanisms (Ahlner & Zlatev, 2010). For example, while high vowels are generally considered “smaller” than low vowels, Diffloth (1994) describes Bahnar, a language where high vowels are large and low vowels are small, mediated by the size of the tongue within the mouth (which occupies a larger volume when producing high vowels like /i/ relative to low vowels like /a/).
Despite some cross-linguistic variation in how question intonation is deployed, it is nonetheless a reliable indexical cue, motivated by dominance asymmetries in pragmatic context across languages. For example, Gussenhoven & Chen (2000) show that peak alignment, peak height, and end pitch are associated with questions by speakers of Dutch, Chinese, and Hungarian; although these languages vary in their specific encoding of questions. In general, animals and humans exhibit a strong association between pitch and dominance (Puts et al., 2007), with lower pitch signalling larger size and greater dominance.

The manual-gestural modality shows similar non-arbitrariness in marking questions, arguably tied more straightforwardly to dominance: hands and eyebrows are raised (Krahmer & Swerts, 2005). This contrasts markedly with negation, where facial articulators show the opposite direction: eyebrows are lowered, and lips are pressed against each other (Benitez-Quiroz et al., 2016). Hence, just like with intonation, a downward movement expresses dominance, an upward movement a lack thereof. One other prevalent gesture associated with the absence of knowledge is the palm-up (epistemic) gesture, which is also associated with submissiveness (Cooperrider et al., 2018) and echoes the upward pitch contours often associated with questions in speech (Ultan, 1978). In contrast to co-speech manual gestures, House (2002) argues that facial cues are less reliable than manual ones for encoding questions, at least in spoken languages. Sign languages, however, are more reliable in this context: They generally mark questions with raised eyebrows (Cecchetto, 2012) including ASL, Sign Language of the Netherlands, and Kazakh-Russian Sign Language (Kimmelman et al., 2020). This facial gesture is also a widespread marker of submissiveness in primates (Keating, 1985), lending further support to the idea that dominance indices played a catalyst role in language emergence.

Areas that require further research are cues such as breathiness, duration effects, and speech rate (Dehé et al., 2022), which have all been found to encode questions in several languages. Moreover, in Yéli Dnye (Levinson, 2010), questions are marked by mutual gaze making rather than intonation. This nonetheless arises from systematic dominance asymmetries within a conversation (with the speaker asserting dominance, rather than telegraphing submission).

3. Non-arbitrariness in pragmatic development

Non-arbitrary cues to questionhood are not only attested widely across languages and modalities, but also in language development. Here, too, non-arbitrary cues tend to be non-morphosyntactic. Intonation and gesture provide an avenue into pragmatic development, and questions in child directed speech which use non-morphosyntactic cues are ubiquitous (Kania, 2016). Morphosyntactic encoding of questions, on the other hand, has a long developmental trajectory, with the first questions marked by word order occurring from around 20 months in Italian, German and Swedish, but only from 30 months in English. It takes years for children to master the morphosyntactic variation in questions, especially when
they include negation (Guasti, 2017). With non-morphosyntactic cues appearing early, the acquisition of morphosyntactic cues can benefit from multimodal scaffolding in development, building on motivated manual and facial gestures, which then bootstrap indexical use of pitch.

We assume manual and facial gestures to be the starting point of this developmental process, because they are the first means available for communication (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow 2005). Gestures frequently serve as precursors for what is later expressed using more complex linguistic structure (Capirci et al., 2005). Children then combine vocalizations and gestures for relating non-arbitrary signs to previous experience with a rapid increase of gestures during the first year (Burkhardt-Reed et al., 2021). Pointing, too, serves as a cue to questions when the addressee is knowledgeable (Begus & Southgate, 2012). From 14 months, infants use prelinguistic vocalizations to differentiate conversational strategies (Grünloh & Liszkowski, 2015). Combining these findings with those of intonational cues, we find that non-arbitrary forms are well-suited for bootstraping linguistic development (Bohn et al., 2019).

Intonational cues follow early on. Sensitivity to different sentence melodies is evident form as early as 5 months (Frota et al., 2014). Intonational distinctions of questions from other speech acts occur as early as 7 months, and adult-like intonation is produced by English-speaking children in their second year of life (Prieto Vives & Estevé Gibert, 2013). Yet, infants show notable variation as to when this command equals adult performance. Correspondingly, children use different strategies for asking questions up to age 11 (Patel & Grigos, 2006). German children aged 2;8-2;10 (age; month) show striking variability in producing question intonation and appear not to reach prosodic targets before age 3;0 (Lleo & Rakow, 2011). Hübscher and colleagues (2019) show that facial and prosodic cues for expressing knowledge states are employed at the age of three, while lexical items are only employed later. This strongly suggests that non-arbitrary, non-morphosyntactic cues play a central role in advancing pragmatic development and can act as a platform for later integrating morphosyntactic cues.

4. Non-arbitrariness in signed and spoken languages

Parallels in the non-arbitrariness of encoding questions across spoken and signed languages add a third piece of evidence supporting our hypothesis of the catalytic function of these cues. Broadly speaking, non-arbitrariness has been shown to play an important role across both infant-directed speech and signing (Brand et al., 2002) across different modalities. Penniss and colleagues (2015) demonstrate that non-arbitrariness plays a greater role in referring to non-visible referents in child-directed signing compared to adult-directed speech. Laing and colleagues (2017) show that prosody in onomatopoetic words (e.g., quack) is more marked in infant-directed speech than in equivalent conventional words (e.g., duck). In both studies, however, the focus was very much on the non-arbitrary signalling of lexical meaning, where the benefits for language
development are well-established (Ota et al., 2018; although see Nielsen & Dingemanse, 2021). This suggests that children acquiring language – regardless of the dominant modality (speech or sign) – exploit non-arbitrariness. We argue this extends to cues which aid in acquiring pragmatic concepts, such as questions.

As in section 2, we focus here on the directionality of these cues, which shows consistent trends across spoken and signed languages. Zeshan (2004) reports that most signed languages use a combination of eyebrow raise, eyes wide open, eye contact, a head forward position or forward body posture to ask questions. These non-manual interrogative signs accompany manual/lexical question markers, such as content question words or dedicated morphemes. The non-manual signs are key components of marking questions across many sign languages (Kimmelman et al., 2020). Their frequent presence in questions remind us that these are the marked speech acts compared to assertions. Remarkably, the directionality of these upward and forward oriented non-manual signs in signed languages mirrors that of the intonational patterns observed in many spoken languages (Dixon, 2012). The same applies for the upward movement of co-speech gestures in spoken languages.

Even more remarkable is the fact that directionality changes exhibit the same patterns across modalities. Content and polarity questions in English, for instance, have a fall and rise as their standard intonational contours, respectively (Bartels, 1997). Reversing the directionality for these types is meaningful, too, as their function changes from and open to a closed question (Hedberg et al., 2017), where ‘closedness’ evokes a set expectation about the answer. We find the analogous pattern for non-manual signs in sign-languages. Italian Sign Language has raised eyebrows in polar questions and lowered eyebrows in content questions (Zeshan, 2004) just as spoken Italian has a falling-rising contour for polar questions and a falling contour for content questions (D’Imperio, 2002). The paradigm is complete with lowered eyebrows reported for closed or loaded questions, as reported for Israeli Sign Language (Meir, 2004). The similarity between spoken and signed questions also has some equivalence in morphosyntax where both signed and spoken languages use the words for indefinite pronouns and question markers (Dixon, 2012). Studies that address the role of non-arbitrariness across infant-directed signing and speaking with respect to interactional strategies are still in their infancy and researchers have just begun the explore the richness of multimodal cues in the learner’s input. (Murgiano et al., 2021)

5. Conclusions

By comparing non-morphosyntactic cues across languages, ages, and modalities, we have argued that their non-arbitrariness presents an opportunity for bootstrapping morphosyntactic development of questions. By drawing on a wide range of findings from production and perception data, we establish that non-morphosyntactic cues are likely to be non-arbitrary, transcend cultural and linguistic borders, and precede morphosyntactic competence in infancy. These
properties make non-arbitrary cues to questionhood a strong candidate for playing a central role in pragmatic development, and by extension in language emergence due to their prevalence and early availability. Moreover, this theory opens specific hypothesis spaces which can be probed with more specific experimental and typological work. For example, using iterated artificial language learning, we might expect that readily available indexical cues might outcompete complex morphosyntactic cues for questions in a dyadic face to face context. We outline a possible experimental approach wherein participants are trained on an artificial language with complex morphosyntactic cues for questionhood used irregularly (i.e., in 60% of questions) in the first generation. In a face-to-face condition, we predict that these cues will either stagnate or fade out of the system over iterated “generations”, in favor of indexical cues. In a virtual condition without the availability of indexical cues, we predict the cues will regularize and come to be more reliable cues to questionhood. In addition, typologically, we might expect that the 20% of languages without complex morphosyntactic cues (Dryer, 2008) are likely to have richer non-morphosyntactic cues. Assuming non-arbitrary, non-morphosyntactic cues are to some extent present even in the many languages with complex morphosyntactic marking, this points to the former type of cues as an evolutionarily older strategy. In summary, we have established (i) the consistent cross-linguistic availability of non-arbitrary question cues, (ii) the use of these cues in bootstrapping the acquisition of question, and (iii) evidence that similar non-arbitrary cues play an important role in both acquisition and evolution. Together, these lines of evidence point to a novel theory for the emergence of questions, where non-arbitrary cues from intonation, gesture, and signing play a catalyst role in the language emergence and development.
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In a pair of artificial language experiments, we investigated the learnability and emergence of different dependency structures: branching, center-embedding, and crossed. In natural languages, branching is the most common dependency structure; center-embedding occurs but is often disfavored, and crossed dependencies are very rare. Experiment 1 addressed learnability, testing comprehension and production on small artificial languages exemplifying each dependency type in noun phrases. As expected, branching dependency grammars were the easiest to learn, but crossed grammars were no harder to learn than center-embedding. Experiment 2 employed iterated learning to examine the emergence and stabilization of consistent grammar using the same type of stimuli as Experiment 1. The initial participant in each chain of transmission was trained on phrases generated by a random grammar, with the language produced by that participant passed to the next participant through an iterated learning process. Branching dependency grammar appeared in most chains within a few generations and remained stable once it appeared, although one chain stabilized on output consistent with a crossed grammar; no chains converged on center-embedding grammars. These findings, along with some previous results, call into question the assumption that crossed dependencies are more cognitively complex than center-embedding, while confirming the role of learnability in the typology of dependency structures.

1. Introduction

In a pair of artificial language experiments, we investigated the learnability of different dependency structures: branching, center-embedding, and crossed. Long-distance dependencies between words (e.g. nouns and verbs, or nouns and adpositions) are an essential aspect of human language, and can be arranged in different ways. In (1), the dependency between subject and verb is indicated by the subscript (examples based on Vosse and Kempen 1991):

1. a. (Right-) branching dependencies in English:
   … when John\(_1\) saw\(_1\) Peter\(_2\) walk\(_2\)
Most natural languages predominantly use some combination of branching and center-embedding dependency structures; crossed dependencies are rare, but some examples are attested, e.g. in Dutch subordinate clauses (Bresnan et al. 1982). Center-embedding tends to be less prevalent than branching both within and across languages, likely because of the cognitive difficulties it presents (see e.g. Kuno 1974, Hawkins 2004). Some experimental evidence from natural language processing (Bach et al. 1986) and nonlinguistic sequence learning (Öttl et al. 2015) also suggests that crossed dependencies are easier to process and learn than center-embedded dependencies, which is surprising in light of the marginal status of crossed dependencies in natural languages.

Artificial language learning experiments can shed light on the cognitive factors shaping natural language structures (e.g. Culbertson 2012, Fedzechkina 2018), and the regularization and stabilization of irregular input (e.g. Hudson Kam & Newport 2005). In the present study we applied these methods to dependencies. In two experiments, we investigated the learnability of different dependency types within the same paradigm, using meaningful sequences (descriptions for visual scenes) that constituted a small artificial language with several nouns and spatial adpositions.

2. Experiment 1: Learnability

Experiment 1 concerned the learnability of the three types of dependency structures, as well as head-dependent order (head-initial or head-final), using noun phrases with locative adpositional phrases for configurations of novel objects.

2.1. Methodology

We created simple artificial languages representing the six possible combinations of dependency type and order (Figure 1). The associated visual stimuli were composed of images from the NOUN database as components (Horst 2015). Both experiments were conducted online through Mechanical Turk. Participants (n = 120, 20 per condition, all self-reported English speakers) were trained on one of these languages by a mix of passive training trials (viewing individual objects or configurations of objects with an appropriate description; Figure 2a) and comprehension trials (being presented with a description and attempting to identify the corresponding scene from an array of possibilities, with corrective feedback provided; Figure 2b-d).
Over the course of the training procedure participants progressed from scenes involving single objects to three-object configurations. In the final stage of the experiment, participants were asked to produce descriptions of scenes by clicking on labeled buttons (Figure 2e); these final test items included new configurations not seen in training (including some scenes featuring four objects), in order to assess generalization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head Initial</th>
<th>Head Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Branching</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilkul moy</td>
<td>tovo rae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A left.of B</td>
<td>atop C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Center-Embedded</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilkul</td>
<td>vanva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crossed</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilkul</td>
<td>vanva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Sample array with description in each of the six syntactic orders in Experiment 1. Objects are labeled with letters for clarity here and in other example arrays; no such labels were used on stimuli for the actual experiment.

Figure 2: Passive training (a), comprehension (b), feedback on correct (c) and incorrect responses to comprehension (d) trials, and production trial with partially entered description (e) from Experiment 1.
2.2. Analysis and results

Participant-created labels were analyzed for consistency with the training data (evaluated by calculating string edit distance between the trained and produced label for each scene) and for adherence to one of many possible grammars (by generating grammars with all possible combinations of dependency order and headedness, and finding the grammar which generated the description which best matched the participant’s description, as assessed by edit distance). Figure 3 shows accuracy by condition. As expected, branching grammars were the easiest to learn: learning accuracy on the mean of center-embedded and crossed dependencies was significantly lower than that for branching structures as shown by a linear mixed effects model ($B = -0.02$, $SE = 0.001$, $p = .04$), and participants trained on branching grammars generally produced output consistent with a branching grammar. Learning accuracy for crossed grammars was not significantly different from center-embedding grammars ($B = -0.01$, $SE = 0.02$, $p = .51$). However, 6 participants of the 40 trained on center-embedded grammar produced labels consistent with a crossed grammar, suggesting that they had reanalyzed the input in conformity with a new grammar. The converse (participants trained on crossed grammar generating center-embedded strings) did not occur. There was also a significantly greater decline in accuracy with level in head-final than in head-initial conditions ($B = -0.03$, $SE = 0.01$, $p < .001$).
3. Experiment 2: Emergence of grammar

Experiment 2 set out to examine the emergence and stabilization of a consistent grammar in noun phrases, and furthermore to observe whether the results reflected real language typology. We hypothesized that branching syntax would be predominant in the results, due to its greater learnability and comprehensibility, whereas center-embedding would be uncommon and crossed grammar might appear rarely, in keeping with previous experimental results (e.g. Öttl et al. 2015) and with the learnability results of Experiment 1. To this end we employed the method of *iterated learning* (Kirby et al. 2008), using stimuli of the same type as Experiment 1. Iterated learning is a process where the response of one participant (in our case, the descriptions produced for scenes) becomes the training input for the next participant in a chain of transmission. The first participants are trained on experimenter-designed items (termed *generation 0*); each participant’s response to the input that he or she is exposed to is referred to as a *generation*, and the “genealogy” of all participant responses in the same line of descent constitutes a *chain*.

3.1. Methodology

This study was conducted online with English-speaking participants. Generation 0 participants were trained on an artificial language with no consistent structure; each description contained the nouns and adpositions of the artificial language in a randomized order (for example, an array with object B atop object A could bear the description (in English) “A B atop,” “atop B A,” “B atop A” and so on). Participants were trained on these descriptions using the same procedure as in Experiment 1, and as in Experiment 1, in the final production stage, participants were asked to label further scenes, including both trained and novel items. The labels for trained items created in this stage were passed on as input to the next participant in the chain, using training and comprehension trials in the same format as in Experiment 1. Consequently, at each generation, participants were trained on description for the same scenes, and then asked to label novel scenes; these novel labels made it possible to observe how the grammar was being generalized and whether it was stabilizing. We ran twelve chains, each of five generations (n = 60).

3.2. Analysis and results

Each string generated by a participant was compared to corresponding strings (i.e. referring to the same configuration of objects) generated by all 6 possible grammars (branching, crossed, center-embedding; head-initial or head-final), and the best match determined in the same manner as with the Experiment 1 results. We then calculated the entropy of the resulting grammar distribution (the distribution of best fit grammars for all strings produced by a given participant).
Grammar entropy of 0 bits would indicate a participant whose productions best matched those of a single grammar; entropy of 1 bit would indicate that a participant’s productions were split over 2 grammars.

Grammars clearly stabilized over generations: a significant decrease in entropy occurred from 0 to 5 as measured by linear regression (B = -.207, SE = .033, p < .001), consistent with an increase in uniformity as irregularities were eliminated and a consistent grammar came to predominate. Figure 4 shows the best fit grammar for every production for every participant. While head-initial branching grammars (i.e. English-like grammars) dominate, one chain converges on a head-final branching grammar (chain A) and one chain (chain K) appears to converge on a crossed-dependency grammar. Center-embedding patterns did not emerge.

4. General discussion and conclusion

The results of these experiments are consistent with long-standing psycholinguistic findings (e.g. Bach et al. 1982) concerning the difficulty of center-embedded dependencies compared to branching structures. The status of crossed dependencies, however, remains somewhat anomalous: this form of dependency appears to be at least as easy to learn as center-embedding and possibly easier, but is very rare in natural languages. In our experiments, (strings consistent with) crossed dependency grammar emerged both as reanalyses of center-embedded input, and as a result of iterated learning (in one chain) from initially unstructured input.

In sum, these results provide additional evidence for the somewhat unexpected observation that the crossed dependency structure rarely seen in natural languages is as learnable as, or even more learnable than, the widely-found center-embedded structure. The emergence of a crossed-dependency grammar in one iterated learning chain is also interesting, especially in light of the fact that center-embedding grammar was not observed to emerge in any chain. This strikingly conflicts with the observed patterns in natural languages. These results are also significant in light of the fact that this experiment featured meaningful semantic strings, demonstrating that the anomaly of crossed and center-embedded dependencies can arise in a meaningful language-like system as well as in non-semantic symbol sequences (e.g. DeVries et al 2008, Uddén et al 2012). Why natural language typology, where grammars allowing center-embedding are common, seems to be inconsistent with learnability remains to be explained.
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Figure 4: grammar by string, chain, and generation, Experiment 2. Each facet (A to L) is one chain; generations (participants) are columns and rows are individual scenes; the color of a given cell represents dependency type and O/X symbols represent head order, as listed in the sidebar.
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HYSTERESIS IN LANGUAGE EMERGENCE AND EVOLUTION
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Correlational studies have shown that the social structure can predict properties of language – first established for population size and morphological complexity (Lupyan & Dale 2010). In emerging sign languages, different social factors appear to result in different linguistic properties. For instance, Israeli Sign language (a Deaf community sign language) shows more conventionalization and less variability than Al Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (an equally old shared sign language) (Meir et al. 2012). Several explanations have been proposed (and supported with computer models) based on, for instance, differences between adult and infant learning1 (Dale & Lupyan 2012) memory limitations (Thompson, Raviv & Kirby 2020) or shared cultural knowledge (Mudd, de Vos & de Boer 2022).

None of these proposed explanations are mutually exclusive, and all of them may play a role in explaining the observed phenomena. However, they all provide a one-to-one mapping between the social property (e.g. group size or social network structure) and the linguistic property (e.g. morphological complexity or lexical variability). In other words, they propose that for any setting of the social property, there is one optimal value of the linguistic property. This abstract presents a first exploration of the consequences of abandoning this assumption, and an argument that this may help explain real linguistic phenomena.

The existence of multiple linguistic optima for some values of the social property creates the possibility of hysteresis (see left panel of Fig. 1). When the social property (for instance group size) increases for a particular population (in particular during language emergence) the (linguistic) property of its language stays stuck in the lower branch of the curve. When at a later stage the social property returns to an earlier value, the language may stay stuck on the upper branch, and thus appear quite different. This may explain differences between emergent languages and established languages with similar social properties.  

1 Dale & Lupyan’s model focuses on morphology; the other models focus more on lexical variability.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
A simple model of this phenomenon can be based on statistical physics: it is assumed that the distribution of the linguistic property (e.g. complexity of morphemes) follows a Maximum Entropy Distribution (MED). Properties of systems undergoing random fluctuations will tend to have MEDs. A MED can be characterized by setting its statistical moments to have fixed values\(^2\). In order to allow for hysteresis, the MED must have two peaks. A possible simple model constrains the mean of the distribution and the moment given by \(\int dx \cdot p(x)(2x^2 - x^4)\). The precise shape of this second constraint is unimportant, only that it has two peaks, indicating that a language makes a compromise between two pressures. The distribution (with a scaling factor \(Z\) to ensure a total probability of 1) then becomes:

\[
p(x) = e^{-\alpha x + \beta (2x^2 - x^4)}/Z
\]  

(1)

where \(\alpha\) represents the social property, and \(\beta\) determines how high the peaks are.

Simulating a varying value of the social property with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach (details in the supplementary material) shows hysteresis (right panel of Fig. 1). When the property increases, transition between the optimal states happens at a higher value than when it decreases. The transition is gradual: during the transition, the language is a mixture of the two linguistic optima.

This preliminary investigation shows that hysteresis can emerge from a simple model. The challenge is now to interpret the constraints on the moments in terms of cognitive and social factors and to define empirical tests to establish whether a model like this describes the linguistic reality accurately.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1. The left panel illustrates hysteresis qualitatively; solid black lines are trajectories of gradual change, dotted black lines jumps, and arrows indicate the direction of change. Green lines show the distribution of the linguistic property. The right panel shows hysteresis in a simulated language with 100 "morphemes" when a social property first slowly increases (red dots) and then decreases (blue dots). The transition does not occur in the same place when going up as when going down.
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\(^2\) E.g. fixing the mean gives Boltzmann’s distribution; fixing variance gives the normal distribution.
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1. Mechanisms for escaping acoustic allometry

Animals whose call features do not scale with their body size are said to escape acoustic allometry. These animals may thus sound smaller or larger than they are. Recent work (Garcia & Ravignani, 2020; Ravignani & Garcia 2021) found that they can achieve this by evolving vocal tract modifications (e.g., laryngeal descent; Reby & McComb, 2003) or by learning to better control their vocal organs (i.e., vocal learning, Janik & Slater, 1997). To identify which mechanism is used by species to escape acoustic allometry, one could perform an anatomical study to test if vocal tract size scales with body size. Acoustic allometry is escaped by anatomical adaptations if vocal tract size does not scale with body size, and through vocal learning if there is scaling between vocal tract size and body size.
2. Anatomical studies can help find more vocal learners

Studies that test whether animal vocal tracts scale with their body size offer a simple way of testing the hypothesis pitting anatomical adaptations vs. vocal learning (Garcia & Ravignani, 2020; Ravignani & Garcia 2021). Moreover, they can help to identify new species capable of vocal learning, a prerequisite for human speech. Adopting a comparative approach which considers an increasing number of vocal learning species could offer promising insights into the biological underpinnings of communication systems such as spoken language.

3. Harbor seal vocal tracts scale with their body size

Harbor seals’ (*Phoca vitulina*) large vocal plasticity allows them to modulate the call frequencies they produce (Ralls et al., 1985; Torres Borda et al., 2021), enabling them to produce sounds with different frequencies than predicted from their body size. The current study tests if the vocal tract of the harbor seal, a known mammalian vocal learner, scales with its body size (de Reus et al., 2022). Vocal tracts, including larynges, of 68 young harbor seals (pups and weaners) were measured using a caliper and tested for allometry with body size using generalized linear mixed models. We find that both body length and body mass predict vocal tract length, vocal fold length, and tracheal dimensions (Table 1). Interestingly, allometry between body size and vocal fold length emerges after puppyhood, suggesting that ontogeny may modulate the anatomy vs. learning distinction. We conclude that the vocal tracts of harbor seals do indeed scale with body size. Consequently, by exclusion, vocal learning is the likely mechanism used in young harbor seals to escape acoustic allometry.

Table 1. Selected models for each vocal tract measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Deviance explained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocal tract length</td>
<td>BL+BM+A+S+BL*S</td>
<td>59.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal fold length</td>
<td>BL+BM+A+S+A<em>BM+A</em>S</td>
<td>74.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglottic-tracheal dorsoventral distance 1</td>
<td>BL+BM+A+S</td>
<td>69.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglottic-tracheal dorsoventral distance 2</td>
<td>BL+BM+A+S</td>
<td>58.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. BL = body length, BM = body mass, A = age class, S = sex. Predictor terms joined by an asterisk denote an interaction. Significant predictor terms are underlined.
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Large-scale correlational investigations (Lupyan & Dale, 2010) indicate that population size and the degree of contact with other groups correlate negatively with the morphological complexity of the language spoken. To study what mechanisms give rise to morphological simplification and how these surface in the world’s languages, we apply agent-based models (Smith, 2014) to a case study with real-world data.

Alorese, an Austronesian language, is spoken on the coasts of the Alor and Pantar islands in Eastern Indonesia, while inward, Papuan Alor-Pantar languages are spoken. Many L1 users of Alor-Pantar languages have learned Alorese as a second language. While Alorese lost most of its morphology, its sister languages, which have not been in contact with Alor-Pantar languages, retained it (Klamer, 2012, 2020). The island geography of this case study presents us with a relatively isolated contact situation between two groups of speakers. We use agent-based models to study the hypothesis that adult language contact caused morphological simplification, focusing on inflectional verb morphology. In our model, a population of agents play a language game (Steels, 1998), in which they try to communicate concepts (verb+person) using inflected verb forms. The model is initialized with phonetic representations of verb forms in Lewoingu Lamaholot (1) (cf. Nishiyama & Kelen, 2007, p. 32), a sister language of Alorese (2) (cf. Klamer, 2011, p. 65), which lost the inflection:

(1) lodo-na Lamaholot (2) lodo-Ø Alorese
   go.down-3SG            go.down-3SG
   ‘he goes down’          ‘he goes down’

Model outcomes are compared to Alorese, where simplification has occurred. We evaluate two cognitive mechanisms that we think could give rise to morphological simplification: the procedural-declarative model of L1/L2 language processing (Ullman, 2001) and reduction of word forms based on language-specific phonotactics. According to the procedural/declarative model, in L1 users, grammar is produced by a procedural cognitive system, while the lexicon is memorized.
in a declarative system. In L2 learners, linguistic forms which are normally produced in the procedural system by L1 users, such as morphology, are memorized in the declarative system. We chose to represent the procedural system in L1 users by, with a certain probability, generalizing during update: the received signal is added not only to the inferred concept, but to all concepts. In our model with phonotactic reduction, a producing agent drops the affix if adding it would lead to violation of the default CV structure of Alorese. The chosen data representation, staying close to the real word forms in Alorese, allows for this modelling of language-specific phonotactics. It should be noted that the influence of the phonotactic mechanism is more local than that of the procedural/declarative model. Our results show that the standard model (Fig 1a) does not show a substantive decrease in morphological complexity, when the proportion of L2 users increases. The phonotactic reduction model (Fig 1b), which does allow an extra possibility for simplification, does not show this decrease either. The model with generalization for L1 (Fig 1c) shows a decrease in morphological complexity for higher proportions of L2, although the complexity of suffixes stays relatively high compared to the real situation in Alorese. Based on our results, it appears that generalization in the context of the procedural/declarative model may be an important mechanism in explaining the relation between language contact and simplification. In the future, similar data-based agent-based models could be applied to case studies from other languages in the world, to identify which mechanisms are universal and which are dependent on language-specific context.

![Figure 1.: Morphological complexity (measured by the proportion of utterances for which the affix is not empty) for different proportions of L2 users. Morphological complexity for prefix and suffix for L1 (blue/orange) and L2 (green/red).](image)
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CONVERGENT CULTURAL EVOLUTION OF CONTINUERS (mmhm)
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Continuers — words like mm, mmhm, uhuh and the like — are among the most frequent types of responses in conversation. They play a key role in joint action coordination by showing positive evidence of understanding and scaffolding narrative delivery. Here we investigate the hypothesis that their functional importance along with their conversational ecology places selective pressures on their form and may lead to cross-linguistic similarities through convergent cultural evolution. We compare continuer tokens in linguistically diverse conversational corpora and find languages make available highly similar forms. We then approach the causal mechanism of convergent cultural evolution using exemplar modelling, simulating the process by which a combination of effort minimization and functional specialization may push continuers to a particular region of phonological possibility space. By combining comparative linguistics and computational modelling we shed new light on the question of how language structure is shaped by and for social interaction.

1. Introduction

Social interaction is characterised by people exchanging short bursts of articulatory activity organised in turns (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Evidence that linguistic resources are organized in response to this fact is the existence of a class of responsive items variously called response tokens, backchannels, or continuers (Yngve, 1970; Jefferson, 1985). CONTINUERS are items that occur at the boundaries of turn-constructional units and that “demonstrate both that one unit has been received and that another is now awaited” (Goodwin, 1986). Common examples of continuers so defined are forms like mm, uh huh, yeah in English (Indo-European) or umm, mm, ing in Anal Naga (Tibeto-Burman) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1.: Conversation in Anal Naga (Tibeto-Burman, India), showing how continuers like mm support another participant’s production of multiple longer turns and often occur in streaks of 3+ items, a fact we use to identify candidate tokens in a language-agnostic way (data from Ozerov, 2018).
Continuers have been studied in conversation analysis and psycholinguistics (Yngve, 1970; Jefferson, 1985; Ward, 2006; Bavelas, Coates, & Johnson, 2000), but work on their cultural evolution is scarce. Yet if interaction is the primary ecology of language in use (Schegloff, 2006) and if utterances are the main target of selection in cultural evolution (Croft, 2000), then continuers, as stand-alone utterances directly exposed to the exigencies of conversation, provide a crucial locus for studying how language is shaped by interaction. We propose that key properties of items like this can be explained by thinking of them as a distinctive stratum of vocabulary (Ward, 2006) adapted to the ecology of turn-by-turn interaction.

Continuers are highly frequent words whose conversational ecology is characterized by frequent overlap and a strong skew in the amount of talk contributed by each participant (Fig. 1; cf. Rühlemann, 2018). This places special requirements on their shape (Gardner, 1997). Optimal continuers are (i) easy to plan and produce, (ii) unobtrusive, and (iii) sufficiently distinct from regular words to be seen as ceding the conversational floor. While the first criterion may be ascribed to frequency-driven effort minimization, the other two are likely to push continuers into a particular part of the possibility space. In cultural evolutionary terms, these are selective pressures that over diachronic time are likely to result in convergent solutions across unrelated languages (Dingemanse, Torreira, & Enfield, 2013).

Here we test this proposal by combining two methods. Cross-linguistic comparison provides us with primary data on the interactional ecology of continuers across languages, and can show whether indeed continuers, more than some other words, display tell-tale signs of being adapted to this ecology. Computational modelling provides us with ways to formalize and test the causal account, enabling us to see whether the proposed convergence of form can arise from cultural evolution given selective pressures of effort minimization and conversational ecology. While we focus on continuers, the results have wider relevance for language evolution in at least two ways. They point to interactional infrastructure as a key causal locus affecting the cultural evolution of linguistic items (Enfield, 2014); and they put the spotlight on metacommunication, one of the major advances in the evolution of communication (Bateson, 1972).

2. Methods

Observational. We curate transcribed corpora of natural conversation in 67 spoken languages of 28 phyla around the world (Fig. 2). Crucially, we do not search for continuers by form, but define their conversational ecology as a sequential pattern, making it possible to identify candidate tokens in a language-agnostic, non-circular way. We look for streaks of non-unique conversational turns that occur in frequent alternation with unique turns by other participants. Using a minimum streak length of 3, we identify the top 5 candidate continuer tokens per language. We also collect two contrasting sets of linguistic items for comparison. First a set we call discontinuers, defined as the top 5 highest frequency stand-alone turn for-
mats that do not occur in streaks like continuers do. The interactional work done by these items is almost the converse of continuers: they do not cede the floor but take it as they redirect, resume, or repair a conversation. This means they are not subject to the same selective pressures. Second a set of top tokens, defined as the top 5 highest frequency tokenised words in the language (this provides a baseline comparison for frequency-driven reduction effects). Since audio processing is ongoing, most observations reported here are based on written annotations.

Computational. To formalise our causal account of how continuers are shaped by social interaction, we use exemplar models. Such models allow us to simulate biases affecting the shape of culturally evolving items over repeated production and perception cycles (Winter & Wedel, 2016), and have been used to study how language adapts to interaction (Roberts & Levinson, 2017). We start by reproducing a model from Wedel (2012) that aims to capture the cultural evolution of words in an abstract phonological space under various pressures. To simulate the case of continuers, we adjust the model in three ways. First, we add an overarching category distinction between a set of words that together form the ‘regular vocabulary’, and a set (here consisting of a single word) that constitutes the ‘continuer’ category. This allows us to put continuers under different pressures from regular vocabulary. Second, we increase the pressure for minimising production effort for continuers relative to regular words. Third, we remove the pressure for reuse of phonetic features for continuers. For regular words, this pressure pushes the system to make use of a limited set of phonetic features, leading to a restricted phoneme inventory, rather than a proliferation of somewhat distinct sounds. For continuers, we remove this pressure in order to allow a distinct stratum to emerge. Data and code for observational and computational methods are available through OSF: https://osf.io/v6kfn.

Figure 2.: The sample incorporates conversational corpora of 67 spoken languages from 28 distinct phyla, with 32 languages from 12 phyla studied in more detail.
3. Results

3.1. Observational

Our language-agnostic sequential search method allows us to identify candidate continuers in all 67 languages in the sample. Figure 3 shows candidate continuers in their natural conversational ecology in 10 unrelated languages. Already these examples suggest the close intertwining of conversational habitat and continuer form. In line with their function of displaying recipiency in minimally obtrusive ways, continuers are shorter than the turns they are interspersed with, often occur in full or partial overlap, and appear to be phonologically quite minimal.

Out of the full sample there are 32 languages (of 12 phyla) with large enough corpora to yield sufficient examples of all three groups of items to be compared (we find a total of 118 continuers, 104 discontinuers, and 160 top tokens, which works out to per-language averages of 4, 3, and 5 respectively). The observations below relate to this subset of data. Because the work is ongoing and we aim for more direct comparisons of acoustic and phonetic features, we do not run inferential statistics on the preliminary observations presented here.

Top tokens are an order of magnitude more frequent than either continuers or discontinuers. They are short (2.28 characters) and relatively phonemically simple (1.8 distinct characters per token). This provides us with baseline expectations...
for the other groups. Discontinuers are twice as long (4.1 characters) and more phonemically diverse (3.0 distinct characters per token), in line with expectations if length is affected by frequency and phonology is arbitrary. Continuers appear to be phonemically shorter than discontinuers yet longer than top tokens (2.8 characters), and as phonemically simple as top tokens (1.8 distinct characters per token).

Continuers appear to stand out in several ways. On average, one continuer token per language (32/118) is transcribed as a vowelless token like *hm, mhm, mm* (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4A), against only 1/104 discontinuers and only 3/160 top tokens. Further, 47% of continuer tokens (56/118) feature a nasal, against 32% of discontinuers (33/104) and 24% of top tokens (39/160). Both trends are seen in a tally of phoneme classes across word types (Fig. 4B). A random forest analysis of all continuer forms together shows that ‘m’ is highly predictive of continuer status across languages (Fig. 4C). Further, 25% of continuer tokens (29/118) feature full or partial reduplication as in *mhm, hm hm, uhum, un un* (see also Fig. 3A), against only 10% of discontinuers (11/106 tokens) and 1% of top tokens (1/160).

While our main focus here has been on the 32 languages for which a comparison of the three sets is possible, the prevalence of nasals, vowelless tokens and reduplication in continuers is also seen in the remaining 35 languages, and also if we only look at 1 language per phylum (as reported in the online materials).
3.2. Computational

Figure 5 shows that whereas regular words (blue, yellow, green and orange) end up in arbitrarily different positions in the possibility space across different runs of the simulation, continuers (purple triangles) consistently end up in the same region: the centre of the graph which is the region of least effort. We also see a mild effect of this on regular words, which across independent simulation runs tend to avoid the very centre of the space as a result of the anti-ambiguity bias.

Figure 5.: Plots of where in a phonetic possibility space different words end up after 10,000 rounds of interaction, across 20 independent simulation runs (each cloud of 100 exemplar dots/triangles represents a single word at round 10,000 of a single simulation run). Blue, yellow, green and orange are regular words; purple is the continuer word. On each independent simulation run, all words are initialised at randomly selected positions in the space. A shows a selection of 6 separate simulation runs chosen for illustrative purposes (showing how regular words end up in different positions); B shows the end-state of all 20 simulation runs overlaid. Parameter settings: (i) minimal effort bias 3 times as strong for continuer word \((G=1250)\) than for regular vocabulary words \((G=5000)\), and (ii) the bias for reuse of features (i.e. segment-similarity bias) is not applied to the continuer category.

The simulation results show that while most words in most languages can differ arbitrarily, a distinct and cross-linguistically similar stratum of vocabulary can emerge under the cumulative effect of relatively small biases over many communicative events. They also show that commonality does not exclude diversity: while continuers are probabilistically pulled towards a similar part of the space, individual languages can still be organized in language-specific ways.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a first investigation into the cultural evolution of continuers. Cross-linguistic evidence suggests that spoken languages make available highly similar forms for this function. While frequency-driven reduction may partly account for the minimal shape of continuers, this is not the full story: more frequent words are still shorter on average, yet they are more phonemically diverse and less skewed in terms of word forms. Horizontal and vertical diffusion may be respon-
sible for some similarities, but are unlikely to explain the prevalence of similar forms in over 20 independent language families. The crosslinguistic evidence is in line with the proposal that conversational infrastructure can drive convergent cultural evolution. Computational modelling supports this account by showing how a combination of effort minimization and a relaxation of the pressure for the reuse of phonetic features can push continuier-like words to the same low-effort yet distinctive part of the possibility space across languages.

The work reported here is ongoing and we are aware of a number of limitations. While written annotations are already telling, they reduce fluid signals to discrete categories, so the next step is to derive more fine-grained measures of similarity and dissimilarity from richer phonemic representations and audio signals (Fig. 3C). Further, continuers are often realized multimodally with blinks and nods; however, the subset of conversational corpora for which video is available is still limited. Finally, we have focused on spoken language, not because sign languages do not have continuers (Mesch, 2016), but because the few sign language corpora available do not systematically annotate items like this.

We have combined linguistic evidence with computational modelling to formalise and test a proposed process of conversational ecology driving convergent cultural evolution. The observational evidence suggests that continuers are pushed to a particular part of the possibility space of linguistic forms in similar ways across unrelated languages. The computational modelling shows that selective pressures enacted over cumulative cultural evolution can produce such a pattern. While modelling does not deliver definitive answers about the history of natural languages, it does shed light on the probability of explanations, and has the added virtue of requiring clarity in formulating assumptions and predictions. The findings have implications for models of cultural evolution and for our understanding of the fundamentals of human interactional infrastructure.
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Cross-linguistically, roughly 64\% of the world’s languages order Nouns before Adjectives, compared to the roughly 27\% with the reverse order (Dryer, 2013). Yet, the factors driving this cross-linguistic tendency towards the NounAdj (i.e., post-nominal) order remains largely unknown. To investigate this asymmetry, we analyze production corpora elicited from three cohorts of Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL1, NSL2, NSL3; Exp1a) and Silent Gesturers (Exp1b). Exp2 then examined the contribution of learning biases such as the bias towards regularization (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009; Singleton & Newport, 2004) to the prominence of the NounAdj order cross-linguistically.

In Exp1a (NSL 1-3), we extracted 223 manual utterances containing a Noun and at least one Adjective and coded for order (NounAdj or AdjNoun) within each Noun Phrase; utterances where order was ambiguous (e.g., AdjNounAdj/NounAdjNoun) were excluded. Binomial tests showed a reliable preference for the NounAdj order for each NSL cohort (Table 1). Linear mixed models using forward difference contrasts revealed no difference between cohorts (p’s > .3), suggesting that the bias towards NounAdj did not strengthen over consecutive generations.\textsuperscript{1} In Exp1b, we analyzed 276 Noun Phrases from a production corpus of English-speakers asked to gesture without talking (Silent Gesturers). Although NounAdj preference was weaker for Gesturers compared to NSL cohorts (p < .01), we nonetheless found a preference for NounAdj among Gesturers (Table 1). Thus, manual productions from signers of an emerging

\textsuperscript{1}In Exp1, we also collected utterances from Nicaraguan and Guatemalan Homesigners. However, data from these groups were too sparse to submit for analysis.
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language and from native speakers of an AdjNoun language both point to a “natural” (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2008) way of ordering Nouns versus AdjNs.

Table 1: Proportion of NounAdj versus AdjNoun utterances for each participant group. Raw counts are given in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Group</th>
<th>NounAdj</th>
<th>AdjNoun</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSL1 (n=8)</td>
<td>.84 (62)</td>
<td>.16 (12)</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>(.73, .91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSL2 (n=6)</td>
<td>.89 (62)</td>
<td>.11 (8)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>(.79, .94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSL3 (n=8)</td>
<td>.87 (69)</td>
<td>.13 (10)</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>(.78, .94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Gesturers</td>
<td>.61 (168)</td>
<td>.39 (108)</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>(.55, .67)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the cognitive bias towards NounAdj, we also wanted to see how other biases in language – such as the well-known bias toward regularizing variation in an input language (e.g., Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009; Singleton & Newport, 2004) – might simultaneously contribute to the prevalence of the NounAdj order cross-linguistically. Exp2, therefore, recruited 160 English-speakers to a web-based silent gesture regularization study. Comprehenders saw an event (e.g., someone waving a spotted spoon) and then were trained on two gesture vignettes describing that event. Vignettes differed only in the order of the Noun versus Adj gestures. Critically, the frequency that participants saw NounAdj versus AdjNoun vignettes varied by condition. In Majority NounAdj Conditions, they saw NounAdj and AdjNoun orders in 75% versus 25% of trials, respectively. Frequencies were reversed in the Majority AdjNoun Conditions.

We analyzed Entropy Change scores (Ferdinand et al., 2019; Shannon, 1948) and proportion of Majority Order selections using mixed models. In line with predictions, Entropy Change scores showed evidence of regularization in Majority NounAdj (p’s < .01) but not Majority AdjNoun conditions. Participants also selected Majority Order vignettes more frequently when vignettes were in the NounAdj configuration (p < .01). Thus, participants were more willing to regularize towards the NounAdj order than to the AdjNoun order.

Our results point to two factors driving the cross-linguistic prominence of NounAdj word orders. The first is a cognitive bias for NounAdj orders stemming from a “natural” way of representing objects and their attributes. The second factor is a regularization bias amplifying those underlying preferences. Ongoing work investigates the NounAdj order in silent gesture communication and in iterated learning paradigms.
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1. Population structure and word order regularization

There is an ongoing debate about the influence of population structure on the emergence of linguistic rules. Some stress the importance of population size, or factors often confounded with it (Raviv, Meyer, & Lev-Ari, 2019; Thompson, Raviv, & Kirby, 2020; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Wray & Grace, 2007; Lou-Magnuson & Onnis, 2018), while others argue for the importance of network connectivity (the degree of diversity in agent encounters) (Segovia-Martín, Walker, Fay, & Tamariz, 2020; Richie, Yang, & Coppola, 2014). In a series of simulations, we investigate the influence of population structure on the conventionalization of basic word order. Of the languages in the world, many use a dominant order of subject, object and verb for conveying who did what to whom (Dryer, 2013). Previous research has suggested that in the early stages of language emergence, people use word orders variably, depending on event semantics: SOV order for extensional events (in which the direct object is specific and concrete; e.g. pirate throws ball), and SVO for intensional events (in which the direct object is more abstract, and possibly dependent on the verb; e.g. pirate thinks of ball) (Schouwstra & Swart, 2014). Structural priming is a potential mechanism driving increased regularity in word order (Christensen, Fusaroli, & Tylén, 2016; Schouwstra, Smith, & Kirby, 2020). A key question is how properties of the population influence regularization.

2. Local regularization: interaction in pairs of agents

Our first model investigates the relative contributions of semantics and structural priming over time. We compare three different simulations of dyadic interaction, one where the influence of structural priming increases over time and that of semantics decreases (increasing-priming), one where it is the other way around (decreasing-priming), and one where their influences are equal and constant (constant-priming). The increasing and decreasing influence of priming are
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modelled by an exponential function with time as the exponent. The influence of semantics is conversely modelled as $1 - \text{priming}$. The influence shifts were accomplished by treating the probability of choosing SOV or SVO word order as a linear combination of previously observed and produced word orders that were SOV or SVO (structural priming), modelled as 1 and 0 respectively, and event semantics. Regularization was measured by calculating the change in mutual information over time. A comparison of the simulations shows that only when the influence of priming increases relative to the influence of event semantics, word order becomes more regular. By contrast, when structural priming is constant over time, this does not lead to increased regularity.

3. Simulating population properties

To assess the effects of population properties on word order regularization, we simulated populations with different sizes and densities, copying the agent properties of the increasing priming simulation above. We measured network connectivity of these populations using the distribution of the number of observations made by every agent from every other agent after every thirty two interactions. We used the slope parameter of a curve fitted to mutual information data over time as a measure for regularization speed.

The results show a positive correlation between population density and connectivity, and a negative correlation between population size and connectivity (using Spearman’s rank correlation Myers & Sirois, 2004). Both size and density correlate significantly with regularization speed (see figure 1), but density correlates significantly stronger (Fisher Z-transform.; $z = -16.74, p < 0.001$).

The relatively modest effect of population size on regularization speed indicates that population size alone is not an explanatory factor for the differences in convergence rates and linguistic simplicity between communities, but often correlates with these effects due to it being confounded with network connectivity.

These findings contribute to the unraveling of the forces at play during word order conventionalization on the cognitive and population level. Moreover, the computational structure of the model in this paper allows for easy incorporation of other potential influences (e.g. effects of language contact). Recent work has shown that viewing word order as continuous rather than discrete might be more realistic (Levshina et al., 2021), and that word order regularization is also reflected in learning (Motamedi, Wolters, Naegeli, Schouwstra, & Kirby, 2021). The current framework makes it possible to explore these new insights further.
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The capacity to use recursive syntax is considered a fundamental difference between human and animal vocal communication (Hauser and Fitch, 2003). Even more fundamental, however, is the capacity to produce and perceive acoustic sequences. The sequentially complex vocalizations of songbirds have long served as a potential bridge between human language and animal vocalizations with much of the historical evidence coming from field studies (e.g., Kroodsma and Miller, 1996). Laboratory perceptual studies, on the other hand, have provided less compelling evidence that songbirds have the perceptual machinery to process complex sound sequences (Fishbein, et al, 2019; Geberzahn and Deregnaucourt, 2020; Lawson, et al, 2018; Seki, et al, 2013). By contrast, laboratory studies on one psittacine, the budgerigar (*Melopsittacus undulatus*), has revealed that this species can both produce a sequentially complex vocal repertoire consisting of multiple syllable categories and perceive changes to syllable sequence in its song (Fishbein, et al, 2019; Tu and Dooling, 2012; Tu, et al, 2011).

A major difficulty in studying sequence production and perception in birds is that cross species comparisons, in which each species is tested under identical conditions, are rarely done. Here we first showed that the complex sequential structure of the budgerigar warble song can be modeled as a 5th order Markov sequence. Then we successfully trained budgerigars and various songbirds, including canaries (*Serinus canaria*), zebra finches (*Taeniopygia guttata*), Bengalese finches (*Lonchura striata domestica*), and Cordon Bleus (*Uraeginthus bengalus*) by operant conditioning to discriminate changes in the sequential order.
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of various natural vocalizations as well as neutral sounds including tones, words, and syllables within a word.

Results show that budgerigars, a psittacine, can discriminate changes in the sequence of syllables in their warble and in other sound sequences. This ability matches well with the sequential complexity of their warble. Several species of songbirds tested on these sequences of sounds, and their own species-specific vocalizations, cannot discriminate these perturbations in syllable or sound sequences. Even reducing the task to its simplest level, discriminating a change in the order of two syllables, budgerigars well outperform songbirds even when both budgerigars and songbirds are tested on songbird species-specific vocalizations.

While there is a long history of efforts aimed at understanding the differences in acoustic communication between humans and birds, the focus of much of this comparative work has been on the production side (e.g., Kroodsma and Miller, 1996). Our results suggest that the limits to acoustic communication using sound sequences in birds could lie more on perceptual side. Indeed, the differences observed here between songbirds and parrots may offer hints as to how the perception of sequences evolved in the primate lineage to support the emergence of human language. It might be fruitful to focus on anatomical differences between songbird and parrot brains to identify the neural candidates that might underly these significant differences in the perception of complex acoustic sequences.
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The neuronal recycling hypothesis posits that cultural inventions invade evolutionarily adapted neural circuitry and facilitate predictable neurological development in humans. I present an account of phonological development as derived from that same set of proposed principles. So applied, the hypothesis predicts (1) observable neural biases and abilities of communicative learning continuous across primates, (2) patterns of cross-culturally expectable phonological development in human infants, and (3) principled manifestation of phonologies across human cultures. I argue that all three are supported by empirical work in primatology, neurolinguistics, developmental psychology, and phonetics. Speech is invented anew in every speaking child, but representations of speech-centric behavior are consistently allocated to the same neural architecture across individuals – structures that house related functionality in non–human primates. Development of speech production and perception also follow predictable trajectories across cultures. Relevant scientific findings thus support the view that human infants are equipped with neural architecture evolutionarily prepared for the development of vocal–communicative behavior, which skew their ontogenetic development and constrain their ultimate expression. Implications for speech ontogenesis are discussed. The present work adds to the understanding of systems of speech as products of cultural evolution.

1. Introduction

All humans who have ever held a conversation have solved the same problem in ontogeny. They have learned to speak. Yet, despite their importance, the mechanisms by which speech is learned by the growing child remain poorly understood, and in urgent need of hypothesizing. In this work, I address the ontogenetic development of speech, and the evolutionary roots from which learned experience drives emergent speech behavior. I am not here concerned with aspects of social cognition (e.g., intentionality), but the biological architecture that underlies spoken language in particular. A view of speech from evolution must base its assumptions on principles of the natural world, without resorting to abstract theorizing. I address the fundamental question of how
abilities of speech may develop in the individual, without taking out significant loans that theories of evolution cannot hope to cash. The present stated goal, rather, is an account of speech ontogenesis that derives speech, and its neural, and perceptual features, from more basic elements of non–speech behavior.

The process by which phylogenetically adaptive neural structures are coopted for new uses has been described by various researchers (see Andersson, 2010). For one, Dehaene (2009) has argued that preexisting evolutionarily adaptive architectures in the human brain enact constraints upon the development of writing systems – cultural inventions too recent to have driven any significant evolutionary selection pressure – such that they exhibit principally emergent features across cultures. Accordingly, reading in the brain predictably occupies the same neural regions across individuals (i.e., the visual word form area). This set of theoretical assumptions is referred to as the neuronal recycling hypothesis (hereafter NR). By analogy with reading, I posit that speech development is similarly non-arbitrary but follows a predictable protocol. It is not claimed that speech as such is solely a learned behavior; rather, speech capacities likely represent a relatively recent evolutionary heritage in Homo (see Ghazanfar et al., 2012; MacNeilage, 1998; Lieberman, 2017; Lieberman et al., 2019). However, speech is also invented anew by every developing child, and the processing and production of speech is localized to the same neural architecture across individuals, languages, and cultures, but selectively sensitive to language-specific phonologies and linguistic cues. As cultural mutually agreed–upon conventions, human spoken languages possess multiple distinct common features, facilitating formalization of linguistic codes and usage. The NR framework helps explain several puzzling findings in speech-centric science, including observed constraints on individual linguistic development in ontogeny, and the apparently limited size of phonological repertoires inherent to particular languages. The text thus also places human phonology in a cultural evolution framework, such that systems of speech, themselves products of culture, exhibit influence over human linguistic development. The present account argues that the fallout of such organization in turn tunes and organizes the neural circuitry of the infant and child exposed to it.

2. Neuronal recycling for speech

Applied to speech, NR can be postulated as a set of three hypotheses (Dehaene, 2009; Christiansen & Müller, 2015). In the follow sections, support for each hypothesis is discussed at length. First, NR predicts (1) phylogenetic continuity across related species. For speech, such a supposition touches on a rich and
growing research tradition on the linguistic capacities of non–human primates (hereafter primates). Further, NR anticipates (2) predictable linguistic development in infants across cultures. By now, the trajectory of children’s acquisition of speech capacities has been described in significant detail, allowing for a composite illustration. Finally, NR posits (3) limited variability in expression, resulting from the predispositions of adapted neurological structures toward learning prelusive behavior. Systems of speech are indeed characterized by a range of cross-cultural commonalities. Regardless of language, culture, and geography, speech-centric behavior is allocated to the same neural architecture but develops selective sensitivities to language-specific phonological elements.

2.1 Primate speechlike behavior

Articulate speech is a novel invention in the hominid lineage, its biomechanical components having evolved gradually. Because humans are the only (extant) species capable of generative speech, a proper cross–species continuity may initially appear impossible, or even undesirable. However, recent research on the communicative abilities and vocal capacities of primates allows for careful inference with relevance for the evolution of speech. Because language does not fossilize, bioanthropological research has instead focused on identifying biological precursors to speech. While the anatomy of the vocal tract itself is highly conserved in mammalian species (Negus, 1949) and thus unlikely to have contributed to the evolution of speech, much discussion has centered on uniquely human adult anatomy likely to enable speech (e.g., Lieberman et al., 2001; Lieberman, 2017). Of potentially greater relevance to understanding ontogenetic emergence of phonology, however, are studies of vocalizations themselves.

While primate communicative repertoires often include either vocalization or jaw–driven speech–like motor behavior, such as lip–smacking (e.g., Ghazanfar et al., 2012), the ability to couple the two is typically absent. Further, the acoustic structure of primate calls appears largely fixed, such that call behaviors develop reliably regardless of social experience (e.g., Cheney et al., 1992). A proper discussion of anatomical and neural limitations precluding primates from human or humanlike speech is beyond the scope of the present text and remains the subject of some controversy (see e.g., Lieberman, 2017). As a behavioral composite of voluntary mandibular and laryngeal control, speech is contingent on cortical coupling (i.e., overlap) between jaw and larynx muscle primary motor somatotopic representations (MacNeilage, 1998; Brown et al., 2021). In humans, the laryngeal motor cortex – the primary cortical center for control of vocalization – is located in the ventral primary motor cortex; in primates, the same region is
located in the ventral premotor cortex. Thus, the primary neural region of vocalization control has undergone a dorsal shift with the evolution of the *Homo* genus, likely contributing to the evolution of speech (Simonyan & Horwitz, 2011). Further, comparative neuroscience suggests that neural architecture commonly associated with human speech have correlates in the brains of other hominids, with species such as Chimpanzees (*Pan troglodytes*) possessing neuroanatomical homologues to Broca’s area (Brodmann areas 44, 45), which appears to activate during vocal signaling (see e.g., Taglialetela et al., 2011).

Finally, there is substantial continuity in vocal perception across the primate lineage. Research on the call repertoires of primates suggests that modification of produced calls remains relatively limited across the lifespan, with more flexibility in perception than production (e.g., Cheney et al., 1992). Such findings are echoed by observations of human infants, who develop the ability to perceive and differentiate ingroup language-specific phonemes around the age of six months – long before they begin producing it reliably and willingly. Neurologically, speech perception and language–specific perception in the Broca’s area also develop during the first year of life (Imada et al., 2006), whereas the articulatory vocal production organs take several months yet to bring under voluntary control.

### 2.2. A view from ontogeny

In human infants, mandibular oscillatory motor movements later coopted for syllable production are exclusively utilized for voiceless sucking (i.e., feeding) behavior, and are not coupled with motor movement of the vocal tract. Vocalizations observed during this stage include crying and are – unlike speech proper – innate, involuntary, and likely contingent on the same neural circuitry that underlies innate call repertoires observed in other hominids (Jürgens, 2009). Acoustically, infants’ crying aligns more closely with primate vocalizations, than with adult human speech (Lieberman et al., 2019). Indeed, stemming from anatomical limitations, the infant vocal apparatus is likely incapable of producing anything resembling the range of speech sounds available to the adult speaker. Only around the age of six months does this begin to change, with the pre–verbal infant’s invention of babbling, a form of emergent protospeech characterized by articulate non–word speech sounds (i.e., ‘vocal play’; see Vihman, 2013). While there has been significant debate over the relationship of babbling to speech proper, researchers have long since mapped its developmental trajectory.

Human infants typically begin to babble by no later than six months of age. Around the same time, infants also begin to display an ability to discriminate perceptually between different vowel and consonant sounds (see Oller, 2000). At
this point in development, infants exhibit the emergent ability to voluntarily open and close the vocal tracts. NR further predicts the observed development of speech-centric behavior in the growing infant (for an overview, see Vihman, 2013). The innate mandibular-oscillatory motor behavior utilized for suckling provide a scaffold for the earliest occurring vowel-like “cooing” sounds, which are predictably produced by human infants in the first few months (Oller, 2000). While languages exhibit significant variability in vowel systems (Maddieson, 1984), such early pseudo vowels roughly correspond to the adult /a/ and /ʊ/, which appear almost universally across languages. Similarly, phonemes composed from bilabial plosives such as /maː/ or /baː/ are more readily produced and acquired by the individual infant early in development, around the age of 10 months. It is thus not surprising that even unrelated languages have similar-sounding words for ‘mother’ – tellingly, some variation of /maː/ or /maˈmaː/. This stands in contrast to, for example, phonemes composed from fricative alveolars such as /taː/ or /kaː/, which require the use of the tongue tip and tongue body, respectively; substantial articulatory maneuverability and muscle dexterity need develop before the production of such sounds becomes possible. That is, a developmental threshold must be passed before relatively complex speech sounds can be achieved.

Neurologically, then, at this stage of development, the biomechanical equipment necessary for organizing speech into consonant ‘frames’, and consonant ‘content’ (MacNeilage, 1998) has likely begun to take place in the infant; however, the process of adapting to the ambient soundscape and local phonology (i.e., available phonemes inherent to the language spoken by present ingroup members; Goldstein et al., 2003) is not yet completed. Rather, the infant has reached a stage of orosensory exploration, where possible speech sounds – made available by combinations of laryngeal and mandibular motor activity – can be mapped onto perceptual phonemes (Kuhl, 2000). The resulting composite emphasizes their relationship in perceptual memory, enabling successful encoding across time. Thus, while a set of phonemes may be ‘given’, infants are born with a great range of possible developments, which are subsequently pruned through cultural learning and ingroup interaction. Such plasticity is greater in children than adult humans, facilitating acquisition of speech-centric behavior. Thus, in adult language learners, foreign speech sounds. For example, the Japanese language lacks the phoneme /l/ as observed in e.g., English, and as a result, adult Japanese speakers readily experience difficulty perceiving and producing it (see Yamada & Tohkura, 1992). Crucially, while being able to reliably discriminate /l/ from /r/ at six months of age, at eight months, Japanese infants have apparently lost this ability (Tsuhiama et al., 1994). That is, cultural
learning via attention to, and interaction with, adult caregivers have formed the basis for later-in-life language-specific phonological speech production (Goldstein et al., 2003). That is, much of the necessary recycling takes place in the early years of development, after which much of the plasticity required for achieving articulatory fluency with regard to a given phonology is exhausted.

2.3. **Principled manifestation**

NR predicts constraints on cultural–environmental factors, such that culture influences the development of evolutionarily adaptive brain circuits – but not unlimitedly so. All languages are indeed organized through similar constraints on composition (e.g., grammar; but for a nuanced discussion, see Christiansen & Chater, 2008) regulating their combinatorial capacities; and content (i.e., words as units of transmission). Additionally, in another homologue to writing systems, representations of speech–centric behavior and processing is also predictably allocated to the same neural architectures (e.g., Brodmann areas 22, 44, and 45) in all human brains. Yet, human infants are born without language, and need to develop substantially before language acquisition becomes cognitively feasible.

As culturally agreed-upon systems of communication, languages exhibit significant cross-cultural similarities. Whereas all (spoken) languages constitute phonologically combinatorial systems, attempts have been made to formalize their structure according to phonological universals. The most successful of these posits that spoken language is typically organized in consonant/vowel cycles (MacNeilage, 1998). Further, spoken languages contain a limited pool of speech sounds. While phonemic libraries vary significantly between languages (Maddieson, 1984), the organization and character of those libraries are naturally constrained by the mechanical apparatus of speech. Namely, the human articulators – the tongue, upper and lower lips, alveolar ridge, hard palate, velum, uvula, pharyngeal wall, and glottis – allow for a large though ultimately limited set of articulate speech sounds. The resulting phonemic repertoire, averaging ~40 phonemes in a given language (Maddieson, 1984), however, is constrained in not only the dimension of production – resulting from biological and anatomical limitations of the vocal cords, vocal tract, and phonemic articulators – but also that of perception, operationalized as limitations on cognitive processing and memory, with classic work on optimal maximization of vowel space by Liljencrants and Lindblom (1972) indicating a crucial role of perceptual contrast in the emergent organization of phonetic structure of language vowel systems. Relatedly, Christianson and Chater (2008) have argued for a set of cognitive constraints on language evolution, shaped by limitations of the human brain. The
particular repertoire of any given spoken language should thus be seen as resulting from a combination of economic-organizational and articulatory limiting factors. Whereas the most prominent limitations on phonemic expression are biological and anatomical, principles of economy of memory impose further limitations on the emergent phonemic repertoire recruited into systems of speech.

3. Conclusions

I have presented an account of speech ontogenesis, based on principles of neurobiology, phonetics, and observations of phonological and linguistic development. It is the view presented here that systems of speech, as learned cultural practices enact significant pressure on phonological and neurological development. While the text is primarily concerned with evolutionary, developmental, and neurological aspects of phonological activity, it aligns with a cultural evolution framework. Exposure to language-specific phonology prunes the infant listener for continued interaction and future speech sound production and perception. Speech systems – motor as well as orosensory – are subject to extensive such pruning throughout infancy and early childhood in preparation and accommodation for native-language speech sounds. Language-specific speech behavior can thus be seen as a product of recycling by cultural systems of speech.
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1. Introduction

Human language is flexible. Speakers combine signal types (e.g., speech, gestures, facial expressions) to adjust the meaning of their messages. Signal combination is also present in non-human apes, but the functions of multi-signal combinations are still unclear (see Genty et al., 2014; Hobaiter et al., 2017; Wilke et al., 2017). Buttress drumming is a non-vocal acoustic signal often combined with pant-hoots, the species-typical long-distance vocalisation (Arcadi et al., 1998; Babiszewska et al., 2015). Chimpanzees produce drumming bouts by hitting the buttress roots of trees, generating low-frequency sounds that can be heard at over one kilometre (Arcadi et al., 1998). To understand why chimpanzees drum during pant-hoots, we investigated whether individual differences exist in the acoustic structure and in the timing within the pant-hoot of drumming bouts produced by adult male chimpanzees in different contexts and whether individual, contextual, and social factors impact their use of drumming.

2. Methods

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
Data were collected June-July 2019 and January-March 2020 in the Waibira chimpanzee community of the Budongo Forest Reserve, Uganda. During focal follows we noted the behavioural context of the focal individual and communication events produced while they were on the ground including a pant-hoot and/or drumming. We marked the identity of other individuals near the focal, representing the “party composition”, and calculated the preferred social partners of each focal (following Babiszewska et al., 2015). Drumming events by any adult male were filmed and recorded *ad libitum*.

A ‘Drumming bout’ was defined as a series of beats produced by hitting the buttress roots of one tree with hands and/or feet (Arcadi & Wallauer, 2013). We coded five measures of acoustic structure for analysis (number of beats; bout duration; mean inter-beat duration; shortest inter-beat interval; longest inter-beat interval) and marked the start and end point of the drumming bout during the pant-hoot (Arcadi et al., 1998; Fedurek et al., 2016).

3. Results
We found individual differences in the acoustic structure of drumming bouts produced during traveling (n=105; DFA1: p<0.001) and in their timing during the pant-hoot. In contrast, we found no individual differences in the acoustic structure of drumming bouts produced by the same individuals during displays (n=36; DFA2: p=0.589). Pant-hoot drumming combinations were mainly present during traveling while virtually absent during displays. Chimpanzees drummed most frequently in the context of traveling and drummed less frequently as their party size increased. We found no effect of the social composition of the party on the use of drumming.

4. Discussion
Encoding of individual identity and increased use while traveling and when in smaller parties suggest that drumming may be incorporated in pant-hoots during traveling to facilitate chimpanzee fission-fusion spatial dynamics, specifically to join other individuals. In addition, absence of individual differences in display drumming suggests that chimpanzees can choose when to encode signaller identity in drumming “signatures”, altering the function of this signal across social and behavioural contexts. By exploring the use of pant-hoot drumming this study helps elucidate the functions of multi-signal combinations in non-human apes, contributing to our understanding of the evolutionary origins of the flexibility central to human language.
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Language speciation has been attributed to a loss of contact between parts of a speech community, or to contact with other languages (Thomason and Kaufman 1988). In this talk, we offer a psycholinguistically-grounded account for language speciation that does not presume a pre-existing fracturing of the linguistic community, or external contact. Speciation begins with lectal variation being associated with an areal, social or situational identity. Three stages of differentiation follow. Form differentiation is an accelerated (compared to drift) loss of shared vocabulary in the lects due to bilectalism. Structural stability is maintained by the same bilectalism, even when lexical forms have differentiated beyond mutual intelligibility. If bilectalism breaks down, or is restricted in context, there is then rapid grammatical and semantic structural divergence.

This account explains why linguistic diversity in places with egalitarian multilingualism is apparent in lexical forms rather than structural features.

1. Lectal Variation
Lectal variation arises when social groups undergo fission, with an earlier shared lect dividing into distinct varieties. Early stages of social fission may involve social or geographic separation (Trudgill 1986: 39); but distinct lects may also arise while the social group is in close contact (Labov 1963; Nettle & Dunbar 1997; Stanford 2009; Roberts 2010; Mansfield et al 2021). A shared Norman French variety on the isle of Jersey split when in the 1500s, forty families moved to nearby Sark. This social fission and the new local identities lead to lectal variation between Sark and Jersey dialects (Liddicoat 1994: 6).

2. Form Differentiation
Ellison & Miceli (2017) describe the anti-doppel bias (ADB) as a psycholinguistic process in which bilinguals prefer vocabulary not shared between their languages (i.e. non-doppels) where available. In contexts allowing both words, Dutch/English bilinguals prefer the English-only picture to the
doppel photo in comparison to monolingual English speakers. The ADB seems likely to also apply in bilectals generally, including those who use multiple dialects. For example, Kapović (2005) notes that Croatian prescriptivists recommend *ponovo* rather than the common *ponovno* as it is (incorrectly) felt to particularly belong to the mutually-intelligible lect Serbian. New lectal identities may develop slowly. Once, however, lects are associated with particular synonyms, the ADB can amplify differentiation, at least in the speech of bilectals. So long as many are bilectal, lexicon differentiation will increase. Mutual intelligibility will eventually break down.

3. Structural Stability
The next stage occurs while much of the population remain bilectal and the shared vocabulary has been substantially reduced (by Form Differentiation). The lects are no longer mutually intelligible and individuals identifying with one lect, learn the other as a foreign language. The cognitive load using two lects, and monitoring for intrusive forms, facilitates cross-lectal structural priming, maintaining and stabilising structures shared between the lects. At this stage the lects essentially share one grammar but have distinct pools of lexical forms.

4. Structural Divergence
Where the social conditions promoting bilectalism weaken, or are lost completely (e.g. trade networks or marriage patterns change), contact between the lectal communities will be reduced or end. Without contact, there is no brake on differentiation of linguistic structures.
Because the lects by this stage have substantially distinct vocabularies, accidental similarities between lexical forms and semantics occur between different sememes. Analogical extension of constructions thus takes different paths in the two lects, leading to distinct morphological generalisations, and thus grammatical constructions peculiar to the lects, which are now different species.

5. Discussion
The above account of language speciation offers a number of advantages. It explains the shift from lectal differentiation to speciation in a known effect of human language processing, the ADB. It sees the structural uniformity but lexical form diversity seen in places like Vanuatu (François 2011) and Australia (Miceli 2019), as a natural consequence of egalitarian multilingualism never breaking down - the final stage of structural divergence is therefore never reached. Although we do not explore it here, it is possible to incorporate contact with distantly related or unrelated languages as part of this speciation model.
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While vocal iconicity in lexemes is increasingly well-studied (Blasi et al., 2016; Erben Johansson et al., 2020; Joo, 2020), its presence in more grammaticalized meaningful linguistic units are yet rather poorly understood. Aside from phonesthemes, vocal iconicity has been investigated in diminutives and augmentatives, but the results have been inconclusive (Körtvélyessy, 2011). Across languages, nominal classification involves fundamental semantic categories, such as sex (feminine/masculine), humanness (human/non-human), animacy (animate/inanimate), physical properties (size, shape) and functional properties (container, tool) (Aikhenvald, 2000). Thus, many of the categories found to be iconic in previous studies are also grammatically encoded in nominal classification systems.

The present study investigates the presence of vocal iconicity in nominal classification systems by using a genetically diverse dataset of languages, which was distributed evenly across the two main types of nominal classification systems (non-agreeing, such as more flexible classifier systems, and agreeing, such as more rigid gender or noun class systems). By collecting the nominal classification devices (NCDs) in 210 non-agreeing languages (126 language families) and 151 agreeing languages (123 language families), transcribing the NCDs using a coherent and comparable phonetic system, grouping them according to comparable semantic categories and analyzing them through Bayesian generalized linear models, we were able to assess whether certain types of sounds were overrepresented in certain class meanings.

The results revealed that the strongest overrepresentations of sounds were found in NCDs that pertained to shape and size (low, front, unrounded vowels in FLAT, high, back, rounded vowels in ROUND and high, front, unrounded vowels in SMALL) which aligned with previous cross-linguistic findings. However, the iconic effects were restricted to non-agreeing systems, and the non-agreeing systems included in the dataset contained more than three times as many nominal classes and almost twice as many segments as the agreeing systems.
These differences were attributed to more substantial phonetic erosion and semantic bleaching of agreeing NCDs through grammaticalization as nominal classification systems become increasingly formalized. This means that if a non-agreeing system changes into a more agreement-based system, it loses semantic transparency and gains formal predictability which dismantles one of the two key components of vocal iconicity and causes sound-meaning mappings to break down. While it is possible that these sound overrepresentations in non-agreeing systems exist solely because of inherited iconic effects present in the lexemes that the NCDs are derived from, iconicity has been shown to aid language acquisition (Imai & Kita, 2014; Massaro & Perlman, 2017; Nielsen & Dingemanse, 2021) which suggests that vocal iconicity could also be functional grammatical constructions. This would mean that the grammatical section of human language is affected by vocal iconicity and that the retrieval of noun semantics could be accelerated if primed with iconically congruent NCDs.
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TONE AND LOANWORD ADAPTATION IN IXPANTEPEC MIXTEC: HORIZONTAL TRANSFER IN THE EVOLUTION OF LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY
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This poster describes phonological adaptation in Ixpantepec Mixtec [mks]—an Oto-Manguean language of southern Mexico. My main claim is that Ixpantepec Mixtec is incorporating Mexican Spanish loanwords into the language, adapting those loanwords into its phonology. This is a complex adaptive strategy for maintaining the vertically transmitted system while quickly and efficiently accepting new ‘packages of information’ useful for survival (of both the language and its speakers). The process is akin to ‘conjugation’ in horizontal gene transfer as it is a fitness-increasing strategy, found across the animal kingdom, although this specific configuration, predicated on combinatorial and phonotactic phonology is (human) language-specific. Special attention will be given to the placement of tones on loanwords. A corpus of over 200 loanwords is analyzed as part of this study.
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EXPLORING THE ROLE OF SPEECH IN THE TRANSMISSION OF AIRBORNE VIRUSES VIA A NOVEL METHOD FOR COMBINING AEROSOL AND PHONETIC ANALYSIS
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Aerosol particle emissions from speech are thought to play a key role in airborne pathogen transmission, though relatively little is known about the mechanisms through which articulatory gestures produce aerosol particles. We describe a novel method that allows for the more precise isolation of the production of aerosol particles during speech. Some of the particles are smaller than those detected with previous approaches. Our approach allows for the isolation of aerosol bursts that are associated with specific articulatory gestures. Combined aerosol and phonetic analysis illustrates how this approach can shed light on the mechanisms through which aerosols are generated during speech. We briefly discuss ongoing work that has substantially refined this method. In relationship to language evolution, this work highlights the possibility that certain articulatory gestures could have “maladaptive” characteristics, in that they might generate inordinate numbers of aerosols. We stress that more experimental research is required to address this possibility.

1. Introduction

The role of speech in the production of airborne particles and associated pathogen transmission has recently been highlighted as epidemiological evidence implicates speaking in SARS-CoV-2 transmission. (Meselson 2020, van Doremalen et al. 2020). Previous studies have utilized several methods to examine how speech produces such particles, including laser-based detection, airflow testing and aerosol analysis. (Stadnytskyi et al. 2020, Asadi et al. 2020) The latter is essential as growing consensus exists that particles smaller than 10 μm in diameter, often referred to as aerosols, can transmit a variety of pathogens. (Fennelly 2020) The SARS-CoV-2 virus appears to remain viable in aerosols, which can remain airborne for hours, further increasing the odds of transmission. (Fennelly 2020) Research with an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS) has allowed scholars to show that some speakers are “super-emitters” of aerosols and that
some sound types correlate with higher emission rates. (Asadi et al. 2019, 2020) However, APS instrumentation only samples once per second, limiting the extent to which it can isolate the role of specific articulatory gestures in producing aerosol particles. Other methods that have been used face related limitations. In English, words typically last 150-500 ms, while the most common syllable types last about 120-260 ms and individual sounds 60-150 ms. (Greenberg et al. 2003) Given the durations of such units in English and other languages, a more complete understanding of aerosol generation via speech could benefit from an approach with higher temporal resolution in aerosol measurements.

Here we utilize a method for detecting aerosols, one not previously applied to speech in the manner we illustrate, to address two lacunae in our current understanding of particles generated during talking: i) the size distribution of aerosols from 0.07 μm in aerodynamic diameter (i.e., at a size resolution of single viruses) to 10 μm and ii) the mechanics of the production of such fine aerosol particles on timescales relevant to individual sound types and utterances. Addressing these lacunae is critical to elucidating the full range of emission variations across speakers and sound categories and could potentially help refine the modeling of speech-based pathogen transmission. We outline a new approach that allows us to isolate with relative precision the moments at which aerosols emerge from speakers’ mouths and the concentrations of aerosols speakers produce at various size bands. Phonetic analysis in tandem with aerosol detection reveals relationships between aerosol emissions and certain sound types not accessible by previous approaches. In this work we detail initial results based on three speakers, given pandemic-related restrictions to the number of participants we could test. This general method is being applied to dozens of participants in the coming months, though in current work participants breathe in particle-free air, in contrast to the results described here. The results discussed here simply serve as an illustration of the overall method, demonstrating how the heightened temporal and physical resolution of the approach offers potential gains to our understanding of the aerosol emissions associated with speech.

2. Results and discussion

For this study, three participants read various stimuli and breathed (nasally) at a natural rate into an aluminum funnel (opening diameter of 20 cm and length of 25 cm), connected to an electronic particle impactor that could measure the size and volume of aerosols produced ten times per second. Each individual’s nose and mouth were within the funnel opening. The funnel was attached to a Dekati electrical low-pressure impactor (ELPI) via flexible conductive tubing with an inner diameter of 1.2 cm and a length of 25 cm. The short residence time in the tube and use of conductive tubing led to no distinguishable particle losses. This method detected aerosols at 10 Hz across 14 size bands, between 0.006 μm and
10 μm, though we focus only on those bands greater than 0.07 μm since they are relevant to viral transmission. Experiments were conducted in the absence of synthetic particle-free air to mimic a real-world setting. Background aerosol concentrations in the room air were measured before and after speaking or breathing. The mean background was then subtracted from the data measured while speaking or breathing. Although this method controlled for the background room aerosol by subtraction, in ongoing work we are using an approach with particle-free air. (Participants breathe in particle-free air and their exhaled air is mixed with particle free-air as well, rather than room air.) The key difference between the background-subtraction results is that the latter yield a much greater number of measured particles. Nevertheless, the results discussed here illustrate some of the gains of the new method, particularly the high physical and temporal resolution of the approach. Further, some of the results discussed here are also evident in our ongoing work employing particle-free air. For instance, across both approaches whispered sounds produce a higher number of particles than sounds produced with normal voicing at low amplitude.

In addition to the aerosol analysis, we also analyzed the utterances of the speakers acoustically. An InnoGear Condenser Professional Cardioid Microphone was placed about five cm to the right side of the funnel. (In our ongoing work, this is also combined with airflow analysis.) Speakers were given instructions and stimuli displayed on a desktop monitor placed immediately behind the funnel, so that they could read without moving their heads. Recordings were made onto a notebook computer at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Relevant wav files were analyzed with PRAAT. A few dozen words were recorded for all speakers, in addition to the same paragraph. For this paper, speakers were asked to read at a “normal” volume and cross-speaker amplitude was not found to vary substantially. We did not have speakers read at intentionally varied volumes, as in previous work that uncovered an association between increased amplitude and increased aerosol emissions. (Asadi et al. 2019) Across all three speakers we observed greater aerosol production during speech than during normal breathing. Likely, greater differences in the concentrations of aerosols emitted between speaking and breathing occur when speaking at a higher amplitude or when singing, and minor amplitude differences across speakers may contribute to some of the inter-speaker variability we observed. (Asadi et al. 2019)

With the high temporal resolution of the method, we were able to assess aerosol production from specific sound types as highlighted in Fig. 1A for one speaker. In Fig. 1A we observe that, after mask removal, there are aerosol bursts immediately following each named letter of the recited alphabet. In this case the bursts of aerosols (diameter-weighted, \(D, \mu m \text{ cm}^3\)) occur primarily across two size bands of roughly 1-2 μm. Figure 1B illustrates how the temporal resolution of the method allows us to match aerosol bursts with individual syllables and even specific sound types when words are produced several seconds apart. Previous research suggests certain sound types, most notably the [i] high-front vowel, are
associated with increases in aerosols, as is increased amplitude. (Asadi et al. 2020) Here we focused on consonants, including two consonant types that have previously been suggested to be relevant to particle emission. Given the temporal resolution of the method, we were able to directly observe aerosol bursts following some consonants in isolated words, including word-final consonants that have not previously been investigated. As illustrated in Figure 1B, at least in some words there was an increase in aerosols immediately following affricate consonants such as the last sounds in “catch” and “h” and the first sound in “g”.

Figure 1C illustrates the variation in aerosol emissions across size bands during the articulation of one sentence previously used in research on the airflow produced during speech. (Abkarian et al. 2020) In this case there is an increase in aerosols shortly following the production of the [pʰ], an aspirated bilabial plosive. This bilabial plosive has previously been shown to create an intense horizontal stream of air. (Abkarian et al. 2020) Some scholars have speculated that aspirated consonants like [pʰ] may be relevant to airborne pathogen transmission via increased particle emission, but this is the first experimental evidence of any increase in aerosols associated with such aspiration. (Inouye 2003) We stress that it is very preliminary evidence, however, and must be replicated across many more participants with the new approach involving particle-free air. Initial results with the new approach are broadly consistent with those in Figure 1, suggesting that the association between aspiration and increased aerosols may be robust.

Figure 1D further demonstrates the extreme concentration of aerosols that can be produced during some segments of speech for some speakers, in this case “shhh!”, a lengthened voiceless postalveolar fricative.
Figure 1. Temporal and physical resolution of method. Note that these values are much higher than the values obtained when speakers breathe in particle-free air, as demonstrated in our ongoing work. Panel A: Normalized heatmap of diameter-weighted aerosol particle concentration. A1. The speaker repeated the word “spar” at a normal volume, while wearing an N95 mask. A2. The speaker recited the alphabet at a normal volume, after removing his facemask. A3. Portion for f, g, and h, each said about eight seconds apart. Panel B: Section A3 enlarged, alongside phonetic details. B1. Aerosol heatmap. B2. Transcription of the three utterances with the International Phonetic Alphabet. B3. Waveform of [ejʃ]. Aperiodic sound waves associated with the voiceless affricate are highlighted. B4. Spectrogram of [ejʃ]. Aperiodic elements in high frequency range are highlighted. C. Aerosol visualization for one speaker’s articulation of “Sing a song of six pence”. D. Aerosols produced when the speaker was asked to say “shhh” (a voiceless postalveolar fricative), as though telling someone to be quiet. This was the most intense burst of aerosols for that speaker.
For more fluid segments of speech, the method still allows us to detect surges in aerosols associated with sounds or sequences of sounds though the aerosols do not occur in readily segmented bursts in such cases. It was observed that in fluid speech words with [st] sequences were weakly associated with increased emissions, an association that requires further exploration with a greater number of speakers and the particle-free approach. Such sequences, like the aforementioned affricates in “catch” and “shh” are of course voiceless. Previous work suggests that vocal cord vibration is also a key mechanism that dislodges and emits aerosol particles during speech (Asadi et al. 2019, 2020) but the high temporal resolution used here and in the laser-based detection in Stadnytskyi et al. (2020) suggests that at least some of the intense bursts of aerosols produced during speech are not produced in the larynx during vocal cord vibration. (In Stadnytskyi et al. (2020) it is observed that the voiceless interdental fricative in “healthy” emits many particles, though in a larger size range than that examined here.) It is possible that some sound types emit aerosols generated deeper in the respiratory tract, perhaps via the fluid-film burst mechanism in the terminal bronchioles. (Graham & Morawska 2009, Almstrand et al. 2010)

In short, the high resolution of this approach could be used to explore the detailed mechanisms through which aerosols are produced during speech, complementing other approaches. Ongoing refinement of this method could help to shed light not just on the temporal and physical dynamics of particle emission, but also on the mechanics through which aerosols are generated at the vocal cords and at other locations in the vocal tract during speech. Consistent with a growing literature using related methods that have more modest physical and temporal resolution, our results suggest that speaking does yield a high total number and volume of airborne particles that are potentially relevant to the transmission of some pathogens. Much work remains, however, to better understand how aerosols are produced during speech, along with the role of particularly articulatory gestures and associated sound types. In the context of language evolution, the preliminary results discussed here raise an interesting question: Do some articulatory gestures present a greater likelihood of intense aerosol bursts that can potentially transmit pathogens during an airborne pandemic? These results underscore this possibility, though we stress that much more experimental work is required, with a greater number of participants, to more fully understand whether some sound types have inaudible “maladaptive” features.
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Introduction

The origin of language is one of the oldest questions in science, but vocal-first and gesture-first theories remain speculative due to a lack of direct evidence. Here we present empirical evidence to inform this debate.

Philosophers and early explorers recommended using ‘the universal language of the hands’ to communicate with indigenous people (Quintilian 95CE; Cooperrider, 2019). Evidence for the universality of gesture was found in a recent paper that compared the communication success of gesture to (non-linguistic) vocalization cross-culturally (Australian and Ni-Vanuatu producers) and cross-experimentally (sighted and severely vision-impaired Australian producers) (Fay et al., 2022). Like other referential communication studies (e.g., Ćwiek et al., 2021; Fay et al., 2013), communication success was measured by having a group of interpreters guess the meaning of each of the gesture/vocal signals produced (using a multiple choice format). Communication success was twice as high for the gestured signals than for vocal signals across the two experiments reported (61.17% versus 29.04%), and gesture’s success was driven (in part) by its greater universality; the gestured signals produced by different participants were more similar in form than their vocal signals (i.e., they were more universal), and the degree of signal similarity was positively correlated with communication success.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
Fay et al (2022) appealed to embodied theories of language and cognition to explain the success and universality of the gestured signals. Embodied theories highlight the importance of the body, and the body’s interactions with the environment, to cognition (e.g., Clark, 1999; Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). Fay et al (2022) argued that whereas gesture lends itself to signal embodiment (e.g., communicating the word ‘drink’ via manually simulating raising a container to one’s mouth), the opportunity for signal embodiment is absent in the vocal modality.

Here, we re-analyzed the data collected by Fay et al (2022) to test an embodied account of the communication success of gestured signals. Producers communicated a large number of words (997 distinct words), an equal number of which were verbs, nouns and adjectives. In their analysis Fay et al (2022) did not distinguish between the different word categories. In the gesture modality, an embodied account predicts that verbs provide greater scope for signal embodiment than nouns, and nouns provide greater scope for embodiment than adjectives. If correct, communication success will be higher for verbs than nouns, and communication success will be higher for nouns than adjectives. In the vocal modality there is little scope signal embodiment, so no specific prediction is made with regard to the communication success of the different word categories. This is tested in the current study.

Method

Re-analysis of the data collected by Fay et al (2022) and made openly available on the Open Science Framework: https://osf.io/36jpy/

Results & Discussion

As predicted by an embodied account, in the gesture modality verbs were communicated more successfully than nouns and nouns were communicated more successfully than adjectives: 78%, 74%, 60% for Australian Producers, 64%, 55%, 46% for Ni-Vanuatu Producers and 60%, 48% and 38% for Severely Vision-Impaired Producers. No such pattern was evident in vocal modality: 33%, 31%, 34% for Australian Producers, 16%, 14%, 13% for Ni-Vanuatu Producers and 30%, 35% and 41% for Severely Vision-Impaired Producers. Our findings indicate that signal embodiment is important to gesture’s communication success. Similarities in the way people use gesture to embody meaning may also explain why gestured signals were found to be more universal than vocal signals.
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It is now more than 25 years since the publication of the ‘Minimalist Program’ (Chomsky: 1995) and this latest configuration of generative linguistics continues to exert considerable influence within the discipline and beyond. However, a major explanatory constraint against which such theories must now be evaluated has arisen in the form of the question of language evolution. This paper seeks to identify and resolve tensions in the notion of ‘recursion’ in relation to generative grammar and its interfaces with the conceptual-intentional (CI) and articulatory-perceptual (AP) or sensory-motor (SM) systems.

Writers working in different models of linguistics adhere to various accounts of how language evolved. In particular there is a distinction between those who propose a classic neo-Darwinian gradual narrative, and those, including Chomsky, who claim that the core aspect of language had a more or less instantaneous emergence in early Homo sapiens. I agree that positing an incremental evolution of such a mind internal capacity is deeply problematical. However, I argue that a saltationist account of the emergence of language, which seeks to identify a single key evolutionary step, is also flawed. The essential depiction of the evolutionary basis of a Minimalist theory of language appeared in Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch (2002) and was later clarified (Fitch, Hauser and Chomsky, 2005; Chomsky, 2005). In this account the uniquely human aspect of language was defined as the narrow recursive operation ‘merge’ by which lexical items were combined in hierarchical derivations.

The use of ‘recursion’ is not always well-defined and has resulted in considerable debate in the literature (see e.g. Jackendoff & Pinker, 2005; and papers in Lowenthal & Lefebvre, 2014). Nevertheless, two defining qualities can be identified. Firstly, there is the condition that the output of an earlier stage must constitute the input to a subsequent one, as in Fibonacci series. Secondly, often highlighted in relation to language, is the capacity for one element of type X to be embedded in an element of the same type. However, while hierarchical recursion certainly appears to be inherent in linguistic ‘structure’, it is also clearly evident in other aspects of modern human cognition, most clearly in the
capacity by which I am able to have a thought about your belief about someone else’s belief, and so on. While primates, like all higher animals, have a rich conceptual system and a basic ability to reason based on observable cause and effect relations, there is undoubtedly, to a greater or lesser degree, a ‘mental gap’ between humans and other hominins and non-humans, often described as ‘intentionality’ or ‘theory of mind’ (e.g. Baron-Cohen, 1995). Furthermore, within cognitive science there are many compatible perspectives on human thought (CI system) that envisage individuals having a conceptual array and a system for structuring concepts independent of (externalised i.e. articulated) language, including ‘language of thought’ (Fodor, 1975, 2008) and similar hypotheses (e.g. Carey, 2011; Harnard, 2010; Wyn et al, 2009).

The question then arises of the locus of recursion and its evolutionary origin in relation to human language. While it has been suggested that this recursive property in cognition may be the source for the apparent recursion in language (‘an optimal solution to expressing recursive thought’, Kinsella, 2009: 152), there are no empirical or theoretical grounds for positing the existence of an autonomous level of linguistic syntactic structure in any sense. If there is a wholly internal system for the recursive hierarchical structuring of conceptual material (i.e. into thoughts), that constitutes the human CI system, then all that is additionally required is a separate system for the communication of those thoughts to others, the AP/SM system. This, I argue here, is effected by means of a wholly external system of semiotic representation as conceived in the Representational Hypothesis (RH) (e.g. Burton-Roberts, 2011). A central tenet of the RH is that there are essentially only two elements – sound (sign) and thought (signified) – in what is traditionally understood as language. In interpreting the word ‘cat’ the phonological string /kæt/ leads directly to a mental representation of the concept [CAT]; there is no need for intermediate categories such as a noun, a ‘syntactic’ object, nor any reason why such a level of representation would have evolved (either gradually or abruptly). The same is true of composite multi-conceptual entities including full propositions. Devitt attributes this thesis that ‘representations are not to be multiplied beyond necessity (2006: 51) to Pylshyn and, borrowing from Occam, terms it ‘Pylshyn’s Razor’. There is simply no evolutionary rationale for positing a syntactic architecture, neither cognitive nor communicative; and certainly not (contra widespread assumption) for the purpose of disambiguation, which is entirely mental.

Pursuit of the origins of language in the style of the MP, the quest for the source of linguistic recursion, can only hinder further insight into language evolution.
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The evolution of culture is shaped by two primary forces of directional change: biased transmission, which is similar to natural selection, and biased reconstruction, which is similar to non-random recurrent mutation. The relative strength of these two forces has been the subject of much debate and formal models to date provide conflicting results with no definitive resolution. In this paper, I derive an analytical solution to the combined effects of selection and biased mutation when each are formalized as stochastic processes (e.g. Griffiths & Kalish, 2007). An important observation that immediately appears in the solution is that the temporal order in which these forces operate causally affects the evolutionary dynamics of the system. This order effect explains conflicting results in the literature to date: models in which selection appears to be stronger allow selection to operate last in the generational structure (e.g. Henrich & Boyd, 2002) and models in which biased mutation appears to be stronger allow mutation to operate last (e.g. Griffiths, Kalish, & Lewandowsky, 2008). In cultural evolution, various combinations of biasing forces are possible and these combinations are likely to vary across empirical domains. The solutions in this paper offer a shortcut to calculating the combined effects of any arbitrary number and ordering of selection and biased mutation processes, which should facilitate a more complete characterization of the space of dynamics that cultural evolution is capable of and improve our understanding of the relative effects of selection and biased mutation processes in culturally evolving systems.

1. Introduction

The evolution of culture is shaped by two primary forces of directional change. The first type is selective in nature; it determines which kinds of cultural entities will be copied by people (winning these variants fecundity and “offspring”) or ignored (effectively pronouncing these variants “dead”). A variety of selective forces operate on culture, such as natural selection, social learning strategies, and biased transmission processes (Boyd & Richerson, 1985). The second type is mutational in nature; it transforms cultural entities from one type to another while these entities are being copied and is capable of injecting novel variation into culture, often in biased ways. A variety of mutation-like processes operate on culture and fall under the umbrella of biased reconstruction processes (Sperber, 1996). Both of these forces are capable of creating directional changes that increase the frequency of certain cultural variants relative to others.
There has been a great deal of debate over the relative importance of each of these forces in shaping culturally evolving systems (e.g., Acerbi & Mesoudi, 2015). Although much of the discussion focuses on the fidelity of the cultural copying process, such as high vs low rates of random mutation, researchers are also interested in pitting biased mutation against selective forces and observing which force is more causally potent. This latter endeavor has produced several idiosyncratic models with conflicting results, leading Acerbi and Mesoudi (2015) to suggest the debate be moved to the empirical realm.

However, there is still conceptual ground to be gained in the modelling realm. What is lacking is a sufficiently general framework that allows a wide range of fitness functions to be combined with a wide range of biased mutation functions and straightforward analytical solutions to each of their combinations. In this paper, I adopt a general stochastic process modeling framework for cultural evolution and derive an analytical solution for the combined effects of any arbitrary fitness values and any arbitrary biased recurrent mutation process.

2. Modelling framework

This section proposes a stochastic process model (e.g., Lawler, 2018) for biased cultural mutation. Stochastic process modeling is commonly used in complex systems science and was first applied to cultural evolution in the domain of language evolution (Niyogi & Berwick, 1997; Nowak, Komarova, & Niyogi, 2001, 2002) and expanded with the development of the Bayesian iterated learning model (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007). The main representational device in this framework is a stochastic matrix called a **transition matrix** which contains the probability, $p_{ij}$, that a variable in state $v_i$ transitions to state $v_j$:

$$
M = \begin{pmatrix}
v_1 & v_2 & \ldots & v_n \\
v_1 & p_{1,1} & p_{1,2} & \ldots & p_{1,j} \\
v_2 & p_{2,1} & p_{2,2} & \ldots & p_{2,j} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
v_n & p_{i,1} & p_{i,2} & \ldots & p_{i,j}
\end{pmatrix}
$$

For the case of biased mutation, $p_{ij}$ is be the probability that a cultural variant of type $v_i$ mutates into type $v_j$ and we will refer to the transition matrix as a **mutation matrix**, $M$. Transition matrices are also used in the field of mathematical population genetics to represent non-random recurrent mutation processes (e.g., Ewens, 2004, p. 174), but these are generally only 2-allele models with $2 \times 2$ matrices. Cultural entities, however, typically exhibit several variants. For example, if you go to the hardware store to decide which cultural variant of “door handle” you’d like your kitchen cabinets to have, there won’t be only two options, but
dozens of variants to choose from. Equation 1 accommodates this by generalizing to an arbitrarily large number of variants, \( V = \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots v_n \} \).

Matrices are useful organizational devices for visualizing different patterns of mutation flow. The off-diagonal values on the \( i \)th row show \( v_i \)'s losses under the mutation process and the off-diagonal values on the \( j \)th column show \( v_j \)'s gains. The probabilities on each row sum to one, indicating that all of the mutational events are accounted for, but the columns may or may not sum to one. When the column sums do not all sum to one, the mutation process is biased, with certain variants receiving higher gains under the mutation process than others.

Representing biased mutation by a stochastic matrix is also convenient because it puts the tools of linear algebra at our disposal for calculating things such as the evolutionary trajectories of populations and their equilibrium frequencies. To make use of these tools, we represent the population as a stochastic vector, \( \vec{q}_t \), where \( \vec{q}_t(v_i) \) is the relative frequency of \( v_i \) in the population at time \( t \). For example, \( \vec{q}_t = (0.3, 0.5, 0.2) \) means that \( v_1 \) constitutes 30% of the population at time \( t \) whereas \( v_2 \) constitutes 50% and \( v_3 \) constitutes 20%. We will refer to \( \vec{q}_t \) as the population vector. The expected frequency of each variant in two successive generations is \( \vec{q}_{t+1} = \vec{q}_tM \) and for any arbitrary number of generations into the future, \( g \), it is \( \vec{q}_{t+g} = \vec{q}_tM^g \). The equilibrium frequencies are found by solving for the stationary distribution(s) of \( M \), as in \( \pi = \pi M \), or by solving \( \pi = \vec{q}_tM^\infty \), using a sufficiently large numeric stand-in for \( \infty \). Example solutions are shown in Figure 1 (leftmost panel) for the example mutation matrix

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
.8 & .1 & .1 \\
.2 & .6 & .2 \\
.3 & .3 & .4
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where each black line represents the expected frequency of \( v_i \) over the course of 50 generations and they converge to the unique stationary distribution of \( M \), which is \( \pi = (.55, .27, .18) \). Here we see that \( M \) is a biased process that causes \( v_1 \) to be the most plentiful variant, constituting 55% of the population at equilibrium.

The stochastic process model of cultural mutation described here is more general than the Bayesian iterated learning model because it does not require cultural mutation to be implemented by Bayesian rational learners, and it is more restricted than the Evolutionary Causal Matrix developed by Claidièrè, Scott-Phillips, and Sperber (2014) because 1) the entries in the matrix are probabilities and 2) it is meant to model a non-random recurrent mutation process, rather than model cultural attraction theory more broadly.

3. Combined effects solution

One approach to deriving an analytical solution to the combined effects of selection and biased mutation entails finding a way to incorporate fitness values into the mutation matrix, creating a new combined effect matrix, \( C \), and then applying...
our linear algebra solutions to $C$. In this section, I show how this can be done for a general model of natural selection, the replicator dynamics (Nowak, 2006).\textsuperscript{1} The discrete-time replicator equation can be written as $q_{t+1}(v_i) \propto q_t(v_i)f(v_i)$, where $f(v_i)$ is the fitness of the $i$th variant. Fitness values can be represented in several ways: as each type’s expected number of children, e.g. $f(v_1, v_2) = (10, 5)$, as each type’s fitness relative to a reference type, e.g. $f(v_1, v_2) = (1, \frac{1}{2})$, or as each type’s fitness relative to the population’s total fitness, e.g. $f(v_1, v_2) = (\frac{2}{3}, \frac{1}{3})$, but the choice of representation does not affect the solution for the relative frequency $q_{t+1}(v_i)$. We will work with the latter representation where fitness is a stochastic vector and refer to it as the fitness vector. Figure 1 (rightmost panel) shows the dynamics for example fitness values $f(v_i) = (0.5, 0.4, 0.1)$. Here we see that the variant with the highest relative fitness, $v_1$, goes to fixation, meaning it takes over the population and drives all other variants to extinction.

The combined effects matrix, $C$, can be obtained by converting the fitness vector into a diagonal matrix, $F$, where

$$F = \text{diag}(f_1, ..., f_n) := \begin{bmatrix} f_1 & \cdots & \cdots \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \cdots & \cdots & f_n \end{bmatrix}$$

and then multiplying $F$ by the mutation matrix, $M$. It is important to note that matrix multiplication is not commutative, meaning $F \times M \neq M \times F$. Therefore, there are clearly two solutions to $C$: $C_{fm} = F \times M$, where selection acts before mutation in the generational structure of the cultural system, and $C_{mf} = M \times F$, where mutation acts before selection.

When selection occurs first, $F \times M$ implements element-wise multiplication of the fitness vector by each column in $M$ and can be understood as incorporating the fitness vector into the gains or input values of the mutation matrix, allowing selection to act before the mutation process occurs:

$$C_{fm} = \begin{bmatrix} f_1p_{1,1} & f_1p_{1,2} & \cdots & f_1p_{1,j} \\ f_2p_{2,1} & f_2p_{2,2} & \cdots & f_2p_{2,j} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ f_np_{n,1} & f_np_{n,2} & \cdots & f_np_{n,j} \end{bmatrix}$$

When mutation occurs first, $M \times F$ implements element-wise multiplication of the fitness vector by each row in $M$ and can be understood as incorporating

\textsuperscript{1}Even though it contains the word “replicator”, the replicator dynamics equation itself neither implies nor requires that the variants in question be high-fidelity replicators. The equation simply assigns fitness values to variants based on their type at the moment the selection process acts and can be combined with any model of mutation.
the fitness vector into the *losses* or *output* values of the mutation matrix, allowing selection to act after the mutation process occurs:

\[
C_{mf} = \begin{bmatrix}
  f_{1}p_{1,1} & f_{2}p_{1,2} & \cdots & f_{n}p_{1,j} \\
  f_{1}p_{2,1} & f_{2}p_{2,2} & \cdots & f_{n}p_{2,j} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  f_{1}p_{i,1} & f_{2}p_{i,2} & \cdots & f_{n}p_{i,j}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(5)

Figure 1 shows the results for \(C_{fm}\) (second panel) and \(C_{mf}\) (third panel) for identical \(F\) and \(M\). Here we see that the dynamics of these two processes differ. Process \(C_{fm}\) more closely resembles the dynamics of mutation acting on its own, whereas \(C_{mf}\) seems to be more influenced by selection. The analytical solutions \(\pi C_{fm} = (.67, .20, .13)\) and \(\pi C_{mf} = (.79, .18, .03)\) confirm that these are, indeed, identifiably different stochastic processes.

4. Discussion of order effects

In the solution above, we saw that order matters because matrix multiplication is not commutative. To understand why order matters, let’s consider the following thought experiment. Imagine that you and I are standing in front of a ball of clay. What we’re going to do is take turns punching the ball of clay: first I throw a punch, then you throw a punch, and we repeat this a few more times. Now let’s both inspect the clay and ask, whose handprint can we see most clearly? The one of us whose punch is the strongest? Perhaps. Or what about the one of us who punched the clay most recently? If we introduce a consistent bias into our measurement system by only inspecting the clay after I punch it, then we are
probably going to walk away thinking I packed the stronger punch. But if we only inspect it after you punch it, then we’ll make the opposite inference.

Many formal models of evolution assume discrete generations and those that deal with multi-process evolutionary systems normally organize the processes into a set linear order within the generational structure. Furthermore, population frequencies are typically measured at the end of the generation, rather than after each force acts. This particular set of modeling choices is common, but it is also a recipe for over-representing the effects of each generation’s final force.

Two examples of this ordering effect bias from the cultural evolution literature are found in models by Henrich and Boyd (2002) and Griffiths et al. (2008). Both of these papers address the relative potency of selection vs mutation in cultural evolution, but their models yield opposite results. Henrich and Boyd (2002) combine a model of conformity copying (a type of selection) with high mutation rates and find that the resulting evolutionary dynamics are barely affected by mutation. Figure 4 (left) replicates their result for a mutation rate of 30% and a population size of 20 (see their Figure 5). The overall shape of this curve resembles the typical s-shaped curve of conformity copying, which would have stable equilibria at coordinates $q(v_1) = 1$ and 0. When combined with high mutation rates, the stable equilibria remain near $q(v_1) = 1$ and 0 and do not display the 30% mutational load that would be expected from a 30% mutation rate. On the basis of this model, the authors conclude that error-prone cultural evolution is “corrected” by conformity biases. However, in this model, mutation operates first in the generational structure, conformity copying operates last, and frequencies are measured at the end of each generation. Figure 4 (middle) shows the results when the order of the selection and mutation processes are reversed. Here, the effects of mutation are much more pronounced and we observe the expected mutational load of 30%, pushing the equilibria to $q(v_1) = 0.7$ and 0.3. This new perspective suggests a win for mutation over conformity copying.

Griffiths et al. (2008) combine a model of cultural mutation, resulting from a Bayesian learner with a prior bias favoring one cultural variant ($v_1$) over another
(v_1), with a selection pressure causing differential fitness among the variants. This model also assumes a fixed generational structure, but one where selection operates first and mutation operates last. Figure 4 (right, solid line) replicates their result for a 20% prior bias on v_1 and a 10% noise rate (corresponding to parameters \( \pi = 0.2 \) and \( \epsilon = 0.1 \) in their notation, see their Figure 5). Here, the equilibrium frequency of v_1 (x-axis) goes up as the fitness of v_1 increases (y-axis), but plateaus around 78% due to a mutational load of about 22%. This result was interpreted as a win for mutation over selection, because even infinitely strong selection is incapable of pushing v_1 to fixation. The dashed line, however, reverses the order of these two processes. In this case, v_1 goes to fixation as fitness goes to infinity and this scenario could be interpreted as a win for selection over mutation.

How should we deal with these ordering effects when evaluating the relative effects of selection and biased mutation in cultural evolution? One solution is to simply measure the population after every process acts. Referring back to Figure 1, the data in these plots show the population frequencies at the end of each generation only. Figure 4 replots the evolutionary trajectories of v_1 for process C_{fm} and C_{mf}, where the system is measured once at the end of each generation (left) and once after each force acts (right). The right panel clearly shows that each force affects the frequency of v_1 when it acts and that the system reaches an oscillating attractor where the two forces kick the same population frequencies back and forth between the equilibrium frequency solutions for C_{fm} and C_{mf}.

A second solution is to give a concrete or theoretically-justified interpretation to the ordering of selection and mutation processes in our models. This is more challenging as it requires some understanding about the “life-cycle” of a cultural variant, including when specific selection and mutation forces typically act upon
it. For example, biases in attention, memory, and the pragmatic usage of language may occur in a set order that is causally relevant to the evolution of language. Future research into the relative importance of selection and biased mutation in cultural evolution should either control for order effects or explicitly address the causal role they play in determining population frequencies over time.
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BABBLING BEHAVIOR: SHARED VOCAL ONTOGENETIC FEATURES IN BAT PUPS AND HUMAN INFANTS
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Speech is the vocal motor output aspect of language and requires precise control over a complex muscle system (e.g. laryngeal and orofacial muscles) steered by neuronal mechanisms. During ontogeny, every child is challenged with the acquisition of speech sounds. The first utterances resembling speech sounds are observed during babbling, a distinctive vocal behavior in human infants (Oller, 2000). Babbling is a production milestone in infant speech development because it enables infants to practice speech sounds by gaining control over their speech articulators (Oller, 2000; ter Haar et al., 2021; Vihman, 2014).

With our study, we introduce a new and promising mammalian candidate for comparative biolinguistic research on vocal ontogenetic processes, the greater sac-winged bat Saccopteryx bilineata. The bat S. bilineata is a vocal production learner (Knörnschild, Nagy, Metz, Mayer, & von Helversen, 2010) and exhibits a conspicuous vocal practice phase during ontogeny (Fernandez, Burchardt, Nagy, & Knörnschild, 2021; Knörnschild, Behr, & von Helversen, 2006). This pup vocal practice is strongly reminiscent of infant babbling: it is organized in bouts composed of multisyllabic repetitive sequences that are interspersed by short silent intervals. Babbling bouts can last up to 43 minutes and throughout the babbling phase (i.e. the period between first and last day of babbling), pups spend about 30% of their active time with babbling. During babbling pups learn to produce song by imitating adult tutors; pups’ renditions of adult song are often found in babbling bouts (Fernandez et al., 2021; Knörnschild et al., 2006; Knörnschild et al., 2010).

In human infants, irrespective of the language to be learned, babbling is characterized by several common features, e.g. repetitiveness, rhythmicity, early...
onset in infancy (Oller, 2000; Vihman, 2014). Our study investigated whether babbling behavior in S. bilineata, pups is characterized by the same features that define infant babbling. The aim was to provide the first formal comparison of babbling features across vocal learning mammals.
For this study, we investigated the entire vocal ontogeny of 20 pups from two wild populations in Costa Rica and Panama. Pup babbling was organized in three hierarchical levels: the syllables (level 1) were concatenated to sequences called syllable trains (level 2), which – interspaced by silent intervals – constituted the babbling bouts (level 3). On the syllable level, we investigated the following features: age at babbling onset (A), babbling bout composition (B), syllable type acquisition (C), syllable type emergence during the babbling phase (D), reduplication (E), social context and function of babbling (G) and universality (H). We analyzed at least one babbling bout per week and pup (N=216 babbling bouts) for investigating all parameters, except for reduplication (E). To investigate (E) we classified 55’056 syllables of 10 pups into syllable types and calculated a correlation matrix showing the observed repetition rates of the syllable types present in babbling. Rhythmicity (F) was investigated on the syllable train level (N=30 trains, 712 syllables) by measuring syllable inter-onset intervals and further assessed with a normalized pairwise variability index. For (A-D) and (H) we visually classified syllable types in babbling bouts based on their high spectro-temporal similarity with the adult vocal repertoire (which is entirely delineated). Our visual classification was statistically verified by measuring a subset of our data and performing discriminant function analyses (acoustic analysis: Avisoft SasLab Pro, DFA: SPSS).
Our results revealed that the features that define human infant babbling are also characteristic of pup babbling: (A) babbling onset occurred early, at one third of the entire vocal ontogeny, (B) babbling bouts were composed of adult-like syllable types (comparable to infant canonical syllables) and undifferentiated proto-syllables (comparable to infant speech precursors). Pups only acquired a subset of the adult syllable type repertoire (C) and adult syllable type acquisition followed a non-linear pattern (D). Bouts were dominated by reduplication of syllable types (E) and included syllable trains with regular beats (F). Babbling did not require a social context for production and the adult-like syllable types did not elicit the same reactions that they would when produced by adult bats (G). All pups – irrespective of sex and regional origin – engaged in babbling behavior (and showed no significant differences concerning the babbling features).
In conclusion, our study demonstrated that the babbling behavior of S. bilineata pups is characterized by the same features that define infant babbling (Fernandez et al., 2021).
The similarities in babbling features between two species with common traits such as VPL, laryngeal sound production and similar brain architecture, are a promising basis for comparative investigations of neuronal substrates in mammalian VPL (Jarvis, 2019).
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FROM PROTO-CONVERSATION TO MODERN CONVERSATION: THE ROLE OF HUMAN SELF-DOMESTICATION
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We propose that the evolution of one of the hallmarks of human communication, i.e., conversational abilities, is strongly linked to the reduction of reactive aggression, one of the triggering factors in human self-domestication (HSD), the hypothesis that humans evolved through changes that parallel those found in domesticated animals (Hare, 2017; Shilton et al., 2020). Within this framework, we focus on proto-conversation (PC) and proto-syntax at the basis of the communicative strategies of early anatomically-modern humans (AMH), viewing them as an evolutionary platform for evolving fully fledged forms of conversation and syntax.

Most influential models of the evolution of conversation in humans sharply distinguish proto-conversation (PC) and full-fledged conversation. For instance, Tomasello (2003; 2019) advocates an abrupt transition from animal PC to human conversation, that largely depends on the evolutionary emergence of cognitive strategies capable of ensuring the “triangulation” between interlocutors and objects of the outside world. This hypothesis builds on his analysis of the ontogenesis of human conversational abilities, and particularly, his view that an abrupt change takes place in the child at the 9th month, when face-to-face (dyadic) communication between mother and child is replaced by symbolic (triadic) communication. We instead argue in favor of a stronger continuity of human conversation and animal PC, as well as a smoother transition from PC to...
sophisticated conversational skills in infants. Arguing for a continuity between dyadic and triadic forms of intersubjectivity and ultimately, of PC and conversation, is in line with the view that higher-order competences are prepared and supported by a series of evolutionary steps (e.g. Trevarthen 1974; 1979; Bråten and Trevarthen, 2007), but also with the finding of turn-taking and associated rules of conversation in non-human animal vocal interactions (e.g., Pika et al., 2018), and more generally, with claims of an evolutionary continuity between human and animal communication (Levinson, 2016).

Our specific proposal is that the transition to full-fledged syntax and to full-fledged conversation is paralleled, and in fact facilitated by an increasing control of reactive aggression, which is a hallmark of the human behavioral phenotype and the ultimate reason of HSD. Importantly for our argument here, PCs are strongly connected to the emotional level (Delafield-Butt and Trevarthen, 2015). Accordingly, we contend that early stages of the dyadic mother-child relationship do not only represent the platform for the ontogenetic transition to triadic communication, but also a basic strategy for reassurance of the child’s tension and distress, and ultimately, for controlling and reducing reactive aggression. This developmental aspect has implications for our model of language evolution under the effects of HSD. We propose that during phylogeny, the reduction of reactive aggression under the effects of HSD prompted the emergence of face-to-face communication that is a necessary prerequisite for conversational communication in humans. In turn, conversation triggered more complex forms of grammar that further contributed to transform physical competition into verbal competition. In this view, sophisticated uses of language, complexification of grammar, and reduction of aggression are involved in a process of coevolution - a feedback loop in which HSD is both the cause and the result of the enhancement of grammar and conversational pragmatics (Benítez-Burraco, Progovac, 2020; 2021; Benítez-Burraco et al., 2021). Within a framework of this kind, PC becomes a precondition for fully developed (symbolic) interactions, thus stressing the dialogic-persuasive character of communication rather than its symbolic-descriptive nature.
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Research on language emergence typically conceptualizes the birth of grammatical structure in a vacuum, i.e., an environment free of other languages. New languages, however, are not born in petri dishes. Here we consider a case of potential language contact between a new sign language in Nicaragua and the spoken language with which it cohabitates: Spanish.

We investigated noun phrase (NP) ordering in three successive cohorts in Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL): Cohort 1, who came together in the 1970s and first formed NSL; Cohort 2 and Cohort 3, who were exposed to NSL upon school entry 1986-1998. We showed participants a series of cards depicting sets of objects (e.g., dogs, cars). Set size varied 1-4, and objects were either large or small. Participants described each card, and we classified their descriptions by the ordering of NP elements. Data was collected in 2009 (N=6) and 2015 (N=24, including the original 6).

Both lab-based artificial language learning studies (e.g., Culbertson et al., 2012) and cross linguistic data (see Dryer, 2008) indicate that adults prefer harmonic noun phrase ordering patterns, where adjective and number are expressed either both prenominally or both postnominally. In agreement with these findings, in 2009, we found that Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 signers produced harmonic orders (either noun-adjective-number or noun-number-adjective), with no significant difference between cohorts. In 2015, the pattern was the same for Cohort 1, who still preferred harmonic orders. Unexpectedly however, Cohort 2 signers increased their use of the non-harmonic number-noun-adjective order, which was also the preferred order for Cohort 3 signers. The preference for non-harmonic
order increased significantly with cohort (β=-5.24, p<.02). This means in 2015, individual signers in the second cohort moved away from the harmonic pattern they displayed in 2009.

We propose language contact as an explanation for this unanticipated shift. This situation meets Thomason (2001)’s criteria for establishing contact-induced change: there is no language-internal motivation for this shift, word order is a highly borrowable linguistic feature (Bickel & Hickey, 2017; Thomason & Kaufman, 1988), and the order of nouns, numerals, and adjectives in NSL in 2015 matches Spanish order. The shift’s rapidity has precedent in other dynamic contact contexts; Fortescue (1993) found Native Alaskan languages under pressure from English went from being flexible SOV to rigidly SVO within two generations.

We are currently in the preliminary stages of further investigating potential language contact between NSL and Spanish during the period 2009-2015. By interviewing community members about their experiences with written Spanish (in the form of text messaging and social media use) over this period, we will probe the degree to which Spanish use may have changed at the time of the shift. Should we find that signers’ use of written Spanish increased during this period, this will strengthen our case for language contact. In addition, we hypothesize that differences in patterns of Spanish use could explain why Cohort 1 did not shift toward the Spanish order as Cohort 2 did.

By combining interviews about language use and ideology with experimental data, we draw on the approach advocated by Hou & de Vos (2021), who emphasize a need for situating longitudinal data on language structure with details about sociolinguistic contexts of learning and use. In this view, centering variation and dynamics is a way to move away from essentialist claims about particular languages. Further, contact between spoken and signed languages is an ideologically charged area. As communities fight for recognition and access to signed languages, there is substantial pressure to establish that signed languages are not just “Spanish on the hands” (e.g., Rhodes 2020). We argue this is due to deficit models towards multilingualism and language contact, which are present in society at large and also reflected in linguistics and language emergence research. Ignoring the multilingualism of signers, as well as the range of semiotic resources available to signers as they “language” across contexts (e.g., Moriarty Harrelson, 2019) does not serve to give an accurate picture of how conventions emerge and change in languages such as NSL (cf. Ansaldo, 2017). As language contact is the norm around the world, we seek to open a discussion of what we can gain by bringing language contact to the center of our models of language evolution.
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SOCIAL TOLERANCE AND INTERACTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AS DRIVERS OF GESTURAL REDOINGS IN ORANG-UTANS
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Communicative repair is a fundamental and universal element of interactive language use. It has been suggested that the persistence and elaboration after communicative breakdown, as frequently observed in non-human primates, constitute evolutionary building blocks of this capacity [1], but the conditions favouring it are poorly understood. Social tolerance and interaction opportunities beyond the mother-offspring dyad may be central drivers of gestural redoings (i.e. repetition and/or modification of an initial signal after communicative failure) as a crucial element of social action coordination. Because zoo-housed individuals of some species are more sociable and terrestrial than in the wild, they should be more likely to produce and respond to gestural redoings during the coordination of joint activities.

We here examine this question by comparing the same species living in the wild and in artificial, man-made habitats in captivity. The wild-captive contrast allows us to directly test the prediction that captive individuals more readily exhibit persistence and elaboration during face-to-face interactions, because captivity’s more social and terrestrial settings may foster the extensive use of redoings in the coordination of joint activities. We tested this prediction in orang-utans, a great ape genus which is in our view ideal for this avenue of research. First, the orang-utan populations of Borneo (Pongo pygmaeus wurmbii) and Northwest-Sumatra (i.e. Suaq and Ketambe, Pongo abellii) differ considerably in sociability [2] and social tolerance (Bornean orang-utans become more stressed in group settings than Sumatrans [3]). Second, in contrast to natural environments, captive orang-utans are always in close proximity and more on the ground, clearing sight and freeing hands for visual and tactile communication. Third, in addition to these setting and taxonomic contrasts, the pairing of social partners (i.e. the interaction dyad) also affects features of social interactions, e.g. due to differences in social tolerance and familiarity. Our recent work demonstrated remarkable behavioural plasticity in orang-utans, with regard to communicative repertoires [4] and multimodal use of communicative acts contingent on social context and partner [5]. There are no systematic wild-captive comparisons of apes’ communicative behaviour to date, but we assume that contrasts must be larger for orang-utans...
than any other great ape taxon in light of the profound contrasts in sociality and arboreality between captivity and the wild.

We studied a large comparative sample (N = 3869 signal instances) of wild and zoo-housed orang-utans of two different species (*Pongo abelii, P. pygmaeus*), focusing on the gestural solicitation of three distinct joint activities: social play, allo-grooming and joint travel. Specifically, we tested how research setting, species and interaction dyad affected the probability of repetition and elaboration in signal use after communicative failure, as well as the success in obtaining the original goal (the “apparently satisfactory outcome”; [6]), while controlling for critical individual variables and context. Our predictions were confirmed only for elaboration, the more flexible form of redoings. Specifically, results showed that gestural redoings in general were best predicted by the specific social context (i.e. social play) and interaction dyad (i.e. beyond mother-offspring), although were least frequent in captive Bornean orang-utans. For gestural elaboration, we found the expected differences between captive and wild research settings in Borneans, but not in Sumatrans (the more socially tolerant species). Moreover, we found that the effectiveness of elaboration in eliciting responses was higher in Sumatrans, especially the captive ones, whereas effectiveness of mere repetition was influenced by neither species nor setting.

In sum, this study demonstrated that Bornean and Sumatran orang-utans living in different socio-ecological environments (i.e. wild versus captive settings) frequently deploy gestural redoings in the face of communicative failure within and beyond mother-offspring dyads. Both repetition and elaboration have been interpreted as simple forms of repair [1], a fundamental layer of the human interaction engine [7]. Our findings also showed that social tolerance, as a foundation for extended social interactions (both higher in Sumatrans and in captivity), plays a central role in the emergence of complex exchanges in great apes. These findings support the notion that the human version of the interaction engine evolved when contexts with limited conflicts of interests and involving coordination for joint action became more widespread [8]. The Interdependence Hypothesis further posits that as individuals in hominin societies became more cohesive and interdependent, pressure for shared intentionality, and thus effective coordination via communication increased [8]. As parts of the interactional base for joint action coordination, this includes the repair of communicative “glitches” in case of misunderstandings as well as negotiation in case of diverging interests [7]. For future empirical research on nonhuman primates, it would be important to distinguish communicative sequences resulting from prior communicative failure alone (and thus primarily driven by the signaller) from more interactional communicative exchanges involving signalling by both parties, as common in human conversation.
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Rhythm is a fundamental feature characterizing communicative displays, and recent studies showed that primate songs encompass categorical rhythms falling on small integer ratios observed in humans. We individually assessed the presence and sexual dimorphism of rhythmic categories, analyzing songs emitted by 39 wild indris. Considering the intervals between the units given during each song, we extracted 13566 interval ratios and found three peaks (at around 0.33, 0.47, and 0.70). Two peaks indicated rhythmic categories corresponding to small integer ratios (1:1, 2:1). All individuals showed a peak at 0.70, and most showed those at 0.47 and 0.33. In addition, we found sex differences in the peak at 0.47 only, with males showing lower values than females. This work investigates the presence of individual rhythmic categories in a non-human species; further research may highlight the significance of rhythmicity and untie selective pressures that guided its evolution across species, including humans.

1. Introduction

Rhythm is a fundamental feature of human communicative displays and characteristically permeates the musical performances of our species (Hausen et al. 2013, Savage et al. 2015). When we think of a typical human communicative display, such as conversation, we realize that numerous factors play a critical role in the temporality of exchanges between interlocutors (Pouw & Holler 2022). Among these features is rhythm, which is often contextually adapted to align semantic and syntactic processes (Himberg et al. 2015).

Moreover, we know that complex rhythms characterize communication in human and non-human animals (Pouw et al. 2021; Ravignani et al. 2019). Recent research also indicated comparable features in the temporal structure...
characterizing human speech, music, and non-human animal vocalizations (Kello et al. 2017; Pouw et al. 2021). Complex rhythms are typical of interactions between two or more conspecifics, emitting a series of signals and taking turns (Gamba et al. 2011; 2016). It is difficult to imagine that we will be able to discern the cognitive processes involved in turn-taking for a large number of species, but finding similarities across extant primates could help us to understand the selective pressures that may have played a role during the evolution of human language (Levinson 2016).

Indeed, rhythmic displays can provide important information about the communicative features of other species, in particular concerning the contextual variation and temporal characteristics that permeate long sequences of emissions (Clink et al. 2017). Specifically, recent research has shown that the study of primate songs may indicate the presence of rhythmic categories that fall on small integer ratios which at least partially overlap with those we can observe in human music (De Gregorio et al. 2021).

A question remains unanswered: to what extent rhythmic patterns are stable across the individuals of a particular species and whether all individuals share a certain rhythmic category more often than others. In order to shed light on this aspect, we investigated the acoustic emissions of a singing primate that has already been the subject of studies on rhythmic categories, *Indri indri*. Indri is a primate species with an evolutionary history parted from humans by around 74 million years (Hedges et al. 2015). Our first hypothesis is that adult individuals of this species present at least two rhythmic categories in their songs. We, therefore, expect that the density distributions of all studied indris show two or three peaks around human typical small integer ratios of 1:2 (0.33), 1:1 (0.50), and 2:1 (0.67), following the results of previous work (De Gregorio et al. 2021). The second hypothesis, alternative to the previous one, is that rhythmic categories appear at least consistently within one of the sexes, in line with the fact that, in the indri, many of the vocal features are distinctly dimorphic between males and females (Giacoma et al. 2010; Gamba et al. 2016; De Gregorio et al. 2019; Zanoli et al. 2020, Valente et al. 2021).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study subjects and recordings

We recorded songs produced by 39 reproductive indris of 20 different groups. As indri groups usually comprise a reproductive pair and their offspring, by doing so we included in the analyses a number of individuals comparable for each of the sampled group. These indris lived in various forest sites in Madagascar: Analamazaotra Reserve (Andasibe-Mantadia
National Park), Mantadia (Andasibe-Mantadia National Park), Mitsinjo Station Forestière, Maromizaha Forest. We collected data between 2005 and 2016 using solid-state recorders (SoundDevices 702, Olympus S100 and LS05, and Tascam DR-100, DR-40, and DR-05) equipped with Sennheiser (ME 66 and ME 67) or AKG (CK 98) microphones. We set a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16-bit amplitude resolution for all recording sessions. The distance ranged from 2 to 20 meters when recording the animals, with the microphone aimed at the focal singing animal.

2.2. Acoustic and statistical analyses

We tracked inter onset intervals between the units given during each song using Praat TextGrids, where we assigned each singer to a particular TextGrid tier. After extracting interval duration to a text file (Gamba et al. 2016), we obtained 13556 interval ratios using the Roeske et al. (2020) formula. Interval ratios $r_k$ were calculated by dividing a particular inter-onset interval $t_k$ for itself + the following inter-onset interval ($r_k = t_k / (t_k + t_{k+1})$).

3. Results

The distribution of the peaks in the $r_k$ density graphs showed three different patterns (Fig. 1A). A first pattern, occurring in 56% of the individuals, showed the presence of three peaks means at $0.33 \pm 0.02$, $0.47 \pm 0.02$, $0.70 \pm 0.02$. All individuals had a peak at around 0.70 (Fig. 1B). In 26% of the indris, the peak at around 0.33 was missing, while 18% did not show the peak at around 0.47 (Fig. 1B).
Figure 1. Variation of the rhythm ratios ($r_k$) across individual indris for each peak of their density plot (A, see also Fig. 2). Grey points denote individual rhythm ratios for a particular peak, black points denote outliers. Percentage distribution of rhythm ratios across individuals for the three peaks (B, see also Fig. 2).

The coefficient of variation of the peak around 0.33 was 6.1%, while the other two showed lower values, 3.5% and 3.4%, respectively (Fig. 1A, Fig. 2). We analysed the occurrence of peaks across the sexes and found no statistical difference for the peak at 0.70 (Mann-Whitney test, $W = 213$, p-value = 0.5315). The peak at 0.33 showed marginal significance, but small effect size ($W = 57$, p-value = 0.0476, $r = -0.44$), whereas the peak at around 0.47 showed significant difference ($W = 188$, p-value = 0.02195, $r = 0.47$). Males showed an average peak of $0.47 \pm 0.02$, while females showed values at $0.48 \pm 0.01$. 


Figure 2. Probability density function of rhythm ratios ($r_k$), which we calculated across 39 adult indris and 636 individual contributions to songs. Solid lines denote peaks of each individual indri for each group of peaks. Dotted lines denote 1:2 (0.33), 1:1 (0.50), and 2:1 (0.67) ratios.

4. Discussion

In agreement with the De Gregorio and colleagues (2021) study, we observed that most indri part of our sample showed three distinct peaks representing as many rhythmic categories. The location of the peaks is in agreement with the two rhythmic categories, significantly corresponding to small integer ratios in De Gregorio and colleagues (2021). The peak at 2:1 (0.67) was not statistically significant in the previously cited work because points around 0.67 were not dense enough. Although the methodology used here is slightly different, we see the same trend, showing a well-identified and consistent peak at 0.70±0.02 in most animals studied. In most individuals, we observe three peaks; however, the 44% of indris shows only two peaks, distributed over two of the three categories mentioned above. Indeed, the presence of two and not three rhythmic categories is not easily attributable to the sex of the individuals. Interestingly, the absence of the third peak does not alter the
consistency of the remainder concerning the species-specific characteristics that emerged in this study and De Gregorio and colleagues (2021).

De Gregorio and colleagues' (2021) findings concerning male and female absolute interval lengths are different, but the 1:1 ratios are the same and appear consistent with our overall results. However, by analyzing individual peaks, a slight difference emerges for values below 1:1 (i.e., isochrony).

Indri groups are often small, include a pair and their offspring, and communicate in a very extensive network of other conspecific groups. Unlike what has been suggested for birdsong, which undergoes a vocal learning process, we do not know what role learning plays in primate songs. Historically, it has been assumed that singing has a strong genetic component, but recent studies point to plasticity that is difficult to explain by factors that do not involve some degree of learning.

This work is the first to analyze rhythmic categories at the individual level because previous investigations have focused on a species-specific pattern rather than an individual pattern (Roeske et al. 2020; De Gregorio et al., 2021). Given the hierarchical organization of natural systems, expanding the levels of analyses can provide insight regarding the evolutionary levels on which selection mechanisms may act. Our results suggest new insights for subsequent research, which may be aimed at understanding whether the presence of rhythmic categories varies with the age of individuals, or is a trait that becomes fixed early and then does not change during ontogeny, or whether it varies dynamically over time. Our study also shows that most indris studied exhibit rhythmic categories that correspond to small integer ratios. Unfortunately, our findings concerning the production of categorical rhythmic patterns in the indris cannot be paralleled by pieces of evidence about the perception of these lemurs. However, it appears challenging to study whether the indris' perceptual abilities are biased towards the same categories in the wild.
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Merge, the ability to recursively combine two elements together, is a core property of human language, and thus it is reasonable to assume that language evolved to make use of Merge. If Merge is essentially a free operation that the language module makes use of, it must be constrained in some ways. I created a computer model of language that implements Free Merge, and I explain how two properties of language, the need for syntactic structures to be labeled (Labeling), and constraints regarding theta assignment (the theta-criterion) can constrain Free Merge. This work suggests that labeling and the theta-criterion play an important role in language generation.

1. Introduction

Chomsky (2005, p. 11) writes that “the human language faculty is … a system of discrete infinity” that is “based on a primitive operation that takes n objects already constructed, and constructs from them a new object.” This process of combining together linguistic objects is referred to as Merge. Chomsky (2011, p. 52) writes that “unbounded Merge is the sole recursive operation within UG” and that it is “part of the genetic component of the language faculty.” If this is correct, human language evolved to make use of recursive Merge.¹

Chomsky (2001, 2013, 2015) takes the position that Merge is free. Chomsky (2015, p. 14) writes that “[t]he simplest conclusion … would be that Merge applies freely” and “[o]perations can be free, with the outcome evaluated at the phase level for transfer and interpretation at the interfaces.” Free Merge would result in an infinite number of possible structures generated for every possible utterance. Thus, Free Merge must be constrained by the language faculty.

¹ Berwick (2011) suggests that non-human primates have lexical items but no Merge, whereas birds have something like Merge (used in songs) but no lexical items. Human language, crucially, makes use of lexical items and Merge.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
I utilized a computer model that automatically generates complete derivations of sentences to test the limits of Free Merge. With this model, I was able to constrain Free Merge with two language-related principles utilized in Minimalist work, Labeling and the theta-criterion.

2. Merge

Merge involves combining together syntactic objects (SOs). External Merge refers to selecting a lexical item from a workspace and Merging it with another lexical item or SO, which is an already formed syntactic structure. Internal Merge refers to selecting an element from within an SO and Merging it again with the root of the SO.

There are two types of Merge: set-Merge and pair-Merge. Figure 1a shows set-Merge of the two SOs X and Y. In this case, X is the label. Figure 1b shows Z pair-Merged with an XP; pair-Merge is represented as a dotted arc. Crucially, Z could be considered an adjunct on a separate plane.

![Figure 1. Set-Merge and Pair-Merge](image)

Given Free Merge, it is possible to internally set-Merge an argument freely. In the derivation of Tom read a book (Chomsky, 2015), assume that LIs are selected from an input list in (1)a, and that at each stage of a derivation, an LI can be selected from the Input List and externally set-Merged with an already formed SO, or an SO can be internally set-Merged. The desired output is (1)b, following Chomsky’s (2015) view that an object internally set-Merges with the verbal root and the verbal root read raises to v*. The subject also raises from the v*P to the TP. Note that Free Merge would also produce the ill-formed structures in (1)c-d, in which a book is internally set-Merged multiple times, and ends up in positions in which it is not found in actual language, so these types of structures must crash.

(1) (a) Input list: [C, T, Tom, v*, read, a, book]
   (b) C Tom T Tom v*+read a book read a book. \(\Rightarrow\) Tom read a book.
   (c) C a book T Tom v*+read a book read a book. \(\Rightarrow\) *A book Tom read.
The verb *think*, as in (2), differs from a transitive verb such as *read* in that it lacks case and doesn’t agree with an object. To deal with this, I assume that the intransitive v (cf. Chomsky 2001) Merges with *think* and that v is able to label by itself.2

(2) He v thinks that John read the book.

3. Computer Model Output and Free Merge

I tested Free Merge using a computer model (which I constructed primarily in the Python programming language) that selects and Merges together lexical items from an input list, and automatically constructs detailed step-by-step derivations of phrases and sentences. This model incorporates Free Merge so that an argument can be freely internally set-Merged. This model also incorporates other core notions of Labeling Theory, such as feature transmission; a phase head (C or v*) passes unchecked phi-features to a complement and these unchecked phi-features need to form an Agree relation and be checked.

3.2 Labeling

In Labeling Theory (Chomsky, 2013, 2015), a label refers to the ability to interpret a phrase, e.g., as a VP, NP, etc. If a phrase cannot be labeled, then it cannot be properly interpreted. Murphy (2015) writes that “Label constitutes the evolutionary novelty which distinguishes the human cognome from non-human cognomes (7),” where the human cognome is “the finite set of operations available to the human brain (2).” Whether or not labeling is the core element that distinguishes human language from other animal communication systems remains an open question, but labeling appears to be crucial for human language.

The basic assumptions of Labeling Theory are that in an \{H, XP\} configuration in which H is a head and XP is a phrase, H can label (if it is strong enough to label). In an \{XP, YP\} configuration, if the heads of the XP and YP share prominent features, the shared feature(s) can label, or if one of the phrases moves out (undergoes internal Merge), the head of the remaining phrase can label.

---

2 Epstein, Kitahara, and Seely (2016) propose that *think* and v* are externally pair-Merged together, resulting in <think, v*>, where v* is the pair-Merged element. External pair-Merge of v* with *think* results in the uPhi, as well as the phasehood, of v* disappearing. This external pair-Merge analysis is one way to account for verbs such as *think*. However, permitting external pair-Merge greatly increases the possibilities for Free Merge. It also isn’t entirely clear how phasehood and uPhi of a phase head can disappear under pair-Merge.
(if that head is strong enough to label). In addition, Chomsky proposes that the English T and verbal roots are inherently too weak to label by themselves. However, when they Agree with an XP in an \{XP, YP\} structure, shared features strengthen them so that they can label.

Consider the derivation of *Tom will read a book*, shown in Figure 2, which is successfully generated in my model. The object *a book*\textsuperscript{2} internally set-Merges with the SO headed by *read*. This results in an \{XP, YP\} structure that is labeled via shared phi-features, indicated as \(<\phi, \phi>\), resulting from Agree between *read* and *a book*. Similarly, the subject *Tom* internally set-Merges with the TP, resulting in a labelable \{XP, YP\} structure, resulting from the shared phi-features of the subject and T. Note that I follow Chomsky’s (2015) view that the verbal root *read* moves to v*, producing \(<v^*, \text{read}>\), with v* the pair-Merged element. In addition, *will* moves to T forming \(<\text{Tpres}, \text{will}>\). This “head-movement” is implemented as internal pair-Merge.

![Figure 2. Successful derivation of *Tom will read a book*](image)

\textsuperscript{3} An anonymous reviewer asks about cases in which both elements in an \{XP, YP\} structure move out, such as in a French v*P where the subject and verb supposedly move. Movement of the verb is head movement. How exactly to deal with head movement is an open question. Chomsky (2001) suggests that head movement is a phonological operation. If head movement occurs at PF (phonological form), then head movement of the verb does not influence the syntax and will not influence labeling. In my model, the head is visible for labeling in its base position even after it has undergone movement, which I have implemented as internal pair-Merge.

\textsuperscript{4} Murphy & Shim (2020) argue that T can label by itself. If uPhi are responsible for blocking labeling (cf. Mizuguchi 2017 for a proposal that heads without unvalued features can label), then it is possible that finite T (which has uPhi) cannot label by itself, whereas non-finite T (which lacks uPhi) is able to label. Murphy & Shim also note potential problems for permitting shared features to label, and they propose that only categorial heads label. Although these issues are worthy of further analysis, I assume the standard Labeling view that shared prominent features can label.

\textsuperscript{5} Note that I assume that *a book* is an NP, with the determiner being a pair-Merged adjunct, a view that has been suggested by Chomsky (2007), as well as Oishi (2015). See Bruening (2020), among others, for support for the view that arguments are NPs and not DPs. Whether or not an argument is treated as an NP or a DP is not crucial for the examples discussed in this paper.
My model implements Free Merge of arguments, which can result in derivations that crash. In Figure 3, the subject Tom remains within the v*P and does not move to the specifier of TP. Since Merge is free, nothing forces the subject to move. However, this derivation crashes because of labeling failures, shown in Figure 3b. In the v*P, there is an \{XP,YP\} structure in which the subject and the v*P do not share phi-features, so labeling is not possible. In addition, assuming that English T is too weak to label by itself (following Chomsky 2015), T, represented as \langle Tpres, will \rangle, is unable to label since it has no subject with which it shares phi-features. In another unsuccessful derivation shown in Figure 4, the object, a book, undergoes internal set-Merge with the TP, and the underlying subject Tom remains in-situ. This results in the labeling failures shown in Figure 4b. Although a book and \langle Tpres, will \rangle are able to form a labelable \{XP,YP\} structure due to phi-feature agreement, the v*P-internal subject and the v*P form an unlabelable \{XP,YP\} structure, due to a lack of shared phi-features. Furthermore, the root read is also unlabelable, since the object the book has moved out and the root read cannot be strengthened by shared phi-features.

The sentence He thinks that John read the book has the successful derivation shown in Figure 5, which contains v that Merges with think, and v is able to label.

Free Merge also permits derivations such as that in Figure 6, in which the subject remains in-situ. This will crash because the matrix subject is in an
unlabeleable \{XP, YP\} configuration with the vP and because T is not strengthened. Thus, this ill-formed derivation is ruled out by Labeling.

![Figure 5. Successful derivation of He thinks that John read the book](image)

![Figure 6. Labeling failure in He thinks that John read the book](image)

### 3.3 Theta-Criterion

The theta-criterion is the notion that “[e]ach argument bears one and only one \(\theta\)-role, and each \(\theta\)-role is assigned to one and only one argument (Chomsky, 1981, p. 36).” The theta-criterion plays an important part in constraining Free Merge.

Figure 7 below shows an unsuccessful portion of a derivation, automatically generated by my model, of *Tom will read a book* (compare with the successful
Figure 2 above). The object a book is externally set-Merged with read, where it obtains a theta-role. The object then internally set-Merges with read and again with <v*, read> - this is the traditional specifier of v*P subject position. Since Merge is free, this operation is permitted. However, the transitive <v*, read> has a subject theta-role to assign. Thus, a book will get a second theta-role. This violates the theta-criterion, so this derivation crashes.

![Diagram showing a book gets a second theta-role from <v*, read>](image)

Figure 7. Theta-criterion violation: Unsuccessful derivation of Tom will read a book

4. Conclusion

I have discussed the derivations of 2 simple sentences and attempted to show how Labeling and the theta-criterion are sufficient for constraining Free Merge. The number of crashed and successful derivations for these 2 sentences are summarized in Table 1. All of the crashes are caused by labeling failures or violations of the theta-criterion. Thus, labeling and the theta-criterion (in some form or other) seem to be core properties of language, and accounts of language evolution likely need to explain these properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th># of Crashes</th>
<th># of Successful Derivations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Tom will read a book.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) He thinks that John read the book.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Supplementary Materials

The complete derivations for the target examples discussed in this paper can be found at: http://www.osaka-kyoiku.ac.jp/~jginsbur/JCole22Appendix

---

6 In some cases, my model predicts that there can be more than 1 convergent derivation for a single sentence, as with Tom will read a book (which differ with respect to the number of times that the subject Tom undergoes internal set-Merge). This raises the question of whether a single well-formed sentence can have multiple possible structures resulting in the same interpretation.
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Increasingly, animal behaviour researchers are applying a linguistic framework to studying nonhuman communication (Berthet et al., 2021; Fishbein et al., 2020). While animal communication systems alone likely do not provide the key to human language evolution (Fitch, 2020), applying linguistic tools to communication systems beyond language can be revealing. Ethologists have long been aware of the impact of context on behaviour (e.g. Smith, 1965), and so it is somewhat surprising that pragmatics (the role of context in communication) has not been more widely applied to research on primate communication. Part of the problem has been that historically researchers have methodologically muddled semantics and pragmatics, allowing context to stand in place of meaning without considering the relationship between them. To disentangle the two, it is necessary to look separately at (1) the behavioural outcome of the signal that seems to satisfy the signaler, and (2) the context in which the signal was deployed.

Recent research in ape gestural communication has made great strides in semantics, determining the meanings of gestures independently of the immediate behavioural context or social relationship between signaler and recipient (Cartmill & Byrne, 2010; Graham et al., 2018; Hobaiter & Byrne, 2014). Pragmatics has received more attention in primate vocal research (Seyfarth & Cheney, 2018), although here the underlying intended meanings are not always clear. Given its large, diverse repertoires, used by all apes to achieve their day-to-day goals across contexts and with flexible meanings, gestural communication is a promising system for studying pragmatics in nonhuman species. And indeed it seems that bonobo gestures have different meanings in different contexts (Graham et al., 2020). We expect context to similarly impact meanings for other ape gestural communication systems, raising intriguing questions about the underlying
cognitive mechanisms involved, and their shared similarities with those underpinning human language.

Here, we make a theoretical case for expanding the study of pragmatics across animal communication research. We sift through existing research on nonhuman communication to extract pragmatics where possible, and use this as a jumping off point from which to offer suggestions on ways of studying pragmatics in nonhuman species. We make specific recommendations in regards to recording and extracting data on different aspects of context that may be relevant to nonhuman interlocutors, such as behavioural (e.g. prior behaviour of signaller, recipient, or audience), social (e.g. kin relationships, rank), and environmental (e.g. vegetation density, weather) contexts, including how we may operationalise these. We draw on linguistic approaches and incorporate these with our own expertise in great ape gestural communication. We propose that broadening our view to include the context in which signals are deployed will provide new insight into understanding nonhuman communication from their perspectives.
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Spoken vocabularies contain a substantial number of iconic words, and a complete account of language evolution must explain how and why this is the case. Iconicity is especially prevalent in early communication, with one hypothesis being that this is because it scaffolds word learning by helping infants to establish referentiality, and another being that the phonological simplicity of iconic words makes them more pronounceable for infants. This study develops methods to examine whether another function of iconicity could be that it increases infants’ engagement in interactions because there is something inherently fun about iconic communication. Iconicity ratings were assigned to transcribed words in a mother’s utterances in 41 sessions with her infant between the ages of 12 and 24 months (from the Providence corpus (Demuth et al., 2006; MacWhinney 2000)). High and low iconicity bouts were identified by calculating the rolling average of iconicity per 5 words and focusing on those utterances with the highest and lowest averages. Key features from 58 high and 58 low iconicity bouts were then coded from corresponding video. Results showed that high iconicity interactions contained more behaviors considered to be indicative of engagement: eye contact, additional paralinguistic features, joint attention, smiling/laughing, gesture, child-directed utterances, and less displacement. These preliminary findings speak to the multi-functional nature of iconicity in parent-child interactions. They suggest that iconic words might be prevalent in current spoken vocabularies because people, especially young language learners and their caregivers, find these words to be intrinsically fun and engaging.

1. Background

Despite the longstanding doctrine of the ‘arbitrariness of the sign’, the vocabularies of spoken (as well as signed and protactile) languages are now understood to be characterized by iconicity, as well as arbitrariness (Dingemanse et al. 2015; Perniss et al. 2010; see Edwards 2017 for protactile). That is, the forms of many words are perceived to bear some amount of resemblance to what they mean, such as words like woof and beep that convey aspects of sound, and also words in other semantic domains like wiggle expressing manner of movement, and teeny expressing small size. Such words are especially prevalent in the speech...
of young children and their caregivers (Laing, 2020; Perry et al. 2018). In light of accumulating evidence of iconicity in spoken vocabularies, it is clear that a complete account of language evolution must explain, not just how iconicity could have grounded the first spoken words, but also why current vocabularies continue to be iconic, and why some kinds of words are more iconic than others.

One hypothesis is that iconicity is maintained in languages because it helps young children learn their first words by “bootstrapping” the connection between the form of a word and its referent (Imai & Kita, 2014; Perniss & Vigliocco 2014). If languages evolve to be more learnable by children (Christiansen & Chater, 2008), then iconic form-meaning pairings that are more learnable may be preferred in the lexicon over time. There is considerable evidence for the bootstrapping hypothesis. Children acquire iconic forms early and both they and their caregivers use them disproportionately often (Motamedi et al., 2020; Perlman et al., 2017; Perry et al., 2018). And critically, experiments show that iconicity can help children learn new words (e.g., Miyazaki et al., 2013). For example, 3-year-old English speaking children better learned Japanese verbs when they were iconic (Kantarzis et al 2011).

Another reason that iconic words – specifically, sound-imitative words or onomatopoeia – might be especially prevalent in early child vocabularies is because they tend to be phonological simple and easy to produce (Laing, 2014). An analysis of diary and video data from six languages showed that infants’ early lexicons were dominated by a set of easily pronounceable prosodic structures – most often consonant harmony and consonant vowel – and that onomatopoeia fit these structures more often than non-onomatopoeic forms (Laing, 2019).

Here, we explore an alternative to these two hypotheses for why early child communication is so iconic. We consider whether iconic words might occur frequently in child communication because they are especially fun and engaging (whee!). More than prosaic words, iconic words tend to activate the senses and emotions (Nielsen & Dingemanse, 2020). Japanese speakers exposed to mimetics perceive meanings more vividly, describing experiencing an ‘at-the-scene’ feeling when hearing or reading these words, as though they contain, in some sense, a degree of ‘sensory input’ (Kita, 1997, p. 381). Moreover, Dingemanse and Thompson (2020) found that words rated high for iconicity also tended to be rated high for ‘funniness’. They suggest that iconic words are ‘valued as much for their performative character as their informative content’ (p. 205).

Thus, iconic words could play a role in early word learning because they are more engaging for infants and their caregivers. There may be something inherently more fun about iconic communication that could enrich language-learning and facilitate the acquisition of early words. We explored this possibility by comparing infant-caregiver interactions with iconic words to
those with arbitrary words, asking whether high iconicity interactions show more engagement by child and mother. To find out, we employed a novel method of using lexical iconicity ratings to continuously track the level of iconicity throughout an interaction, identifying bouts of high/low iconicity, and then coding these for different indicators of engagement by child and caregiver.

2. Methods

The data were taken from the Providence corpus (Demuth et al., 2006), part of the CHILDES database (MacWhinney 2000), a corpus of spontaneous video-recorded and transcribed interactions from six pairs of American English-speaking parents and children in their homes. As a proof of concept, we focused on a sub-corpus of 41 sessions between the infant ‘Naima’ and her mother (203201 total words). The recordings were made fortnightly while Naima was between the ages of 0;11.26 – soon after the onset of her first words – and 1;11.26.

From the mother’s speech (155004 words), we identified bouts of high and low iconicity by using the mean iconicity ratings of her words used in the interactions (see Figure 1). These were taken from Winter, et al. (2022), which collected ratings for over 14,000 English words by asking adult native speakers to rate words on a scale of 1-7, with 1 being ‘not iconic at all’ and 7 being ‘very iconic’. The average iconicity rating of each word was used to calculate a running average of iconicity per five words across the interactions. Iconicity ratings were assigned to the lemmatized forms of all words in the mother’s utterances. Any words for which no iconicity rating existed were excluded (10.3% of words in the corpus). We set a threshold of a running average of 5 or above for bouts of high iconicity and 2 or below for bouts of low iconicity, which resulted in 58 bouts of each (high iconicity bouts = 2586 words; low iconicity bouts = 2676 words).

We next looked at the video of these instances to identify the features that characterized these different types of interactions. To assess the level of engagement, we coded these bouts for: eye contact (mother and child looking directly at each other during an utterance), joint attention (mother and child both directing their gaze towards the same object during an utterance), smiles and/or laughter, gestures and/or actions performed on an object by the mother and by the child, paralinguistic features (distinct moderations to tone, pitch, emphasis or extra-phonetic features such as panting like a dog), displacement (mother mentioning referents not present in the immediate context during an utterance) and child-directed speech
(directly addressed to the child, as opposed to another adult, the camera or herself).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOT:</th>
<th>savoring</th>
<th>apples</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>blueberries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT:</td>
<td>oh</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.944</td>
<td>4.1868</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT:</td>
<td>have</td>
<td>another</td>
<td>bite</td>
<td>it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>so good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT:</td>
<td>have</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>bite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>6.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT:</td>
<td>oh</td>
<td>yum</td>
<td>yum</td>
<td>yum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT:</td>
<td>oh</td>
<td>yummy!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: An excerpt of transcribed speech from Naima’s mother, showing the calculation of a rolling average of iconicity. The bottom number in red shows the average iconicity of the word below it, and the top number in blue shows the rolling average of iconicity. The high iconicity portion of the utterance is in bold.

3. Results

Table 1 summarizes the coded features observed within the high and low iconicity bouts. High iconicity bouts showed greater evidence of engagement than low iconicity bouts across all features. High iconicity interactions were characterized by more eye contact between mother and child, more joint attention on objects, more smiles and laughs by the child, and more gestures and actions on objects by the child and by the mother. In addition, the mother’s speech contained more paralinguistic features, was more focused on the ‘here-and-now’ (less displacement), and was almost always child-directed.
Table 1. Features of utterances of high and low iconicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High Iconicity</th>
<th>Low Iconicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eye contact</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint attention on an object</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of smiles/ laughs by CHI</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gestures/ actions on objects by CHI</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gestures/ actions on objects by MOT</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of interesting paralinguistic features by MOT</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT’s utterances that contain displacement</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT’s utterances that are child-directed</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Iconic words are now known to be prevalent across spoken vocabularies, being especially common in interactions between young children and caregivers. One reason for this may be that iconic words are easier for children to learn, with iconicity providing an intuitive link between form and meaning. Additionally, onomatopoeic words in particular might be especially common because they are adapted to be some of the easiest words for young children to produce. However, it may also be that iconic words occur more frequently in this context because they are fun and more engaging for young children and their caregivers.

To explore this possibility, we developed a novel approach to investigate the role of iconicity in early child interactions, using iconicity ratings of words to identify high and low iconicity bouts during the natural flow of discourse. The findings showed consistently that high iconicity interactions were indeed more engaging. Compared to low iconicity
interactions, high iconicity interactions typically involved caregiver and child as more active participants, more focused on each other and their shared environment, and openly enjoying the communicative situation. These results raise questions for future research into engagement as a function of iconicity and how it figures into early vocabulary development.

One notable finding – pointing to a question for future study – was that high iconicity interactions tended to be focused on the here-and-now, rather than discussing referents and topics outside of the present context. This finding differs from Perniss et al. (2017), who found British Sign Language-signing caregivers modified iconic signs more in non-ostensive contexts than ostensive contexts. While these contrasting results could reflect a difference between the modalities of speaking and signing, they might also be explained by other differences between the studies. Perniss et al. used an experimental design where they asked caregivers to imagine talking to their child about certain toys, both with the toys present and absent. They therefore controlled the topic and ensured that caregivers’ signing would be specifically directed to the (imagined) child. In comparison, in our more naturalistic data, not all the mother’s utterances were directed at her child – for example, sometimes another adult was present, or the mother spoke introspectively. This suggests that iconicity’s role can be nuanced depending on context. While, as in Perniss et al.’s (2017) study of BSL, iconic modification may help a child identify a referent in a non-ostensive context, iconicity can serve other functions in ostensive contexts, such as increasing a child’s enjoyment of a communication that focuses on the here-and-now.

Our proof-of-concept study has only analyzed a set of interactions between a single (English-speaking) parent and child. Future studies – expanding not just to more infant-caregiver dyads, but to interactions from widely diverse languages and cultures – are needed to understand the functions of iconicity in early language learning and development. However, even in this narrow demonstration, we think there is value to the novel method tested here, using word ratings to track the running level of iconicity over the course of conversation. This opens a new approach to studying iconicity in infant and caregiver interactions, and in many other discourses, that operationalizes iconicity in a more continuous fashion. Such an approach views iconicity, not just in terms of individual words and
gestures, but as a broader quality of discourse in which the level of iconicity fluctuates over time.

5. Conclusion

We have suggested that iconic words may be especially common in early child interactions because they create an overall more engaging experience that motivates infants to communicate more. To the extent this is true, it implies that a different sort of selection pressure – not just learnability and ease of articulation – may operate on iconic words to maintain them in spoken lexicons. These words might continue to populate spoken languages because people, especially young language learners and their caregivers, find it to be intrinsically fun and engaging to use iconicity. Perhaps then the emergence of spoken language was partly rooted in an evolving sense of enjoyment that our hominin ancestors derived from the use of iconic vocalizations and what eventually became the first iconic words.
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The quantitative study of language evolution and change has seen great development, with models like Iterated Bayesian Learning (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007) and the Utterance Selection Model (Baxter et al., 2006) admitting analytical and computational explorations of fundamental questions in the field (Kirby, 2000; Thompson et al., 2016; Nowak et al., 2001). With the advent of massive digital historical corpora, data-driven methods add a new empirical perspective on the fundamental forces that shape human language over long timescales.

A key question in evolutionary linguistics is how competition between linguistic variants shapes linguistic structure. The Wright-Fisher model from population genetics provides a simple but powerful description of competition, accounting for both stochasticity in inter-generational transmission and selective forces (Crow & Kimura, 1970). This model is justified for its use in linguistic scenarios through its derivation from Iterated Bayesian Learning (Reali & Griffiths, 2010).

Nevertheless, the Wright-Fisher model is not easy to apply to corpus data since approximations are necessary for computational efficiency. These typically assume a normal distribution, which is inaccurate in certain scenarios (Karjus et al., 2020). Here, we introduce a robust algorithm based on the Beta-with-Spikes (BwS) approximation to transition probabilities in the Wright-Fisher model, whose analytical form is given by Tataru et al. (2015). In figure 1.A, we illustrate the nuance and robustness of this method by comparing to other algorithms in the analysis of a reference data set, namely competition between past forms of verbs from the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA).

We further apply the BwS method to two data sets extracted from the Google Books corpus (Michel et al., 2011). We first quantify the effect of competing motivations on language structure. We analyse the competition between inflectional simplicity (i.e. regularity) and phonological simplicity in the past forms of English verbs whose irregular forms coalesce to avoid repeating of /d/ or /t/ sounds (e.g. he knit instead of he knitted). The BwS algorithm quantifies the net force arising from these competing motivations through a selection strength parameter, revealing that selection towards phonologically simpler irregular forms is more...
Figure 1. (A) Performance of BwS algorithm with those utilising normal approximations (Feder et al., 2014) and neural networks (Karsdorp et al., 2020), with reference to the likelihood of selection in competition between regular and irregular past forms of COHA verbs. BwS aligns with the robust neural network results, while providing a nuanced continuous classification instead of a binary one. Normal approximation is often unreliable due to non-normally distributed empirical frequency increments. (B) Application of BwS to competition between past tense verb forms that undergo coalescence in their irregular form. Positive selection strength implies favouring the irregular, phonologically simpler form, while the opposite is true for negative selection strength. Selection is concluded when likelihood is above 75%. Phonological simplicity beats inflectional simplicity in most cases, with half of all verbs in the data set showing high likelihood of selection towards irregularity, while only one shows regularisation. (C) Application of BwS to Spanish spelling reforms in the Google Books corpus. All reforms are detected with an error of 25 years or less, with three of them having an error of 10 years or less, even when trajectories are noisy (Real Academia Española, 1763, 1815, 1870). Common. If replicated in other domains, this result may shed light on how selection at different levels of linguistic structure might play out in language evolution.

Language is not only shaped by cognitive and internal factors, but also by social pressures that may change over time. This is illustrated in our second application, the dynamics of Spanish word spelling before and after reforms introduced by the Real Academia Española. Here, a new socially motivated bias appears that heavily favours a new spelling. This is reflected in the model by a change in the selection strength, thereby quantifying the level of acceptance of the reform by the literate population. Via likelihood maximisation, the BwS algorithm detects the year of introduction of the spelling reform with high precision (see figure 1.C). Thus this algorithm can detect and quantify major changes in social dynamics in the data, even when the exact date or origin of those changes is unclear.

In summary, the BwS algorithm applies to both socially and internally motivated competition, quantifies the net selective force arising from competing motivations and detects variations in this force over time. It provides a tool for the numerical analysis of diachronic linguistic data that is more insightful and reliable than previous methods. The continued development of such numerical tools opens the door to the empirical analysis of the social, cognitive and internal pressures that shape the structure of language.
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Music and spoken language share certain characteristics: both consist of sequences of acoustic elements that are combinatorically combined, and these elements partition the same continuous acoustic dimensions (frequency, formant space and duration). However, the resulting categories differ sharply: scale tones and note durations of small integer ratios appear in music, while speech uses phonemes, lexical tone, and non-isochronous durations. Why did music and language evolve to become the two systems we have today, differing in these specific features? Based on a reverse-engineering perspective on design features of language and music proposed by Hockett (1960) and Fitch (2006), we developed a framework suggesting that design features of prototypical music and language are a response to their differential deployment along three different continuous dimensions, which we call the goal dimension, the novelty dimension and the interactivity dimension. Also, we suggest that the hybrid nature of intermediate systems like poetry, chant, or solo lament follows from their deployment in the less typical context. At the core of all three dimensions are predictive processes about linguistic or musical sequences unfolding in time (see Koelsch et al., 2019; Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016). Predictions involve uncertainty and surprise/ information which can be quantified using information theory (Shannon, 1948). Trajectories of information and uncertainty at multiple levels of the unfolding sequence thus form the basis of our theorizing.

(1) The goal dimension concerns the broader purpose of linguistic or musical sequence productions, whether to convey semantic messages, or to elicit and modulate aesthetic responses in a broad sense (see Huron, 2016). Both language and music can be deployed in propositional and aesthetic contexts, and similar responses follow: with more propositional goals, the multiple levels of the speech or musical sequence are more interdependent, and vary their information density to support successful inference of propositional content. For aesthetic goals, independent variation across levels enables more unconstrained variation in uncertainty and surprise, effectively exploiting the human reward system.
(2) The novelty-repetition dimension involves the repeatability or novelty of (groups of) elements and their relations at different scales and at multiple levels of musical or linguistic sequences. While language usually allocates repeatability to the phonological level and novelty to the morphosyntactic and semantic levels (related to propositionality), music typically allows both novelty and repeatability across all levels of the musical sequence, and meter seems to be especially crucial as a predictive layer throughout, enabling both prediction and surprise.

(3) We argue that the familiar goal and novelty dimensions alone are not sufficient to explain differences in design features between music and language: the interactivity between individuals is crucial. The interactivity dimension, the poles of which we term ‘choric’ and ‘dialogic’, concerns the temporal coordination of linguistic or musical productions of multiple participants. For dialogic contexts the only coordinative constraint concerns the timing of the turn-taking between individuals. Thus, we predict a lower information density and thus higher predictability towards the end of phrases, across all levels of the sonic stream, for both music and language. This aligns well with neural markers like the N400 (e.g. Grisoni et al., 2017), changes in speech rate at turn completion points in conversations (Walker, 2010; Wightman et al., 1992) or the notion of musical closure in harmony and melody (Huron, 2006). In contrast, choric performance requires tight temporal coordination of all contributing individuals, enabled by high predictability in timing and frequency of sonic events (Keller et al., 2014). Isochronous meter and discrete pitches in scales are design solutions that enable a group of participants to join in making a coherent sound sequence, allowing both novelty and repeatability. Simultaneous speaking of multiple talkers requires uttering of precisely the same words at the same time, as happens for example in religious chanting. Attention should then be much more focussed on coordination than in dialogic speech acts, an isochronic and/or metrical scaffolding should develop (cf. Bowling et al., 2013), and body motion, facial expressions or prosodic intonation should be more pronounced in a spoken choric context.

Our framework avoids an overly simplistic dichotomy between language and music by also encompassing non-canonical forms of music and language like chant, poetry, or exchange of musical solos. It supports comparisons of different forms of communication across distinct modalities and can help to generate new hypotheses about optimal design of signals satisfying multiple different requirements. We hope that it will also be fruitfully employed in animal communication research, especially for species engaging in chorusing or duetting, such as various bird species, dolphins, bats, or gibbons, broadening the scope of comparisons with music and/or language.
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Words with related meanings tend to sound dissimilar, and this arbitrariness allows for large vocabularies that make nuanced distinctions (like glint versus shine). Languages violate arbitrariness in constrained ways, such as patterns in form that provide cues indicating word class (e.g., English nouns and verbs tend to be stressed on different syllables; Kelly & Bock, 1988), but phonemes (i.e., sound clusters associated with semantic features, like /gl/ with light, as in glint and gleam) more directly defy arbitrariness by pertaining to word meaning proper. We provide evidence from two experiments that phonemes influence how people process word meanings (e.g., they’re slower to decide that glove is unrelated to light, compared to a control like mitten) and that phonemes aid in the recognition of visually degraded words. These findings support that, in English, non-arbitrariness interferes with word meaning access and that the lexicon evolves to balance competing needs: Arbitrariness maintains subtle distinctions, but non-arbitrariness can facilitate recognition in noisy environments.

1. Introduction

Word forms tend to be arbitrarily assigned to meanings (de Saussure, 1983; Hockett, 1960). For example, bench and sofa refer to similar concepts but sound nothing alike. Evidence from simulations and novel word learning suggests that this arbitrariness occurs not by chance but in response to communicative pressure. When people need to distinguish referents, cultural evolution increases arbitrariness (Kirby, Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015), which is consistent with the finding that arbitrariness makes it easier to acquire a large vocabulary (Gasser, 2004) and to learn specific word meanings (Monaghan, Christiansen, & Fitneva, 2011). There is selective pressure for an arbitrary lexicon. But non-arbitrariness can be advantageous, too, by facilitating categorization. For example, people read nouns in sentences faster if those nouns sound more like other nouns than like verbs (Farmer, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2006). Importantly, such patterning in
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form (i.e., systematicity) pertains to low-level semantics, like word class (Dingemanse, Blasi, Lupyan, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2015), and so is functionally compatible with arbitrariness at the level of individual word meanings, like *bench* and *sofa* (Monaghan et al., 2011).

However, words that overlap substantially in meaning (not just that are members of the same broad category) sometimes sound similar, as in phonesthemic words. Phonesthemes are sound clusters associated with semantic features, like /gl/ with light (e.g., *glimmer* and *glaze*; Firth, 1930), and there is speculation that words which contain phonesthemes but lack the corresponding features, such as *gland* and *glove* (unrelated to light), are apt to acquire that feature (Bolinger, 1965; Blust, 2003). For example, English words beginning with the phonestheme /fl/ (as in *flap* or *flow*) have grown more likely to relate to “moving through the air” (Smith, 2016). Such semantic changes defy the tendency for the lexicon to evolve to be more arbitrary or to limit non-arbitrariness to low-level semantics. Novel word learning experiments are consistent with this corpus analysis. People tend to pair novel words containing phonesthemes (e.g., *glep*, like *glow* and *glimmer*) with definitions containing semantic features associated with that phonestheme (e.g., something related to light), and when asked to invent labels for such definitions, people are more likely to produce novel words containing the corresponding phonesthemes (Hutchins, 1998; Abelin, 1999; Magnus, 2001).

Phonesthemes might motivate semantic change in an efficient lexicon even if the resulting non-arbitrariness hinders our ability to distinguish similar concepts (like *glint* versus *gleam*). Consider how ambiguity is sometimes advantageous: Languages reuse sound sequences that are easier to produce, and while this results in homophones, it eases the burden of articulation on speakers (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2012). Similar-sounding words with related meanings might facilitate comprehension, too. For example, Bergen (2004) found that phonesthemic primes sped up recognition of targets containing the same phonestheme (*glow* → *glitter*) more than formal (*glove*) or semantic (*shine*) primes did.

There is suggestive evidence that phonesthemes motivate semantic change and facilitate word recognition, but those studies rely on correlations and single phonesthemes (Smith, 2016; Blust, 2003), on novel words rather than known words learned in rich, realistic contexts (Hutchins, 1998; Magnus, 2001; Abelin, 1999), and on priming rather than the ambient influence of the structure of the lexicon (Bergen, 2004). And while previous studies have found that non-arbitrariness facilitates processing of part of speech (e.g., Farmer et al., 2006), those experiments do not apply to words that overlap in high-level conceptual...
semantics. We therefore conducted two experiments to provide evidence that phonesthemes affect how people process the meanings of English words and that the resulting non-arbitrariness facilitates recognition in some conditions. All data and scripts are available at osf.io/sna92.

2. Experiment 1

We first investigated whether people associate a word containing a phonestheme (e.g., /gl/) with the corresponding semantic feature (light) even when the word is unrelated to that feature (glove). In an online experiment (implemented on Gorilla.sc; Anwyl-Irvine, Massonnié, Flitton, Kirkham, & Evershed, 2018), 57 adult native English speakers (recruited from Prolific.co) decided whether a cue word associated with a phonestheme’s feature (e.g., shine, with light) was semantically related to a target that either contains that phonestheme (glove) or is a control (mitten). We manipulated the target (pseudo-phonesthemic vs. control), for a one-factor, two-level design, manipulated within items and within subjects. In each trial, the cue (e.g., shine) was unrelated to the target (glove/mitten), and the pseudo-phonesthemic and the control targets were synonyms matched on semantic distance from the cue, as measured by a distributional semantic model (computed using the LSAfun package in R; Günther, Dudschig, & Kaup, 2015). The targets were also matched on formal similarity to cues (Levenshtein distance), word frequency, age of acquisition, concreteness rating, bigram frequency, orthographic neighbourhood density (OLD20), and length (all from the English Lexicon Project; Balota et al., 2007). We divided 126 items (unrelated cue–target pairs) and 126 fillers (related pairs) into six lists, each comprising 21 pseudo-phonesthemic targets, 21 control targets, and 42 fillers. We assigned each participant to one list. To incentivize fast and accurate responses, participants had only two seconds to make each decision, with three seconds of feedback following timeouts and incorrect responses. We excluded participants with accuracy below 75% (seven of 64 participants) and trials faster than 200ms (one trial). Linear mixed effects modelling conducted using the lmerTest package in R (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) indicates that pseudo-phonesthemic targets were judged to be unrelated to cues significantly more slowly than controls were (see Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 1). Importantly, semantic relatedness decisions involve word meaning access, not just recognition or low-level categorization, so these effects stem from a phenomenon that is distinct from statistical regularities within a broad category, as Dingemanse et al. (2015) define systematicity. Phonesthemes pertain to word meaning proper and so are incompatible with arbitrariness.
Figure 1: Semantic relatedness decision RT (correct unrelated decisions only) for targets containing phonesthemes (glove) versus arbitrary controls (mitten) following unrelated cues (shine) in Experiment 1. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Table 1: Comparison of RT by target type (sum contrast coded: pseudo-phonesthemic = 1, control = -1) for correct unrelated semantic relatedness decisions in Experiment 1, fitting the random intercepts of subject and item, with target type added as a random slope to the random intercept of subject, as justified by forward model comparison (cf. Matuschek, Kliegl, Vasishth, Baayen, & Bates, 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>775.18</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo-phonesthemic</td>
<td>13.59</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of accuracy (proportion of unrelated decisions) by target type (sum contrast coded: pseudo-phonesthemic = 1, control = -1) for semantic relatedness decisions in Experiment 1, fitting the random intercepts of subject and item, with target type added as a random slope to both random intercepts, as justified by forward model comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo-phonesthemic</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Experiment 2

We next investigated whether phonesthemes facilitate word recognition in noisy conditions. In another online experiment, 59 participants made lexical decisions about phonesthemic words (e.g., glitter, related to light and containing the /gl/ phonestheme) or controls (sparkle) that were presented clearly or were visually degraded (i.e., the first and second half of the word flickering separately on the screen, each half seen twice for 100ms). It was a 2 (target: phonesthemic vs.      
control) x 2 (presentation: clear vs. degraded) design, with both factors manipulated within subjects and presentation manipulated within items. Target type was manipulated between items, but phonesthemic targets were paired with synonymous control targets and, as in Experiment 1, were matched on word frequency, AoA, concreteness, OLD20, bigram frequency, and length. We evenly divided 216 items (108 phonesthemic and 108 control targets) and 216 non-word fillers into eight lists and assigned each participant to one list. We again incentivized fast, accurate responses with a time limit and penalties, with the same exclusion criteria as Experiment 1, excluding five of 64 participants. Logistic and linear mixed effects modelling indicates that decisions were significantly faster and more accurate for phonesthemic than control words and were faster for degraded words that contained phonesthemes (i.e., a significant interaction of target type and presentation; see Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 2). Note that while the main effect of target type is significant in both analyses, the simple effect of target type (i.e., when using treatment coding, with control targets and clear presentation as the reference levels, thereby analyzing the effect of target type in the clear condition; cf. Brehm & Alday, 2022) is not significant in the RT analysis, which suggests that the advantage for phonesthemes in the degraded condition is the real source of the main effect on RT (see supplementary scripts on osf.io/sna92).

Figure 2: Lexical decision RT (correct decisions only) for phonesthemic targets (dark grey; e.g., glitter) versus controls (light grey; e.g., sparkle) presented clearly or visually degraded in Experiment 2. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Table 3: Comparison of RT by target type (sum contrast coded: phonesthemic = 1, control = -1) and presentation type (visually degraded = 1, clear = -1) for correct lexical decisions in Experiment 2, with presentation type added as a random slope to the random intercepts of subject and item, as justified by forward model comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>710.14</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degraded presentation</td>
<td>69.36</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonesthemic target</td>
<td>-11.52</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degraded : Phonesthemic</td>
<td>-6.71</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of accuracy by target type (sum contrast coded: phonesthemic = 1, control = -1) and presentation type (visually degraded = 1, clear = -1) in Experiment 2, fitting the random intercepts of subject and item, with presentation type added as a random slope to the random intercept of item, as justified by forward model comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degraded presentation</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonesthemic target</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degraded : Phonesthemic</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>.583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion and Conclusion

We found that phonesthemes affect how people process word meanings. In Experiment 1, participants were slower to decide that words containing phonesthemes (e.g., glove, compared to mitten) were unrelated to meanings typically associated with that phonestheme (e.g., shine). We also found that phonesthemes confer an advantage in noisy conditions. In Experiment 2, people made faster lexical decisions about visually degraded words when those words were phonesthemic than when they were controls (e.g., glitter versus sparkle).

Experiment 1 supports that non-arbitrariness can interfere with word meaning access (e.g., Gasser, 2004; Monaghan et al., 2011) and is consistent with studies suggesting that phonesthemes, and similar-sounding words in general, motivate semantic change (Smith, 2016; Blust, 2003; Haslett & Cai, 2021). As form influences interpretation, subtle shifts in word meanings can accumulate. At first glance, these two implications seem to be at odds. If non-arbitrariness impedes processing, then it should decrease rather than increase over generations, assuming the lexicon evolves for the sake of efficiency (e.g., Gibson et al., 2019). However, Experiment 2 can help resolve this apparent inconsistency. While non-arbitrariness slows access to the precise meaning of a word, it facilitates recognition in challenging conditions. Compare this to the polysemy advantage in lexical decisions. People are faster to recognize words with multiple related senses (e.g., plant means both “situate” and “organism with roots”) than
homonyms with multiple unrelated meanings (e.g., bark in the context of a dog versus a tree), perhaps because related senses share a broad attractor basin in semantic space (Rodd, Gaskell, & Marslen-Wilson, 2002, 2004). We found that words which sound similar (rather than identical) to words with related meanings confer the same sort of advantage when words are harder to read. It is possible, though entirely speculative, that words’ overlapping in both form and meaning is reflected in the organization of semantic space, providing a conglomerate target when encountering those words in noisy conditions.

These are small effects (a 28ms disadvantage for pseudo-phonesthemic words in Experiment 1, a 35ms advantage for phonesthemic words in the degraded condition in Experiment 2), but they are on par with comparable studies. For example, Rodd et al. (2002) reported a 29ms disadvantage for homonyms, compared to unambiguous words, and a 33ms advantage for polysemous words with many senses, compared to those with few senses. Are differences on the order of tens of milliseconds sufficient to drive language evolution, leading people to favour some words over others or to alter words’ sounds or meanings? Such minute advantages, even if imperceptible to the mind’s naked eye, are consistent with what Christiansen and Chater (2016) call the now-or-never bottleneck: We need to process words fast in order to shuttle information along. Still, how fast is fast enough is an open empirical question, one that must weigh the value of word recognition against distinguishing word meanings.

Previous research has explored the competing pressures of word meaning individuation and word learning (e.g., Monaghan et al., 2011; Kirby et al., 2015). Here, we have provided evidence that patterns in sound and meaning influence interpretation and can thereby impede word meaning access but that those patterns also facilitate recognition in noisy conditions. There are communicative pressures both for and against phonesthemes, depending on depth of processing.
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1. Introduction

Onomatopoeia is the use of words that imitate the sounds associated with the objects or actions they refer to. Onomatopoeias have been attracting attentions in various fields in human linguistics (e.g., Laing, 2019), but have not previously been explored from the cognitive developmental aspects for species comparisons. This study examines the origin and context of onomatopoeia and determines its significance in linguistic development from the evolutionary viewpoint.

1.1. A review on existing literatures on onomatopoeia

The Japanese language has a wide range of onomatopoeic expressions. Various onomatopoeias have been used to convey subtle information that cannot be expressed in normal words. Among the five categories used in a review on onomatopoeias in Japanese articles (Yamada et al., 2022), we specifically focused on the following two areas. (ii) Psychology and human relations: onomatopoeias have been referred to as sound symbolism (Imai & Kita, 2014), facilitating linkage between a linguistic sound to a perceptual image in early childhood. (iii) Physical expression: onomatopoeias can be easily combined with physical/bodily actions and gestures, thus, facilitate sharing vivid images.

2. Methods and results of observational study on human children

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
We conducted observations and video recordings in two settings by focusing on onomatopoeias in the social interactions involving children in Japanese culture.

2.1. Onomatopoeias in mother-child interactions

Observations on mother-child interactions took place in a facility providing a playroom and toys to mothers and children, located in CGU. We focused on an episode which included onomatopoeic and gestural expressions from a three-year-old child during playing house. Some gestural patterns were linked to onomatopoeias, indicating the emergence of rudimentary forms of linguistic categorization on internal action images in early childhood.

2.2. Onomatopoeias in interactions among peers

Observations on social interactions among peers took place in a kindergarten. We focused on an episode which included onomatopoeic expressions from four-year-old children recorded during play activities. Children’s vocalizations may express their feelings in communicative contexts as action words of onomatopoeias.

3. Implications for the comparative studies on cognitive development

Japanese children used a rich repertoire of onomatopoeias to communicate about their internal images accompanied by gestures or bodily actions. Onomatopoeias may bridge the babbling or simple actions in infancy with symbolic word utterances, iconic gestures, or symbolic plays in early childhood, thus, have a scaffolding effect on the linguistic development. Since onomatopoeias connect simple vocalizations/gestures to the subsequent linguistic abilities in humans, more observations in early childhood will highlight the evolutionary continuity with gestural communications or manipulative plays in nonhuman primates.
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EXPLORING OUR INNER-APE: SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF GESTURE BETWEEN CHIMPANZEEs AND HUMANS
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1. Introduction

Decades of great ape gesture research revealed various parallels to human language, such as diverse repertoires of intentional signals used flexibly across varied, everyday interactions (Pika et al, 2005; Liebal, Pika, & Tomasello, 2006; Hobaiter & Byrne, 2011). Evidence for a shared origin to ‘ape’ gestural communication is supported by extensive repertoire overlap between extant apes, which increases between more phylogenetically related species (Byrne & Cochet, 2011; Graham et al, 2018). While it remains unclear how human fits within this shared system of gesture, borrowing methods from ape gesture research seems promising. For example, Kersken and colleagues (2019) used ‘ape-typical’ observational methods to find that children aged 1-2 years share 89% of their natural gesture use with chimpanzees (46/52 gestures).

To understand how human development and ability of language affects our retention of innate ‘ape’ gestures, we use a novel online experiment that tests human understanding of chimpanzee gestures when they are performed by other humans in a controlled environment. Using human models allows us to control additional cues and contexts present in the ape environment that may affect participant performance, while also ensuring that participants do not accommodate their interpretation of the signaler’s intended gestural meaning based on personal perceptions and knowledge of nonhuman great apes.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
2. Methods

We pilot a novel online experiment (hosted on Gorilla.sc) that tests how adult humans interpret the intended meaning of 10 established chimpanzee gestures (Hobaiter et al., 2014; Byrne et al., 2017) when performed by expert researchers. Each video had participants choose one of four potentials ‘meanings’, with the correct response(s) varying depending on the gesture’s natural flexibility. There were four Tight gestures with one correct response, and six Flexible gestures with two correct responses (see Table 1). Trial order was randomized but each gesture’s available responses were consistent. Binomial tests were used to determine if participants were above chance at detecting correct chimpanzee response(s) – note that we used the following corrected values of hypothesized chance based on the available correct responses: Tight gestures=0.25, Flexible gestures=0.5; and overall (all gestures combined)=0.4.

3. Results

We analyzed n=3000 responses from n=300 participants. Overall, participants performed above chance across all 10 gestures (chance=0.4; binomial n=0.568, p<0.001, LL=0.553, UL=1.000) but performed comparatively better on the six Flexible gestures (chance=0.5, binomial: n=0.740, p<0.001, LL=0.722, UL=1.000) than the four Tight gestures (chance=0.25, binomial: n=0.309, p<0.001, LL=0.287, UL=1.000). Binomial tests for each gesture revealed significance for 6/10 gestures (see Figure 1); 5/6 Flexible gestures (arm swing, beckon, grab hold, hit object, reach palm) and 1/4 Tight gestures (hand fling); with four gestures at or below chance (arm raise, hand shake, push, reach wrist).

4. Discussion

Our experiment shows successful use of a new ‘proof of concept’ approach in understanding the root of ‘ape’ gesture, and supports the hypothesis that humans retain some access to this shared system. Higher adherence of chimpanzee responses in Flexible gestures than Tight gestures suggests our evolution may have favored retaining more ambiguous gesture-types, and the mixed results across individual gestures may represent our specified range of overlap to chimpanzees. However, additional factors may influence our results, such as our specific selection of gestures (we avoided unusual gestural forms and meanings for this type of typical human interaction, such as ‘pirouette’ and ‘sexual-solicitation’). Additionally, Tight gestures naturally have greater specificity that may not have fit well within the context we presented (two adult humans resting on a couch); while the less-specified Flexible gestures could include natural use within similar contexts. Overall, we demonstrate practical adaptation of studying chimpanzee gestural retention in humans and our results may hint at a shared, underlying ‘ape’ gestural origin to human language.
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More than 7000 different languages from more than 200 language families are spoken worldwide today. The evolutionary relationships within a language family are often illustrated and studied using a linguistic phylogeny, also called a language family tree. Based on linguistic features this allows inference of the internal structure and the time-depth of a language family. However, linguistic features are not always “inherited”, they can also be acquired horizontally through language contact.

Non-treelike evolution is also common in evolutionary biology. Scholars have represented these horizontal relationships within phylogenetic networks, a tree with horizontal edges. By allowing linguistic features to move horizontally, a more accurate representation of linguistic evolution is possible. However, in historical linguistics network reconstructions are still in their infancy and no standard has been established so far.

Pioneering work by Nelson-Sathi et al. uncovered hidden lexical borrowing in Indo-European (IE) languages, showing that borrowing is more widespread than previously thought (Nelson-Sathi et al., 2011). A software library based on this approach was provided by List and Moran (List & Moran, 2013). In addition, minimal lateral networks (MLNs) were applied to 40 IE languages by investigating presence-absence patterns of cognate sets (List, Nelson-Sathi, Geisler, & Martin, 2014). The MLN approach uses weighted parsimony and thus allows for a certain proportion of parallel evolution (List et al., 2014). List et al. have also investigated the history of 40 Chinese dialects using the MLN approach (List, Nelson-Sathi, Martin, & Geisler, 2014). In addition, Willems et al. used distance data from IE languages to infer hybridization networks (Willems et al., 2016). Cathcart et al. introduced a novel method for investigating areal dispersal of linguistic features, and they applied this approach to 117 IE languages (Cathcart, Carling, Larsson,
Johansson, & Round, 2018). In 2019, a mixture-model approach was applied to the Austronesian, Sinitic, IE and Japonic language families to detect non-tree-based signals (Verkerk, 2019), and there are even more examples for the detection of linguistic transfer events and the reconstruction of linguistic networks.

In this work, we develop a novel process that generates rooted and timed linguistic networks in which horizontal edges account for transfer events between languages. These networks will be based on a birth-death process, which will be adapted to account for horizontal transfers to detect the timing and the location of linguistic transfer. The novel process will be integrated in an open-source Bayesian phylogenetic framework, such that knowledge about the past can be included e.g. on the depth of a sub-family. We will evaluate and quantify the effects horizontal transfer has on different aspects of language from the grammar to the lexicon. The process will be applied to the Polynesian language family, which has been suggested to have a highly reticulate history with many linguistic transfers. This will shed light on the timing and phylogenetic placement of linguistic transfers among the Polynesian languages and reveal which linguistic features were transferred.
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Agreement markers that refer to the same feature or argument tend to be found in the same position within inflectional forms (e.g., all subject agreement in suffixes, all object agreement in prefixes; Mansfield, Stoll, & Bickel, 2020); however, little is known about the exceptions to this trend. In this study, we explore the positional properties of subject and object person-number agreement markers in a phylogenetically diverse sample of 227 languages from 97 different stocks—based on AUTOTYP (Bickel et al., 2017) plus additional data collected from the WALS 100-language sample (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013). The result is 325 person-number paradigms, whose agreement morpheme order was surveyed to explore trends and split patterns. We find that a majority of agreement paradigms only require reference to a single position, thus obeying the principle of CATEGORY CLUSTERING (Mansfield et al., 2020). A sizeable minority (128 paradigms, about 39%), however, show what we call POSITIONAL SPLITS, whereby different person-number bundles are marked in different positions (e.g., prefix or suffix) within the paradigm (as illustrated in Table 1). We ask whether positional splits deviate from category clustering in systematic ways and whether their recurrence is proportional to the amount of shared feature values.

Table 1. Different patterns of syncretism in person-number verbal paradigms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATURAL PATTERN</th>
<th>L-TYPE PATTERN</th>
<th>X-TYPE PATTERN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUMER, open IPFV</td>
<td>KOASATI, hear ACT</td>
<td>BASQUE, walk PRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ə-kóft</td>
<td>há:lo-ı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ni-kóft-ino</td>
<td>il-há:l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ti-kóft</td>
<td>is-há:l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ti-kóft-o</td>
<td>has-há:l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>y1-kóft</td>
<td>há:l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ti-kóft-o</td>
<td>há:l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our survey suggests three patterns: natural, L-type and X-type patterns, which are illustrated with orange, blue and green cells in the examples from Gumer (Ethiopia), Koasati (US) and Basque (Spain) in Table 1. In natural patterns, all forms with agreement affixes in the same position(s) share at least one feature value throughout, e.g., prefixal forms share SG and circumfixal forms share PL in
Gumer. In L-type patterns, forms with the same positional properties share values only partially, e.g., two of the prefixal forms in Koasati share PL but differ in person; two share 2, but differ in number. X-type patterns share even less feature values, e.g., circumfixal forms in Basque contain one form that shares no feature value with the other forms. We fitted Bayesian mixed-effects models comparing the occurrences of each type (natural, L-type and X-type) to the occurrences we would expect by chance from all logically possible configurations in person-number 3×2 paradigms (with language and family as random slopes). We find that the natural patterns are over-represented in our data, the most unnatural X-patterns are underrepresented, and intermediate-naturalness L-patterns occur with a similar frequency as expected by chance.

These observations suggest a bias towards natural over L over X patterns when languages evolve over time and space. We hypothesize that this bias is grounded in a preference for semantic similarity during the transmission and learning of word forms. To test this hypothesis we conducted an online artificial language learning experiment (N=247) where we trained and tested participants on a person-number verbal agreement paradigm with positional splits according to natural vs. L-type vs. X-type patterns (Saldana, Herce, & Bickel, 2022, January 21). We ran a further control condition with no splits (i.e., following CATEGORY CLUSTERING). Results are consistent with the hypothesized learnability gradient no-split > natural > L-type > X-type (see Figure 1), thus matching the observed cross-linguistic tendencies. Our findings support the notion that semantic similarity shapes the evolution and transmission of morphological structure (Dautriche, Mahowald, Gibson, & Piantadosi, 2017; Mansfield et al., 2020) and that it does so in a gradient way.

Figure 1. Raw accuracy scores (colour faded) and Bayesian mixed model mean estimates (solid). Error bars and shaded areas show the 90% credible intervals of the mean estimates.
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1. Introduction and preview

Classical neural architecture models of speech production propose a single system coordinating all the vocal articulators from lips to larynx. Here we propose a dual coordination system in which laryngeal control of pitch-related aspects of prosody and song are controlled by a dorsal precentral gyrus system while supralaryngeal articulation at the phonetic/syllabic level is controlled by a ventral precentral system. The separability of these neural systems supports models of the evolution of speech and language in which song-based communication was an early foundational stage.

2.0 Evidence for distinct two systems

Evidence for the existence of two speech coordination systems comes from functional imaging (Hickok, Buchsbaum, Humphries, & Muftuler, 2003; Price et al., 1996; Wilson, Saygin, Sereno, & Iacoboni, 2004), direct cortical stimulation mapping (Lu et al., 2021), and post stroke apraxia of speech (Graff-Radford et al., 2014; Hickok et al., 2014), all of which have identified speech-related regions in both the ventral and more dorsal central gyrus. We refer to these as the dorsal and ventral precentral speech areas (dPCSA and vPCSA).

3.0 Evidence for a voice pitch-related coordination in the dPCSA

Two recent published findings argue for a functional distinction between the two speech areas, specifically that the dPCSA, but not vPCSA is involved in voice pitch coordination for prosody and song. One is an intracranial recording study showing that neural activity in the dPCSA (but not vPCSA) is correlated with...
control of voice pitch and when stimulated elicits vowel-like vocalization (Dichter, Breshears, Leonard, & Chang, 2018). The other is an fMRI study showing that the dPCSA (but not vPCSA) has auditory spectrottemporal receptive fields that code pitch-related information (Venezia, Richards, & Hickok, 2021). We also provide new functional connectivity evidence: dPCSA has greater connectivity to auditory cortex and vPCSA has greater connectivity to secondary somatosensory cortex.

4.0 The Dual Speech Coordination Model

The observations described above led us to the following dual coordination model:

The dPCSA is part of a sensorimotor control circuit for pitch-related vocalization, which would include prosodic aspects of speech as well as song, and predominantly acts on the laryngeal effector via the dorsal laryngeal motor cortex.

The vPCSA is part of a sensorimotor control circuit for syllabic and phonetic-related speech features and acts on supralaryngeal effectors as well as voicing-related control of the larynx via the ventral laryngeal motor cortex.

We further propose and provide evidence for the following secondary hypotheses.

-Both the dPCSA and vPCSA are part of hierarchy of speech control networks in frontal cortex with both situated between lower-level primary motor systems posteriorly and higher-level systems anteriorly, extending into the posterior middle frontal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area), respectively.

-The location of the dPCSA can be explained in evolutionary terms, having evolved out of a voluntarily controllable goal-directed orienting hub in premotor cortex, which is present in both human and non-human primates, and which makes use of pitch and other acoustic cues.

-The vPCSA evolved out of voluntarily controlled supralaryngeal effectors, used extensively for mastication, oral-grasping behaviors, and non-vocal oral communication (e.g., lip smacking) with the major advance for speech being the coordination of open-close jaw cycles (the syllabic frame) with articulatory gestures (the phonetic content), as proposed in MacNeilage’s frame/content model speech production evolution (MacNeilage, 1998).

-The dPCSA and its associated circuit for controlling vocal pitch, prosody, and song evolved prior to the vPCSA system’s control over phonetic articulatory gestures and represented an early stage of the evolution of language, as originally proposed by Darwin (Darwin, 1871).
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INCREMENTAL EVOLUTION OF SYNTAX: 
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Here, we explore how syntax might have evolved after the hominin lineage branched off from our closest living relatives, monkeys and nonhuman great apes. Our approach focuses on ‘bigrams’ and ‘branching’ in terms of unordered, external and internal Merge in association with workspace and memory storage resources. The syntactic abilities of monkeys and nonhumans great apes but also various typologies of human syntax in children and adults indicate that the language capacity incrementally involved in the hominin lineage. Indirect paleoanthropological records let us moreover predict that already *Homo erectus* was equipped with a language capacity which was premodern or even modern.

1. Introduction

All organisms are adapted to communicate with one another (or sometimes across species). Cultural transmissions, however, can be found only in a subset of life-forms, including fish, insects, birds, monkeys, and apes. The development and acquisition of these behavioral cultures are based on species-species genetic endowments. However, we should not ignore that modern humans share with other primates or mammals most neurobiology (e.g., neuronal morphology, neurotransmitter, subcortical structures) and the vocal tract of monkeys are considered as ‘speech-ready’. Thus, the neurobiological differences between nonhuman primates and modern humans can be considered as a ‘needle in a haystack’ (Fitch, 2011; Fitch et al., 2016).

Modern humans (or possibly their closest extinct ancestors), however, added another dimension by inventing a language system to share subjective experiences or to express thoughts. Already, Lenneberg (1967) recognized that this dimension is based on an innate human-specific capacity, and Chomsky (1968) described the human language capacity as an innate ‘universal grammar’ underlying all human languages. Speakers make ‘infinite use of finite means’, that is, a finite set of syntactic rules are used to create an infinite number of sentences or text structures, aka “super-sentences” (Watumull et al., 2013). Our closest living relatives, the nonhuman great apes, clearly display superior cognitive abilities compared to monkeys or other animals. We explore for this reason how this innate capacity...
evolved in context of the expansion and refinement of (sub-) cortical circuits after the hominin lineage branched off from monkeys and nonhuman great apes.

2. Bigrams

The strong ‘minimalist program’ of generative linguistics explicitly claims that syntactic recursion is an innate property of UG (Chomsky, 1995; Hauser et al., 2002; Berwick & Chomsky, 2016). This recursion concept is based on the operation ‘unbounded Merge’, that is, it recursively merges words to create bottom-up larger phrases in a binary fashion. The simplest form of Merge is to take two distinct elements of the lexicon such as (X, Y), and combine them to an unordered binary set unit \{X, Y\}. It is a binary unit without a syntactic head which determines the syntactic category of a phrase. Headless binary sets are still marked by an unspecified (neutral) label. However, the pre-Merge conditions involve the ability to form and recall discrete elements and create bigrams.

Bigrams can be found not only in our closest living relatives, monkeys and nonhuman great apes, but they also (re-) surface in varieties of modern spoken and sign languages. Bigrams are rooted in non-linguistic cognition across primate species and represent the basic linear layer of human syntax across different domains (e.g., Jackendoff, 2003; Miyagawa, & Clarke, 2019). In addition to long-term ‘memory storage’ (MS) for lexical elements, our account considers the increase of temporary ‘workspace’ (WS), which is required for syntactic operations (e.g., Rizzi, 2016). We do not exactly know which behavioral and/or environmental changes triggered the expansion of (sub-)cortical regions and circuits in the hominin lineage, but the increase of brain structures goes hand-in-hand with an increase of WS capacity required for more complex intrinsic structure-building processes.

2.1. Monkey Syntax

Monkeys primarily communicate by means of vocalizations. Their call repertoire consists of a small set of discrete alarms calls. One or more calls can be combined with another call, either discrete or suffixed. Female Diana monkeys (*Cercopithecus diana*), for example, emit four calls whereas call *A*, which refers to caller identity, is systematically combined with the calls *L*, *H*, *R* to function as a social context modifier (Candioti et al., 2012). Male putty-nosed monkeys (*Cercopithecus nictitans*) produce the general alarm call *P* (pyow) and the specific eagle-related alarm call *H* (hack). Both calls combined refer to a non-predator situation, whereas *H* follows always *P*. The number of *Hs* and *Ps* in a sequence informs about the distance of group movement (Schlenker et al., 2016). Cotton-top tamarins’ (*Saguinus oedipus*) long-call combinations are emitted by socially
isolated individuals to get in touch with their conspecifics. These contact calls consist of one or more chirp-like syllables followed by two or more whistle-like syllables. Again, two call types are combined in a fixed order and the variation is the number of call type repetitions (Cleveland, & Snowdon, 1982). Black-fronted titi monkeys (Callicebus nigrifrons) produce A-calls for predators in the canopy and B-calls for predators on the ground. The combination of both call types informs conspecifics not only about predator type but also about the location of the threat and the number of continuous B-calls might indicate probabilistic rather than categorial meaning (Casar et al., 2013; Berthet et al., 2019). These examples show that the syntax of monkeys is restricted to the combination of maximal two elements in a fixed order and their $WS = 1$ (e.g., Pasternak, & Greenlee, 2005; Wakita, 2020).

### 2.2. Nonhuman Ape Syntax

Old World monkeys and apes branched of about 30-25 million yrs. ago (mya). Thus, we expect to find qualitative differences between both clades about their abilities to structure their ‘language’. Indeed, great apes coordinate often facial expressions, postures, vocalizations, or gestures, and they outperform monkeys on many cognitive tasks in an enculturated environment. The photographic memory capacities of chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) are impressive. Ai and her son Ayumu outperformed humans in tasks which required to recall number sequences (Matsuzawa, 1985). Since the cognition of great apes’ centers on visuospatial information and their communication is rather multimodal than relying on vocalization, they have been primarily trained on sign language or graphic symbols (lexigrams) to examine their language capacities.

Kanzi, the famous bonobo (Pan paniscus), acquired the meaning of lexigrams as an infant by observing his foster mother’s lessons. It is said that he learned about 348 of those symbols. Kanzi accompanied often graphic communication with an articulatory but distorted equivalent. He had the ability to communicate without difficulties EVENT, OBJECT combinations such as HIDE ICE or WATER HIDE. He also produced new combinations such as CAR TRAILER meaning he wanted to be driven to the trailer (Greenfield, & Savage-Rumbaugh, 1991). Kanzi acquired also some American Sign Language by watching a video of the signing gorilla Koko who learned thousand signs and understood about 2,000 spoken English words (Patterson, 1978).

Chantek was an orang-utan (Pongo pygmaeus) who mastered to learn approximately 150 signs and initiated communication to meet his needs. His vocabulary matches that of a very young child (Miles, 1993). He learned single concepts such as people names, places, food items, actions, animals, pronouns, locations, attributes, etc. and immediately began to combine his acquired signs
(e.g., He signed COKE DRINK after drinking a coke, or PULL BACK while pulling a caregiver’s hair through the fence.) He began to over- or underextend the meanings of his signs (e.g., He used the sign DOG for dogs, barking noise, birds, horses, noisy helicopter, etc). Chantek also invented new sign combinations (e.g., EYE DRINK for contact lens solution). He clearly imaged objects or actions (e.g., He pointed to objects when he was asked WHERE HAT or WHAT WANT?). His signing was spontaneous, non-repetitious, did merely imitate his caregivers’ signing, actively initiated signing to meet his needs.

Nonhuman great apes acquire conceptual representations of events and objects. In an encultured environment, they can flexibly combine two elements to express needs or ideas. Trigrams, however, are less often used. The order of the elements is in principle free but seems to follow mostly pragmatic strategies. For example, in DAVE MISSING FINGER the topic is ‘Dave’; however, in HIDE ICE or WATER HIDE, the order EVENT or OBJECT seems to be subjective or random. The concepts are ordered linear, and it is unclear whether “grouping” takes place. WS of great apes is $2 \pm 1$ (Read et al., 2022).

3. Branching

In briefly reviewing monkey and nonhuman ape language, it is apparent that multiple components contributed to the evolution of syntax in modern humans. The continuous increase of cognitive resources in terms of WS and MS in the lineage of great apes (including humans) may be the main factors for the ability to generate complex structures between signals (cf. Zuberbühler, 2020). Moreover, complex structure-building processes can be found at all linguistic levels but also across non-linguistic domains (e.g., Fujita, 2017; Asano et al., 2021). The uniqueness of human syntax may be therefore based on an underlying universal computational capacity which includes enhanced WS/MS resources.

3.1. Human Syntax

Typically developing (human) children produce at around the age of 18 months two-word utterances such as WANT-JUICE or CAR-GO which lack inflections and function words (Bloom, 1993). Some accounts assume that this stage reflects WS limitations (Blake et al., 1994). At this point, human and encultured ape syntax are quite similar in production: (a) No significant differences were found for the type of bigrams such as AGENT-EVENT, EVENT-OBJECT, EVENT-LOCATIVE; (b) Auditory WS of $2 \pm 1$ matches between panins and 2-year-old toddlers (Patkowski, 2014).

Adult human language differs from nonhuman ape language in two fundamental aspects. The human child has the innate ability to acquire abstract
semantic, syntactic and phonological entries independent of immediate perceptual experiences and goals, and over time it can build or tap into additional cognitive resources to process complex sentence and discourse structures. Cowan (2001) argues therefore that only 4 ± 1 items can be held within focus of attention. Complex sentence processing ability is not enabled by WS per se but by its strategic subcomponents. However, human languages tap into these resources to different degrees.

For instance: Independent of particular language pairs, adult L2 learners acquire first a linear strategy with bigrams before they learn more complex structures. Broca’s aphasie patients who suffer from agrammatism produce only telegraphic-like speech without inflections and function words. Bigrams are also the basic layer of particular sign languages. For example, the first generation of deaf children of the *Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua* combined signs to bigrams such as AGENT-EVENT, and the next generation elaborated on these structures (Senghas et al., 2004).

About ten million people speak the Malayan dialect *Riau Indonesian* which functions as a lingua franca. This language virtually has no syntactic categories or inflections, and the word order is based on semantic principles (Gil, 2005). For example, *ayam* means *CHICKEN* and *makan* *EAT*. The bigrams *makan ayam* or *ayam makan* are open to the same readings and they are unmarked for numerus, tense, aspect, semantic role, etc. Situational context is however sufficient that the speakers getting the meaning across. Speakers of the indigenous, agglutinative Amazonas language *Pirahê* get by without rearranging canonical structures and clear evidence of hierarchical syntactic structures is missing (Everett, 2009). In general, the spectrum of typologies from analytical resp. isolating languages to polysynthetic languages varies strongly with respect to the use of syntactic hierarchies and recursion.

### 3.2. *Homo erectus*

Paleoanthropological data indicate an incremental neurobiological process. External evidence from phylogenetic and ontogenetic stages, let us hypothesize milestones of syntactic evolution. There are many more intermediary steps which need to be spelled out. Monkey’s initial alarm response will be presumably replaced by a modifying response since they cannot keep more than one unit in WS. In contrast, nonhuman great apes acquire concepts rooted in perception and combine them into bigrams. Their lexicon may have an upper limit since they do not make use of compositional structures.

We assume that the next milestone broadly corresponds to *Homo erectus* since significant neurobiological and behavioral changes can be associated with this species. Based on indirect evidence, we predict an intermediate stage between
of structure-building processes between nonhuman great apes and *Homo sapiens*. The appearance of the C variant of the protein *SRGAP2* which involves neuronal migration and differentiation is also associated with the rise of *Homo erectus* about 2 mya (Hillert, 2015; Martins et al., 2018). The endocasts of *Homo erectus* share a pronounced Broca's cap, the bulge that appears at the level of the temporal pole in *Homo sapiens*. The specimens' brain sizes, moreover, range between 600-1,000 cc and had human-like prefrontal and temporoparietal regions. A recent endocranial morphology study of early *Homo* supports the view that frontoparietal areas did not evolve separately but in concert (Ponce de León et al., 2021). We must, therefore, assume that the genetic endowment of a (pre-)modern language capacity preceded cultural-linguistic accumulations. Acheulean tool industry coincides with the appearance of *Homo erectus* about 1.8 mya and Acheulean hand axes produced in Africa might fall in the category of art as their making reflects planning and abstract thinking. In addition, late *Homo erectus* produced non-functional, aesthetic engravings and decorations (Stout et al., 2015; Mcbrearty & Brooks, 2000). Accumulated cultural processes began about 1 mya in the merging species *late Homo erectus* and *pre-archaic* resp. *superarchaic Homo sapiens* (e.g., Bergström et al. 2021).

In sum, indirect neurobiological and cognitive-behavioral changes indicate that *Homo erectus* was equipped with a language capacity, whether it was premodern or even modern, we cannot tell (Dediu, & Levinson, 2013; Hillert, 2021). Possible WS differences can be considered as marginal. They might have used basic structures such as a linear grammar and headless binary sets (unordered Merge). Since direct evidence is lacking, we reserve asymmetric grouping (external Merge) and recursion (internal Merge) to the language of *Homo sapiens*.

4. Conclusions

In discussing the biology capacity of syntax and language in general, it is important to separate the genetic endowment of species and the extent to which a species makes use of its cognitive capacities. The evolution of syntax, from bigrams to branching, indicates that multiple factors played a crucial role, including WS and MS resources. In particular, inner speech (rehearsal) may have contributed to WS and representational resources required for complex sentence and discourse processing. Syntax incrementally emerged in the hominin lineage, and we must therefore assume that *Homo erectus* was already equipped with a premodern or even modern language capacity.
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1. Background

Vocal learning is the ability to learn to produce novel vocalizations and is an important component of the human capacity to acquire speech and spoken language (Janik & Slater, 2000). Our close relatives, non-human primates, do not show evidence of learning to produce novel vocalizations. However, a small group of more evolutionarily distant animals, such as bats, display evidence for vocal learning. This raises the question of how and when this skill evolved and how it is encoded in our brains and genomes. Phyllostomus discolor is a highly social, vocal learning bat that can be studied in a laboratory setting (Vermes, 2017). Little is currently known about the brain areas and networks involved in vocal learning in P. discolor. Acquiring a better understanding of the neurobiology of this skill in bats will bring us closer to understanding how this skill evolved, and subsequently shed light on the evolution of human speech and spoken language.

2. Approach

In the current study, we used two complementary approaches, neuroimaging and neurogenetic mapping, to start to map the connectivity of the P. discolor brain and to highlight potential brain areas of interest for the study of vocal learning in P. discolor.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
We performed high quality structural and multi-shell diffusion tensor imaging of post-mortem formalin-fixed *P. discolor* brains on an 11.7 T Bruker BioSpin magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. Previous research has shown increased and altered connectivity of brain areas involved in vocal communication in vocal learners compared to vocal non-learners (e.g., Kumar et al., 2016). As no research thus far has been done on investigating the macro-scale brain networks of *P. discolor*, we set out to exploratively map the brain-wide connectivity of *P. discolor*.

In parallel, we performed immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence, and in situ hybridization on juvenile and adult *P. discolor* brains. We investigated a set of genes of which previous research has shown that they have a distinct pattern of expression in voluntary vocal motor (planning) regions in the brains of humans and vocal learning songbirds (Wang et al., 2015; Pfenning et al., 2014). We hypothesized that these genes might show the same pattern of expression in potential homologous bat vocal motor (planning) cortical regions, and could hence point us to potential brain regions of interest.

3. Preliminary Results and Future Perspectives

We successfully acquired high-quality DTI data of post-mortem *P. discolor* brains and are currently in the process of reconstructing the major white matter tracts in the *P. discolor* brain and performing probabilistic tractography from two cortical regions involved in social communication in *P. discolor*: the auditory and frontal cortex. Via neurogenetic mapping, we show that expression of our set of marker genes is not dispersed uniformly across the *P. discolor* cortex, but is enriched or reduced in specific layers and cortical areas. This suggests that these expression patterns can be used to mark out distinct brain areas in *P. discolor*.

Exploring our dataset further in the future, we hope to define key areas and circuits involved in vocal learning in the *P. discolor* bat brain and that this teaches us about how this skill evolved in bats and humans.
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Background In this study we hypothesise that certain typological patterns may have evolved as a result of competition between cognitive biases that tend to be active during different stages of language evolution. Research has shown that some cognitive biases influence linguistic behaviour under conditions where language structure is improvised (Culbertson, Schouwstra, & Kirby, 2020; Goldin-Meadow, So, Özyürek, & Mylander, 2008; Schouwstra & Swart, 2014), whereas other biases influence learning behaviour, meaning some linguistic structures arefavoured or disfavoured during learning (Culbertson, Smolensky, & Legendre, 2012; Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport, 2011; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009). This research can be thought to represent two stages of language evolution, such that the biases that affect improvisation are active during language creation, and biases that influence learning affect language evolution only once there is a linguistic system for learners to acquire. However, recent research suggests that the influence of some biases may persist from improvisation into learning tasks (Motamedi, Wolters, Naegeli, Schouwstra, & Kirby, 2021). The possibility of these biases being active simultaneously means that competition between different biases could shape language typology.

We focus our investigation on a possible example of such competition, namely an exception to the typological tendency towards harmony, whereby languages tend to order dependents on the same side of the head (Greenberg, 1963; Hawkins, 1990). The exception concerns how adjectives (e.g. ‘big house’) show a typological tendency for postnominal order (N-Adj = 879 vs Adj-N = 373, Dryer, 2013a) whereas genitives (e.g. ‘The child’s toy’) tend to be prenominal (N-Gen = 468 vs Gen-N = 685, Dryer, 2013b), despite a harmonic tendency among other nominal modifiers. We report results from an experiment where participants had to chose an order to expressing descriptive (adjective) and possessive (genitive) meanings in the absence of a language system. The second experiment explores if the ordering preferences identified in the first experiment continue to shape participants’ linguistic behaviour in a learning task, where previous research has found that participants tend to have a preference for harmonic orders (Culbertson et al., 2012).

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
Experiment 1 Participants in experiment 1 were randomly assigned to either an adjective condition (N=160) or a genitive condition (N=160). They saw images signifying meanings such as striped book (adjective condition) or cyclops’ hat (genitive condition) accompanied by two gesture videos. In one of the videos the meaning of the image was conveyed with a prenominal gesture order (adjective/genitive-noun) and in the other with a postnominal gesture order (noun-adjective/genitive). Participants each saw a single such trial, and were instructed to choose the video they thought best conveyed the meaning of the image. Results from this experiment show that participants preferences generally align with those seen in typology, namely that they prefer postnominal orders for adjectives ($\beta = 0.51$, SE. = 0.16, $z = 3.02$, $p < 0.01$) and prenominal orders for genitives ($\beta = 0.56$, SE = 0.16, $z = 3.43$, $p < 0.001$).

Experiment 2 In experiment 2 participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions which differed in the word order used to convey adjective and genitive meanings. Each condition had a majority order shown 75% of the time, and a minority word order shown 25% of the time during training for each dependent type. In the natural condition the majority order for genitive trials was prenominal and for the adjective trials it was postnominal (i.e., following the preferences identified the typology, and replicated in experiment 1). The unnatural condition was the opposite of this. In the remaining two conditions the majority order was shared across both modifier types–either majority pre-nominal or post-nominal–and thus was harmonic. In the test phase, participants were shown an image to be conveyed along with two videos featuring pre- or post-nominal order and had to choose which they preferred, as in experiment 1. The results showed that participants generally learned the majority orders they were trained on ($\beta = 1.34$, SE = 0.12, $z = 11.24$, $p < 0.001$). Further, there was an overall tendency to regularise (i.e., use one order for a given dependent type more consistently than in the input) which was captured as reduction in conditional entropy ($\beta = -0.10$, SE = 0.02, $t = -8.74$, $p < 0.001$) and a tendency to harmonise (i.e., choose the same order across the two modifier types) which was measured as reduction in Shannon entropy ($\beta = -0.22$, SE = 0.02, $t = -5.15$, $p < 0.001$). Crucially, there was no evidence that the preferences identified in experiment 1 for specific modifier types continued to influence people’s linguistic behaviour in this learning task ($\beta = -0.14$, SE = 0.10, $z = -1.40$, $p = 0.16$). For example, participants did not learn more successfully, or regularise the majority order more, in the natural condition.

Discussion While participants showed a strong preference for postnominal adjectives and prenominal genitives when the task involved choosing an expression of descriptive and possessive meanings, this preference did not carry over to the learning task in experiment 2. The results suggest that this exception to harmony is not be caused by continuous competition between biases during learning. Future studies will examine if competition between these biases exist in language tasks which involve both improvisation and learning, such as extrapolation tasks.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that early English had various types of word order, such as SXV, SVX, and XVS. However, in the course of the historical changes that have taken place in English, its word order has gradually come to be fixed as SVX. Such a word order change has been the target of historical studies for ages (van Kemenade 1987, Roberts 2007, inter alia). This paper focuses on the word order of the three-verb clusters (Modal+have/be+Participle) in OE and ME, and argues how it has converged in the history of English.

2. Methods and Data Analysis

This paper aims to clarify the word order change based on the statistical analysis of the data from the YCOE and PPCME2, and explore the mechanisms of its convergence from the perspective of the cultural evolution of language. As Table 1 shows, the word orders of 1-3-2 and 3-2-1 are the typical orders of Germanic languages and have decreased in number. On the contrary, the 1-2-3 order, which is the norm in PDE, has increased in the later period of OE. In addition, as Table 2 shows, it is obvious that the 1-2-3 order has been firmly established in ME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word Order</th>
<th>Early OE</th>
<th>Late OE</th>
<th>Word Order</th>
<th>Early ME</th>
<th>Late ME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2-3</td>
<td>113 (55.4%)</td>
<td>478 (86.8%)</td>
<td>1-2-3</td>
<td>365 (90.1%)</td>
<td>1628 (98.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3-2</td>
<td>44 (21.6%)</td>
<td>30 (5.4%)</td>
<td>1-3-2</td>
<td>34 (8.4%)</td>
<td>1 (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2-1</td>
<td>42 (20.6%)</td>
<td>38 (6.9%)</td>
<td>3-2-1</td>
<td>36 (1.5%)</td>
<td>24 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1-2</td>
<td>4 (2.0%)</td>
<td>3 (0.5%)</td>
<td>3-1-2</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1-3</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
<td>2 (0.4%)</td>
<td>2-1-3</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3-1</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>2-3-1</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>1 (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1654</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Three-verb clusters in OE     Table 2 Three-verb clusters in ME

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
Notes: 1-2-3 (Modal-be/have-Participle), 1-3-2 (Modal-Participle-be/have), 3-2-1 (Participle-be/have-Modal), 3-1-2 (Participle-Modal-be/have), 2-1-3 (be/have-Modal-Participle), 2-3-1 (be/have-Participle-Modal)

It has long been disputed philologically and theoretically as to why such word order changes have occurred in the history of English. The explanation can be found in the rise of functional projections (FPs) under the evolutionary assumption of dynamic structures being flexibly adaptive to communicative needs.

3. Discussion

Given that lexical projections are head-final and functional projections are head-initial, the structures of major three-verb clusters can be illustrated in the manner they have been shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The derivation of major three-verb clusters in OE and ME](image)

This shows that the word order of the three-verb clusters converged into 1-2-3 with the emergence of new functional projections. This can be regarded as the result of the rise of auxiliary verbs often explained in grammaticalization, which is assumed to be one of the processes of cultural evolution (Heine and Kuteva 2007, Smith 2011, inter alia). To be precise, ModalP, PassiveP and PerfectP emerged adaptively in order to compensate for the loss of verbal inflections in the course of the historical changes that have taken place in English. This convergence of word order is regarded as a good example of cultural evolution.
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Converging evidence from event apprehension (Wilson, Papafraou, Bunger, & Trueswell, 2011), language processing (Ferreira, 2003; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2009; Kemmerer, 2012) and default grammar rules (Dryer, 2013; Napoli & Sutton-Spence, 2014) shows that humans have a bias towards the Agent participant in events (Agent bias). We contrast two hypotheses on its evolution: (i) The biologically-driven hypothesis ascribes the bias to an innate property that is already present in prelinguistic infants (Durrant et al., 2021) and that is potentially shared with other animals (Mascalzoni, Regolin, & Vallortigara, 2010); in this case, the effects on language stem directly from an innate principle. (ii) The experience-driven hypothesis ascribes the bias to our experience with the distributional properties in language use; in this case, the bias in processing is acquired, and the parallels between cognition and language reflect parallel evolution. To probe these hypotheses we focus on the specific effect that Agent Bias has on the processing of role-ambiguous noun phrases. Here the effect reveals itself in a transient prediction of an agent role which triggers an electrophysiological deflection, typically an N400 effect, when the prediction fails later in the sentence (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2014). The experience-driven hypothesis suggests that this effect can be simulated with computational models whose knowledge of language is derived from distributional patterns in the linguistic input and general architectural assumptions but without any explicit agent bias built into them. Previous work on English (Levy, 2008; Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2015; Szewczyk & Federmeier, 2022) has shown that N400 effects correlate with surprisal, the negative log probability of a word given the previous input extracted from such models. We use previously conducted EEG experiments which contain an initial ambiguous NP to compare the extent to which surprisal values in these models can capture N400 effects. Under the experience-driven hypothesis, we expect higher surprisal values in the conditions that also trigger an
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N400 effect. Under the biologically-driven hypothesis, we expect higher surprisal values not to correlate with the conditions that raise an N400 effect.

We selected experimental data from three languages that are maximally distinct in how they code Agents: Hindi (Bickel, Witzlack-Makarevich, Choudhary, Schlesewsky, & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, 2015), which flags Agents by an “ergative” case maker only under specific conditions (perfective transitive clauses); Basque (Isasi-Isasmendi Andaluze et al., 2022), which flags all Agents as ergative; and German (Haupt, Schlesewsky, Roehm, Friederici, & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, 2008), which does not flag Agents by case but treats them as general subjects. All experiments showed that a sentence-initial noun phrase disambiguated to a Patient reading elicits an N400 response, although experimental conditions varied (Hindi: role-ambiguous vs unambiguous Patients × aspect; Basque: ambiguous Agents vs Patients × unambiguous Agents vs Patients; German: ambiguous Agents vs Patients × dative vs accusative-assigning verbs).

We extracted the surprisal values of two types of language model architectures: a Long Short-Term (LSTM) model (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997), a variant of a recurrent neural network, and a Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017). LSTMs process units incrementally by recurrence, and hence contain a memory bottleneck. Transformers, on the contrary, have ‘attention layers’ which allow for direct access to parts of the previous input (Vaswani et al., 2017). Hierarchical Bayesian Models are fitted to estimate surprisal values given the same conditions as in the experiments. We then qualitatively evaluate whether the surprisal values show the same trends as the N400, in line with the experience-driven hypothesis.

The results (see figure in supplementary material) for the Hindi LSTM show a slight trend in line with the N400 findings, but estimates overlap between conditions (89% CIs imperfective role-ambiguous: [13.29,14.55] vs role-marked: [12.9,14.12], perfective amb.: [11.57,12.74] vs marked: [11.24,12.31]); the Transformer model replicates the N400 findings slightly better in the imperfective aspect (role-marked [16.53,17.88] vs role-unmarked [15.74,17.02]), unlike in the experiments, where it held across aspects. Both Basque models replicates the N400 findings (LSTM A: [12.55,13.61] vs P: [13.63,14.47]; Transformer A: [16.18,16.26] vs P: [16.24,16.32]) but, unlike in the experiments, they generalize the pattern to unambiguous cases (LSTM A: [12.71,13.78] vs P: [13.44,14.29]; Transformer: [16.18,16.26] vs P: [16.23,16.31]), where no N400 was observed. The German models replicate the N400 findings but the effect is strong and reliable only in the Transformer model (for acc-verbs: A: [3.31, 4.1] vs P: [5.73,6.48]; LSTM: A: [8.96,9.76] vs P: [9.67,10.29]).

We conclude that there is at best marginal evidence for the experience-driven hypothesis. The surprisal values replicate N400 effects only in German Transformer models. In all other cases, surprisal values are either more general (Basque) or less general (Hindi) than N400 findings; in addition most effects have overlapping credibility intervals.
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1. Background

While synchronic variation in the Japonic languages is well understood from the meticulous work of Japanese dialectology, the relationships between the various linguistic groups from a historical perspective have received considerably less attention. Existing studies tend to overrepresent either of the two main branches of the family—i.e. Japanese (Lee & Hasegawa, 2011) and Ryukyuan (Pellard, 2009, 2015)—leaving some questions about the full family history unanswered. Bayesian phylogenetic analyses have the potential to recover these deeper-level branching events, but the complexity of such analyses requires large amounts of data, which have been argued to only be “really available from cognacy in the lexicon” (Greenhill et al., 2020). This can pose a challenge in contexts of recent diversification, areal features, and regular contact where lexical diversity is limited—e.g., the situation found on the Japanese mainland (Hattori, 1973).

2. The current study

To address these issues, we analysed a sample of languages that more effectively captures linguistic diversity of both the Japanese mainland and the Ryukyuan islands, and experiment with analyses that—unlike the prevalent approach in computational historical linguistics—include features other than cognate sets as phylogenetic characters. Specifically, we use phonotactic traits as phylogenetic characters using the method described in Macklin-Cordes et al. (2021), and assess their informativeness for language families with a relatively limited time-depth.

2.1. Data and methods

We started by collating basic vocabulary data for 65 Japanese and 28 Ryukyuan varieties using a 250-item list compiled from other commonly used concept lists (Greenhill et al., 2008; Swadesh, 1952; Tadmor, 2009) and coded the lexemes for cognacy. Subsequently, we used the vocabulary data to extract phonotactic traits.
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using the approach set out by Macklin-Cordes and colleagues (2021), i.e., the presence/absence of sequences of sound segments, the relative transition frequencies between sound segments, and the relative transition frequencies between sound classes. We inferred phylogenetic trees using Bayesian approaches (Bouckaert et al., 2019) with different tree priors and models of evolution in three analyses (lexical traits only, phonotactic traits only, and lexical and phonotactic traits combined), and compare our findings to previously suggested phylogenies using different methods.

2.2. Results

As expected, we found that reduced levels of lexical diversity resulted in low clade support, particularly among the Japanese mainland varieties, in the analysis based on lexical traits alone. In the analysis on phonotactic traits alone, we found several (albeit minor) conflicts with generally accepted phylogenies for the Ryukyuan branch—which, we discuss, likely result from parallel changes in the phoneme inventory that reverberate in phonotactics. However, when combining the lexical and phonotactic traits into a single holistic analysis, the model was able to both capture language relationships accurately, while also considerably decreasing the overall uncertainty in the model. We provide an overview of the strengths of the method used here (e.g., “free” algorithmically inferred data), as well as the challenges that remain with potential solutions, e.g., testing against simulated data (Wichmann & Rama 2021). We also discuss how our results shed light on ongoing questions in Japanese historical linguistics (e.g., the overall tree topology; the timing of initial diversification), and previously raised concerns about how the spatial structure of the Japonic language family complicates phylogenetic inference and its interpretation (e.g., Murawaki, 2015).

3. Summary

We present a case study of the use of phonotactic traits in computational historical linguistics (following Macklin-Cordes et al. 2021). Our findings suggest that non-lexical data can be a valuable addition to analyses that aim to untangle fine-grained phylogenetic structures in contexts of recent diversification and language contact. The reconstructed dated phylogeny of the Japonic language family provides new insights into the linguistic history of Japan, which can e.g., further our understanding of geographic factors in language diversification (cf. Huismans et al., 2019), or facilitate assessing the validity of predictive mathematical models of language change (cf. Takahashi & Ihara, 2020).
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This paper reconsiders the emergence of language in the hominin lineage from the perspective of general ecology, multispecies theory, phenomenology, and semiotics. We propose that changing communicative environments and their shifting foci of hominin-animal and hominin-hominin interaction are fundamental to understanding the evolution of language in the hominin lineage. After reviewing the available contextual evidence on the nature and transformation of communicative ecologies in the deep-past, we pledge for interpretive conservatism and argue that an “extended short chronology” for the evolution of human language is currently best supported by the archaeological data (in sync with a prolonged period of intensified “indexical” communication). We further propose that this evolutionary trajectory is best understood as a form of non-linear “co-evolution” and hence interlaced with key developments in multiple hominin behavioral arenas and material registers, such as animal relationships, technical behavior, artistic expression and the modalities and scale of social life. Systematically mapping and exploring this broader “general ecology” of communicative needs, concerns, functions, and horizons minimally requires the integration of archaeology, ethology, linguistics, and phenomenology.

1. Introduction: Shifting the Theoretical Focus

Asking for the origins and evolution of human language is a long-standing conundrum. The available evidence is necessarily indirect – language does not “fossilize” – and assumptions about what precisely constitutes evidence for language in the first place – and more difficult even, language evolution – differ vastly across disciplinary and theoretical spectra. Accounts of the evolution of human language range from cognitive approaches, localizing language as an extension or foundation of generalized capacities for symbolic thought (e.g., Noble & Davidson, 1991; Donald 1991; Henshilwood & d’Errico, 2011;
Tattersall, 2019), over cultural semiotic, mostly Piercean, ones (Kissel & Fuentes, 2017; Barham & Everett, 2021) to ethologically-founded communication studies arguing for deep-historical roots of complex communication systems in diverse animal taxa, especially birds, and the co-evolution of “speech”, tool-use, social behavior, and potentially aesthetic display, in a number of unrelated species (Menninghaus, 2011; Stout, 2018). Yet, the main sources of evidence for human evolutionary studies of language are material culture assemblages and specific types of artefacts uncovered by archaeologists and millennial-scale changes in hominin bio-cognitive makeup documented by paleoanthropologists, cognitive scientists, and primatologists (Dediu & Levinson, 2018). The Darwinian optic that goes together with these disciplinary configurations has vindicated the idea that the emergence of language – because it “makes us human” – is a watershed event or turning point in hominin evolution, dividing the past into a “before” and “after”. The result has been a tendency to promote unilineal models of language evolution rooted in persistent notions of progress, leading from the first representatives of the Homo lineage to the only surviving hominin taxon, *H. sapiens*. We suggest that the problematic vision of a set language threshold that isolates a so-called “archaic” from a “modern” stage in human prehistory, where full-blown humanity is achieved, is linked to an overemphasis, and at times fetishization, of intrinsic “capacities” at the expense of context and communicative ecologies in hominin evolution.

Definitions and conceptual baselines: we here retain the conceptual distinction between “language” as a fully-fledged symbolic sign system in the Saussurian sense, where each sign obtains its meaning by virtue of its relation to other signs, and “communication” as “[a] process involving signalling between a sender and receiver, resulting in a perceptual response in the receiver, which extracts information from the signal, potentially influencing the receiver’s behavior” (Stevens, 2013: 73). Communication in this view is a more basal and far-flung phenomenon than language and as such deeply involved in most life-processes and inter-organismic relations (Barbieri, 2008). Language can then be said to respond to specific communicative needs and serves particular functions, which may in turn also change the total architecture of broader communicative ecologies – i.e., the contexts and relations that frame communicative processes at large. This perspective shifts the attention to the social, cognitive, and environmental embeddedness of language as a specific form of communication rather than reducing it to a mere question of “language ability” (Lieberman, 2006).
2. The Big-Picture Perspective: Changing Niches and “Ecologies of Communication” over the last 2 Million Years

This paper reconsiders language evolution among hominins in the framework of general ecology, multispecies theory, phenomenology and biosemiotics (meaning-making in living organisms). We contend that previous approaches have paradoxically endorsed a human-centered point of departure with often quasi-orthogenetic implications. Our advocated approach flips this perspective on its head. We draw attention to the fact that early hominins were an extraordinarily rare sights in Plio-Pleistocene landscapes, and in turn primarily had to grapple with nonhuman-dominated life-worlds (Rodríguez et al., 2015). The communicative needs and concerns in these contexts are fundamentally multispecies: early hominin foraging niches relied on the coordination with other animals, especially predators and key scavengers, and biosemiotic relationships at the hominin-animal interface were thus of key existential concern. Communication systems therefore likely evolved in tandem with such broader interspecies niche conditions as well as the changing demographic and social contexts hominins found themselves in. Drawing on ethological data demonstrating structured relationships between different niche-types and communicative environments, we explore the consequences of broad “human niche” trajectories – with spatiotemporally divergent patterns of evolving carnivory and generalist foraging (Ben-Dor et al., 2020) – and highlight the importance of the Middle Pleistocene (ca. 600-130,000 years ago) associated with flourishing, wide-spread archaeological evidence for novel forms of social organization rooted in “soft” communicative technologies such as hearth-centered life, meat sharing and big-game hunting (Kuhn & Stiner, 2019).

The Middle Pleistocene not only documents important changes in the hominin body plan including marked expansions in cranial capacity, but the archaeological record also points to significant reconfigurations of hominin social and technical ecologies. At Qesem cave in modern-day Israel, hominins were roasting and dining on tortoise shells about 400,000 years ago and differential ungulate bone representation in the same layers indicates selective movement of meat-rich body parts to “homebase”-like places equipped with hearths (Stiner et al., 2011). Such places not only promote and intensify social interaction among peers, but they also generate novel contexts for the sharing of experience and what has been referred to as “gossiping” (Dunbar, 2017), and thus ultimately precipitate the evolutionary dynamics between hominin place-making and storytelling resulting
in the diagnostic “storied” landscapes documented among contemporary forager groups. Evidence for the emergence of hafted spear tips used for hunting larger animals, although sporadic, also reaches back ca. 500,000 years (Wilkins et al., 2012). Generally speaking, the Middle Pleistocene sees the proliferation, diversification and formalization of so-called “prepared core technologies” based on the principle of anticipated morphotechnical control over stone knapping products as well as different forms of technical “predetermination”, often with a notable “division of technical labor” among varying coexisting technologies.

This goes hand in hand with the development of (non-linear) production trajectories comprising “intermediate” products which in principle allow for the separation of blank (unmodified artefacts) and stone tool production chains. This phenomenon is for example signaled by erupting evidence for tool hafting at the end of the Middle Pleistocene, and paves the ground for task differentiation in both tools and tool users and thus the promulgation of “communities of practice” with new requirements for social coordination beyond the spatiotemporal horizon of the “here and now”. We propose that such developments have re-directed the communicative foci of hominins from the wider more-than-human world to their hominin peers. The development of taxing stone technologies such as “Levallois”, which depend on faithful horizontal and vertical transmission of technical knowledge and its cross-generational stabilization in the timeframe between 400 and 300,000 years ago has, consistent with this view, recently been interpreted as evidence for a new quality of hominin intergroup interaction and sociotechnical information exchange (MacDonald et al., 2021).

The Middle-to-Late Pleistocene transition (ca. 300-100,000 years ago) corresponds to the crystallization of new hominin behaviors linked to the collaborative stalking and intercepting of isolated large animals such as rhinos and bears or entire groups or even herds of animals such as horse or reindeer. The implicated hunting tactics have been argued to require planning and cooperation, and hence reliable intragroup communication, even though collective hunting is generally consistent with “language-free” explanations, as for example shown by lions, orcas and many other animals exerting cooperative foraging. Yet, it is notable that the Middle-to-Late Pleistocene interface is also linked to a mosaic of varying hominin taxa populating different landscapes, and possibly coexisting in some, providing a new context of “multispecies” interaction and communication (Wood & Boyle, 2016). That these different hominin forms at least occasionally encountered and interacted with each other is demonstrated by aDNA research
(Liu et al., 2021). This “pluralism” of hominin contexts and their overlap or intersection as well as the coercing climatic envelope of the developing Middle Pleistocene bringing about high-amplitude 100,000-year warm-cold cycles with often rapid transitions speaks to the dynamic and unsteady character of the associated communication ecologies, so that hominin extinctions and dislocations were probably not the exception (Hussain & Riede, 2020). The diverse physical anthropological record of Eastern Eurasia and Africa not only suggests amplified gene-culture coevolution but simultaneously points to novel and increasingly existential requirements of navigating landscapes frequented by other hominins, and to communicatively attend to them.

As hominins become more frequent on the landscape – starting perhaps as early as 100,000 years ago in some areas – and as they begin to increasingly rely on each other across vast geographic distances, communicative ecologies presumably change once more and communication transcends its sole information-conveyor service, developing into a medium of cultural signposting and identity-formation within interconnected human-concentrated worlds (Roberts, 2013). Anthropological and philological observations indicate that such communicative ecologies are prone to promote multi-linguality, and we may surmise that such conditions were in place at least since the Late Pleistocene. The Late Pleistocene (ca. 125-11,000 years ago), non-coincidentally, is associated with the emergence of forms of visual culture indicating a consequential role of material objects in grounding social memory and relaying storied worlds (Porr, 2010). The development of broadly delimited cultural geographies rooted in distinct artefact designs (lithic tools, personal ornaments, ochre and ostrich shell engravings) has traditionally been linked to this timeframe as well (Vanhaeren & d’Errico, 2006; Brooks et al., 2006; Ruebens, 2013; Tylén et al., 2020; Hussain & Will, 2021). At the end of the Pleistocene, stone artefact forms begin to enact group awareness and possibly embody what Wiessner (1983) has called “emblematic style”. Bow-and-arrow technology which, based on current knowledge, makes its first appearance in the archaeological record around 70,000 years ago has been argued to depend on complex technical knowledge and “delayed” problem-solving (Lombard & Haidle, 2012) and thus similarly supports the idea that both the contents and the contexts of hominin communication were subjected to transformative change in the Late Pleistocene.

We suggest it is no coincidence that such social learning-dependent technologies flourish in the context of “generalist” hominin niches which depart from earlier
carnivory-reliant hominin foraging strategies (Roberts & Steward, 2018; Ben-Dor et al., 2021). Such “niche broadening” at the end of the Pleistocene has important consequences for ecologies of communication since foragers rely on a deeper and broader vocabulary of places and resources, which promotes the development of differentiated zoo- and pythotaxonomies and has implications for the communicative needs of task allocation.

3. Conclusion: Non-Linearity, Interpretative Conservativism and an “Extended Short Chronology” of Language in the Hominin Lineage

Searching for the origins of human language in the archaeological and paleoanthropological records may be a futile exercise since it simply remains unclear what constitutes unambiguous evidence for language vis-à-vis merely indexical communication. Perhaps more importantly, the lines of evidence traditionally linked to language evolution are greatly staggered in time, rather than being correlated or chronologically “packed”, and thus suggest a gradual language continuum rooted in changing ecological conditions, rather than a set of mysterious hominin predispositions. The indirect archaeological evidence available is additionally patchy and thus generally supports a non-linear evolution of hominin communicative environments instead of a single context of language “origin”. Given these conditions, we pledge for interpretive conservatism and conclude that an “extended short chronology” for the evolution of language in the hominin lineage is currently best supported by the archaeological evidence (in sync with a prolonged period of “indexical” communication). We propose that this evolution is best understood as a form of “co-evolution”, and thus tied to key developments in multiple behavioral arenas and material registers such as hominin-animal interaction, technical behavior, artistic expression, and social life. Systematically mapping and exploring this broader “general ecology” of communicative needs, concerns and functions requires at least the integration of archaeology, ethology, linguistics, semiotics, and phenomenology. This coupled perspective makes room for variously emerging and collapsing ecologies of communication without losing sight for the general lines of development in hominin evolution. The result is a more realistic, yet intricate picture of human language evolution giving rise to an original compromise between radical “short” and “long” chronology renderings of language evolution.
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This study shows that systematic structures that appear in language and birdsong can be generated by adversarial imitation learning, in which one wants to imitate the opponent's patterns without the opponent imitating their patterns. In prior adversarial imitation studies, the generated patterns became chaotic but not structured. Therefore, we extended a previous model using the concept of generative adversarial networks (GANs) for deep learning. The agents were modeled using generator and discriminator networks. Our results show that mutual adversarial imitation learning can lead to higher fractal dimensions of the generated patterns and cause the structurization of patterns.

1. Introduction

Aside from being a complex time-series pattern, a language also features a systematic structure or grammar (Chomsky, 1965). Such a structure can be observed in the time-series of the bird songs (Honda & Okanoya, 1999), the close calls of banded mongoose (Jansen et al., 2012) and the humpback whale songs (Cholewiak et al., 2013) as well as in the behavior patterns of macaque monkeys (Hihara et al., 2003) and degus (Tokimoto & Okanoya, 2004) and even in spatial patterns (Kondo & Miura, 2010).

To determine how systematic structures emerged, Kirby et al. conducted experiments from a linguistic perspective (Kirby et al., 2008, Cornish et al., 2013, Winters et al, 2015). These experiments showed that linguistic structures emerge in the trade-off between learnability and expressivity through cultural transmission, in which symbols are remembered and then transmitted to others.
repeatedly (remembering here is equivalent to what we call imitation). However, these experiments required the assignment of distinct random sequences for each expression at the initial stage in order to produce structured sequences. If the initial sequences are equivalent among all expressions, the sequence is simply transmitted without any structuring, and the system has no expressivity. This means that other principles are needed to explain how the complexity required to produce structural patterns emerges.

Accordingly, we hypothesize that patterns generated by organisms become complex and structured through adversarial situations, in which one wants to imitate or understand an opponent’s signal patterns without the opponent imitating or understanding their own signal patterns. For example, the ability to imitate the profitable behavioral patterns of others leads to one's own benefits. In contrast, this may remove these benefits from those who are being imitated. In other words, the strategy of imitating others while avoiding being imitated by others may be evolutionarily dominant. Furthermore, individuals may want only those in their in-group to understand profitable signals, which requires secrecy. We believe that the complexity generated by interspecific adversarial communication is adopted for intraspecific cooperative communication, which in turn leads structured communication to evolve.

Based on this concept, we propose a simulation model that complexifies time-series patterns through adversarial imitation learning. Although the original model only produced chaotic behavior in time-series (Yamazaki et al., 2020), we extended it by introducing the recognition of patterns by individuals, thus showing that recognition leads to simplification and pattern structuring, rather than mere complexity.

2. Simulation model

In the field of machine learning, generative adversarial networks (GANs) can imitate real data (e.g., images) to generate realistic artificial data (Goodfellow et al., 2014). GANs produce high-quality imitation data using a generator and a discriminator that features adversarial learning. We used GANs to model a situation in which two individuals, Agents 1 and 2, are engaged in adversarial imitation learning. Unlike the study upon which our work is founded, we introduced the recognition of a discriminator to evaluate the imitation’s success (Suzuki & Kaneko, 1994, Yamazaki et al., 2020).

An overview of the proposed model is presented in Fig. 1. Each individual consists of a generator (G1/G2) and a discriminator (D1/D2). The discriminator determines whether a pattern (G1(Z) or G2(Z)) is produced by its own generator
or the opponent’s generator. The generator learns to generate a pattern such that its own discriminator can easily recognize the pattern as being generated by itself. This learning process works toward simplifying the pattern to facilitate recognition. Furthermore, the generator learns to trick the opponent discriminator by recognizing patterns produced by the opponent generator. Consequently, the discriminator and generator learn to avoid being tricked by the opponent’s generator, thus increasing pattern complexity. This learning process occurs under mutual conditions.

![Figure 1. Overview of our model. G1/G2 and D1/D2 represent the generators and discriminators for Agent 1/2, respectively. Red and blue arrows indicate mutual and unidirectional adversarial imitation learning, respectively. The generators and discriminators are realized by deep neural networks with convolutions and de-convolutions. The generators receive random values as seeds to generate patterns, as in the original GAN. G1/2(Z) are the patterns created by Generators G1/2.](image-url)

Both the generator and the discriminator are implemented with feed-forward neural networks, with initial parameters given randomly. Those parameters are trained by gradient descent. The loss function of Agent 1 can be expressed using hinge loss as follows:

\[
L_{D1} = -E_{x \sim G1(z)}[\min(0, -1 + D1(x))] - E_{x \sim G2(z)}[\min(0, -1 - D1(x))],
\]

\[
L_{G1} = -E_{z \sim N}[\min(0, -1 + D1(G1(z)))] - E_{z \sim N}[\min(0, -1 + D2(G1(z)))]
\]

The loss function of Agent 2 is identical apart from exchanging D1/D2 and G1/G2. When this function is minimized, the discriminator learns to output positive and negative values for the patterns created by its own generator and opponent generator, respectively, and the generator is trained such that both
discriminators output positive values. The batch size was set to 32, and one epoch represents a single parameter update by the losses computed using the 32 patterns produced by each generator.

To show that mutual adversarial imitation learning produces structural patterns, we compared its results to the unidirectional condition, where only one individual performs adversarial imitation learning. That model is denoted by blue arrows in Fig. 1. Under unidirectional adversarial imitation learning, there is no D2 discriminator, and the term D2 in Eq. (2) for $L_{G1}$ and $L_{G2}$ is omitted from the loss function.

3. Results

In our simulations, the model was trained for up to 5,000 epochs under both conditions. Figs. 2 and 3 show the patterns produced by each generator with eight different $z$ values under the unidirectional and mutual conditions, respectively. Because all the network parameters were initialized with random values, the generated patterns became equally cluttered at the beginning for both conditions.

Figure 2. Examples of spatial patterns generated by G1 and G2 under unidirectional adversarial imitation learning. Each block has 8 patterns generated from 8 different $z$ values.
However, as the learning process progressed, the generated patterns became increasingly locally detailed and cluttered in unidirectional adversarial imitation learning. Under mutual adversarial imitation learning, however, these patterns appear to have formed a sort of global pattern.

![Figure 3: Examples of spatial patterns generated by G1 and G2 under mutual adversarial imitation learning.](image)

To demonstrate the structuring progress under mutual adversarial imitation learning, we calculated the fractal dimensions of the generated patterns using the box-counting method with the patterns’ binary representations and the grayscale median. We also calculated the entropy of the grayscale images to measure complexity. Figure 4 shows the fractal dimensions and entropies for mutual and unidirectional adversarial imitation learning. Here, entropy decreased in the early stages of learning but remained high thereafter. The fractal dimension also did not increase, instead converging to a low value. As can be seen in Fig. 2, as the learning progresses, the pattern becomes more cluttered, but lacks an underlying structure.

Under mutual adversarial imitation learning, however, the entropy and fractal dimension exhibited oscillation. The entropy decreased, and the pattern
became less cluttered, but the fractal dimension temporarily increased. Fig. 3 shows that the pattern was not merely cluttered but developed a structure. In the current simulation, this structure was not maintained, and the fractal dimension remained high. Nevertheless, the fractal dimension increased again, and structuring occasionally occurred. These results were confirmed through multiple simulations. Thus, our results show that mutual learning promotes the structuring of generated patterns.

Figure 4. Changes in fractal dimensions and entropy of spatial patterns generated by G1 and G2. The left and right columns indicate learning results under the mutual and unidirectional conditions, respectively.

4. Discussion

In the case of unidirectional adversarial imitation learning, the discriminator/generator pair of Agent 1 should learn to escape from patterns created by the opponent generator. It is sufficient to gradually make the patterns chaotic to prevent the opponent from successfully imitating them. Once complexity arises, structuring can occur as a result of simplifying pressures, so that the patterns can be easily recognized by one's own discriminator. This corresponds to Kirby’s group experiment of structuring sequences to be easily remembered in the process of cultural transmission through the learning force. In our previous model, the generated patterns became chaotic; however, simplification did not occur, and no structured patterns were found (Yamazaki et al., 2020). In the present model, the introduction of a discriminator makes it
necessary to form patterns that are easy for the discriminator to recognize, which leads to pattern structuring. Because it is not sufficient for the generator to simply keep avoiding the opponent generator in mutual adversarial imitation learning, a stronger adversarial learning pressure was applied to the generators, resulting in structured patterns.

Our simulation results generated a high fractal dimension, indicating that the generated patterns had a recursive structure, similar to that of language. We believe that not only cooperative communication, but also adversarial communication was necessary to create such structures, which may have been incorporated into language.
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Uncovering the relation between form and meaning of words is important for understanding the nature and evolution of language. Where does the sound-meaning relationship of a word come from? In a long tradition of linguistics, it has been assumed that language-specific conventions create arbitrary association between linguistic forms and meanings (Hockett, 1960; de Saussure, 1916). However, words that sound like what they mean have also been recognized, and this intrinsic link is called sound symbolism (Köhler, 1929). Does one need to be able to hear sound to detect sound symbolism? Here, we show that one does not need to. Deaf-and-Hard-of-Hearing (DHH) participants, even those with profound hearing loss, could judge the sound symbolic match between shapes and words just as well as hearing participants do, as long as DHH participants could move their tongue freely. This indicates that people can detect sound symbolism via inherent resemblance between articulatory movements and the meanings. This further suggests that linguistic symbols can emerge through iconic mapping between oral gesture and sensory experience of the world.

1. Introduction

Uncovering the relation between form and meaning of words is important for understanding the nature and evolution of language. Form and meaning of words are associated not only by language-specific arbitrary conventions (de Saussure, 1916), but also by an intrinsic link, called sound symbolism (Köhler, 1929), which reflects perceived resemblance between sound and properties of referents. One
may assume that the hearing ability is indispensable to sense sound symbolism. However, if sound symbolism is originated from articulatory gesture—mimicry of things or events by mouth—people may be able to detect sound-meaning match without the function of hearing. We propose the articulatory origin of sound symbolism hypothesis. We examined this hypothesis by testing whether Deaf or Hard of Hearing (DHH) people can detect sound symbolism.

2. Experiment 1.

2.1. Participants and Stimuli

Thirty-four DHH individuals, all with congenital and profound hearing loss (minimum dB = 103), and 36 individuals with typical hearing participated in the study. Participants received a 2-page booklet. On each page, either a spiky-shaped figure or a round-shaped figure was depicted at the top, below which 38 novel words were listed orthographically. A total of 38 novel words were created. Previous findings (Köhler, 1929) indicate that, among these segments, sonorant consonants (/m, n, j, ɾ/), bilabial consonants (/b, p/), and non-front vowels (/a, o, u/) are likely to be associated with round shapes, whereas non-labial obstruents (/d, t, g, k, s, z, c, te, dz/) and front vowels (/i, e/) are good candidates for spiky shape sound symbolism (D’Onofrio, 2014; Nielsen & Rendall, 2011). These consonants and vowels were combined to form words with the /CVCVCV/ structure. The participants were instructed to judge whether each word matched the figure in three degrees: good match, neutral, and mismatch.

2.2. Results

For each word-shape combination, we calculated the proportion of participants in each group who gave “good match” judgment (Figure 1). In Figure 1, the words were shown from the highest to the lowest acceptance (i.e., judgements of good match) by the hearing group for the round and spiky shapes. The distribution of match scores across items (word-shape combinations) was highly similar between the two groups: by-item correlations between the two groups (N = 38) were very high: \( r = .893 \) for the round figure (Figure 1a) and \( r = .832 \) for the spiky figure (Figure 1b). When both figures combined, \( r = .862 \), all \( ps < .001 \) (Figure 2). We split the DHH participants into two groups according to the severity of hearing loss to see whether DHH people’s judgements would differ depending on their hearing level. Even the severest group showed high correlations, which did not statistically differ from those shown by the milder group.
A closer examination of Figures 1(a)(b) indicates that words that were judged good matching for the round shape tend to start with sonorant sounds, and those judged good matching for the spiky shape tend to start with obstruent sounds.

In Figure 2, the 38 words are plotted along the proportion of good-match judgements by the hearing (Y Axis) and the DHH group (X Axis). Here, the words starting with sonorant sounds are represented in green, and those starting with obstruent words are shown in red; values for the round shape and the spiky shape are represented in a circle and a triangle, respectively. Here, it is clear that the sonorant-round shape and obstruent-spiky shape combinations received high values, while the sonorant-spiky shape and obstruent-round shape combinations received low values in both groups.
2.3. Discussion

The results supported the articulatory origin of sound symbolism hypothesis in that DHH people show judgements of sound-shape correspondences that are highly similar to those by hearing people. In both groups, participants judged sonorant-round shape and obstruent-spiky shape to be good matches, while the reverse combinations to be poor matches.

3. Experiment 2.

Experiment 2 examined whether disturbance of articulatory movements changes the judgements of sound-meaning correspondence both for hearing and DHH participants. In Experiment 2, participants placed a spoon on the tongue and closed the lips to hold the spoon, hence movement within the oral cavity and lips was generally restricted.

3.1. Participants and Stimuli

Sixteen DHH students, all with congenital hearing loss, and 61 university students with typical hearing, participated. None of the participants took part in Experiment 1. The stimuli and the procedure were identical to Experiment 1, except that the participants were asked to hold a spoon with their mouth: they put
the spoon in the oral cavity with the concave part of the spoon facing down, and placed the concave part on the tongue, and closed the lips to stabilize the handle of the spoon.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. By-item correlation analyses

As in Experiment 1, a by-item correlation analysis was conducted. For the DHH group, the correlation coefficient between the baseline case (no-spoon in the hearing group, Experiment 1) and the spoon on-tongue case (Experiment 2) was \( r = .639, p < .001 \). This value was significantly lower than that between the two groups in the no-spoon case in Experiment 1. For the hearing group, the correlation coefficient between the baseline and the on-tongue case was still very high \( (r = .913, p < .001) \). The correlation coefficient in the on-tongue condition was significantly lower in the DHH group than in the hearing group (Meng’s \( z = 5.71, p = .000 \)). The correlation analyses thus endorsed the view that oral movement plays a critical role in sensitivity of sound symbolism.

3.2.2. Model analysis

The results of Experiment 1 suggested that the sonorant sounds and the obstruent sounds play a prominent role for the shape sound symbolism. Figure 3 shows the proportion of acceptance of words as good-matching in each of the sound/condition/group combinations for each shape. A mixed-effect logistic regression analysis was conducted to predict the participants’ judgement (1: good-match/0: other responses), specifying Group (DHH: -0.5/Hearing: 0.5), Condition (articulation free: -0.5/articulation disturbed: 0.5), shape (spiky: -0.5/round: 0.5), sound (sonorant: -0.5/obstruent: 0.5), and their interactions as fixed-effects. The participants are specified as random effects.

From the pattern shown in Figure 3, the interactions involving Sound x Shape strongly predict the proportion of good-match judgements.

The Shape x Sound interaction was highly significant, \( z = -21.32, p = .000 \). Also significant was two 3-way interactions: Condition x Shape x Sound interaction, \( z = 3.08, p = .002 \), and Group x Shape x Sound interaction, \( z = -3.74, p = .000 \). The effect of Condition was modified by Shape x Sound interaction in such a way that disturbance of articulation decreased the sense of good match for the round-sonorant combination but not so much for the obstruent-spiky combination. Likewise, the effect of Group was modified by the Shape x Sound interaction: the decrease of acceptance in round-sonorant combination was larger for the DHH group than for the Hearing group. However, the 4-way interaction effect was not significant.
3.3. Discussion

The results strengthened the articulation origin of sound symbolism theory in that disturbance of articulatory movements affected sensitivity to sound symbolism. DHH individuals were affected by the disturbance of articulation more strongly than individuals with typical hearing and that the decrease of sensitivity to sound-shape correspondence mostly came from the sonorant sound-round shape correspondence, but not so much from the obstruent sound-spiky shape correspondence. The last result suggests that the mechanism of sound symbolism sensitivity is complex and that different mechanism may underlie for round shapes and spiky shapes (cf., Fort et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019).

4. General Discussion

The results of the two experiments supported the articulatory origin of sound symbolism hypothesis. Our finding offers great insights into a key question in the literature of sound symbolism, i.e., whether sound symbolism arises from articulation (Sapir, 1929; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001; Margiotoudi & Pulvermüller, 2020). It is remarkable that Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing individuals can sense sound symbolism by mapping oral movements to the meanings. This strongly suggests that oral movements are crucial for sound symbolism detection. Furthermore, this fact highlights the view that sound symbolism is truly a multi-modal phenomenon, and not just the correspondence between audition and other sensory modalities (Perniss & Vigliocco, 2014; Pearlman et al., 2021). However,
the current data do not rule out the possibility that hearing people recruit the acoustic information in addition to articulatory movements.

The current results have profound implications for theories of language evolution. Hand gesture is a prime candidate for how an open-ended shared lexicon emerged in early stages of language evolution (Stokoe, 2002; Arbib, 2005) because people can move their hands in a way that can iconically map to entities in the world such as events and objects (Goldin-Meadow et al., 1996; Ortega & Özyürek, 2020). The hand-gesture origin theories of language evolution maintain that hand movements have unique advantage over the movement of articulatory organs when it comes to iconically representing entities in the world (Stokoe, 2002; Arbib, 2005). However, the current result questions such assumption, and suggests that both hand movements and articulatory movements can be the basis of iconic meaning, offering a possible account for why language evolved in speech modality as well as in manual modality.

The current study has some limitations. First, because we presented the novel words orthographically, the possibility that DHH people’s sensitivity may come from resemblance between the visual shape and shapes of letters. Although it is difficult to completely rule out the influence of letter symbolism, the results of Experiment 2 convincingly demonstrated that articulatory movements are critical for detecting sound-meaning correspondences (also see Cwiek et al, 2022 for the view that letter symbolism is minimum). Another limitation is that the spoon manipulation in Experiment 2 affected only the round shape-sonorant sound. Although this result suggests that different mechanism may underlie sound symbolism for round shapes and spiky shapes (cf. Fort et al., 2018, Yang et al., 2019), we cannot draw a conclusion concerning this issue, as our stimuli were not designed to address this issue.
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1. Introduction

To date, there have been no reports of a phrase-embedding structure in animal vocal communication, although there are several reports of combinational animal sounds (Hauser et al., 2014). Gibbons (Hylobatidae) living in South-East Asia are small apes, among the closest living relatives of humans. Gibbons are known for their remarkable vocal behavior. The songs of male Northern Gray gibbons (Hylobates funereus) in the Danum Valley Conservation Area (DVCA), Sabah, Malaysia consist of two notes, “wa” and “oo”, and combinations of these are flexible (Inoue et al., 2017). The “wa” notes were generally short, with a rapid rise in frequency, and the “oo” notes were relatively monotonal. The phrases of a song have various note orders, i.e., the notes could be combined in different phrase types. The Northern Gray gibbon is the species formerly named as Mueller’s gibbon (Hylobates muelleri).

When phrase “N” is inserted within another phrase “AB”, the generated phrase is shown as “ANB”. We named this structure a phrase-inserting structure. In male Northern Gray gibbon songs in our study area, a succession of “wa” notes (trill) are sometimes placed at both the start and end of phrases. When trills were placed at both the start and end of AB phrases, we named these AB phrases fixed phrases. Trills were located in front of “A” and at end of “B.” In this case, each A and B has a pairwise relationship and always cooccurs in a string. In the middle of a fixed phrase “AB,” notes consisting of three or more notes were sometimes
included. If the included notes were also sung as a phrase independently, we defined it as “N.” If the phrase “N” itself also has an inserting structure, then ANB is represented as AABB, which can be called an embedding structure, as defined by Abe and Watanabe (2011). When the animals sing songs by combining acoustic elements flexibly, a complicated syntax may emerge. We hypothesized that there are phrase-inserting structures in male Northern Gray gibbon songs, and recorded songs by a male in the DVCA for analysis. This report is based on a paper by Inoue et al. (2020).

2. Methods

All observations were conducted in the DVCA located in Sabah, Malaysia, in the northeast region of Borneo Island (Fig. 1). We studied a gibbon group named “SAPA”, whose territory was located around the Borneo Rainforest Lodge (BRL). With the aid of a field assistant, we conducted a survey over 4–7 successive days, biannually in August and December, from 2001 to 2009. During the study period from 2001 to 2009, we recorded 70 songs in 107 days of observations. We arrived the sleeping trees where the SAPA group slept on the previous day. We started following at 0500 h and ended about 30 min after the gibbons had arrived at their sleeping trees. We started recording gibbon songs, as soon as they started singing. We used a digital audio recorder (R-09; Roland, Hamamatsu, Japan) with a microphone (ATM57; Audio-Technica, Tokyo, Japan), and recorded the gibbon voices under the trees in which the study male was singing. The recorder was set at a 44.1-kHz sampling rate and had 16-bit resolution. We analyzed 8,046 phrases in 70 songs from the SAPA adult male. We converted the recorded sounds to sonograms using Avisoft-SAS Lab Pro software (Avisoft, Berlin, Germany). Focusing on the fundamental frequency, we performed the spectral and temporal measurements described below. To remove ambient noise, we processed the sound through a high-pass filter to cut off sound below 500 Hz. Finally, sonograms were created for on-screen measurements (settings: 256-point fast Fourier transformation and Hamming windows). A song is a series of notes, generally of more than one type, uttered in succession and so related as to form a recognizable sequence or pattern in time (Thorpe, 1961). A phrase is a larger, loose collection of several notes preferentially voiced in combination. Intra-phrase intervals are shorter than inter-phrase intervals (Geissmann et al., 2005). Most of the note intervals in our subject male’s songs were less than 2.0 seconds (90.7%). Therefore, we identified different phrases within a song as being separated by pauses of > 2 seconds.
In order to confirm two note types, we selected a 5% random sample of all notes and measured the onset time, offset time, start frequency, end frequency, middle frequency, maximum frequency, and minimum frequency of each note and internote intervals for each song phrase. Based on the measured data, we calculated the duration, Δ frequency, and Δ frequency/duration of each note. Two-tailed t tests were used to compare the acoustic characteristics of the two notes.

Furthermore, we analyzed whether or not the corresponding phrases were indistinguishable in terms of the acoustic similarity between those with an inserted phrase (A-N-B) and with no inserted phrase (A-B). We selected 20 patterns of phrases and calculated the acoustical similarity using Avisoft-CORRELATOR for every pair of same type phrases. We calculated the acoustical similarity between all pairs of “A” and “B” notes within the A-N-B phrases (within-class condition), within the A-B phrases (within-class condition), and between the A-N-B and the A-B phrases (between-class condition). The Avisoft-CORRELATOR allowed us to compute cross-correlations between spectrograms by sliding them along with the time axis. The approach of the Avisoft-CORRELATOR can be compared to computing correlations between two grayscale raster images, while sliding them on the X-axis. The highest correlation coefficients for each pair of sounds were regarded as similarity scores. We examined whether the acoustical similarity was the same regardless of whether the pair of phrases were both from the same class (within-class condition) or from different classes (between-class condition). We performed a linear mixed-effect model entering the cross-correlation coefficients as the response variable and the within/between-class condition as the explanatory variable (fixed-effect). We entered the phrase types (the above-mentioned 20 patterns of phrases) as random intercepts because the average similarity scores were expected to differ among them. We performed model diagnosis by visually assessing normality and homogeneity of residual variance across the random groups and normality of the random intercepts using group-wise boxplots and normal quantile-quantile plots. We reported the mean and standard deviations of the similarity score for the within/between-class condition, and examined the statistical significance using a likelihood-ratio test (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). R 3.6.1 (R Core Team 2019) and nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2019) were used for the analysis.

3. Results

The mean values of the all examined acoustic parameters of notes were statistically different between the two notes (Table 1). In this study, three or more successive “wa” notes (trill) were placed at both the start and end of phrases in
2,726 (33.9%) of the 8,046 phrases. Among these, we identified 1,891 phrases (23.5%) as fixed phrases. Phrases consisting of three or more notes were sometimes included within fixed phrases (Fig. 2). We found 448 phrases (5.6%) that included phrases consisting of three or more notes.

The overall mean similarities for the within-class and between-class conditions were 0.52 (SD = 0.12, n = 1290) and 0.50 (SD = 0.11, n = 1346), respectively. The diagnostic plots of the linear mixed effects model showed no indication of violating the model assumption (result not shown). The result of the linear mixed effects model showed that the similarity was estimated to be 0.02 (standard error = 0.003) higher in the within-class condition, after controlling the phrase type (X1 = 33.15, p < 0.01).

4. Discussion

We analyzed songs by a single male. There were no notes in the studied gibbon’s songs with acoustic characteristics largely different from “wa” and “oo” notes. The male had various types of note orders in his phrases. In his songs, we identified fixed phrases, which were characterized by three or more successive “wa” notes (trills) placed at both the start and end of phrases. Phrases consisting of three or more notes were sometimes included within fixed phrases. We found 448 phrases (5.6%) that included phrases consisting of three or more notes. We have concluded that these note orders suggest a phrase-inserting structure. Corresponding phrases with an inserting structure and no inserting structure were very similar in terms of sonograms, and hardly discriminable by human ear.

However, the statistical analysis showed a small but systematic difference in acoustic similarity between them; phrases were more similar among pairs that both had an inserting structure or did not have an inserting structure (within-class condition), than among pairs where one had an inserting structure and the other did not (between-class condition). Further study under experimental conditions will be needed to examine whether gibbons are able to discriminate this small acoustic difference.

One of the main differences between language and non-human animal communication is the grammar used to produce sequences. Human language uses “context-free grammars” that are capable of generating recursive sequences (Chomsky, 2002). Among various discussions about the definition of recursion (e.g., Fitch, 2010), there is an interpretation that recursion consists of embedding a constituent into a constituent of the same type (e.g., Pinker and Jackendoff, 2005; Martins and Fitch, 2014). In contrast, animal vocal sequences are usually described as “regular grammars”, a simple kind of concatenation system (Berwick
et al., 2012). Many researchers have considered that non-human animal vocalizations would belong to regular ones. This paper tested the grammatical structures of primate “songs” with the comparative perspectives of the human language syntax and that of other animals. Our results showed that male gibbon’s songs have a phrase-inserting structure which is considered to be a precursory level to recursion.

A phrase-inserting structure occurred when combinations of notes in the male’s songs were flexible. Our results lead us to hypothesize that complicated syntax emerges when the animals sing songs by combining acoustic elements flexibly. This may be the first evidence of a phrase-inserting structure in animal songs. Our data and linguistic perspectives may certainly be of use in future studies to elucidate vocal communication in gibbons and other non-human primates. However, as we collected data from only one male, further studies on many gibbon groups will be necessary to confirm our results.

Table 1. Acoustic characteristics of “wa” and “oo” notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acoustic characteristic</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wa (n = 3518)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start frequency (kHz)</td>
<td>0.797 (0.087)</td>
<td>45.49</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End frequency (kHz)</td>
<td>0.712 (0.056)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle frequency (kHz)</td>
<td>0.796 (0.081)</td>
<td>77.50</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ frequency (kHz)</td>
<td>0.751 (0.058)</td>
<td>68.17</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum frequency (kHz)</td>
<td>0.797 (0.087)</td>
<td>55.49</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum frequency (kHz)</td>
<td>0.810 (0.079)</td>
<td>74.59</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (second)</td>
<td>0.694 (0.035)</td>
<td>55.49</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ frequency / Duration (kHz / second)</td>
<td>0.810 (0.079)</td>
<td>74.59</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.235 (0.087)</td>
<td>63.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.211 (3.868)</td>
<td>86.58</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.414 (0.467)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Location of the Borneo Rainforest Lodge (BRL) in the Danum Valley Conservation Area, Sabah, Malaysia.

Figure 2. Examples of phrase A-N-B included within fixed phrases. Arrows indicate where phrase N was included within phrase A-B. Solid line brackets indicate phrase N included within phrase A-B.
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ELEMENTS FOR A CULTURAL EVOLUTION OF SUPERNATURAL RITUAL LANGUAGES
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I propose a characterization of ritual languages as ‘natural conlangs’, comparable to the ‘laboratory conlangs’ of iterated learning experiments. I present the Ritual Language DataBase (RLDB), which provides a typology of such languages around the world. A comparative analysis of the RLDB uncovers patterns, and the significant role of users (community size), functions, and alternate languages when shaping the grammatical structure of ritual languages.

1. Introduction: Speakers and communities as actors in language evolution

Formal studies of language conceive of language acquisition and language change as a dynamic process (cf. Andersen, 1973; Lightfoot, 1979; Yang, 2002):

Parents’ I-Language  ──>  Parents’ E-Language

Figure 1. Dynamics of language acquisition and change (adapted from Andersen, 1973: 767).

The idea is that children (i.e., the language acquirers) do not have direct access to the grammar/I(ternal)-language of their parents, but an indirect one, through the E(xternal)-language that they parse. This E-language will include some signatures or triggers that will guide the children in the choice of the ‘correct’ (compatible) target I-language. But rather than this being a deterministic system, language acquirers have an active role in shaping their language, as they have to (re)interpret the E-language of their environment (their primary linguistic data).

What is more, over the last decades intensive research on language evolution and change has uncovered some of the biases that humans act upon when acquir-

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
2. Supernatural rituals and ‘natural’ conlangs

Very often, in all sorts of cultural niches across the world, people change their language when performing supernatural ritual functions. I analyze these special languages as some sort of ‘natural’ conlangs, comparable to the ‘laboratory’ conlangs usually employed in iterated learning research on language evolution.

2.1. The Ritual Language Database

In order to analyze the nature and variability of ritual languages, I designed the Ritual Language Database (RLDB), which at the moment comprises data from 242 linguistic practices related to supernatural rituals across a wide range of different populations across the world.

The RLDB systematically documents 46 features of each ritual linguistic use such as the population (Amharas, Antakarinjas, Apaches...); its function (whether it is employed for cursing, divination, fortune-seeking, healing, initiation, mourning, or order-keeping); its user (whether it is a designated practitioner individual (a shaman, a priest, etc.) or a larger community that employs it); whether it implies possession by a spirit or ghost; whether it implies an alternate language (which can be oral or gestual); whether the alternate language is an archaic variant of the local language or an independent language altogether; whether it implies glossolalia; use of ventriloquism, animal and nature sounds, etc.; and if there is no alternate language, whether the language employed has a special lexicon (which can be constituted of archaisms, borrowings, or ad hoc lexical items); whether it comprises meaning shifts (metaphors, circumlocutions); whether its segmental inventory is enriched with respect to the normal language (a larger set of consonants/vowels, lessened phonotactic restrictions) or impoverished (a more restrictive set of consonants/vowels or stronger phonotactic constraints); whether it involves aliterations and syntagmatic repetitions; morpho-phonological insertions; a special prosodic pattern; morphological and syntactic differences, etc. The RLDB is a dynamic database, developed continuously with new data from ethnographies, linguistic descriptions and religion studies reports.

2.2. Association between linguistic features

The linguistic phenomena of supernatural rituals at the RLDB show different degrees of association. These are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3 below. Fig. 2 displays the association between features in ritual practices not involving an alternate language, whereas Fig. 3 is devoted to those practices that do involve an alternate
language. Numbers report the uncertainty coefficient (Theil’s U), a measure of conditional entropy between variables (ranging from 0 to 1, where there is no possible negative association). As such, this is an asymmetric measure, and thus we can obtain an estimate about the nature of variable B, given our knowledge of variable A, which is more informative than a simple (symmetric) correlation. For instance, Fig. 2 shows that knowing the function of the ritual can be more informative regarding the user \( (U = .31) \) than the other way around \( (U = .11) \).\(^1\)

Figure 2. Heatmap of the association between features in the RLDB for ritual practices that do not involve an alternate language.

\(^1\)For comparison, the symmetrical measure Cramér’s V associates the two variables at \( V = .50 \).
An overview of the data shows that the linguistic features of ritual languages are not distributed at random but tend to cluster in patterned ways, which suggests the effect of universal biases. This is a remarkable fact, given the fragmentary and uneven evidence reported in the ethnographic and linguistic records from populations around the world.\(^2\)

Due to space restrictions here I can only comment a couple of them. Concentrating on function, we can observe that there are sharp differences vis-à-vis the employment of an alternate language \((X^2(6, N = 217) = 38.584; p < .001)\):

---

\(^2\)The RLDB comprises references as varied as the recent and scholarly Jorgensen (2020) on the sign language of the Balgo or Hall (2019) on the incantations of Hup shamans, as well as ancient ethnographic reports such as Gabb (1875) on the Talamancans, or Martin (1817) on the Tongans.
Table 1. Function ~ alt. language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Alternate language</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cursing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divination</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fortune</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initiation</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep order</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mourning</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, it is more likely for people to employ an alternate language in mourning than in fortune-seeking rituals ($X^2(2, N = 80) = 8.2573; p < .004$). Not only that, within the set of practices that do employ an alternate language, use of an alternate modality (a sign language like Marumpu Wangka employed by the Balgo Aboriginals (Jorgensen, 2020)) is also non-randomly distributed across functions ($X^2(6, N = 107) = 45.752; p < .001$):

Table 2. Function ~ alt. modality in [+alt. langs]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternate modality</th>
<th>not available</th>
<th>available</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cursing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divination</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fortune</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healing</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initiation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep order</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mourning</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last, in the populations that do not employ an alternate language but resort to a variant of their language (a natural conlang), we can observe sharp differences in the grammatical devices employed ($X^2(4, N = 650) = 36.463; p < .001$):

Table 3. Grammatical strategies in [-alt. langs]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meaning shifts</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morphosyntactic effects</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>special prosody</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segmental effects</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>special lexicon</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>539</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Elements for a cultural evolution of ritual languages

From this, a hierarchy of ritual languages can be established as a tension between the search for Strangeness (the more the language employed departs from the normal human ‘norm’, the more plausible the magical powers of the user look to the community) and Learnability (the more systematic and predictable a language is, the easier its replication by a next generation of speakers):

- Strangeness
  - Animal/Spirit languages (users e.g. the Siberian shamans)
  - Liturgical languages (users e.g. the Catholic priests)

- Learnability
  - Initiation languages (users e.g. the Venda people)

On one extreme of the hierarchy we have the shamanic practices, archetypically represented by the Siberian shamans and their idiosyncratic speech which constitutes a ‘theatre of strangeness’ (Eliade, 1951; Kürti, 1994; Singh, 2018). They do not show clear patterns of grammaticalization, but are full of extreme renderings with high pitch, falsettos, ventriloquism, animal sounds, cries, mumblings, etc., and the particularities of each linguistic practice typically die with the shaman. Such practices are not transmitted to the next generation, and therefore are not subject to cultural evolution pressures and dynamics (see, e.g. Tamariz & Kirby, 2016). At the other extreme we have community-wide practices which alter the local language with special lexicons which rather than idiosyncratic, are derived via transformation rules (e.g. the semantic and phonological antonymic patterns in Tenda ritual languages (Ferry, 1981)). As a matter of fact, ritual languages show again that ‘larger communities create more systematic languages’ (Raviv et al., 2019). Last, in a middle point would be the liturgical languages employed by designated individuals (and collectives) of established religious societies (priests, etc.). These are typically languages like Latin, Old Church Slavonic, Sanskrit, Pali, or Ge'ez (Bennett, 2017) which require explicit teaching, and where adherence to the (archaic) norm is taken as an index of efficacy in the ritual.

Then, the grammatical devices employed for the generation of ritual variants of languages show a restricted variation: regarding meaning, they recur to the exploitation of the arbitrariness of the sign (often, with metaphors or antonymic
patterns), but no new semantic composition rules are invented. Special lexicons are also employed, but they are generated by extending the meaning strategy; an exploitation of the arbitrariness of the sign. As a consequence, obscuring the message with new morpho-phonological labels for usual concepts is a very common strategy that blatantly gives the user the image of an ability that others do not possess, for he/she understands the meaning encoded by the new lexical item. The prosodic means involve generally an exploitation of what Gussenhoven (2004) terms the ‘three biological codes’ (the frequency code, the effort code, and the production code), but no typological shift is attested (i.e., no turning a stress-accent language into a tonal language for ritual purposes). Last, segmental phonological effects also seem to be mostly restricted to the inventory (the introduction of new segments, or segment substitutions), but no new vowel harmony operations. Last, the few morpho-syntactic strategies observed are circumscribed to externalization simplifications (such as the unavailability of functional elements in the ritual language, or a more productive pro-drop). Again, no new agreement operations or new pied-piping domains.

All in all, when humans seek a non-human pattern in their language, the ‘strangeness’ or ‘out-of-this-world-ness’ seems to be circumscribed to the lexicon and to morpho-phonology, and the patterns attested are within the limits predicted by theoretical work on natural language design (e.g., there are no syntactic rules that make reference to the \( n^{th} \) word (Smith & Tsimpili, 1995; Musso et al., 2003), no invention of nonconservative quantifiers (Pietroski, 2005), and no syntactic rules that take as input phonological or semantic value-assignment processes (Irurtzun, 2009)). This bears testimony to the robustness of the syntactic component of human language, which in turn suggests that a large part of the variability observed across languages may be due to externalization factors (Berwick & Chomsky, 2011; Boeckx, 2014).

Even if ritual languages are intended as ‘supernatural’, they are canalized by natural language constraints and the biases of speakers and their communities.
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In the context of evolutionary linguistics, both constructive approaches (e.g., artificial life, robotics, and experimental semiotics) and cognitive linguistics inquire about the embodied nature of language. However, there is still a huge gap between these two areas when it comes to what constitutes language (Di Paolo et al., 2018). To bridge this gap, this paper focuses on how property predication is expressed differently among languages in a cognitive linguistic framework and argues in favor of noticing the aspect of pointing that does not directly contribute to establishing joint attention.

Joint attention is a proto-linguistic behavior that uses pointing with a gaze or finger to attract other people’s attention to an object. Only humans can establish joint attention to share intentionality. Thus, this act is often studied as key to revealing the relationship between action and language (Gómez et al., 1993; Tomasello, 2008; 2019). Several attempts to simulate the co-evolution of joint attention and language have been made (e.g., Kwisthout et al., 2008; Uno et al., 2011; Gong & Shuai, 2012). In cognitive linguistics, demonstratives are well studied as a linguistic means to establish joint attention (Diessel, 2006). To extend the argument, this paper sees predication sentences as the linguistic equivalent of pointing. For example, if you are surprised by the redness of a flower, you might point at the flower or say, “The flower is red!”—which is a property predication sentence.

In a typological study, Stassen (1997) showed that property predication sentences have no prototypical encoding strategy of their own and they always align with one of three predicate categories: class, event, and location. Stassen characterized the prototypical strategy for each predicate category as follows: (1) The nominal strategy is prototypical for class predicates and uses a support item that is (at least etymologically) non-verbal. This strategy can be found in Waskia, for example. (2) The verbal strategy
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is prototypical for event predicates, uses no support item (auxiliary), shows person agreement, and has a specific negation strategy. This is exemplified by Mandarin Chinese. (3) The locational strategy is prototypical for locational predicates and uses a support item that is a verb. This strategy can be found in Finnish.

In a cognitive linguistic framework, we can interpret that property predicates have to be construed in verbal, locational, or nominal ways. Construals are how we conceptualize particular semantic content. One of the central claims in cognitive semantics is that we can portray the same situation in alternate ways (Langacker, 2008). The three strategies can be interpreted as three types of construals for the same situation.

(1) a. Nominal construal: “The flower is classified as a red thing.”
   b. Verbal construal: “The flower is going through an event of redness.”
   c. Locational construal: “The flower is in a location (or a state) of redness.”

From (1), we make the following argument: While verbal and locational construals describe the situation in the world, nominal construal does not. Instead, nominal construal describes the inner state of the speaker. Because of this difference, what is conceptualized by sentences with the nominal construal in their immediate scope cannot be shared with others, unlike something observed in the speech context at hand. This makes nominal construals more detached from the ground than the other two types. This point is supported by another observation: many languages permit more than one encoding strategy for property predicates, and Stassen (1997, p. 615) pointed out that if a strategy switch involving the nominal strategy is interpretable in terms of time stability, the nominal strategy will encode the more time-stable option. Time stability tends to be linked to a structural description rather than to a phenomenal description (Goldsmith & Woisetschaeger, 1982; Langacker, 1997). To elaborate, the knowledge related to the nominal strategy can be more context independent or, in fact, less grounded.

To contribute to the theory of embodied language, we interpret the analysis of property predication as an analysis of pointing in general. As in the case of property predication, pointing can be semantically ambiguous: the agent can point at something outside that can be shared to establish joint attention, but the agent can concurrently point at it to express something that is inside the agent that cannot be seen and shared with others through joint attention. The former is fully communicational, but the latter is relatively monologic. Clark (1997) points out that the communicational aspect of language attracts too much attention, often causing other aspects of language to be overlooked. An analysis of pointing in evolutionary linguistics can be regarded as an example. Our study implies that the monologic aspects of pointing must be focused on more, as they are clues to linking action to linguistic constructions with abstract meanings reflecting our structural knowledge of the world.
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Grammaticalization, the process by which lexical elements lose their content status to serve a grammatical function, is extensively covered in the literature on language change (Heine & Kuteva, 2002; Hopper & Traugott, 2003, among others). Several cross-linguistic qualitative studies describe this process as a unidirectional (Haspelmath, 2004; Börjars & Vincent, 2011, inter alia) and irreversible (Bybee, 2011) cline, characterized in diachronic terms by gradual and incremental steps. While existing research often conceives of grammaticalization as a whole, single process, other studies argue that it might consist of the interplay of composite and distinct processes. A body of research has focused on defining the individual variables that play a role in grammaticalization (Hopper et al., 1991; Lehmann, 2015; Petré & Velde, 2018), and recent studies have explored them quantitatively through the exploitation of corpus data (Saavedra, 2021).

In this study, we explore some aspects of the development of nominal plurality in a sample of 56 Sino-Tibetan languages, focusing on phonological and morphosyntactic integration behavior. Nominal plurality is a widespread category that has been studied in the context of grammaticalization (Heine & Kuteva, 2002). The Sino-Tibetan language family is characterized by a rich history, high variation in morphological types, and language-specific constraints that have proven to shape the course of grammaticalization processes (Bisang, 2011). Our key contribution is a better understanding of the diachronic trajectories of different variables frequently invoked in the grammaticalization literature.

The parameters used in this study describe phonological and morphosyntactic degree of cohesion of the plural markers to the respective stem(s). These variables, extracted from descriptive grammars and typological literature, include: the presence of phonological processes (PHONOLOGICAL RULES); inflectional properties such as exponence (MULTIPLE EXPONENCE), morpheme autonomy (CONCATENATIVE), and position (FIRST SLOT, FIXED POSITION). Morphosyntactic variables include adjacency (ADJACENCY) and interruptability (NOT INTERRUPTABLE). It is important to note that our analyses solely involve abstract features pertaining to integration of plural marking constructions, which can be gained.
or lost, while grammaticalization deals with irreversible processes which embed formal elements more deeply in a language’s grammar.

We use phylogenetic methods to explore whether there is a preference over time for each integration parameter (code can be found at https://github.com/jkivani/JCoLE2022-numevo). We model the diachronic change of each feature over the Sino-Tibetan phylogeny (Sagart et al., 2019) independently according to a continuous-time Markov process for binary data, under which a feature evolves according to a gain and loss rate. We infer posterior gain and loss rates for each feature, employing a point mass prior, under which gain and loss rates can be equal or different. We place Gamma$(1, 1)$ priors on all rates and a Beta$(1, 1)$ prior on $\pi$, the probability that gain and loss rates differ. For each posterior sample in each feature, we compute the ratio of the gain rate to the loss rate, which indicates the degree of preference for a given integration feature. These distributions are found in Figure 1, along with the proportion of samples where the ratio is greater than 1. There is decisive preference ($> .95$) for the features NOT INTERRUPTABLE, FIRST SLOT, CONCATENATIVE and ADJACENT and strong preference ($> .9$) for FIXED POSITION, and decisive dispreference ($< .05$) for the features MULTIPLE EXPONENTENCE and PHONOLOGICAL RULES.

In general, we see that features involving the linear order of elements are highly preferred, while phonological rules and multiple exponence are not. A possible theory is that as language families expand and absorb speakers from other families, certain features more difficult than others for second-language (L2) speakers to acquire. However, case studies suggest that phonological rules do not pose a problem for second-language speakers (Widmer, Jenny, Behr, & Bickel, 2021). At the same time, this finding does not preclude the possibility that language contact could militate against phonological and morphological complexity on a large scale. Further research from other families taking into account demographic factors is needed to obtain a richer understanding of this phenomenon.
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Language, as a complex system, suggests coordination between subsystems. Recent studies demonstrated that semantically similar words tend to have similar pronunciation (Blasi et al., 2016; Dautrich et al., 2017; Jee, Tamariz, & Shillcock, 2022; Monaghan et al., 2014; Tamariz, 2008). The current research, for the first time, quantified mapping between letters and their canonical pronunciations, or grapho-phonemic systematicity.

We examined naturally developed phonograms (Arabic, English, Greek, and Hebrew), consciously designed phonograms (Korean, Shavian alphabet, and Pitman’s shorthand), a logographic orthography (Chinese) and fictitious orthography systems (Aurebesh and Klingon).

We measured all the pairwise phonological distances between phonemes in the respective alphabet system, and the corresponding pairwise orthographical distances between letters. We then tested Pearson’s $r$ between these two lists of pairwise distances. The positive correlation coefficient means that similar letter-shapes have similar canonical pronunciation. In contrast, the negative correlation means that similar letter-shapes have more distinct sounds, or vice versa. We verified the significance of the correlations by conducting Monte-Carlo permutation tests.

For the phonological distance, phonemes were encoded into vectors according to the articulatory features and the distance between the vectors were calculated in various ways. We applied three methods to measure the pairwise distances between letter-shapes. Pixel count simply defines the distances as the difference in the number of pixels between two characters. Perimetric complexity is defined...
as ink area divided by perimeter of the character, thus the distance means the difference in complexity. *Hausdorff distance* (Huttenlocher et al., 1993) quantifies the difference between two images. Since each letter was saved as an image file (PNG), we were able to compare the contribution of the font to the grapho-phonemic systematicity.

We found the significant grapho-phonemic systematicity for all conventional writing systems and two English shorthand systems. Those fictitious alphabets did not show any systematicity. Considering each orthographic distance measure focuses on distinct aspect of the letter-shapes, the fact that a certain method maximised the systematicity of the writing system implies how it evolved.

Semitic orthography systems (Arabic, English, Greek and Hebrew) showed highest grapho-phonemic systematicity when measured by pixel count (e.g. English upper-cases \( r = .22, p < .001 \); English lower-cases \( r = .14, p = .02 \)), which indicates that more articulatorily complicated phonemes take up more space in written forms. Effort in writing is easily understood as a letter’s elaborateness—how long it takes to reproduce a character. Elaborateness is typically proportional to the number of pixels. Korean, Shavian alphabet and Pitman’s shorthand were all intentionally designed to exploit the systematicity between letters and sounds. For instance, voiced-voiceless phoneme pairs share the identical visual features with slight variations. This topological difference was well-captured by Hausdorff distance (e.g. Korean KCC Eun-young \( r = .39, p < .001 \)).

Although limited in number (\( N = 58 \)), we found the significant grapho-phonemic systematicity in the Chinese characters that are acquired in the first and second year of the primary school. We found the negative correlation coefficient \( r = -.12, p < .001 \), indicating that Chinese was influenced by an evolutional force that *distinguishes* linguistic symbols. The finding implies that grapho-phonemic systematicity may exist to facilitate language learning and orthography acquisition.

Our analyses are first a proof of concept: it is possible to quantify grapho-phonemic systematicity across a whole alphabet, for particular fonts and for different languages. We also have confirmed and quantified the systematicity intended by the authors of Korean writing system and English shorthand systems. Our future research can shed more lights on sub-structure of grapho-phonemic systematicity: the contribution of each phoneme/letter to the whole systematicity; whether the more frequent phoneme/letter contributes more to the whole systematicity; and most importantly, how this grapho-phonemic systematicity bootstraps infants’ learning orthography.
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One central topic in comparative linguistics is to investigate the evolutionary rates of typological traits between different levels of language systems. Varying rate of change could take place due to functional constraints such as general principles of efficiency in communication and learning (Zipf, 1949; Culbertson & Kirby, 2016; Hahn, Jurafsky, & Futrell, 2020), or language contact and second language acquisition that may affect the linguistic complexity (McWhorter, 2011; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Bentz & Berdicevskis, 2016; Housen, De Clercq, Kuiken, & Vedder, 2019). Previous research on rate variation across domains is however unclear. Greenhill et al. (2017) and Carling and Cathcart (2021) show that grammatical features tend to evolve faster than lexical items (i.e., basic vocabulary) and morphological features at least in Austronesian and Indo-European, whereas Dediu and Cysouw (2013) show that syntactic features including word orders are more stable than morphological features, or there is no much rate difference across domains (Greenhill, Atkinson, Meade, & Gray, 2010). Newly available Uralic typological data allows us to estimate the rates of change across typological domains (Norvik et al., 2022) and understand the evolutionary dynamics of the Uralic language system.

With the publications of the Uralic Typological Database (Norvik et al., 2022), we use Bayesian phylogenetic inference to estimate the rates of change for different typological features in the history of Uralic. We go beyond the earlier approaches to fit phylogenetic models for each individual feature or estimate the average rates across all features. Instead, we introduce a novel multilevel phylogenetic Continuous-time Markov Chain model to investigate the evolutionary trajectories of 110 features across different domains (phonology, morphology and syntax) in 33 Uralic languages. The hierarchical model allows us to jointly infer the evolutionary rates at both population and group levels, guarding against overfitting and underfitting (Nalborczyk, Batailler, Lævenbruck, Vilain, & Bürkner, 2019; Stan Development Team, 2021). We first validate the model with simulated...
data and then apply our approach to Uralic typological data.

Our results reveal a slight directional change towards simple character states at the population level (mean rate of $q_{01} = 6.8$ and 95% CI = [0.92, 23]; mean rate of $q_{10} = 8.26$ and 95% CI = [0.76, 24.1]), suggesting that losing a complex feature on average takes around 250 years less time than gaining a complex one. In each domain, we also observe consistent simplicity biases, though the estimated rates of change are quite similar across different domains (mean rate in phonology: 8.1 and 95% CI = [0.79, 30.3]; mean rate in morphology: 7.29 and 95% CI = [0.52, 27.9]; mean rate in syntax: 8.6 and 95% CI = [0.47, 35]).

The evolutionary biases towards simplified states can be driven by the general economic principle, which reduces the linguistic complexity to facilitate communication (Zipf, 1949). The observed trends are quite consistent across domains, suggesting that forces of simplification are persistent in the whole Uralic language system. The simplification of language systems would also be expected in certain contact situations (e.g., imperfect learning or language shift), which may lead to the loss of complexity or redundancy (Heine & Kuteva, 2005; Grünthal et al., 2022). It is also worth noting that even though the differences in rate biases are slight, these evolutionary preferences can be amplified in a long period of language evolution or learning. Our results are not consistent with previous work that suggests unequal rates of change across domains in other language families. Instead, we show that language evolves at very similar rates across typological domains in Uralic. Further research is needed to expand our approach to other families to see whether there is a constant rate constraint in the multilayer system of languages (Kroch, 1989; Kauhanen & Walkden, 2018).
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Chomsky (e.g. 2010) and others regard unlimited Merge as the defining feature of language, that cannot evolve gradually. The neural implementation of Merge is not well understood (Rizzi 2012, Zaccarella et al 2017), but must involve something functionally equivalent to pointers in working memory. Every Merge requires two pointers, and full syntactic trees may require dozens. Other syntactic paradigms also need pointers.

Humans do hierarchies in general better than chimpanzees. Any hierarchical thinking requires nested pointers in working memory, but they are neurologically expensive and degrade with depth (Crawford et al. 2016). Humans have larger working-memory capacity than chimpanzees, which has been proposed as key to human cognitive evolution (Read 2008, Coolidge & Wynn, 2005). Gradual evolutionary growth of pointer capacity will allow gradually increasing syntactic complexity, without saltations in the underlying computational machinery. Both depth degradation and pointer capacity naturally limit Merge even in modern humans, consistent with corpus data (e.g. Karlsson 2010).

1. Can infinity evolve?

Language is commonly said to be infinite, and this is true at least in the limited sense that there are no limits to what can be said. But some popular linguistic paradigms, notably minimalism (Chomsky 1995), postulate that language is infinite in a stronger, more literal sense, in that the language faculty can, in principle, generate an infinite number of infinitely long sentences. The generating hierarchy-building operation (Merge, in Chomsky’s case) can build trees of arbitrary depth, without limits. This kind of infinity is sometimes invoked as an argument against the gradual evolution of the human language capacity, roughly along the following lines (e.g. Chomsky 2010, Berwick & Chomsky 2015):

1. Language is based on Merge, which is the defining feature of language.
2. Merge is unlimited.
3. Language, generated by unlimited Merge, is infinite.
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4. There is no gradual path from the finite to the infinite, no possible intermediate “semi-infinite” proto-language.
   a. Having a limited Merge, and then gradually evolving an increased limit, will not get us to infinity.
5. Merge, and thus language, must have arisen in a single step. There is no such thing as “half-Merge”, no intermediate stage between no Merge and full Merge (Berwick & Chomsky 2019).
6. Conclusion: Language did not evolve gradually.

But humans are indubitably descended from language-less ape-like ancestors. And the notion that something as complex as language could have arisen in one fell swoop, by a single super-mutation, is not tenable (e.g. Tallerman 2014, de Boer et al. 2019).

If the human language capacity did evolve in several steps, one of the points above must be incorrect. The question is which one.

2 Merge is limited

I will focus first here on assumption #2, that Merge is unlimited, and show that this is not a correct description of the actual human language capacity.

The term “Merge” sensu stricto is specific to Chomskyan minimalism, but regardless of linguistic paradigm there will be a need for some kind of hierarchy-handling neural machinery in the language capacity, as human languages indubitably do have some hierarchical structure. The form that the hierarchies take differ widely between paradigms, but my argument here is intended to apply over a broad range of hierarchy-handlers. I will use “Merge” here as a label, both because it is the best-known hierarchy handler, and because most proponents of the infinity argument above are Chomskyans, but I use it sensu lato, as a label for a generic hierarchy-handler.

From an empirical perspective, language is clearly finite. The human brain has a finite size, and the human lifespan is finite, so infinite production is obviously impossible in practice. Actual language usage shows that Merge in practice is not just limited, but limited to fairly shallow depths – in written corpus data, it is exceedingly rare to find examples of phrasal embedding more than three layers deep, and the limits appear even tighter in spoken corpora (Karlsson 2010). Similarly, the accuracy of grammaticality judgements approaches chance level as embedding depth increases beyond what is commonly used (Christiansen & MacDonald 1999).

These performance limits keep real human languages from being infinite. Languages are still very large; a few levels of embedding combined with a normal
vocabulary still allows for an astronomical number of different sentences –
unlimited for all practical purposes but not infinite.

However, it has been argued since Chomsky (1965) that performance is not
interesting, that performance limitations just distract attention from the real
underlying linguistic competence. The latter is what linguists should study, and
the latter is postulated to be infinite.

But is competence, a theoretical entity that is never directly observed,
actually the proper target for language evolution studies? Isn’t it enough to
account for the evolution of actual language usage?

3 How can Merge be implemented in the brain?

The neural implementation of Merge is not well understood (Rizzi 2012,
Zaccarella et al. 2017). Discussions in the literature are mainly about the
computational machinery, but I will focus instead on memory needs, that are non-
trivial. In order to build a syntactic structure in the brain, two types of objects
need to be stored in memory: (1) lexicon storage in long-term memory (LTM),
and (2) syntactic nodes in working memory (WM). LTM and WM are distinct
types of memory, with distinct characteristics (Norris 2017). The leaf nodes in the
syntactic tree in WM must somehow refer to lexical items in LTM. Unless entire
lexical items are copied into WM nodes, this must involve something functionally
equivalent to pointers (e.g. Reilly 2003) in working memory, where a WM node
contains a reference to a LTM item (Takac & Knott 2016); this would be 0-merge
sensu Rizzi (2016).

A Merge operation will create a new object in WM, which consists of two
pointers, one to each object that is merged (plus features and whatever else is
stored at each node). If both pointers refer to lexical items in LTM, we have
1-merge sensu Rizzi (2016). The brain must be able to handle and refer to this
new composite object as a single entity, a chunk of memory (cf. Gobet et al. 2016,
Isbilen & Christiansen 2018), for purposes of further merging; chunking is a
prerequisite for Merge.

For the next level of merging, it is not enough with pointers from WM to
LTM; pointers from one WM location to another WM location are also needed.
WM-to-WM pointers are likely neurally distinct from WM-to-LTM pointers, as
the address space is different in kind. This means three different types of Merge
nodes are needed in WM:

• Merging two lexical items (1-merge of Rizzi 2016).
• Merging a merged item with a lexical item (2-merge of Rizzi 2016).
• Merging two merged items (3-merge of Rizzi 2016).
All this is done in WM, and it can be noted that, while many animals do have working memory (Carruthers 2013), there is fair evidence that humans have more of it than even our closest living relatives (Read 2008, Coolidge & Wynn, 2005). In recent works, Chomsky does note the need for working memory (or “workspace”, as he calls it), for syntactic processing, but does not discuss either implementation or limitations (e.g Chomsky et al. 2017).

4 Pointers

Pointers – having one memory location contain a reference to another memory location – are used extensively in computer programming. Biological brains are doing many operations for which a computer would use pointers. Something functionally equivalent to pointers must be neurally implemented.

4.1 Who needs pointers?

Pointers in the brain are needed as soon as the brain in one location manipulates information that is stored elsewhere in the brain. Notably, any WM computations involving LTM items will require pointers. It is rather pointless to have both types of memory, unless you have pointers as well. But both WM and LTM are widespread among non-human animals. Fish have both WM (Hughes & Blight 1999) and LTM (Lucon-Xiccato & Bisazza 2017), so presumably all vertebrates do, though most likely not identical to human memory in capacity or capabilities (Carruthers 2013). Pointers, at least WM-to-LTM, thus have an ancient origin. This means that 0-merge (Rizzi 2016) is available to all vertebrates. For 1-merge (or higher), chunking is required, for which there is evidence in e.g. rats (Fountain & Benson 2006) as well as some other mammals and birds, but negative results for fish and amphibians (Wickelgren 1979), suggesting a more limited distribution that nevertheless includes many (all?) non-primate mammals.

For 2+merge, WM-to-WM pointers are needed. Any WM operations involving hierarchical structures would be evidence of WM-to-WM pointers. There is some evidence of hierarchical cognition in non-human primates (e.g. Seyfarth et al. 2005), but it is not strongly compelling. The jury is still out on 2+merge in non-humans.

Humans, however, are hierarchical thinkers par excellence, to the extent that Fitch (2014) labels us “dendrophiles” for our propensity to use hierarchical thinking and impose hierarchical structure on anything and everything. Martin & Doumas (2017) propose that this general mechanism for thinking hierarchically can be repurposed for linguistic structures.
4.2 Neural implementation of pointers

Pointers are inherently difficult to handle in the brain, as memory addressing is not a matter of just storing the number of the addressed memory cell, like it is in a computer. The content addressable memory in the brain requires a fundamentally different type of pointers, that are neurally quite expensive. This is particularly true when attempts are made to scale up proposed pointer models to a human-sized address space; most models do not scale well and cannot address a human-sized memory with the number of neurons available in a human brain (Blouw et al. 2016). Exact pointers are particularly vulnerable to scaling issues, whereas different types of approximate pointers fare better (Crawford et al. 2016, Legenstein et al. 2016).

The model of Crawford et al. (2016) is attractive in this context, as it has explicitly been shown in simulation to manage the full human lexicon with a reasonable number of neurons that will actually fit within the relevant brain areas. This model is based on lossy compression of information; accuracy remains adequate for single pointers, but degrades rapidly with depth when pointers are nested in recursive structures; the degradation mimics actual human performance (as opposed to theoretical competence) on multi-level embeddings.

But pointers remain expensive and consume WM fast, especially if you have hierarchical structures with multiple pointers-to-pointers.

5 The gradual evolution of limited Merge

As reviewed in the previous section, many non-human animals have LTM and WM, of limited size, as well as WM-to-LTM pointers, which implies 0-merge. Chunking, and thus 1-merge, likewise can be found in a fair range of animals (Wickelgren 1979), though the evidence for 2+merge outside the human lineage is more limited.

Contrasting this with the capacities of modern humans, we can conclude that the evolutionary changes in the human lineage, after we parted ways with the other apes, most likely include:

- Expanded WM.
- Expanded LTM (including possibly dedicated lexical storage).
- Dendrophilia.
- WM-to-WM pointers, and likely generally enhanced pointer handling.
- Node structures for 2-merge and 3-merge.
- Nested pointer handling.
- Enhanced chunking?
None of these changes need to be linguistically motivated; they are plausible components in the general human cognitive enhancement that took place concurrently (cf. Sherwood et al. 2008). There has obviously been considerable selective pressure along the human lineage for enhanced brain size and presumable enhanced cognition (Bailey & Geary 2009). Such a selective pressure explains the evolution of expanded working memory, as there is a strong correlation between WM size and general intelligence (e.g. Colom et al. 2008).

Given the WM cost of hierarchical structures, the WM expansion will make a big difference in hierarchy handling capacities. With a small WM, you cannot build any significant tree structures even if full-blown Merge is computationally available. A larger WM invites the evolution of enhanced pointer handling, including WM-to-WM pointers and recursively nested pointers, which were pointless before. There is also more scope for chunking in WM, when there is room for more than a few chunks. Likewise, with a larger WM, dendrophilia (Fitch 2014) starts making sense.

This leaves us with a proto-human who has a fair-sized WM, a basic set of pointer operations, including WM-to-WM pointers, and a general Merge-like operation that can do all the merge levels of Rizzi (2016). Such a proto-human can combine lexical items into two-word phrases, and can combine two phrases into a composite utterance. Dedicated syntactic machinery such as feature-checking is still missing, leading to a rather anarchic proto-language, but the basic hierarchical structure is there. Pointers remain limited in both address space and nesting depth, imposing limits on both lexicon size and tree size. But both limits can be relaxed simply by gradually adding more neurons to the pointer machinery.

If there is selective pressure towards more expressive language, with more complex syntax and enhanced narrative capacities, this can be dealt with in at least three ways:

- Further WM expansion.
- Pointer expansion as above, to handle both a human-sized address space and the corpus-attested (Karlsson 2010) nesting depth.
- The general Merge operation already available may be augmented with language-specific add-ons, gradually adding all the operations that modern Merge does beyond the actual merging (feature-checking etc.), in order to make linguistic processing more precise and efficient.

The end result is modern humans, with a modern human language capacity. Merge, or whatever hierarchical operation is actually running the human language capacity, has gradually been enhanced to its modern full-fledged form, with no infinity paradoxes blocking the way.
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THE COLOUR LEXICON IS SHAPED BY ENVIRONMENT AND BIOLOGY: COMPARING HIMBA AND FRENCH COLOUR PERCEPTION
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The evolution and diversification of language is driven by evolutionary pressures, and by its repeated use, learning, and transmission across generations. One aspect of this process is the amplification of weak biases, potentially up to a whole language and beyond, in large-scale cross-linguistic patterns. For example, differences in subsistence mode (Blasi et al., 2019), in the anatomy of the vocal tract (Dediu et al., 2019), or in climate (Everett et al., 2015) may influence the phonemic repertoires of languages. We show here that the lexicons of languages can be influenced by weak biases due to environmental factors. UV radiations affect the eye physiology by causing the lens to opacify, and this may reduce the ability to perceive the blue part of the colour spectrum (Davies et al., 1998). As a consequence, people living in areas with high levels of UV incidence may be less likely to possess a specific term for blue in their vocabulary (Lindsey & Brown, 2002). However, the causes underlying the evolution of colour lexicons are complex and likely involve multiple factors, including variation in other cultural and physical factors. To investigate whether Lindsey and Brown's physiological hypothesis still holds when these other factors are considered, Josserand et al. (2021) conducted a large-scale statistical study on 142 populations, and found that populations living in areas with high levels of UV incidence are more likely to merge ‘green’ and ‘blue’ colours under a single (‘grue’) term.

Here, we wished to complement these results by investigating the relationship between colour perception and UV incidence in two representative populations.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
living in markedly different environmental conditions. Specifically, we compared French participants (who are exposed to a medium amount of UV radiation) to Himba participants (a population of Northern Namibia, living mostly outdoor under high UV incidence). While French speakers have a specific term for ‘blue’, the Himba historically do not (Roberson et al., 2004; but see Mylonas et al., 2022). Here, we present new preliminary results from 76 Himba and 42 French participants. We used the Farnsworth Munsell test, which evaluates and ranks colour acuity for a broad range of colours and can reveal both inherited and acquired colour vision deficiencies. In addition, we used the JND (just noticeable differences) task for blue and red colours. Here, participants performed a binary forced choice stimulus task using a computerized adaptive testing design. Two coloured rectangles were presented on the screen with a colour difference magnitude ranging from 0 to 10 CIELAB units and applied differently per colour and per axis (L, a and b). For both experiments, luminosity settings and screen calibration were carefully controlled.

The results showed that older French participants were less able to discriminate close colours in the blue range (only). This finding is consistent with the cumulative nature of the exposure to UV radiation throughout lifespan. Second, older Himba participants were less able to discriminate close colours both in blue and red ranges. Surprisingly, while we expected that the difference between Himba and French participants would be the strongest in the blue range, on the contrary, Himba participants had greater difficulty discriminating close colours through the whole range of colours. However, a careful analysis is in progress to account for potential confounding factors, for instance related to the inadequacy of the tasks themselves.

These preliminary results may suggest that the effect of UV radiations on colour perception occurs for all hues. If so, it may be one factor explaining the relatively low number of colour terms used by the Himba people, by limiting the hues individualized in the speakers’ perceptual space, in addition to other cultural and environmental factors. Indeed, recent computational work suggests that both perceptual structure and communicative needs shape colour naming (Zavlasky et al., 2019), and injecting variation in the initial perceptual space of these models is an avenue we plan to explore in the future. Our contrastive study between two populations contributes to unravelling the role of colour perception in mediating physical/environmental factors on lexical characteristics of languages. Overall, this work suggests that language is deeply intertwined with its surroundings, thus highlighting the relevance of considering weak biases related to the socio-cultural system, the features of the environment, or the biology of its speaker.
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We propose a characterization of language that does not rest on the hypothesis that meaning is necessarily shared across interlocutors, since it is fundamentally grounded in the privacy and subjectivity of mental content. We first argue that the function of language is thus best characterized as the coordination rather than the communication between minds, since it is the constraints on use—rather than on meaning itself—that are negotiated between interlocutors during linguistic interactions. We then explore the evolutionary benefits of subjectivity and argue that it positively contributes to adaptability through: 1) innovation, as conceptual variability at the individual level increases the likelihood of the group of finding relevant conceptual innovations when exposed to environmental challenges; and 2) transfer, as subjective coordination allows for individual innovations to spread across a whole population, without individuals having to align their conceptual spaces and thereby lose the benefits of conceptual variability.

1. Introduction

Communication through language rests on mutual understanding: to understand you, I must figure out exactly what you mean by what you say. Successful communication therefore requires shared meaning and appeal to mental content. And yet, mental content remains inherently private and idiosyncratic in nature, which poses a major challenge to communication, for how can we indeed guarantee mutual understanding if the meaning speakers intend to communicate through language remains highly subjective and inaccessible to others (Pelletier, 2017, p.63)?

In this work, we propose to turn the problem on its head: rather than trying to reconcile subjectivity with communication, we explore what it would mean for the characterization of language to be structured around subjectivity, and what benefits subjectivity could have from an evolutionary perspective.

Our first contribution is to argue that the function of language that unfolds is actually best characterized as the coordination rather than the communication between minds—where communication and coordination are formally distinguished with respect to their requirement of shared meaning: strict for communication,
loose for coordination. Concretely, we argue that coordinating minds is best conceived as the *private satisfaction of shared constraints*, given that 1) speakers never have direct access to what their interlocutors actually mean, so that; 2) it is the constraints on *use*—rather than on meaning *itself*—that are actually negotiated between interlocutors during linguistic interactions.

Our second contribution is to formalize a clear hypothesis about the evolutionary benefits of subjectivity in improving adaptability through cumulative culture—that is, the ability of humans to innovate by creating new knowledge as well as to preserve existing knowledge by passing it on to other members of the group. We argue that subjectivity is advantageous in two ways: 1) for *innovation*, conceptual variability at the individual level increases the likelihood of the group of finding relevant conceptual innovations when exposed to environmental challenges; and 2) for *transfer*, subjective coordination allows for individual innovations to spread across a whole population, without individuals having to align their conceptual spaces and thereby lose the benefits of conceptual variability.

Through this work, we hope to contribute to the discussions on both the evolution and the function of language by decoupling the characterization of *communication success* from the characterization of *interpretation success*. Doing so allows us to treat the communicative function of language no longer as a theoretical prerequisite, “hardcoded” into our model of language, but as a mere hypothesis that can now be analyzed comparatively for explanatory adequacy.

2. Language, communication and the problem of subjectivity

2.1. The code model of communication

According to Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995, p.2) “From Aristotle through to modern semiotics, all theories of communication were based on […] the code model” later formalized by Shannon and Weaver (1949), which characterizes communication as information transfer between a sender and a recipient who exchange messages encoded and decoded to and from (linguistic) signals through a potentially noisy channel.

The problem with such a characterization—as *pragmatics* has extensively shown—is that *there is more to language than what is said*, so that linguistic signals alone often do not suffice to unambiguously decode messages: they must be put into context (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995, ch.1 §2). But context here is to be understood not only as the linguistic (e.g. sentential or discourse) context under which communication takes place, but also as the non-linguistic context such as the set of background experiences, knowledge, beliefs, desires or assumptions grounding the interpretation of messages and the mapping of linguistic *form* to conceptual *meaning*. Recipients must understand not only *what is said*, but also what senders (or speakers) actually *mean* by what they say, and to do so they must identify their *intentions* (Grice, 1989).
Inferential processes are therefore required to properly decode messages, and decoding is probably best formalized as *interpretation*, given how messages are themselves best characterized in terms of mental content and as combinations of propositions and propositional attitudes (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995, p.57).

### 2.2. Subjectivity, similarity and communication success

Major problems then arise when trying to characterize communication success. Because mental content is inherently private and background experiences grounding conceptual knowledge necessarily idiosyncratic and thus highly subjective and speaker-specific (Pelletier, 2017, §6). Yet, the code model assumes that communication is successful when the message decoded by the recipient is *identical* to the one encoded by the sender. How can we guarantee, then, that senders and recipients do in fact understand one-another if the messages they map to and from identical linguistic signals are processed through *different* conceptual backgrounds?

The problem is well acknowledged and usually resolved along two lines. First, by relaxing the identicity constraint on messages to sheer similarity. Second, by emphasizing that agents in linguistic interactions are not passive but actively negotiate meaning and gradually align their conceptual representations through conversation (Clark, 1996; Pickering & Garrod, 2006). But what does it mean for two messages to be similar? And how much similarity is enough to guarantee communication success? In effect, the concept of similarity merely displaces the problem while still posing major theoretical and empirical challenges (Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993). Alignment-based approaches to communication are not without problems either, as they still remain committed to the code model’s characterization of communication success, inasmuch as conceptual representations are expected to align across interlocutors during conversation and misalignment between speakers is only tolerated when it pertains to aspects irrelevant to the conversation at hand. Shared meaning is thus still very much of a requirement, and actually expected, given how speakers of the same (linguistic) community are assumed to share *common ground* (Kabbach & Herbelot, 2021, §2.3).

### 3. What exactly is the function of language?

#### 3.1. The need for an alternative hypothesis

In any case, a characterization of communication success that rests on the hypothesis of shared meaning can only be an approximation at best, for speakers can never actually verify that they do share meaning in practice. As Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995, p.18) emphasize, “when human beings try to communicate with each other, they are aiming at something they can never, in fact, achieve”. The

---

1 And has been extensively discussed in the philosophy of language, notably through the question of meaning holism and instability. See (Jackman, 2020), especially §3.2 and references therein.
formalization of communication success in the code model is psychologically unrealistically, for it would actually require speakers to perform an infinite number of recursive mutual checks on their respective mental content to ensure their making use of the same context and guarantee their encoding and decoding identical messages (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995, ch1 §3).

Moreover, if all speakers can do during conversation is strive to avoid conflict rather than enforce agreement—given that overt disagreement is the only kind of information they actually have access to in practice—the question boils down to whether the absence of (behavioral) conflict really equates (conceptual) agreement, which is far from obvious. The structure of language and cognition indeed appears to be such that you and I can agree on the fact that kittens are cute without having to agree on what kittens are, or up to what age one can call a cat a kitten, on why we find kittens cute, or even on what constitutes a good prototype of cuteness. Many argue that, in such cases, conceptual variability between us does not really matter: language can remain vague and vagueness can even serve communication (van Deemter, 2010). But saying that conceptual variability does not matter does not mean that it is necessarily marginal. Regardless, it remains that language appears to be structurally underdetermined regarding concepts, in that my uttering the word cat does not even begin to convey the richness of my concept CAT. Therefore, our agreeing on the fact that kittens are cute remains what it is: an appearance of agreement between what are probably highly subjective and thus clearly distinct conceptual representations, compatible in this context only inasmuch as they do not lead to overt disagreement between us.

Considering subjectivity to be negligible overall in language processing is thus probably somewhat of an arbitrary choice—true by definition rather than by empirical observation—and the assumption of shared meaning may very well prove to be biased by our tendency to actually overestimate how much we share meaning with others (Martí, Piantadosi, & Kidd, 2019). Be that as it may, would it really make sense to talk about “communication” if it did not involve shared meaning in the first place? Or if the notion of mutual understanding was not grounded in a form of “sameness of concept” among interlocutors? The language-for-communication hypothesis still resists the relaxing of the shared meaning assumption, even if just for questions of clarity and consistency. If we are to call into question its characterization of success, we thus need more than a new model of communication: we need a new hypothesis about the function of language itself.

3.2. The language-for-coordination hypothesis

The primary contribution of our work is to propose a radical change of perspective on the role subjectivity is assumed to play in language processing (in general) and in interpretation (in particular). In considering that subjectivity is structural rather than marginal, we argue that the function of language is actually best characterized
as the coordination rather than the communication between minds. Concretely, we distinguish coordination from communication with respect to their requirement of shared meaning: strict for communication, loose for coordination. In effect, coordination dispenses itself from having to characterize success in terms of necessary conceptual alignment between speakers. Indeed, interpretation can be thought of as a problem of constraint satisfaction, but one that admits multiple solutions and that is resolved independently by speakers taken individually, so that they need not converge to identical solutions.

Let us take a concrete example to illustrate our point: it is common in the scientific literature to find counter-arguments to the subjectivity of meaning revolving around the problem of concept-to-word mapping. The argument goes more or less as follows: if you call a dog what I call a cat, how can the two of us communicate with one-another? Yet, things need not be so binary: there is ample leeway between my saying cat when you say dog and you and I having identical concepts of CAT and DOG. The example is of course limited—what are identical or similar concepts in the first place?—but it gives us an intuitive sense of the claim: the mapping between words and concepts need not be one-to-one, so that different speakers can actually associate different concepts to identical words.

In fact, the process of making sense of linguistic signals could perfectly accommodate the pervasiveness of subjectivity specifically because it remains private and because meaning is never negotiated directly across speakers. You and I certainly do have to agree that what we have in front of us is referred to as a cat and not a dog, but we will never negotiate our conceptual representations of CAT and DOG directly: only the constraints they have to satisfy externally. And since the words cat and dog are structurally underdetermined with respect to our concepts of CAT and DOG, the problem of constraint satisfaction so defined may very well admit multiple solutions that will be produced privately by each of us, within the subjectivity of our respective conceptual spaces.

---

2Our use of the term “coordination” is somewhat arbitrary and primarily motivated by the desire to clearly depart from the term “communication” without resorting to a neologism. Nonetheless, it also rests on the observation that, to coordinate, people need not do the same thing. The examples of coordination provided by Clark (1996, p.3) for instance—such as waltzing or playing music—give a sense of the intuition. From not doing the same thing to not thinking the same thing, there is a bridge between behavior and mind that we will take the liberty to cross here.

3We neither provide nor commit to any particular characterization of the notion of “constraint”, though we do commit to the view that concepts are mental entities. In the above example, constraints could for instance be considered “referential”, insofar as you and I have to agree that the word cat should be used to refer to the animal we have in front of us. But in a different conversation, I may try to convince you that cats are adorable creatures, and constraints on usage of cats or adorable will be formalized differently. Anyhow, the point made by the language-for-coordination hypothesis is that aligning usage does not require aligning concepts. The intuition is plain: we need not agree for the same reasons. “Making sense” only requires that we find at least one way to agree, that is, one way to accommodate our subjective concepts to the situation at hand.
4. Coordination and subjectivity from an evolutionary perspective

4.1. Language-for-coordination and explanatory adequacy

Our proposition is not without empirical support. Kabbach and Herbelot (2021), for instance, question the standard view that communication succeeds because the impact of subjectivity is negligible (i.e. the view that speakers of the same linguistic community share significant common ground despite having private mental content (Clark, 1996)). They specifically investigate whether common ground emerges from linguistic interactions in the first place, and show using computational models of lexical meaning that aligning different models on parts of their semantic spaces does not necessarily lead to increased overall similarity between them. Worse, they show that models often manage to improve superficial alignment by actually resorting to idiosyncratic rather than commonly shared aspects of their conceptual spaces, providing thereby a computational characterization of the distinction between agreeing and compatible semantic representations.

Such work, of course, is no definite proof of our argument. But it stands in the long tradition of computational work that, without guaranteeing what is, can at least give us some intuition about what could be: in this case, superficial behavioral alignment does not have to equate deep conceptual agreement. To us, the role of subjectivity in language should no longer be downplayed: in practice, conceptual similarity across people is extremely hard to validate experimentally (Kabbach & Herbelot, 2021, §2.2) and the fact of the matter is that “different subjects give individually different results on the many tasks about meaning that have been administered over the decades in cognitive psychology” (Pelletier, 2017, p.74). Those empirical data have to be accounted for one way or another.

4.2. Adaptability: the evolutionary benefits of subjectivity

Interestingly, support for the language-for-communication hypothesis may come from considerations about the emergence of language and asking what benefits subjectivity could have from an evolutionary perspective. One way to concretely tackle the problem is to consider the impact of cumulative culture on adaptability. According to Mithen (1996), human societies distinguish themselves from apes by a striking technological gap, giving our species a major survival advantage as it enables us to adapt much more easily to environmental changes. The superiority of those technological abilities have been said to arise from cumulative culture, i.e., from our ability to innovate by creating new knowledge as well as to preserve existing knowledge by passing it on to other members of the group (Mesoudi, 2011). The question that arises, then, is how to provide a functional characterization of the cognitive processes involved in cumulative culture, and more specifically of the role language plays in both (conceptual) innovation and transfer.

One interesting take on the matter is the study of Toya and Hashimoto (2018) which investigates the evolutionary benefits of recursion. Drawing a parallel be-
tween mental operations and action sequences involved in toolmaking, they show how specific types of recursive operations can lead to improved tool manufacturing strategies and to the production of more and more diverse tools—ultimately leading to improved population fitness, better adaptability and increased survival capabilities. Yet, if their study paves the way for an empirical investigation of the question that interests us here—demonstrating how increased conceptual diversity can positively contribute to innovation and adaptability—it tells us little about transfer and how a specific innovation may spread across a whole population. More specifically, will members of a group necessarily transmit whole production strategies or rather focus on enabling all members to produce the desired outcome irrespective of the production method used? Which approach will prove better able to entrench innovations and ultimately improve adaptability? This is probably where we can best foresee the possible contribution of the language-for-coordination hypothesis: if what matters is what you make and not how you make it, relaxing the constraint on shared meaning could prove decisive. As Toya and Hashimoto (2018) indeed detail, a single linearized sequence may correspond to different hierarchical structures (see Figure 1) so that if the point is to match the sequence rather than a particular structure (the what versus the how) diversity in the how—what they call “diversity of production”—can actually prove beneficial. This directly echoes considerations of §3.2 regarding the underdeterminacy of language vis-a-vis concepts and the benefits of subjectivity for coordination.

![Figure 1.](image)

Figure 1.: Different hierarchical structures corresponding to different combinations of recursive operations generating the linearized sequence abcd.

We can thus now formulate a clear hypothesis about the possible evolutionary benefits of subjectivity: by enabling agents to coordinate without having to align their respective conceptual spaces, language would allow for the spread of a particular conceptual innovation within a group, without losing the benefits for innovation of maintaining distinct conceptual spaces across individuals.

5. Conclusion

Is the function of language best characterized in terms of communication or coordination? Inasmuch as communication entails that meaning must be shared across interlocutors when coordination does not, we argue for the latter. Indeed, considering the major evolutionary benefits that subjectivity brings to cumulative culture and adaptability, we argue that we should reconsider the place of subjectivity...
as being central to any account of human language and cognition, rather than a negligible byproduct of marginally different background experiences grounding conceptual knowledge.
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We examine the development of Hindi from Sanskrit using a spectral analysis algorithm. These methods are exceptionally good at drawing out inconsistencies and discrepancies in a dataset, and are therefore well suited to questions around language change. Using a Hindi corpus developed from the Hindi/Urdu Treebank Project (Bhat et al., 2017) annotated in a Paninian (Sanskrit based) scheme, we contrast Panini’s karaka role scheme against Hindi grammatical markers, such as postpositions. More broadly, we contribute a novel approach to uncovering and analyzing specific changes in language through time.

1. Introduction

The most reliable means of documenting language change through time is by directly considering examples drawn from documents distributed over the history of that language. There may, however, be another way. Many languages come with linguistic traditions of their own. If these traditions come to be interpreted prescriptively, the community that participates in the tradition may attempt to accommodate an inherited (semi-)formal theory to their contemporary language, either to demonstrate that the language is still licensed by the tradition, or simply because that is the only alternative that comes to mind for analyzing contemporary language. These accommodations may not be acknowledged or documented, but it may be possible to infer them from example explanations or derivations.

In this paper, we seek to investigate the possibility of such inference to document changes to Hindi syntax relative to the Paninian Sanskrit tradition. Using spectral analysis techniques, we analyze a Hindi corpus that has been annotated according to Paninian conventions by The Hindi/Urdu Treebank Project (Bhat et al., 2017). By treating Hindi as a kind of “noisy” Sanskrit, and imposing a grammar devised for Sanskrit onto it, we show that a simple technique for noise reduction can in fact reveal certain specific changes. In particular, as we describe in detail below, it has been able to reveal changes between the locative and genitive roles and their grammatical markers, as well as a failure to classify the reflexive pronoun apna, given the diversity of reflexives in Sanskrit. It also highlights the development of ergativity and Differential Object Marking, both of which developed well after classical Sanskrit.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
While numerous mathematical approaches to language change have focused on modelling the system of syntactic change itself (Niyogi & Berwick, 1997; Kodner & Cerezo Falco, 2018), or have sought to understand its cognitive or semantic implications (Hamilton, Leskovec, & Jurafsky, 2016; Habibi, Kemp, & Xu, 2020), to our knowledge, the vast majority have never been used as a means of discovery. Those that have, some of them with very similar methods to the one used here (Belkin & Goldsmith, 2002; Belkin & Niyogi, 2003; Thaine & Penn, 2019) do not rely on a parallel linguistic tradition as a means of identifying changes. We hope this work will contribute to advancing just such an approach.

2. Grammar and Corpus

The Ashtadhyayi, written c. 350 BCE by Panini, is perhaps the first serious grammar of a language - in its case, Sanskrit. It is admired by linguists of all persuasions for its wide range of descriptive devices, and its degree of formal rigour (Kiparsky, 2009).

One of the work’s defining traits is its use of karaka roles, abstract case markings with some connection to deep/semantic arguments, at least as they appear in the corpus we used, although the correspondence between theta-roles and karaka roles in Panini has been disputed elsewhere (Houben, 1999). Kiparsky (2009) articulates three principles of karaka theory: (1) every karaka role must be “expressed” by a morphological element, (2) no karaka role can be expressed by more than one morphological element, and (3) every morphological element must express something. Hindi is a morphologically poorer language than Sanskrit.

As Bharati, Bhatia, Chaitanya, and Sangal (1998) have outlined, this requires an analysis using inflections, postpositions, and auxiliary words rather than one with morphology alone. Bhat et al. (2017) did such an analysis by hand in their corpus.

The Hindi-language fragment of the Hindi/Urdu Treebank Project (Bhat et al., 2017) contains 11,600 sentences and 242,600 tokens. This corpus is annotated using an extension of the Universal Dependencies scheme: roles like ‘vmod’ have been subdivided into ‘k1’ (agent), ‘k2’ (patient), and so on. These ‘k*’ roles were inspired by traditional, Paninian karaka roles. We evaluate the relationship between the actual distribution of Hindi morphemes and clitics and karaka roles using spectral analysis.

3. Singular Value Decomposition

The corpus annotation scheme of Bhat et al. (2017) uses postpositions to indicate role assignments to syntactic phrases. We define a matrix $A$ that aligns postpositions with roles, in order to analyze discrepancies in their correspondence. Each row $x_i$ represents a role, with $n$ total roles. Then row $x_i = [x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{ij}, \ldots, x_{im}]$ where $x_{ij}$ is the number of times the $j$-th postposition is the final element in a phrase marked with the $i$-th role, with $m$ total postpositions.
We extracted a list of roles and postpositions from the corpus to construct this matrix. We only counted postpositions at the end of phrases, as these determine the role, and counted phrases without postpositions as inflected with a NULL postposition. In the case of inflection by gender and number, e.g., the possessive \(ka\), which appears as \(ki\) (singular or plural feminine) or \(ke\) (plural masculine), we count it as the stem \(ka\). This provides consistency, as gender and number are determined by the possessee and have no bearing on the role itself. Nonetheless, we analyze occurrences of the form \(ke + \text{PSP}\) as is (where PSP is the POS tag for postposition), since this is a postpositional construct in Hindi that is unrelated to the possessive. In the case of pronouns, Hindi also permits postpositions to attach as morphology, which we extract and analyze in the manner described above.

In our presentation, we retain all roles found in the corpus, but include only the top 26 postpositions, to reduce clutter. These make up about 99.9% by occurrence. In practice, including the rest has a negligible effect on our analysis. This leaves us with a total of \(n=65\) roles and \(m=26\) postpositions. A complete list of roles and postpositions, and their frequencies, are found in the supplementary materials.\(^1\)

Singular-Value Decomposition (SVD) takes a co-occurrence matrix as input and returns component vectors that capture the most salient dimensions of the dataset, as measured by variance, together with weights, called singular values, that describe the importance of each dimension. Here, we present only the dimensions corresponding to the six largest singular values and project the vectorized roles onto them pairwise in a series of two-dimensional visualizations. We used \texttt{scikit-learn}'s implementation of SVD.

The \(j\)-th component in a vector represents the relevance of the \(j\)-th postposition. Once normalized, entries with an absolute value close to 1 are the most relevant, and those close to 0, irrelevant. Negative entries indicate an anti-correlation, which can still be very relevant.

Examining the projection of roles onto components outlines the relationship between particular roles and postpositions. Components with a single dominant postposition should attract roles highly related to the functional use of that postposition. Likewise, components containing multiple postpositions may either attract multiple roles, or a single multi-purposed role, indicating an analytical gap.

4. Results

As stated above, the most relevant parts of a component are those entries with values furthest from 0. We provide the first three postpositions ranked this way, in Table 1. These entries already tend rapidly toward 0, which is where the vast majority of entries lie anyhow. As we will explain, there are particular reasons that these postpositions appear on the components that they do, and that certain roles associate with them.

\(^1\)https://hdl.handle.net/1807/117650
Table 1. The first six components from our spectral analysis. The three most extremal postpositions of each component are given, as determined by the absolute value of their singular value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Postposition 1</th>
<th>Postposition 2</th>
<th>Postposition 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_0$</td>
<td>$ka$ (0.97)</td>
<td>NULL (0.21)</td>
<td>$ne$ (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>NULL (0.9)</td>
<td>$ne$ (0.32)</td>
<td>$ka$ (-0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>$mein$ (0.92)</td>
<td>$par$ (0.37)</td>
<td>$tak$ (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>$ne$ (0.86)</td>
<td>$ko$ (-0.41)</td>
<td>NULL (-0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>$ko$ (-0.88)</td>
<td>$ne$ (-0.36)</td>
<td>NULL (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_5$</td>
<td>$ke$ liye (0.99)</td>
<td>$se$ (-0.11)</td>
<td>$ke$ karan (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Projection onto components 0 and 2.

We consider roles mapped onto the components $c_0$ and $c_2$ first, shown in Figure 1. Each dot is a role, where the most relevant roles are those furthest away from the main cluster. We do not annotate the main cluster for this reason in any figure, although we do provide a list of cluster roles in the supplementary materials. It is worth noting that frequency plays a part in where roles land: a very frequent role can end up seeming more relevant than it is, with a weak correlation exaggerated by its prevalence. On the other hand, SVD remains exceptionally good at highlighting lower frequency roles that are actually relevant.

Considering $c_2$ first, the roles $k7t$ (location in time), $k7p$ (location in space) and $k7$ (location elsewhere) as the most prominent. Given that $c_2$ is mainly composed of $mein$ (in) and $par$ (on), this makes total sense: the locative postpositions relate to the locative roles. Considering the other five components, it is striking that neither $mein$ nor $par$ are relevant in any. Nor, as we will see, are the locative roles as a group so clearly related to any other component. While this is a more straightforward case, it also reinforces the empirical validity of this analysis.

We consider $c_0$ next, where the role $r6$ (genitive) and its variant $r6$-$k2$ (complex predicate with object) dominate, accompanied by $k1$ (agent), likely due to sheer frequency. Notice that $c_0$ is composed primarily of $ka$ (possessive marker), along
with NULL, albeit more weakly. The relationship between $ka$ and $r6$ is clear, with the effect of relating the possessive marker to the genitive role.

$r6$ appears with the NULL marker in the corpus almost exclusively with the reflexive pronoun $apna$, which is marked in the corpus as $r6$, as are other possessive pronouns. The inchoate category of “reflexive pronoun” only entered linguistics in the late 19th century, partly due to comparative evidence from Sanskrit (Orqueda, 2019). Other possessive determiners do exist in Sanskrit, although historically it has always been more common to use the genitive case of the corresponding pronoun, which thus exhibits no agreement with its head noun. The reflexives stand out in Sanskrit by being so heterogeneous in any account, including the Paninian one, as they include an indeclinable ($swayam$), a noun ($atman$), a declinable determiner ($svah$) that, unlike every other possessive declinable determiner in Sanskrit, is not depronominial, and in certain cases, the verbal middle voice (known to the traditional grammarians as $atmanepada$, arguably translatable as the reflexive voice). Against this backdrop, just about any choice of label for Hindi’s $apna$ would be a stretch, and indeed the $r6$ label belies the fact that $apna$ is declinable and, if it is de(pro)nominal at all, not transparently so.

Before we discuss the next group of components, we find it necessary to provide some background on ergativity in modern Hindi. In Hindi, the subject of an intransitive clause and the object of a transitive clause are treated the same way, whereas the subject of a transitive clause is marked with $ne$. But Hindi is split-ergative: we only see the ergative pattern in the preterite and perfect tenses (Verbeke & De Cuypere, 2009). The origin of this construction is an open question with differing hypotheses, but crucially, it lacks any precedent in Sanskrit’s case system itself (Anderson, 1977; Butt & King, 2004; Verbeke & De Cuypere, 2009), presenting a problem for annotating Hindi using a Paninian scheme.

As for components $c1$, $c3$, and $c4$ (Figures 2 and 3), what is immediately clear...
is that there exists some relationship between NULL, ne (ergative marker), and ko (to). These postpositions are almost entirely isolated to within this component group, with the exception of NULL in $c_0$, which we have already addressed. Looking at Figure 2, k1 and k2 (patient) are consistently prominent throughout. This is rather conspicuous, as ne almost exclusively occurs with k1 to mark ergative agents, and ko, primarily with k2 but rarely k1. NULL however occurs frequently with both roles, and must therefore logically serve to unify them, although this alone does not explain the linguistic relationship between ne and ko.

We believe the solution comes through a phenomenon known as Differential Object Marking (DOM). DOM is a process of marking animacy and definiteness in a language. It is present in Hindi, and developed alongside the modern language - well after Sanskrit. In Hindi, its presence is typically expressed with ko, and its absence, with NULL (Montaut, 2018). This latter point is crucial, as we can relate it to ergativity: NULL marks both non-ergative agents, and non-animate or non-definite objects. In other words, the development of ergativity and DOM in Hindi - phenomena both not present in Sanskrit - have come to intersect through NULL.

The component $c_4$ also provides brief additional insight into role mergers connected with ko. As Butt and King (2004) note, ko is a postposition of many forms, covering the accusative (including DOM as above), dative, and experiencer or dative passive. This is precisely what we observe in Figure 2, with k2, k4 (recipient), and k4a (experiencer), respectively present on the negative side of $c_4$ where ko has a strongly negative singular value. Additionally, k7t appears in this group, because temporal locatives in Hindi can also be marked with ko.

Finally, we examine $c_5$ in Figure 3. The postposition ke liye (for) almost always occurs under rt (purpose), whereas se (from) occurs primarily with k5 (source). The relationship between these two is rather one-sided: se is a rather versatile postposition, and occasionally occurs under rt, but we never observe ke liye as expressing k5. se, moreover, is actually the third most frequent postposition on the role rt, after ko. A post hoc analysis of the corpus reveals that under the role rt both postpositions are used to mark adverbials in Hindi, demonstrating a convergence of one aspect of se with ke liye in this domain.

The reader familiar with Universal Dependencies will notice that we have not commented on nmod (noun participle), pof (part of relation), or ccof (coordination or conjunct), despite their prevalence. This is because in this corpus they either serve as catch-all roles, or annotate more functional aspects of grammar. They have less to do with the karaka scheme (Begum et al., 2008; Tandon, Chaudhry, Bhat, & Sharma, 2016), and in turn the aim of this work.

5. Discussion

All three of our findings can be corroborated by existing knowledge among area specialists in Hindi syntactic innovations. This suggests that spectral analysis relative to a prescriptive grammatical structure in which a descendant language is
viewed as a noisy version of its ancestor has some promise as a means of discovering as-yet unknown changes.

The success of this work has relied on the alignment of several stars. First, we picked a language pair with a very mature and well-documented linguistic tradition: Sanskrit is the most analyzed language in the world after only modern English. Second, the Hindi/Urdu Treebank Project methodically and, to our great relief, electronically annotated enough Hindi data that SVD could reveal certain anomalies. But most importantly, they did so in accordance with certain aspects of the ancient Paninian tradition that made the application of our proposed method straightforward. There are other approaches to Hindi grammatical analysis. Current analyses of modern Hindi are rooted in Prakritic grammars dating back to 1698 at the earliest (Bhatia, 1987), but these grammars come from a colonial tradition based in the Western classical paradigms of Greek and Latin.

It is an open question as to whether the method proposed here can be extended to pairs of cognate languages other than direct ancestor-descendant pairs. There are a variety of more sophisticated methods for spectral analysis than SVD, the algorithms for which were worked out in the 1960s. Some of them would perhaps reveal anomalies between more diverse pairs, or more subtle anomalies with ancestors and descendants. Having located an anomaly, its interpretation furthermore remains non-trivial. We relied on the assistance of Professor Miriam Butt, an area specialist, who was immediately able to interpret what the anomalies were. The present authors would not have been able to do this themselves, even with considerable effort.

It should also be noted that we did not uncover every change from Sanskrit to Hindi, nor even every noteworthy change by conservative estimates, such as the development of the dative passive in Hindi. All of these shortcomings remain areas for further investigation.
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EMERGENCE OF NEGATION IN A TURKISH HOMESIGN SYSTEM: INSIGHTS FROM THE FAMILY CONTEXT
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Deaf children without access to conventional sign language develop gesture systems called homesigns to communicate with their immediate family. Despite the lack of a language model, these systems exhibit many properties of natural languages, including basic syntax [1], stable lexicon [2], complex sentences, and noun phrases [3-4]. One of the challenges in such language creation situations is understanding whether and how the gestures of the family members play a role in the creation of homesign systems. Despite acknowledging the complexity of the gestures in the input, previous studies did not conduct a systematic or detailed analysis of gestures used by different caregivers in the family and their potential impact on homesigners’ gestures [5-6]. Thus to what extent gestures used by family members surrounding a homesigner look analogous to homesigners’ gestures is understudied. Here, our study focused on a Turkish homesigner child and his family to examine the role of the language model in the emergence of negation, a universal component of human language.

Previously, Franklin et al. [7] analyzed the negation patterns of an American homesigning child, David, on eight play sessions beginning from age 2;10 to 3;11 (years; months). They found that David predominantly used side-to-side headshakes as the main negation marker (84% of 327 negative sentences). Researchers assumed that he co-opted this negative marker from the surrounding hearing culture because his mother and siblings have never been exposed to sign language. Interestingly, the researchers concluded that his negated expressions...
reflected the ability of the child to re-invent negation marker without an available language model to guide him. However, in their study, gestures used by different family members around the child were not analyzed to see whether they set up a consistent negation model for him. Thus, the effect of the complexity of the input from language models in the homesign system remains partially unanswered.

To address this issue, we investigate whether the hearing family members of a Turkish homesigner child display a rich and consistent negation model with their gestures, and the child benefits from this model. We observed natural play sessions (182 minutes) of a Turkish deaf child who had severe hearing loss playing with his hearing mother and 13-years-old sister during six different time points beginning from the child’s age 5;11 until 6;3. Since there is no comprehensive study on the co-speech gestures of Turkish speakers, the coding template consisted of the negation markers of the Turkish Sign Language [8-9]. The child’s and family members’ gestures were coded for the presence and forms of negative markers only and compared to each other in terms of form and frequency. Table 1 (see supplementary materials) presents preliminary results of negation forms used by each family member. The child produced side-to-side headshakes as the most frequent marker (39% of all his negative sentences produced). Nevertheless, headshakes were not as common among his mother and sister’s negation forms (4,5% and 10%, respectively). Contrary to the child, his mother produced a backward head tilt as the most frequent marker (66% of all her negative sentences), while his sister used a 1-handshape variant (60% of all her negative sentences). They both seemed to present consistent negative strategies as a model and differ from each other and the child. Although their presence in the play sessions varied, the mother and the sister provided significant input (44 and 30 negation gestures in 85 and 97 min. they interacted with the child in sessions, respectively). In comparison, the child produced 102 negation gestures in 182 minutes.

These preliminary results suggest that homesigners can receive rich environmental input [10-12]. However, this input might not be consistent between members of the family. The fact that we found a variation among family members in the types of negation markers is in line with recent findings showing that languages of small communities exhibit more variation than in larger ones [13]. These results also reinforce the previous observation that homesigners are not getting their system from the input [14]: 39% of the child's negative sentences use side-to-side headshake, which does not appear to be the most frequent strategy of either his mother or sister. Finally, the child’s most frequent marker supports previous claims that some properties of language are resilient and are less inclined to be affected by input during the creation [1], even when the input can be rich. Rather, the resemblance of reliance on side-to-side headshake between the child
and David also suggests a universally emerging negation strategy. Overall, the study aims to contribute to the scarce literature on how one of the main characteristics of human language, negation, can emerge in a homesign environment where hearing and deaf interlocutors actively participate. Further functional analyses of the negation markers in the gesture utterances of the interactants will be made.
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1. Introduction

All human languages change over time, as linguistic variants are discarded, innovated, and their meanings shifted. Most change stems from variation, be it geographical, cultural or social. Here we examine a division and source of variation intersecting these categories: political polarization. Particularly in the last decade, social and political scientists have been concerned with the causes and alarming social effects of increasing media polarization and partisan segregation particularly in the US (Brown & Enos, 2021). However, political polarization may also have an effect on the dynamics of language evolution and change, forming the basis for signals of in-group and out-group status (?) and potentially leading to more dramatic language speciation at deeper timescales (?; Altmann, Pierrehumbert, & Motter, 2011). Using existing political categorizations, we collect and use an extensive corpus of social media posts to quantify divergence in American English along the left-right axis, both in topics of conversation and lexical semantics.

Twitter data has been shown to be useful for mapping lexical innovation and variation (Grieve, Nini, & Guo, 2018; Bhat & Klein, 2020) and analyzing polarization effects (Chen, Salloum, Gronow, Ylä-Anttila, & Kivelä, 2021). Studies of linguistic divergence between political divides have often focused on politicians and activists (Adamic & Glance, 2005; Li, Schloss, & Follmer, 2017; Gentzkow, Shapiro, & Taddy, 2019). Those on the general population have grouped subjects based on self-reporting (Halpern & Rodriguez, 2018) and social media activity (Sylwester & Purver, 2015; Demszyk et al., 2019; KhudaBukhsh, Sarkar, Kamlet, & Mitchell, 2020). We focus on everyday interactions, not just political communication, and scale up the latter sampling approach, mining and grouping a total of half a billion follower listings across 72 large US news media accounts. We use the Allsides Media Bias Rankings (Allsides, 2021, v4) to delineate likely left and likely right biased news outlets (Allsides is not perfectly unbiased itself, but serves as a useful starting point). Having access to the entire follower bases of the
news accounts allows us to carry out full set operations, and find users who only follow one side but not the other. Further limiting these to active and identifiable US-located users (a major bottleneck) leaves 6202 likely “left” and 4783 likely “right” aligned accounts. We mined their tweets between February-September 2021, yielding a corpus of 1.5 million tweets (750,814 and 732,521, respectively).

Figure 1. Divided they (micro)blog. UMAP dimension reduction of an LDA topic model of the tweet corpus, with illustrating keywords. Each dot is an account, accounts with similar content are arranged together (blue = “left”, red = “right”).

2. Results and Conclusions

We fit a topic model to the tweet corpus, visualized in Figure 1, showing how the two sides differ in their daily conversation topics. Word frequencies quantify this further, revealing magnitudes of difference in the usage of some terms. Phrases like President Trump and communist are used about 16x more by the “right” in 2021, who also prefer hand-shaped emoji in contrast to some face-shaped emoji used predominantly by the “left”. We also apply word embeddings to detect semantic change and identify potentially competing variants. While users on either side still of course speak the same language, a number of interesting divergences emerge, with differences in the meaning of some emoji and certain politically charged terms (e.g. woke referring to either “wokeness” or just waking up). Ongoing research aims to validate these findings with a crowd-sourced annotation task (Schlechtweg, Walde, & Eckmann, 2018), and compare with recent large-scale dialectal work (Grieve et al., 2018) to tease apart sources of variation.

By building on and scaling up previous methodologies of sampling utterances by speaker political alignment, our results show that existing political divisions are already being reflected in language use. Mapping this ongoing lexical and semantic evolution in American English provides a model applicable to studying similar phenomena in any language where sufficient data can be acquired. We emphasize the potential for studies of this kind to shed light on the interplay of interacting evolutionary dynamics at socio-cultural and linguistic levels.
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1. Introduction

Shared intentionality is one of the essential basis for linguistic communication in humans (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005). It refers to the motivation to share a psychological state and collaborate with others for shared goals and actions. Various cooperative behaviors have been reported in nonhuman species including rats (Rattus norvegicus). Nevertheless, it is unclear whether such behaviors are established based on each individual’s coordination or independent contributions. Therefore, we used the Joint Simon task to examine whether the rats have representation for other’s action to the shared goal.

The joint Simon task is based on the Simon task. In an auditory discrimination task in which correct response is a left lever to stimulus A, and a right lever to stimulus B for example, the response is faster and more accurate when the A is presented from the left than right side. This is because the stimulus and the response are incompatible in the latter condition (Simon effect). Generally, this effect disappears when the task is divided into left and right (half task) but reappear when this task is performed by two people (joint Simon task). This joint Simon task is used to examine the shared representation of the action of a partner during joint activity in humans (Sebanz, Knoblich, & Prinz, 2003).

A previous study demonstrated the joint Simon effect in common marmosets between familiar pairs (Miss & Burkart, 2018). However, the degree of representation sharing may differ according to familiarity between partners, as in humans. Therefore, we also compared the effects based on familiarity with the
partner; cagemate and non-cagemate pairs. Subjects were also assigned to mixed and single strain cagemate conditions to manipulate familiarity between strains.

2. Methods

The subjects were eight male rats (four Long-Evans and four Wistar strain), housed in pairs. We used an operant box that could be divided into two chambers using a wire-mesh wall. Rats were trained individually on a two-choice auditory discrimination task. All subjects learned to respond by pressing the left lever at 2 kHz, and the right lever at 4 kHz. Unlike in the training, the stimuli were presented from either the left or right in the tests. The subjects experienced the four task conditions; a single condition in which one individual performed a full Simon task, a control condition in which one individual performed a half task, a joint condition in which two individuals shared the left and right half tasks, and a paired control condition in which two individuals were in the operant box but only one performed the half task. The subjects were also tested for joint and paired control tasks both with a cagemate and a non-cagemate. The compatibility effect was used for the index of the Simon effect, calculated by subtracting the correct rate for incompatible from compatible trials. The effect of task condition and familiarity on the compatibility effect was examined by linear mixed models (LMMs).

3. Results and Discussion

The subjects showed larger compatibility effects in the single and joint conditions than in control or paired control conditions. Overall, the rats showed both Simon and joint Simon effects. The difference between the paired control and joint conditions indicates that this effect was caused by sharing the task, not merely due to existence of the partner. The effects were significantly larger in cagemate than in non-cagemate pairs. However, no significant differences were found based on whether the partner was of the same or different strain. Therefore, familiarity between partners only partially explain the differences in compatibility effects. In summary, action co-representation for partner in joint tasks was shown in rats, which is highly social species. Although cooperative tendency differed based on familiarity of the strain in the previous study, it is unclear whether social factors modulated the joint Simon effect in this study. Therefore, further studies focusing on individual differences in the effect, such as the frequency of paying attention to the partner, would be informative.
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Learning biases have long been theorized to play a causal role in the cultural evolution of linguistic systems. In particular, existing literature suggests that the difficulty encountered by second-language (L2) learners in acquiring complex linguistic features may contribute to the loss of those features from the target language in situations of language contact (Bentz & Winter, 2013; Berdicevskis & Semenuks, 2022; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Sinnemäki & Di Garbo, 2018; Trudgill, 2011; Walkden & Breitbarth, 2019; Weerman, 1993; also see Jansson, Parkvall, & Strimling, 2015 on modelling creolization). Against the backdrop of this body of research, it is reasonable to expect that the population fraction of L2 learners may act as a bifurcation parameter: if sufficiently many L2 learners are present in a speech community, the loss of L2-difficult features may be permanent. Without an explicit model combining population and learning dynamics, however, it is impossible to say where the critical value of such a putative bifurcation parameter might lie.

We propose such a model by extending the variational learner (Yang, 2002) to cover L2 as well as L1 acquisition. For L2 (but not L1) learners, the extended model includes a learning bias that works against the successful (native-like) acquisition of the L2-difficult variant. The asymptotic dynamics of this extended learning model can be studied just like those of the ordinary linear reward–penalty learning scheme (Bush & Mosteller, 1955) that underlies the variational learner. In particular, we show that an L2 learner’s expected probability of employing an L2-difficult grammar $G_1$ over its easier-to-acquire competitor $G_2$ tends to a definite value as learning iteration tends to infinity.

Taking the usual infinite learner limit (cf. Yang, 2000) then yields a deterministic dynamical system that describes the evolution of a mixed population of L1 and L2 speakers. This system has three parameters: $\sigma$, the fraction of L2 speakers in the population; $D$, the learning-theoretic strength of the L2-difficulty of $G_1$; and $\alpha$, the fitness ratio (Kauhanen & Walkden, 2018) of the two grammars.

We show analytically that this system always has exactly one stable equilibrium. The system’s dynamics are, however, separated into two phases: in one
phase, the stable equilibrium satisfies $p > 0$ and $q > 0$, where $p$ and $q$ stand for the probability of the L2-difficult grammar $G_1$ in the L1 and L2 populations, respectively. In other words, the L2-difficult grammar is retained in each population at some non-zero (and possibly high) frequency. In the second phase, however, the attractor is the origin $(p, q) = (0, 0)$, meaning that the L2-difficult grammar is wiped out from both populations, including the L1 speaker population which itself is not subject to the learning bias (but feels its effects through interactions with the L2 population). This bifurcation occurs as $\sigma$ crosses the critical value

$$
\sigma_{\text{crit}} = \frac{(\alpha - 1)(D + 1)}{\alpha D},
$$

that is, fractions of L2 speakers $\sigma > \sigma_{\text{crit}}$ exhibit simplification dynamics (Fig. 1).

To provide some empirical support for the model, we estimate the parameters $\sigma$ and $\alpha$ from demographic and corpus data, and provide reasonable orders of magnitude for the learning bias $D$, for two historical developments: the loss of verbal inflection in Afrikaans (Trudgill, 2011) and the partial loss of null subjects in Afro-Peruvian Spanish (Sessarego & Gutiérrez-Rexach, 2018). Empirically, the simplification process in Afrikaans went to completion, whereas in Afro-Peruvian Spanish null subjects retain a partial status. These facts are predicted by the model, in the sense that $\sigma > \sigma_{\text{crit}}$ in the former case but not in the latter.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Stable equilibrium $(p, q)$ of the mixed speech community (top row: probability of $G_1$ in L1 speakers; bottom row: L2 speakers). Full simplification occurs above the bifurcation threshold $\sigma_{\text{crit}}$ (equation 1), depicted as the dashed white curve.
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Bayesian phylogenetics provides a quantitative method with which to estimate the timing of language divergences (Hoffmann et al. 2021). In such analyses, a “relaxed clock” of lexical change is used to date nodes in the language tree. A relaxed clock assumes an approximately predictable rate of lexical innovation, while allowing the rate to vary across the branches of the tree. In order to date a phylogenetic tree, the clock needs to be calibrated by integrating prior information to constrain the age of particular nodes in the tree (Maurits et al. 2020). The expansion of Austronesian speakers across Oceania is a topic of research in which Bayesian methods should provide valuable insight. Since the publication of the Austronesian phylogenetic tree of Gray et al. (2009), the Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database (Greenhill et al. 2008) has undergone significant expansion. New data, combined with improvements in analysis methods and new archaeological dates should provide further insights into the timing and expansion of Austronesians into Oceania.

To obtain a time-scaled tree of Oceanic languages, we analysed lexical data in the form of cognate sets in the Bayesian phylogenetic software BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al. 2018). The tree was time-scaled using a relaxed clock and calibration distributions on the divergence of the Oceanic, Polynesian and Eastern Polynesian languages. Despite the relatively informative prior probability distributions on divergence time, our analysis produced an estimate for the divergence of Oceanic languages that strongly conflicted with the archaeological record (Fig. 1), a result that holds for analyses using a variety of different models of tree shape. This ancient date estimated for Oceanic languages evokes the “Rocks versus Clocks” debate in evolutionary biology, in which molecular clocks frequently produce ancient divergence dates that can predate the earliest fossil record of a group by 10s or 100s of millions of years (Benton 1999, Puttick et al. 2016). Surprisingly, these older dates for the Oceanic tree are found despite no apparent signal in the lexical data supporting such a divergence.
We investigated the ability of relaxed clock analyses to recover dates within an age range consistent with the archaeological data using a series of simulations. Data was simulated on a tree taken from an analysis in which the divergence time for Oceanic was enforced to be no more than 3300 years. Although the relaxed clock performed reasonably when simulations were performed according to randomised branch rates, we found that when data were simulated using the observed branch rates, the age of Oceanic was consistently overestimated, as were other nodes in the phylogeny. The clock model showed some degree of statistical inconsistency, in that larger simulated datasets returned more inaccurate age estimates. We also found that the relaxed clock was unable to correctly estimate the rates of lexical innovation on branches, consistently underestimating rates on branches simulated with a rapid rate. The relatively old date estimated for Oceanic may therefore be a statistical artefact resulting from a high rate of lexical innovation at the origin of the Central Pacific subgroup of Oceanic.

![Figure 1: Comparison of prior age calibrations (based on archaeological data) with ages estimated from the data (posterior). For Oceanic as a whole, the estimated age strongly conflicts with the prior.](image)

The inability of these analyses to recover the known age of Oceanic in a simulation scenario calls into question the accuracy of ancient dates estimated from relaxed clocks both in linguistics and evolutionary biology. In both fields, groups chosen for study might often be expected to show rapid rates of evolution (lexical or molecular) at the base of the tree (Beaulieu, 2016), for example due to migration to new territories or recovery from mass extinctions. Our study suggests that relaxed clocks overestimate the age of linguistic groups in at least some situations.
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COMPOSITIONALITY ARISES FROM ITERATED LEARNING
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Background  Cultural evolution has been proposed to account for the origins of compositionality (Smith, 2018), by which we mean the use of a segmented sequence of signal elements, each of which encodes part of the meaning of the whole signal. Often in evolutionary models and experiments, the starting state of a language is assumed to be holistic, lacking sequential segmentation of signals into meaningful sub-parts. Ultimately, a cognitive bias is assumed, which leads to the replacement of a holistic starting state with a compositional one. But if a bias against holistic representations exists, why would they ever arise in the first place?

We use the example of the gradual emergence of segmented manner/path representations in Nicaraguan Sign Language (Senghas, Kita, & Özyürek, 2004) to investigate whether this kind of segmented compositionality can arise through iterated learning even if there is an initial preference in favour of non-segmented representations. We use a series of large-scale experiments (N=1700) in which participants choose between two gestures describing events, specifically videos of balls moving along different paths and in different manners, (Schouwstra, Abramova, Motamedi, Smith, & Kirby, 2014). The gestures either describe the video by encoding manner and path simultaneously, or by segmenting them (e.g. gesturing the path, then the manner).

Experiments  In experiment 1, participants (N=100) were presented with 16 videos of balls moving with four different paths (e.g., down a slope, around a circle) and four different manners (e.g., bouncing, sliding). Each video was accompanied by two gesture videos representing the movement iconically, with manner and path either segmented or simultaneous. For each of the 16 videos, participants chose which gesture video best conveyed the event. The results show a strong preference for simultaneous gesture ($\beta = 2.30, SE = 0.34, z = 6.83, p < 0.001$), replicating findings from previous silent gesture improvisation experiments (Clay,
Next we tested whether this clear preference for simultaneous gesture is replicated in learning. In experiment 2, a new set of participants (N=100) went through the same procedure as before except that they were first exposed to 12 training trials in which a sample of the ball videos were presented alongside a gesture video. Half of the training trials appeared with segmented gestures, half with simultaneous ones. In contrast to the preferences without training, we now see a preference for segmented gestures ($\beta = -0.82, SE = 0.28, z = -2.97, p = 0.003$), and a significant difference between experiment 1 and 2, ($\beta = -2.83, SE = 0.29, z = -9.60, p < 0.001$).

Although this difference between preferences with and without exposure is striking, the preference for segmented gestures after learning is not as strong as the preference for simultaneous gestures without learning. In NSL, the use of segmentation increases over cohorts, suggesting accumulation through cultural evolution. In experiment 3, we ran 100 iterated learning chains using the learning paradigm from experiment 2 in which the participants’ choices at generation $g$ is the training data for participants at generation $g + 1$, using the data from experiment 2 as the first generation and continuing for a further 7 generations (N=700). We find that the preference for segmented gestures is amplified over generations ($\beta = -0.10, SE = 0.05, z = -2.36, p = 0.02$).

These results are compelling evidence that iterated learning can lead to languages that reflect biases that are the opposite of preferences of participants prior to learning. However, to fully model the sign language emergence context, where segmented forms emerge following an initial preference for holistic structures, in experiment 4 (N=800) we replicated experiment 3 using the output of the baseline preference from experiment 1 as seed rather than the 50:50 exposure of experiment 2. Here too we see a significant accumulation of segmented gestures over generations ($\beta = -0.17, SE = 0.05, z = -3.68, p < 0.001$).

**Discussion** We can treat language evolution as a Markov process and use all the data from experiments 2, 3 and 4 to estimate the full transition matrix from language to language. From this we derive the stationary distribution for languages. This shows a preponderance of segmented languages, but with some probability mass on simultaneous ones, suggesting that although cultural evolution will tend to lead languages towards segmented compositionality, some variability can nevertheless be expected across sign languages.

These results demonstrate that cultural evolution through iterated learning can lead to outcomes that appear to run counter to preferences prior to iterated learning. We use this to introduce a crucial distinction between naturalness biases which affect signals that are not part of a set of conventions, and systematicity biases that arise when signals are learned as part of a larger set.
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In this paper we build on previous claims that storytelling, music, and dance/performative gesture comprise intrinsic parts of human ritual, occurring ubiquitously across cultures and across time (Staal, 1979, 1980, 1984; Merker, 1999, 2009; Lewis, 2018). Ritual is unique in its emphasis on structural form and proper execution over semantic/functional content. Staal claimed that Vedic ritual in particular was recursive, based on its use of center-embedded symmetries. Here we trace the ubiquity of such structural principles throughout history at every level of analysis in literary (frame narrative, ring composition, chiasma) and musical composition (retrograde, sonata/minuet/rondo, arch form, twelve-tone) to argue that these persist as pervasive remnants of ritual culture. We then present the results of a corpus study showing that center embedding is more frequent in head-final languages, and raise the possibility that even in head-initial languages, center embedding may be more common than assumed. Taken together, the evidence we present suggests that center embedding is not only alive and well in human language and culture today, but that it has also likely been prevalent throughout the history of our species.

1. Introduction

Twenty years ago, Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch (2002) threw down the gauntlet for the study of language evolution with the strong claim that recursion (Fitch & Martins 2014:98, “the same hierarchical structure is repeated at multiple levels of the hierarchy”) is the core property and sine qua non of the language faculty, and that it cannot have been an adaptive property that was selected for (2002:1572-3). Yet the concession is also made that recursion in language could have been exapted from other, non-communicative domains of animal cognition, such as navigation, number quantification, or social relationships (2002:1571,1578).

Here we take a slightly different tack in the quest for recursion by expanding on proposals by Staal (1979, 1980, 1984) highlighting the similarity of recursive properties in Vedic ritual and in language. Of particular note is Staal’s claim that the center embedding evident in ritual may have served as a template for recursion
in human language—and not the other way around. In partial support of this idea, animals as cladistically diverse as Bengalese finches (Abe & Watanabe, 2011) and macaque monkeys (Jiang et al., 2018) have been trained to recognize recursive, center-embedded patterns; language therefore cannot be a necessary condition for this ability. Yet if the center embedding found in ritual played such a central role in the evolution of linguistic recursion, (1) why would center embedding appear to be so infrequent today (Karlsson, 2007; Levinson, 2013), and (2) shouldn’t there likewise be more traceable remnants of center embedding in human culture? These are the questions we address in this paper.

With regard to (1), Staal (1980) proposed that the much more luxurious time scale on which ritual typically unfolds accommodates the complexity of center embedding without difficulty, whereas the speeded pace of spoken or signed language communication in real time gives rise to obvious problems of verbal working memory, as first pointed out by Chomsky & Miller (1963; see also Warren & Gibson, 2002, regarding reference form). However, given the apparent ease with which native speakers process head-final languages (e.g. Inoue & Fodor, 1995), we predicted that head-final languages should exhibit more center-embedding than head-initial or mixed-headedness languages, and conducted a corpus search to this end. We also assembled a collection of center-embedded examples from popular media in English. These results are found in section 4.

With regard to question (2) above, Lewis (2018) has described hunter-gatherer ritual as a communicative, transactional relationship between a society and the forces of nature, manifesting in institutionalized communal reenactments consisting of storytelling, music, and dance (with specified melodies, songs, and rhythms). This is remarkably consistent with traditional descriptions by Sanskrit scholars of the more formalized, heavily constrained, and institutionally codified ritual practice of Vedic culture. This in turn suggests that these may well be universal features of human ritual. Merker (1999, 2009) draws similar conclusions: “Presumably, the vocal, the gestural and the social aspects of group display were never separate, nor are they kept separate in the conceptual categories of a number of non-Western peoples even today. Their languages subsume rhythm, song, dance and ritual (celebration) under a unitary concept…. ” (Merker, 2009:53; see also Cassirer, 1946:40–41). More crucially for our purposes, Lewis (2018) emphasizes that the fundamental backbone and crucial focus of hunter-gatherer ritual is not its semantic content, but its specified acoustic properties, structural form, and manner of execution. This is precisely Staal’s (1979, 1980, 1984) claim with regard to the structure of Vedic ritual as well.

We build on such cross-cultural similarities to show that center embedding persists and is well attested in the obvious descendants of early human ritual
culture today: structural features of (especially Western\textsuperscript{1}) literary (section 2) and music composition (section 3). Taken together, the evidence we present suggests that not only is center embedding alive and well in human culture and cognition today, but that it has likely been prevalent throughout human history—and arguably in some prior hominin species as well. As such, the ubiquity of center embedding in human culture offers a tractable avenue for recursion to have gained a foothold in language via its common association with ritual and music.

2. Center embedding in epic poetry

It turns out that not only is Vedic ritual center-embedded: the oral literature with which it is intertwined is as well. The so-called “frame story” structure of Indian epics like the \textit{Mahābhārata}, in which stories are repeatedly embedded one within one the other, has been shown to reflect the structure of the rituals that serve as the narrative framework for the recounting of those tales (Minkowski, 1989). Alternatively, the epic embedding of one myth within another may be designed to elucidate and justify the particulars of ritual practice (Witzel, 1987). However, ABC…X…CBA narrative structure is not limited to Vedic culture, but ubiquitous across Indo-European epic poetry (Watkins, 1995). Classicists refer to it as ring composition (van Otterlo, 1944). This symmetrical structure has been identified in the \textit{Iliad} and the \textit{Odyssey} (van Otterlo, 1944; Whitman, 1958; Haig Glaser, 1969), the \textit{Aeneid} (Duckworth, 1962), \textit{La Chanson de Roland} (Niles, 1973), \textit{Beowulf} (Niles, 1979), and in books of the Hebrew Bible (Fishbane, 1975; Alter, 1987; Rosenberg 1987; Douglas 2007). The same structuring device has been claimed for literary works as diverse as \textit{1001/The Arabian Nights} (whose core tales are recognized to be of Indian and Persian origins; Irwin, 1994), Boccaccio’s \textit{Decameron}, Chaucer’s \textit{The Canterbury Tales}, Shakespeare’s plays (Rose, 1972), Mary Shelley’s \textit{Frankenstein}, and Sterne’s \textit{Tristram Shandy} (Douglas, 2007).\textsuperscript{2}

Importantly, however, the literary technique of center embedding applies not only at the level of entire works, but also to the more fine-grained structure of individual hymns, poems, or verses. It is instantiated and signaled by a number of both narrative and linguistic bracketing devices, including case, tense/aspect, person, mood, connectives, and specific lexical forms (Minkowski, 1989). For just one such example, so-called riddle hymns of the \textit{Ṛg Veda} have a recognizable structure in which the enigma itself is embedded in a verse in the middle of the hymn, with parallel and symmetric stylistic and lexical bracketing devices on

\textsuperscript{1} For literature at least, Douglas (2007:5,8) cites further examples from Madagascar, China, Burma (Myanmar), Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, Trans-New Guinea, and Hawai‘i.

\textsuperscript{2} See Dane (1993) for a general critique of analyses of classical and medieval literature that rely on ring composition as an organizing principle.
either side (Brereton, 1999; Jamison, 2004); Douglas 2007:36-37 includes both of these conventions in her criteria for ring composition). Likewise, at the level of individual verses or lines, chiasmus, the symmetrical (ABBA) structuring of phrases or clauses via lexical and/or syntactic means, is a common poetic device.

3. Center embedding in musical composition

The same structural principle is prevalent in the composition of Western music. Palindromic or mirror patterns in music are called retrograde, meaning that the music is identical on some parameter when performed both forward or backward.3 Such early forms do exist, for example a 14th century rondeau by Machaut and a 16th century canon by Byrd. However, these are exceedingly rare, especially from the Baroque through the Romantic eras, due to the homophony that dominated from the 17th through 19th centuries: chordal structure supporting an independent melody, based on a series of harmonic progressions going from dissonance to consonance. That said, as might be expected, eminent formalists like Bach and Haydn both toyed with strictly palindromic composition in individual works.

However, musicologists have since expanded the definition of hierarchical structure in music to include composition at every level of analysis, from multimovement works, individual movements, and passages within movements to musical gestures such as themes, motifs, rhythm, texture, and color. Recursive structure provides the architectural basis for the sonata (ABA), so-called ternary forms (ABA) like the minuet, and the rondo (ABACABA). Recursiveness also manifests in the arch form, in which passages or movements are mirrored on the basis of key, tonal center, or contour. A variety of well-known composers from Beethoven and Schumann through Mahler and Bartok composed in arch form in some of their works. Rohrmeier (2011) has analyzed tonal harmonic progressions as compatible with a context-free grammar. Palindromic permutations were also fundamental to the 2nd (twelve-tone) Viennese school, the later return of tonality in minimalism (Porter 1971), and 21st century eclecticism. Symmetry has thus played a central role in the history of Western music as well as in its literature.

4. How frequent is center embedding?

The received wisdom in linguistics and psycholinguistics is that center embedding is uncommon because of the burden it imposes on working memory resources

---

3 Interestingly, this is one (and the most difficult) of the techniques—called ghana-pāṭha recitation—employed by Vedic pandits to learn by oral means the vast repertoire of hymns they are required to commit to memory. Individual words of the hymn in various combinations are repeated forward and backward, with total disregard for syntactic or semantic well-formedness (Egenes 1989:48).
(Chomsky & Miller, 1963), as also noted by Staal (1980). Yet given the apparent ubiquity of center embedding in other cultural domains derived from ritual, we hypothesized that center embedding may actually be more common in language than is generally assumed. For instance, center embedding is both more tolerable and more common in writing than in speech, thanks to the use of externalized cognitive representations that are stable over time (Karlsson, 2007). This impression is buttressed by the number of naturally occurring examples we encounter in our casual reading and in corpora. Here is just one such example:

...the idea [that only the people [who heard the tale straight from Homer's lips] had the authentic experience of the epics] is facially absurd.

https://forums.somethingawful.com/showthread.php?threadid=3884594&userid=0&perpage=40&pagenumber=5&post493476903

Figure 1. The occurrence per 10,000 sentences of center embedded structures in corpus searches of head-final and head-initial languages, and of languages with mixed headedness.

However, the bulk of the linguistic literature on center embedding focuses on English and other European languages (e.g. Karlsson, 2007). We predicted that center embedding should be more common in head-final languages, given that clausal complementation with SOV word order favors center-embedded structure, and subjects are therefore more frequently separated from their verbs anyway. We

---

4 Levinson (2013) has claimed that center embedding is more common in conversational discourse, but see Legate et al. (2014) for a critique of Levinson’s claims regarding syntactic recursion.
searched the UD database (Nivre et al., 2018) for center-embedded structures in a variety of head-final and head-initial languages, as well as in languages with mixed headedness. With the help of native speaker linguists, we eliminated sentences with incorrect syntactic tagging and parenthetical clauses. Fisher's exact tests confirmed a significant 3-way difference: head-final languages > mixed headedness languages > head-initial languages (Figure 1; all p < .0001).

5. Conclusion

Starting from the rather uncontroversial notion that storytelling, music, song and dance are inextricably bound up in human ritual as a unified whole (Lewis, 2018; Merker, 2009), we have attempted to show that the purported center-embedded structure of ritual itself (Staal, 1979, 1980) is likewise an intrinsic part of (at least Western) epic poetry and classical music. Our suggestion is that these remnants of ancient ritual reflect a human preoccupation with symmetric structure (Douglas, 2007). Merker (2009:56) goes so far as to characterize language as a meta-ritual: "Language shares with the ritual mode out of which it grew an insistence on proper form, yet differs from it by its emancipation from the finite particularity of rituals." It has been claimed that center embedding is more prominent both in conversational discourse (Levinson 2013) and in writing (Karlsson 2007). We have shown that it is in fact more common in (the writing of) head-final than in head-initial languages, and we suspect that it is also more common than corpus studies would suggest, even in head-initial languages.

Taken as a whole, our proposal meshes well with others that seek the source of recursion in human language across levels of linguistic analysis, cognitive domains, and spheres of human (and animal) cultural activity. Our findings simultaneously broaden the body of available evidence for such proposals, help to contextualize them in a larger cultural framework, and sharpen the empirical linguistic facts relevant to the use of center embedding in human language.
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The Bantu expansion was a massive migration that reshaped the linguistic, economic, and cultural landscape of Africa. It led to the proliferation of Bantu-speaking populations throughout sub-Saharan Africa and today more than 500 Bantu languages are spoken by 240 million people across an area of 9 million square kilometers (de Filippo et al. 2012). This expansion has been associated with major economic and cultural changes across sub-Saharan Africa, including a more sedentary way of life, iron working, and crop cultivation (Neumann et al. 2012, Grollemund et al. 2015, Currie et al. 2013).

Although there is a consensus about the time and location of the homeland of the Bantu people, around 5,000 years before present, near the border between current Nigeria and Cameroon, by the Guinea Gulf (Diamond et al. 2003, Blench 2006, Vansina 1995), substantial uncertainty remains about the route and environmental conditions faced by early Bantu speakers during their migrations. Until recently, it was believed that these populations, characterized by their agriculturalist subsistence method, were unable to adapt to the West African Rainforest, which is located in the way of their migration paths, according to certain hypotheses.

We use the recently developed “break-away” geographical diffusion model (Bouckaert et al 2018), specially designed for modeling migrations, together
with “augmented” geographic information, in order to reconstruct the Bantu language family expansion. This Bayesian phylogeographic approach (Bouckaert et al. 2014) with augmented geographical data provides a powerful way of linking linguistic, archeological and genetic data to test hypotheses about large language family expansions.

We find that our analyses support the hypothesis of an expansion through central African tropical forests at 4,420 BP (4,040-5,000 95% HPDI), well before the savanna corridor known as the Sangha River Interval was open in its interior. This is consistent with a slow adaptation of the Bantu speaking populations to the rainforest, where interaction with their hunter-gatherer neighbors was fundamental (Klieman 2003).

We take these results to show a wider trend in the study of language diversification: While subsistence has shaped the expansion and the tempo of many language families, it does not impose an inescapable barrier to alternative diversification patterns. This is critical for understanding the role of human flexibility and ingenuity when thinking broadly about the processes underlying language evolution.

---

1. Bantu migrations reconstructed by using the break-away model in the augmented phylogeographic tree in Figure 1. The homeland is marked with a star, and main nodes are numbered (1-3), as well as main clades (0-23). Each circle represents the median value of the posterior distribution for the origin of the respective clade, and their colors represent the geographical region spanned by the corresponding languages nowadays. The span of the rainforest at 5,000 BP and at 2,500 BP is shown, according to (Maley 2001, Maley 2002).
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Human communication is characterized by several distinct aspects such as directionality, reference, and role reversal. If a communicative interaction fails, humans use distinct mechanisms to repair it. Surprisingly, relatively little is known about the evolution of repair and possible precursors in non-linguistic species. Thus, this paper introduces possible precursors of communicative repair in grooming interactions of one of our closest living relatives, the chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii). In 1996, Dunbar had suggested that early humans engaged in complex grooming interactions, before grooming was replaced with a more efficient bonding system - language. Therefore, grooming offers a unique platform to investigate the evolutionary precursors of communicative repair.

1. Introduction

How humans perceive and interact with each other is predominantly through language. Why only humans developed this unique communicative system remains a mystery (Hauser et al., 2014; Knight, Studdert-Kennedy, & Hurford, 2000) and has led to considerable scientific debate (Christiansen & Kirby, 2003). Some researchers postulated that turn-taking is one of the most ancient mechanisms underpinning the layered language system (Levinson, 2016). This cooperative interaction during conversations was first systematically described by Sacks and colleagues (1974). It requires the combined effort of at least two participants, who alternate short, reciprocal, flexible, and non-overlapping turns to coordinate their interaction during conversations. Turn-taking involves distinct temporal relationships (~200 ms time windows, Stivers et al., 2009), the establishment of participation frameworks (who and when should they talk, move or act next), and the use of repair mechanisms (hereafter communicative repair) to counteract problems during communication.

Recently, comparative researchers started to investigate whether turn-taking is indeed an ancient mechanism that is already present in non-linguistic primate
species (e.g., Fröhlich et al., 2016; Pika, Wilkinson, Kendrick, & Vernes, 2018; Ravignani, Verga, & Greenfield, 2019; Rossano, 2018). Individuals alternating the production of signals can be found in several non-linguistic primate species, with the majority of research focusing on the temporal relationships characterizing turn-taking interactions and adjacency pair-like sequences (see Pika et al., 2018 for a recent review). However, relatively little is known about communicative repair in non-linguistic species.

Communicative repair in human conversations is defined as 'fixing’ a misunderstanding or communicative problem (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977), with researchers distinguishing between self-and-other-initiated repair. Self-initiated repair refers to an actor producing communicative means to counteract trouble in a conversation. It entails replication, e.g., repeating the entire or part of the previously spoken turn, or elaboration, e.g., rephrasing the previously spoken turn (Kitzinger, 2012). Dingemanse and colleagues (2015) in a cross-linguistic study, showed that across twelve languages, 48% of communicative repair occurrences included individuals partially repeating their initial spoken turn during spontaneous conversations. In contrast, other-initiated repair refers to someone other than the speaker identifying the communicative trouble and using means to counteract it (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015). Here individuals may locate the source of trouble in the prior communicative turn (e.g., repeating a certain word), use questions words (e.g., “Who”, “What”, “Where?”), “Huh?”) or maintain silence and stare at the speaker, i.e., freeze looks (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015; Manrique & Enfield, 2015).

In a study of native English speakers, communicative repair occurred at a delay (~700 ms) after the last spoken turn during face-to-face conversations (Kendrick, 2015). Compared to the average temporal gap of 0-500 ms between turns found across several human cultures (Stivers et al., 2019). Furthermore, Lerner and Raymond (2021) recently showed that communicative repair also occurs in non-verbal bodily actions. They reported troubles during exchanges of manual actions, such as premature (mis)recognition of an emerging action, that are repaired through adjustment of actions (e.g., retarding or reversing an action). Communicative repair, therefore, seems to be crucial for different modes of communication and was suggested as an essential element to facilitate the coordination and cooperation between interacting individuals (Levinson, 2006). However, relatively little is known about the evolution of repair and possible precursors that may be found in non-linguistic species.

1.1 Brief overview of communicative repair in non-human primates
To date, relatively little research attention has been focused on communicative trouble and repair in non-human primates. For instance, Haimoff (1988) examined duets songs (organized bouts comprised of three distinct sequences of vocal behavior between pairs: the introductory, interlude, and great calls) of wild and captive gibbon species (*Hylobates* spp.). On about sixty occasions, gibbons were found to counteract ‘errors’ (production of sounds not being produced normally by an individual at a point in the bout) by abruptly terminating the duet bout and re-initiating a new sequence. Hence, two clear cases were found where Siamang (*Symphalangus syndactylus*) individuals repaired ‘troubles’ (not producing the expected call at the appropriate time of a sequence) by ultimately initiating the anticipated call and restarting the sequence. Additionally, Heesen and colleagues (2022) presented two cases on captive bonobos (*Pan paniscus*) and wild chimpanzees (*Pan troglodytes*), where individuals may engage in communicative repair during the context of grooming and respectively joint-travel. They described that self-initiated repair could be found beyond modern humans through signal persistence, repetition, and elaboration, e.g., gesture repetition by a chimpanzee mother to initiate joint-travel. Nonetheless, communicative repair across non-human primates in their natural environment still remains unknown.

Hence, this paper aims to pinpoint possible precursors of communicative repair and to propose a systematic framework to enable cross-comparison between primates. We focused on the interactions of one of our closest living relatives, the chimpanzees (*Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii*) in the wild. Chimpanzees are an ideal species to investigate communicative repair due to their rich vocal and gestural repertoires and high collaboration degrees (Goodall, 1986; Mitani, 2009). Similar structures or traits found between chimpanzees and modern humans may either be homologous relating to shared ancestry (Wrangham, 1987) or convergent evolution of the Pan and Hominin ancestors in encountering similar evolutionary pressures (Tooby, DeVore, & Kinzey, 1987). At the end of the last century, Dunbar (1996) suggested that due to a considerable increase in group size, grooming was replaced in modern humans by the more efficient bonding system of language. Communicative interactions involving repair may therefore have characterized grooming interactions before the dawn of human language. Thus, we centered on interactions in the context of grooming, a frequent behavior in chimpanzee societies and has been suggested as a crucial platform for learning and exchanging communicative signals (Pika, 2009, 2014).

2. Communicative repair in wild chimpanzees: Employed signals and temporal relationships
Here we introduce six grooming interactions that involve the production of three distinct gestures, the DIRECTED SCRATCH\(^1\), PRESENT BODY PART, and TOUCH (see Fig. 1). These gestures are commonly produced during grooming interactions (either uni-directional - Fig. 1/A, or bi-directional grooming) by chimpanzees of the Ngogo community, Kibale National Park in Uganda, to request, negotiate and maintain grooming (Pika, 2009, 2014). The interactions involve hallmarks of human communicative interactions, including first-order intentionality, flexibility, directionality, reference, role negotiation, and role reversal (Pika, 2014).

The DIRECTED SCRATCH is an auditory and visual signal defined as an individual making a relatively loud and exaggerated scratching movement on the part of their body (Pika, 2014). When an actor (individual grooming the other) signals with a DIRECTED SCRATCH during a grooming interaction (see supplementary materials Fig. S1), the recipient (individual being groomed) could either (i) ignore, (ii) respond by repositioning themself (see supplementary materials Fig. S2 - role negotiation), (iii) groom the actor or (iii) groom the actor at the allocated scratch area (see supplementary materials Fig. S1/C - role reversal) (Pika, 2014). A DIRECTED SCRATCH by an actor stops the ongoing interaction (breaks the temporal relationship). It presents a request to the recipient to give a certain response to potentially ‘fix’ the interaction. For instance, role reversal, where the recipient becomes the actor (see supplementary materials Fig. S1). Or negotiation of the actor’s role where the recipient repositions themself to allow the actor to continue their interaction (see supplementary materials Fig. S2).

The potential illustrated repair is initiated by the gestural request of an actor while in parallel disturbing the natural flow and temporal relationship of the grooming interaction (possible self-initiated repair). This forces the recipient to respond and

---

\(^1\) Gestures are depicted from here in SMALL CAPITALS.
act, to continue their interaction, and possibly return to the initial situation (see supplementary materials Fig. S1, where the initial actor after the possible repair ends up being the actor again).

**Present Body Part** is a gesture that involves an individual offering a body area such as their arm, back, or rump at a recipient (Pika, 2014). **Presenting Body Part** is a referential gesture (Hobaiter & Byrne, 2014) because it draws the attention of another individual to a certain location. A **Present Body Part** by an actor draws the recipient’s attention to request that it is their turn to groom the actor at the presented location. Howbeit, the recipient may still want the actor to continue grooming them and can negotiate this by **Presenting Body Part** to the actor (see supplementary materials Fig. S3/G). The recipient could also ignore the request by the actor, potentially ending the interaction (see supplementary materials Fig. S4). The recipient negotiating the actor’s role may represent a potential other-initiated repair since the recipient communicates that it is still the actor’s turn to groom them. Ultimately, the use of **Present Body Part** by either an actor or recipient interrupts the natural flow of the grooming interaction.

The **TOUCH** is a tactile gesture defined as an individual gently putting their hand (<2 seconds) on any body part of the recipient (Pika, 2014) and may accordingly pause (see supplementary materials Fig. S5/B). Simultaneously, the grooming interaction stops, and the involved temporal relationship changes (the flow of grooming interaction is interrupted). This is a directed gesture from an actor to a recipient, where a recipient may respond by orientating themselves, giving access to the body area that the actor touched (i.e., intentional reference request, see supplementary materials Fig. S6/C). The performed request achieves a mutual understanding between the actor and recipient of where to groom next, allowing for the continuation of the interaction. In the scenario where the recipient does not entirely orient themself after a given **TOUCH**, the actor can orientate themself towards another body area (see supplementary materials Fig. S5/D). Here, the actor does not receive the adequate ‘desired’ response and counteracts this by performing the wanted request themself (repositioning themself towards a non-groomed body area of the recipient). Similar to the **Direct Scratching**, the **TOUCH** depicts a possible repair during a grooming interaction. The actor initiates a potential repair, and the recipient can respond by repositioning themself (see supplementary materials Fig. S6). Alternatively, if the recipient’s response is inadequate, the actor may pause and reposition themself (see supplementary materials Fig. S5), both cases illustrating possible self-initiated repair.

The gestures **Direct Scratching**, **Present Body Part**, and **TOUCH** produced by chimpanzees changed the temporal relationship of their grooming interaction.
They, therefore, may represent means to ‘fix’ and eventually prolong the respective interactions, which can be understood as requests “Okay, what now? Here? Your turn or still mine? Didn’t I groom you enough”. After a given request, the interaction can change towards (1) role reversal (recipient becomes actor, e.g., producing a DIRECTED SCRATCH) or (2) role negotiation (the actor remains the actor, e.g., PRESENTING A BODY PART), or (3) during an actor’s turn they can reposition themselves following a failed reference of a PRESENTED BODY PART after a given TOUCH. The above scenarios demonstrate how both individuals interact and communicate with each other to continue their grooming interaction and communicate their intentions. In doing so, the actor or recipient can be responsible for employing certain signals to ‘fix’ and prolong their grooming interaction, which may characterize potential self- and other-initiated repair.

3. Conclusion and future trajectory

Despite the growing evidence of distinct elements characterizing human conversational turn-taking also being present in other primates, studies on communicative repair are still minimal. Here, we introduced possible precursors of human communicative repair by focusing on three commonly produced gestures by chimpanzees during grooming interactions to request, negotiate or reverse roles to maintain grooming. Future studies should therefore investigate communicative signals employed by non-human primates during grooming interactions and the outcome of these signals. This will aid in understanding the presence of communicative repair in non-linguistic species and how it relates to modern human communicative repair and the hallmarks of human communication. We, therefore, propose a four-aspect framework (see supplementary materials for further details) within the grooming context: (1) What does the signal entail? (2) Who initiates a signal? (3) What is the outcome after the signal? (4) What is the time window between the signal and outcome?. This framework may offer a systematic approach for future research to compare the evolutionary roots of communicative repair across primates.
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The expression "Can you pass the salt?" exchanged at the dining table can be interpreted as either requesting a salt shaker or literally enquiring if the person to whom the question is addressed is able to pass the salt shaker. An expression has not only a literal meaning (denotation), but also an implied meaning (connotation), and they are interdependent. The process of determining the meaning of an expression involves a saying/implicating circle (Carston, 2002), which is thought to develop eventually into a structure of individual parts and whole, called a hermeneutic circle (Tsuda, 1984; Levinson, 2000). However, the mechanism that lead to the formation of this structure from its primitive stage is unclear. We therefore developed a coordination game with messages that simplifies the denotation and connotation based on the framework of experimental semiotics (Galantucci, 2009; Scott-Phillips & Kirby, 2010). Furthermore, while developing a computational model that is positioned as model-based reinforcement learning that performs as well as humans, we found several mechanisms underlying the primitive circle.

The proposed coordination game is as a terminal-based computer game (Galantucci, 2005) in which players and their partners randomly place pieces in separate 2×2 rooms and aim to move them to the same room. Before moving a piece, players can choose one of the four available shapes and exchange it with their partners only once at any given time. Players can move their own piece only once or keep it in the same position, but cannot move it diagonally between rooms. The result is then disclosed, and the two pieces are again randomly placed. In the process of repeating this series of operations in each game round, most players form symbol systems that map the shapes to their pieces to the room locations.

In this game, as the pieces cannot be moved diagonally, there is only a 50% chance of matching the partner’s move if a piece is moved to a particular room without exchanging messages with the partner. However, if the first sender can tell the location of the present room and the second sender can reply with a destination where the two can meet, they can match their movements. Here, the relationship

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
between game rooms and symbols corresponds to the denotation of a semantic element and the first location and destination of a piece correspond to its connotation of a pragmatic element. In an experiment with 20 pairs of human participants, 14 pairs (65%) constructed a symbol system that could consistently match the rooms to which the pieces were moved by the pair after 60 rounds of repetition. The designed computational model of the proposed game probabilistically determines the symbols, rooms, and when to send symbols. The probability changes through trial-and-error reinforcement learning, and the computational model has a parameter for interpreting symbols as indicating being/go to a room. This parameter is estimated from the partner’s action history. In computer simulations using this parameter, the number of rounds required to achieve consistent matching of rooms to which the pieces were moved by both players was reduced to approximately 1/5 of that without using this parameter.

This reduction can be achieved by estimating the location of the partner’s piece based on the received symbols and changing the probability of moving the piece to that estimated location. For example, when the location of the partner’s piece is known, the probability of moving the piece to a position with no contact should become zero. This mechanism deviates from the framework of reinforcement learning, which changes the behavioral probability based on the rewards obtained from the results. However, this may be the mechanism by which symbols manipulate a partner’s behavior. It was also necessary to coordinate the symbols when two players used the same symbol for different rooms or different symbols for the same room. We considered the implicit arrangement of role divisions, such as leader and follower, or the introduction of ambiguity into the denotation to solve this coordination. We adopted the latter mechanism owing to its lower computational cost. The computational model with the above mechanisms could consistently match the rooms to which the pieces were moved by both players for 9 pairs of participants (45%) out of the 20 pairs.

Computational models that deal with both literal and implied meanings can form symbol systems faster than computational models that only deal with literal meanings. In addition, a mechanism that changes the action probability before acting based on the literal and implied meanings inferred from the symbols is necessary for the realization and mutual action coordination at a low cost. These features improve the adaptive value of language acquisition in human evolutionary processes (Scott-Phillips, 2015).
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We are testing whether Zipf’s Law of abbreviation — the idea that more frequent symbols in a code are simpler than less frequent ones — is present at the level of individual characters. In its original and most well-known manifestation, the law of abbreviation is a correlation between the length and frequency of spoken or written words. Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation has been shown to hold at the level of words in many languages, but it is unknown whether it holds at the level of characters. Characters’ complexity is similar to word length, requiring more cognitive and motor effort from producing and processing the more complex symbols. We built a dataset of character complexity and frequency measures covering 27 different writing systems. Our results suggest that Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation holds for every single system in our dataset – the more frequent characters have lower degrees of complexity and vice-versa. This result provides further evidence of optimization mechanisms shaping communication systems.

1. Introduction

In his pioneering work, George Kingsley Zipf observed that more frequent words tend to be shorter – a principle known as Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation (Zipf, 1949). This law-like relation has since been confirmed on data coming from many different languages (see, for example, Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011; Bentz & Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2016). Additionally, Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation has been shown to arise in artificial language learning experiments (Kanwal, Smith, Culbertson, & Kirby, 2017) and in communication systems of different species (see Ferrer-i-Cancho & Lusseau, 2009; Semple, Hsu, & Agoramoorthy, 2010, amongst many). This effect is usually explained in terms of minimizing cumulative production cost: speakers intend to reduce their average articulation effort. This results in a reduction in the number of sounds that are pronounced overall.

Since scripts can be thought of as a communication system, which maps written characters to phonemes or syllables (Morin, Kelly, & Winters, 2020), we might expect that the same effect will hold for individual characters. Characters do not have length, unlike words. But visual complexity shares several relevant properties with word length. Complex characters take more effort to write and read,
just like long words are more effortful for speakers and hearers. Miton and Morin (2021) suggest that characters in writing systems are under similar pressures as words in spoken languages. Rovenchak and Vydrin (2010) have found a negative correlation between the complexity of characters and their frequency in the Nko writing system (West Africa). Similar results were reported for the Vai writing system in (Rovenchak, Mačutek, & Riley, 2008), and Mandarin Chinese characters (Shu, Chen, Anderson, Wu, & Xuan, 2003). The small number of studies that have tested this hypothesis shows a negative association between the complexity and frequency of characters – consistent with Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation. However, no large-scale comparative testing was done in this domain. This study fills this gap by using a dataset that consists of 27 writing systems and computational, automated, and replicable measures to quantify character complexity. This is different from the idiosyncratic methods, primarily based on stroke counts used in previous studies (see Changizi & Shimojo, 2005 for an example of such methodology). Large-scale cross-linguistic corpora and datasets containing data on character complexity such as GraphCom (Chang, Chen, & Perfetti, 2018) or the dataset introduced in (Miton & Morin, 2021) offer a way to conduct cross-linguistic research on Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation in writing systems.

We hypothesize that writing systems will follow Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation. As most writing systems are largely based on handwritten characters shaped by centuries of reproduction, a minimization of the cumulative production cost is expected. There is evidence, based on high-quality but limited data, that writing systems can become less complex over time (Kelly, Winters, Miton, & Morin, 2021), indicating an overall trend towards simplification. Reduction of the complexity of symbols was also observed in interactive graphical communication experiments (Tamariz & Kirby, 2015; Garrod, Fay, Lee, Oberlander, & MacLeod, 2007) We expect that frequency should negatively correlate with complexity, i.e., more frequent characters should have become simpler visually due to pressures to minimize production cost over the course of their constant reproduction.

2. Data

2.1. Dataset description

The dataset used in this study combines complexity measures from (Miton & Morin, 2021) and frequencies for each character. The complexity measures for every character include perimetric complexity and algorithmic complexity. Perimetric complexity was introduced in (Attneave & Arnoult, 1956), and it is defined as the inked surface divided by the perimeter of this inked surface. Miton and Morin (2021) computed this complexity measure using an implementation proposed in (Watson, 2012). Additionally, Pelli, Burns, Farell, and Moore-Page (2006) demonstrate that perimetric complexity closely correlates with human visual processing effort. Algorithmic complexity is the number of bytes needed to store
a compressed version of the character. The frequencies of individual characters were obtained from biblical texts extracted from bible.com. If data on the desired writing system was not available on bible.com, we used data from (Bentz & Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2016), which is also based on biblical texts, instead. Additionally, for Shavian, we extracted the data from shavian.info/books/. The texts were preprocessed to remove the punctuation, numbers, and characters that do not belong to the writing system of interest (for instance, Latin characters were removed). The character counts were computed from preprocessed texts and converted to relative frequencies by dividing each count by the sum of counts for the given writing system. Additionally, as the distribution of relative frequencies is highly skewed, these values were log-transformed. This transformation did not affect the results we present here.

The resulting dataset has 27 writing systems. The median corpus size (in characters) is 711,785, with the smallest values for Shavian (97,566 characters) and the largest for Thai (2,942,793 characters). The median number of characters is 42; the writing system with the lowest number of characters is Syriac (22 characters), and the largest writing system is Ethiopic (251 characters). Our dataset consists of four abjads, fourteen abugidas, five alphabets, one featural system, and four syllabaries (1560 characters in total). The geographic distribution of the writing systems in the dataset is shown in Fig. 1:

![Geographic distribution of the writing systems in the database, annotated with the ISO 15924 codes](image)

2.2. Inclusion criteria

We included writing systems in our dataset based on several criteria:

1. A writing system was included if it had available Unicode-encoded text files.

2. It is possible to identify one main language for which the writing system was
designed. The Latin and Devanagari writing systems had to be excluded because each of them is used to encode a multiplicity of languages, and each was substantially transformed to encode these languages.

3. The writing system is not combined with other writing systems. For instance, Limbu writing consists of both Devanagari and Limbu characters. Therefore, it was excluded from the sample. However, if the instances of such use are not common, these cases would be kept. For instance, Korean writing today is overwhelmingly based on the Hangul writing system, with only occasional use of Hanja (Mandarin Chinese characters). We focused on analyzing Hangul and disregarded Hanja.

4. Writing systems with less than a hundred thousand characters in the available texts were excluded.

3. Analysis

The proposed hypothesis was tested using a mixed-effect linear regression predicting a character’s complexity from its relative frequency (fixed effect FREQUENCY) and the writing system to which the character belongs (random effect Writing System). The model has both random slopes and random intercepts for each writing system and was run separately on our algorithmic complexity measure and on our perimetric complexity measure.

First, we measured the null model’s Akaike information criterion (AIC). (The null model included only the random effect of Writing Systems.) We compared the null model’s AIC with the full model’s AIC. The full model included a fixed effect for FREQUENCY and the random effect of Writing Systems, with random slopes for each writing system. If the full model has lower AIC values than the null model (with the conventional threshold being $\Delta AIC > 2$), that means that the former is more informative than the latter. For perimetric complexity, the $\Delta AIC$ value is equal to 172.8, and for algorithmic complexity, this value corresponds to 146.1, meaning that they are both more informative than their respective null models. The $\beta$ coefficients for relative frequency in the perimetric complexity ($-2.40, 95\% CI: [-1.76, -3.07]$) and in the algorithmic complexity models ($-26.6, 95\% CI: [-34.15, -19.17]$) are both negative. These values of the coefficients indicate that the higher the frequency is, the less complex is the character, as illustrated in Fig. 2:

---

1We used the lme4 R-package to fit our models (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014)
Figure 2. Predictions from perimetric complexity (A) and algorithmic complexity (B) mixed-effect linear regression models for all the scripts combined. Each point corresponds to a unique character. Shaded areas represent the 95% confidence interval for the predictions.

In Fig. 2, each dot represents an individual character. We added Thai characters to each plot for illustrative purposes. The arrows point to the most complex and less complex characters. Additionally, our results suggest that the effects hold for each writing system and are not an artifact from the aggregated data, see Fig. 3:

Figure 3. Predictions from perimetric complexity (A) and algorithmic complexity (B) models for individual writing systems. Each point represents an individual character, and each subplot corresponds to an individual writing system (annotated by its ISO 15924 code).
4. Conclusions

Using mixed effect linear regression models, we show that Zipf’s law of abbreviation holds on all of the individual writing systems in our dataset, not just on the aggregated data taken as a whole, validating our preregistered predictions. These results hold for both our complexity measures and suggest that the law of abbreviation holds in a large variety of writing systems at the level of characters.

Zipf’s law of abbreviation was also attested in iterative learning experiments (Kanwal et al., 2017), where the authors suggested that the need for efficient and accurate communication yields the inverse relationship between word frequency and its length. Since our results support the presence of Zipf’s law of abbreviation in written communication, this suggests that the results from (Kanwal et al., 2017) can be expanded to graphic communication. Overall, such evidence for Zipf’s law of abbreviation in writing supports the idea that optimizing production and reception costs would have been an important factor in the evolution of spoken and graphic communication.

Supplementary Materials

The preregistration for this study can be found here: https://osf.io/ydr3n

A Git-Hub repository will all of the data and code can be found here: https://github.com/alexeykosh/2021-slojnost-project
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The so-called Gossip and Grooming hypothesis (Dunbar, 1998, 2017), posits that spoken language arose as an alternative to allogrooming as a means of maintaining social bonds in growing group sizes among early humans. Though aspects of Dunbar’s theoretical framework have been criticised (e.g. Lindenfors, Wartel, and Lind (2021)), the role of language in social bonding is more widely supported (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005), and is a key component of the musical protolanguage hypothesis (Fitch, 2017). Here we present a multi-agent model based on work by Slingerland, Mulder, Vaart, and Verbrugge (2009), who showed that greater group sizes can stimulate the use of language within a grooming vs gossip paradigm. We update this model by simulating inter-group contact and subjecting agents to selection pressures acting on tolerance for out-group members, drawing on evidence for increased social connectivity in archaeology (Belfer-Cohen & Hovers, 2020) and selection against reactive aggression in early humans (Benítez-Burraco & Progovac, 2020).

The model

Slingerland et al. (2009) simulated a single group of agents who interact for a number of rounds. Whether this interaction takes the form of one-to-one grooming or one-to-many gossiping is a function of the agents’ heritable gossip probability. Agents maintain a memory ($M$) of social interactions that are acquired by participating in, observing, or gossiping about an event. Selection is based on an equal combination of social fitness ($f_{social} = 5 \times \sum_{x=0}^{E_{groom}} \frac{1}{p_x-1} + 4 \times \sum_{x=0}^{E_{gossip}} \frac{1}{p_x-1}$, where $p_x$ is the number of agents in a social event $x$ out of all events $E$) and information fitness ($f_{info} = M^2$) determines which agents reproduce offspring who inherit mutated preferences from their parents.

Our first addition involves investigating group dynamics by dividing the population into multiple groups. The likelihood that an agent interacts with an in- or out-group individual is a function of its heritable tolerance preference. Secondly, a recalculation of data (Nakamura, 2000, 2003) and new observations of bonobos and chimpanzees in the wild (Girard-Buttoz et al., 2020) reveal that, contrary to what was originally thought, social grooming is not strictly dyadic and one-way.
but is often polyadic and mutual. In line with these findings, gossip and grooming are both one-to-many in the updated model. We investigate if, under these circumstances, gossip still becomes dominant and what the interaction between group dynamics and tolerance is.

Figure 1 shows that a preference for gossip still evolves, in addition to clearly distinct patterns for differently evolved group sizes: agents of large groups develop a preference for gossip with in-group members (low tolerance), while agents of smaller groups rely on both high tolerance and gossip probability.

Figure 1. The evolution of tolerance and gossip probability over generations (left). The dynamic between average group size, generation, tolerance, and gossip probability on population level (right). Shaded regions are SD over 40 simulations of 125 generations initialised with 100 agents in 20 groups.

Discussion

We show that vocal grooming (gossip) can emerge as the dominant bonding strategy even when the assumption that clique sizes are different for gossip and grooming are relaxed. While Dunbar (2017) emphasises the role of time constraints in restricting the number of social bonds that can be maintained through one-to-one grooming, as a constraint of group size, our model suggests that the benefit of having information about social events mainly drives the emergence of gossip. Moreover, the results show that the evolution of tolerance is influenced by group structure in the community. Similarly, such ecological factors have been suggested to play a role in inter-group tolerance for primates (Lucchesi et al., 2020). For humans, however, the evolution of inter-group tolerance was likely affected by many other factors including mating patterns and food availability (Spikins, French, John-Wood, & Dytham, 2021). Notably, the Human Self-Domestication hypothesis (Hare, 2017) posits that direct selection against reactive aggression increased tolerance in humans, which may have facilitated more inter-group encounters (Benítez-Burraco & Progovac, 2020). The precise interactions between different factors affecting inter-group tolerance, population dynamics and how these shape the evolution of language is what we propose to investigate further.
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Bringing together the archaeological record from art history and tool production, this paper delineates four different stages of semiotic and hence communicative abilities for hominin evolution from the primate stage to modern *homo sapiens*: (1) reactive-mimetic; (2) proactive-mimetic; (3) hyperindexical; and (4) externalized iconic and symbolic. These evolutionary stages presuppose a gradual emancipation of a virtual sphere detached from nature and a corresponding giving over of hominin evolution to culturally rather than genetically determined conditions. This transition comprises a spiraling turn in the Lower Paleolithic, in which the phylogenetic lifeworld emerges as an enlargement of the intimate space of postnatal ontogenesis, what we term a macro-cocoon. Although we hold that any hominin line would possibly follow this route of development, either independently or in interaction with other contemporary lines, only *Homo Sapiens* reached the fourth stage.

1. Introduction: an interdisciplinary approach

This paper presents a transdisciplinary model of human evolution, linking linguistics with art history and prehistoric archeology. Its approach is systems-oriented, suggesting that humanoid mental capacities have evolved in increasing interaction with diverse forms of cultural practices. Because of the close interaction between “outer” cultural practices and their imprints in “inner” brain disposition, we must suppose certain stages of human evolution, in which archaeological traces of semiotic activities and utilitarian artifacts could be seen as evidence of stages of certain brain dispositions, spanning cognition, emotions and religious beliefs. We suggest a preliminary model with four basic steps, whose ground tendencies are supposed to be applicable to any hominin line, living
or extinct. Although any hominin line would possibly follow this route of development, either independently or in interaction with other contemporary lines, only *Homo sapiens* reached the fourth stage. In our concluding synoptic table, we exemplify the different stages by samples from the currently available archaeological record, but without claiming them to be exhaustive.

Our guiding presupposition is that the advancement of hominin culture creates a virtual niche, or sphere, that is increasingly autonomous from the living and surviving conditions offered by the natural habitat (Harari [2011] 2014), and that this involves a corresponding autonomization of semiotic signs in relation to their referents. It is indeed the crystallization of such a relatively autonomized virtual sphere that pauses the genetically based anatomical evolution of the human species. Human evolution is now predominantly transferred – sublimated – to the domain of social learning, i.e. accumulative culture. Here, anatomical changes only happen after birth in the form of micro-changes in cortical morphology and diverse bodily techniques (Deacon, 2010; Krubitzer & Prescott, 2019).

However, the mature stage of this sphere, presenting the first externalized icons and symbols, was only reached after a long evolutionary process that could be compared to a spiraling turn. In total, we distinguish the following four major evolutionary stages: (1) reactive-mimetic: a stage, shared with other primates, as well as dolphins and certain corvids, in which the early hominin can recognize its mirror image as referring to itself; (2) proactive-mimetic (beginning 2,5 mio BP): the earliest specifically humanoid stage marked by stone tools, the ability to project iconic shapes onto pre-existing natural forms, and mimetic body language; (3) hyperindexical (beginning ca. 700-500,000 BP): a stage in which the phylogenetic life world at large becomes modeled on the intimate space of early postnatal ontogenesis, resulting in an animated ecology with the first thoroughly externalized semiosis: a stylized reactualization of indexical communication, including proto-symbolic speech (musical proto-language) and nonfigurative pictorial patterns; and (4) externalized iconic and symbolic (beginning ca. 100,000-40,000 BP), marked by representational pictures and symbolic language.

2. The four evolutionary stages: semiosis of art, toolmaking and language

The initial stage (1) of hominin semiosis, reactive-mimetic, has to be the one present in contemporary great apes (Anderson & Gallup, 2011), which we assume was prevalent in both ancestral non-hominin primates and early hominins – the
ability to recognize oneself in a mirror (e.g. of still water). This ability relies on the immediate indexical association between the self and its reflection. Although the hominin mind hereby identifies itself with something outside the body, this identification does not yet presuppose a consciousness of the distinction between body and mirror reflection but merely their close association. As is also the case with contemporary apes, this ability to self-reflect is allied with an ability to use stone tools (Kortland, 2013) and to communicate by vocalizations and gestures, with a predominance of the latter in close-range communication, characterized by intentionality (deictic) reference, iconicity (pantomime), and turn-taking, i.e. communication structured between dialogue partners (Fröhlich et al. 2019).

The second stage, the proactive-mimetic one (2), covers the two tool industry periods of the Oldowan and the Acheulean. Its initiation is exemplified by the South African Makapansgat Pebble, a hominid face-like, but nature-created, stone that 3-2.5 mio BP apparently was retrieved and transported from its finding site to their habitation 50 miles away by supposedly Australopithecines. This effort could be seen as a manifestation of the general idea of ‘human face’, in Peirce’s categories of a so-called legisign, “a law that is a sign.” However, at this stage, the representation is established only through reaction to something already given, rather than production (Watson, 2015 as quoted in Hampton, s.a.). What is specifically hominin and not found in apes is the ability to understand the double nature of the image as a sign that is both similar and dissimilar to the thing it represents. Probably the oldest documented hominid stone tool production, consisting of stone tools coarsely chipped at the edges to yield a cutting edge (de la Torre, 2011), the East African Oldowan culture by Homo habilis, from ca. 2.6-1.7 mio BP, represents the first level of tool production linked to this mental level of image recognition (Sernaw et al. 2003). The next level of stone tools within this stage is the Acheulian type (hand axes and cleavers): bifacially knapped, symmetrical artifacts, produced by the homo lineages Erectus and Heidelbergensis (Shipton & Nielsen, 2018). The earliest record so far dates back to 1.76 mio BP (Lepre et al., 2011), and the industry remained productive until about 130,000 BP. Peterson et al. (2018) specify the existence of the Acheulean hand axe as a type (category/model) to be realized in form of a token (the concrete handaxe) in the terms of the Peircian sign types of respectively “legisign” (type/an idea) and “sinsign” (token/an actual singular thing) (Bergmann et al., 2003f.). We hold that, while interior legisign and exterior sinsign are in fact highly detached at this evolutionary stage, the sign user does not experience them as separate. At
stage (2), intra- and intergenerational technology was therefore still transferable through mimetic-imitative embodied learning alone.

To approach the complex hyperindexical stage (3), we should understand it as a phase that moves the expanding world of inner representations closer to the outer world of objects through dense indexical connections. It could be specified as what Tomlinson (2017: 13) calls “hyperindexicality,” that is, the “systematic and hierarchical arrangement of indexes in relation to one another, which brings them close to one of the characteristic features of the symbol.” How this bridge-building between inner and outer worlds is realized could be illuminated by considering the further evolution of hominins as an exposure of a now more vulnerable organism towards its accordingly more protective environment. For a crucial price for the evolutionary rise of complex brains and sensoria seems to be an intensification of the initial protection of individual organisms, which is underway throughout the evolution of eukariotic organisms: the ontogenetic protective worlds of eggs, wombs, nests, and warm spaces for suckling. Hominins are located at a particularly intricate crossing point between rising autonomization of the brain and this accompanying protection of embryos and infants, since now this protective cocoon not only restricts itself to the ontogenetic evolution of womb and suckling environment. Rather, in a transferal from onto- to phylogenesis, it seems to be projected onto the physical environment at large in a process, which the German philosopher of culture, Peter Sloterdijk (1999), terms Blasen (blowing). Corresponding with this giving-over of protection to the macro-cocoon of the surrounding world, the hominin body seems to become increasingly fragile and open in its naked state. Prematurely born and continuing its neoteny, the furless vulnerable state of young mammals into adulthood, the naked human ape (Morris, 1976) only becomes completed through wrapping itself in new artificial furring: the macro-cocoon of semiotics and technology (Gehlen [1940] 2016). It is this process of self-domestication (Deacon, 2010) that generates the hyperindexical stage, in which inner signs are connected to the outer world of objects and events through intense indexical communication.

Although evolutionary linguistics seems to lack a systematized model of this process of self-domestication, Darwin’s original idea about a “musical proto-language” has lately gained renewed scholarly interest and might be a well-suited explanatory candidate for accounting for the communicative underpinnings of this process: an indexical form of proto-symbolic communication, in which sounds are stylized according to intensity, rhythm and pitch (Ravignani & de Boer, 2021). As suggested by Michael Tomasello (2008), this sort of proto-symbolic language
is very similar to the nonlinguistic communication between early infants and caretakers. To further elaborate this connection between onto- and phylogenetic development we should consult the paleo-art historian Ellen Dissanayake (2000) who traces the origins of visual art to exactly a phylogenetic upscaling of the intimate indexical communication between parent and infant.

In terms of visual art, the pre-symbolic indexical patterns of parent-infant communication are confirmed by the surviving remnants of Lower Paleolithic art, from *Homo heidelbergensis* to *Homo neanderthalensis*. Their exclusively non-figurative patterns, such as parallel lines or criss-crossings, could thus be conceived of as ritualistic traces, imprints of performative actions, whose significance is retained in indexical form. The main surviving evidence includes the *Pseudodon Shell DUB 1006-fL* (540,000-430,000 BP) from Trinil, Java (Joordens et al., 2015), the elephant bone from Bilzingsleben, Germany (400,000-350,000 BP) (Mania & Mania, 1988), the ochre and ostrich eggshell fragments from the South African Blombos Cave and Diepkloof Rock Shelter (100,000 BP) (Tylén at al., 2020), and the criss-cross patterns engraved by Neanderthals in the rocky walls of the Gorham Cave, Gibraltar (ca. 39,000 BCW) (Callaway, 2014). The same semiotic mechanisms must have applied in the case of the Schöningen wooden hunting spears (nine spears, one lance, a double pointed stick, and a burnt stick) from 300,000 BP, made by *Homo heidelbergensis* or early *Neanderthalensis* (Schoch et al., 2015). The cultural niche, where abstract models (types) and concrete tokens must coexist in the minds of the artisans, allows for the passage from indexical to symbolic thinking. On the practical level of communication, the indexical event of namegiving of concrete tokens (living or non-living entities) precedes the symbolic event of namegiving of categories/types (legisigns), and is supposedly found at this cultural state (Deacon 1997).

Stage (4) is finally characterized by externalized icons (representational pictures) and externalized symbols (spoken words), with the latter possibly preceding the former, at least if we keep to what the currently available archaeological record allows us to infer. The externalization of mammalian and avian fauna in the cave paintings of Spain and France, and on the Indonesian island of Sulawesi, created during a period from ca. 45,500 to 12,000 BP (García-Diez et al., 2013; Ducasse & Langlais, 2019), were probably dependent on a beginning division of the Lower Paleolithic macro-cocoon. Because humans now felt separated from an emergent maternal underworld, a bridge was constructed in the form of pictorial animals that seemed autochthonously born through the cave walls, the membrane between
the other world and ours (Clottes & Lewis-Williams, [1996] 1998). Such externalized pictorial signs thereby made remote realities of all kinds accessible, including those of imagined abstractions. If we now look at the archaeological evidence for bow-and-arrow technology, the complexity of its complementary design (hafting of different components with several-component glues, etc.) demands communication of highly abstract information, which can only be performed via a similarly externalized symbolic language system (Wadley, 2010; Lombard & Haidle, 2012). The emergence of such a system is hence a prerequisite for this cultural stage, whose archeological record can be traced back to 70,000 BCW.

In the following synoptic Table 1, we will, in conclusion, recapitulate the steps of this chronology, while emphasizing that the datings must be taken as approximative and veiling the plausible assumption that there has been considerable overlap in time as well as depending on space.

Table 1. Conservative evolutionary chronology of semiotic stages, art production, tool making and communication in hominins (approximative and simplified).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dating</th>
<th>Semiotic stages</th>
<th>Art</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>primates</td>
<td>reactive-mimetic</td>
<td>recognition of own mirror image (pre-stage)</td>
<td>stones and sticks</td>
<td>gestural, vocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2,5 mio</td>
<td>proactive-mimetic;</td>
<td>Makapansgat pebble</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,6 mio</td>
<td>legisigns</td>
<td>Oldowan</td>
<td></td>
<td>vocal, gestural (mimetic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,76 mio – 130.000</td>
<td>sinsigns</td>
<td>Acheulean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540-430.000</td>
<td>hyperindexical</td>
<td>Trinil Shell</td>
<td></td>
<td>namegiving of tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400-350.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bilzingsleben Bone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Schöningen Bone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Blombos, Diepkoof</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.000</td>
<td>externalized</td>
<td>bow &amp; arrow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>symbolic and iconic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.000</td>
<td>Sulawesi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(namegiving of categories/types)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.000</td>
<td>Lascaux paintings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NEURAL CORRELATES OF SPEECH AND NON-SPEECH PRODUCTION IN CHILDHOOD
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Speaking is a complex behavior at the intersection between cognitive and motor processes that implies the coordination of multiple systems and of multiple vocal-tract muscles. The uniquely-human ability to speak indicates that some mechanisms underlying speech production have diverged from those of our prelinguistic ancestors. However, the basic capacity to vocally produce sounds is shared with a surprisingly diverse group of species. In fact, the oromotor structures in charge of articulating speech are not only responsible of the production of speech targets but they also generate other sounded orofacial movements, such as lip smacking or tongue clicks. Although the brain dynamics underlying the production of speech and non-speech gestures in adults are shown to differ (Lancheros, Jouen and Laganaro, 2020) the issue is then when in ontogeny the production of speech differs from that of non-speech. In the present study we explore this question, with the hypothesis of a specialized motor control system for speech arising only after some years of full practice of speech. Since the production of speech starts early after birth and its motor entrainment extends over more than a decade (Ackermann, Hage & Ziegler, 2014), it is likely that a gradual specialization for speech emerges during childhood as a consequence of its progressively extensive production. However, given that the phonetic inventory is not achieved before the age of seven, a distinct specialized speech neural architecture might be established only some years ahead (i.e. >10 y.o.).

In the present study participants included fifteen French-native 7-to-9-year-old children. They were asked to produce 20 sounded non-speech gestures, 20 high frequency syllables and 20 low frequency syllables, paired on type and mode of articulation of the gesture onset. Stimuli were presented throughout video clips in a task targeting motor encoding processes: a delayed production task combined with an
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articulatory suppression task. Their brain activity was in parallel recorded with electroencephalography (EEG) and event-related potential (ERP) analyses based on microstates were performed on the time window preceding the vocal onset.

Behavioral results showed that children were less precise when producing low frequency syllables as compared to non-speech. Concerning production latencies, non-speech productions were initialized slower than both types of speech stimuli. The ERP data aligned to the vocal onset showed activation of the same topographical maps preceding the production of speech and of non-speech sequences, indicating the recruitment of the same neural networks for non-speech and speech. Additionally, the temporal distribution of the same recruited brain circuits did not differ between the two oromotor behaviors, suggesting similar activation dynamics for speech and non-speech.

Considering that adults do show different brain activation patterns for speech and non-speech (Lancheros et al. 2020) with the exact same experimental setting, results of the present study seem to support the hypothesis that a specialized neural circuit for speech is not established yet in children aged 7-9 years. Since a distinct neural representation for speech has been proposed to arise from its extensive motor learning, it might be the case that children at those ages have not practiced enough this oromotor behavior and thus, speech is not yet a well-established overlearned motor activity with its specialized brain circuits. Unquestionably, speech does not only depend on the amount of rehearsal it is subjected but it also relies on cognitive, linguistic and motor developments occurring during childhood, which might also explain why a specialized neural circuitry for speech is not yet mature, or at least it is not neurally evident, in 7-to-9-year-olds.
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In the quest for understanding the evolution of human language, primates have often been taken as an approximation of the human ancestral condition despite their equally long evolutionary path. Recent studies have shown that several primates, including chimpanzees, have the capacity to produce vowel-like vocalizations, despite a high larynx (Boë et al., 2017; Fitch et al., 2016; Grawunder et al., 2022). However, many of these primates live in complex social systems in environments where the visibility is low and where they need to communicate over long distances. In these cases, the vocal signals produced involve high intensity signals associated to high fundamental frequencies (fo) that are better suited for long-distance propagation as they maximize the sound power radiation (Titze & Palaparthi, 2018). This is especially the case for chimpanzees, who live in complex fission-fusion societies in forests or savannah habitats (Goodall, 1986).

Here, we argue that these long-distance vocalizations which constitute two-thirds of all of male chimpanzees’ vocal communication (Arcadi, 2000) cannot always provide complete formantic information or contrast, as is the case for human vowels which are produced with low fundamental frequencies. One way around this problem is to look at the fundamental frequency modulation, which is equally well conserved over long distances and generally robust against surrounding noise. While the chimpanzee vocal repertoire has been extensively studied over
the years, no study has yet looked at the $fo$ modulation per se and its importance in the vocal repertoire of chimpanzees. We aim to evaluate this by determining a vocal space of the entire vocal repertoire through different yet complementary machine learning approaches using the $fo$ modulation and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) that are commonly used in human speech recognition and take into account all the spectral information. We manually extracted the temporal evolution of the $fo$ for N=+6000 vocal units recorded from wild Ugandan chimpanzees (11 adult males and 12 adult females). This allowed us to treat a vocalization as a univariate time series, making them suitable for further analysis. We tested both supervised classification methods (Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Schölkopf & Smola, 2001) using the GAK kernel (Cuturi, 2011)) and trained an auto-encoder neural network on the frequential time series to perform a non-linear dimension reduction for unsupervised classification. The interesting aspect of working without supervision is that it does not rely on an a priori manual classification of vocalizations into different groups and helps to identify patterns in the data without human bias (t-SNE). We compared the results obtained on the $fo$ profiles with equivalent classification and dimension reduction techniques applied to the spectral information (MFCCs), similarly to how previous works performed data analysis on primate vocalisations (Wadewitz et al., 2015) and CNN 2D typically used for image classification but with good performances on spectrogram classification (Hershey et al., 2017).

Our results show that the modulation of the fundamental frequency is an important factor in differentiating the vocalisations of the chimpanzee repertoire, despite an important gradation between calls. An analysis of the $fo$ modulation alone obtains good results. The classification does not improve with the MFCC approach, but gains a finer-grained categorization with the CNN 2D approach. We present clustering provided through t-SNE visualization which permits to better understand the links between the different vocalisations and the importance of their gradation.

We examine these results from an evolutionary perspective and discuss the importance of the $fo$ modulation in chimpanzee vocal communication compared to human speech production.
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WORD SEGMENTATION IS FACILITATED IN ZIPFIAN DISTRIBUTIONS
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While languages differ from one another in many respects, they share certain commonalities: these can provide insight on our shared cognition and the way it may impact language structure. Here, we focus on one of the striking commonalities between languages, the way word frequencies are distributed. Across languages, words follow a Zipfian (or near-Zipfian) distribution, showing a power law relation between a word’s frequency and its rank (Piantadosi, 2014; Zipf, 1949). The source of such distributions in language is debated (e.g., Chater & Brown, 1999), but they have been proposed to reflect foundational aspects of human cognition and/or communication (e.g., Ferrer i Cancho & Sole, 2003; Ferrer i Cancho et al. 2020; Manin, 2008). Regardless of their source, their recurrence in language may have advantages for learning: skewed distributions may facilitate various aspects of language. Such individual biases could be amplified over time, creating pressure to maintain skewed distributions (as has been argued for other linguistic domains, e.g., Kirby et al. 2008).

In this paper, we explore the learnability consequences of Zipfian distributions for word segmentation, a crucial aspect of early language acquisition. Word segmentation has been studied extensively in the lab using artificial language learning tasks (Saffran et al. 1996), but learners are usually presented with a uniform learning environment where each novel word appears equally often. The few studies that examined learning from Zipfian distributions suggest they are beneficial for word segmentation (Kurumada et al. 2013; Meylan et al. 2012), but the extent and generality of this effect is unclear. More importantly, we do not know what about Zipfian distributions impacts learning.

Here, we propose and test the prediction that Zipfian distributions are facilitative because of their lower unigram entropy. We start by quantifying unigram entropy (using efficiency, a normalized entropy measure, see Eq. 1) in child-directed speech – children’s actual learning environment - across 15 languages (following Bentz et al. 2017 who did so for adult-to-adult speech). We find that efficiency spans a surprisingly narrow range across languages (range=0.6-0.7, mean=0.63, SD=0.03). We then test the impact of those values on
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learning by manipulating unigram entropy and distribution shape using a classic artificial word segmentation paradigm. We compare performance at three efficiency levels: maximal (uniform distribution), reduced (skewed distribution, with lower unigram entropy than the uniform but higher than natural language), and language-like (within the range found for natural language). We find that word segmentation in adults is uniquely facilitated in language-like efficiency overall (see Fig. 1a), and for the low frequency words (see Fig. 1b), but does not improve in reduced efficiency. We find similar results in a second study using a differently skewed distribution with similar efficiency.

These findings show that child-directed speech has similar unigram entropy across languages, and that these values are uniquely facilitative for word segmentation. We discuss the possible role of learnability pressures in the emergence of such distributions.
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Why do humans use symbols more than any other animal (Deacon, 1998)? Here we argue that part of the explanation might lie in the effect certain properties of the human sensory world have on language.

Following Peirce (1955), semioticians usually distinguish three kinds of signs – indices, icons, and symbols – that are often treated as discrete, separate classes. However, analyzing the structure of sign types using conceptual blending theory (CBT: Fauconnier and Turner (2008)) allows us to establish a continuity between them. In CBT, mental spaces are integrated by a projection of those spaces as inputs onto an emergent blend space, which develops structure beyond the input spaces alone. Conceptual blends could be ordered on a cline based on how incongruous the structures of their input spaces are. Human thought frequently features blends with input mental spaces whose structures are in ‘fundamental conflict’ (Turner, 2014). Signs can be analyzed as blends of the signifier (symbol or other representation) and the signified (referent) (Peirce, 1955). Indexical and iconic signs have a relatively close match between the structures of the signifier and the signified. In symbols, however, the signifier and the signified are inherently discordant due to the arbitrary nature of the former. Importantly, the structural similarity of mental spaces is not an all-or-nothing property, allowing for an account of gradual emergence of symbols.

Furthermore, every sign includes an interpretant, i.e. the way it is interpreted by its receiver (Peirce, 1955). Because of this, communication should be analyzed relative to an animal’s Umwelt, i.e. the way the world presents itself to it (Uexküll, 1992). In this context the non-arbitrariness of indexical and iconic signs as precursors to more complex blending in symbols becomes especially important. If we look closely at Umwelts of other animals, iconicity and indexicality can be found much more readily than before. Perhaps most clearly it can be seen in the often overlooked case of olfaction, as behaviors like marking an object with alarm odor, sexual pheromone, or urine marks can be interpreted as indexical due to their deictic function of demarcating presence, location, dominance, and territory. Additionally, the smells of those marks bear resemblance to the organism...
which produced it, suggesting an iconic relation as well (Parsons et al., 2018). A clear example is the urine marking of fire hydrants by dogs. McGuire, Olsen, Bemis, and Orantes (2018) suggest that small dogs lift their legs significantly higher than larger dogs for urine marking. The hydrant acts as a dominance display record, where the highest urine mark indexes the presence of a higher ranking individual. The suggestion is that dogs arriving at the fire hydrant interpret it as an iconic/indexical sign of their conspecifics in the area. The spatially arranged layout of the urine samples is interpreted as systematically mapping onto such properties of those individuals as size or dominance. Additionally, it might afford the perception of information about the temporal order of other dogs’ visits to the hydrant or about their relative size. Such an understanding is not accessible to humans due the different Umwelt we inhabit (Quignon et al., 2003).

Turning to humans, language can be viewed as a high level hyper-blend (Turner, 2014), i.e. a blend using other blends as input mental spaces: in language the linguistic conceptual space is blended with a production/perception modality, most typically audition. Importantly, the semantic space of human language has a higher dimensionality than that of audition, which, leaving aside timing and timbre, is often estimated to be 2D (Keller, 2017). Recent experimental evidence suggests that iconicity is harder to maintain the more conflicting the topologies of the meaning and the signal space are, e.g. if the meaning space has higher dimensionality (Little, Eryılmaz, & De Boer, 2017). In such cases, more compositional or combinatorial structure is likely to emerge, leading to the development of more symbolic signs. This is indirectly supported by the observation that sign languages typically exhibit higher levels of iconicity than spoken languages (Taub, 2001). Interestingly, olfaction is often argued to have a more highly dimensional psychophysical space compared to other senses (Mamlouk & Martinetz, 2004; Magnasco, Keller, & Vosshall, 2015). While human olfactory abilities are often underestimated (Majid, 2021), humans exhibit abundant variation in olfactory receptor protein genes (Hasin-Brumshtein, Lancet, & Olender, 2009), which affect odor perception (Trimmer et al., 2019), and have many more nonfunctional olfactory receptor genes compared to other primates and other animals (Gilad, Man, Pääbo, & Lancet, 2003; Quignon et al., 2003). This could plausibly lead to more variability in Umwelt structure for smell compared to other senses between humans, and raises the possibility that olfaction – a high-dimensional perceptual modality affording more means for iconic communication – is less readily available for communication to us than to other animals.

Taken together, the arguments above could suggest that the uniquely high reliance on symbols in humans might be partially explained by the specifics of our perceptual and communicative Umwelt.

1This can be seen as a way to increase the dimensionality of the signal space: each compositional/combinatorial element serves as a new temporally separated dimension.
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CALL COMBINATIONS IN CHIMPANZES
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Through combining a finite set of words into larger compositional phrases, human language can express an open-ended, limitless number of messages. This syntactic capacity has been argued to be a key feature distinguishing language from any other non-human animal communication system. However, recent experimental evidence of syntactic-like structuring in monkeys has challenged this assumption and suggests syntax might be evolutionary more ancient with its origins deeply rooted in the primate lineage. Comparable data in great apes, our closest-living relatives, are central to reconstructing the more recent evolutionary history of syntax, yet are currently lacking. In this study, we address this issue and provide the first robust evidence for rudimentary syntactic structuring in our closest-living relatives, chimpanzees (though see Crockford and Boesch 2005; Leroux et al. 2021, for evidence of combinatoriality). Chimpanzees produce “alarm-hoos” when surprised or frightened and “waa-barks” when potentially recruiting other group members during aggression or hunting. Anecdotal data suggested chimpanzees also combine these two calls together, specifically when encountering a snake while being isolated from the main group. Through presenting wild chimpanzees with model snakes we i) confirmed combinations were more likely to occur when an individual encountered the snake separated from the group and ii) investigated receivers’ responses showing they were more likely to join the caller after hearing the call combination compared with singly-occurring “alarm-hoos”. Finally, to confirm these findings and verify the
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meaning-bearing nature of the call combination, we conducted systematic experiments, playing back an artificial call combination and both calls produced independently. Chimpanzees reacted most strongly to the combination, showing quicker and longer responses, compared with both individual calls. We conclude the “alarm-hoo + waa-bark” combination represents a compositional syntactic-like structure, where the meaning of the sequence is derived from the meaning of its parts. Our work supports previous work in monkeys and indicates language is unlikely to have evolved de novo in the human lineage but rather the cognitive building blocks facilitating syntax were already present in our last common ancestor with chimpanzees and are perhaps even older.
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There are six possible ways to order Subject, Verb, and Object in a sentence, but the distribution of these orders across the world’s languages is highly skewed: SVO and SOV are more than 100 times more common than OSV (Dryer, 2005). It is often hypothesized that the preferred word orders reflect cognitive biases in event perception and optimization for communication (e.g., Gibson et al., 2013; Hahn et al., 2020; Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014). Then why do not all languages use these orders? This study tests whether languages are more likely to manifest universal tendencies if they face more communicative challenges. It specifically tests whether larger communities are more likely to use preferred word orders as a way to overcome the greater communicative challenges they encounter.

Larger communities face greater communicative challenges: they have greater input variability, less shared history, and information takes longer to travel. Larger communities overcome these challenges by creating more robust languages, including languages with more systematic grammar (Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Raviv et al., 2019) and greater sound symbolism (Lev-Ari et al., 2021). These languages thus align with prior cognitive biases (e.g., sound-meaning associations) to facilitate communication. Reliance on word orders that fit cognitive biases can similarly facilitate communication.

To test this hypothesis, 15 groups of 8 participants (large groups) and 15 groups of 4 participants (small groups) played a communication game in dyads for 14 rounds, changing partner every round. Participants described videos from Hall et al. (2013) to their partner by ordering pictures of the subject, object, and action. The partner guessed which video they saw and both received feedback. Then they switched roles. Thirty additional participants played the game alone (solo).
To test whether group size influences reliance on universally favored word orders, word order on each trial was coded as 1 if it was SVO or SOV, or 0 otherwise. A logistic mixed effects model was conducted with Group Size (solo, small, large; ref level=large), Round (scaled), their interaction, as well as Participant’s Native Word Order as fixed effects, and Participant nested within Session, Session, and Items as random variables. It revealed that reliance on a common word order increased with time for large groups (β=0.57, p<0.001) but that it did not increase as much among the small groups (β=-0.18, p<0.01) and solo individuals (β=-0.24, p<0.001). The plot suggests that this is driven by SVO order dominance. These results indicate that common word orders, especially SVO, are driven by communicative pressures. The fact that the use of common word orders increases with round, that it is significant even after controlling for the word order in participants’ native language, and that it depends on group size, indicates that performance was not driven by knowledge of native language but by the properties of the interaction.

The results of the study suggest that cross-linguistic variability in word order might reflect differences in communicative pressures, with less common word orders being more common in smaller communities. A preliminary survey of 1047 languages from WALS (Haspelmath et al., 2005) crossed with population data from Ethnologue (Eberhard et al., 2020) supports this prediction, especially for SVO order vs others (in line with experimental results; see figure 1). Future research should further examine how cross-cultural differences in communicative pressure influence exhibition of universally-favored patterns.

Figure 1. Word Order as dependent on Round and Group Size. Thin lines show each session, thick lines show condition averages.
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Dual Inheritance Theory (DIT; Richerson & Boyd 1978; Russell & Muthukrishna 2021) is emerging in biological anthropology and related fields as a leading candidate for a plausible and highly explanatory account of the recent evolutionary history of our own species. A growing canon of literature spanning many decades has explored its implications in detail and found robust empirical support across the social sciences. The theory is built on three core assertions: 1) that early hominins gained the genetic capacity to acquire and transmit information culturally as well as genetically, 2) that such cultural information would itself be subject to natural selection, giving rise to a second system of inheritance operating on a distinct set of selectional principles and 3) that culture-gene coevolution would allow the human genome to continue to optimize for the changing conditions created by the cultural environment (Henrich & McElreath 2007). Together with the logic of evolution by natural selection, these axioms give rise to a detailed outline of the development of human cognition with consistent empirical support across such diverse domains as evolutionary biology (Herrmann et al. 2007), evolutionary psychology (Chudek & Henrich 2015), social psychology (Gervais et al. 2021), psychoanalysis (Whitebook 2019), psychological anthropology (Paul 2018), anthropology (Henrich 2016), sociobiology (Boyd & Richerson 1980), economics (Laing 2008), animal cognition (Horner & Whiten 2004) and many others.

Nonetheless, DIT remains all but absent from theoretical linguistics and its vast implications for the study of language and particularly of language evolution have not been explored. There has been relatively little agreement among theoretical linguists about even how to study language evolution, although some significant progress has begun to appear in the last decade. Fitch (2017) insightfully suggests a multicomponent approach, in which we refrain from...
assuming language was an innovation and instead ask which innovations might make it up, and he introduces the term Derived Component of Language (DCL) to refer to any element of language that we hypothesize arose in humans or our immediate ancestors after our evolutionary divergence from chimpanzees. He further points out the necessity of creating multiple plausible hypotheses and comparing them to each other experimentally rather than considering each model’s plausibility in isolation.

Adopting and extending this framework, the current inquiry explores the theoretical implications of assuming that language evolution happened primarily as described by DIT: as a series of culturally transmitted innovations achieved on human timescales and continuously adapted to by our genetics on longer timescales. I show how this assumption reinforces Fitch’s (2017) staged-protolanguages model approach, and I create an explicitly nonspecific Fitchian model in which the uniquely human elements of language arise in some unknown order DCL₁, DCL₂, …, DCLₙ. Situating these as a series of coevolved traits arising within DIT, I extrapolate the model into the present and conclude that the empirical facts of language acquisition are especially likely to differ under competing Fitchian hypotheses.

Informed by existing DIT models of how information is transmitted between communities and across generations (e.g. Boyer 1998; Linquist 2007), I propose that two domains featuring partial acquisition are of most pressing interest to the evolutionary linguist: the overlapping but distinct stages of linguistic competence we observe in first-language (L1) learners, and the empirical facts of homesign. The former include the babbling stage, first words, the two-word stage, the multi-word stage and an extended process of refinement and complexification (Salim & Mehawesh 2014). The latter refers to the structured communicative systems that arise in Deaf children growing up without exposure to a signed language (Franklin et al. 2011; Coppola & Newport 2005). Homesigners reliably engage in manual babbling, invent signs with diverse meanings and begin to combine them to enter the two-word and multi-word stages (Morford 1996). They do not, however, develop all further elements of Universal Grammar, and this is highly informative in light of the coevolutionary optimization loops the present model describes. I borrow the term cognitive dependency (Seuren 2006) from psycholinguistics and cognitive semantics, which I formalize within the DIT framework by analogy to exaptation (Gould & Vrba 1982) in evolutionary biology. I then use it to argue that if DCLᵢ is reliably observed in homesign or at some stage of L1 acquisition while DCLⱼ is not, it is likely that i < j. Finally I consider briefly which potential orderings of DCLs preliminarily appear best supported.
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Evolution and structure of language is often analysed using computational modelling (Cangelosi & Parisi, 2002; Nolfi & Mirolli, 2010; D’Ulizia, Ferri, & Grifoni, 2020). A particularly appealing research paradigm is inspired by the idea that language might have spontaneously appeared in a population of communicating individuals, possibly with some adaptive features (Pinker & Bloom, 1990). This standpoint prompted numerous analysis of multi-agent models, which mimic such communication and try to infer the properties of the emerging language and its possible further evolution (Steels, 2012; Gong, Shuai, & Zhang, 2014; Kirby, Griffiths, & Smith, 2014).

In certain models of this kind, language emergence and evolution is studied using the signaling game (Lewis, 2002), where communicating agents must decide which signal to send or how to interpret the signal they have received. To cope with this, agents very often use some form of the reinforcement learning (Skyrms, 2010; Lenaerts, Jansen, Tuyls, & De Vylder, 2005; Barrett, 2006; Franke, 2016; Mühlenbernd & Franke, 2012; Lipowska & Lipowski, 2018).

By taking signals as words, we can regard the form-meaning mapping that emerges during the signaling game as language. The mapping can be a one-to-one correspondence (in a signaling game terminology, it is a signaling system), but there are also other possibilities, namely, homonyms or synonyms can emerge. Neglecting some linguistic nuances (Ravin & Leacock, 2000), we can posit that in the case of homonymy, one word carries different meanings while synonymy means that a single concept is expressed by different words.

It seems quite plausible that synonyms or homonyms change in time. For example, the frequency of their usage may change and gradually one form will be preferred over the other, and the latter eventually can even disappear. Although linguistic data are difficult to interpret, there are some indications that in natural languages synonyms are quite rare in contrast to homonyms, which appear to be more common (Hurford, 2003; Clark, 1990). Some linguists even insist that true synonyms do not exist or at best are very rare compared to homonyms (Lyons, 1981; Goldberg, 1995). There are some arguments that the difference in
the frequency of synonyms and homonyms may be due to evolutionary pressures favoring speakers rather than hearers (Hurford, 2003), or to language acquisition in childhood (Markman, 1989).

Let us notice that synonyms actually compete in a quite different way from homonyms, which can be demonstrated already within the framework of the signaling game. While synonymous words compete for being selected by a speaker, for a homonymous word, it is the hearer’s role to assign an appropriate interpretation. It is thus possible that such a difference can affect an overall dynamics of synonyms and homonyms and eventually result in different degrees of their prevalence.

We approached the problem of evolution and stability of synonyms and homonyms using computational modelling. Within the framework of the signaling game, we show that the reinforcement learning should operate in the so-called super-linear regime with probabilities of selections increasing faster than linearly with the accumulated weights. The linear regime would, instead, lead to languages with very stable synonyms and relatively fast decaying homonyms, which is probably at odds with some linguistic observations (Hurford, 2003). Our work indicates that the prevalence and evolution of synonyms and homonyms in natural languages may give us some valuable clues as to the nature of the mechanisms that drive linguistic processes. More details concerning our model and the results obtained can be found in (Lipowska & Lipowski, 2022).

Perhaps an interesting question is why nonlinear rather than the simplest (maybe naively expected) linear feedback drives linguistic processes. Related studies, under mathematically similar setup of the so-called urn models, in certain marketing or economic contexts showed that the value of the system grows faster than linearly with the number of users. Such a behaviour seems to characterize competition between, e.g., video formats, operating systems, and even types of keyboards. In the literature, it is referred as Metcalfe’s Law (Shapiro & Varian, 1998; Arthur, 1994). In the signaling game and in linguistic context, it would mean that a benefit of using a certain word (and thus a probability of its future selection) increases faster than linearly with the number of successful communications. Considering the complexities of language evolution, with its various social, biological, and cognitive aspects, it seems quite likely.
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At the core of every language is a vocabulary—a set of building blocks from which language users can construct arbitrarily complex meanings. Vocabularies are, of course, learned. Members of a speech community must learn the form of each word—its phonology—but also, critically, its meaning. Where do word meanings come from? And how similar are the meanings of the same word in different people within a speech community? These questions are of central importance to the study of language evolution for at least three reasons. First, understanding the emergence of vocabularies requires that we understand the extent to which words demarcate cognitively privileged categories (i.e., words label our concepts, e.g., Snedeker & Gleitman, 2004), as opposed to demarcating categories that are shaped by communicative needs and history—categories that might not be learned in the absence of labels (words help create concepts, e.g., Lupyan et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2020). Second, for languages to function as effective communicative systems, it is generally thought that people must closely agree on what words mean (e.g., Hutchins & Hazlehurst, 2006). If word meaning variability within a speech community is pervasive, it would raise the question of how much agreement is really necessary for effective communication. Third, if word meaning variability is indeed pervasive, how can we use language to coordinate as effectively as we seem to? When we talk, misunderstandings seem to be more the exception than the norm. Here, we bring together several sources of recent evidence collected in our respective labs and observed in published word norms that suggest that within a speech community, differences in meanings for everyday words may be more extensive than previously realized (cf. Clark, 1998).

There is no gold standard for quantifying and comparing word meanings, and so we sought to estimate variability in a few different ways: (1) Sorting, e.g., sort these words according to how similar they are to one another. (2) Similarity judgments, e.g., is a penguin more similar to a whale or a seal? (3) Elicitation and endorsement of word meanings, e.g., what does “energy” mean? Which of these meanings of “energy” best approximates your meaning? (4) Comparison of people’s judgments of semantic dimensions such as concreteness. (5) Beyond

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
explicit behaviors, we can also compare (using fMRI) neural representations elicited by the same word in different people.

Each measure revealed clear similarities, e.g., people clustered body parts together and separately from animals, clustered positive emotions together and separately from negative emotions. In general, agreement for concrete words was greater than for abstract words. But substantial variability existed even for concrete words. Fig. 1A shows an example of how two people sorted a group of common animals. Sorting-based correlations of such concrete words rarely exceed $r=.5$ (Wang & Bi, 2021). We also saw substantial variability when using similarity probes, e.g., when asked whether a seal is more similar to a penguin or a whale, 44% of people chose “whale”. Interestingly, people were largely unaware that judgments like these produce divergent responses, believing a large majority will respond as they themselves did. Those who responded with “whale” thought that 75% would do the same (Martí et al., 2021). Fig. 1B shows endorsement patterns of various senses of “energy” (generated by a separate set of participants), revealing three distinct profiles. Fig. 1C shows concreteness ratings (Brysbaert et al., 2014). While many words show expected unimodal distributions, many others show clear bimodality hinting at systematic differences in how different people construe these words.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. (A) Two solutions on an animal-sorting task. (B) Results from a meaning elicitation and endorsement task for the word “energy”. (C) Distributions of concreteness ratings for two example words (rating of 1 corresponds to maximally abstract).

Do results such as these indicate true variability? If so, where do these differences come from? We consider several possibilities including different learning biases, different sensorimotor experiences, and different linguistic experiences. How do people communicate in the presence of these differences? We will discuss three possibilities: (1) These differences have no consequences for everyday communication, only showing up in specific contexts. (2) Misalignments are quickly repaired (Healey et al., 2018) or compensated through pragmatic inference. (3) Consequential errors in communication are more common than generally acknowledged.
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1. Objective

Human minds contain a complex set of associations with each word, morpheme, and phoneme in our language. When we mis-speak, those associations make some errors more likely than others (Fromkin, 1980). This study seeks to clarify the possible phonological associations within the mind of language-using bonobos.

2. Methods

Participants were two bonobos (*Pan paniscus*) that had been reared in a language-enriched environment and shown to understand English sentences similar to the abilities of a 2.5 year old child (Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1993). Over the course of 10 years, these apes were given vocabulary tests regularly and all responses made to the lexigram keyboard were recorded and coded for a previous study (Lyn, 2007). These errors were shown to be non-random and associated with visual, conceptual, and auditory representations of the item. For example, lemons-lemonade, orange-apple, and cereal-milk.

To further explore the auditory components of these representations, phonological transcriptions of the errors were coded as a match/no match from the sample to the
error. All examples that included shared morphemes (e.g. Orange-orange juice) were removed, resulting in 1400 example of sample and error pairs.

3. Results

The bonobos made significantly more errors that matched the sample in phoneme than would be expected by chance (see Fig 1). Their responses varied by vowel and consonant, with more consonant matches in the first and third positions, and more vowel matches in the second and fourth positions. For example, BIG and BUG match in the first and third phoneme (bIg and b^g) and JUICE and FOOD match in the second phoneme (jus and fud).

![Figure 1. Percentage of phonological matches across the first four positions of sample and error. Line represents conservative estimate of chance, 1/26 (the number of phonemes in each position of the samples and errors ranged from 26-32). All are p<.001, binomial test.](image)

4. Discussion

Our results suggest that the web of associations in the mind of language using bonobos is more elaborate than simple auditory similarity and may include phonemic information. These findings further suggest that this building block of human language was present before the evolutionary split of humans and bonobos.
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Although sound symbolic effects of ‘bouba-kiki’ type have been reported across cultures (Ćwiek et al., 2022), it remains unclear whether this effect is an ability unique to humans. Sound symbolic effects between speech sounds and shapes (Köhler, 1919) might have played an important role in shaping protolanguages. Humans could have understood that certain speech sounds can evoke certain sensory properties. This ability could have plausibly assisted referential insight in our human ancestors (Perniss and Vigliocco, 2014). The discussion on the role of sound symbolism in shaping human languages gives rise to the following question: “Can nonhuman great apes detect congruencies between ‘round’ and ‘sharp’ nonwords and curved and sharp shapes?” Previous research has shown that a group of touchscreen trained chimpanzees (N=6) and gorillas (N=2), when tested with a two-alternative forced choice task on sound-shape mappings showed no sound symbolic effects (Margiotoudi et al., 2019). Specifically, both gorillas and chimpanzees failed to detect that a ‘round’ nonword, such as “bouba”, is a good fit to a curved shape and a ‘sharp’ nonword, such as “kiki”, is a good fit to a spiky shape. In parallel, humans were tested with the same task and showed a significant sound symbolic congruency. In both tasks, neither the nonhuman nor the human great apes were explicitly instructed to detect congruencies between nonwords and shapes. Notably, when a second group of human participants were explicitly instructed to detect sound symbolic congruencies in the same task, they
showed above chance performance and detected congruencies 10% more often compared to the previous implicit task. Conclusively, when humans are explicitly instructed to detect sound symbolic congruencies, they achieve a better performance. However, humans are exposed to speech stimuli compared to nonhuman great apes and have referential insight. Could a nonhuman great ape exposed to speech stimuli detect speech sound-shape consistencies? In a different study, a language competent bonobo was tested with a match-to-sample task on the ‘bouba-kiki’ effect. The bonobo has been able to match English words to pictures with the same task. Hence, he tries to pick the best match from different stimuli. Using his strategy, a second study investigated whether a nonhuman great ape being exposed to speech stimuli would be able to detect sound symbolic congruencies under an explicit match-to-sample task. Specifically, the bonobo performed his familiar match English words to pictures task, while sound symbolic trials of “bouba-kiki” type were interspersed. This kind of paradigm allowed testing a nonhuman primate under explicit instructions. The bonobo tried to guess the best matching shape for the ‘round’ and ‘sharp’ nonwords as he did for the English word-picture matching. The results of the study revealed no sound symbolic congruency detection but significantly above chance performance in matching English words to pictures (Margiotoudi et al., 2022). These findings suggest that the ‘bouba-kiki’ mapping is plausibly an ability unique to humans. These results might be explained by neurobiological differences found between human and nonhuman great apes that are relevant to the mechanism supporting the speech sounds-shape mappings. We suggest that the mechanism of this effect is found in the knowledge of the multimodal products of our hand actions. This binding has special preconditions found at a neuronal level, with auditory-visual and motor systems linked in the brain via long white matter tracts.
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1. Introduction

In this work, I propose that vocal learning complexity is at odds with non-vocal dexterity. In other words, given some conditions generically required for vocal learning behavior, species lacking appendages fine-tuned for grasping, object manipulation, etc. (‘prehensile appendages’) are more likely to display complex vocal behavior than species which do have and expertly use such appendages. I hypothesize that the use of the mouth or analogous structures (and those adjacent to it) for all or most object manipulation and interaction promotes complex vocal behavior. Conversely, the existence of appendages tuned for fine control relegates the vocal apparatus to simpler vocal, feeding, and manipulation behaviors. In conjunction (and indeed in constant interaction) with several other factors, this relationship helps shape the vocal learning phenotype.

This hypothesis has implications for how vocal learning and related abilities evolved across species, and emphasizes the importance of ecological and behavioral factors for this capacity. This is in contrast with much of the vocal learning literature which tends to be focused on neural mechanisms alone.

2. A closer look

The species to look at in order to study this relationship are accepted and possible vocal learners. Here I consider vocal learning in a broad sense (Ghazanfar, Liao, & Takahashi, 2019; Martins & Boeckx, 2020; Fischer, Wegdell, Trede, Dal Pesco, & Hammerschmidt, 2020), not tied to a very specific neural circuit nor limited to imitative behavior, which is crucial for the current hypothesis.

Given a set of factors in place (sound production anatomy, some kind of neural circuitry subserving control of that anatomy, functional and ecological pressures promoting and shaping vocal behavior), this hypothesis adds that well-developed prehensility in appendages not related to vocal behavior (e.g., “hands”), pushes species away from complex vocal behavior, while the lack of such appendages or dexterity thereof brings species closer to it. Indeed, for the most part, vocal learning is displayed most clearly by species with not a lot of dexterity (several bird
orders, pinnipeds—flyers and swimmers), while other, more dexterous species with apparently the right mix of factors in place display it in a more arduous, peculiar, or simple manner—to the point where they are often not accepted as vocal learners (e.g., non-human primates, rodents).

The following independent reasons for this relationship are put forward as part of the hypothesis:

1. lack of manual dexterity puts emphasis on mouth and adjacent structures for object manipulation, fostering the development of those structures, which are recruited for volitional control when vocalizing

2. for prehensile species, vocal control requires greater effort than forelimb/manual control (Koda, Kunieda, & Nishimura, 2018)

3. flyers and swimmers tend to cover much larger areas, and need to communicate across larger distances (Janik and Slater (1997) allude to this)

3. Flyers, swimmers, and beyond

This work brings together ecological, anatomical, developmental, and neural data on a range of species (birds, cetaceans, pinnipeds, elephants, bats, rodents, and primates) in an attempt to corroborate the hypothesis proposed. Humans, which are clearly a dexterous and vocal learning species, are seemingly an outlier in the relationship I propose here and deserve special attention. A multidimensional approach is followed, according to which there are no magic-bullet explanations for the evolution of particular cognitive abilities. Indeed, this work defends and adds to the notion that the vocal learning capacity and the factors that contribute to it are not all-or-nothing affairs, but rather nuanced (Wirthlin et al., 2019; Martins & Boeckx, 2020; Ravignani & Garcia, 2022).
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This paper shows that the comparative approach to each subcomponent of our mosaic language capacity can also explain the evolution of seemingly theory-internal specific linguistic phenomena, by taking what is traditionally called “Topicalization” as an example. The first section sets the framework, overviews what Topicalization is with some examples, and introduces the questions to be addressed and answered. The results and hypotheses from the previous analyses of primate calls are sketched in Section 2, which play a significant role in the proposal. Section 3 hypothesizes that the origin of Topicalization can be found in how primate calls are formed. The same section further argues that Self-domestication played a pivotal role in the genesis of Topicalization in human language. Section 4 concludes the paper.

1. Introducing the Question to be Asked and Answered

Studies in the evolution of language center around various topics from the hierarchical syntax to the communicative function of our language. As Boeckx (2021) a.o. rightly points out, language is not a monolithic cognitive capacity but a mosaic property of our cognition, consisting of various sub-components. There is mounting evidence in the literature that once this mosaic property is decomposed into pieces, remarkable similarities and relations with other species can be discovered with respect to those subcomponents of our language competence including intentionality (Tomasello 2008), recursive syntax (Hauser & Fitch 2004), semantics (Hurford 2007), and phonology (Samuels 2011).

However, language as a mosaic whole is not entirely limited to those conspicuous cognitive sub-modules. It is widely known that there are many seemingly language-specific semantic, syntactic, phonological and pragmatic phenomena that are considered to be universal across individual languages. One
example can be obtained from what is called “Topicalization.” Topicalization is widely known in the relevant literature (see e.g., Culicover, 1999) as a syntactic operation that fronts a “topic” of a sentence to the sentence-initial position:

(1) (Talking about the book over there and your conversation partner asks you about who bought the book when. Then you reply:)

The book over there, John bought (it) when Mary visited him.

In (1), “the book over there” serves as a topic of the conversation as the question by the addressee is about it, and it is fronted to the sentence-initial position in your answer sentence. The rest of the sentence serves as a comment on this topic, which essentially elaborates what this topic is about.

Interestingly, in the same context, (2) sounds infelicitous. This is because “when Mary visited him” is not a topic of the sentence but is a part of the comment about the topic “the book over there” (* indicates that the sentence is ungrammatical).

(2) *When Mary visited him, John bought the book over there.

Furthermore, it is known that (3) is dispreferred, in which the topic is placed at the end of a sentence rather than at the initial position.

(3) *John bought when Mary visited him the book over there.

This talk seeks to show that the nature of Topicalization, which is seemingly language-specific, can also be captured through the lens of the decompositional approach to narrow down the gap between human languages and other species’ cognition. The questions to be asked are: why does Topicalization always “front” a topic rather than postposing etc. the topical element in human language? Is this a purely language-specific phenomenon, the analog of which cannot be observed elsewhere? In what follows, it is argued based upon previous studies (Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2006a, b, 2008, 2012, 2013; Schlenker et al., 2016) that it is not human language specific and the analog can be found in primate calls. We will also see that the fact that Topicalization always fronts a topic finds its evolutionary rationale in how primates form a sequence of alarm calls.

2. How Primate Alarm Calls are Pragmatically Formed

1 By “Topicalization,” I mean the grammatical operation that yields the result such as the one in (2) in the text.
As is widely known, male Putty-nosed monkeys have two main alarm calls: pyows and hacks (see Seyfarth et al., 1980a, b for an initial work in the field). Pyows were initially analyzed as calls that signal that a leopard (Panthera pardus) is in the vicinity (Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2006a, b). However, in later studies, Arnold and Zuberbühler (2013) modify their previous analysis and propose that pyows should be analyzed as calls that simply draw attention to the presence and location of the caller, signaling the presence of a threat.

Hacks were assumed to be indicative of the existence of crowned eagles (Stephanoaetus coronatus) nearby (Arnold and Zuberbühler, 2006a, b). However, Arnold & Zuberbühler (2013) has further refined this analysis and proposed the idea that they are true alarm calls that indicate high arousal, which can be triggered not just by an eagle’s presence but also by many other phenomena related to aerial threats such as tree fall (Schlenker et al., 2016). These calls facilitate movements appropriate as a reaction to escape the threats.

In what follows, we assume following these authors’ later work that pyows are calls that signal the presence of a threat and draw attention of the listeners to the caller while hacks signal that there is an alert causing high arousal triggered by the presence of an aerial threat. Below, P stands for pyows and H does for hacks.

In their series of work, Arnold & Zuberbühler (2006a, b, 2008, 2012, 2013) have shown that Putty-nosed monkeys sometimes produce distinct P⁻H⁺ sequences. These P⁻H⁺ sequences consist of a small number of Ps followed by a small number of Hs. According to Arnold & Zuberbühler, P⁻H⁺ sequences are analyzed as signals that initiate “group movement”.

In sum, the following “semantics” of Putty-nosed monkeys’ alarm calls is generalized (from Schlenker et al., 2016 with a slight modification):

(4) The “semantics” of the alarm calls by Putty-nosed monkeys
a. P⁺ signals that there is an alert (and it draws attention to the presence and location of the caller).

b. H⁺ signals that there is an aerial predator (an eagle and tree fall, to mention just two).

c. P⁺H⁺ initiates a group movement.

One fact that is particularly noteworthy regarding (4) is that P⁺ sequences are not observed when an eagle is present in the vicinity. Under the definition in (4a), this absence of P⁺ is unexpected: since (4a) basically says that P⁺ can be used if there is an alert and the presence of an eagle is clearly an alert for Putty-nosed monkeys, (4a) expects P⁺ to be observed in this case, contrary to fact.
To explain this fact while maintaining the crux of the generalization in (4), Schlenker et al. (2016: 15) propose the following principle:²

(5) Urgency Principle

If a sentence \( S \) is triggered by a threat and contains calls that convey information about its nature and location, no call that conveys such information should be preceded by any call that does not.

Urgency Principle in (5) basically states that calls that convey “more urgent” information should precede ones that convey less urgent one. According to (4), \( P^+ \) is a call that signals that there is an alert while \( H^+ \) signals that there is an aerial alert. Therefore, (5) predicts that at the presence of an eagle, \( P^+ \) is preempted by \( H^+ \). This is what is observed according to the experiments by Arnold & Zuberbühler, and hence Urgency Principle in (5) neatly explains the fact that (4) fails to capture (I refer the reader to Schlenker et al., 2016 and Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2006a, b, 2008, 2012, 2013, for the details of the experiments).

Furthermore, (5) predicts that not only \( P^+ \) but also \( P^+H^+ \) is unavailable when there is an aerial alert such as the presence of an eagle or tree fall. According to Schlenker et al. (2016: 17), this is what we observe (again, due to space limitations, I refer the reader to Schlenker et al., 2016 and Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2006a, b, 2008, 2012, 2013, for details).

Summing up this section, the distribution of \( P^+ \), \( H^+ \), and \( P^+H^+ \) is restricted by Urgency Principle defined in (5). Before adopting this idea to the biological underpinning of Topicalization, note in passing that Urgency Principle has an evolutionary rationale: it is plausible to assume that the principle in (5) has emerged evolutionarily since those that obey this principle obviously increase the chance of survival by quickly reacting the potential threats to their lives. Thus, we can claim that it is a residue of group selection.

In the next section, we hypothesize that Urgency Principle is the origin for Topicalization observed in (virtually) every human language.

3. Urgency Principle as the Origin of Topicalization

Urgency Principle dictates that those calls that convey information about the nature and location of a threat precede ones that do not convey such information.

² Of note here is that by this principle Schlenker et al. seek to propose a compositional semantic account of those alarm calls. Since their compositional semantics does not play a role in what follows and this principle still plays its role even if their compositional semantics is abstracted away from, this paper does not delve into the details of Schlenker et al.’s semantic account.
In the wild world of the animal kingdom, this abstractly means that calls that convey information “about their lives” precede ones that do not convey such information. Given the fact that those calls further evoke escaping movement of those addressees, this can be further interpreted as follows: those calls uttered in accord with (5) “are about” the comment (i.e., types of movement that they evoke).

Under this interpretation of the pragmatic function of Urgency Principle, the similarity between the principle and human language Topicalization becomes obvious. Both “front” the information that conveys what the comment is about.

Based upon this, this article hypothesizes the following:

(6) Topicalization is evolutionarily derived from Urgency Principle.

(6) claims (i) that Topicalization, which is seemingly not just human-specific but also language-specific, can find its analog in how primate calls are shaped in a particular manner, and (ii) that it has Urgency Principle as its evolutionary basis. Below, the rationales for this hypothesis are provided.

Of note first is that Topicalization has a communicative function and it plays little role (if any) in constructing a propositional meaning of a sentence: even if Topicalization does not happen, the basic semantics of (2) remains the same, and its primary role is to front a topic of the current discourse and create a structure in which the topic and the comment about it are divided in a communicatively efficient fashion. This suggests that Topicalization is not required for semantic composition and hence should not be observed in the first place if no communicative function exists in our language use. Succinctly put, Topicalization primarily has a communicative function.

Notice at this point that Urgency Principle is also a principle that forms a sequence that conveys important/urgent information in an efficient way in accord with the external condition under which those calls are produced.

From these, it is not unreasonable to assume that the functional basis of Topicalization can be found in Urgency Principle. Then, how did Topicalization evolve from Urgency Principle? Notice already that Topicalization in human language is not triggered by urgency in any sense.

To address this issue, I hypothesize that human self-domestication played a key role in the evolution of Topicalization from Urgency Principle. As is widely discussed in the relevant literature (see Theofanopoulou et al., 2017 for an excellent overview and insights), modern humans are claimed to have undergone a process of self-domestication which caused the globularization of the brain case and a reduction in tooth size among many other features peculiar to domesticated
species (see also Wilkins, Wrangham, & Fitch, 2014 for some pioneering work in the field). It has also been widely argued that self-domestication reduced reactive aggression in humans. Self-domestication in humans is argued to be triggered by many types of socio-environmental chaos such as the climate catastrophe during the Last Glaciation, which facilitated prosocial behavior of our ancestors (Spikins et al., 2021). And this is claimed to have resulted in a selection for less emotionally reactive group partners and for receptiveness towards extra-group individuals (Hare, Wobber, & Wrangham, 2012; Pisor & Surbeck, 2019).

Recently, Benítez-Burraco, Ferretti, & Progovac (2021: 1) argue that “the reduction in reactive aggression, one of the key factors in self-domestication processes, enabled us to fully exploit our cognitive and interactional potential as applied to linguistic exchanges,” claiming that it played a decisive role in the evolution of our pragmatic capacities.

Based upon this illuminating previous work, I hypothesize that Topicalization, which has a clear communicative (and hence, pragmatic) function, became available to humans through self-domestication via socialization, emancipating us from the prison of urgent threats and reactive aggression.\(^3\) In other words, because of self-domestication, Urgency Principle could be safely applied to our language use with no urgency. Once it became nonurgent, it has a clear communicative function that forms a signal sequence that conveys information in an efficient way in accordance with the discourse, which eventually culturally evolved and stabilized in the species along with other pragmatic capacities.

As one of the anonymous reviewers suggests, to which I am indebted, Urgency Principle in (5) can be further restated as a principle that requires “calls that contain more information that is currently relevant come first.” Under this abstracted interpretation of (5), the similarity between (5) and Topicalization should be fairly obvious. Based upon this suggestion by the reviewer, I submit that what self-domestication facilitated was to liberate our ancestors from urgency, and it allowed us to generally front more relevant information in the discourse.

In sum, the hypothesis is that though Topicalization resulted from Urgency Principle, it became nonurgent due to self-domestication. An immediate virtue of this hypothesis is that it can be further tested experimentally, by designing a

---

\(^3\) One of the reviewers wonders whether the current proposal assumes that “Topicalization emerged fairly late in human language evolution and so that self-domestication episode is the most relevant one”. I indeed hypothesize so. This can be tested experimentally via simulation by letting a language evolve and seeing in what stage(s) Topicalization (or a phenomenon analogous to it) emerges. I leave this important work for future research.
computer simulation which examines whether liberation from urgency indeed facilitates the generalization of (5) as a condition of relevance.

4. Conclusion
To the best of my knowledge, specific grammatical operations have thus far escaped serious investigation in the circle of language evolution. This paper has brought up the operation called “Topicalization” to the body of research questions in the field of evolution of language and has sought to show that the comparative approach that has been proven to be fruitful in this field sheds light on how this specific, seemingly language-specific operation arose in our lineage.

If language evolution is about how our language biologically evolved, then those specific linguistic operations/phenomena should also be taken as serious objects of evolutionary inquiry. This paper is an attempt to show with a specific example that those theory-internal linguistic operations that have hitherto escaped serious evolutionary attention can be studied in a basic “divide and conquer,” comparative fashion. Needless to say, there are scores of other specific grammatical operations/phenomena discussed neither in this paper nor in the previous evolinguistic literature. It is hoped that those will also be studied in the comparative way, along with search for neurological underpinning among others, in future research.
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Linguistic communication requires a high degree of cooperation between interaction partners (Tomasello, 2008; Fitch, 2010; Grice, 1975; Hurford, 2007; Knight, 2016). At the same time, language unlocks mechanisms for maintaining and strengthening cooperation: it facilitates cooperation through verbal coordination (Gärdenfors, 2004), or raises the costs of non-cooperation by spreading the track record of individuals via gossip (Dunbar, 1996). These close links between language and cooperation make it highly plausible that these two traits co-evolved during their evolutionary emergence. Our study explores these co-evolutionary links between cooperation and language and helps to shed light on possible causalities and directionality of these links.

In particular, we hypothesize that people are more likely to cooperate with individuals that align with them linguistically, i.e. share lexical or syntactic choices (Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Such correlations have already been observed with respect to task success (Reitter & Moore, 2014), and we expect that the same positive relationship exists between language and cooperation.

To test this, we conducted an online experiment with 40 native English-speaking participants. Each participant communicated with two interaction partners in a picture-naming task (Bock, 1986), in which the participants and their partners took turns describing pictures that represented ditransitive events. After an initial communication stage, where both partners (which were in fact standardized chat bots) did not align their syntactic constructions with the participants, one of the partners switched to an aligned syntactic construction, whereas the other partner
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continued to use a non-aligned syntactic construction (Fig. 1). After this communicative interaction, participants had to decide in a two-alternative forced choice task with which of the two partners they would like to play a cooperation game that determined the financial bonus that they would receive for participation. The participants’ choices in this task were our main variable of interest. We predicted that linguistically aligning communication partners would be preferred as cooperation partners over non-aligning ones. Our results did not confirm this prediction. Instead, aligning (47.5%) and non-aligning (52.5%) partners were chosen equally often as cooperation partners (confidence intervals include 50%). Further exploratory analyses showed that there was no correlation between the attention that participants paid to the language used by their partners and their partner choices ($\chi^2 = 0.17, p = 0.68, \varphi = 0.07$): also when participants reported that they actively paid attention to and based their decisions on the “correctness” of their partners’ responses, they did not choose the aligned partners significantly more often than the unaligned ones (note that “correctness” is the participants’ subjective impression, since both aligned and non-aligned partners answered grammatically correctly).

Our study did not find evidence that syntactic alignment is a decisive factor for people when choosing their cooperation partners. Other yet unexplored factors may override the influence of linguistic alignment in such decisions. For example, people may avoid partners who mimic them exactly, and rather regard those using different syntactic structures as more competent, honest or trustworthy partners in cooperative interactions. However, since our design relied on only a single instance and a single type of alignment (syntactic alignment), it might not have been sensitive enough to capture subtle effects. Follow-up research is necessary, in particular with alignment unfolding over a longer course of interaction, to reach a firmer conclusion regarding the interdependence, and possible co-evolution, of linguistic alignment and cooperation.

![Figure 1. Experimental design and hypotheses.](image-url)
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All human cultures appreciate art and can perceive visual, verbal, or musical stimuli in terms of their aesthetic appeal. For example, aesthetic preferences regarding prosodic patterns play a prominent role for the appeal of poetry (Nadal & Vartanian, 2019; Rastall, 2008). If such preferences also apply in the perception of spontaneous everyday speech, they may pose a constraint on language change (Rastall, 2008): we hypothesize that aesthetically appealing linguistic features are learned easily and used frequently, and will thus be culturally transmitted to future generations of speakers more successfully than less appealing features (cf. Smith & Kirby, 2008).

In our exploratory study, we investigated a crucial baseline for this hypothesis, namely if there were indeed differences in listener’s aesthetic judgements of linguistic features. Specifically, we focused on the aesthetic perception of temporal rhythmic patterns in polysyllabic words. On the one hand, words might be regarded as most aesthetic if their syllables are isochronous because isochrony has a facilitatory effect on auditory processing, and people have a general propensity for regular patterns (Ravignani & Madison, 2017). On the other hand, listeners may also perceive irregular patterns as aesthetically appealing (Westphal-Fitch & Fitch, 2013). In that case, words with deviations from isochrony might be judged as more pleasing than isochronous stimuli.

To explore the potential link between words’ rhythmic patterns and aesthetic perception, we tested 180 native-German-speaking participants on their aesthetic perception of temporal rhythmic patterns in polysyllabic words.
evaluation of artificially generated trisyllabic pseudo-words. Each participant made valence ratings of 20 words that were each presented in 3 different conditions in a random order: a) with isochronous syllables, b) with the initial, medial or final syllable lengthened and c) with the initial, medial or final syllable shortened by 50% of its original duration (400 ms). Each participant ranked each word three times, namely on its ‘likability’, on its ‘beauty’ and on its ‘naturalness’, which together served as indicators of ‘aesthetic appeal’.

Cumulative Link Mixed Models revealed that, overall, isochronous syllables were preferred over deviations of isochrorny. Especially, shortened syllables had a prominent negative effect on aesthetic appeal. The only modification that participants judged as slightly more aesthetically appealing than isochrony was word-final lengthening. These results were similar for ‘likability’, ‘beauty’ and ‘naturalness’.

The positive ratings of rhythmic patterns are unlikely to have been influenced by their occurrence frequencies in the participants’ native language (Bybee, 2007) because word-medial syllables, which are typically stressed and thus lengthened in German (Domahs, Plag, & Carroll, 2014) have not been evaluated as aesthetically appealing when lengthened in our experiment.

Interestingly, the aesthetic appeal of prosodic patterns in our study corresponded to their effectiveness for speech segmentation in other experiments, where words with finally lengthened syllables could be extracted from continuous speech more successfully than words with finally shortened syllables (Matzinger, Ritt, & Fitch, 2021). Together, these findings indicate a potential connection between aesthetics and language learning. Thus, overall, this study serves as an important starting point for testing the role of aesthetic perception of linguistic input for the cultural evolution of linguistic patterns.

Further research should test the role of aesthetic appeal in language change more directly, for example in iterated learning experiments (Kirby, Cornish, & Smith, 2008). Also, future research should consider that aesthetic preferences are likely to arise from a combination of factors, including the occurrence frequencies of the target patterns, their position withing a sentence, or an interplay of familiarity and novelty biases (Sluckin, Hargreaves, & Colman, 1983).
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A key property of the human language faculty is that any of its instantiations can be acquired by any child in roughly the same time frame. A powerful suggestion for what makes this possible is the idea that children can rely on statistical properties for segmenting and learning elements such as morphemes or words (Saffran, 2003; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Gerken, 2005; Pelucchi, Hay, & Saffran, 2009; Hay, Pelucchi, Estes, & Saffran, 2011; Thiessen, 2011; Höhle, 2015). However, an unresolved question is which specific aspects of statistical distributions drive or differentiate the acquisition process in real-world data: is it the sheer number of items that need to be learned? Or distributional differences across structural or semantic types, or across entire languages? Or frequency classes?

Here we address these questions by assessing potential factors that might influence the acquisition of verb forms in morphologically highly diverse languages. Our data consists of longitudinal recordings of 20 children and their surrounding speakers from five naturalistic corpora from the ACQDIV data base (Moran, Schikowski, Pajović, Hysi, & Stoll, 2016): Chintang (Sino-Tibetan), English (Indo-European), Japanese (Japonic), Turkish (Turkic), and Yucatec (Mayan). As potential factors we tested the following: (i) the difference between heads and dependents. Heads include the main stem of a verb form that carries structurally independent information, while dependents comprise elements that provide modifying lexical, derivational, and grammatical information, such as affixes and secondary stems (Stoll, Mazara, & Bickel, 2017). We hypothesize that heads are easier to learn than dependents because they are cognitively more salient. (ii) the difference between languages, hypothesizing that some languages are generally acquired faster than others. (iii) the deviation of the empirical input distributions from the theoretical Zipf distribution (quantified by the contribution of a parabolic function to fitting the log-log rank-frequencies), hypothesizing that convexity in rank-frequency distributions facilitates learning because there are more high-frequency items than expected. (iv) the log number of distinct heads and...
dependents, assuming that a higher number would indicate a more difficult system for learners. (v) the entropy of items (measured with the Chao-Shen estimator (Chao & Shen, 2003) to account for possible unseen elements), hypothesizing that lower entropies facilitate learning (Lavi-Rotbain & Arnon, 2022).

To evaluate the children’s development of productivity in verb form use over time, we computed the (log) ratio in usage entropies between the target child and surrounding adult speakers within each recording session (Stoll et al., 2012).

We applied a hierarchical nonlinear scale/location (“distributional”) model (Bürkner, 2018) to fit the development of the log entropy ratios over time using the exponential function to describe the learning curves, which allows us to evaluate the speed of acquisition. To allow for variation at an individual level, we model the children as random effects. We fitted models with one of the five factors each (plus an ancillary model of item type and language together) and compared them through model stacking, estimating the relative weight of each factor in predictive performance during leave-one-out cross-validation (Vehtari, Gelman, & Gabry, 2017).

Model stacking (Yao, Vehtari, Simpson, & Gelman, 2018) shows that the data are best predicted by the convex deviation from the theoretical Zipfian distribution, i.e. distributions with more higher-frequency types facilitate learning and increase the rate of acquisition. The (log) number of items has a slightly weaker but still appreciable impact (stacked prediction model weight .45 vs .5 for the deviation from the Zipfian distribution). All other factors predict the data much less well (receiving no weight in stacking), i.e., differences between languages, item types, and entropies have no impact on the acquisition process.

Our findings suggest that the children in our sample indeed do make use of statistical properties of the input during learning, and that it is specifically the number of high-frequency items and the total number of items that matters.
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A central finding in psycholinguistic research is that when people interact with each other they rapidly develop new idiosyncratic referring expressions and associated meanings with their conversational partner (Clark, 1996; Pickering and Garrod, 2004)

In addition to natural language, conversational interaction is underpinned by myriad non-verbal signals which are used, inter-alia, to regulate turn-taking (Argyle, 1988; Holler et al., 2016). For example, speakers tend to look away from their addressee while speaking and then re-establish eye-contact to signal the end of their turn.

However, it is currently unclear whether such turn-taking signals are static and fixed, or whether, like natural language, they are negotiated by participants during interaction. To address this question participants play a novel collaborative task, in virtual reality. The task is played by 3 participants, and is inspired by games such as guitar hero and dance-dance revolution. The three key differences are: (1) Instead of performing target sequences of musical notes or dance moves, participants need to perform sequences of gaze events. E.g. a typical target sequence might be: “Person 2 must look at person 3. Then person 3 must look at person 1. Then person 1 and person 2 look at each other” (2) On each trial, only one participant (the director) sees the target sequence. This means that in order for the group to complete the target sequence, the director has to instruct the others (3) Crucially the participants are not allowed to use natural language – they may only communicate by looking at each other. Solving the task, therefore, requires that participants bootstrap a communication system, solely using their gaze patterns.
We conducted a set of experiments where triads played this game for 25 minutes followed by a manipulation which swapped participants’ identities: In Participant 1’s view, Participant 2’s avatar is controlled by Participant 3, while Participant 3’s avatar is controlled by Participant 2. In Participant 2’s view, Participant 1’s avatar is controlled by Participant 3 and vice versa. Similarly for Participant 3’s view. The intention behind this manipulation is that if participants establish pair-specific routines with each of their partners, this swap will disrupt co-ordination, since after the swap, participants will be interacting with a different partner who is using different routines.

The results show that during the first 25 minutes of the task, triads are able to establish a communication system that allows them to solve sequences of up to 8 gaze events. Moreover, the results show that after swapping participants’ identities, triads perform worse at the task, suggesting that the routines established to coordinate the timing and sequencing of eye-gaze can be flexibly negotiated during interaction.
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SELF-REPAIR INCREASES ABSTRACTION OF REFERRING EXPRESSIONS
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When interlocutors repeatedly describe referents to each other, they rapidly converge on referring expressions which become increasingly systematized and abstract as the interaction progresses. This occurs for a wide range of referents, e.g. when referring to spatial locations (Garrod and Doherty, 1994; Roberts et al., 2016; Mills, 2014), music (Healey et al., 2007), concepts (Schwartz, 1995), confidence (Fusaroli et al., 2012), and temporal sequences (Mills, 2011). Cumulatively, these findings suggest that interaction in dialogue places important constraints on the semantics of referring expressions.

However, there is currently no consensus about how best to account for how convergence develops. The iterated learning model (Kirby, Griffiths and Smith, 2014) explains convergence as arising out of individual cognitive biases; the interactive alignment model of Pickering and Garrod (2004; 2021) favours alignment processes, while the collaborative model of Clark (1996) emphasizes the role of positive feedback. By contrast, Healey et al., (2007) argues that negative evidence of understanding plays the central role: When interlocutors initiate repair, this allows them to interactively identify, diagnose and resolve any differences in interpretation between them and their conversational partner. Addressing these differences accelerates convergence.

To investigate in closer detail how negative evidence contributes toward convergence, we report a variant of the “maze task” (Pickering and Garrod, 2004). Participants communicate with each other via an experimental chat tool (Healey and Mills, 2006), which automatically transforms participants’ private turn-revisions into public self-repairs that are made visible to the other participant. For example, if a participant, A types:
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A: Now go to the square on the left, next to the big block on top

and then before sending, A revises the turn to:

A: Now go to the square on the left, next to the third column

The chat server automatically detects the revised text and inserts a hesitation marker (e.g. "umm" or "uhhh" immediately preceding the revision). This would yield the following turn, sent to B:

A: Now go to the square on the left next, to the big block on top umm.. I meant next to the third column

Participants who received these transformed turns used more abstract and systematized referring expressions, and also used a larger vocabulary (i.e. more unique words). However, dyads who received the interventions solved fewer mazes and produced more turns than participants in the control group.

We argue that this effect is due to the artificial self-repairs causing participants to put more effort into diagnosing and resolving the referential coordination problems in the task. At the start of the experiment this leads to fewer solved mazes, but ultimately yields better grounded spatial semantics and consequently leads to increased use of abstract referring expressions.
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Language and speech communication are closely intertwined, and a comprehensive understanding of the evolution and origin of language cannot be achieved without the study of sound communication in a variety of animal species. Rats produce two types of ultrasonic vocalization (USV) in response to emotional and social contexts. Previous studies have suggested that 50 kHz “pleasant” USV increases heart rate with a significant tendency, while 22 kHz “unpleasant” USV decreases heart rate (Saito, 2019). However, the environment in which laboratory rats are raised is quite different from the environment in which wild rats live. Brydges et al. (2011) suggested that rats raised in rich environments tend to judge intermediate stimuli as positive stimuli. It has also been shown that environmental enrichment stimulates progenitor cell proliferation in the amygdala (Okuda et al., 2009). Based on these studies, because the laboratory rearing environment may alter the innate response to USVs, it is necessary to conduct further studies with more wild-like enrichment environments. Therefore, in this study, we made a hypothesis that rats reared in a rich environment respond less to 22 kHz USV or more to 50 kHz USV and examined whether the environmental richness affects the responsiveness to USV.

In this study, rats raised in an enriched environment were exposed to USV, and their responses to USV were examined in comparison with those of rats raised in a standard environment. Following Saito's study (2019), the responses to USV were indexed by increases or decreases in heart rate. If the rats raised in the enriched environment are more optimistic and the decrease in heart rate when listening to 22 kHz USV is not significant, or if the heart rate of rats listening to 50 kHz USV is significantly increased, it is assumed that the enrichment altered the rats' responsiveness to USV.

Of the 12 weaned male rats, 6 were pair-reared in cages (approximately 25 × 40 × 20 cm) lined with recycled paper bedding. The others were kept in large cages (approximately 40 × 65 × 30 cm) with a thick layer of pepa-kurin (JapanSLC, Shizuoka, Japan) and several enrichment supplies, three animals per cage. Two months later, 50 kHz and 22 kHz USV were presented, and heartbeats were measured during listening.
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MATLAB was used for the following analysis. The baseline was defined as the time up to 7 seconds before the start of voice presentation, and the test was defined as 7 seconds after. The RRI, the interval between R waves, was calculated, and the mean of the RRI (mean RRI) was calculated as the heart rate interval. Prolongation of the RRI indicates a falling heart rate and shortening of the RRI indicates a rising heart rate (Jose, 1966). For these indices, baseline values were subtracted from the tests in the block. For example, if the difference is significantly greater than zero, we can say that listening to the USV decreased heart rate.

The following analysis was then conducted using R. To examine whether each index changed from baseline due to the presentation of USV, we tested the median values by one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test and found no significant changes in any of the conditions. The test results were shown in Fig. 1.

![Change in mRRI from baseline](image)

**Figure 1.** Change in mRRI from baseline. ST: standard group (N = 4), EN: enriched group (N = 6), ×: the median.

In conclusion, both the environmental richness and the category of USV did not affect the response of the autonomic nervous system in rats. However, some individuals did not return their heart rate to baseline after listening to the USV, which may have prolonged the effect of the preceding stimulus. Thus, we need to review whether the baseline and interstimulus interval settings were appropriate. Moreover, we would like to investigate whether the enriched environment operation was appropriate through further experiments.
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Researchers have increasingly focused on the commonalities between animal communication and language with the aim to identify what makes language unique and to shed light on how it evolved. One area of recent study is whether linguistic laws also characterize vocal communication in other animals. Given their relevance for the evolution of language, here we provide a comprehensive review of the presence or absence of linguistic laws reported in studies on primate vocal communication. We find that primate vocal production follows Menzerath’s law, while adherence to the other laws is mixed. Moreover, we raise three important points to consider when studying linguistic laws: the role of sexual dimorphism in vocal production, the criteria used to define a vocal sequence, and the choice of vocal units for analysis. Thus, this review provides a road map for future studies investigating linguistic laws in primates and is aimed at making results more comparable across species and signals.

1. Introduction

In the last two centuries linguists and biologists have increasingly focused on the commonalities between animal communication systems and language. The aim is to identify what makes language unique and to shed light on its origin.

The best known account is Hockett’s (1960) universal design features of human language. Hockett used them to distinguish between animal communication systems and language, noting that most features (originally 9 of 13) are attested in other species. Ever since Hockett proposed the design features, they have been used to juxtapose human language with communication systems of other animals for descriptive purposes, even though the study of language evolution itself has evolved in the last sixty years. Their use is limited as an evolutionary theoretical framework (Wacewicz & Żywiczyński, 2015). Furthermore, the increased access to large datasets and machine learning has given rise to the application of quantitative and information-theoretic approaches in biological systems more generally.

We provide a comprehensive review of the current state of the art of linguistic laws reported in primate vocal communication. We note in which species, signals, and contexts that there is support for the presence or absence of different linguistic
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laws. Our work builds on that of Semple, Cancho, and Gustison (2021) and we provide an online and openly accessible table of the current reported findings. These results shed light on, and provide a road map for, future studies on primates and other animal species to investigate communication systems, linguistic laws, and language evolution.

2. Linguistic laws

Linguistic laws are mathematically formulated statistical regularities discovered by linguists studying properties of (written) language. These patterns appear at various linguistic levels (e.g., sounds in words, words in text) and their existence is often attributed to universal principles of efficiency in human language (cf. Levshina and Moran (2021)). There are four well-studied linguistic laws.

The most well-known is referred to as Zipf’s law or Zipf’s principle of least effort (Zipf, 1936). It states that the frequency distribution of words in a language is inversely proportional to their frequency rank. Zipf theorized that this distribution of words is due to the principle of least effort, i.e., speakers minimize their effort when transmitting messages (hence why the most frequent words in a language tend to also be the shortest). Work by Yu, Xu, and Liu (2018) shows that Zipf’s law holds across a sample of 50 languages. However, why the Zipfian distribution – one of several power law distributions – occurs is still not well understood. Power law distributions are found in numerous biological, physical, and human-made phenomena, and they emerge naturally from latent variables (Aitchison, Corradi, & Latham, 2016) or from almost nothing (Piantadosi, 2014).

Zipf’s law of abbreviation (Zipf, 1949), also known as the law of brevity, states that more frequently used words will tend to be shorter than less frequently used words within a language. This law in particular captures an aspect of the efficiency of language use (Kanwal, Smith, Culbertson, & Kirby, 2017).

Menzerath-Altmann’s law states that the size of constituents within a linguistic construction decrease in size as constituents get longer, and vice versa (Menzerath, 1954; Altmann, 1980). For example, longer words tend to have shorter syllables and shorter morphemes; longer sentences tend to have shorter clauses. Menzerath-Altmann’s law appears in many multi-level systems, e.g., proteins, genes, genomes, and genetics (Nikolaou, 2014; Ferrer-I-Cancho & Forns, 2010; Shahzad, Mittenthal, & Caetano-Anollés, 2015; Sun & Caetano-Anollés, 2021).

Lastly, Herdan-Heaps’ law (Heaps, 1978; Herdan, 1960, 1964; Egghe, 2007) states that as the size of a text increases, the number of discoverable unique words (i.e., word types) decreases as a function of the text’s length. For example, Kornai (2002) verified Herdan-Heaps’ law in a corpus of 50 million words, i.e., the distribution the type-token ratio of words did not flatten, indicating that adding more text would lead to more unique words. Brants and Franz (2006) created the first one trillion word corpus of English by aggregating internet webpages and they showed that there were nearly 14 million word types in the corpus – again with no
indication that all word types had been discovered.

Of the four linguistic laws, to the best of our knowledge only Herdan-Heaps’ law has not yet been studied in animal communication systems.

3. Materials and methods

We have identified 19 published studies on linguistic laws and primate vocalizations (see supplementary materials). These include species from different taxa. We identified and extracted information for the following variables (together with the bibliographic metadata): species, linguistic law investigated, evidence (i.e., was the linguistic law supported or not by the data), dependent variable (e.g., units, sequences, bouts), signal investigated (e.g., pant hoots, wobbles), signal modality (e.g., wobble cycles, vocal sequences), definition and criteria of the signal (as per the authors’ description), the context of production, sample size, number of subjects, sex, age, social system, size of repertoire reported, and any pertinent or interesting comments or findings.

4. Results

The oldest paper that we identified is by McCowan, Doyle, and Hanser (2002), who use comparative measures from information theory to compare the development of vocal repertoires of bottle nose dolphins, squirrel monkeys, and humans. No linguistic laws were tested. Instead, they used the Zipf coefficient to approximate diversity and repertoire complexities. Their findings suggest that in species that are capable of vocal learning, repertoire structure diversity decreases and becomes more organized into adulthood, i.e., less entropic. Thus, they report that chuck calls of squirrel monkeys exhibit similar developmental patterns as in human language acquisition. Other authors use a similar approach in that they investigate power law coefficients in relation to Shannon entropy (Kershenbaum et al., 2021), study developmental trends from infancy to adulthood (Gultekin, Hildebrand, Hammerschmidt, & Hage, 2021), or compare one or more linguistic laws across different species, e.g., macaques, marmosets, and uakaris (Bezerra, Souto, Radford, & Jones, 2011; Ferrer-I-Cancho & Hernández-Fernández, 2013; Ferrer-I-Cancho et al., 2013; Kershenbaum et al., 2021).

The majority of the current published research, however, investigates a linguistic law within a single species’ repertoire: chimpanzees (Fedurek, Zuberbühler, & Semple, 2017), geladas (Gustison, Semple, Cancho, & Bergman, 2016), gibbons (Clink, Ahmad, & Klinck, 2020), gorillas (Watson, Heesen, Hedwig, Robbins, & Townsend, 2020), indris (Zanoli et al., 2020), and macaques (Semple, Hsu, & Agoramoorthy, 2010). Follow-up studies on the same species, but perhaps on different aspects of vocalizations, include (some of) the same authors, e.g., the work on Menzerath’s law in geladas (Gustison et al., 2016) or Zipf’s law of abbreviation in macaques, marmosets, and uakaris (Semple et al., 2010).
Out of the 19 studies, six investigate Menzerath’s law and six investigate Zipf’s law of abbreviation. A further three investigate both laws. Regarding Menzerath’s law in primate vocal repertoires, there is overwhelming support reported, but with some caveats. Gustison et al. (2016) find that adult male gelada vocalizations follow Menzerath’s law. Gustison and Bergman (2017) report that wobble cycle duration was shorter when the number of wobbles or lip smacks was greater. The authors also report that Menzerath’s law was identified separately in both inhaled and exhaled wobbles and suggest therefore that the compression of vocal signals by geladas operates at multiple levels (as Menzerath’s law does at different linguistic levels in language).

Menzerath’s law is also found in tarsiers, titi monkeys, and male Bornean gibbons (Clink & Lau, 2020). These findings raise several important points for consideration when studying linguistic laws in animal communication systems (see also Semple et al. (2021)). First, sexual dimorphism may play an important part in the evolutionary development of vocal repertoires (e.g., in gorillas, who differ greatly in size by sex). Additionally, sexes may differ with regard to the context of production. Thus, ideally the vocalizations of both sexes need to be tested to prevent bias, e.g., Odom, Hall, Riebel, Omland, and Langmore (2014). Second, at what level or which part of the vocal production is analyzed (e.g., duration of notes, proportion of call types, single vs multi-unit sequences) and how a sequence is defined, i.e., which criteria are used to separate the units from each other (e.g., length of silence gaps). Third, a linguistic law may be found in certain call types or certain levels of analysis, but not others. For example, Watson et al. (2020) investigated close-calls of mountain gorillas in sequences. The authors initially found positive evidence for Menzerath’s law, but then report that the relationship was due to the difference between single and multi-unit sequences (leaving single units out of the analysis resulted in longer sequences being typically composed of longer units). Hence, Watson et al. (2020) report that close calls by mountain gorillas only partially adhere to Menzerath’s law.

Other than mountain gorillas, the only non-human great ape that has so far been studied with regard to linguistic laws is the chimpanzee. Fedurek et al. (2017) find support for Menzerath’s law in the number and duration of calls within the pant hoot and for entire vocal sequences. They also report that these findings hold between the duration of adjacent phases in the pant hoot. Pant hoots were investigated in the context of feeding and traveling and only pant hoots produced by males and that contained the climax phase were included in their investigation.

The results from studies of various species and whether their vocalizations adhere to Zipf’s law of abbreviation are more mixed. Bezerra et al. (2011) investigate 12 call types of marmosets (excluding predator-specific alarm calls) and 7 from uakaris produced by adults across all contexts. They find no support for Zipf’s law of abbreviation. Likewise, Gultekin et al. (2021) find no support for Zipf’s law of abbreviation in marmosets throughout their development. However,
Semple et al. (2010) examine the full repertoire of macaque vocalizations, in all contexts, from all age ranges and sexes. They show that more frequent vocalizations are shorter in duration. In a follow up study, Semple, Hsu, Agoramoorthy, and Cancho (2013) report that the support for Zipf’s law of abbreviation that they found is not an artefact of their previous analysis of mean call duration.

Support for Zipf’s law of abbreviation and Menzerath’s law was recently reported by Valente et al. (2021) for indris’ songs, in contexts of territory defense and long distance communication. Although not an investigation of any particular linguistic law in indris, we note the work of Zanoli et al. (2020), who undertake a Levenshtein distance analysis of adult male and female indri songs. They report that the songs of female indris are less stereotyped that those of males. This work again highlights the importance of evaluating both sexes.

Lastly, we note two studies on whether gibbons’ vocalizations adhere to Zipf’s law of abbreviation and Menzerath’s law. Clink, Tasirin, and Klinck (2020) find no support for Zipf’s law of abbreviation, but they report strong support for Menzerath’s law. Huang, Ma, Ma, Garber, and Fan (2020) report that both laws are confirmed in male gibbon calls. These two studies highlight the importance of which species and which calls are considered and how sequences are defined.

Clink et al. (2020) study solo singing bouts in multi-phase vocal sequences by male Bornean gibbons. These lengthy singing bouts are comprised of a discrete number of note types with a large repertoire of phrases. Sequences of notes are calculated by two-second breaks or more. The authors also report a strong negative correlation between the number of notes in a phase and the notes’ mean duration. They conclude that individual variation produces strong individual signatures. In contrast, the study by Huang et al. (2020) focuses on western black-crested gibbons and Cao-vit gibbons. The authors study the loud morning calls of sub-adult and adult males in various contexts. They define a song bout as all notes in a song with silence periods of less than ten minutes, where a note is a single continuous sound produced either through inhalation or exhalation. They report that the most common notes of the male gibbons follow Zipf’s law and that longer sequences follow Menzerath’s law.

5. Discussion

Here we focus on reported findings of linguistic laws in the vocalization systems of primates because of its potential link to the origin and evolution of speech. However, we note that this review is restricted because it does not include studies on gestures, facial expressions, or multi-modal systems (cf. Liebal, Slocombe, and Waller (2022)). Although such work is beyond the scope of this paper, we have nevertheless begun to collect this information for future research, as we plan to integrate more animal species and communicative signals for meta-analysis.

We find that studies of primate vocalizations and Menzerath’s law are in general supportive. However, investigations of Zipf’s law of abbreviation in primates
are more mixed. Nonetheless, we highlight that within the research of linguistic laws in primate vocalizations, most studies are descriptive in nature. Therefore, we encourage future researchers to consider the four levels of analysis raised by Semple et al. (2021) and what questions they aim to address.

Finally, while we acknowledge the disparate nature of the studies, there are issues and limitations regarding the comparability of species, vocalization types (e.g., duration, number of calls per phase), choice of dependent variables, sexual differences, context of call production, age range, among others. To address these issues, we provide a list in the supplementary materials in which we highlight differences in authors’ definitions of units and sequences, the number of subjects in their sample, sample size of vocalizations, and discrepancies in reported repertoire sizes. Moreover, we note that how to test for linguistic laws is still an area of debate even within linguistics, e.g., Zipf’s distribution (Piantadosi, 2014). Thus, we hope that studies on animal communication will strengthen this research avenue and ultimately help to elucidate how language evolved in our species.

6. Supplementary Materials & Acknowledgements
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GREAT APE VOCAL REPERTOIRES ARE ALL SIMILAR IN SIZE: NOW WHAT?
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There is an uncanny similarity between the size of nonhuman great ape vocal repertoires and that of the phonological inventories documented in human languages. Great ape repertoires vary from a conservative estimate, and lower-bound, of 18 calls in both species of gorillas (Gorilla), to the low-to-mid 20s in chimpanzees and bonobos (Pan), to the mid 30s in orangutans (Pongo). These numbers are in line with the average number of contrastive speech sounds in modern and in ancient and reconstructed languages.

This observation suggests a common evolutionary pressure for a two digit system repertoire, one that existed before the origin of language, and present at the split with our evolutionary ancestors. The difference between systems is well documented – language combines speech sounds (or signs) into an open-ended communication system that infinitely produces new words and meanings. And although we do not yet know what led to the cognitive abilities that gave rise to this system in Homo, there are many similarities between the vocal repertoires of great apes and those in languages left to explore.

Like language, great ape calls are produced in non-random combinations (Lameira et al., 2021). Like speech, orangutan vocal repertoires are composed of consonant- and vowel-like calls (Lameira, 2014). Orangutan vocalizations also involve modest airstream and articulatory control (Wich et al., 2008) and experiments done in captivity show precise vocal fold motor control, including voicing (Lameira & Shumaker, 2019). And along with other cognitive skills, e.g., tool making, some great ape vocalizations are arguably learned (Hopkins, Tagliatela, & Leavens, 2007) with some groups in captivity reportedly transmitting raspberries to their young, which they use to get the attention of caretakers (Hopkins et al., 2007). Finally like languages, the call repertoires of great apes are shaped by socio-cultural factors (Lameira et al., 2022), they have dialects (Crockford, Herbinger, Vigilant, & Boesch, 2004), change through contact (Mitani & Gros-Louis, 1998), and their existence and diversity are under the threat of extinction (Meijaard et al., 2011).

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
We conducted an extensive review of the existing literature (66 published articles) and found that call repertoires are similar in size across extant great apes. However, we also discovered that there is little in terms of a comparative articulatory and acoustic analysis of these vocalizations. This is because there is a serious gap in the descriptions of the articulatory features of great apes in the literature, including for both vocal and gestural data.

A step towards a comprehensive comparative phonetic analysis of articulations of all great apes is needed to shed light on the similarities between vocal communication systems and how each evolved in its own right over the last 6-7 million years of divergent evolution. It is crucial for language evolution research that we have articulatory and acoustic phonetic analyses, of the sort conducted by Perlman and Clark (2015) through audio-visual recordings, for all great ape species (and ideally for each community). This would allow, for example, more studies along the lines of Grawunder et al. (2022), who explored the evolution of the vowel space in chimpanzees. The challenge, however, is not trivial because it is difficult to collect the necessary field data – unlike in linguistics, in which fieldworkers have access to speakers and can also ask them questions directly.

So far we have identified the gaps in the literature and created an ontology of the disparate terminology used in great ape studies. Our research suggests that one pertinent area to explore for acoustic analysis is the spectral envelope, so that we can ask whether prosodic features can be modified to give information to the receiver (Zimmermann, Leliveld, & Schehka, 2013). Such findings will shed light on whether paralinguistic features are shared across all great apes. Another area ripe for investigation is what effects exist due to sexual dimorphism, e.g., in orangutans and gorillas, and to understand how to categorize these vocalizations.

We know that the size of great ape vocal repertoires are similar across all extant great apes and that we share eight innate vocalizations, e.g., screaming, crying, laughing (Anikin, Bååth, & Persson, 2018). However, there is still much to learn about what we share vocally, and gesturally (Liebal, Slocombe, & Waller, 2022), and how and when we diverged linguistically.
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Human language production is often characterized by long dependency on previous output records, or context. Recent studies on deep learning-based models of language generation have shown that the dependent context can range over hundreds of words. In this study, we investigated the relation between context dependency and vocabulary type/size, by case-studying English. We found that the long context dependency vanished when words were replaced with their grammatical categories and purely syntactic dependency was considered, which suggests that the long dependency in human language is largely attributed to semantic factors. We also performed clustering in word-embedding spaces and showed that a larger number of clusters (i.e., larger vocabulary) led to longer context dependency. Moreover, a parallel analysis of birdsong (of Bengalese finch, Lonchura striata var. domestica) revealed the opposite relation between context dependency and vocabulary size (i.e., larger vocabularies shortened dependency length) and moderate vocabulary sizes amounted to comparable dependency lengths to English syntax. We also showed that English phoneme sequences have a much shorter dependency length, which casts doubt on the previous generalization in comparative studies that birdsong is more homologous to human language phonology than to syntax.

1. Introduction

Human language production is often characterized by long dependency on previous output records, or context (Larson, 2017). Recent studies on deep learning-based models of language generation have shown that the dependent context can range over hundreds of words (Khandelwal, He, Qi, & Jurafsky, 2018; Dai et al., 2019). In this study, we investigated the relation between context dependency and another characteristic property of human language: rich vocabulary. Specifically, we clustered English words into various types/numbers of categories and analyzed its effect on the length of context dependency.

The results of the English analysis will be discussed in comparison with context dependency in birdsong, reproducing our recent study on Bengalese finch (Lonchura striata var. domestica; Morita, Koda, Okanoya, & Tachibana, 2021).
As pointed out above, the rich vocabulary is one of the most distinguished properties of human language; no other animal seems to handle tens of thousands of vocal categories like human language words. Thus, it is of interest to see whether birdsong exhibits language-like long-distance dependency if it consists of a larger vocabulary, and our previous study addressed this question using the same analytical paradigm as in this study. Here, we complement the cross-specific investigation of the relation between vocabulary size and context dependency through an analysis of English data.

2. Materials & Methods

2.1. Measuring Context Dependency by Deep Language Modeling

We measured context dependency in human language and birdsong by using a deep neural network (Khandelwal et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2019; Morita et al., 2021). We first trained a neural network on the language modeling task: the network computed the predictive probability $P(x_t | x_1, \ldots, x_{t-1})$ of each token $x_t$ (e.g., word, phoneme, or birdsong syllable) conditioned on the preceding tokens $x_1, \ldots, x_{t-1}$ (i.e., context). Then, the trained network was used to compute the predictive probability of test tokens conditioned on the full and truncated contexts (Fig. 1A). Intuitively, truncation of a context decreases the predictive probability when dependent tokens are excluded from the context. Thus, the effective context length (ECL) was defined by the minimum length of the truncated context where the difference in the predictive probabilities based on the two contexts faded away; in practice, we adopted the canonical threshold of 1% difference in perplexity following the previous studies (Khandelwal et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2019; Morita et al., 2021).

Following Morita et al. (2021), we adopted a Transformer with six layers, eight heads, hidden dimensionality of 512 (for both the self-attention and feed-forward modules), and relative position encoding (Dai et al., 2019) for language modeling. See Morita et al. (2021, S2 Text) for more details including the training procedure.

2.2. Human Language Data

We studied the English portion of Wiki40B dataset for word-level analysis of context dependency owing to syntax and/or semantics (Guo, Dai, Vrandečić, & Al-Rfou, 2020). The raw text data were tokenized into word(-like) sequences using the Stanza package of Python (Qi, Zhang, Zhang, Bolton, & Manning, 2020). This resulted in 1,542,787,693 training and 85,462,957 test tokens, which were chunked into 19,873,689 and 1,104,835 paragraphs respectively based on the tags in Wiki40B. Due to limitations in computational resources and time, we performed the analysis of context dependency on only 10,000 test paragraphs (but still amounting to 84,664,199 tokens) that were randomly selected among those...
Figure 1. (A) Metric of context dependency based on deep language modeling. Log predictive probabilities of test tokens were computed conditioned on the full context (framed with a black line) and truncated context (framed with a light-blue line). The effective context length (ECL) is the minimum length of the truncated context where the prediction difference went below a threshold (1% in perplexity, or ppl.). (B–F) The differences in the mean loss (negative log probability) between the truncated- and full-context predictions of Wiki40B English words (B), part-of-speech (POS) tags (B), and $k$-means cluster labels in word2vec (D), GloVe (E), and BERT (F) word-embedding spaces; phoneme transcription of LibreSpeech (B); and Bengalese finch songs, consisting of syllable sequences (C). The x-axis corresponds to the length of the truncated context. Both of the axes are in log scale. The horizontal dashed line indicates the canonical threshold at 1% ppl. The error bars in (C) represent the 90% confidence intervals estimated from 10,000 bootstrapped samples, so that the loss difference is statistically significant ($p < 0.05$) if the lower side of the intervals is above the threshold.
Three major types of word representation were investigated:

- 10,000 most frequent word tokens, replacing the rest with a special label `<unk>`.
- Part-of-speech (POS) tags in the universal dependency format (Nivre et al., 2016), induced by a pretrained model provided in Stanza (Qi et al., 2020).
- L2-normalized $k$-means clustering of three pretrained word embeddings ($k := 10, 20, \ldots, 80, 160, 320, 400, 480$):
  - Word2vec embeddings (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013).
  - GloVe embeddings (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014)
  - Word embeddings of BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019).

Only alphanumeric words included in the BERT’s vocabulary (the smallest among the three) were clustered and the rest were labeled with `<unk>`.

The POS representation removed semantic distinctions among words (e.g., apple, dog $\rightarrow$ NOUN; give, run $\rightarrow$ VERB; a, the $\rightarrow$ DET) and, thus, allowed us to benchmark a purely syntactic context dependency. Word embeddings are real-valued vector representations that are derived ultimately from co-occurrence statistics of words. Word embeddings are known to reflect syntactic and semantic properties of words in numerical ways. Therefore, clustering in the embedded space allowed us to manipulate the vocabulary size and inquire into its relation with context dependency.

In addition to the word-level analyses above, we also assessed the context dependency in phoneme sequences (i.e., phonotactics). We used the phoneme transcription of the LibriSpeech corpus (Panayotov, Chen, Povey, & Khudanpur, 2015) that was induced by the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe, Socolof, Mihuc, Wagner, & Sonderegger, 2017). The Transformer language model was trained on the train-clean-360 portion of the corpus (consisting of 13,611,485 tokens extracted from 104,008 wav files), and test-clean portion (203,760 tokens from 2,620 wav files) was used for estimating the dependency length. We adopted the original wav files of the corpus as the unit of sequence.

### 2.3. Birdsong Data

We reproduced the estimation of context dependency in Bengalese finch song, originally reported in (Morita et al., 2021). In that study, we performed Transformer language modeling on syllable sequences produced by eighteen birds. Syllables were classified into discrete categories by an unsupervised clustering method with speaker normalization (see also Morita & Koda, 2020) and the resulting symbolic representation was used for the language modeling and analysis of context dependency. The number of syllable categories was automatically esti-
mated by the clustering method as 37. We also reported the context dependency based on finer- and more coarse-grained classifications of the syllables (into 10, 20, . . . , 80, 160, 320 categories) by L2-normalized $k$-means clustering. Here, we reproduced the analysis of context dependency for each of those syllable clusterings. The dataset consisted of 457,992 and 6,557 syllables (segmented into 7,779 and 100 sequences by recording sessions) for training and test respectively.

3. Results

While sequences of raw English words exhibited the context dependency beyond 128 tokens, the effective dependency length dropped to eleven when the words were replaced with their POS tag (Fig. 1B). The dependency in phoneme sequences was even shorter—only on four tokens—despite their larger vocabulary size than the POS categories.

Manipulation of the vocabulary size by word-embedding clustering showed that larger vocabularies led to longer context dependency (Fig. 1D–F). By contrast, the context dependency of Bengalese finch song decreased as finer-grained syllable classifications were adopted (Fig. 1C; due to the small size of test data, the dependency length was estimated considering the statistical significance of the difference between full- and truncated-context predictions against the threshold with $p < 0.05$, following Morita et al., 2021). When coded by the automatically detected vocabulary consisting of 37 syllable categories, the birdsong exhibited effective dependency on eight tokens. Smaller vocabularies with 10–30 categories increased the dependency length to ten to fifteen tokens. Conversely, larger vocabularies decreased the dependency length, up to five when 160/320 syllable categories were assumed.

4. Discussion

We found that the word-level context dependency of English became drastically shorter when tokens were replaced with their POS tag. This result suggests that the long context dependency in human language is mostly attributed to semantic factors and purely syntactic dependencies can be handled relatively locally, by referring to eleven recent tokens in the production history. This view is also consistent with the positive correlation between the number of word-embedding clusters and the dependency length; finer-grained clusterings of embeddings recovered more semantic information in the original continuous space, which led to the longer dependency length in turn.

By contrast, finer-grained classification of Bengalese finch syllables decreased the dependency length (as originally reported in Morita et al., 2021). This find-

---

2 All the clustering results are publicly available in [https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/R6PAQ](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/R6PAQ).
ing indicates that expanding vocabulary size does not lead to language-like long-distance dependency by itself. Specifically, minor acoustic variations in Bengalese finch syllables—which are encoded in fine-grained classifications but ignored in coarse-grained classifications—are unlikely to carry semantics-like information (Okanoya, 2007; Berwick, Okanoya, Beckers, & Bolhuis, 2011; Miyagawa, Berwick, & Okanoya, 2013). Instead, acoustic properties of the birdsong syllables are known to be affected by surrounding syllables (Wohlgemuth, Sober, & Brainard, 2010) and, thus, paying more attention to local context improved the prediction of fine-grained syllable categories (e.g., five previous tokens when 160 and 320 categories are assumed). Such local interactions are more akin to human language phonotactics; as demonstrated by our analysis of phoneme sequences in English, phonotactic dependencies are much shorter (four tokens; although longer and potentially unbounded phonotactic dependencies have been suggested for limited patterns in several languages; Sapir & Hoijer, 1967) than syntactic dependencies encoded by POS sequences (eleven tokens).

Meanwhile, it should be noted that Bengalese finch song—under the assumption of a moderate number of syllable categories (10–40)—exhibited longer dependency on eight to fifteen tokens than English phonotactics (four tokens). The estimated dependency length of the birdsong instead amounted to that of English syntax (eleven tokens), which casts doubt on the previous generalization in comparative studies that birdsong is more homologous to human language phonology than to syntax (Berwick et al., 2011). The non-local context dependency comparable to human language syntax also implies that the birdsong cannot be modeled efficiently by traditional $n$-gram grammars (Hosino & Okanoya, 2000) because exponentially more transitional rules are needed as the dependency length increases. The long dependencies would be captured more succinctly by latent structures as in hidden Markov models (Rabiner, 1989; Katahira, Suzuki, Okanoya, & Okada, 2011) and hierarchical grammars (Berwick, 2015; Morita & Koda, 2019), or by distributed representation as in biological/artificial neural networks (Nishikawa, Okada, & Okanoya, 2008; Dai et al., 2019).
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The study of sign languages allows us to observe what features characterize a language in its early stages. The initial phase of emergence is characterized by a high degree of lexical variability, where synonyms for a concept appear to coexist in a community. Overtime, lexical variation may persist; for example, it was found that Kata Kolok, a sign language used in a small community in a Balinese village with a tightly knit social network, exhibits a high degree of lexical variability (Mudd et al., 2020). Meanwhile, in communities with different social configurations, we suggest that lexical variation may decrease within groups of frequent interlocutors (i.e. on the local level) but remain high across the entire population (i.e. on the global level). For example, British Sign Language (BSL), used by the large Deaf community across the UK, was found to be lexically uniform at the local level (i.e. within regions), but at the global level BSL actually has a higher degree of lexical variability than Kata Kolok (Mudd, Lutzenberger, Schembri, Ohanin, & Stamp, 2022).

Several factors have been proposed to explain the retention of lexical variability in sign language emergence: de Vos (2011) suggests that populations that retain a high degree of lexical variability typically have frequent face-to-face interaction, are small and lack formal deaf education. Previous models have investigated population size (Thompson, Raviv, & Kirby, 2020) and the role of shared context (Mudd, de Vos, & de Boer, 2022), but the role of network structure on lexical variation has yet to be explored. In addition, variation at the local and global levels has yet to be considered, with previous models implicitly considering variation only at one, unspecified level.

Building on the shared context model by Mudd et al. (2022), which formalizes the hypothesis that social and psychological information shared within groups of signers affords the use of iconic signs and thus the retention of lexical variability, we investigate if network structure can explain differences in the degree of lexical variation at the local and global levels. In more detail, in the initial phase of the model, agents improvise signs to refer to different concepts based on their social
and psychological information, such that agents in the same groups are likely to produce similar signs. However, we made the arguably unrealistic assumption that group membership does not influence interaction patterns. Here, we generalize our previous model by allowing the interaction probability between pairs of agents to depend on their group membership through Newman (2003)’s assortativity coefficient $r$. A continuous spectrum of assortative network structures can thus be probed by varying $r$, from agents interacting completely at random ($r = 0$) to interacting only with others in the same group ($r = 1$).

To study the effect of assortative network structure on lexical variability at the local (i.e. within group) and global (i.e. across the entire population) levels, we keep a fixed set of parameters and vary the value of $r$, as shown in Fig 1. We observe that $r$ correlates with the lexical variability at both levels. Interestingly, the local and global levels decouple only at high values of $r$, i.e. for strongly assortative networks.

Social networks tend to high values of $r$ (Newman, 2003), and if we suppose that the interaction between BSL signers living in different regions can be modeled by a strongly assortative network structure, our result may help explain the observed difference between local and global levels. Network structure is likely one suitable candidate in determining the degree of local and global lexical variability in languages, most pronounced for communities consisting of several locally tightly knit groups (where $r$ is high). Finally, with this model, a range of assortative network configurations can be considered, without needing to compare different categorizations of sign languages (Hou & Vos, 2021).

Figure 1. Network visualizations (left) depict interactions (edges) between groups (nodes colored according to group membership) for different values of $r$. The plot (right) shows the effect of assortative network structure on local and global lexical variability. For high values of $r$, the degree of variation at the global level is much higher than at the local level.

---

1The fixed model parameters are: number of agents = 100, number of groups agents are randomly assigned to = 5, number of concepts = 10, number of bits for the form and culturally salient features = 10, overlap between the culturally salient features and the form = 0.9. The model is run for 2000 time steps. 100 iterations of the run are averaged, shown as mean ± standard deviation in Fig 1.
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Alignment of interests is a fundamental factor for the evolutionary stability of communication. We will apply tools from evolutionary game theory to analyze the relationship between the degree of alignment of interests among interlocutors and the evolutionary stability of their potential signaling strategies. We will study different scenarios and show that there is an evolutionary benefit for adopting a communication strategy which is conditioned on social cues: hints about the degree of alignment of interests in a given situation. We will show that this strategy i) is the only evolutionarily stable strategy in a scenario with social cues, ii) has very low underlying requirements (with respect to alignment of interests) to be evolutionarily stable, and iii) is less reliable for the receiver, since it determines the sender to be partially dishonest.

1. Introduction

A fundamental underlying factor for the stability of communication is alignment of interests (AOI). Searcy and Nowicki (2005) illustrate in a number of scenarios that the evolutionary stability of animal signaling depends on the AOI between sender and receiver. They distinguish a) scenarios where interests overlap, such as food begging signals or alarm calls, where stable signaling is suitable and common, from b) scenarios where interests diverge or oppose, such as mating signals or displays of aggression, where stable signaling is rather unexpected and can only be explained through additional conditions. Naturally, AOI does also play an important role in human language. For example, the Gricean cooperation principle tells us that interlocutors’ interests are generally aligned in at least one aspect, namely to communicate appropriately and cooperatively (Grice, 1975).

Often, the purpose of a communicative signal depends on the extent to which interests are aligned. For example, birds such as the great titmouse use alarm calls in cases when there is actual danger (high AOI), but they also use them as ‘false alarm’ in situations where they want to move other birds away from some food source (low AOI) (cf. Matsuoka, 1980). That is, titmice are able to adapt their signaling strategies not only towards the actual information they want to transfer (the source of danger) but also towards properties of the receiver, i.e., social information. This form of deception is frequently found in human language...
as well. For example, the usage of polite speech can serve for sweetening the conversation (high AOI) or for persuading the hearer for doing something that is rather in the interest of the speaker (low AOI).

In this article, we will apply evolutionary game theory to show how the stability of communication strategies under population dynamics depends on the AOI in the underlying scenario. Moreover, we will demonstrate that the establishment of stable communication is more likely when senders adapt their signaling strategies towards social cues, i.e., hints about the AOI between interlocutors in a given situation. Finally, we will show that the benefit of the integration of social cues into communication comes with a hitch: it promotes dishonest signaling.

2. The mating game: communication with (partially) aligned interests

We study a fundamental question concerning the origin of communication: how can a signal become an entity of (meaningful) communication at all? We take a look at a simple form of communication, namely signaling, where a sender produces a signal that evokes a response from a receiver. One important aspect of signaling being sustainably successful is the alignment of interests between a sender and a receiver. When the sender has an advantage in evoking a particular response from a receiver by sending a signal, and the receiver, in turn, has an advantage in performing this response upon the signal, then both parties have an aligned interest in successful communication.

To emphasize the role of alignment of interests in communication, we want to draw the attention to a signaling scenario where the interests between sender and receiver are only partially aligned. Diverse game-theoretic versions of this scenario have been studied with tools from evolutionary game theory (cf. Crawford & Sobel, 1982; Grafen, 1990). We will present a simple model version of this scenario, which we call the mating game.

The scenario is as follows: we have a situation where a male and a female of a particular species get together to get involved in a potential mating act. The male can be a high quality ($H$) or low quality ($L$) type. The female can agree to mate ($M$) or not to mate ($\bar{M}$). For any type of male, high or low type, it is always evolutionarily beneficial to mate with the female. For the female, however, it is evolutionarily beneficial to mate with high type males and reject low type males. The simplest form of the underlying payoff structure of this scenario is given in Figure 1(a), where each strategy profile is attributed to two utility values, the first for the male (row player), the second for the female (column player). Utility values are either 1 (evolutionarily beneficial) or 0 (evolutionarily detrimental).

In this scenario, interests are only aligned for the case where the male is a high type. It can be shown that sustainable signaling cannot evolve. Let’s assume that high type males start sending a signal to the females, upon which females mate, otherwise they don’t mate. That works fine for the females as long as only high type males send that signal. But now low type males have an evolutionary benefit
in sending the signal, and will therefore adopt it. But then the signal is meaningless for females, because it lost its function, namely to distinguish high type from low type males. Therefore, they can ignore it and signaling stops working.

This line of thought can be studied mathematically. Whether a signaling strategy is sustainable can be mathematically deduced by proofing if it is an evolutionarily stable strategy (Maynard Smith & Price, 1973). As a first step, we define a space of signaling strategies. We define a sender strategy as a tuple \( \langle x_H, x_L \rangle \), whereby \( x_H \) represents the signaling behavior of high types, and \( x_L \) represents the signaling behavior of low types. In its simplest version, our scenario entails four different sender strategies: \( \langle s, s \rangle \), \( \langle s, \bar{s} \rangle \), \( \langle \bar{s}, s \rangle \) and \( \langle \bar{s}, \bar{s} \rangle \), whereby \( s \) stands for sending a signal, \( \bar{s} \) stands for not sending a signal. Similarly, a receiver strategy is defined as a tuple \( \langle y_s, y_{\bar{s}} \rangle \), whereby \( y_s \) represents the response behavior upon receiving a signal, and \( y_{\bar{s}} \) the response behavior upon not receiving a signal. For simplicity, we assume that receivers never mate upon not receiving a signal. Then the receiver strategies are: \( \langle M, \bar{M} \rangle \) and \( \langle \bar{M}, \bar{M} \rangle \).

From the underlying payoff structure we can deduce a utility table over pairs of signaling strategies by computing expected utilities (see the Online Appendix Sec. B) which represent how beneficial (on average) a combination of a sender strategy and a receiver strategy (a strategy profile) is for the sender (first value) and the receiver (second value). The resulting utility table is given in Figure 1(b).

From these utilities we can identify strategy profiles that are evolutionarily stable (Maynard Smith & Price, 1973). Selten (1980) has shown for asymmetric games, such as the mating game, that a strategy profile is evolutionarily stable if and only if the row player’s utility is unique maximum in its column, and the column player’s utility is a unique maximum in its row. This means that any unilateral switch out of an evolutionarily stable strategy profile leads to a strictly lower payoff for the switching player. The readers can check for themselves that none of the strategy profiles of Figure 1(b) is evolutionarily stable. Particularly, the strategy profile that represents separating signaling (\( \langle s, \bar{s} \rangle, \langle M, \bar{M} \rangle \)) is not evolutionarily stable, since the sender has a benefit from switching to \( \langle s, s \rangle \). And then, (\( \langle s, s \rangle, \langle M, \bar{M} \rangle \)) is not evolutionarily stable, since the receiver is not strictly worse off when switching to \( \langle \bar{M}, \bar{M} \rangle \). A similar argument can be found for any other strategy profile of the mating game in Figure 1(b).
Let us now consider a scenario where interests are completely aligned, as represented by the payoff structure in Figure 2(a). This could represent a mating scenario where the female is extremely selective and aggressive. For example, after agreeing upon mating, the female tests the strength of the male before the actual mating act happens. High-quality males pass the test and mate with the female, whereas low-quality males fail the test and get killed by the female before the mating can happen. Here, low types have an evolutionary benefit of not initiating a mating act with this type of female. Let us call this game the lethal mating game. Its normal-form game representation is given in Figure 2(b).

This game has exactly one evolutionarily stable strategy profile, namely \((\langle s, \bar{s} \rangle, \langle M, \bar{M} \rangle)\), since any unilateral switch of strategy leads to a strictly worse payoff for the switching player. In this strategy profile, high-quality males send a signal upon which females mate, and low-quality males don’t send a signal and won’t get killed by the female. The bottom line of this section is this: in contrary to the standard mating game, signaling in the lethal mating game is evolutionarily stable, particularly because the interests of sender and receiver are totally aligned.

3. Transfer to a scenario of cultural evolution

Note that these mating game scenarios study stability aspects of signaling strategies in the light of biological evolution, where utility represents fitness which drives the rate of biological reproduction. But when it comes to the evolution of human communications and language, we are frequently concerned with cultural evolution, where utility equals fitness which drives the rate of behavioral reproduction, for example in form of imitation or learning. Since the concept of evolutionary stability is assumed to be applicable for biological evolution as well as cultural evolution (O’Connor, 2020), we can be agnostic about the concrete underlying dynamics. Moreover, very often we can transfer games that describe scenarios that a relevant in the light of biological evolution to scenarios that are relevant in the light of cultural evolution. We will exemplify this hereafter.

Here is an idea how we can reinterpret the mating game as a communication scenario primarily exposed to dynamics of cultural evolution: Assume that we have a group of individuals which happen to use alarm calls for dangerous events, such as raptor attacks, etc. Let’s say that the individuals can distinguish between alarm calls for dangerous events, such as raptor attacks, etc.
events of high danger \((H)\) and events of low danger \((L)\). In our game, the row player is a watchpost, who is in charge of giving alarm calls. The column player is a gatherer, who is doing a utility-relevant activity, such as picking berries.

In a first scenario the gatherer is selfish: he is picking the berries for himself. He has an interest to be warned whenever there is a high danger event, so he can stop picking and look for a save place to move to \((M)\). However, in a low danger event, it is more beneficial not to move \((\bar{M})\) and continue picking berries. The watchpost, however, has an interest in always interrupting the gatherer, since there will be more berries left for her when her watchpost shift is over. The underlying payoff structure of this scenario is exactly the one in Figure 1(a), and the resulting communication game is exactly the one in Figure 1(b). And the analysis leads to the same conclusion: the strategy profile of separating signaling \((\langle s, \bar{s} \rangle, \langle M, \bar{M} \rangle)\) is not evolutionarily stable. And also the reason is the same: interests are not aligned. Picking a lot of berries is good for the gatherer, but bad for the watchpost.

Let us think about a similar scenario where the gatherer is not picking berries for himself, but for the whole group instead, including the watchpost. Then the watchpost would prefer only to interrupt the gatherer when the gatherer’s life is at stake (in high danger situations), but otherwise prefers him to continue picking berries, since more work done by the gatherer means more food for the whole group, including the watchpost herself. This scenario is exactly the one presented in Figure 2(a). Accordingly, Figure 2(b) represents the resulting communication game. Here again, the conclusion is the same: the separating signaling strategy \((\langle s, \bar{s} \rangle, \langle M, M \rangle)\) is evolutionarily stable since interests are aligned. Picking a lot of berries is good for both the gatherer and for the watchpost.

4. Combined communication games and social cues

Note that both scenarios of the last section differ with respect to the social behavior of the gatherer. In the first case, he is selfish; in the second case, he is social. In this section we want to merge both scenarios to a combined one, where the gatherer is sometimes selfish and sometimes social. In more general terms, in such a combined scenario the situation of totally aligned interests (Figure 2(a)) occurs with a frequency \(p\) in \((0, 1)\), and the situation of partially aligned interests (Figure 1(a)) occurs otherwise, with frequency \(1 - p\). When we combine the utility tables of both situations weighted by probability \(p\), we obtain the underlying payoff structure as given in Figure 3(a). Its normal form game representation with signaling options is given in Figure 3(b), which we label communication game 1.

Here, it can be shown that the separating signaling strategy \((\langle s, \bar{s} \rangle, \langle M, M \rangle)\) is evolutionarily stable if and only if \(p > \frac{1}{2}\); for the proof see the Online Appendix Sec. A.1. In other words, when situations of totally aligned interests occur more frequently than situations of partially aligned interests, then the separating signaling strategy is evolutionarily stable. With respect to our concrete example, this is the case when gatherers behave more often social than selfish.
The underlying payoff structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$\bar{M}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>1, 1</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>$1 - p$</td>
<td>$p, 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) underlying payoff structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\langle s, s \rangle$</th>
<th>$\langle \bar{s}, \bar{s} \rangle$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\langle s, s \rangle$</td>
<td>$1 - \frac{p}{2}, \frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{p}{2}, \frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \bar{s}, \bar{s} \rangle$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2} + \frac{p}{2}, 1$</td>
<td>$\frac{p}{2}, \frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) communication game 1

The alignment of interests between row and column player depends on $p$.

The definition of communication game 1 implies that individuals cannot distinguish situations with totally aligned interests from those with partially aligned interests. Let’s assume that the sender is able to distinguish both scenarios, for example via social cues that give hints about the receiver’s attitude. For example, when the sender can identify if the gatherer is behaving selfish or social, she can condition her strategy accordingly. We can model this by extending the sender’s strategy space to a quadruple $\langle x_{Ht}, x_{Hp}, x_{Lt}, x_{Lp} \rangle$, where $x_{Ht}$ is the signaling behavior of a sender in a scenario with totally aligned interests in a high-danger event, $x_{Hp}$ is the signaling behavior of a sender in a scenario with partially aligned interests in a high-danger event, and so on. In each case, the sender can either send a signal $s$ or not $\bar{s}$, leading to $2^4 = 16$ sender strategies. We call the resulting game communication game 2. Figure 4 shows a subset of strategies in communication game 2. The full utility table is given in the Online Appendix Sec. A.2.

It can be shown that there is exactly one evolutionarily stable strategy pair, namely $\langle (s, s, \bar{s}, s), (M, \bar{M}) \rangle$, where the sender always sends the signal in high-danger events, but also in low-danger events in case that the receiver is selfish. Importantly, this strategy pair is evolutionarily stable for any $p$ in $(0, 1)$; for the proof see the Online Appendix Sec. A.2. The bottom line of this section is this: there is a much higher AOI requirement for evolutionary stability without a sender’s access to social cues (communication game 1; requirement: $p > \frac{1}{2}$) than with a sender’s access to social cues (communication game 2; any $p$ in $(0, 1)$). This is our main finding and we will come back to this point in the conclusion.

Figure 3. The (a) underlying payoff and (b) normal-form representation of communication game 1. The alignment of interests between row and column player depends on $p$.

Figure 4. A subset of four selected strategies in communication game 2. The full game entails the same finding: there is only one evolutionarily stable strategy pair (and only for $p > 0$), namely $\langle (s, s, \bar{s}, s), (M, \bar{M}) \rangle$ (the boxed entry).
Note that the scenarios in this section assume that signaling comes without costs. In the Online Appendix Sec. C, we studied communication games 1 and 2 with signaling costs. The result shows that signaling costs strengthen the conditions for separating signaling strategies to be evolutionarily stable in both games. Since the separating signaling strategy in communication game 2 is not conditioned on social cues, we can conclude that signaling costs weaken the prerequisites for the evolutionary stability of signaling strategies that involve social cues.

5. Reliability and honesty

We want to study the communication strategies with respect to the concepts reliability and honesty. Following Searcy and Nowicki (2005), a signal is reliable if i) some characteristic of the signal (including its presence/absence) is consistently correlated with some attribute of the signaler or its environment, and ii) receivers benefit from having information about this attribute. Moreover, a signal does not have to be perfectly reliable, but it is enough when the signal is honest on average, such that the receiver on average is better off assessing the signal than ignoring it.

Following these lines of thought, we define a signal \( s \) to be honest, if and only if it is sent in situations such that the expected response of the receiver is evolutionarily beneficial to the receiver. Hereof, we define the reliability of a signal \( s \) as the ratio of the honest usage of \( s \) to the total usage of \( s \). More precisely, when a sender uses a signal \( s \) with frequency \( f_T \) in total and uses it honestly with frequency \( f_H \), then the reliability of the signal is given by the ratio \( \frac{f_H}{f_T} \). Thus, reliability of a signal is a value between 0 and 1 (never/always honestly used).

Let’s take a look at the reliability of signal \( s \) in sender strategy \( \langle s, s, \bar{s}, s \rangle \) as part of the only stable signaling strategy pair \((\langle s, s, \bar{s}, s \rangle, \langle M, M \rangle)\) in communication game 2. Here, totally aligned situations occur with frequency \( p \) and partially aligned situations with frequency \( 1 - p \). High danger and low danger events are implicitly assumed to occur both with frequency \( \frac{1}{2} \). This gives us the following frequencies for the four situations that the sender can distinguish:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(x_{Ht}) &= p, \\
    f(x_{Lt}) &= p, \\
    f(x_{Hp}) &= \frac{1-p}{2}, \\
    f(x_{Lp}) &= \frac{1-p}{2}.
\end{align*}
\]

In the stable signaling strategy \( \langle s, s, \bar{s}, s \rangle \) the sender sends the signal with total frequency \( f_T = f(x_{Ht}) + f(x_{Hp}) + f(x_{Lp}) = \frac{2-p}{2} \). Furthermore, since the signal \( s \) is only honestly sent when there is a high danger event, we get frequency \( f_H = f(x_{Ht}) + f(x_{Hp}) = \frac{1}{2} \). Now we can compute the reliability of signal \( s \) as follows:

\[
\frac{f_H}{f_T} = \frac{\frac{1}{2}}{\frac{2-p}{2}} = \frac{1}{2-p}.
\]

From this analysis we can follow that the reliability of the signal \( s \) in strategy \( \langle s, s, \bar{s}, s \rangle \) is greater than \( \frac{1}{2} \) for any \( p \) in \((0, 1)\). However, this result also shows that strategy \( \langle s, s, \bar{s}, s \rangle \) is not totally reliable (save for the borderline case with \( p = 1 \)). On the other hand, it is easy to see that in the evolutionarily stable sender strategy \( \langle s, \bar{s} \rangle \) of communication game 1, signal \( s \) has a reliability value of 1 (since \( s \) is only and always sent in \( H \)), therefore it is totally reliable.
6. Conclusion

We have argued that classical game-theoretical models of animal signaling can be transferred to scenarios that might have played an important role in the evolution of human language. The evolutionary analyses of the models in this paper have demonstrated a well-known general aspect of any form of communication: the evolutionary stability of meaningful signaling/communication depends to a great degree on the alignment of interests (AOI) between sender and receiver. The more particular results of our analyses are connected to the juxtaposition of the communication games 1 and 2. This analysis showed that access to social cues lowers the underlying AOI requirements for signaling strategies being evolutionarily stable.

We conclude that the ability to integrate social cues into communication is a conducive feature for stable communication and therefore a potentially important propulsive factor in the evolution of language. The latter analysis showed that the integration of social cues comes with a hitch, though: it promotes dishonest signaling. But then, dishonest signaling isn’t necessarily something adverse in the presented scenario. It can also be seen as a form of punishment that the sender exerts on the receiver for selfish behavior. Here, dishonesty might have evolved for a good cause, namely to suppress the behavior of nonprosocial individuals in order to enhance sociality. This aspect ought to be pursued in subsequent research.

Online Appendix: The Online Appendix is part of the proceeding’s supplementary material and accessible under https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.20004395
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MACHINE IMPOSTORS IMPEDE HUMAN DETECTION AND THE SUCCESS OF STABLE CONVENTIONS BY IMITATING PAST INTERACTIONS
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How can successful communication arise and stabilize between humans? Artificial language games have shown that we create novel conventions even from minimal communicative means (Galantucci, 2005; Garrod et al., 2007; Scott-Phillips et al., 2009). A convention is defined as the arbitrary solution to a repeated coordination problem (Lewis, 1969), established through, e.g., precedence (Clark, 1996). Meanwhile, results from the perceptual crossing paradigm (Auvray et al., 2009; Barone et al., 2020) have shown that human interaction in minimal environments is distinct from interaction with automated agents in its reciprocal patterns, i.e. interdependence between participants. However, these studies deliberately avoid conventional paths to success. In the current study, we build on these experimental approaches to investigate conventional and reciprocal routes to communication in a minimal environment.

In a Turing test setup (Turing, 1950) stripped of the use of natural language, we manipulate bot behavior to assess how it affects the detection of bots, and participants’ behaviors. Our main hypothesis is that access to past interactions makes bot impostors more deceptive by interrupting convention formation.

We recruited 200 participants online for the experiment and assigned them to one condition in pairs. Their goal was to find out whether their random partner in each trial was the human partner or the bot impostor. Participants interacted within a 2D space containing an orange square and a blue circle. Their only way
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to communicate was to move the square, while the human partner or the bot moved the circle. In both conditions, bot behaviors were identical replays of previous behavior from human pairs, but their source differed: While bots in the partner impostor condition repeated behaviors shown earlier by the participant’s own human partner, bots in the foreign impostor condition imitated an unrelated participant from a previous partner impostor condition. Participants received feedback on their own and their partner’s performance after each trial.

We tested our preregistered predictions via model comparison of mixed-effects models. Predicting performance by condition revealed that participants were more successful in the foreign impostor condition than in the partner impostor condition ($\beta = -1.92, SE = 0.16, \Delta AIC = 69$; Fig. 1a). We measured the conventionality of participants’ behaviors by the Earth Mover’s distance to their own spatial positions over trial blocks. Human performance in the partner impostor condition suffered from conventional behavior, while the foreign impostor condition profited from it ($\beta = 0.30, SE = 0.08, \Delta AIC = 10$; Fig. 1b). Last, we measured reciprocity by computing the transfer entropy between participants’ and their partners’ movements, and found that it was only useful to detect bots in the partner impostor condition ($\beta = 0.17, SE = 0.07, \Delta AIC = 3.4$).

![Correct Answers](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** a) Performance results by participant. Violin plots show the density in the two conditions. The top line represents the performance ceiling, the middle line performance at chance. b) Relation between conventionality and accuracy in the two conditions. Note that higher Earth Mover’s distance translates to lower conventionality. The shaded area shows the 95% confidence interval.

Our results suggest bots can avoid human detection and prevent conventional behaviors from succeeding by imitating past interactions, emphasizing the role of the interaction history for human communication. Although both conventional and reciprocal behaviors were adaptive under the right conditions, participants struggled when conventionality was maladaptive. We show how manipulating bot behavior can provide new insights into emergent communication, combining ideas from language evolution, pragmatics, and social cognition.
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The grammatical use of space for referential strategies such as spatial modification and role shift can be found across many sign languages (e.g., Engberg-Pedersen, 1993; Liddell, 2003). Signers, for example, use pointing signs towards arbitrary locations in space to refer to different agents. However, not all sign languages use spatial strategies for non-spatial relations. The rural sign languages Kata Kolok (used in the North of Bali) and Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (used in southern Israel) have not developed strategies relying on anaphoric use of space (de Vos, 2012; Padden et al., 2010). This raises the question of why there are such typological differences. A proposed explanation attributes the absence of such strategies to the relatively young age of these sign languages, suggesting that these strategies have not developed yet (Sandler et al., 2005). However, while Kata Kolok and Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language are younger than, for example, American or British sign language they differ considerably in age and furthermore, another “young” sign language, Nicaraguan Sign Language, developed spatial strategies early on in its emergence (Senghas et al., 1997). Moreover, hearing English-speaking participants in a silent gesture experiment that simulated intergenerational transmission with an iterated learning design produced referential strategies using space anaphorically within just five generations (Motamedi et al., 2021). Therefore, the age of respective sign languages alone cannot serve as an explanation, and hence, the question remains: What can account for such differences across sign languages?

This preregistered study (https://osf.io/w4sgx) aims to investigate another possible factor contributing to spatial strategies emerging in a sign language: To
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what degree can these typological differences be explained by differences in their respective surrounding co-speech gesture system? Indeed, the Balinese co-speech gesture system is different from most Western ones, for example, using a geocentric instead of an egocentric pointing system (Wassman & Dasen, 2006) – a feature it shares with Kata Kolok (de Vos, 2012). Thus, if the ambient co-speech gesture system is relevant to the development of spatial referential strategies, we should see speakers of Balinese produce strategies that differ from the ones employed by speakers of Indo-European languages like Dutch in a silent gesture task. This in turn could shed light on why Kata Kolok has not developed anaphoric use of space.

We are currently conducting replication studies of Motamedi et al.’s (2021) silent gesture experiment in the Netherlands and in Bali allowing for cross-cultural comparison of the results. Fifty hearing participants of either language group (speakers of Dutch or speakers of Balinese) are paired up and asked to perform a communicative director-matcher task using only gestures. The design of the experimental stimuli is such that participants have to distinguish agents in order for their partner to be able to choose the right option from an array. The experimental set-up was slightly adapted to use the online video conferencing app Zoom to function in a remote setting during the pandemic. Participants’ gestured responses are recorded and adhering to an iterated learning design (like Motamedi et al., 2021), the videos of one participant were used in training trials for the following dyad. Using a director-matcher task in combination with iterated learning allows us to analyse the strategies emerging through language use and to record the possible entrenchment of these strategies through the simulation of repeated generational transmission.

Our set-up not only provides the opportunity to explore and compare the strategies produced by participants from different cultural backgrounds but also collects data from individuals that are users of the exact co-speech gesture system that surrounds Kata Kolok signers.

Pilot data from our Balinese experiment has already given us some indications that the strategies developed by participants there do not make use of space the same way as our Dutch participants do and the English-speaking participants in Motamedi et al. (2021) did. Thus, at the conference, we will present our comparative data, discuss what strategies the different participant groups have produced, and evaluate what this suggests about the role of the co-speech gesture system in the emergence of sign languages.
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The grammatical structure found in human language may have emerged through communication and cultural transmission. To focus on the role of communication in the evolution of word order rules, we designed an iterated learning experiment in which participants use a given set of words. The results of the experiment showed that communication facilitates the cultural evolution of word order rules. In cultural transmission chains with communication, the structural language with word order rules emerged rapidly and remained stable throughout the generations. On the other hand, in the cultural transmission chain without communication, the evolution of word order rules was very slow, and the word order distribution didn't show stability. These findings suggest that word order rules culturally evolve by sharing the intention to communicate.

1. Introduction

Human languages have a systematic grammatical structure. For example, the order of subject-object-verb (SOV) is determined according to the grammatical rules of each language (Schouwstra, & de Swart, 2014). The systematic ordering of elements by grammatical rules allows for smooth communication among speakers of the same language. The systematic word order rules, rather than simply listing words, are rare in the communication systems of non-human animals (Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002; but see also Suzuki, 2014; Suzuki, Wheatcroft, & Griesser, 2017). The question of where the systematic structure found in human language emerges from is one of the central questions in evolutionary linguistics. Studies using iterative learning experiments have shown
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that the linguistic structure emerges from a trade-off between learnability (cultural transmission) and expressivity (communication) (Kirby et al., 2008; 2015; Winters, 2015). In these experimental studies, reusable parts of strings corresponding to individual meanings evolved from the random strings of the initial language. They used small and simple meaning spaces and showed the emergence of basic compositional structure. Saldana et al. (2019) expanded the semantic space and investigated the emergence of the compositional hierarchical structure of language in the iterated learning experiments. They made the task more complex and implemented communication among participants. Through a series of iterated learning experiments, they found that compositional linguistic structures having hierarchical word order rules inherent to natural languages evolved under cultural transmission and communication.

In the current study, we focused on the cultural evolution of grammatical structures exhibited as word order rules. Initial language in Saldana et al. (2019) was holistic strings each corresponding to a unique stimulus. They found the emergence of two levels of the hierarchy of constituents: word-like forms and sentence-like structures. In our experiment, the initial language was a sequence of randomly ordered words. Each word referred to either an actor or an action. As there was no systematic rule determining word order, a sequence is regarded as holistic language each of which corresponds to a unique meaning. By employing a similar experimental setting as experiment 2 in Saldana et al. (2019), we investigated whether grammatical rules for determining word orders emerge through the processes of cultural transmission and communication.

We were particularly interested in whether communication plays an essential role in the evolution of the word order rules. We compared a solo condition, in which languages were transmitted in a single transmission chain, with a pair condition, in which pairs of individuals communicate with languages. If communication plays an essential role, we will observe the rapid emergence of a word order rule in the pair condition. If the cultural transmission is sufficient for the emergence of word order rules, we won’t observe much difference between the conditions.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

120 (51 females and 69 males) undergraduates of Hokkaido University, whose native language was Japanese, were recruited. Eighty and forty participants were assigned to the pair condition and the solo condition respectively. Mean age was 19.93 years (SD = 1.55; ranging from 18 to 23). Participants received 500 JPY
(about 4.33 USD) and additional payment based on the number of successes in the task (described later).

2.2. Stimuli

Participants were asked to learn a combination of a two-second animation and a sentence. All the animation consisted of two actors and the action of each actor (Fig. 1). A sentence was made of four words; two words represent actors (a red rabbit, a blue rabbit, a red bird, or a blue bird) and the other two words represent an action of actors (a rabbit punching, a rabbit getting angry, a bird punching, or a bird getting angry). Each word was randomly made of two to three Japanese letters and participants could not modify the words. Participants were allowed to see the correspondence table of the words and their meaning during the experiment. The initial sentences presented to the participants in the first generation were created by randomly ordering the four words representing the elements in an animation. The order of words representing actions was fixed for representing the chronological order of the actions – the action word appearing first represents the action of the left actor, who first initiates an action, in the animation.

![Figure 1. An example of animation and a sentence. Each animation started with an action of a left actor followed by an action of a right actor (the text in brackets was not shown).](image)

2.3. Experimental procedures

The experiment consists of two phases. In the learning phase, participants were asked to memorize pairs of animations and sentences presented on a computer screen. There were 16 pairs of stimuli and eight were randomly selected for the learning phase. In each round of the learning phase, a pair of a sentence and
animation was presented on the computer screen for 6 seconds. At the end of each round of presentation, one of two confirmation tests was randomly administered. In the sentence production test, participants were presented with only the animation again and were asked to reproduce the presented sentence by rearranging the four given words. In the animation selection test, participants were presented with only the sentence again and asked to select the corresponding animation from a given set of four animations. Each stimulus was presented three times and the learning phase consisted of 24 rounds (three blocks of eight stimuli).

Next, participants in the pair condition engaged in a communication phase where two participants worked on the communication task for a total of 64 rounds (four blocks of sixteen stimuli). In the communication phase, a total of 16 stimuli were used, including 8 stimuli that did not appear in the learning phase. The 16 stimuli were randomly ordered and presented in each block. The roles of speaker and hearer were alternated every round so that a participant played the roles of a speaker and a hearer twice for each stimulus. Participant assigned a speaker’s role was shown an animation and asked to produce a corresponding sentence by rearranging the four words presented. Participants assigned a hearer’s role were presented with a sentence produced by the speaker and were asked to choose a corresponding animation from four candidate animations. If the animation selected by the hearer matched the one presented to the speaker, both participants received 20 JPY as an additional payment. After each round, both participants received feedback on their communication; the animation presented to the speaker, the sentence produced by the speaker, the animation selected by the hearer were displayed with the cumulative number of successes. After completing the experiment, participants answered a post-questionnaire and received payments based on the number of successes.

Instead of the communication phase, participants in the solo condition engaged in the test phase. Participants were given one of the two tests similar to the ones used in the communication phase of the pair condition – either creating a sentence corresponding to the displayed animation by rearranging the four presented words or choosing the animation corresponding to the displayed sentence out of the four candidates. The number of rounds of the test phase was identical to the communication phase in the pair condition. At the end of every round in the test phase, participants received feedback and 40 JPY was added to the payment for each correct answer.

Participants were organized into an independent transmission chain each with five generations. In the solo condition, 16 pairs of animations and sentences produced by a participant in the third and last blocks of the test phase were
transmitted. In the pair condition, one of the participants was randomly selected and the 16 pairs of sentences and animations produced as a speaker in the third and last block of the communication phase were transmitted. In both conditions, eight pairs were randomly selected and displayed in the learning phase of the next generation. The animation was created by Adobe Animate 2021, and the experiment was programmed in oTree v. 3.3.11 (Chen, Schonger, & Wickens, 2016).

3. Results

3.1. Emergence of word order rules

In the following, “N1” refers to a word meaning the actor who initiates the action, and “N2” refers to a word meaning the actor reacted to the action of N1. “V1” and “V2” refer to the action of N1 and N2, respectively. All the sentences are made by ordering these four words (N1, N2, V1, and V2). Initial sentences were made by randomly ordering words although V1 always preceded V2 for representing the order of actions. The number of possible orderings is 24. For analyzing the emergence of word order rules, we calculated the Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1948) for a frequency distribution of each order on 16 sentences transmitted to the next generation. If all the 16 sentences were made by a single ordering, the value of entropy becomes zero.

Fig. 2 (left) shows the mean Shannon entropy per generation for each condition. Values in generation zero were calculated based on the initial 8 sentences participants in the first generation learned in the learning phase. In the pair condition, entropy approached zero at the first generation and remained unchanged. In the solo condition, entropy did not change until the third generation and gradually lowered from the fourth generation. It is suggested that a single word order rule quickly emerged in the pair condition while a word order rule very slowly evolved in the solo condition.

We fitted a linear mixed model where conditions, generations, and interaction effect were entered as predicting factor variables (chain was treated as a random effect variable). We then calculated estimated marginal means for post-hoc contrasts. We found that, except for the generation zero, the entropy in the pair condition was significantly smaller than the solo condition in all the generations \( M_{\text{pair} - \text{solo}} = -2.41 \sim -1.06, ps = .000 \). In the pair condition, the entropy in the generation zero was significantly larger than the other generations \( M_{(0 \sim 1, 2, 3, 4, \text{ or } 5)} = 2.18 \sim 2.51, ps = .000 \). In the solo condition, entropy in the generation 4 and 5 were significantly smaller than the other generations \( M_{(0,1,2 \text{ or } 3 \sim 4 \text{ or } 5)} 0.59 \sim 1.38, ps = .05 \sim .001 \).
3.2. Word order stability

For analyzing the similarity of word orders within a chain, we calculated the Jensen–Shannon divergence metric (JSD) as the distance of word order distributions between neighboring generations (i.e., \( t-1 \) vs. \( t \)). The lower JSD indicates word order distributions are more similar (Fig. 2 (right)). As we’ve already discussed, in the pair condition, a single word order rule quickly emerged in generation 1 and remained unchanged for the rest of the generations. This pattern is also exhibited in the trend of JSD distance in the pair condition. On the other hand, in the solo condition, the language changed a little each generation, and no stable word order distribution emerged.

We fitted the similar LMM on the JSD and found that, in the solo condition, JSD were not significantly different across generations (\( M = -0.05\sim0.09, ps = .082\sim.999 \)). In the pair condition, JSD in the first generation significantly larger than the other generations (\( M (1\sim2\sim5) = 0.42\sim0.46, ps = .000 \)).

3.3. Evolved word order rules reflected causal order in the referent

Table 1 shows the most frequently used word orders in the final generation of each chain. In both conditions, “N1-V1-N2-V2” and “V1-N1-V2-N2” (italics in the table) were the most frequently used although word orders were more diverse in the solo condition. Although any word order could achieve successful communication in the pair condition, we found that the word orders reflecting the
order of action in the animation were more likely to evolve in the experiment, which was similar to that of the participants' native language, Japanese.

Table 1. The most frequently used word orders utilized in the final generation (numbers in parentheses are frequencies).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair condition</th>
<th>Solo condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chain 1</td>
<td>V1-N1-V2-N2 (75%), N1-V1-N2-V2 (38%), V1-N1-N2-V2 (38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 2</td>
<td>N1-V1-N2-V2 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 3</td>
<td>V1-N1-V2-N2 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 4</td>
<td>N1-V1-N2-V2 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 5</td>
<td>N1-V1-N2-V2 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 6</td>
<td>N1-V1-N2-V2 (97%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 7</td>
<td>N1-V1-N2-V2 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain 8</td>
<td>N1-V1-N2-V2 (97%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

We investigated the hypothesis that communication facilitates the cultural evolution of the word order rules. Our iterated learning experiments showed that communication is a powerful pressure on the evolution of word order rules. In the pair condition where communication is necessary, structural languages with word order rules emerged rapidly. The word order distributions in the pair condition showed stability throughout the generation. In contrast, in the solo condition, the evolution of word order rules was much slower, and the word order distribution changed from generation to generation.

Specific word orders became dominant in the final generation of all chains in the pair condition. On the other hand, in the solo condition, various word orders remained even in the final generation. Throughout the experiment, participants frequently produced word orders to reflect the order of the actions in the animation. In our experimental design, participants could communicate even with the initial random word order sentences because they could see the correspondence table of the words and their meanings. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that specific word order rules were preferred. In other words, the emergence of word order rules could be explained by the intent of the
communication, not by the need to understand the meanings of sentences. It is suggested that the rapid emergence of word order rules in the pair condition is due to the shared intention to communicate appropriate meaning to each other. However, the impact of an incentive to reproduce the initial language in the solo condition (which would not be present in the pair condition) should also be considered in the future. Finally, the participants' acquired languages could attribute to the high frequency of causal order emergence. Therefore, it would be necessary to conduct future experiments with participants from various language families at various stages of language development.
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To understand the nature of the language faculty as part of the program of research into the origins of human language, it is essential to establish which properties of human language make it species-specific. The Minimalist Program of Generative Grammar sees internal language as a computational system (CS) which generates an infinite number of hierarchically-organised (syntactic) objects, each of which underlies an array of instructions to two interfaces: the Sensory-Motor (SM) systems and the Conceptual-Intentional (CI) systems. In this model of the language faculty, a linguistic expression is constructed by taking lexical items from the lexicon and merging them to form a new object (e.g., $\gamma + \{\alpha, \beta\} \rightarrow \{\gamma\{\alpha, \beta\}\}$). The repeated application of Merge to its own derivatives generates an infinite number of recursively structured expressions, where precedence relations are not encoded between constituents (Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002; Chomsky, 2010). In this model, precedence relations are viewed as epiphenomenal, a by-product of linearisation taken at the SM interface.

To make all types of structure-building systematically coherent, Precedence-free Phonology (PfP: Backley & Nasukawa, 2020, and others) claims that CS takes not only morpho-syntactic objects but also phonological features called elements as its arguments. Then, through the merging of elements CS builds a hierarchical phonological representation for each morpheme before being stored in the lexicon. In this model, as in syntax, precedence is the natural result of computing and interpreting the head-dependent relations which hold between units in a structure. This paper challenges the common assumption that the analysis of phonological processes relies on precedence. It illustrates this by
focusing on the following type of vowel metathesis in Nagoya Japanese, which is typically analysed as a swapping process operating between two adjacent vowels \(ai\), \(ae\), \(oi\) and \(ui\): the palatality of the second vowel becomes an on-glide to the first vowel, while the quality of the first vowel is preserved in the newly formed CV (see also Tanaka, 2022, for an analysis of vowel fusion in Tokyo Japanese).

Table 1. On-gliding of the second member of a sequence of two vowels (‘\(\rightarrow\)’ = ‘corresponds to’).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokyo Standard J.</th>
<th>Nagoya J.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. umai ‘delicious’</td>
<td>(\rightarrow) umja:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omae ‘you, dear’</td>
<td>(\rightarrow) omja:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. sugoi ‘amazing, great’</td>
<td>(\rightarrow) sugo:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zurui ‘go home’</td>
<td>(\rightarrow) zurju:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since PfP makes no reference to precedence relations, it rejects any analysis based on metathesis. Instead, it regards the process in question as coalescence, in which two sounds merge into one by combining their properties (‘resonance’ elements |\(I\)| (dip), |\(U\)| (rump), |\(A\)|(mass), see Backley, 2011), as illustrated below.

Table 2. Element fusion and |\(I\)| salience (salient elements underlined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(V_1)</th>
<th>(V_2)</th>
<th>(V_{1,2})</th>
<th>Traditionally described as</th>
<th>phonetically realised as</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. (</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+ |I</td>
<td>\rightarrow |AI</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+ |AI</td>
<td>\rightarrow |AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>+ |I</td>
<td>\rightarrow |AU</td>
<td>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>+ |I</td>
<td>\rightarrow |U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fusion takes place between \(V_1\) and \(V_2\), which in PfP are structured hierarchically (\(V_1\) is dominated by \(V_2\)) rather than ordered sequentially (Backley, 2021). In addition, a language-specific rule makes |\(I\)| (palatality) structurally dependent, meaning that it makes a bigger contribution to the acoustic signal of the fused structure and is therefore perceived as having greater prominence than other elements (THE PRINCIPLE OF PHONETIC REALISATION OF HEAD-DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE: Backley & Nasukawa, 2020). As a result, the structures |\(AI|, |\(AU|\), |\(UI| are realised as palatalized [\(æ:\] [\(ø:\] [\(y:\] (rather than [\(a:\] [\(o:\] [\(u:\] ) (Harris, 1994; Backley, 2011). As a salient property, palatality may yield glide-vowel sequences such as [\(ja:\] as phonetic variants in Nagoya Japanese. This analysis serves as a starting point for exploring other processes that have been accounted for in terms of precedence. The aim is to strengthen the claim that precedence is not a formal structural property anywhere in the language faculty.
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Recent experimental and modelling work has found that languages are shaped by the referential context in which they operate (Müller, Winters, and Morin, 2019; Nölle, Staib, Fusaroli, and Tylén, 2018; Lupyan and Dale, 2010). Wray and Grace (2007) argues that even compositionality (the fact that the meaning of an utterance is a function of the meaning of its parts and the way in which these parts are combined) may have only evolved in response to changing social contexts. But how can the referential contexts of individual interactions come to shape the level of compositionality in the language of an entire community?

To explore these questions, we propose an iterated hierarchical Bayesian model that shows how partner-specific linguistic innovations can be generalized as community-wide features via a context-sensitive pathway. We combine insights from the approaches of Winters, Kirby, and Smith (2018) and Hawkins et al. (2021), manipulating reliability of context in pair-based interaction, while also considering abstractions of socio-linguistic knowledge at a higher, population-wide level. More specifically, an agent maintains a separate partner-specific representation of context for each communication partner, but a single overhypothesis about the distribution of types of contexts within the community, and a single community-wide distribution of possible languages. This setup allows an agent to dynamically adapt its language use to the communicative needs of individual partners, but also offers a mechanism for generalization of knowledge across different partners. We model communication between agents as an asymmetric reference game, where each agent is assigned the role of speaker or listener. Each game is split into multiple rounds in which the speaker is provided with a target meaning to convey and the listener is confronted with a context consisting of that target plus a number of distractors. An agent’s type of context determines the semantic features in which the referents in any given context can differ for that agent. In a one-feature-different context-type, a single feature is sufficient for discriminating among all the referents in a context, and that feature is furthermore consistent across all rounds. In a mixed context-type, the meanings in any given context also
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differ in one feature, but that feature differs on a round-by-round basis. Following the iterated learning framework (Kirby, 2001), agents in a generation observe data produced by speakers in the previous generation, then communicate with one another, with these processes being repeated for a large number of generations.

We first simulate a single-partner variant to evaluate our model’s predictions against the experimental results of Winters, Kirby, and Smith (2015). In the *shared context* version, we assume that the speaker has direct access to the listener’s context. We compare results to the *unshared context* version, where the speaker has uncertainty both about the context-type of the listener and which specific context the listener faces on any given round. In case of a shared context and one-feature context-type, we find the emergence of *one-feature languages* (i.e., which map all meanings sharing one of the features to the same signal), as these are the simplest communicatively functional in one-feature contexts. In the shared mixed context-type condition, the optimal strategy that guarantees communicative success leads to the emergence of *compositional languages* (i.e., which have consistent mappings for all features that make up the meaning). When context is not shared, speakers must infer the context-type of the listener over the course of interaction. This introduces an additional level of uncertainty, and it becomes a possibility for the speaker to design their utterance for the wrong context-type. Speakers are thus encouraged to produce more autonomous and less context-dependent utterances, generally resulting in the emergence of a higher proportion of compositional systems than in the case of a shared access to context.

We then examine the results for the multi-partner model. Where the speaker’s communicative partners are homogeneous in facing one-feature or mixed contexts, the hierarchical model produces a similar pattern of results to the single-partner simulations: we find the emergence of languages that best compromise between ease of learning, adaptation to the homogeneous context-type, and robustness to uncertain inferences. However, we also find that the successive swapping of partners causes more overall uncertainty over context-types compared to the single-partner simulations, resulting in the emergence of more compositional languages. Furthermore, when a speaker interacts with partners with heterogeneous context-types, we find additional effects of this heterogeneity: when encountered partners have one-feature contexts, but differ in the specific feature that needs to be encoded for disambiguation, compositional languages become dominant, as speakers must compromise on using a language that encodes both features.

In sum, we show that the degree of compositionality that evolves in the language of a community is dependent on the communicative needs of its members, but also on the degree of uncertainty over the nature of those needs. Our model also tests the theory proposed by Wray & Grace for the emergence of compositionality, and finds that compositionality can emerge in communities where simpler languages would satisfy the individual needs of its users, as long as the community’s needs as a whole are heterogeneous.
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INTEGRATION AND SEGREGATION OF AUDITORY STREAMS DURING RHYTHM PERCEPTION
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Among auditory information, rhythm is one of the important factors in human language (Tachibana et al., 2013), and in vocalization of other species (Fitch, 2013). In the present study, we examined the rhythm perception of human, especially in relation with the effect of timbre.

Research on rhythm perception has mainly focused on temporal structure, including periodicity (Bendixen et al., 2010). However, research on the auditory stream segregation has reported that sounds with different timbres are difficult to perceive as a single unit (Bregman, 1990). This suggests that rhythmic sequences composed of multiple timbres might be more difficult to discriminate their rhythmic patterns than those composed of single timbre.

In the present study, we aimed to reveal the perception of rhythmic pattern including different timbres, and investigated the accuracy of rhythm discrimination by 2 Alternative Forced Choice Task. The center frequency of the band noise stimuli was manipulated to provide conditions with and without frequency difference. In the experiment, participants listened to two rhythmic stimuli, standard stimuli and comparative stimuli, and were asked to choose the bouncing one. Point of subjective equality (PSE) and discrimination accuracy ($\sigma$) were estimated by sigmoid approximation.

The result (Fig. 1) showed that the accuracy of rhythm discrimination decreased in the condition with frequency difference. A paired t-test for $\sigma$ showed significant differences between conditions ($p < 0.001$, $t = 5.36$, $df = 39$). There effects were found even when the standard rhythm pattern was varied from 2:1, 1:2, to 1:1. This suggests that rhythm perception is affected not only by temporal structure but also by sequential grouping. Similar experiments on other species would give an insight into the origin of language.
Figure 1. Proportion of response that the comparative stimulus was "bouncing" for each interval ratio. The blue line indicates the condition with frequency difference, and the red line indicates the condition without frequency difference. Error bars are standard errors. Curves are sigmoidal approximations.
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MORE THAN AFFECT: HUMAN FACIAL EXPRESSIONS PROVIDE ICONIC AND PRAGMATIC FUNCTIONS
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Human facial expressions are a powerful tool for social communication. In addition to the visually salient appearance of the human face (Tomasello et al., 2007; Vick et al., 2007), it has a high capacity to generate many different facial expressions that can each represent different nuanced social messages. Though used daily for a variety of social interactions, facial expressions have mainly been studied as displays of affect in humans (Ekman, 1994) and nonhuman primates (Van Hooff, 1972; Waller & Micheletta, 2013) and less so as a pragmatic tool for communication (cf. Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018). Thus, while multimodal accounts of communication continue to gain attention (e.g., Perniss, 2018; Holler & Levinson, 2019), including in discussions of language origins (Zlatev et al., 2017; Fröhlich et al., 2019), the contribution of facial expressions to multimodal communication remains understudied. One main challenge to this endeavor is the sheer number and complexity of facial expressions (Jack et al., 2018).

To unravel this complexity, we used a powerful data-driven method (Yu et al., 2012) that agnostically generates facial movements and objectively measures their effect on social perception (see Jack & Schyns, 2017 for a review). Here, we examined the semiotic potential of facial expressions combined with speech as part of multimodal signaling, addressing two questions: whether facial expressions can 1) express meanings iconically (e.g., representing size) and/or 2) serve as pragmatic markers, akin to speech prosody, described below.

**Experiment 1.** We tested whether facial expressions can communicate iconic meanings, similar to manual gestures, e.g., pinching to express ‘tiny’ numbers

*This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.*
referred to in speech (Woodin et al., 2020). We presented participants (20 native English speakers, 10 females) with a scenario (e.g., “There are 108 animals in the field”) followed by a series of multimodal stimuli—i.e., speakers each displaying a facial expression and commenting on the scenario one of three vague quantifiers (“Of these, several/many/few were cows”). Participants viewed each stimulus and estimated the number communicated by the speaker. Facial expressions displayed on each trial comprise combinations of eye/eyebrow movements (called Action Units—AUs; Ekman & Friesen, 1978) that do not affect speech, agnostically generated by a generative model of real human facial movements (Yu et al., 2012). We generated different voices using recordings of two native English speakers, normalized and transformed via pitch and spectral envelope shifts to create naturalistic but tightly controlled speaker identities (Arias et al., 2021). We generated synchronized lip movements using a neural net (Cudeiro et al., 2019) and aligned the onset of each facial expression with the spoken quantifier. Finally, we displayed each facial expression on a randomly generated face identity using a generative model of human face shape/complexion (Zhan et al., 2019). Analysis of the statistical relationship between the facial movements presented on each trial and each participant’s responses (Ince et al., 2017) revealed that specific facial movements modulate the quantities estimated by the participants.

**Experiment 2.** Using the same data-driven approach, we examined the pragmatic function of facial expressions to mark confidence or doubt, also known as ‘Feeling of Knowing,’ akin to prosodic cues when answering questions (Jiang & Pell, 2017). Here, the scenario comprised a question (e.g., “Is she a good leader?”) followed by a multimodal stimulus (i.e., speakers displaying a facial expression) responding ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ Participants rated the perceived confidence of the speaker’s answer using a 5-point scale (‘very doubtful’ to ‘very confident’). Analysis using ordinal logistic regression revealed that specific facial movements influence the perception of confidence (AU43 eyes closed, AU1-2 brow raiser) and doubt (AU4 brow lowerer, AU7 lid tightener).

In sum, we used a data-driven psychophysical approach combined with a generative model of the human face to precisely characterize the facial movements that serve pragmatic functions in multimodal communication. Our results suggest that facial movements originally evolved to control sensory input (Susskind et al., 2008) can be explicated to ground more abstract social signals or iconic representations, with direct implications for central theories of multimodal communication and language origins (e.g., Holler & Levinson, 2019).
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1. Introduction
Generating complex meaning from continuous speech requires the neural mapping of this incoming signal onto syntactic structure. In the evolution of language, prosody might have been integral in facilitating this mapping in the human brain – essentially providing a physical nexus to the abstract (Kreiner & Eviatar, 2014). Support for the possible phylogenetic significance of prosody comes from research on human ontogeny: Infants use a range of prosodic cues to infer different aspects of language in a process called prosodic bootstrapping (Hawthorne & Gerken, 2014). In trying to elucidate this mapping in adults, we refer to cortical oscillations as the biophysical infrastructure that might be suited to enabling the transformation from the physical to the abstract (Ding & Simon, 2014; Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Meyer, 2018; Murphy, 2020). More precisely, cortical oscillations are hypothesized to synchronize with the speech signal – a process referred to as speech tracking. However, the extent to which this is functionally relevant for continuous speech processing and which prosodic features serve as driving forces is still not fully understood.

2. Methods
We therefore sought to better understand the dynamics of speech tracking and the extent to which it is modulated by prosodic features. To this end, we conducted an EEG experiment with a sample of native Swiss German speakers (N = 26). Participants listened to spoken sentences manipulated in terms of their rhythm and intonation. Roughly the first half of a sentence could either follow a...
predictable regular or an unpredictable irregular rhythm. The second half then either confirmed these predictions or violated them. Additionally, sentences either had a natural or pitch-flattened intonation contour. To test whether these manipulations were perceptually relevant, sentences were embedded in noise. We expected the quality of speech tracking to be influenced by the prosodic features of speech and this relationship between speech signal and brain signal to predict speech perception. To test these hypotheses, we calculated generalized linear mixed models. Specifically, we assessed the phase-locking value (Lachaux et al., 1992; Selkirk, 2011) as an indication of speech tracking and percentage of correctly identified syllables in noise as a perceptual marker.

3. Results

Results showed that the brain is sensitive even to slight variations in rhythmic (ir)regularity. Cortical oscillations in the theta range (3.5–4.7 Hz) were able to track the speech signal more faithfully when the rhythm was regular compared to irregular. However, the predictability of this rhythm did not seem to influence speech tracking: Neither the violation of a predictable rhythm nor the continuation of an unpredictable rhythm caused a reduction in the PLV. In contrast to rhythm, theta oscillations were less sensitive to intonation as evidenced by the equally high PLV values in either intonation condition.

4. Discussion

Continuous speech tracking was differentially influenced by the prosodic features of speech. A regular rhythm — as compared to an irregular rhythm — facilitated the brain’s ability to phase-align with speech in the theta range. These findings are in accordance with studies showing advantages in evoked potentials and perception afforded by rhythmic regularity in auditory stimuli (Abecasis et al., 2005) as well as speech (Bohn et al., 2013; Roncaglia-Denissen et al., 2013). Underlying this facilitation is presumably an evolutionarily rooted connection between the speech motor system, auditory perceptual system, and neural infrastructure (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Poeppel & Assaneo, 2020; Strauss & Schwartz, 2017). As such, rhythm may have evolved to take on the role of an endogenous tool, structuring speech input and optimizing sensory processing. Intonation, on the other hand, was not related to differences in speech tracking. Given this non-existent effect, it appears that these two prosodic features and their respective functions are dissociable in and dissociated by the brain and thus might have also had different evolutionary trajectories. Along these lines, intonation may come into play for more strictly high-level linguistic operations such as syntactic parsing or disambiguation (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1992; Selkirk, 2011).
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1. Introduction

Since language is a complex faculty concerning multiple domains, it is thought that the brain system for language has evolved in an integrative manner such that numbers of componential systems make their own contributions to the whole system. Recently, on the other hand, neuroscience studies have begun to show that a neurofeedback training of repeated self-induction of a specific brain activity pattern could alter behavioral ability corresponding to the trained brain activity (Shibata et al., 2011). Given this causal effect, we wondered that the neurofeedback training might serve as a new method to test causal relevance of hypothetical neuro-linguistic models. That is, if behavioral performance on a certain linguistic ability changed according to the self-induction training of activity of a specific brain system, we could argue that such brain system might have effective contribution to that ability in an adaptive manner.

Based on this idea, we specifically tried to examine organization and possible adaptive capacity of brain systems contributing to an ability to express intentions by hierarchical structures of written symbol strings. Although both the hierarchical structure (Everaert et al., 2015) and the intention-sharing (Tomasello, 2003) are believed to be essential for human language, relation between the two remains unknown. Therefore, we first proposed a neural model concerning intention-sharing by the hierarchical structures of symbol strings through an electroencephalography (EEG) experiment, and then tested the effect of the EEG neurofeedback training with respect to the model.
2. EEG experiment and neurofeedback training

We adopted experimental semiotics approach (Galantucci, 2009) that could simulate emergence and evolution of a novel language system through trial and error across participants. In each trial of our experiment, we assigned a pair of participants either a sender or a receiver of a string of three symbols involving the hierarchical structures. The sender composed a symbol string to indicate a target object in the experimental screen, and was additionally required to imply an instruction whether the receiver should choose the target or not. As a result, most participants expressed the meaning of the choose/not-choose instruction within specific hierarchical structures of the string. EEG analyses showed significant suppression of 11 Hz EEG power at the left frontal, bilateral parietal, and occipital electrodes during a composition period of the symbol string. Thus we proposed a neuro-linguistic model that desynchronization of alpha-band neural activity in multiple brain systems (Murphy, 2020) would contribute to realization of the intention expression through the hierarchical structures.

We conducted 4-days neurofeedback training (1.5h per day) to independent participants. We visually presented feedback signals that represented magnitude of 11 Hz power suppression at the frontal, parietal, and occipital electrodes, and asked the participants to try to increase the feedback signals as high as possible. Although effects of the neurofeedback training on performance change between pre- and post-training behavioral tests varied across participants, we observed the representative case in which richness of intention-reading in a picture description task (Cummings, 2019) dramatically improved after successful training of the EEG suppression at the parietal and occipital electrodes. This case also showed less improvement of utilization of the hierarchical structures to express intentions in the string composition task, in parallel with less achievement of the left frontal power suppression during the EEG training.

3. Discussion

Differential training effects across pragmatic understanding of intentions and utilization of the hierarchical structures may suggest partially independent evolutionary organization of brain systems for these aspects of language. We speculate that incorporating connectivity information into the neurofeedback method might help to further elucidate integrative organization of these systems.
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SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN A CROSS-LINGUISTIC SAMPLE OF SONG AND SPEECH RECORDINGS
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1. Introduction: Music and language are prominent forms of acoustic communication across human societies. The relationship between these two modes of human sound communication has been investigated from the perspective of music and language evolution (e.g. Fitch, 2006; Patel, 2007). Song and speech are usually considered as distinct categories, but the boundary is not always clear (Brown, 2017; Cummins, 2020; Deutsch et al., 2011; Engelhardt & Bretèque, 2017; Feld & Fox, 1994). Many studies have documented acoustic differences between song and speech in specific languages, but few studies have identified consistent cross-cultural similarities or differences across a diverse set of languages (see the references cited in the Result section). Therefore, we aim to conduct a series of comparative analyses with diverse cross-cultural samples to explore more general acoustic similarities and differences. In particular, we analyzed the following acoustic features: fundamental frequency (F0) of voice, inter-onset interval (IOI) of vowel onsets, ratio of F0 between adjacent IOI segments (interval). Onset annotations were performed manually and intervals were calculated by taking the outer product of an F0 vector at an IOI segment and
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the reciprocal of the F0 vector at the previous IOI segment which resulted in the distribution of pitch ratio of adjacent IOI segments\(^1\).

2. Dataset: We analyzed 23 pairs of song and speech recordings (i.e. 46 audio files). Each pair was recorded by the same person. 36 recordings were sampled from Hilton et al. (in press) that include English, Mandarin and Spanish. The remaining 10 recordings were newly collected ones in Japanese, English, Mandarin and Korean. The latter data was created by singing a song first and then reciting the text of the sung lyrics.

3. Results: We observed that song has higher F0 and longer IOI than speech, as reported previously (Hansen et al., 2020; Merrill & Larrouy-Maestri, 2018; Sharma et al., 2021, but see also Ding et al., 2017 who used amplitude modulation). We also observed that song has a sharper concentration at an IOI ratio (Roeske et al., 2020) of 0.5 than speech though both data has a median around 0.5. Our nPVI analysis both failed to support Patel & Daniele (2003)'s song-speech relationship hypothesis and failed to sort languages into traditional syllable-/stress-/mora-timed categories. Speech and song showed similar ranges of melodic intervals (within ±700 cents). However, the interval distribution of song has distinct peaks at around ±200 cents in addition to 0 cent, while speech had only one peak at 0 cents. In addition, we measured the variability of F0 by entropy (like Ozaki et al., 2022), and English and Spanish showed that singing has lower entropy than speech indicating greater pitch stability of singing (Merrill & Larrouy-Maestri, 2018; Raposo de Medeiros et al., 2021; Sharma et al., 2021; Thompson, 2014), while Mandarin showed the opposite pattern\(^1\).

4. Conclusion: In summary, we observed the above potential systematic differences and similarities between song and speech. Why and how these differences have emerged and how evolutionary theories of language and musicality can account for these are the key questions to be addressed in future research (Darwin, 1871; Brown, 2000; Tierney et al., 2011; Savage et al., 2021; Mehr et al., 2021). For example, slower and more regular vocal communication may facilitate synchronization (social bonding hypothesis, Savage et al., 2021), while similar melodic interval range and 1:1 IOI duration focus may be due to shared constraints on the vocalization mechanism (motor constraint hypothesis, Tierney et al., 2011). Future steps to explore more comprehensive and robust relationships between two universal human acoustic communication forms include increasing sample size and language diversity, timbre/formant analysis, and measuring inter-rater reliability for the syllable/note annotations.

---

\(^1\) Further details and figures can be found in the supplementary materials.  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MDnkJmiUzRMupb8pMqlpcuQ-I7w-CY/view?usp=sharing
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1. Objective
Several of the most influential language evolution scholars (e.g. Tomasello et al. 2007, Knight and Lewis 2017, cf. also e.g. Hare 2017) have opined that the emergence of the homogeneously pale sclera characteristic of modern humans was a prerequisite for, and turning point in, the evolution of language. However, the understanding of the exact role and origin of this trait has remained highly speculative, with initial investigations suggesting that it evolved to facilitate eye-gaze following by conspecifics. It is unlikely that our species went from the typically pigmented sclera of most other primate species to its current state in the absence of proximate functions that made partial depigmentation adaptive. The literature (see esp. Danel et al. 2020) enumerates several non-mutually exclusive proximate functions that could have mediated the transition from pigmented to depigmented sclerae. These functions include the signaling of:

- attractiveness and health (e.g. through symmetrical depigmentation that affords the perception of changes in vasculature or pigmentation),
- reliability and trustworthiness (e.g. by facilitating the perception of one’s gaze and emotions and, thus, intentions),
- reduced emotional reactivity (possibly sharing proximal mechanisms with self-domestication).

The aim of our study was to investigate whether partial scleral depigmentation could have been adaptive by signaling reduced aggressiveness, attractiveness, trustworthiness, health, and age.
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2. Stimulus and procedure

STIMULUS. We morphed and photo-edited images of the faces of a range of reconstructed hominin species, to create realistic facial images of 20 individually distinct hominins with relatively diverse facial morphologies. We adjusted the brightness of the scleral areas of each individual to achieve a perceptually (i) “humanlike” bright sclera and (ii) “generalised apelike” dark sclera version of each individual. PROCEDURE. 250 demographically diverse participants, recruited via Prolific, rated 10 bright-sclera and 10 dark-sclera hominins randomly presented with online software, by moving sliders between the left (0) and right (100) extremes for each trait. ANALYSIS. We fit separate generalized mixed models (GLMM) for each of our dependent variables (except Age, see below) with our manipulation (dark/bright sclerae) as an independent variable. For age, we fit a linear regression model (LM). We included stimuli pairs and participants as random effects in all our models. We predicted that bright-sclera hominin faces would be rated as less aggressive, more attractive, more trustworthy, healthier, and younger than the same faces with a dark sclera. Our study was pre-registered at https://aspredicted.org/TM4_PSK

3. Results

All models found statistically significant differences between pairs of stimuli in the predicted direction (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>Dark-Bright difference</th>
<th>t/z value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (LM)</td>
<td>63.13</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>38.369</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-50.76</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>53.17</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustworthiness</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-43.25</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

Our results show that partial scleral depigmentation in hominins may have been adaptive for signaling functions that possibly predate the deictic function of eye-gaze. Further studies are required to evaluate the role of the familiarity (i.e. human-likeness) of the stimulus in the effects detected in our study.
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Study of the gesturing and displays of great apes is, arguably, fundamental to understanding the evolution of human language, as well as other forms of human expression like dance. This paper examines the case of bodily rotation in ape gesturing and display, such as in various forms of spinning, rolling, flipping, etc. Such rotational movements are a recurring element in the intentional communication of great apes, for example, noted by Byrne et al. (2017) in six distinct gesture types and variants: *pirouette*, *pirouette with object*, *ice skating*, *side roulade*, *somersault*, and *rope spinning*. Byrne et al. hypothesized that these gestures, and dozens of others, are part of the innate repertoires of ape species, evolved through phylogenetic ritualization. By this idea, although such gestures are used intentionally and flexibly in context, they lack the open-endedness in form that is characteristic of human language. This hypothesis also implies that the human propensity for rotating their bodies—common in creative activities like dance and play—is not related to similar looking behaviors in apes, as it is doubtful our own diverse behaviors stem from a shared inventory of innately specified gestures. Alternatively, humans and great apes might spin, roll, and flip for homologous reasons, perhaps for the stimulating, dizzying effects of these behaviors, which drive their widespread occurrence.

Here, the rotational behavior of great apes was analyzed in a large sample of online videos collected from YouTube. Videos were identified by search phrases that combined terms for primate clades (e.g., chimpanzee, gorilla, ape) with different rotational movements (e.g., spinning, rolling, flipping). Data include 276 videos of great apes performing 793 rotational behaviors comprising 361 single rotations and 442 sequences ranging from 2 to 40 rotations. Video captions
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available for about half of the videos confirm footage from many different sites. Table 1 shows the number of observations by clade, including the number of behaviors, videos, and caption-confirmed sites. Sites included zoos and sanctuaries, animals handled as pets and trained acts, and animals observed in the wild.

Analysis shows that individuals across species, ages, and sexes performed a range of rotational behaviors, including those previously documented (Byrne et al., 2017), and others like backflips and leaping 360s. Behaviors were most often performed in contexts of play and display. Figure 1 shows the frequency of major behavior types by clade, measured as the proportion of confirmed sites at which the behavior was observed. For example, gorillas are notable in their frequent performance of standing spins—spinning around the vertical bodily axis while standing upright on varying numbers of hands and feet—in about three-quarters of sites. Not visible in this plot is that, although the behaviors are classifiable as types based on certain formal characteristics, they often show great variation and creativity, produced with distinctive movements tuned to particular features of the environment (e.g., ropes, swings, hills, water, floor types, various objects).

These preliminary results are interpreted as evidence that apes perform rotational behaviors for similar reasons to humans, a primary one appearing to be that they are fun as a result of being perceptually stimulating and dizzying. Similar-looking inventories of rotational behaviors across ape species might result from this shared inclination channeled through the affordances common to our ape bodies. Importantly, the data show that the forms of rotational behaviors are flexible and subject to creativity, suggesting that they are open-ended, perhaps comparable to human language and gesture.
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1. Introduction
Speech production rate, conserved between 2 to 8 syllables per second, plays a key role in comprehension. Recent studies that highlighted the presence of the same rhythm in vocal productions and mouth movements of non-human primates, suggest that it may be inherited from mastication (Risueno-Segovia et al, 2020). However, other factors could constrain vocal rhythm. Notably, syllabic rate also matches the frequency of theta brain oscillations (2 -7 Hz). While oscillations are rhythmic electrical activity spontaneously generated by neural tissues, they can also be stimulus-driven and research has demonstrated that theta oscillations entrain to speech during listening (Giraud et al, 2014). As brain oscillations frequencies are conserved in animals, syllabic rate may instead be constrained by the recipient’s neuronal activity (Buzaski et al, 2013). To determine what factor(s) may have contributed to the emergence of the theta vocal rhythm, we collected vocalizations for 90 species of animals. We used phylogenetic regression to assess whether weight, mastication or environmental constraints explain the variation in animal vocal rhythms while controlling for phylogenetic relationships.

2. Methods

2.1 Vocal, physical and environmental data
We gathered, when they were available, recordings for one species per infra-order of tetrapods as well as some fishes and insects (N=92, mammal = 24, bird = 58, amphibian = 4, reptile =1, insect = 4 and fish= 1). To obtain vocal production
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rhythm, we then extracted sequences, consisting of one subject vocalizing for at least 2s, with less than 1s of silence between two sounds. For each sequence, the envelope was computed, and analyzed using a wavelet transform to extract the peak rhythmic changes of amplitude (Tilsen et al 2014). Bodyweight data were collected (N=92), habitat type was defined as either closed, semi-closed, open, wetland or water, and mastication status as yes or no. We obtained data on the context of production, but these were only available for 35% of the recordings. Therefore, we assumed that such effect would relate to flexible rhythm adjustment within an already physically constrained rhythmic range (Martin et al, 2022).

2.2 Statistical analyses

Given the extent of the current dataset, we are still in the process of building the corresponding phylogenetic tree. Thus using log-transformed weight, mastication, environments, and their interactions as fixed effects, and random slopes of log weight by groups and random intervals for orders, we built a linear mixed model investigating the variation of the median log-transformed rhythm frequency.

3. Results

We can observe in our preliminary results that most of our species (74.4%) have a median frequency located between 2Hz to 7Hz. When testing our linear mixed model, we noticed that our random effects did not explain the variance of rhythm in our species. We also found that none of our predictors significantly influenced vocal rhythm (Most impacting factor: Environment, F=1.0570, p.value=0.3748).

4. Conclusion

Theta production rhythm seems widespread across animal vocal productions, independently of their physical characteristics, mastication status or environment. As it is present in most species, even the ones that do not masticate, it appears unlikely that this rhythm is constrained by a limit of the natural movement of the articulators. Furthermore, the lack of effect of weight and environmental constraints tends to point towards a more common and endogenous constraint for vocalization rhythm. As brain oscillations and neurons characteristics, in general, are well conserved across species, it could be that the rhythm of the vocalizations has adapted to them as a form of ‘neuronal exploitation’, to ensure the efficient reception by the listener. As the range of oscillations in animals’ brains is not documented for most species, further work on phylogeny and the direct link between vocalizations and brain oscillations in animals will be needed to strengthen this hypothesis or lead the way for alternative explanations.
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Worthington, J., Young, I. S., & Altringham, J. D. (s. d.). Short communication the relationship between body mass and ventilation rate in mammals. 4.
Languages commonly express multiple meanings with single forms (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2012). However, while ambiguity is pervasive, the reasons why some meanings are more likely to be conflated than others –i.e., why they colexify more often (François, 2008)– are still under investigation (Xu, Duong, Malt, Jiang, & Srinivasan, 2020; Brochhagen & Boleda, 2022).

Originally the term colexification referred to several senses sharing the same word form (e.g. the senses of right as ‘direction’ and ‘being correct’ colexify). Later studies broadened this term to apply to concepts instead of senses (Xu et al., 2020, e.g.), relying on CLICS3 (Rzymski et al., 2020), the largest database on cross-linguistic colexifications available to date. CLICS3 provides English glosses for meanings lexicalized in source languages (e.g., sentir in Catalan expresses both FEEL and LISTEN). When different glosses (e.g., LISTEN and FEEL) share the same word form in the original language, as sentir in Catalan, those concepts colexify. This approach enabled many quantitative studies by being more easily and automatically computable. However, relying on English as meta-language leads to a decrease in the granularity of the original term (François, 2008, cf.).

For the present study, we linked the data from CLICS3 for romance languages to BabelNet (Navigli & Ponzetto, 2012), one of the largest multilingual sources for structured semantic data. In BabelNet words are split into senses which have a universal identifier shared by all languages. We searched pairs that colexified in CLICS3 in a certain language in BabelNet, and retrieved the information related to the BabelNet senses shared by both colexifying wordforms in CLICS3. By doing so we describe colexifications not only at the concept level, nor through English as a mediator, but rather at the sense level with universal sense abstractions. Beyond enriching the available data, this study offers a novel, quantitative and diachronic, perspective on colexification. It asks what form- and concept-based information is predictive of the maintenance or loss of colexifications over time. For instance, while the concepts FEEL and LISTEN did not colexify in Latin (with the different word forms sentire and audire respectively), in Catalan they do, and the same
word form *sentir* is used to refer to both concepts. Yet, in other languages such as Spanish, Latin’s semantic organization is maintained.

We focus on the following intralinguistic features: word length, form confusability,\(^1\) part of speech, number of lexifications per sense (in how many other words of a language it appears) and semantic relations (e.g., part/whole and subsumption). The data was processed by grouping senses belonging to the same word forms into pairs, and then fit using logistic regression models with the above features as predictors and, as response, whether a given colexification from Latin was maintained diachronically in at least one of its daughters. That is, whether sense pairs expressed in Latin with the same word are also still colexified in other romance languages. We fit two different models. In the smallest, more imbalanced, model, encompassing all 782 colexifications annotated with semantic relations, only semantic relation information and form confusability were estimated to impact prediction. In fact, the information that two senses are semantically related (no matter the type of relation) was so informative that all colexifications were predicted as maintained, incurring a 10% error rate. The larger model covers all 406777 pairs, but does not include relational information. The most informative feature for diachronic colexification maintenance in this model was form confusability, followed by the number of lexifications of the synset. The rarer a synset’s lexification is, the more colexifications it appears in will be maintained. In both models the more different a word is, on average, from other words in its lexicon –i.e., the less mistakable it is– the more the colexifications it hosts are maintained. Both part of speech and word length were the least informative predictors for diachronic colexification maintenance. Word length’s lesser impact compared to other features may be due to its overlap with form confusability. As for part of speech, Latin’s structure may play a role, as its syntactic functions are mainly expressed by case rather than by functional words (e.g., prepositions). Further study of other language families with different peculiarities should shed further light on these matters. The accuracy obtained with both cross-validated models lies between 80% and 90%.

The enrichment of BabelNet data is ongoing (e.g., (Declerck & Bajčetić, 2021) for phonology or (Nayak, Majumder, Goyal, & Poria, 2021) for relation extraction). In the future we aim to improve our diachronic research with this new information to gain a deeper insight on linguistic change.
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\(^1\)Mean Levenshtein distance between a form and the lexicon it draws from. The latter was estimated by scraping unique words from 1250 random wikipedia pages for each language. Initially we focus on orthography but we are currently working on enriching the data with phonological resources.
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Hockett’s Design features of language (e.g. Hockett, 1960; 1963) have proven highly influential within the field of linguistics in describing the differences between human language and animal communication. However, they have not remained without criticism over the many years since their inception. In particular, although frequently mentioned, they have “generally failed to motivate theoretical discussion or empirical tests” (Hauser, 1996: 47) in animal communication research. Focusing on language evolution, Wacewicz & Żywiecki (2015) have argued that the design feature approach does not pay enough attention to the actual cognitive capacities underlying these features and the ecological and social settings in which they are used. Despite these criticisms, Hockett’s design features are still frequently appealed to by linguists. Here we argue that if linguistics wants to continue using them, this needs to be complemented by a decompositional approach that explicates a given design feature with regard to the cognitive and neuroscientific component parts that underlie the feature. Only by re-evaluating Hockett’s design features from a cognitive and neuroscience perspective can linguistics be brought into a productive dialogue with animal communication research and language evolution research. Our proposal follows that of Wacewicz & Żywiecki (2015) but extends it by adding a neuroscientific perspective where all of Hockett’s design features are decomposed in a systematic fashion. We illustrate this approach by focusing on the property of displacement, which suggests that, instead of being specific to human language, displacement is evolutionarily continuous. Displacement in language depends on episodic...
memory, which has been detected in nonhuman animals, and is supported by an ancient subcortical region—the hippocampus. This has important implications for an overall re-evaluation of Hockett’s design features.

Displacement describes linguistic messages referring to events remote in both time and space (Hockett, 1963). Episodic memory, which enables one to revisit the past and imagine the future (Tulving, 2001), is necessary to achieve displacement. Comparative evidence reveals that although it might be rare, neither displacement nor episodic memory are unique to humans. As Hockett (1963) observes, the waggle dance of honeybees is always displaced (Root-Bernstein, 2010). In addition, chimpanzees have been shown to communicate about objects that are absent or displaced (Lyn et al. 2014; Bohn et al. 2015).

Regarding episodic memory, “what-where-when” has been taken as a reference for identifying episodic-like memory in nonhuman animals. For example, food caching birds, rodents, and nonhuman primates have been shown to be able to accomplish episodic-like memory tasks (Clayton & Dickinson, 2010).

Neurological studies reveal that the hippocampus could play a key role in displacement. In humans, the hippocampus has been shown to be involved not only in episodic memory, but also in encoding spatial and temporal information (Howard & Eichenbaum, 2015). It is also assumed to store when, where and what information (Tsao et al., 2018). In birds, the behavior of food-caching engages the hippocampus. For instance, Black-capped chickadees and dark-eyed juncos whose hippocampus is lesioned exhibit memory impairment for location, which is a crucial part for food-caching (Colombo & Broadbent, 2000). It has also been reported that the seasonal change in hippocampal size is correlated with seasonal change in caching food in food-storing birds (Sherry & Hoshooley, 2010). In rodents, different subregions of the hippocampus are involved in subcomponents of episodic memory like recognition, temporal order and spatial memories (Aggleton & Pearce, 2001). The hippocampus has been shown to take part in object recognition and time delay between sample and test sessions (Cohen & Stackman, 2015). Specifically, the dorsal part is critical for temporal information processing, and the ventral part is crucial for temporal order of the spatial information (Hoge & Kesner, 2007; Howland et al., 2008). In nonhuman primates, the what-where association has been investigated by recording single neurons in macaques, and the results showed that the hippocampus is involved in separation and combination of representations of objects and the places where they are located (Roll et al., 2005). Zola et al. (2000) also found that hippocampal lesions affected object recognition memory.

As the case of displacement shows, a cognitively and neuroscientifically informed re-evaluation of Hockett’s design features therefore offers the potential of turning them into a useful analytical device for comparisons of human language and animal communication.
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The concepts of im/politeness and face are central to pragmatic accounts of human communication. Im/politeness can be defined as behaviour designed to disarm or enhance aggression, whereas the notion of face broadly refers to a person’s reputation in interaction. Given their centrality, both concepts should also play an important role in accounts of the evolutionary emergence of language and human communication. Here, we adopt an evolutionary perspective on im/politeness and face. We first describe the roles im/politeness and face play in human interaction, with a special focus on the subcomponents comprising the concept of face: self-image or self-worth, interpersonal affect, identity, and reputation. We then briefly sketch the evolutionary benefits of im/politeness and face, highlighting their role in co-operation and group management. Lastly, we discuss aspects of face shared with other primates, focusing especially on the process of reputation formation. We conclude that although reputation formation can be seen as an evolutionary foundation of the evolution of face, face management is uniquely expressed in language and human interaction.

1. Introduction

In this paper we adopt an evolutionary perspective on im/politeness and the pragmatic concept of face. Whereas language evolution research has increasingly focused on the importance of pragmatics (e.g., Scott-Phillips 2017), the concept of im/politeness and its relation to the pragmatic concept of face so far have hardly received any attention. Given its centrality to human interaction, an evolutionary perspective on im/politeness and face can prove highly valuable in shedding further light on the pragmatic foundations of language use and evolution (cf.
Pleyer & Pleyer 2016; Mühlenbernd et al. 2021). In this paper, we present such an evolutionary perspective, first focussing on theoretical and definitional work in pragmatics and im/politeness studies on the concepts of im/politeness and face. We will then take a look at the potential evolutionary benefits of im/politeness and face, and explore aspects of face that humans share with other primates. Overall, we will argue that many aspects of im/politeness and face are shared with other primates, but that they are uniquely expressed in human language.

2. Im/Politeness

Before we can discuss the evolution and evolutionary benefits of being im/polite, we must first define the object under study. In linguistics, there is a plethora of definitions of im/politeness (Culpeper 2011); for us, the following two are the most central. For Brown and Levinson (1987: 1), “politeness, like formal diplomatic protocol [...] presupposes that potential for aggression as it seeks to disarm it, and makes possible communication between potentially aggressive parties.” In other words, politeness relies on the interactants’ wish to cooperate and to avoid conflict (see also Leech 1983). Impoliteness, on the other hand, seeks to create antipathy and non-cooperation (see also Kienpointner 1997): “Situated behaviours are viewed negatively – considered ‘impolite’ – when they conflict with how one expects them to be, how one wants them to be and/or how one thinks they ought to be.” (Culpeper 2011: 23). This means that impoliteness includes a violation of (social) norms and/or expectations. It may trigger negative emotions, such as anger, shame, or sadness, and can have negative consequences, ranging from one or more participants feeling offence to the potential of physical altercations.

In our view, both politeness and impoliteness rely on the same shared cognitive mechanisms, and further, interpretations of behaviours as polite or impolite rely heavily on contextual factors. Thus, politeness and impoliteness should be seen as two end points of a scale rather than two distinct phenomena (see also Watts 2003). It is relevant for the evolution of im/politeness that both can be expressed using a potentially open-ended set of verbal and non-verbal behaviours. Polite verbal behaviours include e.g. complimenting, showing interest in H, or giving deference, whereas non-verbal politeness may include smiling or doing an action beneficial to H – in short, behaviours that make H feel good and thereby demonstrate the other’s wish to cooperate and avoid conflict. Impoliteness, in turn, includes behaviours that make the hearer ‘feel bad’ (Culpeper 2011: 9), such as verbally insulting them, offering dispraise, showing disinterest or upsetting power relations; non-verbal behaviours may include shouting or frowning at H,
or doing an action detrimental to their well-being. In short, many of these actions include an unmitigated potential for aggression. Many of these non-verbal expressions of im/politeness may well be shared with other non-human primates (Mason & Mendoza 1993).

3. Face – what it is, what it isn’t

The pragmatic concept of face can be described as “the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself [sic] by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact” (Goffman 1967: 5). This means that face is associated with personal, relational and social value, and is concerned with people’s sense of worth, reputation, competence, etc. As such, it is understood as a dyadic, interpersonal phenomenon that is co-constituted in interaction (Arundale 2006). Face is thus a way of managing rapport, or self and other (Spencer-Oatey 2008). One must distinguish between individual face and group face, a form of face that highlights the concerns of the group over the individual (see e.g. many non-Western societies, Nwoye 1992). Face is further relevant for the expression of im/polite beliefs: polite behaviour seeks to maintain or enhance the hearer’s face in that all potential face-threats must be redressed with politeness (see Brown & Levinson 1987), while impoliteness sets out to threaten it (Culpeper 1996).

In pragmatics, research has highlighted several concepts that are closely related to face, and that may be shared to a degree with other primates. These are self-image or self-worth, interpersonal affect, identity, and reputation.

One’s self-image are ideas a person has about themselves and would like others to entertain, as well. It is distinct from face as one can have a self-image separate from interactions, but face can and is only relevant in interactions with others (see Goffman’s 1967: 5 view of face as being “on loan from society”). Speakers may be able to modify their self-image (e.g. by dressing in a certain way) which might inform their face, but threats to face might, but do not automatically have to, incur loss of self-worth.

Interpersonal affect is similar to, but cannot be fully equated to face. For instance, the speaker’s malign intent in a potentially face-threatening act can be overcome by H in pretending S had an originally supportive intent. Thus, in a group setting, H would not lose face, but the interpersonal relation between S and H might suffer (see O’Driscoll 2011: 20-21). Interpersonal affect requires quite a high level of social awareness, as well as knowledge about the distinction of individual and group face.

Identity and face are closely interconnected aspects. Some researchers in essence equate the two concepts; for instance, for Sifianou (2011: 42), face “can be seen
as a positive social image akin to identity.” Zimman (2018: 178-79) describes identity creation as an intersubjective construction together with other interactants, which bears strong similarities to Goffman’s (1967) understanding of face. Other stances see a clear distinction between these concepts in that face is bestowed upon ego by society post-factum, whereas identity is also bestowed upon ego by ego (Spencer-Oatey 2007). Arundale (2006: 202) echoes this view, and further understands identity as a phenomenon much broader than face. In our view, identity then requires a knowledge of the self as an individual, and as the individual having some control over how self is presented to others. Some aspects of this phenomenon are likely shared with a small subset of animals, e.g. those that can recognise themselves in mirrors, such as cetaceans, great apes, magpies, crows, and Asian elephants (De Waal 2019). Some animals, such as chimpanzees, might even have a more developed concept of self extending across time and space, as indicated in their ability to recognise themselves in delayed video footage (Hirata et al. 2017). However, the concept closest to face that is most central for our understanding of primate interactions seems to be that of reputation. Reputation can be described as “a universal currency for human social interactions” (Milinski 2016), and signals the likely behaviour of an individual (see also Mühlenbernd et al. 2021). Thus, there is quite a strong overlap with Goffman’s (1967: 5) ‘line’ that others assume we take in a given interaction. As the concept of reputation is used both in pragmatics and evolutionary studies, it seems an ideal concept for interdisciplinary research.

4. The evolutionary benefits of im/politeness and face

In our view, the aspects of politeness most relevant to early humans are that of cooperation and avoiding conflicts. Behaving in accordance with the group face, and avoiding conflicts secures the group’s cohesion, and as such, can be beneficial to both the group’s survival and, more importantly, the survival of individual members within the group. This can be strengthened with emerging conventions of how to do things (with words), i.e. shared sets of pragmatic norms which, if followed, demonstrate the individual’s belonging to a group. In this way, individuals who adhere to these emerging conventions within such groups accrue benefits to their own evolutionary fitness. We can observe similar behaviours in non-human apes. For example, research has shown that baboons, who live in groups up to 100 individuals, show an awareness for social norms and power structures (Bergman et al. 2003).

However, there are also evolutionary benefits to impoliteness, as it can also be used as a method of in-group management (Kienpointner 1997). As such,
impoliteness secures group norms by excluding those individuals who are unwilling or unable to follow them. This generates a group of like-minded individuals who share the same conventions, which, as stated above, may aid in survival. It further enhances group stability in generating an ‘us’ vs ‘them’ mentality, which may aid in e.g. resource distribution. Just as for politeness, an individual who successfully manages their belonging to and status within a stable in-group will enhance their own evolutionary fitness.

5. Aspects of face shared with other primates

Many non-human animals also exhibit complex social cognition. This holds especially for non-human primates. Chimpanzees, for example, understand psychological states like seeing, knowledge and ignorance, know that others make inferences, and understand others’ perceptions and intentions (e.g., Bettle & Rosati 2020). These capacities have the potential to shed light on the evolutionary origins of the human interactive concept of face and the question of which aspects of face are shared with other primates. As mentioned in Section 3, one aspect of face that is also crucial to primate and many non-human animal interactions is that of reputation. From a comparative psychological perspective, reputation can be defined as “knowledge of an individual’s typical behaviour in a situation based on their past behaviour” (Russel et al. 2008). Acquiring knowledge about an individual’s reputation is known as reputation formation (Herrmann et al. 2013). There are three principal ways of reputation formation (Smith & Harper 2003): through direct experience, through observation of other individuals interacting with each other, and through gossip, that is, receiving third-party information about somebody’s behaviour. In humans, all three sources contribute to reputation formation. Other animals, however, seem not to make use of communicative signals that inform others of the reputation of a third party. However, for some highly social non-human animal species, reputation formation might not only be based on direct interactions, but also on observations of others’ interactions. For example, Subiaul et al. (2008) found that chimpanzees preferred to interact with individuals that they observed to be ‘generous’ to others versus those that they observed to be ‘selfish’. Similarly, Russel et al. (2008) found that chimpanzees preferred individuals they observed to exhibit ‘nice’ behaviour to those that exhibited ‘nasty’ behaviour. However, they found no such preference for gorillas, bonobos, and orangutans. Herrmann et al. (2013) found that both chimpanzees and orangutans preferred ‘nice’ to ‘mean’ individuals, with bonobos showing no such preference. In all three experimental designs, ‘generous’/’nice’ vs ‘selfish’/’nasty’/’mean’ was operationalised as whether an individual would share food with somebody else
who begged for food. This research therefore indicates that in addition to direct reputation formation through interactions with conspecifics, indirect reputation judgement is present to at least some degree in some of the other great apes. However, the potential mechanisms involved in this process are still being debated. Earley (2010) describes this process as ‘social eavesdropping’, where bystanders attend to, and use, information emitted by signallers; Russel et al. (2008) refer to a more specific process of ‘image scoring’, where person A monitors the giving behaviour of person B towards person C. Finally, Abdai & Miklòsi (2016) speak of a general process of social evaluation, which they describe as “a mental process that leverages the preference toward prosocial partners (positivity bias) against the avoidance of antisocial individuals (negativity bias) in a cooperative context.” Given that social evaluation has also been observed in dogs and cleaner-client reef fish interactions (Abdai & Miklòsi 2016), it is possible that a general prosocial vs antisocial bias provides an evolutionary ancient foundation for the evolution of the human concept of face. There is, however, one aspect related to face and reputation that seems not to be present in other primates to the same degree, namely that of reputation management. Humans seem to be uniquely aware and concerned with how others see them, and how their behaviour is evaluated collectively (Tomasello 2019). For example, Engelmann et al. (2012) showed that 5-year-old children steal significantly less and help significantly more in a scenario where they are observed by others, as opposed to a scenario where they were unobserved. The same was not found for chimpanzees, where there was no significant difference in stealing behaviour depending on whether they were observed or not. Actively trying to manage one’s reputation therefore seems to be a crucial aspect of human face.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed some important aspects of the evolution of im/politeness and face that have so far not received enough attention in pragmatic accounts of the evolution of language and human communication. Both im/politeness and face have evolutionary benefits, e.g. for group and resource management. Both humans and non-humans have complex sociocognitive capacities, but humans seem to be especially good at cultural learning, including im/politeness strategies, and group-mindedness. Many components of face seem to be shared with other highly social species, especially other primates. As such, mapping animal behaviours on aspects of face can help develop an evolutionary perspective on its emergence in humans (cf. Lim & Bowers 1991). However, the explicit management and negotiation of aspects
of face seems to be uniquely expressed in human interaction, and especially so through the use of language.
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1. Abstract

Speech is composed of two elements: 1) affective prosody (Brown, 2017) and 2) articulate vocalizations which are claimed to be processed by two different neurological pathways (Ackermann et al., 2014). At the psychological level, affective prosody is based on continuous changes of parameters such as pitch and loudness, whereas articulate vocalizations consist of perceptually discrete entities such as phonemes and words that enable combinatoriality (Hilliard & White, 2009). While articulate vocalizations transmit meaning by means of the exchange of mental concepts, affective prosody acts as a source of emotional induction. Moreover, compared to articulate vocalizations, affective prosody is less susceptible to volitional control (Ackermann et al., 2014). As language grammar seems to be a framework for the exchange of complex conceptual meanings, its origin is usually claimed to be related to articulate vocalizations and the conceptual mind (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2019). However, the crucial features of language grammar – hierarchy and recursion – are also present in music (Pinker & Jackendoff, 2005; Rohrmeier et al., 2015) which is devoid of propositional semantics (Lerdahl, 2013), and which shares many traits with affective prosody. The main aim of this theory-based proposal is to present a scenario in which language grammar might have originated from primary ‘felt’ sound relations used to induce emotions, rather than from articulate symbols. From this perspective, the mechanisms that enabled proto-musical forms of rhythm and pitch hierarchies could have been exapted to serve a hierarchical framework for sound (and gestural) symbols in order to enable the exchange of
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information about increasing social complexity. This exaptation could have led to the emergence of language grammar and a complex conceptual mind. In order to trace the sequence of events that led to the evolution of language grammar, a comparison between speech and music is proposed. For instance, the presence of the elements of affective prosody in many mammalian vocalizations, as well as in all forms of human vocal expressions (Ross et al., 2009), can lead us to assume that speech prosody consists of features that evolved long before the emergence of language. In addition, propositional meaning in the form of referential concepts seems to be much older than *Homo sapiens*. These concepts could have probably been externalized by means of both sounds and gestures long before the appearance of hominins. After all, the simple forms of such externalizations are still observed in apes (Kalan et al., 2015).

It has been proposed that language could have evolved as a result of a merger between two functionally different communicative protolanguages: one designed to express external meaning and another designed to express internal meaning (Podlipniak, 2022). If this scenario is true, the human conceptual mind owes its complexity to the evolution of both of these communicative systems. Although prosody is usually perceived in a continuous way it can also be experienced, under some conditions, as being composed of hierarchically organized discrete pitch and rhythm units (Deutsch et al., 2008), which suggests that hierarchization is achievable without semantics. Moreover, as simple temporal hierarchies have been observed in infant-directed speech and song (Falk & Kello, 2017), as well as in non-human vocalizations (Ravignani et al., 2019) which are devoid of propositional meaning, it is reasonable to assume that hierarchical communication has its roots in the affective prosody. This view is supported by the fact that in the least grammatically complex natural languages the grammatical relations depend mainly on prosody (Gil, 2005; Jackendoff & Wittenberg, 2014; Sandler, 2017). From this perspective, the appearance of a complex semantic compositionality was possible thanks to the exploitation of the previously existing mechanisms that enabled hierarchical ordering of affective sounds in the domain of symbolic articulate vocalizations. In other words, the emergence of language grammar could have been the result of the exaptation of cognitive mechanisms used in preconceptual proto-musical expressions into the creation and externalization of hierarchical relations between concepts and words.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, language evolution has further consolidated its identity as a distinct field of research (see e.g. Dediu & de Boer 2016; Kirby 2017; cf. the “Science of Language Evolution”, Żywicyński 2018) and has become the object of interest of metascientific analyses (see e.g. Bergmann and Dale 2016; Roberts et al. 2020). To contribute to this trend, we created a comprehensive database of information on the Evolang conference series (available at http://sle.cles.umk.pl/), as representative of the language evolution academic community. In what follows, we discuss the applicability of this database for scientometric research and present a case study of the academic profiles of those researchers involved in Evolang who self-identify with interests and disciplines most commonly associated with language evolution.

2. Data collection

The database contains information on Evolang abstracts (n = 1085) and Evolang contributors (n = 1401) over the period of 9 most recent iterations of the conference (2004-2020). The database was created in four steps: (1) A list of contributors was compiled based on automatic text mining of the Evolang books of abstracts. (2) Basic bibliographic information was collected from the proceedings volumes through automatic data collection, which allowed us to...
identify the author profiles in Google Scholar (GS). Despite certain drawbacks, most importantly incomplete coverage of author profiles, GS has already been acknowledged as a useful tool in scientometric analyses (e.g. Gusenbauer 2019), and it proves particularly informative in studying self-reported data, such as one’s discipline or research interests (see below). (3) Each author’s profile was supplemented with data from GS (automatic data collection). The data collected includes self-reported affiliation and research interests, the year of the author’s first publication shown in GS, as well as scientometric information such as h-index, i10-index, and citation count. (4) All the data collected was verified by three independent experts (manual data verification).

3. Database design

The database is organized into four tables: (1) “authors”, including all Evolang contributors, (2) “publications”, including bibliometric information on all Evolang abstracts, (3) “references”, including full references used in the abstracts, and (4) “texts”, including all the abstracts themselves. Tables (1), (2), and (3) are available in the user interface view of the database (see: http://sle.cles.umk.pl/). The data is fully interoperable and reusable, and in the future extended implementations it will be supplemented with additional information, such as on the geographical distribution of the authors.
number of Evolang contributions  B  type of presentation: regular talk/plenary  B
first scientific publication  GS  bibliographic information  B
h-index (5-year and overall)  GS
i10 index (5-year and overall)  GS
citations  GS

Table 1. A summary of the fields available in tables (1) and (2) of the database, and the relevant sources of data, where M stands for manual, GS stands for Google Scholar, and B for books of abstracts. Table (3) corresponds to the “publications/references” field; table (4) is partly available through “excerpts”.

4. Analyses

To exemplify the type of questions that can be addressed with the current implementation of the database, we present an analysis of the self-identification of the Evolang contributors with a number of labels most often used to denote language evolution as a field of research. 642 authors in our database had identifiable GS profiles, with a total of 916 tokens of associated discipline/field labels (self-reported in GS as “Areas of interest”). Here, we looked into five labels: “language evolution”, “evolutionary linguistics”, “evolution of language”, “language origin(s)” / “origin of language”, and “biolinguistics” (see Table 2 below). This analysis helps us explore the subtle connotational differences between those five labels that are taken to be near-synonymous or overlapping. Of those five, “language evolution” is by far the most frequently used label by Evolang contributors, whereas “evolutionary linguistics” appears to be preferentially used by more senior and more accomplished researchers, oriented towards more computational research, and more strongly involved in the Evolang conference (of the total of four existing Google Scholar profiles with this label, three belonged to Evolang contributors). Perhaps surprisingly, only three Evolang contributors report “biolinguistics” as their area of research in their GS profile.
Table 2. A summary of the analysis of selected Google Scholar labels (self-declared “areas of interest”) of Evolang contributors. Row 1 states the total number of Evolang authors for a given GS label. Row 2 states the share of Evolang authors among all GS profiles for that label. Row 3 states the other GS labels most commonly declared by Evolang authors with a given label. Row 4 states the proportion of papers (6-8 pages) to abstracts (2 pages) submitted by Evolang authors; we assumed the submission type to reflect the distinction between review / theoretical papers (typically longer) and reports of empirical results (typically shorter). Row 5 reports author seniority, operationalised as the time of active publishing, counting from the first publication listed on GS. Row 6 reports GS citation count.

5. Conclusions

As the field of language evolution research has rapidly grown and now constitutes to develop as a broad and highly interdisciplinary field, researchers have expressed the need to seek new methods to systematize and explore the scientific production in this field (Bergmann & Dale, 2016; Roberts et al. 2020). We believe that the database reported in this contribution provides a valuable
tool and resource to this end, with a range of theoretical and practical applications. In future work, we plan enriching the database with information from complementary resources, which would further extend the range of possible analyses. One example is the inclusion of GS citation data on individual publications, which will make it possible to identify the classic references (i.e. the publications most often – and most interdisciplinarily widely – cited in the Evolang proceedings), and address questions on the nature of the contribution of the different disciplines, research centers and author networks and its dynamics across the successive iterations of the Evolang conference. Another interesting direction is integrating our database with thematically related databases – in particular, the CHIELD database (Roberts et al. 2020), which contains entries for a large number of Evolang articles, with manually coded information such as on the methods used in the reported studies (e.g. “experiment”, “observation”) and the stages of language emergence to which they refer (e.g. “biological evolution”, “language change”).
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1. Self-domestication and the evolution of language

Humans are unique in their sophisticated culture and societal structures, their complex languages, and their extensive tool use. But why did humans, and no other animal, develop these sets of complex traits? According to a prominent theory which is gaining more and more attraction, namely, the Human Self-Domestication hypothesis (HSD), this unique set of traits may be the result of an evolutionary process of self-induced domestication, in which humans have evolved to be more cooperative and prosocial as a result of environmental pressures in the middle and late Paleolithic (Hare, 2017; Benitez-Burraco, Clay & Kempe, 2020). According to the HSD hypothesis, self-domestication has resulted in less aggressive individuals who were more prone to interact with others (e.g., with kins and in-group members, but also with strangers), leading to increased social contacts and community structure, as well as more sophisticated forms of explicit teaching, learning, and exploration. Crucially, these properties may have ultimately given rise to the specific niche that enabled many of humans’ distinctive traits, including our sophisticated linguistic abilities. The potential explanatory link between self-domestication and language evolution is gaining momentum in the field, with HDS invoked to explain many of the biological and cognitive changes that underlie the process of the cultural evolution of language (Thomas & Kirby, 2018; Progovac & Benítez-Burraco, 2019), as well as many critical features of modern languages such as pragmatics and turn-taking (Benítez-Burraco, Ferretti & Progovac, 2021), child-directed speech (Benítez-Burraco & Kempe, 2018), grammar sophistication and innovation (Langley, Benítez-Burraco & Kempe, 2019), and cross-linguistic variability (Benítez-Burraco, 2020; Benítez-Burraco & Progovac, 2020).
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While HSD is a compelling theory, it is hard to test. Most notably, the only other species that has been argued to be self-domesticated besides humans is Bonobos (Hare et al., 2012; Hare 2017; Kovalskas et al., 2021), resulting in a very narrow scope for investigating this theory beyond the primate family.

2. Are Elephants also self-domesticated?

Our work poses the novel question of whether Elephants may have also undergone a process of self-domestication, similar to humans and bonobos. If true, Elephants may serve as a new animal model for studying the potential impact and triggers of a self-domestication, and specifically the cultural evolution of language. Since the most recent common ancestor of humans and Elephants is likely the most recent common ancestor of all placentals mammals, comparing the process of self-domestication and its outcomes in these species can lead to important insights about convergent evolution beyond the primate taxa, and open the door for exciting new research and better understanding of this process and its implications to communicative complexity in the broad sense.

We first motivate our hypothesis of Elephants as a self-domesticated species with an extensive cross-species comparison of relevant cognitive, behavioral, and physiological similarities between Elephants and the two other species that have been put forth as self-domesticated (i.e., humans and bonobos). This cross-species comparison demonstrates that Elephants indeed exhibit many of the features associated with self-domestication, including reduced aggression, increased prosocial behavior, extended juvenile period, increased play behavior, socially regulated cortisol levels, and complex vocal behavior. With respect to linguistic abilities, Elephants rely on a rich multimodal communication system that includes an extensive repertoire of vocal, visual, tactile and chemical signals to mediate the intricate teamwork displayed by members of an Elephant family (Jacobson & Plotnik, 2020). Their vocal signals have been shown to encompass specific meanings and intents shared with other members of the herd (e.g., Kahl & Armstrong, 2000; Poole & Granli, 2003; Wierucka, Henley & Mumby, 2021), and it shows a degree of intra-specific variation within and between individuals and across different herds - which is seen as an important feature of human language (e.g., Evans & Levinson, 2009). Next, we present novel genetic evidence to support our proposal and expose the positive selection of candidate genes for domestication in African Elephants. These novel analyses provide empirical evidence for our hypothesis: they show that genes positively selected in African Elephants are enriched in pathways that are involved in domestication, and that several candidate genes associated with domestication have been positively selected in African Elephants. We also discuss several explanations for what may have triggered a self-domestication process in the Elephant lineage, and discuss the potential implications of our theory to the field of language evolution.
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Evolutionary linguistics has emerged as an attempt to answer questions concerning language evolution and human nature based on an interdisciplinary collaboration (Bickerton, 1990; Tomasello, 2008; Gong et al., 2014). The fundamental question about the uniqueness of human language is still far from being understood (Wacewicz & Żywiczyński, 2015). One of the possible paths forward suggested by Hauser et al. (2014) includes observations and experiments of naturally communicating animals and experiments assessing animals' computational and perceptual capacities, focusing on abilities necessary for human language processing. Here I compare three main experimental paradigms in studying animal language behavior and highlight the new dimension in this field provided by information theory.

The first approach is aimed at direct decoding the function and meaning of animal signals, which is a notoriously tricky problem. Two types of natural messages decoded up to the present concern the symbolic honeybee “dance language” (for a review, see Kohl et al., 2020) and fragments of acoustic communications in several species such as monkeys (review in Fischer, 2020) and dolphins (King & Janik, 2013). Girard-Buttoz et al. (2022) recently revealed a highly versatile vocal system in chimpanzees; however, larger datasets are still needed to prove animals’ capacity to produce flexible vocal sequences that support numerous differentiated meanings. The second approach based on artificial intermediary languages uncovered significant “linguistic” and cognitive potential in some species that contradicts limitations in understanding their natural communications. The third approach applies ideas of Shannon
entropy and Kolmogorov complexity. The main point is to study natural communications and evaluate their capabilities by measuring information transmission rates (details in: Ryabko & Reznikova, 2009; Reznikova & Ryabko, 2011). Without studying the nature of the signals used for communication, this approach provides a new dimension for understanding the essentials of animal communication systems.

Ants appeared to be even better candidates for studying general communication rules than the iconic honeybee. Among about 15,000 ant species, the majority of which display relatively simple modes of communication, a few *Formica rufa* species possess the leader-scouting system based on a consistent personal difference between scouting and foraging individuals (Reznikova, 2021). The idea of experiments is that the experimenters know the quantity of information (in bits; Shannon, 1948) to be transferred, which corresponds to the number of turns in a “binary tree” maze towards a “leaf” containing syrup. There were no cues that could help the ants find the food (including olfactory ones) except the information contacts with scouts. The duration of the contacts between the scouts and foragers appeared to be $ai + b$, where $i$ is the number of turns, $a$ is the time duration required for transmitting one bit of information, and $b$ is an introduced constant. The rate of information transmission was about 1 minute per bit in ants, which is at least 10 times smaller than in humans. Ants appeared to be able to grasp regularities in the “text” (sequence of turns, see below) to be transferred and use them to “compress” and thus optimize their messages. This series of experiments was inspired by the concept of Kolmogorov complexity (Kolmogorov, 1965) applied to words (or “texts”) composed of the letters of an alphabet, for example, consisting of two letters: L (left) and R (right) corresponding to a sequence of turns in a “binary tree”. Informally, the Kolmogorov complexity of a word (and its uncertainty) equates to its most concise description. For example, the word “LRLRLRLR” can be represented as “4LR”, while the “random” word of shorter length “LRRLRL” probably cannot be expressed more concisely, and this is more complex. The hypothesis being tested was $H_0$, that is, the time for transmission of information by the scout does not depend on the complexity of the “text”. The alternative hypothesis was $H_1$ that this time actually depends on the complexity of the “text”. The hypothesis $H_0$ was rejected ($P = 0.01$), thus showing that the more time ants spent on the information transmission, the more complex – in the sense of Kolmogorov complexity – was the message. This surprisingly resembles “learning with chunking and generalization” during the foraging process in structured environments suggested by Kolodny et al. (2015). In sum, ideas from information theory help to evaluate cognitive and flexible aspects of natural communication systems and thus understand better the evolution of language.
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INVESTIGATION OF OCTAVE SIMILARITY IN PITCH PERCEPTION IN RATS: IN SEARCH OF COMMON AUDITORY PROPERTIES BETWEEN HUMANS AND ANIMALS
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Pitch is the psychological representation of tone height. Pitch is a very important sound attribute that conveys information in speech, music, and animal vocalizations (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999; Rothenberg et al., 2014). Various models have been proposed for how we perceive pitch, but they have yet to be fully demonstrated.

It has been found that mental representations of pitch are more likely to explain various phenomena if they are multidimensional. The spiral structure model (Shepard, 1964) is based on the theory that there are two aspects of pitch perception: pitch height, which has a linear relationship with fundamental frequency, and pitch chroma, which is a repeated sequence of notes. These aspects are illustrated in the model of a sound spiraling up the outside of a cylinder. In this model, one revolution of the pitch chroma represents an octave.

When two sounds have a frequency ratio of 1:2, i.e., are in octaves, the perceptual impression of the two sounds is similar. This phenomenon called octave similarity. Octave similarity forms the basis of the pitch chroma concept and can be said to be the foundation for examining pitch perception models. Octave similarity is known to be a general characteristic that is not limited to musical experience and has been observed in infants and in rhesus monkeys (Demany & Armand, 1984; Wright et al., 2000). This suggests that octave similarity is common in a wide range of animal species, not only humans, and that it may have a biological origin. However, the mechanism and evolutionary function of octave similarity are still unclear.
In this study, we used the rat (*Rattus norvegicus*), which is frequently used as a model animal for speech communication, to aim to investigate the mechanism and biological origin of octave similarity in more detail. Although the detection of octave similarity has been explored in other species other than primates, it has not yet been fully demonstrated (Deutsch, 1943; Burns, 1999; Cynx, 1993). We conducted behavioral experiments using operant conditioning to elucidate whether octave similarity can be detected in the auditory system of rats.

The experiment was conducted in an operant apparatus. Five rats were first rewarded with a sucrose solution to form left and right lever-pressing behavior. Two groups of octave-related sound stimuli (A: 1250 Hz, 2500 Hz, 5000 Hz; B: 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 4000 Hz) were set up, and the rats were trained to discriminate between left and right lever presses according to the pitch of these sound stimuli. Finally, the rats were probed with a sound 1-2 octaves away from the sound presented in the training.

As a result of the discrimination training, all rats achieved the training criterion and were able to perform the probe test twice. As a result of probe tests, all rats perceived the probe sounds and showed left or right lever-pressing responses. However, the results did not show octave similarity, i.e., similarity of perception of the probe sound to that of the training sound, and the rats showed different responses depending on the individual and the probe sounds. The analysis of response latency suggested that compared to the sound stimuli presented in the training trials, probe sounds were perceived as different, and this tendency was particularly pronounced for probe sounds that were two octaves apart.

When we examined the difference in response shown by rats, it was suggested that comparing the relative pitch of the presented sound stimuli may have caused a deflection of the left/right response. Furthermore, it was considered that some rats responded not only to the presented sound stimuli but also to left/right preference and past response content in lever pressing during the session as a cue during the probe test. From now on, we will adjust the experimental method to eliminate response cues other than the presented sounds. In addition, we plan to conduct a test in which rats are trained to discriminate a part of the probe sounds and then presented with another new probe sounds, in order to further verify the phenomenon of pitch perception.

The progress of this study will allow us to examine the possibility that octave similarity is a common mechanism in many animal species, and will provide new insights into auditory research. Furthermore, the possibility that octave equivalence is related to the specificity of human speech signals can be examined.
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THE COMMON TASK FRAMEWORK: USING CAUSAL THEORIES FROM LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY TO EXPLORE THE EMERGENCE OF SYMBOLIC COMMUNICATION
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We present the Common Task Framework approach to testing causal theories about the evolution of language. There are now many theories about how symbolic communication emerged, but less work trying to compare, synthesise and test these theories. We suggest that the first step is to formalize the theories as causal graphs using tools from the field of causal inference. This helps recognize the critical causal links that differentiate theories. The second step is to use tools from experimental semiotics to specify a “common task”: an experimental environment and a task for individuals to complete. The different theories suggest different design solutions for this common task, and the success of the individuals can be used as a measure of the relative success of each theory. In this paper, we provide an example from anthropological theories of the emergence of symbolic communication, including coding 11 theories as causal graphs using the CHIELD database. We hope the common task framework will be applicable to many aspects of language evolution.

1. Introduction

Human language is the most complex communication system on earth, with no other animal coming close to our linguistic abilities. How did this ability evolve, and why only in humans? While genetic and cognitive differences are obviously part of the story, perspectives from anthropology and archaeology are making it increasingly clear that our ancestors also benefitted from critical social, economic and ecological situations. Some species including apes, birds and even insects have advanced communicative abilities (Berwick et al., 2011; Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2006; von Frisch, 1967) or can acquire them through intense training (e.g. Premack, 1971). However, apparently their natural habitats do not provide the right selective pressures for these latent abilities to evolve further. Only for humans did the right factors come together to motivate the evolution of complex language. Therefore, we argue that there is a critical unanswered question: What
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are the social, economic and ecological conditions for the evolution of complex communication systems? (Roberts, 2018). We suggest that theories from anthropology and archaeology can help us answer this question. There are two main challenges. The first is identifying the most prominent theories. More importantly, how do they agree or conflict with each other? Are there specific predictions that can be tested in order to evaluate the relative plausibility of each theory? Addressing this will require a systematic review of the literature and a way of formally representing the causal structure of theories. We suggest that causal inference can help researchers to do this. The second challenge is how to test these theories against each other empirically. Since we cannot observe language evolution directly, and naturalistic methods provide limited flexibility, support for theories must come from a robust combination of approaches (Irvine, Roberts & Kirby, 2013). We suggest that a common task framework is needed that combines control from experimental semiotics and ecological validity from archaeology. This should be flexible enough to simulate many scenarios while being consistent enough to make comparisons across theories. In this paper we outline how causal inference and a common task framework can meet the two challenges above. We illustrate the approach with examples related to the emergence of symbolic signals. However, because many questions about the evolution of language involve complex causal connections from multiple sources of evidence, and where direct experimentation is impossible, we hope that the common task framework will be a useful more generally for the field of evolutionary linguistics.

2. Formalising theories from anthropology and archaeology

There is now a wealth of theories from anthropology and archaeology about the kinds of tasks that plausibly created a need for complex communication in human evolutionary history (see e.g. Dor et al., 2014; Power et al., 2016). These include predation (Dunbar, 2017), hunting (Knight & Lewis, 2017; Sterelny, 2012), navigation (Bednarik, 1997), tool use (Davidson & Noble, 1989), fire making (Twomey, 2013; Wiessser, 2014), and reproductive strategies (Knight et al., 1995). While theories abound, there are few attempts to synthesise them and systematically test them against each other. We argue that causal inference provides a powerful approach that can express, explore and evaluate theories. One tool for helping researchers do this is the Causal Hypotheses in Evolutionary Linguistics Database (CHIELD, Roberts et al., 2020, http://chield.excd.org). CHIELD is a database of hypotheses which have been hand-coded as causal
graphs. This allows users to discover formal links between hypotheses, assess conflicting evidence and spot weak links that currently have little support. Using CHIELD, we formalized 11 theories as causal graphs (Fig. 1, see supporting materials). There were two major findings from this exercise. The first is that the theories are deeply interconnected. For example, the move from dense jungle out into open savannah could have changed the availability of resources and created pressures to change foraging strategies and group dynamics (Isbell & Young, 1996). This could have made larger social networks more feasible, and created greater pressures for advanced social communication (Dunbar, 2004). However, a complex infrastructure that facilitates trust and material support within a group may have been necessary before symbolic communication was viable (Knight et al., 1995). These infrastructures themselves may have been shaped by specific ecological and economic conditions, such as the ability to harness the environment more effectively by crafting tools (Gibson et al., 1994; Kolodny et al., 2018), collaborative hunting (Sterelny, 2012), or the need to maintain sources of fire (Twomey, 2013). We also noted some links that, as far as we know, have not been remarked on in the literature: Knight et al.’s ritual theory involves beliefs about hunting; hunting animals provides bones that can be used as fuel for fires; fire is used to reduce predation risk.

The second finding is that, despite the interconnectedness, the majority of theories are not mutually exclusive. There are only two points of formal conflict in the causal graph. Firstly, Knight et al. do not think that gossip on its own can create effective alliances, in contrast to Dunbar. Secondly, Noble & Davidson suggest that symbolic language facilitates hunting, rather than the other way around.

Finally, around half of the causal connections were hypothesized in the source papers without empirical support. This suggests there is much outstanding work.
to make these theories robust. In order to accomplish this work, we need a practical testing method, for which Experimental Semiotics is a candidate.

3. Experimental semiotics

Experimental semiotics uses methods from psychology to explore the role of cognition, acquisition, and usage in shaping language (Galantucci, 2009; Roberts, 2017). Studies use lab-based experiments with human participants who must construct, use, and transmit artificial languages. These methods have been used to explore the emergence of compositional structure (Kirby et al., 2015). Initial results suggested that inter-generational transmission was a key causal property, but recent studies test whether the same pressure can be created by needing to communicate with a large population (Raviv, Meyer & Lev-Ari, 2019). Essentially, the experiments provide a way of comparing design solutions to the “common task” of creating conditions for the emergence of compositionality. However, in order to obtain a high level of experimental control, these experiments tend to use very idealised tasks based on formal communication games, and impose strict limits on the ways that individuals can interact: one individual speaks at a time; pointing is only allowed during feedback; or individuals can’t initiate repair (see Macuch Silva & Roberts, 2016). Irvine & Roberts (2016) noted that several experimental semiotics studies assume that the pressure to communicate derived from the need for individuals to collaborate in order to manipulate physical objects or build complex constructions. However, the experimental tasks are so constrained that they remove the possibility of any other strategies. We argue that a different kind of common task is needed to explore the origins of symbolic communication.

4. A common task framework for studying symbolic communication

A common task framework approach involves iterating on the solution of a practical task in order to understand how different pressures lead to different outcomes. For example, in the field of robotics, the DARPA Grand Challenge is a common task framework where an autonomous robotic vehicle must complete a task in the real world such as driving across a desert. Different robotic designs can be evaluated against each other according to how well they complete the task. While the DARPA Challenge focuses on designing robots, for studying the emergence of symbolic communication we suggest that the experimenter's task is to design a situation (including a physical environment and survival task that individuals must complete) that creates a pressure for individuals to develop a symbolic communication system. The effectiveness of the situation is tested by placing agents (with a capacity for symbolic communication, but no existing
conventions within the challenge context) into the situation and observing if they do indeed invent a symbolic communication system. These situations may be somewhat abstract, but they should reflect relevant and plausible analogues of early hominid life. Using the causal graphs as a guide, different theories are translated into minimally contrasting situations. These situations are then tested (using human participants or simulated agents), and the results can be contrasted to evaluate the theories against each other. The aim of the common task framework is not to recreate the exact, true emergence of symbolic communication in human ancestors: we cannot know what this situation was. Instead the procedures are used as grounded thought experiments in order to explore and refine theories (e.g. Webb, 2000; Steels, 2003).

One candidate framework for studying the emergence of symbolic communication comes from Irvine & Roberts (2016). This was an experiment with two human participants in a 3D virtual world, using the video game Minecraft. The environment was a field outdoors, and the survival task was to build a shelter together. Each participant had half of the plan for the shelter, providing a reason to communicate. Participants were prevented from using speech during the experiment, but they were given the resources and capacity to construct a simple symbolic communication system to help them in the task: they could use their virtual avatar to point and they could also knock on the table. This gave them the option of developing a simple symbolic system to refer to the four different building materials (e.g. one knock for red blocks, two knocks for yellow blocks etc.). That is, participants were placed in a similar situation to our pre-linguistic ancestors: they had the capacity to construct a symbol system, but the crucial question was whether the task would motivate them to do so. The results showed that all participants used pointing and trial-and-error strategies to successfully complete the task. Post-experiment interviews confirmed that there was not enough motivation to invent a symbolic system, and so none evolved. After all, setting up a symbolic system takes time, and the pointing strategy was productive enough to be successful. Irvine & Roberts concluded that the need to collaborate for construction would not have been a strong enough selective pressure to motivate the emergence of a symbolic system for our ancestors.

In summary, a pressure to develop a complex communication system relies on a particular practical situation. It might seem obvious that various theories would create a pressure for the emergence of symbolic communication. However, by putting the theory into practice, Irvine & Roberts realized that the opportunity cost of setting up a symbolic system is high, and participants may find unexpected
solutions that avoid having to do so. The question now is: what situations would motivate them to invest time in creating a symbolic system?

5. Candidate situations

Based on the causal review of the literature, we propose that situations which promote the emergence of symbolic communication will have various key properties. First, there will be an **asymmetry of information** between individuals. That is, some individuals will know facts or skills that the others do not, creating something to communicate about. A second property is that the referents to be communicated about will be **distant in time or space**, making pointing less effective. These first two properties are found in some advanced non-human communication systems, such as honey bees needing to communicate the location of pollen (von Frisch, 1967). Another key property is the need for **division of labour**. This requires coordination and scheduling between individuals, requiring trust and cooperation. Principles from video game design (Brown, 2018) suggest more key properties, including: **More tasks than people** to promote role-switching; **dead time** to promote multitasking; **disruptions** which change task demands to prevent ritualization of strategies; **public goods** to promote coordination of who does tasks with no direct reward. We predict that these key properties will emerge as common elements in successful situation designs. These will define a set of properties that solve the “meta-task” of promoting the emergence of symbolic communication.

There are two candidate situations motivated by anthropological theories that may meet these key properties. The first involves fire maintenance. Humans began using fire long before being able to create it (Twomey, 2013), and even today fire making technology is not universal in human societies (McCauley, Collard & Sandgathe, 2020). Keeping a fire lit and fuelled create strong pressures to organise and divide labour between individuals. This could provide the right pressure to start referring to distant locations (sources of fuel) or points in time (agreements about tending the fire). The situation also involves dead time, disruptions and public goods. Manipulations of this situation could include how far away and how sparsely distributed the fuel sources were. The most successful experimental conditions could then be compared to plausible scenarios of early hominids.

The second situation is collaborative hunting. Sterelny (2012) suggests that the potential rewards of hunting big game would provide pressures to cooperate and communicate. An asymmetry of information exists between skilled and unskilled hunters. Some hunting strategies involve different roles (e.g. flushing and ambushing), and these roles may require individuals to be out of sight of each other at key moments. This would create a need for division of labour and
referring to future times and distant places in order to plan the hunt. Conditions could vary the number of participants or the speed of the animal. Fast animals might encourage strategies involving stealth or splitting the group into different roles, requiring communication about locations, time and coordinated action. The core causal components of these candidate situations can be recreated in a common task framework. We note that Minecraft has various features that help with this: fire dynamics; hearths that require a constant supply of fuel; projectile weapons; and animals that can be ‘hunted’. It also supports computational agents.

6. Discussion

We presented a common task framework approach to investigating the evolution of symbolic communication. Causal inference tools were used to formally relate theories and identify critical differences. These were used to design a common task framework to evaluate those theories against each other. We suggested that theories related to fire maintenance and collaborative hunting meet some key properties for the emergence of symbolic communication. Of course, insights from this approach need to be integrated with other findings, including the role of repeated actions leading to conventionalisation and differences in cognitive abilities between our ancestors and modern human participants.
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Nominal classification systems such as grammatical gender (e.g., the masculine/feminine distinction in French) and noun classes (e.g., Bantu noun classes based on fruits, plants, liquids, among others) provide a window on how the human brain perceives and categorizes objects and experiences it encounters. While the diachronic development of grammatical gender systems is well studied, noun class systems have received less attention. We use phylogenetic comparative methods to analyze where noun classes are marked (on nouns, pronouns, demonstratives, articles, adjectives, numbers, and verbs) in thirty-six Atlantic languages and how these markers change diachronically. Our results show that noun class marking is generally preferred and more stable within the noun phrase, i.e., on nouns, demonstratives, and adjectives.

1. Introduction

Languages can rely on various strategies to categorize nouns of the lexicon (Seifart, 2010; Kemmerer, 2017). One of the most common strategies is noun class systems (Corbett, 2007), in which each noun of the lexicon is assigned to a specific category (i.e., noun class), which can relate to humans, plants, fruits, liquids, among others (Corbett, 2013). For example, in Swahili, nouns are affiliated to more than ten noun classes.

Two of the most common formal criteria to define noun classes are flexibility of category assignment and grammatical agreement (Corbett, 1991). First, noun class systems typically have a rigid assignment system. Each noun of the language belongs to one of the noun classes found in the language. This assignment is not flexible and using the agreement pattern of another noun class would result in ungrammaticality. Second, noun class systems may have marking on nouns, as shown in Swahili, with prefixes on the nouns, e.g., m-toto (CLASS.1-child) ‘child’. However, noun classes also generate grammatical agreement with words associated to the noun and its referent. The noun classes can be marked on the adjectives, verbs, demonstratives, numerals, among others. Taking Swahili again to illustrate this type of agreement: m-toto yu-le a-li-anguka (CLASS.1-child CLASS.1-that CLASS.1.SUBJ-past-fall) ‘that child fell’. These requirements of as-
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Assignment and agreement distinguishes noun class systems from inflection classes such as on number marking. Grammatical number systems have agreement; however, number is not a fixed inherent feature of a noun/referent. For example, count nouns can generally be singular or plural depending on the context while the noun class of a noun is fixed. It is generally held that languages may develop a nominal classification system that proceeds through different stages of grammaticalization (Grinevald, 2002; Aikhenvald, 2016). At the beginning, classification is based on lexical nouns, which then develop into classificatory morphemes, which in turn further grammaticalize and become agreement markers. For example, the Niger-Congo noun class systems may have developed from nouns, along with the nominal classification systems found in modern Amazonian languages (Grinevald & Seifart, 2004). At the same time, questions remain regarding their development that are relevant to the diachronic change of linguistic complexity (Walchli, Olson, & Di Garbo, 2020). For example, were noun classes first marked on nouns? If so, how did they spread to pronouns or verbs? While several studies have investigated the synchronic distribution of noun class systems in languages of the world (Corbett, 2013; Allassonnière-Tang et al., 2021), most diachronic quantitative studies have focused on the evolution of agreement marking in Indo-European languages (Allassonnière-Tang & Dunn, 2020; Carling & Cathcart, 2021). Few studies have investigated the evolution of agreement marking in languages with noun class systems, and even fewer studies have approached this question from a quantitative perspective with phylogenetic methods. The current study aims to fill this gap, quantifying the diachronic preference, speed of change, and stability of noun class markers across multiple morphosyntactic domains in the Atlantic languages of West Africa, with an eye to inferring the relative chronology of their development.

2. Data

In this section, we describe how the data on noun class marking was gathered in a sample of 36 Atlantic languages. We also provide information about how the phylogeny of the languages in the sample was generated.

2.1. Noun class systems

The Atlantic languages were selected due to their frequent presence of noun class systems. We consider noun class marking on the noun, in the noun phrase, and the verb phrase. To be more precise, we consider noun class marking on the noun itself (via a prefix), articles, pronouns, demonstratives, adjectives, cardinal numbers, and verbs. For instance, Segerer (2002, 85-92) shows that Bijogo (Glottocode bidy1244) has fourteen noun classes that are marked on the noun itself (e-we [class.E-goat] ‘goat’), adjectives and demonstratives (jo-o-ogo n-ne n:-gbon [CLASS.M-rock CLASS.M-DEM CLASS.M-be.big] ‘These rocks are big.’), pronouns (ya-g [CLASS.YA-PR] ‘them’), cardinal numbers (ya-to ya-nsom
[CLASS.YA-two CLASS.YA-people] ‘two people’), and verbs (bisaw wo-gbe na-joko na-kotong [Bissau CLASS.WO-ACC.have CLASS.NA-house CLASS.NA-big] ‘There are big houses in Bissau.’). A language is encoded as marking a domain as long as one instance of marking is attested. Data were extracted manually from language grammars and sketches with sufficient available information, while maintaining a balance across the sub-branches of the language family. This process resulted in a sample of 36 languages, displayed in Figure 1.

2.2. Tree Sample

The models used in this paper require a phylogenetic representation of the languages in our sample, in the form of a tree sample. We matched each speech variety in our data set to its closest correspondent in a data set of automatically generated lexical cognacy and sound class characters (Jäger, 2018). We inferred a phylogeny of the Atlantic languages using RevBayes (Höhna et al., 2016), using a Birth-Death tree prior (Yang & Rannala, 1997) and a General Time-Reversible model of character evolution (Tavaré, 1986). We employed clade constraints, enforcing a split between the North and Bak languages and including the seven higher-order subgroups found in Glottolog (Cangin, Central Atlantic, Fula-Sereer, Jaad, Naluic, Tenda, and Wolof-BKK), ensuring that trees that do not contain these subgroups are assigned zero posterior probability. We run 500,000 iterations of Markov chain Monte Carlo over 4 chains, discarding the first half of samples as burn-in and monitoring convergence by comparing the log posteriors of the chains.

3. Method

We explore differences in the diachronic behavior of noun class marking across the seven domains of marking in our sample via phylogenetic comparative methods. We assume that marking in each domain evolves independently according to a continuous-time Markov process parameterized by two rates, a gain rate $\alpha_d$ and loss rate $\beta_d : d \in \{1, ..., 7\}$. We infer the rates for all features jointly using RStan (Carpenter et al., 2017). We place Gamma$(\lambda, \lambda)$ and Gamma$(\mu, \mu)$ priors over $\alpha$ and $\beta$, respectively, where $\lambda, \mu \sim \text{Exp}(1)$, and incorporate phylogenetic uncertainty by inferring rates for 100 trees from our tree sample and aggregating posterior samples of rates across trees. We use posterior rate values in order to generate a number of quantities of interest to the properties mentioned above, as described below. Code employed in this paper is available at https://github.com/chundrac/JCoLE2022-atlantic.

**Stationary probabilities of noun class marking** We make use of the stationary probability of noun class marking in each marking domain in order to operationalize the LONG-TERM PREFERENCE FOR NOUN CLASS MARKING across different morphosyntactic elements. The stationary probability of a continuous-time Markov chain represents the probability that the system will be in a particular
state as time approaches infinity, as well as the long-term preference of the system for a particular state. For a binary feature with a gain rate $\alpha$ and loss rate $\beta$, the stationary probability is equal to $\frac{\alpha}{\alpha + \beta}$. We compute posterior stationary probabilities of noun class marking in each domain from the posterior distribution of rates.

**Speed of change** Inferring gain and loss rates also allows us to compute the **OVERALL SPEED OF CHANGE**, irrespective of the direction of change for all posterior samples. Given a gain rate $\alpha$ and a loss rate $\beta$, the overall speed of change is $\alpha + \beta$.

**Phylogenetic stability** We carry out ancestral state reconstruction for the internal nodes of the tree on the basis of the inferred rates. For each pair of rates in the posterior sample, we compute the probability of noun class marking at each node in the tree and draw a Bernoulli variate indicating the presence or absence of noun
class marking. We then average these values, yielding a posterior probability of presence between 0 and 1. On the basis of these reconstruction probabilities, we infer the phylogenetic stability of marking in each domain according to the Bayesian method of Borges et al. (2019), which provides an index of a feature’s relative invariance over time, regardless of whether it is preferred or dispreferred. We infer posterior values of the stability metric jointly across marking domains for all trees in the sample.

4. Results

We compare posterior distributions or each metric of interest across pairs of domains. Following Gelman, Hill, and Yajima (2012), feature pairs display deci-
sively contrasting behavior if differences between values in 95% or more of samples are greater/less than zero.\textsuperscript{1} The 85% cutoff serves as strong but not decisive evidence. Inter-feature comparisons for long-term noun class marker preference, speed, and stability can be found in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Features are organized according to their median posterior values, in increasing order.

The following cline can be found with respect to long-term noun class marking: VERB < PRO, ART < CARD, ADJ, PREF, DEM (where << indicates decisive and < indicates strong evidence for a difference). There is additionally decisive evidence that cardinal numbers, adjectives, prefixes and demonstratives show greater preference for noun class marking than verbs and that demonstratives show greater preference for noun class marking than pronouns and articles.

Prefixes exhibit the lowest speed of change, followed by adjectives, demonstratives, verbs, articles, cardinal numbers and pronouns. Unlike preference for noun class marking, no decisive breaks can be found along this cline. There is decisive evidence that articles, cardinal numbers, and pronouns exhibit faster change than prefixes; additionally, there is strong evidence that pronouns exhibit faster change than adjectives, demonstratives, and verbs, and that articles, cardinal numbers and pronouns exhibit faster change than verbs.

In some ways, results for stability mirror those of speed, with pronouns, articles and cardinal numbers exhibiting lowest stability and highest speed, verbs exhibiting intermediate values for both metrics, and adjectives, prefixes and demonstratives exhibiting highest stability and lowest speed. Here, however, we see decisive and strong evidence for breaks along the cline of stability: PRO << ART << CARD, VERB, ADJ < PREF, DEM.

5. Concluding discussion

The high preference and stability for demonstratives is in line with the literature. From a diachronic point of view, demonstratives are frequently the source of grammaticalization processes in Atlantic languages. Demonstratives inflected for class frequently grammaticalize as class pronouns, which then reinforce and extend class agreement (Creissels & Pozdniakov, 2015). The high preference and stability for marking on nouns also dovetails with received wisdom. For example, in noun class languages that lost grammatical agreement, markers are generally still found on nouns (Kießling, 2018). The lower preference for noun class marking on verbs is expected as noun class marking typically starts from within the noun phrase and then extends to the verb phrase (Tang & Her, 2019). Results show that the marking on pronouns is the least stable and most in flux, which reflects that

\textsuperscript{1}Debate exists regarding the danger of false discoveries under multiple comparisons in a Bayesian framework. Our hierarchical model has a partial pooling index of 0.67 (Ogle et al., 2019), which corresponds to a low rate of false positives but a high rate of false negatives. A full appraisal of this issue is outside of this paper’s scope but will be addressed in future work, e.g., via a mixture model.
the presence of class pronouns is likely to interact with the grammaticalization of demonstratives and other diachronic factors.

The results also indicate that marking on demonstratives, prefixes, and adjectives is the most stable and preferred in comparison to articles, cardinal numbers, pronouns, and verbs. This speaks to the development of noun class marking first in nouns and demonstratives, subsequently spreading to other elements in the noun phrase and finally to the verbs. However, our models do not quantify the complex diachronic interactions between these different markers. For example, are noun class markers most likely to be found on nouns before demonstratives, or vice-versa? In future work, models of correlated evolution can be employed to further assess the interactive dynamics between different noun class markers.
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1. Introduction

The presence of common features in human and nonhuman primate communication can be used to suggest the evolutionary trajectories of potential precursors to language (Byrne et al., 2017; Fitch, 2010; Tomasello & Call, 1997). However, the overrepresentation of some species or populations¹ and differences in definitions, methodology and context distort our ability to make phylogenetic comparison (Fröhlich & Hobaiter, 2018; Leavens et al., 2019; Scott & Pika, 2012). This systematic review describes the current landscape of data available from studies of spontaneous gestural communication (produced without explicit training²) in human and nonhuman primates that make an explicit connection to language evolution.

2. Methods

¹ For example WEIRD - Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic – in humans (Henrich et al., 2010); and BIZARRE - Barren Institutional Zoo And other Rare Rearing Environment – in chimpanzees (Leavens et al., 2010).
² Studies on home-sign development were included because of its often spontaneous emergence, but we excluded formal signed language studies to avoid explicit teaching of signs and gestures.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
We investigated how these studies varied in terms of study domains (Table S1), concept of gesture (Bourjade et al., 2020), study scope, inclusion of additional sources, and of research settings and study design (Table S2). In March 2020, we conducted a search of peer-reviewed articles and book chapters in Web of Science and PsycINFO using the search terms “gestur*,” AND “evolutio*” OR “origin*,” AND “languag*” OR “communicat*. From the 963 studies identified we retained 163 according to a predefined set of criteria (Figure S1).

3. Results

We found a similar number of studies on human (N=80) and nonhuman primates (N=87), but very few studies included data on both human and nonhuman primates (N=4). As a result, evolutionary inferences remain restricted to comparison across studies. We identified areas of focus, bias, and apparent gaps within the field. Of the nonhuman primate species studied, the majority focused on great apes (N=75/87), but no studies were found in small apes, monkeys of the Americas, or strepsirrhines (Figure S2). Most human participants were from WEIRD societies (N=68/80). There were few nonhuman primate studies of ontogeny and relatively few human studies of gesture form (Figure S3). We found variation in the conceptual and methodological approaches used between human and nonhuman primate studies. Definitions of gesture and criteria for intentional use are absent in most human studies (TableS3). Human studies focused more on specific gesture types or contexts (N=65/80) and were more likely to include additional sources to gesture (N=53/80). Studies of nonhuman primates were conducted more often in familiar settings (N=71/87) and using observational designs (N=61/87), whereas studies with humans were conducted more often in laboratories (N=53/80) using experimental designs (N=58/80; Table S4).

4. Discussion

Diversity in focus, methods, and socio-ecological context fill important gaps and provide nuanced understanding, but only where the source of any difference between studies is transparent. We highlight important areas in a call to action through which we can strengthen our ability to investigate gestural communication's contribution within the evolutionary roots of human language, including the need for: i) explicitly testing evolutionary hypotheses in our empirical work; ii) more data from diverse species, social groups, and environments, iii) studies exploring the spontaneous use of gesture forms in humans and gesture ontogeny in non-human primates.
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Cultural attractors enable evolving cultural traits to gain the stability that underpins cumulative cultural evolution, yet the conditions that support their existence are poorly understood. We examine conditions affecting the stability of a salient kind of complex cultural attractor in human language, known as inflectional classes. We present a model of the evolution of inflectional classes, as they are reconstructed across generations via a combination of direct transmission and analogical inference. Parameters examined pertain to diversity of the lexicon and the cognitive policies governing inferential reasoning. We discover that persistence of stable inflection classes interacts in complex ways with features which affect how inflection classes are inferred. Thus we contribute to a greater understanding of factors affecting cultural attractors’ existence, and to insights into a widespread and complex trait of human language.

1. Introduction

Human languages present an explanatory challenge: to reconcile their seemingly endless structural diversity with an equally striking tendency to exhibit recurrent similarities. Cultural evolutionary perspectives offer a solution. The adaptive flexibility of cultural transmission introduces the noise which makes linguistic innovation and change inevitable, while the cognitive nature of language influences the origin, direction and uptake of these changes, and their subsequent stability. Cultural Attraction Theory (Claidière & Sperber, 2007) foregrounds the role of cognition in shaping the adaptive landscape over which culture evolves. Cultural attractors are regions of meta-stability in cultural trait space. Their existence enables traits to remain stable in certain states but not others, thus promoting the emergence of shared, cumulative culture (see Griffiths & Kalish, 2007; Kirby, Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015). Here we examine inflectional class systems as cultural attractors. We investigate how parameters governing the inferential reconstruction of inflectional classes affect their evolutionary stability. Inflectional class systems are known to persist across millennia, thus the cognitive strategies
common among language speakers are likely to be those which promote stability. Consequently, we view our approach as a method for identifying parameter settings of cognitive policies that may promote the persistence of a highly complex cultural attractor known to be a salient, recurrent trait of human language.

**Table 1. Paradigms illustrating three inflectional classes in Swedish nouns.**

| Inflectional Classes as Cultural Attractors | In many languages, lexemes can possess a set of multiple, contextually-conditioned wordforms, termed an inflectional paradigm as illustrated in Table 1 for Swedish nouns. In paradigms, each wordform occupies a cell. The wordforms in a paradigm typically contain formal differences, termed the exponents of the cell, and Inflectional Classes (ICs) are distinct patterns of exponents found in paradigms. In Table 1, IC 1 has exponents \{-a,-an,-or,-orna\} whereas IC 2 has \{Ø,-en,-ar,-arna\}.

As languages change, ICs are known to serve as attractors in the sense that anomalous paradigms (which may arise as the result of minor disruptions) often undergo alteration, to become more like other ICs in the language (Maiden, 2018). Recently, an explanation for this has been formulated in terms of the reconstruction and transmission of paradigms.

**Reconstruction and Transmission** Paradigms are reconstructed not en bloc but in piecemeal fashion, one cell at a time: a single utterance might contain the wordform ‘sang’, but not the whole paradigm ‘sing–sings–singing–sang–sung’. In many languages, paradigms are sufficiently large (often comprised of dozens if not hundreds of wordforms) that it is implausible that speakers would always have heard a specific wordform of a lexeme before they first need to produce it (Ackerman, Blevins, & Malouf, 2009; Blevins, Milin, & Ramscar, 2017). Yet speakers can perform this task and they agree upon the solution. Psycholinguistic results show that speakers have clear inferential intuitions about paradigm forms they have not previously heard. English speakers for instance nominate *splung* but not *slong* as a plausible past tense form of novel *spling* (Albright & Hayes, 2002). Thus, cognitively, ICs are supported by processes of inferential reasoning in addition to mere storage of wordforms.

**Conditional Predictability** In natural languages, the distribution of exponents in different cells is not random, rather the exponent of one cell is typically relatively predictable from the exponent of another (Carstairs-McCarthy, 1987); conditional entropy is low compared to random covariation (Ackerman & Mal-
2. Modelling of Attractor Evolution

Inflectional Classes  The task of inferring the content of a paradigm cell is known as the paradigm cell filling problem, or PCFP (Ackerman et al., 2009). Ackerman and Malouf (2015) modelled an analogical PCFP process, in which one cell of a lexeme’s paradigm (which we call the focal cell) is inferred from analogical relationships that exist between it and one other cell (which we call the pivot cell, and which is sampled at random). To infer the focal cell’s exponent, the agent attends to other lexemes that share a similar pivot cell, and samples from their focal cells. In an iterated learning simulation, with a single agent who learns all forms of the language except for one, which is inferred analogically, a system that is seeded initially with random paradigms will gradually self-organize into a limited number of ICs. Ackerman and Malouf (2015) show that across the lexicon, the mean conditional entropy of pairs of cells falls over time, and interpret this as reflecting a rising interpredictability between cells.

However, Round et al. (2021) note that conditional entropy can fall for two reasons: because interpredictability is increasing or because total entropy is falling as a system becomes uniform. They show that in Ackerman and Malouf (2015)’s model, conditional entropy falls for the latter reason: unlike the stable distinctiveness found in real IC systems, ICs in the model are inherently unstable and inevitably collapse together entirely. They advocate an improved measure of interpredictability based on mutual information. Mutual information will rise and fall as interpredictability does, including when total entropy is changing.

Inferential Policies  In Ackerman and Malouf (2015) and Round et al. (2021), the PCFP is based solely on the contents of lexemes’ inflectional paradigms. However, other information sources, including similarities along semantic and phonological dimensions, are known to affect the probability with which one lexeme influences another, both psycholinguistically and in language change (Hayes, Zuraw, Siptár, & Londe, 2009; Maiden, 2020). Here we investigate the emergence and stability of inflectional classes when analogical inference in the PCFP makes reference to extra-paradigmatic similarity: features other than morphological exponents that lexemes can share.

3. Model Description

We examine conditions for the (in)stability of cultural attractors, namely inflectional classes, in a multi-agent model in which paradigms evolve via a PCFP mechanism.\(^1\) An initial population of agents is created who all share the same

---

\(^1\)Model code and a Wiki guide are available at bit.ly/ELXIV.
lexicon. In each iteration, a child population is created, all of whom begin life with an empty lexicon. During acquisition, children learn from adults, who utter wordforms including by using the PCFP (see below) to infer forms which the adults themselves have not heard. Finally, adults die, children become adults, and the next iteration begins with the creation of a new child population.

Simulations commence with an initial population of $A$ adult agents, who share a randomised lexicon of $L$ lexemes $\{LEX_1, LEX_2, \ldots, LEX_L\}$. Each lexeme has a paradigm of $C$ cells, whose exponents are represented as integers drawn from the range $\{1, 2, \ldots, V\}$. The initial lexicon contains $I_{init}$ distinct inflection classes which may share some (but not all) exponents. The model runs for $G$ iterations ('generations'). At each iteration, children during acquisition receive an input totaling $W$ wordforms, transmitted in equal measure by $Q$ randomly selected adult acquisition sources. If a child hears multiple wordforms for the same cell of a lexeme, it stores the first that it encounters. Adults sample wordforms to transmit as follows. A lexeme is sampled from among the lexemes known to the agent, according to a Zipfian distribution derived from the frequencies with which lexemes were heard by the agent as a child. A cell for that lexeme is chosen, again according to a Zipfian distribution. The exponent for the cell is retrieved from memory if the adult learned it as a child. Otherwise it is inferred by the PCFP process.

The PCFP The PCFP proceeds as follows. To infer the focal cell of the focal lexeme, (1) sample $E$ evidence lexemes; (2) accord them a weight of $+1$ for each non-focal cell that matches the corresponding cell of the focal lexeme; (3) for each exponent value $v$ in $\{1, 2, \ldots, V\}$, assign it a weight equal to the summed weights of all evidence lexemes whose focal cell contains $v$. The selected exponent value is the one with the greatest weight; ties are broken randomly.

At step (1), the sampling of evidence lexemes is biased by lexemes’ similarity in their extra-paradigmatic features. Moreover, the relative importance attached to each feature when calculating similarity is controlled by a feature weight which the agent learns at the conclusion of acquisition, as a function of the correlations it finds between a feature’s values and lexemes’ exponents. As a language evolves, agents’ feature weights—and the associated bias introduced into their PCFP solutions—will change over time, reflecting the shifting relationships between lexemes’ unchanging extra-paradigmatic features and changing paradigms.

In this study, we investigate the effects of different kinds of correlations in the initial population’s lexicon between extra-paradigmatic features and lexemes’ ICs. Lexemes are given three features, allowing us to examine four conditions: High, in which one feature correlates exactly with ICs; Medium, in which one feature correlates perfectly with ICs for the first 50% of the lexicon; Double medium, which is identical to Medium but with the additional of a second feature that cor-

\[2\text{In the remainder of this section, italicised single letters denote model parameters.}\]

\[3\text{Implemented using Random Forest Feature Importance. See model code for details.}\]
relates perfectly with the ICs of the second 50% of the lexicon; and Zero, in which no feature correlates in these ways with initial ICs. Thus, in the High, Medium and Double conditions, whenever lexeme LEX_i is the subject of the PCFP, the set of evidence lexemes against which it is compared is more likely to be drawn from lexemes which shared LEX_i’s IC in the initial population’s lexicon.

Table 2. Parameter definitions and values used. See main text for explanation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value(s)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARADIGMS</td>
<td></td>
<td>TRANSMISSION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexemes</td>
<td>L 200</td>
<td>Agents</td>
<td>A 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells</td>
<td>C 5</td>
<td>Acquisition sources</td>
<td>Q 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible cell values</td>
<td>V 5, 50</td>
<td>Generations</td>
<td>G 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflection classes (initial)</td>
<td>I_{init} 5</td>
<td>Wordforms in acquisition</td>
<td>W 24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCFP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence lexemes</td>
<td>E 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-paradigmatic bias</td>
<td>B High, Medium, Double, Zero</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Simulation Experiments and Results

Parameter settings investigated are shown in Table 2. Varied parameters were B (extra-paradigmatic bias) and V (range of available exponents), taking 4 and 2 values respectively for a total of 8 conditions. Each condition ran 30 times.

The outcomes of primary interest are the change in number of ICs, the degree to which different agents conform in the ICs in their grammars, and the inter-predictability between cells in agents’ grammar. To examine these we measure five population-wide statistics every 50 generations: (1) IC Diversity, the total number of distinct ICs in the grammars of the population of agents (lexemes with missing wordforms are ignored); (2) IC Disparity, defined as 1 − A/D where A is the average number of distinct ICs for individual agents and D is IC Diversity; (3) Conditional entropy, the mean conditional entropy between pairs of cells in an agent’s paradigm system, averaged across all agents; (4) Mutual information, the mean mutual information between pairs of cells in an agent’s paradigm system, averaged across all agents; (5) Maximum prediction weight, the weight of the feature with respect to which the agent’s selection of evidence lexemes is most strongly biased. Figure 1 visualises the four measures across 5,000 generations.

The results show initial, transient spikes in IC Diversity, IC Disparity and conditional entropy as the system departs from its initialisation state (first-generation agents share the same lexicon). Then, under all conditions, we find broad falls in IC Diversity and IC Disparity, falls in conditional entropy, and falls in mutual information as the newly-formed ICs begin to collapse together. The analogising effect of the PCFP is bringing different lexemes into line with one another. In almost all cases, each statistic takes a larger value in the 50-exponent case (blue lines). More exponents entail greater entropy and information because there
is a smaller chance of the same exponents being used across different ICs. And more exponents entail greater IC Diversity and Disparity because there is a greater source of variation with which to recombine existing ICs into new ones.

Differences in different bias conditions (i.e. across different columns in figure 1) can be understood as follows. First note all measures’ uniqueness in the High condition. In High, evidence lexemes are very likely to be drawn from the same initial IC as the focal lexeme. Consequently, initial groups of lexemes will stick together through generations: they constitute reliable clusters exerting an internal gravitational pull, preventing individual lexemes from escaping to form new classes. Mutual information remains high because the initial ICs are mostly conserved. The other conditions show accelerated declines in conditional entropy and mutual information. Inflection classes are collapsing together across the lexicon; because the feature correlations are not strong enough to generate insular clusters, lexemes from different initial classes might be used to inform the PCFP for any given lexeme. Second, note the difference between the Medium and Double conditions. On the face of it, these patterns are paradoxical: the Double condition contains greater correlation across the lexicon, so one would expect its statistics to resemble those of the High condition. But its IC Disparity and mutual information are more similar to the Zero condition. How can more correlation across multiple features accelerate collapse, when maximum correlation in a single feature retards collapse? The answer is revealed by the ‘Max weight’ statistic, measuring how strongly an agent favours one set of extra-paradigmatic features over the others. In the High condition, agents favour the strongly-correlated feature. In the Medium condition, there is no strongly correlated column, but agents favour the medium-correlation feature. This leads to classes beginning to ‘cluster’ according to those features (even though they do not perfectly correspond to initial ICs), thus the collapse (decrease in IC Disparity and mutual information) is somewhat slowed.

Figure 1. Five measures of ICs over 5,000 generations, observed at intervals of 50 generations. Conditions with 50 available exponents are in blue, with 5 in green. Each condition was run 30 times. Lines show medians, ribbons show 80% of variation. Each column of panels shows one bias level.
By contrast, in the Double condition, agents cannot strongly favour any single feature; their assignment of lexemes to groups is pulled in two different directions indicated by the two distinct medium-correlation features. Two medium-strength correlations that pull in different directions cancel each other out; as a result, the statistics in this condition more resemble those of the Zero condition, where there is no information by which to favour certain lexeme clusters at all. These results indicate that IC stability may be affected in strikingly different ways by correlations which agents detect between inflection classes and extra-paradigmatic features, such as lexical semantics or phonological stem shape.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper we presented a model of evolution in systems of inflectional classes, which are known to act as complex cultural attractors in languages around the world. Framing the study in terms of Cultural Attractor Theory, we modeled the reconstruction of ICs in terms of the paradigm cell filling problem (PCFP), which has attracted considerable recent attention in linguistics. We ran simulations chosen to highlight a key potential parameter of variation in the cognitive, inferential processes that underlie the PCFP and which we therefore expect to play a role in shaping the cultural attractor landscapes which ICs traverse. We find that multiple sources of analogical inference can prevent distinct categorisation, because those sources can conflict with each other. Therefore, explaining how agents categorise by analogy is not just a case of quantifying correlational relationships, but understanding the different sources of those correlations and their interactions.

Future elaborations of our approach include adding the effects of noise and channel biases during transmission, and transforming interaction into a communication game involving costs for communicative failure. More complex storage of heard exponents could allow agents to track the grammatical variation they encounter. Further possibilities are implemented in our model, but have not been explored in this study. Our model design enables agents to converse as adults, leading to paradigm gaps being filled via horizontal inheritance among a peer generation. Recent evidence (e.g. Raviv, Meyer, & Lev-Ari, 2020) underlines the importance of population demographics, e.g. population size and network structure (which our model implements), and overlapping, non-synchronous generations. Additional parameter values of the morphological system to be examined include larger paradigms with more lexemes, more cells, and multiple exponents per cell. Finally, it will be important to examine exogenous impacts on paradigm systems such as sound change and borrowing of lexicon from other languages; our model implementation anticipates the addition of these extensions.
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A novel hypothesis concerning language evolution is advanced. It posits that languages have evolved as a means of binding individuals to a group, as well as for defining these groups. The key evolutionary adaptation is the loss, in adults, of the ability to learn languages with the ease that children possess. The proposed hypothesis helps to explain the diversity of human languages, their complexity, as well as the apparent uniqueness of the language faculty to humans.

1. The main hypothesis

The problem of language evolution has fascinated researchers for centuries (Wang and Minett, 2005), with the question of language diversity being one of the most intriguing ones (Lupyan and Dale, 2016). Why do people speak different languages? Whereas for groups of people that communicate little or not at all some languages differences are expected to appear due to the effects akin to genetic drift, the language divergence between groups that live next to each other is much harder to explain (Labov, 2010). Moreover, unlike in biological reproduction where each new individual inherits genetic material from one or two parents, each new carrier of a language samples from a much larger set (dozens or even hundreds of carriers). Thus, it may be expected that mutations would average out and the new learner would adopt the norm that is most common; according to Nettle (1999), this problem in modelling language evolution has been recognized since at least Sapir (1921). The importance of language in the individual’s social identity is well-established, and is manifest in children from an early age (Kinzel, 2021; Cohen, 2012). We suggest that the need for social identity has been the main driver of the evolution of language. More specifically, language evolved in such a way as to make it difficult to learn as an adult. Consider the fact that children have the ability to learn a language perfectly and the adults do not, in the sense that it is extremely difficult or often impossible for an adult to learn to speak a language as well as someone who learned it as a child. The cornerstone question that we pose is the following:
Can the loss of the language-learning ability in adults be adaptive?

In other words, can the loss of this ability serve some purpose, and if so then is it possible that languages have evolved to fulfill this purpose? Put this way, the question may appear baffling, since it is difficult to imagine what advantage a loss of a cognitive ability may confer to an individual. However, the advantages become clear if this question is considered on the level of groups. The loss of language-learning ability defines, for each language, the group of its native speakers, and effectively binds them to this group.

2. Altruism and group-level selection

Binding individuals to a group allows for the evolution of altruistic behaviour via group-level selection, which means that the evolution of language has to be considered in the context of the evolution of altruism. Let us consider this latter point in more detail.

Group-level (or, more generally, multilevel) selection is used to explain the evolution of altruistic behaviour. Altruistic behaviour is a behaviour that is detrimental to the individual but is beneficial to others which may be only distantly related; non-altruistic behaviour is called selfish. If selection acts on the super-individual level, that is, if groups compete between themselves, then groups which have more altruists get an advantage, even though an altruist is disadvantaged within their group (so long as it has at least one selfish member). It is worth noting that the idea of group-level selection as an explanation for the emergence of altruistic behaviour can be traced back to Darwin (1871).

In sociolinguistics, it is generally acknowledged that language should be considered a property of a group first and individual only second. In the words of Labov (2010), who calls is the central dogma of sociolinguistics, language is seen as an abstract pattern located in the speech community and exterior to the individual. The function of language as a source of social markers is widely recognized and well-studied (Nettle and Dunbar, 1997; Roberts, 2013). Moreover, the diversity of language seems interfere with the its other functions, such as communication (Labov, 2010; Roberts, 2013). Cohen (2012) gives a list of properties of language (more specifically, of accent) that makes it a particularly reliable source of social markers. Of particular importance for the hypothesis proposed is that it is salient and hard to fake. Indeed, one’s native accent is hard to impossible to hide in a foreign language (Cohen, 2012; Sigmund and Nowak, 2001; Roberts, 2008), and it is extremely difficult for an adult to learn to speak a foreign language as well as a native speaker (Birdsong, 2009; Roberts, 2013; Kinzler, 2021).

Mathematical and computational models of various complexity have been proposed to explain the evolution of altruism through group-level selection, and, more specifically, tag-based cooperation; see (Rand and Nowak, 2013) for a review. Again, for the purpose of the proposed the hypothesis the most important aspect is the need for a mechanism that binds individuals to groups. Intuitively, it is
clear that between-group migration works against cooperation; specifically, one might think of individuals fleeing a group in the face of danger, e.g. under attack by another group. Mathematical modelling not only confirms this intuition, but shows that already random migration has this effect. One of the simplest models that allows for migration is that by Traulsen and Nowak (2006). In this model, the population is divided into groups and individuals reproduce within the groups. Groups may split upon reaching a certain size, and individuals may migrate at random with a certain probability. The authors show that group-level selection favours altruism if \( \frac{b}{c} > 1 + \frac{z}{n} + \frac{n}{m} \), where \( \frac{b}{c} \) is the ratio between the benefit and cost of the altruistic act, \( n \) and \( m \) denote the maximum group size and the number of groups, and, finally, \( z \) is the average number of migrants arising from one group during its lifetime. Thus, at least in this model, migration works directly against altruism: the higher the migration \( (z) \) the bigger the benefit of altruism should be related to its cost \( (b/c) \) in order for altruism to survive.

Group-level selection in our own species had almost certainly taken place; in particular, Tattersall (2016) notes that the spread of *Homo sapiens* over the planet between 100kyr and 50kyr ago occurred far too rapidly to be accounted for by the slow workings of natural selection at the individual level (and suggests an explanation based on the invention of language, but does not consider its role as a group-binding tool).

3. Other mechanisms of group-binding

If binding individuals to groups is an essential part of group evolution, and in particular of the evolution of altruism, then one should expect there to be more than one means of achieving it. Some examples of the manifestations of this phenomenon can be found in artificial body deformations. These have been found across a wide variety of human cultures, and include cranial deformations, foot-binding, scarification, tattooing and so on, which can often be linked to class, status, religion or other forms of social identity (Mackie, 1996; Hoshower et al., 1995; Ludvico and Kurland, 1995). While it is clear that these phenomena are cultural, their widespread presence in only distantly related populations is an evidence of an underlying common genetic adaptation. It is worth noting that many of the artificial body deformations mentioned are applied to young children, i.e., at the same age that language acquisition starts; others are applied at adolescence, where group membership is being ascertained (e.g., as a right of passage).

The presence of these group-binding practices provides an indirect support to the hypothesis advanced in this note.

One can also ask the question of whether there is anything that makes the language a better group-binding tool than these practices. One possible answer is the universality of language: everyone has it. Indeed, Cohen (2012) lists this property as one of those making the accent an especially good source of social markers. While some of the other social practices mentioned above may be more
4. Discussion

We have proposed a hypothesis that language has evolved as a tool to bind individuals to groups; thus, the difficulty with which adults can learn it is a group-level evolutionary adaptation. The need for languages to be complex is a direct consequence of this hypothesis (they need to be complex so as to be difficult for adults to learn). Moreover, for group-level selection to take place, groups need to reproduce, which entails language diversity (languages diverge to accommodate or to define group splits). Thus, the proposed hypothesis fits well the empirically observed phenomena – the complexity and diversity of languages – that have so far remained largely enigmatic from the theory point of view. Moreover, it is supported by theoretical models of group evolution as well as by the evidence of other group-binding practices that permeate human populations around the world.

There are many questions left to be answered. Most importantly, while the proposed hypothesis attempts to explain why the language evolved and what purposes it serves, it remains so far to speculate exactly how this evolutionary process took place. One can envisage two distinct possibilities: either the language evolved on the basis on some pre-existing cognitive abilities that children possess and that they lose growing up; or, the evolutionary process has somehow suppressed some existing cognitive ability; or, which is most likely, it was some combination of the two. If some pre-existing abilities played the main role, we would perhaps be able to find some other cognitive abilities that children have but adults do not. These appear rather difficult to find in humans. However, looking beyond our own species, a related mechanism can be found, namely that of imprinting. It is widespread in the so-called precocial species, i.e. those in which the young are born relatively mature. Specifically, filial imprinting establishes social preference for an object that should typically be the parent, during the first hours or days of life; sexual imprinting works similarly to establish sexual preference (see, e.g., Reznikova (2007) for review). Most importantly, these mechanisms are only active during certain sensitive periods of life. Clearly, humans are not precocial species and do not need to imprint the parental image for the same reasons that geese chicks do. However, similar cognitive mechanisms could be present. Sexual imprinting is also interesting to consider from this point of view, as the choice of sexual partner is largely affected by their group membership and social standing.

Parallels can be drawn with language acquisition and change. Thus, children are sensitive to language variation from an early age, and they start to use it is a strong source of social markers (Johnson and White, 2020; Kinzler, 2021); for example, 5-6 year-old children were demonstrated to prefer native-accented speakers and this preferences was stronger than that for race (Kinzler et al., 2009). However, it is during the adolescence that the propensity to make changes to the language is the strongest Eckert (2004); Kinzler (2021). It thus may be interesting...
to study the emergence of new language forms from the point of view of reproduction of groups and its relation to the sexual sexual partner choice.

As with any hypothesis, an important question to consider is what evidence would disprove it. Finding other compelling reasons for the loss of the language-learning ability in adults, corroborated by studies on related species would be one way of doing it. Finding other learning abilities that have nothing to do with language (so that it could not be argued that language has developed on their basis) that disappear in adulthood would considerably undermine the hypothesis. It could also be useful to consider under which circumstances a language can actually become simpler. One example, that may appear contradicting the hypothesis proposed, is that languages spoken by larger with many non-native speakers have a tendency to lose some morphological complexity (Lupyan and Dale, 2010). However, it can be argued that precisely the fact that there are many non-native speakers (and that the is spoken by a large group) weakens its role as a source of social identity. In such cases this role is perhaps relegated to dialects, accents and other local language variations.

Another question that acquires a new perspective in light of the hypothesis advanced is the exclusivity of the capacity for language to our species. Language is often considered a uniquely human ability (e.g. Jackendoff, 2011), or at least partially so, in particular, Hauser et al. (2002) suggest that the FLN is uniquely human. From the perspective of the evolution of groups and altruism, our species does appear to be unique, though by no means the most advanced. Humans are perhaps the only species to live in large, highly-structured but at the same time genetically heterogeneous communities. Eusocial species, such as bees, ants and mole rats, are more advanced in the sense that their communities are much more genetically homogeneous. Some of these latter species, in particular bees and a select few species of ants, possess communication systems that allow for transmission of quantitative information, and, at least in the case of ants, are flexible enough to allow for information compression (review in Reznikova and Ryabko, 2011). Since they are eusocial, the groups in these species are families, i.e., are bound genetically, and so do not need to bind their members further using language or other means (this said, in many ant species the colonies are actually groups of families, and thus are genetically heterogeneous). Therefore, if the hypothesis advanced in this note is correct, their languages should be much simpler and less diverse. While their relative (with respect to humans’) simplicity is perhaps a foregone conclusion, the diversity aspect appears an interesting subject for a comparative study.
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1. Introduction

Two language laws have been identified as manifestations of universal principles of animal behaviour (Semple et al., 2021). Zipf’s law of brevity describes a negative relationship between the length of a behaviour and the frequency of its use (Zipf, 1949). Menzerath’s law describes a negative correlation between the number of behaviours in a sequence and the average length of behaviours composing it (Menzerath, 1954). Following Torre et al., 2019’s physical hypothesis on the emergence of language laws and given the key role gestural communication played in human language evolution (review: Rodrigues et al., 2021), chimpanzee gestural communication represents a powerful model in which to explore compression and language laws (Ferrer-i-Cancho et al., 2022), with repertoires of over 70 distinct gesture types (Byrne et al., 2017). Menzerath’s law appears to hold in play gesture sequences, but the play repertoire represents a rare failure of Zipf's law, perhaps due to the nature of that specific context (Heesen et al., 2019). Here, we test Zipf’s law of brevity and Menzerath’s law in male chimpanzee sexual solicitation gestures, which, in contrast to play, are subject to strong selection pressures for success (Hobaiter & Byrne, 2012).

2. Methods

We measured 560 male-to-female sexual solicitation gestures from 173 videos of 16 wild, habituated East African chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) from the Sonso community, Budongo Forest Reserve, Uganda. We calculated
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gesture duration following Heesen et al. (2019). Gestures were grouped into types, with each instance being an individual token (see supp mat). Tokens performed with less than 1s between them formed a sequence of n tokens. Single gestures formed sequences of length 1. Following Heesen et al. (2019), we computed correlations and compression values related to the respective laws. We also performed subset analysis, grouping gesture types into manual and whole-body gestures.

3. Results

Zipf’s law of brevity did not hold. A tendency towards an opposite pattern was detected (Spearman correlation - all data: rs=0.30, n=26, p=0.066; manual subset: rs=0.42, n=21, p=0.031; supp mat Figure 1) and was corroborated by the permutation analysis. The expected mean code length L of the data tended to be significantly big, rather than small, compared to the distribution of L calculated via 10^5 permutations (all data: L=0.239s, pright=0.05; manual subset: L=2.26s, pright=0.058). For whole-body gestures no pattern was detected.

While Spearman’s test revealed only a trend towards correlation between average gesture duration within sequence t and sequence size n (Spearman correlation: rs=-0.08 n=359, p=0.076; supp mat Figure 2), the total sum of the duration of each sequence M was significantly small (M=1300.67, n=359, p=0.003) suggesting a linear association between n and t following Menzerath’s law.

4. Discussion

Our results challenge the view that compression is a universal principle in animal communication (Ferrer-i-Cancho et al., 2013; Börstell et al., 2016) as it does not act on a communicative system uniformly. Although 77% of gesture types described here matched those in play sequences (Heesen et al., 2019), and data belonged to the same individuals, collected over the same period, the two different contexts produced conflicting results: in sexual solicitations we detected an opposite pattern to Zipf’s law of brevity and no clear evidence for Menzerath’s law. In chimpanzee solicitation the benefits of successful communication to individual fitness appear to outweigh the energetic costs associated with the production of prolonged signals in such a highly competitive environment, fitting with theories on sexual selection of traits (Zahavi, 1975). Although an apparent absence of a pattern may depend on the unit of analysis (Demartsev et al., 2019), there is scope for investigating different parts of gesture structure other than duration, which may shed light on the physical or environmental mechanisms that led to the emergence of these patterns in modern human languages.
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Abstract

Humans exhibit unusual vocal behaviour when interacting with infants and small children. In this ‘child-directed speech’ (CDS) the speech signal differs from speech addressed to adults, both acoustically and structurally, exhibiting increased conspicuousness and comprehensibility compared to regular adult-directed speech. CDS has been observed in numerous cultures and it is widely considered a human universal (Ferguson, 1978; Fernald et al., 1989; Soderstrom, 2007).

Over the past few decades, a plethora of studies has shown that these structural and acoustic features support the acquisition of language by infants at both comprehension (e.g. Singh, Nestor, Parikh, & Yull, 2009) and production (e.g. Porritt, Zinser, Bachorowski, & Kaplan, 2014; Rowe, 2012) levels, suggesting a functional teaching role.

Here, we discuss how CDS evolved by examining which elements of human CDS are present in our closest-living relatives and thus presumably also in the last common ancestor. We are interested both in frequency of CDS, i.e., how often the different species address their infants directly and whether they deploy features which increase conspicuousness/ostention (e.g. repetitions, F0, pitch modulation).

Research on non-human great-apes suggests that apes rarely direct vocal behaviour at their infants (chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes: (Laporte & Zuberbühler, 2011); bonobos, Pan paniscus: (Oller et al., 2019)), and if so, most likely in ways indistinguishable from adult-directed communication (ongoing work). This
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would then suggest that infant great apes mostly rely on infant-surrounding communication in the acquisition of their vocal communicative competence, and that infant-directed communication evolved *de novo* among our hominin ancestors. As such, we argue that child-surrounding speech in humans requires much more research attention to understand whether this originally predominant source of input remains significant in humans, or has been replaced by CDS (see Figure 1) as the main source of learning. The potential relevance of child-surrounding speech is supported by the fact that the interplay of child-directed and child-surrounding speech shows major cross-cultural variation in human child-rearing. Indeed, in some linguistic communities, surrounding speech seems to be the primary source of input in the early phases of child development since adults rarely directly address children (Kaluli and Samoan: (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984); Yucatec Mayan: (Shneidman & Goldin-Meadow, 2012), Tsimane: (Cristia, Gurven, & Stieglitz, 2019)), at least in their first year of life. Despite these differences in input type, children still become competent native speakers (Brown, 2011; De León, 2011; Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984).

This raises critical questions regarding current theories and the importance of CDS compared to child-surrounding speech in the evolution of language. We conclude that, even though CDS does indeed serve to facilitate language acquisition in humans, it also remains plausible that child-surrounding speech can compensate for limited CDS, at least during some developmental stages, thus deserving more consideration in ontogenetic studies of language evolution.

![Transition of child-surrounding to child-directed communication](image_url)

*Figure 1. Transition of child-surrounding to child-directed communication.* The transition of the importance of use of child-surrounding communication to child-directed communication. Darker colour shows importance/presence and brighter colour possible insignificance of CSS and CDS from early hominins to extant humans.
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Searching for evolutionary homologies between humans and non-human great apes, one promising approach is to focus on social cognition and in particular in cognitive capacities for attention manipulation. Indeed, arguably the most intriguing thing about great ape interaction is how they often inform one another in ways that can seem very ‘human’ (for an example see e.g. Genty & Zuberbühler, 2014). How to describe great ape gesture in a way that accounts for both its behavioural similarity with some forms of human communication, but also its limited range relative to the human case? One proposed solution to this puzzle focuses on the role of ‘we intentionality’ in human communication (Tomasello, 2008). In our view we-intentionality is not a cognitive process but a behavioural phenomenon itself in need of explanation. Here we summarise a novel approach.

Figure 1 presents five embedded subsets, each a more or less specific means of manipulating others’ attention (from Scott-Phillips & Heintz, in press). This ‘special case of’ approach is a novel alternative to existing frameworks for animal communication that are based on a supposed hierarchy of ‘levels of intentionality’ (see e.g. Townsend et al., 2017). It also helps to meet a growing demand for analyses that go beneath the surface of behaviour to consider underlying cognitive processes (e.g. Graham et al., 2020).

Figure 1. Cognitive means of attention manipulation. See main text for detailed description.
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To describe these subsets we begin in the middle. With ‘Gricean’ we follow established characterisations in the Relevance Theory literature (e.g. Wharton, 2008; Wilson & Sperber, 2012; inter alia). This is the intentional manipulation of attention towards one’s own informative intentions. Working inwards, ‘Lewisian’ is Gricean communication by means of convention (following Lewis, 1969). A great many instances of Gricean communication entail communicative conventions, such as nodding, winking and pointing. At the same time, humans can improvise non-conventional communication when necessary, sometimes called ‘pantomime’ (e.g. Zlatev et al., 2020). A further subset of Lewisian communication is when the conventions in question are organised in structured networks, commonly called ‘languages’. We call this layer ‘Saussurian’, following the emphasis that Ferdinand de Saussure placed on structure in linguistic analysis. At the other extreme, the outermost subset includes all instances of the intentional manipulation of attention. We assume this subset extends well beyond humans. We label it ‘Washburnian’ after Margaret Floy Washburn, who pioneered the study of cognition in a wide variety of non-human animals, at a time when more behaviourist approaches were coming into vogue (Washburn, 1908).

The key novelty in our analysis is specification of the second innermost subset (see also Warren & Call, 2022, who present a somewhat similar analysis). Here, individuals intentionally manipulate others’ attention towards evidence of the intended outcome, which could be, for instance, grooming, play or sex. This is possible if observers can identify such intentions on the basis of the observed behaviour. We name this subset ‘Ladyginian’ after Nadezhda Ladygina-Kohts (born Nadezhda Ladygina), who was one of the first scientists to document in a systematic way the similarities and differences between the expressive behaviours of humans and chimpanzees. The difference with Washburnian is that whereas Washburnian behaviour is intentional towards any ends, Ladyginian behaviour intentionally reveals intentions (to be groomed, to play, etc). The difference with Gricean is that Gricean behaviour intentionally reveals not simply intentions but specifically informative intentions.

We suggest that most great ape gesture may be best characterised as Ladyginian but not Gricean. This suggestion is potentially convergent with other, previous analyses of great ape gesture (in particular Moore, 2016; 2017). However, those previous analyses maintain the label ‘Gricean’. This conflates two distinct modes of interaction that can and, in our view, should be separated. Explaining the evolutionary origins of human communication, and hence languages, requires identification of the ecological reasons why humans, and apparently only humans, transitioned from Ladyginian to Gricean modes of interaction (Heintz & Scott-Phillips, in press).
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Elucidating the biological substrates essential for music (i.e., musicality) could increase our understanding of the evolution of human language. Researchers have done work towards this aim using both humans and non-human animals; however, defining the concept of “music” is difficult and discussion of the evolution of musicality has not yet converged on a single idea (Savage et al., 2021). Some birdsongs may be similar to human music (Baptista & Keister, 2005); however, this does not mean these songs are universally considered to be music. Further, studies on music production (or, imitation) by non-human animals are very scarce, though some avian species (e.g., bullfinches, starlings, Amazon parrots and African Greys) occasionally imitate human music.

Therefore, I documented four types of sound production behaviors (similar to human music production) in 3 cockatiels. First, (1) cockatiels exposed to a melody of a popular song (so it was universally considered music) spontaneously imitated the melody without any food reinforcement. Then, (2) the cockatiels spontaneously sang the song in synchrony with a playback of the melody; (2a) when the melody was played back shortly after a bird started singing the song, the bird paused singing and resumed after a short period to synchronize the timing of his singing to that of the playback melody; (2b) when the melody was played back while a bird was not vocalizing, the bird started singing and skipped some initial notes to synchronize the timing of his singing to that of the playback melody. So far, only a few studies have reported unison-like singing by several wild songbirds; however, the present examples might be a striking demonstration of this because the cockatiels sang a melody of human music in unison. Further, a few months later, (3) the birds spontaneously rearranged (or, customized) the melody. Some of them inserted novel sound elements around the tail of the melody. Finally, (4) they later produced novel rhythmic sound sequences which
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did not share similarities with sounds which occurred in their living environment, which means they created original sound sequences. The motor commands to produce these sounds were not likely inherent in this species because the acoustic patterns varied greatly among the individuals. Further, one of the birds produced a sound sequence by utilizing both vocal sounds and sounds generated by drumming a food cup with his beak (see, Le Covec et al., 2019). This is similar to a behavior observed in Palm cockatoos (Heinsohn et al., 2017). However, the cockatiel combined learned vocalizations (an imitation of a human word) and the sound made by hitting his beak against a hard surface, and repeated them in regular short intervals (similar to a human song that contains both vocals and drumming).

The results suggest that the cockatiels and humans share some of the capabilities necessary for music production. Because we only have a few reports on sound production behavior in wild cockatiels, it is difficult to discuss how the findings are involved in their ecology. As this report demonstrates, captive cockatiels are prominent imitators of man-made music; however, interestingly, they are not known to be proficient at imitating long stretches of human speech. Therefore, some elements of music (e.g., tonality and meter) may assist them in producing structured and hierarchical sound sequences. The results may suggest a connection between musicality and the production of long-form speech, at least in the earliest stage of the evolution of vocal language in humans (Brown, 2017).
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Are all languages equally complex? In recent years, this question has attracted attention of researchers from multiple scientific fields (Miestamo, 2017; Ehret, Blumenthal-Dramé, Bentz, & Berdicevskis, 2021). If language is a complex adaptive system (Beckner et al., 2009), we expect languages to differ in their complexity, and a growing number of studies indeed provide support for that position (McWhorter, 2001; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Trudgill, 2011; Bentz & Winter, 2014; Ehret et al., 2021). This leads to an important question from the perspective of evolutionary linguistics: what leads to the changes in complexity that languages exhibit?

One of the most widely discussed hypotheses attempting to explain (some aspects of) cross-linguistic variability in complexity suggests that languages adapt to the cognitive and sociocultural niches they inhabit, i.e. languages change in complexity to accommodate the cognitive and communicative constraints of their speakers, resulting in, for example, language simplification in communities with more speakers or a higher percentage of non-native learners (Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Bentz & Winter, 2014).

Given this, we can expect a relation between descriptive complexity and psycholinguistic difficulty – less complex languages should be easier to learn, produce and/or comprehend. However, this assumption still requires empirical support, as theory-based complexity and empirically observed cognitive difficulty do not necessarily entail one another (Miestamo, 2017). Surprisingly, the existence of this relation is underresearched. Furthermore, while some studies support this hypothesis (Berdicevskis & Semenuks, 2022), a number of recent studies do not find support for the theorized links between facets of complexity and psycholinguistic difficulty (Atkinson, Smith, & Kirby, 2018; Semenuks & Berdicevskis, 2018; Wagner, Smith, & Culbertson, 2019; Johnson, Gao, Smith, Rabagliati, & Culbertson, 2021). Thus, the question of whether descriptively simpler languages are also easier does not yet have a clear answer, which makes it less clear why
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the observed cross-linguistic variability in complexity and the relationships between different complexity dimensions and properties of language speakers and communities exist.

One way to tackle this issue is to use metrics that are more informed by psycholinguistic research and can be reasonably assumed to be transparently related to (or even operationalize) facets of learning, production or comprehension difficulty. A promising candidate for such a metric is the average information density variability of a language at a particular structural level. Information density is the amount of information transmitted per unit at a particular level of organization (e.g. word or syllable), and it can be operationalized as the information content of the unit in its context, i.e. the negative log probability of the unit given its context. For example, in the sentence “I like coffee with milk and sugar”, the word “like” has a relatively high information density, as it is relatively unexpected given the preceding context, is more surprising, and has a higher information content, whereas “sugar” has a relatively low information density due to its high predictability (low information content) at the end of the sentence. Theoretical considerations and empirical research suggest that the difficulty of processing a linguistic unit is predicted by its information density. Based on this, Jaeger and Levy (2006) put forward the Uniform Information Density (UID) hypothesis, which argues that speakers aim to minimize the variability in the information density of their utterances, as a UID strategy minimizes the total difficulty of processing an utterance. A variety of studies provide empirical support for the UID hypothesis, e.g. see Genzel and Charniak (2002), Aylett and Turk (2004), Frank and Jaeger (2008).

Thus, we can expect that languages argued to be under higher pressure to be more efficiently structured, such as languages with more speakers, should be more easily processed, and thus have more constrained information density variability of units at different levels of organization. I investigate this hypothesis by calculating the variability in the word information density at the syntactic level using the part-of-speech annotated data for a sample of languages from the Universal Dependencies corpora. Mixed-effects models show that languages vary on this measure and, surprisingly, exhibit higher values of information density variability with more speakers. However, we also find that the average information density level decreases with the number of speakers and is negatively correlated with the information density variability, thus lowering the average unexpectedness of a syntactic unit and creating a tradeoff. Taken together, the results suggest that while individual facets of language complexity correlate with extralinguistic sociocultural properties, they also sometimes trade off with each other, potentially providing a solution to why some previously studied facets of complexity do not correlate with psycholinguistic difficulty.
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A number of theoretical proposals and computational models suggest that the sociocultural niche a language occupies affects the morphosyntactic complexity of that language, e.g. see McWhorter (2001), Wray and Grace (2007), Trudgill (2011), Dale and Lupyan (2012), Spike (2017). A common denominator of many such proposals is the focus on the difference between exoteric and esoteric societies, i.e. societies more (exoteric) and less (esoteric) open to outsiders. Wray and Grace (2007) propose arguably the most detailed psycholinguistic explanation for how esotericity promotes morphosyntactic complexity to date, suggesting that shared insider knowledge and implicit encoding leads to opaque, irregular, and more complex forms of language1.

Recently, correlational cross-linguistic and experimental studies have provided empirical support to these theories, e.g. Lupyan and Dale (2010), Bentz and Winter (2014), Sinnemäki and Di Garbo (2018), Koplenig (2019), Kocab, Ziegler, and Snedeker (2019), Raviv, Meyer, and Lev-Ari (2019), Berdicevskis and Semenuks (2020, 2022). It is encouraging that researchers arrive at similar conclusions using approaches differing in methodological details, which could be taken as showing the robustness of the hypothesized relationship. At the same time, what morphological complexity is and what measures best capture it is not yet settled (Berdicevskis et al., 2018; Ehret, Blumenthal-Dramé, Bentz, & Berdicevskis, 2021). Additionally, how different dimensions of complexity interact with each other is far from resolved and what specific dimension(s) of complexity are affected by sociocultural niche is not yet clear. For example, Sinnemäki and Di Garbo (2018) find their verbal morphological complexity measure to be correlated with the total amount of speakers a language has and the percentage of L2 speakers in its population, but find no similar relationship for nominal complexity. Thus the aforementioned variability in methodological details leaves open

---

1In turn, these properties themselves make it harder for outsiders to understand the language, creating a feedback loop.
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some important questions, including (i) are languages in exoteric niches simpler on all dimensions of complexity? and (ii) how are different dimensions of complexity related?

Here I explore whether languages of more exoteric societies (operationalized as the total number of speakers) tend to have morphological paradigms of lower i-complexity. Following Ackerman and Malouf (2013), we define i-complexity as the average conditional entropy between the word forms in a paradigm, which captures the average amount of information needed for a speaker to predict all inflectional forms of a new lemma. On the one hand, it should be expected that lower values of i-complexity facilitate learning and would be under stronger selective pressure in exoteric societies with more speakers. On the other hand, some information theoretic measures of language structure have been reported to be highly similar across languages due to psycholinguistic constraints (Coupé, Oh, Dediu, & Pellegrino, 2019). As Ackerman and Malouf (2013) hypothesize that i-complexity is constrained to facilitate preservation of efficient linguistic structures, we can similarly expect it to not differ substantially across languages.

Additionally, recent studies have provided evidence for a negative correlation between i-complexity and e-complexity, i.e. the number of morphosyntactic distinctions that a particular language makes (Cotterell, Kirov, Hulden, & Eisner, 2019; Johnson, Gao, Smith, Rabagliati, & Culbertson, 2021). I extend the previous analyses using methods more closely aligned with the proposal in Ackerman and Malouf (2013) and following the advice for best practices and directions in Malouf, Ackerman, and Semenuks (2020).

I use the data (71 languages, 47 language families) from the Surrey Morphological Complexity Database (Baerman, Brown, Evans, Corbett, & Cahill, 2015), as well as the data from the UniMorph 3.0 Project (60 languages, 11 language families) (McCarthy et al., 2020). The former database provides high quality annotated data for inflectional paradigms from a typologically and geographically diverse sample of languages, whereas the latter provides a less diverse sample, but allows for a more theory-neutral data-driven process of estimating paradigm information for a language. In the UniMorph 3.0 data, the set of noun paradigms for each language is estimated by removing the maximal shared subset of characters within word forms for all lemmas in a language. I use mixed-effect linear models to control for phylogeny and geography in analyzing the data. No significant correlation between i-complexity and the number of speakers a language is observed. However, similarly to Ackerman and Malouf (2013), languages are found to frequently have lower values than expected as shown through Monte Carlo simulations. Additionally, both data sets suggest a negative correlation between i-complexity and e-complexity. Taken together, the results suggest that i-complexity is not significantly affected by the sociocultural niche a language occupies, however we see evidence of optimization of this aspect of linguistic structure, potentially supporting its hypothesized psycholinguistic importance.
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Recent studies claim that the social environment influences the evolution of language structures. In particular, grammatical complexity has been proposed to be lower in communities with looser social networks, higher numbers of L1 speakers, and higher proportions of L2 speakers (among others, Kusters 2003, Trudgill 2011, Lupyan & Dale 2010, Sinnemäki & Di Garbo 2018). The explanation for these relationships relies on the assumption that larger communities are exposed to more contact than smaller ones. Specifically, due to substantial proportions of L2 speakers in large communities, the more complex features are not always transmitted to further generations, and hence languages become simpler over time. Here we test these claims on a global scale using two metrics of grammatical complexity while controlling for phylogenetic and spatial non-independence.

In previous studies, metrics of grammatical complexity often capture two different phenomena (cf. Lupyan & Dale 2010): the amount of phonologically fused marking ("boundness") and the number of semantic distinctions ("informativity"). In our study, we separate these into two different metrics to evaluate potential differences in their behavior.

We use the typological information from Grambank (The Grambank Consortium 2022) to construct metrics for each of these concepts and test whether variation in the metric scores depends on the number of L1 speakers, the proportion of L2
speakers, the status of the language (official/not official) obtained from Ethnologue (Eberhard et al. 2021), number of linguistic neighbors, and population density available in Bromham et al. (2022). The status of the language has not been previously used in investigating these questions, but we include it in this study to glean the information on the function of the language in a community. In line with previous research, we expect the two dimensions of grammatical complexity, boundness and informativity, to be negatively correlated with all social variables, except for population density which serves as a proxy for social network density and can be expected to positively correlate with complexity dimensions (c.f. Trudgill 2011).

To explore relationships between language and social structures, we adopt a spatiophylogenetic modeling technique introduced in Dinnage et al. (2020), a Bayesian approach that uses an Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) (Rue et al. 2009, Martins et al. 2013). The models fit social variables as fixed effects and two structured random effects to estimate the phylogenetic and spatial influence on variation in metric scores. This method allows us to not only control for phylogenetic and spatial non-independence of languages but also to estimate the effects of phylogeny and geographical distance between languages on variation in grammatical complexity and evaluate if adding the social variables improves the explanatory power of the model above and beyond the phylogenetic and geographic similarity. We compare the models combining sets of random and fixed effects based on obtained WAIC values (Watanabe 2010).

Contrary to prior studies, our Bayesian spatiophylogenetic modeling results do not support a hypothesis that morphological complexity (boundness) is strongly influenced by the number of L1 speakers, the proportion of L2 speakers, the number of linguistic neighbors, or population density. In contrast to previous studies, we disentangle boundness from informativity in our analyses, and our findings can be explained by the use of an extensive dataset and our rigorous control for phylogenetic and spatial non-independence of languages. As a result, the claimed link between the grammatical complexity and social variables does not appear to be strong and is found only weakly between informativity scores and some of the social variables, such as a positive effect of L1 speaker population and the official language status on informativity. This indicates that the evolution of these complexity dimensions is better explained from the perspective of inheritance and areal diffusion rather than constraints imposed by different social environments.
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Pantomime, understood as a self-sufficient, predominantly non-conventional means of communication based on bodily mimesis (Żywiczyński et al. 2018), has become a strong candidate for “the original human-specific communicative system” (Zlatev et al. 2020). Although pantomime affords successful communication in many contexts, it also has its limitations (see e.g. Żywiczyński et al. 2021). In this study, we looked at its constraints on communicating order of events. We assumed that as pantomime unfolds in real time, it is fit for conveying simple narratives, where events are arranged in a chronological sequence. At the same time, it is less suitable for expressing events in a non-chronological order, characteristic of more complex narratives (Boyd 2017; Żywiczyński et al. 2018). This assumption was put to test in a study based on basic “semiotic games” (see e.g. Krauss & Winheimer 1966; Fay et al. 2010; cf. Fay et al. 2013, 2014).

The study consisted of 4 games, during which 52 participants, working in pairs, took turns as directors and matchers. The director was presented with a verbal representation of a story consisting of three events. In the chronological condition, the story was arranged so that the resultative event was at the end (e.g. “A man opened the door. Then he saw a bear. Then he ran away”). In the non-chronological condition, the resultative event was placed at the beginning (e.g. “A man ran away, because when he opened the door, he saw a bear”). The task of the director was to communicate the story to the matcher by means of body movements. The matcher was presented with 4 comic strips: one which
corresponded to the director’s input and three distractors. Their task was to choose the correct alternative. Communicative success was operationalised as the accuracy of the matchers’ responses.

We found that non-chronological representations had lower communicative success (34% correct matches) when compared to representations of chronological order of events (94% correct matches). To explore this result, we used a logistic regression model which included an interaction between two predictors (condition and game), and pairs of participants as a random effect. The model showed significant differences in communicative success between the conditions, as well as between the games (see Fig. 1).

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. Predicted proportions of correct matches with 95% intervals, corresponding to the log odds from the logistic regression model described above. Post-hoc tests indicated that differences between all the games in the non-chronological condition were significant.

A possible explanation of this result is that some pairs of participants managed to indicate a disruption of chronology by means of specific movements, which conventionalised over the games. These results suggest that while it is fairly easy to communicate events in a chronological order in pantomime, the need to convey more chronologically complex narratives calls for a successful negotiation of specific communicative strategies over time, thus pushing pantomime towards “protolanguage”. We discuss these findings in the context of the bodily mimesis theory and the evolutionary trajectory of pantomime and narrative (e.g. Arbib 2012; Collins 2013; Donald 2001; Zlatev 2014; Zlatev et al. 2020).
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1. Ostensive Communication

A great debate exists when it comes to ostensive (intentional) communication and non-human primates. Some argue that non-human primates likely lack ostensive communication or are at least very limited in it (Scott-Phillips, 2015). Scott-Phillips (2015) contends that this limitation is due to great ape communication relying on a code model in contrast to human communication’s ostensive-inference model. Still, others argue that the behaviors that suggest ostensive communication in human research exist in apes as well, including eye contact, and goal-directed, intentional communication (Moore, 2015).

Previous research has found bonobos in environments with rich language exposure are quite successful at following pointing gestures (Lyn et al., 2010). The bonobos studied here are unique in their high levels of exposure to natural English and lexigrams (Savage-Rumbaugh, 1993). The bonobos have also successfully passed previous pointing tests, likely due to daily pointing exposure. These environmental conditions gave Kanzi and the other bonobos a possible advantage in displaying their comprehension of ostensive communications.

Here, we separated the act of pointing into two components: the point mechanism (the gesture) and the ostensive communication (eye contact and gaze direction) in the hopes of exploring whether the bonobos understand pointing as a simple association, or as we hypothesize, they understand the communicative intent, including the ostensive cues that accompany the act itself.
2. Methodology

The present study used an object-choice task in which six bonobos were each tested on contralateral point gestures in five conditions in which the eye gaze and attention of the researcher were manipulated. Subjects were presented with two paper bags in front of their home enclosure, one which contained a small food reward. A researcher pointed to the baited bag contralaterally, focusing attention as described by each condition: (1) Contralateral (2) Drop Gaze, (3) Object-Ape, (4) Gesture-Object and (5) Gesture-Ape. For the Contralateral condition, the researcher’s attention shifted equally between the ape, the object, and the gesture. For the Drop Gaze, attention focused on either the gesture or the floor. For the remaining conditions (Object-Ape, Gesture-Object, and Gesture-Ape), attention shifted equally between the two targets. The trial was successful when the ape pointed to the correct object. The trial was unsuccessful when the ape failed to point within 15 seconds or pointed to the incorrect object.

3. Discussion

Our results support previous findings that language enculturated bonobos have some cognitive capacity for understanding ostensive communication (Lyn et al., 2010). Aligning with the hypothesis, the bonobos with a more extensive history of language exposure performed better than those with less exposure (Kruskal-Wallis test, chi-square = 54.8, df = 5; p < .001). Mali, who has had limited language enculturation, scored much lower than the other apes on all conditions (Dwass-Steel-Critchlow-Fligner pairwise comparisons for each ape, For each p < .001). Additionally, in contrast to pilot data, apes performed equally well on the drop-gaze condition as the more ostensive conditions, though results were not significant (Kruskal-Wallis test, chi-square = 5.90, df = 4; p = 0.207). This discrepancy may be due to altered methodologies, underscoring the need for care when designing studies of this nature. While some argue that ostension cannot be separated from the communication act itself, that they are inherently the same thing (Heintz & Scott-Phillips, in press), it is our plan to continue attempting to piece apart these components in further studies.
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SIMULTANEITY AS AN EMERGENT PROPERTY OF SIGN LANGUAGES
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One of the defining properties of natural languages is segmenting holistic representations into smaller meaning units that allow to combine them into larger meaning units, leading to compositionality (Kirby et al., 2008). This has been shown to constitute an emergent property of linguistic systems that evolved initially from holistic representations to accommodate the pressures of communicative efficiency during language use and language transmission to new learners (e.g., Kirby et al., 2008; Motamed et al., 2019; Senghas et al., 2004). One of the evidence for this claim comes from sign language emergence research which has shown the emergence of segmentation out of holistic representations and linear sequencing of these meaning units (Senghas et al., 2004). However, in sign languages, due to the affordances of the visual modality to use multiple articulators and iconicity, meaning units can be organized not only linearly but also simultaneously. In the present study, we investigate if simultaneity, in addition to linearity, is an emergent property of sign languages by comparing the use of simultaneous constructions in LIS (Italian Sign Language) to that of silent gestures used by hearing Italian speakers.

Recent research has shown that LIS signers use simultaneous and iconic constructions (i.e., diagrammatic iconicity) as modality-specific properties to achieve communicative efficiency through clustering related meaning units closer together when they are asked to encode informatively rich events in an interactive task (Slonimska et al., 2020). The study showed that as the events to be communicated became more informationally dense (i.e., contained more semantic information units) LIS signers increased the use of simultaneous constructions as well as information density of these constructions. However, it remained to be explored whether such simultaneity might constitute a general affordance of communication in visual modality rather than a linguistic property that has evolved for greater communicative efficiency. Therefore, here we asked whether hearing participants with no knowledge of any sign language using only their gestures to communicate could recruit multiple articulators and iconicity to represent multiple elements of the event simultaneously to the same extent as signers.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
In the present study, we conducted the same experiment as in Slonimska et al. (2020) with 23 Italian speakers with no knowledge of any sign language (12 females, M age = 26.04) using silent gesture to describe the events of varying information density in a director-matcher task. We coded whether movement segments (MS), i.e., segments based on gesture strokes (Kendon, 2004) used by gesturers contained simultaneity, where more than one articulator is used to represent distinct semantic information units. We also coded the information density (i.e., the number of simultaneously represented semantic information units) of these MS. We then compared frequencies and information density of MS with simultaneity in descriptions of silent gesturers and LIS signers (N = 23).

The findings showed that in comparison to signers, silent gesturers used MS with simultaneous constructions less frequently than signers (β = -0.98, CI[-1.23; -0.73], SE = 0.13, z = -7.65, p <.001), even though their use increased in both groups as information density of the pictures they needed to describe increased (Fig.1). Furthermore, when silent gesturers used simultaneous MS they were significantly less informationally dense (β = -0.21, CI[-0.26; -0.17], SE = 0.02, z= -9.16, p <.001). Simultaneous constructions were also qualitatively different in the two groups. Gesturers relied on imagistic iconicity to represent simultaneous aspects of the event (e.g., to hold and caress) in separate movement segments (Fig. 2). In turn, signers relied on diagrammatic iconicity and brought various information units encoded on different articulators together (also relating to the two different referents) in their movement segments (MS 3, 4 and 5).

The present study indicates that not only linear but also simultaneous expressions of segmented meaning units constitute an emergent property in sign languages that potentially evolved for achieving greater communicative efficiency. The findings highlight the role of modality-specific adaptive capabilities in linguistic expression and are relevant for the broader discussion about the multi-modal origins of language.
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THE ONTOGENY OF BEHAVIOURAL RESPONSES TO PANT HOOTS IN WILD CHIMPANZEES
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1. Introduction

Comparative researchers study the vocal systems of animal species to identify the presence or absence of traits shared with human language to explain its origins (Fitch & Zuberbühler, 2013). Traditionally, the vocal development of non-human primates, like their adult vocal communication, has been regarded as rather inflexible and hard-wired, which led to the idea that few parallels exist with the highly flexible and socially mediated acquisition of human language (Egnor & Hauser, 2004; Owren et al., 2011). However, limitations to this view include being largely based on studies conducted on monkey species, on alarm calls, and in artificial or captive settings (Seyfarth & Cheney, 1997; Snowdon, 2009). The development of pant hoots, complex vocal sequences used by wild chimpanzees as long-distance social calls (Fedurek et al., 2014; Marler & Hobbett, 1975; Mitani & Nishida, 1993), is largely unknown. Pant hoots are the most frequently used calls by adults and are flexibly used across most behavioural contexts (Marler & Tenaza, 1977). Chimpanzees either spontaneously produce pant hoots or respond vocally to others’ pant hoots, sometimes by chorusing together. Given that this call is very rarely produced by immature individuals, one approach to determine if and how social factors mediate its ontogeny is to investigate how young receivers respond when exposed to others’ pant hoots.

2. Methods

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
We collected data in the Sonso community (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) of the Budongo Forest, Uganda, from six infants (0–4 years; M:F, 4:2), seven juveniles (5–9 years; M:F; 4:3), all dependent on their mother, as well as from 25 mature individuals (M:F, 13:12). We used focal animal sampling as the main method of data collection (Altmann, 1974). We recorded the behavioural activity of the focal, information about pant hoots produced by the focal and by other group members, behavioural changes of the focal after being exposed to others’ pant hoots, and continuous party composition. We used long-term data collected by field assistants to assess the gregariousness of individuals by measuring how frequently they were observed in a party while not being focal followed.

3. Results

Immature individuals spontaneously called 10 times less often than mature individuals but responded vocally only 2 times less often. The two most common behavioural responses to pant hoots were a head movement towards the call and vocal responses. When compared to mature chimpanzees, immature individuals produced both responses less often. More specifically, the older offspring, the male offspring, and the offspring of more gregarious mothers were more likely to move their head towards calls. The older male offspring, the older offspring of more gregarious mothers, and the offspring of more gregarious mothers in the presence of adult males were more likely to respond vocally. In addition, immature individuals were more likely to respond vocally when their mother also produced a vocal response. Finally, we observed that the male offspring of more gregarious mothers were exposed to more pant hoots overall.

4. Discussion

Our study shows that the ontogeny of vocal responses undergoes developmental changes, varies according to sex, and is socially mediated. The rather slow ontogeny of pant hoots is consistent with the idea that vocal usage and comprehension learning are less hard-wired in social calls. Our observations are also in line with the idea that the development of social skills tends to occur earlier in male great apes, likely as a result of different selection pressures. Higher levels of social and communicative exposure likely increase opportunities for immature individuals to learn appropriate responses. Chorusing between mother and offspring might function as a bonding signal or as auditory reinforcement. While a clear distinction between the development of human language and that of primate vocalisations exists, we demonstrated that chimpanzees’ vocal ontogeny can be flexible and mediated by social factors, contrary to previous assumptions.
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HOW SELF-DOMESTICATION AND PROSOCIALITY MAY SHAPE CROSS-MODAL LANGUAGE
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An emerging literature in language evolution has highlighted the key role of self-domestication, with at least two crucial features for language evolving in other species through domestication: vocal learning in birds and the recognition of communicative intent in dogs (Thomas & Kirby, 2018). Selection for less aggressive individuals is also associated with the appearance of higher prosociality, and closely linked to increased levels of serotonin and other 'bonding' neurochemicals (Hare, 2017). Interestingly, substances that interact with such neurochemicals can heighten integration of the senses (synesthesia) in humans (Brang & Ramachandran, 2008; Luke & Terhune, 2013). Both synesthesia and the related phenomenon of shared cross-modal mappings may have played a key role in the early evolution of language (Bankieris & Simner, 2015; Cuskley & Kirby, 2013; Imai & Kita, 2014) as a way to bootstrap shared linguistic form-meaning mappings. The current paper links self-domestication and cross-modality, using a task intended to enhance participants’ prosociality and measuring their sensitivity to linguistic cross-modal associations.

A total of 62 participants were recruited at the University of Edinburgh and paid £5. Half of the participants performed a social clapping task with the experimenter using a composed rhythm, aimed at stimulating prosociality: synchronising through a rhythm has been shown to increase prosociality in individuals (Kirschner & Tomasello, 2010; von Zimmermann et al., 2018). The remaining participants completed an asocial clapping task, using a random rhythm with the computer. Participants in both groups then performed a task designed to test their cross-modal sensitivity to linguistic stimuli, where pre-recorded...
pseudowords had to be matched with a shape that could be manipulated in size and weight through a circular slider (see figure 1). The pseudowords were designed based on previously found strong associative reactions between consonant voicing and visual weight, and vowel openness and visual size (Schmidtke, Conrad, & Jacobs, 2014; Cuskley, 2013), and were therefore distinctive for both these features, as well as place of articulation (bilabial vs alveolar) to create more variation in the data. This created a total of 8 pseudowords: /ipi/, /ibi/, /iti/, /idi/, /apa/, /aba/, /ata/, and /ada/. Lastly, all participants were asked to answer an open question, where word count was used as a prosociality measure (Baumsteiger & Siegel, 2019).

Since size and weight were simultaneously adjusted with one slider, we refer to size for the shape produced. Pseudowords were grouped into 4 types (ordered): 1: closed-voiceless, 2: closed-voiced, 3: open-voiceless, 4: open-voiced, since participants were expected to map closed vowels and voiceless consonants with smaller sizes, where openness was expected to have a stronger effect, and no strong relationship between size and place of articulation was expected. Size in relation to condition, word type and prosociality was analyzed using linear mixed-effects models with maximum likelihood estimation (P-values calculated using the Satterthwaite's method). Sizes produced for word types followed the expected cross-modal pattern (1<2<3<4). Shape sizes were significantly larger for open-voiceless than for closed-voiceless ($b = 0.97 \pm 0.28$ SEM, $P < 0.001$) and for open-voiced items relative to closed-voiceless items ($b = 1.02 \pm 0.28$ SEM, $P < 0.001$). This also interacted with task final measures of prosociality: participants with a higher prosociality score had even larger shapes for both open-voiceless ($b = 0.39 \pm 0.18$ SEM, $P = 0.03$) and open-voiced words ($b = 0.40 \pm 0.18$ SEM, $P = 0.03$) relative to closed-voiceless items, suggesting a link between prosociality and cross-modal associations. However, the effect of the clapping task is less clear: social clapping only affected open-voiceless items, actually dampening associations relative to asocial clapping ($b = -0.36 \pm 0.15$ SEM, $P = 0.02$). Differences between the social and asocial clapping tasks may not have been sufficient, since both involved rhythmic coordination. Since the clapping task did not measurably influence cross-modal sensitivity but prosociality did, perhaps the effect relates more strongly to more stable neurochemical interactions. For example, while mu-opioids are more sensitive to prosocial manipulations (Manninen et al., 2017), serotonin is much more stable (Mitchell, 2006). Future work in this direction could take this into account.

Overall, this experiment presents an initial exploration of a role for prosociality in mechanisms facilitating intuitive meaning sharing. This could potentially open up new comparative and experimental research directions in the context of self-domestication.
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Both language and pointing are universal features and central components of human societies (cf. Kita, 2003). A milestone of early ontogeny is learning how to communicate intentionally. One of the first entry points into this process is pointing (Bates, 1976; Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005). A number of cross-cultural studies have shown that pointing emerges around the same age and is used for similar communicative functions cross-culturally (Butterworth, 2003; Butterworth & Morissette, 1996; Callaghan et al., 2011; Carpenter, Nagell, & Tomasello, 1998; Liszkowski, Brown, Callaghan, Takada, & Vos, 2012; Ohama, 1984).

Pointing alone, however, is often under-specified without additional linguistic information and adult language users generally accompany points with language (Greenfield & Smith, 1976; Enfield, 2009). While the co-development between gestures and language is well-studied (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005), so far, little research has been dedicated to the specific content of point-accompanying language. Here, we examine the relationship between pointing and accompanying vocalizations and utterances in the production of 1 to 4-year-old children in two very different cultural settings, Russia (St. Petersburg) and Chintang (a rural subsistence community in Eastern Nepal). We analyze the speech acts children perform and the information they convey while pointing to assess whether the way the two domains interact is independent of language and culture. Even though the specific systems of language and pointing differ greatly between cultures (Wilkins, 2003), the development of this interplay is a candidate for a universal of human communication.

In this pilot study, we narrowed our focus on the development of utterances and vocalizations accompanying finger points, since they are proposed to be the most commonly and probably most frequently used type of pointing by young children across cultures (Butterworth, 2003). Even though index finger pointing is ubiquitous in the world’s societies, pointing behavior is an integral part of the

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
style of communication between parents and children and might, thus, be subject to specific cultural reinforcement that would result in a different path of development (Masataka, 2003). To understand how children and adults behave in natural communicative situations, we rely on observational longitudinal data. We evaluate whether pointing behavior differs between adults and children of the two cultures and how closely the children’s production is linked to child-surrounding adult input. The video and audio data was hand-annotated for type of point as well as type of sentence, intent, and content of accompanying utterances/vocalizations.

First, we compared the proportion of finger points in both cultures in the target children’s and adults’ production. Second, we examined the development of accompanying utterances to understand how often pointing occurs without accompanying utterances, whether this changes with development, and whether it differs from the production in the ambient language. In a last step, we take a more detailed look at the content of the utterances that accompany finger pointing in both languages.

We found that finger points represent a larger proportion of all points in Russian (65%) than in Chintang (35%). Russian children tend to point more frequently but both Chintang and Russian children followed the distribution of point types found in their surrounding adults. Both Chintang and Russian adults use significantly fewer points unaccompanied by language or vocalizations than the children and neither children nor adults differ significantly between cultures. Over time, fewer of the children’s points are silent or accompanied by vocalizations, which reflects their linguistic maturation. This is also reflected in the changes of the utterances’ content in children’s production over time. Children in the older age groups show a diversification of the information content they try to convey while pointing. 1 to 2-year-olds predominantly use finger points and vocalizations to draw their interlocutor’s attention, older children increasingly point while making an additional comment about the referent they are pointing out. They also diversify the sentence types they use (declaratives, interrogatives, imperatives).

The composition of information content and sentence types in the input changes less across all recordings but, over time, we saw a reduction in simple identifications by adults. Across both languages and age groups (excluding the youngest children’s production), the most commonly used utterances occurring with finger points are statements. Points and language are used in symbiosis, each adding information to the other.

This case study contributes to understanding the role of language in communicative pointing during the earliest stages of language development. Children in both languages differ from the input in term of content of their utterances but display cross-cultural similarities. Despite the very different cultural environments, overall gestural behavior, and adults’ attitudes towards linguistic instruction, the interaction of finger pointing with language shows considerable similarities.
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Successful linguistic communication requires conversants to mean at least approximately the same thing by the same words. But how is this alignment achieved? One possibility is that participants have pre-existing concepts to which verbal labels are mapped. Alignment is then a matter of ensuring that in members of the same speech community, the same word points to the same concept. But how do the underlying conceptual representations become aligned in the first place? One source of alignment is shared sensory experiences mediated by similar perceptual systems. But is this enough? We test the possibility that language itself serves to align conceptual representations. Participants were asked to sort novel shapes and we measured the similarity between people’s sorts. By separately manipulating previous perceptual experience with the shapes, and exposure to (entirely redundant) category labels, we tested (1) the role of shared perceptual experience and (2) the effect of labels on representational alignment. The results showed that shared experience with labels increased representational alignment more than shared perceptual experience alone. We consider the implications of this finding for the cognitive functions of language and for how language may be used to enable coordination in the face of non-shared perceptual experiences.

Introduction

The idea that it is possible to communicate through direct transfer of mental states between minds has been a popular trope in science fiction for over a century. It has now has become the subject of empirical investigation, e.g., Rao et al. ask “Can information that is available in the brain be transferred directly in the form of the neural code, bypassing language altogether?” (2014). A common thread in science fiction treatments of telepathy and its modern revival is that natural language obscures communication because it is ambiguous, imprecise, and slow. For example, the computer scientist Yan LeCun, the chief AI scientist at Facebook, recently asserted that “Language is an imperfect, incomplete, and low-bandwidth serialization protocol for the internal data structures we call thoughts” (LeCun, 2021). Bypassing language is hence seen as a way of improving, or at least speeding up, communication.

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
The work we describe here is motivated by challenging a core assumption behind the telepathy trope: that our mental states are naturally aligned such that one person’s thought is syntactically and semantically homologous to another person’s. In the absence of this prior such alignment, transferring neural patterns that constitute mental states between people—even if technologically possible—would not lead to successful communication. What is at stake is important to the study of language evolution because understanding the evolution of a trait is greatly helped by understanding the range of its functions (Griffiths, 1993) and work on the functions of language are curiously under-represented in the study of language evolution (cf. Dessalles, 2007).

**Conceptual alignment and language: what is the connection?**

Everyday communication seems to require conceptual alignment (e.g., Pickering & Garrod, 2021). When one person says “Pass the salt please” and another person passes them the salt, the two have achieved some amount of alignment: one person’s request was successfully represented by the other. But where does this alignment come from and what role, if any, natural language plays in establishing (rather than obscuring) it.

The idea that linguistic communication is possible only because our thoughts are already sufficiently aligned is a basic premise of philosophical positions such as Fodor’s language of thought (Fodor, 1975). It is also a common starting point in theories of language learning that view children as mapping words onto pre-existing (and largely shared) concepts (Bloom, 2002; Pinker, 1994; Snedeker & Gleitman, 2004).

But another possibility is that alignment is achieved—in part—through language itself (e.g., Casasanto & Lupyan, 2014; Dingemanse, 2017; Gomila, 2011; Lupyan & Bergen, 2016). On this view, learning and using the syntax and semantics of a natural language helps people to structure and convey their thoughts in ways that are (more or less) understandable to others. Rather than just a device for conveying our thoughts, language provides an interface between minds (e.g., Clark, 1998; Gentner & Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Lupyan, 2012). If true, then telepathy could in principle be possible by transferring neural representations of words from one person to another, but such a scheme would not be the language-bypassing telepathy we’ve been promised, but rather an over-engineered form of texting.

The idea that language may play a causal role in promoting conceptual alignment is supported by several lines of evidence, some circumstantial, others more direct. First, there is the simple fact of substantial cross-linguistic diversity
in all aspects of language (Evans & Levinson, 2009). If our conceptual representations were naturally aligned—either due to our shared biology, shared environment, shared goals, or all three—one might expect lexicons to show more similarity than they do. And although it is clear that the lexical systems of natural languages occupy a small space of all possible systems (e.g., Zaslavsky et al., 2018), it is striking that finding universal basic units of linguistic meaning has been so difficult. Even in the domain of perception, where one might find vocabularies to be most constrained by shared biology, one finds tremendous diversity of naming schemes (Majid, 2020; Majid et al., 2018). Diversity within a language is smaller (Forder & Lupyan, 2017) although it can depend on the measure one uses (Kuehni, 2004). Second, experimental evidence suggests that verbal labels can increase conceptual alignment across people, in both communicative (e.g., Markman & Makin, 1998) and non-communicative contexts (Suffill et al., 2016, 2019).

**Current study**

Here we tested a strong version of the prediction that language promotes conceptual alignment. We exposed people to novel shapes grouped into two distinct categories (Figure 1). We then computed alignment among participants assigned to each of group using a sorting task. Our design allowed us to compare how conceptual alignment is affected by shared labels compared to alignment achieved through shaped perceptual experiences. Using materials with a clear pre-existing category structure allowed us to test whether labels help to align categories even when the existence of the categories is made plain by perceptual discontinuities (Fig. 1). This makes the current experiment substantially different from work examining the ways that labels can help mark distinctions in perceptually equidistant continua such as colors (Davidoff, 2001) and shapes (Plunkett et al., 2008) as well as from past work showing that labels facilitate the learning of new categories (Lupyan et al., 2007).

**Methods**

**Participants**

We recruited 129 (85 female, ages 18-22) psychology students from University of Wisconsin-Madison. Participants were randomly assigned to a Baseline (N = 45), No Labels (N = 43) or With Labels (N = 41) condition.
Materials

We constructed two visual family-resemblance categories designed to be easy to distinguish and difficult to name. We began by generating two prototype shapes by creating a random collection of points and connecting them with a spline (Fig 1A, 1B). We then generated 18 exemplars per category by perturbing the points and fitting a new spline, creating low, medium, or high distortions (e.g., Fig. 1 bottom).

![Diagram with shapes labeled Low, Medium, High](image)

Figure 1. Category A (left) and B (right) prototypes with examples of “low”, “medium” and “high” category exemplars.

Procedure.

**Pre-exposure.** Participants assigned to the *With Labels* or *No Labels* conditions began with a match-to-sample task designed to familiarize participants with the stimuli and have them repeatedly contrast within-category and between-category stimuli. On each trial, participants saw one of the shapes (the standard) for 1 sec followed by a 1 sec blank screen. Two shapes then appeared side by side. One of these was identical to the standard (target) and the other was a foil—a shape from the contrasting category. Participants had to choose which of the two shapes exactly matched the standard, i.e., on each trial they had to choose the target and not the foil. In the *With Labels* condition, the standard was presented with its corresponding nonsense label; half the *With Labels* participants heard category A shapes labeled as “a talp”; half heard them labeled as “a gek”. Notice that the label is completely unnecessary for making a correct response and is therefore informationally redundant. Errors were signaled with a short buzzing sound. Participants assigned to the *Baseline* condition did not complete this phase and proceeded directly to the free sort.

**Free sort.** We quantified alignment by measuring how participants in the three conditions arranged the shapes in a free sort—a common method for
assessing people’s conceptual representations (Goldstone, 1994; Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Malt et al., 1999). Participants were shown 20 shapes (10 A shapes and 10 B shapes) arranged around the perimeter of the screen. These included 3 previously seen exemplars, 6 novel exemplars, and the previously unseen prototype. Participants were asked to cluster the shapes together in a way that made sense to them, creating as many or as few clusters as they needed.

**Analytic approach**

We computed alignment between people’s item arrangements as follows: For each participant, we take the pairwise distances between all item pairs \((20*19/2 = 190)\). We then compute the rank correlations between that participant’s pairwise item distances and the pairwise item distances of the other participants in the same condition. The Fisher’s z-transformed mean of these correlations represents the participant’s average alignment to other participants. These are the values shown in Fig 2A. To statistically compare the groups in an unbiased way we counted each participant pairing as a single observation, but attributed the variance associated with this observation to both participants in the pairing using `lmerMultiMember` (van Paridon et al., 2022), an R package that allows for specifying multiple membership random effects. In addition, we computed for each participant a measure of *categoricality*, the median Euclidean distance between exemplars from different categories (e.g., A\(_1\) and B\(_2\)) minus the median distance between exemplars from the same category (e.g., A\(_1\) and A\(_2\)).

**Results**

**Pre-exposure.** Accuracy on the delayed match-to-sample task was nearly identical for the No Labels \((M = 0.98)\) and With Labels groups \((M = 0.98)\). Given the task’s simplicity, this was expected, and confirms that the categories were trivially easy to distinguish, regardless of labels.

**Categoricality.** Participants in all groups grouped within-category items closer together than between-category items: Categoricality\(_{baseline}\)=151 pixels, Categoricality\(_{no-labels}\)=171 pixels, Categoricality\(_{with-labels}\)=264 pixels. All three values were significantly greater than 0, \(t’> 5, p<.0001\), confirming that even
Baseline participants—who had no prior experience with seeing or contrasting the shapes—were still sensitive to the designed category structure. Categoricality was not significantly different between the Baseline and No Labels groups, \( t<1 \). In contrast, participants exposed to the nonsense labels produced more categorical sorts than those who had identical experience seeing and contrasting the shapes, but without being exposed to their names \((b=93, t=2.4, p=.02)\).

**Alignment.** Average alignment for each group is shown in Fig. 2A. Those in the Baseline condition were as similar to one another in their shape arrangements as those who encountered the shapes several hundred times, but without the accompanying labels \((b=.02, t=1.1, p=.24)\). In contrast, participants who were exposed to category labels, sorted shapes more similarly to one another than those in the Baseline condition \((b=.09, t=4.9, p<.0001)\) and those in the No Labels condition \((b=.07, t=3.7, p=.0004)\). The increase in alignment caused by labels was significantly greater than that caused by shared perceptual experiences \((t=2.27, p=.03)\).

**Relationship between categoricality and alignment.** Why did labels increase alignment? One possibility is that alignment was mediated by categoricality: labels increased categoricality—leading to an increase in between-category distance and a decrease in within-category, and these more tightly-clustered sorts were more aligned. As shown in Fig. 2B, there was indeed a strong relationship between categoricality and alignment (overall \( r=.83, p<.0001 \)). And yet, categoricality \((b=.08, t=21.9, p<.0001)\) and condition \((b=.02, t=6.4, p<.0001)\) accounted for unique variance in predicting alignment; including categoricality

---

**Figure 2.** A. Mean alignment for the three tested conditions. B. The relationship between alignment and categoricality for each condition.
made the effect of condition on alignment even stronger with the two predictors accounting for 83% of the variance. Fig. 2B also makes clear that there was a condition-by-categoricality interaction ($t=7.71$, $p<.0001$). For the same level of categoricality, exposure to labels yielded greater alignment. In short, labels increased both alignment and categoricality, but there was no evidence of mediation of alignment by categoricality.

**General Discussion**

Language allows one to activate thoughts, old and new, in other people. The promise of telepathy—a direct exchange of mental states that bypasses natural language—is predicated on the assumption that thoughts are entirely independent of language; language is merely a medium by which the thoughts are transmitted. This assumption, however, may be wrong. The study we describe here provides a very limited, but nevertheless strong test of the hypothesis that even very stripped-down forms of language—redundant and seemingly uninformative verbal category labels—can increase conceptual alignment and do so to a greater extent than shared perceptual experiences alone. Our finding that verbal labels increase conceptual alignment is just one result using specific stimuli and task. Our hope is that future investigations can map out the generality of this result and the mechanisms by which labels achieve this effect.

The technology to transfer mental states may one day exist. Will it enable telepathy? The present results offer an early hint that however “imperfect and incomplete” language may be, attempts to bypass it may lead to a semantic disconnect and communicative failure. It may be possible to devise a system for re-aligning our thoughts into a mutually understandable form. Natural language is just such a system and the role natural language plays in aligning our thoughts may be another piece in the puzzle of its evolution.
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Constructive approaches have played a significant role in the understanding of cultural evolution and meme transmission, showing social relationships among hosts can affect the diversification of memes (Kobayashi et al. 2013, Weng et al. 2021). However, it is still unclear how novel memes emerge from complex communications in human language in the real world, such as chatting in a face-to-face situation and text-based communication in SNSs, and propagate in the population while a bigdata analysis contributed to clarifying the open-ended evolutionary dynamics of Web services such as social tags (Ikegami et al. 2019).

We propose a computational framework for studying the cultural evolution of memes among chatting agents using a generative model (Fig. 1 (i)). Individuals are represented as agents and arranged in a two-dimensional social space. The space abstracts their social relationships (i.e., the closer distance between agents represents more intimate relationships among them), which is inspired by the social particle swarm model (Nishimoto et al. 2013). When another neighboring agent is in its interaction radius, a communicative interaction occurs between them ((i)-(a)). Each agent has genetic and cultural traits, each composed of a list of words. The former represents non-evolvable and intrinsic preferences to the topic of a sentence to utter (e.g., gossip, (Mesoudi et al. 2006)). The latter represents the cultural ones, which evolve in the model. An agent utters a sentence produced by a pre-trained model of Japanese sentence generation (rinna/japanese-gpt2-small) based on GPT-2 (Radford et al. 2019). This model predicts and generates Japanese words that follow a given phrase. We generate an utterance of an agent by using a list of words in its genetic traits followed by its cultural traits as a given phrase, which is regenerated with a certain probability at each time step. We assume that agents who share more words among their utterances are
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speaking about the topics more attractive to both. We measure the Jaccard index between the sets of the agents’ uttering nouns. If the index is above the threshold value, the interparticle attraction occurs, and the repulsion occurs otherwise, of which strength is inversely proportional to the distance between the agents. We also introduce cultural transmission of traits into the interaction process ((i)-(b)). Each agent randomly extracts a noun from the sentence uttered by each closely neighboring agent with a certain probability and adds it to its cultural traits (and removes the oldest one if the number of traits exceeds the limit).

The preliminary experiments with agents, each of whose genetic traits had one of the names of famous novelists mainly in Heian - Reiwa periods in Japan, showed that agents were actively moving and exchanging novel traits with neighboring agents and the emergence and collapse of chatting clusters happened repeatedly (ii). In addition, the agents initially tended to utter words related to Japanese literature, and then these were taken over by more various words, and further trends of Japanese literature emerged (iii). These indicate that the proposed framework enables us to discuss the cultural evolution of novel traits in communicating agents in language.
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Speech acquisition in humans is parallel to vocal learning in songbirds (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999; Prather et al., 2017). Both learnings are held by imitating adults’ vocalizations and have critical periods that need auditory and motor information (Fromkin et al., 1974; Marler, 1970). In studying vocal learning of humans and songbirds, it is important to understand the neural mechanisms how to integrate auditory and vocal-motor information. Since songbirds have anatomically well-defined brain circuits dedicated to vocal learning, we focused on songbirds to understand the neural mechanisms underlying the audio-vocal integration at the cellular levels that is hard to research on human subjects.

The cortico-basal ganglia circuitry, which includes premotor cortical nucleus (HVC) and a part of the basal ganglia (Area X), is crucial for vocal learning in a songbird (Kao et al., 2005). HVCx neurons, which project to Area X, fire both when the bird is singing and when it is listening to the bird’s own song (BOS) (Prather et al., 2008; Hessler & Okanoya, 2018). These neurons are called “audio-vocal mirror neurons”. Audio-vocal mirror neurons should have important roles to integrate auditory and vocal motor information. Because HVCx neurons projects to Area X that is important for vocal leaning, there should be audio-vocal mirror neurons not only in HVC but also in Area X. In this study, we used Bengalese finch (Lonchura striata var. domestica) and examined whether neurons in Area X shows singing-related and auditory-related activity by recording multiple single-unit activity in freely behaving condition.

We found two types of audio-vocal mirror neurons in Area X that exhibited both singing and auditory-related activity. One type of neurons fired at the
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specific syllable timing when a bird was singing and when it was listening to BOS (Fig.1). Based on the firing property and spike waveform (Goldberg & Fee, 2010; Goldberg et al., 2010), these neurons were classified as putative striatum medium spiny neurons (MSNs). The other type of neurons was active when a bird was singing. The same neuron also showed increase in firing rate when a bird was listening to BOS during sleep, while the neuron did not show such auditory responses when a bird was awake. These neurons were classified as internal globus pallidus (GPi) neurons.

MSN is the input stage of Area X from HVC (Farries et al., 2005). Thus, MSN may exhibit similar audio-vocal mirror neuron properties by receiving inputs from HVCx neurons. On the other hand, GPi is the main output in Area X to the thalamic nucleus DLM (Farries et al., 2005). Thus, we assumed that GPi send to DLM both auditory and vocal-motor information necessary for vocal learning. However, GPi neurons did not show any auditory response while MSN showed BOS selective responses when a bird was awake. These results suggest that the neural transmission from MSN to GPi is gated off when a bird is awake.

In conclusion, we found audio-vocal mirror neurons in Area X and these are putative MSN and GPi neurons. We assume that the neurons integrate auditory and vocal-motor information in the cortico-basal ganglia circuitry necessary for vocal learning. We also suggested that the auditory information processing is modulated by arousal levels. Our findings support the idea that audio-vocal mirror neurons in cortico-basal ganglia circuitry are important in vocal learning that needs to integrate sensory and motor information. The mirror neurons that integrate auditory and vocal information may be a common neural substrate not only for vocal learning in birds but also for speech learning in humans, and this study provides new clues for considering the evolution of language.

Figure 1. An example of firing pattern of audio-vocal mirror neuron in adult Bengalese finch basal ganglia nucleus Area X. (a) Sonagram. (b) Mean firing rate (FR) when a bird was singing. (c) Mean FR when a bird was listening during wakefulness. Note that the phasic firing occurs at the time of specific syllable during singing and listening to the song.
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1. Introduction

How much language use is on social topics? Dunbar and colleagues (1997) claimed that “socially relevant topics” accounted for about two-thirds of time spent on conversation, and later studies largely confirmed this pattern, including cross-culturally (e.g., Kubik et al., 2018). In addition to its considerable popular impact, Dunbar et al.’s study broke new theoretical grounds, helping motivate the evolutionary Social Brain theory and the influential “gossip” theory of language origins (however, the term “gossip” is problematic and should be used with caution – see esp., Dores Cruz et al., 2021).

Here, we revisit Dunbar’s question about the proportion of conversational time devoted to social topics. In this effort, we are motivated by the substantial limitations of both the dataset and approach of the original study. Dunbar et al. (1997) relied on a relatively small number of conversations (N = 45), collected exclusively in open public environments, between a sample of participants with a very limited demographic and geographic distribution. Secondly, their definition and operationalisation of “social topics” lacked clarity and sufficient connection to the proposed adaptive functions of language. For example, Dunbar et al.’s classification of the categories of sport/leisure, culture/art/music, or politics as non-social appears arbitrary in the light of our own data (see below) and grouping “personal experiences” within the larger category of social topics does not appear to demonstrate a straightforward link to the proposed adaptive social functions of language that motivate the evolutionary conclusions drawn from this study.
2. Materials and methods
We used Spokes (Pęzik, 2014), a corpus of Polish informal, casual conversations (N = 668; over 2.6 million word tokens) with speakers from a large variety of Polish social backgrounds. Mindful of the limitations of Dunbar’s original approach, we re-defined "social topics" as conversations concerning 1) people that at least one participant knew in person (e.g., neighbour), 2) people they did not know in person (e.g., musician), and 3) social groups they either knew or did not know in person (e.g., classmates, football teams). As a consequential decision, content related to the speakers’ personal experiences which did not involve others was considered non-social. We randomly selected 56 conversations (ca. 10% of the dataset excluding the training set), which were independently assessed by two judges, who rated each text line in each transcript as concerning a social or non-social topic.

3. Results
The expert judges converged on 85% of their judgments (moderate interrater agreement; κ = 0.68). Portions of conversations classified differently by the judges were removed from the analysis. The total number of word tokens was 52436 for social topics (50.9%) and 50528 for non-social topics (49.1%). We fitted age and gender to a logistic regression model to check how they link with conversing on social topics. Age positively correlated with conversing on social topics (β = 0.015, p < 0.001); gender did not show an effect but a trend was for males to speak less on social topics (β = -0.073, p = 0.09).

4. Conclusions
We found a roughly equal share of conversation devoted to social versus non-social topics, which differs considerably from the roughly 2/3 reported by Dunbar et al. (1997). One key difference was our classification of “personal experiences” (content limited to the individuals involved in the conversation) as non-social. Unsurprisingly, the proportion of social topics in conversation is very sensitive to the definition applied, and since developing a standard multipurpose definition does not appear feasible (cf. e.g. phatic communication is technically not on “social topics”), further research should, in particular, compare the different definitions of “social topics” that are directly rooted in the different socially adaptive functions of language.
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1. Introduction

In 2016, Wacewicz et al. (2016) conducted a preliminary study of topics related to language evolution research as presented in 14 introductory-level linguistic textbooks, finding that in contrast to areas such as language acquisition, language change or language and the brain, language evolution received insufficient attention, often based on out-dated and inadequate conceptual frameworks. Here, we further investigate this issue with a first-of-its-kind, large computer-assisted qualitative study, in which we inspected 18 textbooks for all content related to the evolutionary emergence of language and its uniqueness in nature, in order to evaluate its thematic scope, selection of topics, theories covered, researchers cited, structural soundness, currency, and factual accuracy.

2. Materials and methods

Our dataset consisted of the most recent editions of 18 introductory textbooks to linguistics, selected based on the popularity measures OS Appearances and OS Score on the Open Syllabus Project (opensyllabus.org). We used the qualitative data analysis software nVivo 1.3 to mark and code any content related to the origins of language and its status among animal communication systems, appearing anywhere in the content of each book, including boxes, footnotes, captions, or exercises (but not indexes or references). We followed a 5-step coding procedure consisting of training (two language evolution experts instructed two expert coders), individual coding by the expert coders, consensus discussion of all coded passages by the coders, review by two language evolution experts, and consensus discussion by all four experts. This resulted in
a hierarchy of 462 codes in the main thematic groups: Animal Communication (AC), Language Evolution (LE), and Researchers (R).

![Fig. 1. Numbers of references to the main thematic categories of interest in 15 introductions to linguistics. The remaining three textbooks did not contain any references to either Animal Communication or Language Evolution.](image)

3. Results and discussion

Overall, we found that the content of interest lacks a canonical representation across the textbooks (e.g. of the 189 researchers whose work was cited, only 17 were cited in 5 or more textbooks). The coverage of animal communication was relatively broad, with some recurring classic examples, such as vervet monkeys or honeybees. As its main problem, we see overreliance on the outdated framework of “design features” (11 textbooks, 183 references), to the exclusion of other important frameworks such as signaling theory (0 references) or phenomena such as turn-taking (3 books, 2 references). In contrast, the coverage of topics related to language origins and evolution was much less extensive and systematic, and suffered from an overrepresentation of content whose value is almost exclusively historical (i.e. creation myths, “bow-wow” theories), at the expense of current research in this fast-paced field; resulting in almost complete exclusion of topics such as cultural evolution (1 book, 3 references) or tool use (3 books, 7 references). We found the textbooks to be mostly factually correct, with a total of 60 problematic passages of different dimensions found in all textbooks (38 for AC and 22 for LE). We conclude with a detailed discussion of the results and several recommendations for future editions of the textbooks, most importantly changing the proportion of historical content to recent results, and including signalling theory and cultural evolution.
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1. Abstract

Accent systems of Japanese dialects over Japan’s mainland are characterized by pitch changes, which are further subdivided into two phonological features; pitch accent and word tone (Hayata, 1999; see also Labrune, 2012; Uwano, 2012). As for the former, a majority of the dialects accentually distinguish words, that is, words are distinguished by the mora where the voice-pitch changes (McCawley, 1968; Uwano, 2012). For example, consider three words “hashi” (chopsticks), “hashi” (bridge), and “hashi” (edge) followed by the topic marker “ga.” In Tokyo dialect, the phrase “hashiga” (mora structure: ha-shi-ga) is pronounced in a high-low-low manner for “chopsticks,” low-high-low for “bridge,” and low-high-high for “edge”. These words are thus distinguished by the position of pitch accent, where the pitch drops, which is placed on the first and second morae for “chopsticks” and “bridge,” respectively, but absent for “edge.” On the other hand, “word tone” (Hayata, 1999) or “tonal register” (Uwano, 2012) concerns the change of voice pitch in a whole word, which characterizes the accent system of some regions such as the Kyoto and Kagoshima dialects, but is absent in other dialects. Utsugi (2007) describes that word tone (Hayata, 1999) is an almost equivalent concept to N-pattern accent (Uwano 2012).

Studying these two phonological features potentially gives insight into the ancestry of the Japanese language for the following reasons. First, the word tone has been pointed out to be a continuous feature of the Chinese tones (Hayata, 1999). Second, since pitch accent and word tone affect the whole phonological
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system, they change only infrequently, and their low speed of replacement enables the trace of far past lineages and phylogenetic reconstruction of regional dialects.

In the current research, we distinguish four accent patterns according to the presence/absence of pitch accent and word tone, aiming at elucidating how this variation was formed after the regional dialects had split from the common ancestor, in which both pitch accent and tone were present. In particular, the purpose of this research is two-fold: (1) inference of transition rate between accent patterns and (2) estimation of phylogenetic tree of regional dialects based on their accent systems. To create empirical data, we randomly select 100 locations in Japan and specify the accent pattern at every location. To consider the spatial contact patterns between human groups, we develop a network of populations, which reflects the real geography and population density of Japan’s mainland, and simulate the spread of accent patterns on the network (see Takahashi & Ihara, 2020). Simulating the genealogy of accent patterns, and applying a method borrowed from Bayesian phylogenetics (Felsenstein, 1981; Pagel & Meade, 2017), we obtain the posterior distribution of transition rates among accent patterns, the range of spatial interaction between populations, and the phylogenetic topology and divergence time of the present dialects.

Thus far, we have quantified the loss rates of pitch accent and word tone, but are unable to reconstruct a clear phylogenetic tree with a sufficiently high posterior clade probability. Future study needs to include more data.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of combinatoriality (or duality of patterning) in human language is a central question for evolutionary linguistics. Combinatoriality is absent only in a handful of natural languages, such as ABL, an emergent sign language that developed in a village setting (Sandler et al. 2011). The emergence of another design feature of language, compositionality, has been explained as a trade-off between learning biases for compressibility and communication pressure against ambiguity operating over cultural transmission (Kirby et al. 2015). We test two hypotheses: (H1) Combinatoriality also results from a similar trade-off. (H2) Population structure explains differences in combinatoriality across languages.

2. Methods

We constructed minimal languages that could nevertheless show combinatoriality. Each language had four atomic meanings, each mapped onto a 2-unit signal from the set \{ac, bd, ad, bc, pr, ps, qr, qs\}. The 4096 possible languages included 8 Degenerate languages, with the same signal for all meanings; 1632 Holistic languages with all distinct signals, and no reuse of units across signals; and 48 Combinatorial languages with all distinct signals, and maximum reuse of units across signals.

During learning, agents computed a Bayesian posterior probability distribution over the set of possible languages. The compressibility bias was modelled as a higher prior probability for languages with lower coding length. The disambiguation pressure was modelled as a bias against ambiguous languages during communication (Goodman & Frank 2016).
Two population dynamics were modelled. During a communicative interaction, with Vertical dynamics, akin to the situation in village sign language emergence, agents learn from the oldest agent in the population. With Horizontal dynamics, agents learn from other agents who are themselves learners. This is more like the situation in deaf-community sign languages, such as the case of emergence in schools for the deaf (Meir et al., 2010). The oldest agent was removed and a new one added every 20 interactions.

3. Results and discussion

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. Posterior probability of each language type. In all cases agents have a bias for compressibility. (a) Vertical dynamics, no disambiguation pressure (200 generations). (b) Vertical dynamics, disambiguation pressure (200 generations). (c) Horizontal dynamics, disambiguation pressure (20 generations only).

With Vertical dynamics, under Compressibility bias alone (Fig. 1a), degenerate languages spread in the population; however, under Compressibility plus Disambiguation (Fig. 1b), combinatorial languages win out. This supports H1 that combinatoriality emerges as from a trade-off between compressibility and disambiguation pressures.

When learning from the oldest agent, combinatoriality evolves much slower than when agents learn from other learners. This supports H2 and suggests that population dynamics modulates the rate of evolution of combinatoriality, offering a new candidate explanation for why combinatoriality emerges more rapidly in deaf-community rather than in village sign languages.
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Human language has long been thought to be largely arbitrary, meaning that no intrinsic or logical connection exists between form and meaning (Hockett, 1960; de Saussure, 1983). Recent studies have revealed new insights by applying novel statistical methods, demonstrating the prevalence, and increasing relevance of non-arbitrary forms. These forms are commonly divided into iconicity, the resemblance-based mapping of form and meaning, (Winter & Perlman, 2021; Nielsen & Dingemanse, 2021) and systematicity, phonological cues predictive of grammatical categories (Raviv & Arnon, 2018; Pimentel et al., 2019; Nölle et al., 2018). An example of systematicity is the phonological distinction between open and closed word classes, the former commonly accept new words, whereas the latter does not, and within the open word class (Monaghan et al., 2007).

Because systematicity focuses on the relationships of large numbers of words to a small number of abstract categories, rather than the more frequent research on the relationships of single words to simple referential meanings, it has received less attention in the context of language evolution (Dingemanse et al., 2015). Languages tend to only exhibit subtle aspects of iconicity and these tend to decline over time in favour of more systematic or arbitrary forms (Little et al. 2017). Understanding the prevalence and mechanisms of systematicity is crucial to reveal more about its roots (cognitive advantages such as ease of processing, learnability, and acquisition advantages: Raviv et al., 2021; Monaghan et al., 2012; Fitneva et al., 2009) and role in the emergence and evolution of large grammatical and lexical inventories.

Corpus studies have revealed that some languages use subtle phonological and prosodic cues (e.g. stress, duration, voicing or phonotactics: Monaghan, et al., 2007) to differentiate between word classes and categories (Kelly 1992; Monaghan et al., 2005). However, previous studies included only a small sample
heavily biased towards modern Western European languages. These factors constrain the ability to generalise these findings to other languages which limits broader inference about the role of systematicity in language evolution. To address this research gap and carry out an in-depth analysis of the prevalence of systematicity, we collected grammatical information of 30 modern and ancient languages extracted from language-specific grammars, corpora, and dictionaries. Specifically, we examined phonological cues towards grammatical categories of the first phoneme to capture the initial word recognition advantages provided by systematicity (Tamariz, 2008; Dingemanse et al. 2015).

A simple Shannon entropy was calculated within each grammatical category. The significance was tested by bootstrapping the original distribution of tokens to create new populations of entropy measures which provided information about expected entropy and the uncertainty of the measure.

We found significant differences in entropy measures of phoneme variability between open and closed word classes for every language across the Indo-European clades. No significant difference in variability was observed within the open word class itself when, for example, nouns were compared to verbs or adjectives with adverbs contrary to results of previous studies (Monaghan et al., 2007; Dingemanse et al., 2015).

We therefore conclude that a language-general pattern exists for differential variability in first word segment phoneme distribution between open and closed word classes. Intriguingly, this effect is not driven by variability between grammatical categories within the open word class contrary to previous findings. These findings demonstrate the critical and hitherto underestimated role that systematicity plays in the development and stability of certain grammatical macro-categories. Previous studies have not captured these aspects of systematicity, and these findings demonstrate how language behaves not only across the Indo-European language family but also within grammatical categories further highlighting the prevalence of non-arbitrariness in a sample of Indo-European languages.
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1. Iconicity and de-iconization as a process of language evolution

Iconicity is a relationship of resemblance (Peirce, 1940). In the lexicon it manifests itself in a form of imitative (onomatopoeic, sound-symbolic) words and ideophones (Hinton et al., 1994; Voelz et al., 2001). It is believed to be a design feature of the language (Voronin, 2005) that has played an important role in the proto-language (Moreno-Cabrera, 2012; Voronin, 2005). Indeed, in the absence of an established system of signs, it is likely that the first-ever elements of ‘language’ could have been based on the ‘natural’ form-meaning similarity. There is no possibility to study the proto-language in vivo to establish the role of lexical iconicity in the language origin and evolution. However, there is a possibility to conduct research on the imitative words existing in modern languages and to study their evolution. Flaksman (2017) established that imitative words undergo four de-iconization stages (SDs) and transform from ‘vivid’ iconic interjections on SD-1 (ha-ha!, zzz!) to words on SD-4 which have completely lost the original form-meaning correlation under the influence of

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
phonetic and changes (*cliché*, once a sound of molten metal). Thus, de-iconization in a way can be considered as a model for evolution of a part of the language’s lexicon. The study aims to study this process by means of EEG.

2. EEG markers of words recognition

There are several EEG markers connected with semantic processing, among them early event-related potential (ERP) components in the range 100–200 ms which are known to be sensitive to lexical frequency (Carreiras et al., 2005); N250, which is sensitive to orthographic similarity (Carreiras et al., 2009a) and the phonological status of the letters (Carreiras et al., 2009b); P300 component reflects the processes of distribution of arbitrary attention and stimulus categorization (Didoné et al., 2016); N400 component is associated with lexical–semantic access (Laszlo, & Armstrong, 2013).

3. Research aims, material, and methods

The aim of this research was to conduct an experimental EEG study on Russian words on different de-iconization stages and to establish whether there are differences in the brain activity while processing visual and audial stimuli of different nature.

3.1. Stimuli selection for the experiment

The material for the research were 15 sound imitative (SI) words equally distributed into 3 groups according to the criterion of iconicity. The stimuli were preselected by means of a lexical decision task. To investigate the degrees of iconicity in word recognition the experiment by Sidhu et al. (2020) was partly replicated. The results revealed typical representatives of each group: explicit SI words – xlop (clap), čmok (smack), voj (howl), pisk (squeak), čix (sneeze); implicit SI words - žuk (bug, beetle), zud (itch), pux (fluff), xrajak (boar), gus’ (goose); and arbitrary, non-SI, words - vosk (wax), svod (vault), syp’ (rash), taz (basin, bowl), trost’ (cane).

3.2. Methods and procedure

110 Russian adult participants took part in this experiment after signing up informed consent officially approved by ethical committee of S-Petersburg State University. The basic experiment was preceded by a preparatory step, which included the selection and validation of visual stimulus material for each lexical stimulus. Each participant was randomly presented with 60 words, 30 visually and 30 audibly. The task of the subjects was to identify the word and choose the
appropriate picture from the two proposed. EEG was recorded using Mitsar electroencephalograph (bandwidth, 0.5–70 Hz) with a 250Hz sampling rate for each channel. 19 monopolar leads were arranged symmetrically according to the International 10–20 System (Fp1, Fp2, Fp3, Fp4, F7, F8, C3, C4, Fz, Cz, Pz, T3, T4, T5, T6, P3, P4, O1, and O2), EOG was recorded. Visual and auditory ERP were calculated using Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance.

4. Results and discussion

It was found that there was no statistically significant difference between *visually* presented explicit-, implicit-SI words and non-SI words. However, statistically significant differences were obtained for *audibly* presented explicit SI words in contrast to implicit SI words at N400 ERP (p=0.014050) and implicit SI words in contrast to non-SI words at P300 endogenous evoked potential (p=0.043261). The first result corresponds to the fact that the N400 is larger for figurative language (Kutas, & Federmeier, 2011). The second one lets us speculate that explicit SI words demand more cognitive resources in process of audial recognition than non-SI words.

5. Conclusions

We assume that the results obtained indicate a specific brain response associated with directed attention in the process of cognitive decision-making task regarding explicit and implicit SI words presented audibly, which may reflect a higher level of cognitive complexity of identifying this type of stimuli. Explicit SI words, thus, are not only defined as extra-systemic and ‘archaic’ by means of linguistics, but also stand out according to our findings in EEG experiments.
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Recent natural language processing technologies are based on the vector space models of language, in which each word is represented with a vector in high dimensional space. One of the earliest successes using the vector space models is the four-term analogical reasoning task. A certain quadruple of word vectors forms a “parallelogram” in the vector space, with which the fourth word vector is inferred as an answer to a given triplet of query words. Despite the large body of successful applications of the vector space models, it has remained unknown what the parallelogram means. This study aims to reveal this mystery. Our analysis suggested that analogical reasoning is possible by decomposition of the bigram co-occurrence matrix, and we demonstrated the formation of a parallelepiped by creating a miniature corpus and its word vectors. This analysis and demonstration imply a sort of symmetry or exchangeability in word-word co-occurrence structure.

1. Introduction: Distributional Models of Language

‘Evolution’ of the language processing capability of the machine is dramatic in this decade. The accuracy of machine translation has reached the human level or perhaps more than educated non-native speakers. These successes of machine-learning language models have suggested how natural languages are organized.

Language is usually considered as an organized system that exhibits the capability of determining a class of words given the context of a word to be determined. This theoretical idea is called the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954). The distributional hypothesis postulates that words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings. For example, ‘an apple’ and ‘a banana’ both are allowed to appear in similar contexts, e.g., “she eats ____ every morning” and “____ is a fruit”. However, they may not appear in similar contexts of ‘a bus’ and ‘a train’, e.g., “she takes ____ home”. When we think of the fill-in-the-blank problem “she eats ____ every morning”, the words that refer to something edible, women like, and common in breakfast would be coming up with, like those specified by the context of the blank to be filled.

One of the pervasive methods to implement the distributional hypothesis is counting the co-occurrence of words in the pairs, triplets, or n-grams. Such naive co-occurrence counting has, however, a few technical issues: the combinatorial...
space of word pairs is too large to sample sufficiently (e.g., a bigram (pair) table has $10^{12}$ cells for $10^6$ word types), and it causes underestimation on the co-occurrence probability. Thus, one needs further compressed representations of the co-occurrence table, that compressed representations hopefully preserve the distributional structure of the words in the table and the language. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) is one of such earliest attempts. The underlying idea of LSA is that a sparse co-occurrence matrix $M$ can be approximated by vector representation of words, called word vectors. It has been demonstrated that word-vector algorithms can solve semantic tasks, although their performances were limited (see Lenci (2018) for review).

More recently, Mikolov et al. (2013) discovered that four-term analogy problems can be solved accurately by their artificial neural network called skip-gram, which is an instance of the word2vec class of models. Four-term analogy problem questions “what is d to c as b is to a?” denoted by, $a : b :: c : d$. Formally, the model needs to predict word $d$ given the triple of query words $a$, $b$, and $c$. For example, the question, man : woman :: king : __, should be answered with ‘queen’. Importantly, the word2vec was not optimized to solve the four-term analogy questions, but it was optimized to predict the context words for each word. However, with the learned word vectors, e.g., $v_{\text{king}}$, $v_{\text{man}}$, $v_{\text{woman}}$, one can answer the analogy task by vector arithmetic $v_{\text{king}} - v_{\text{man}} + v_{\text{woman}} \approx v_{\text{queen}}$. Since analogical reasoning requires not only syntactic but also semantic aspects of language, their successes in the analogy task have been viewed as strong support for the distributional hypothesis. And since analogy was considered to be ‘uniquely’ humans, this discovery gave a strong impact on a variety of research fields.

To solve such analogical questions, word2vec needs to successfully extract latent and distributional structures of the language, which is represented in the vector form. Since then, researchers of related fields have been attracted to resolve this “mystery” of word2vec, e.g., (Levy et al., 2015; Arora et al., 2015; Hashimoto et al., 2016). Most of them have concluded that the emergence of parallelograms is due to the sophisticated learning algorithm. The current consensus (see, e.g., (Lenci, 2018)) is the conclusion by (Levy et al., 2015) that the analogy performance of word2vec can be explained as a result of a factorization of the PPMI (positive pointwise mutual information), one of the most popular preprocess of co-occurrence matrix in natural language processing (NLP).

In this paper, we take a different approach to the mystery of word2vec. We hypothesized that the word co-occurrence matrix itself, rather than some transformation of it such as PPMI, has sufficient information required to solve linguistic tasks. Namely, we take one of the simplest forms of implementation of the distributional hypothesis. This approach has been rarely taken in the existing literature.

Connecting the co-occurrence matrix to analogical parallelograms directly naturally leads constructive approach — simulation to test which type of co-occurrence may embed a parallelogram in the word vector space. Thus, we take
the two types of approaches, data-driven analysis of co-occurrence matrix and constructive simulation creating and manipulating a small corpus.

In what follows, we briefly introduce the word2vec model in Section 2, followed by an analysis of a co-occurrence matrix in Section 3, and the constructive approach in Section 4. Lastly, we discuss future directions toward the understanding of the semantic nature of underlying word co-occurrence.

2. word2vec: The Word Embedding Algorithm

We briefly introduce the key ideas of word2vec, specifically of the skip-gram artificial neural network architecture. The skip-gram model consists of the three layers, \( n \) input units, \( d \) hidden units, and \( n \) output units, where \( n \) is the vocabulary size. Initially, every word \( w \) in vocabulary \( W \) is represented by a so-called one-hot vector \( e_w \) of length \( n \). Given a long sequence of words represented by one-hot vectors, the goal of optimization is to obtain a \( d \) dimensional compressed representation \( v_w \), called word vector, for every word \( w \in W \), where \( d \ll n \).

Denote by \( w_t \) a word at the position \( t \) in the corpus. The skip-gram seeks the corpus to identify every subsequence \((w_{t-k}, \ldots, w_{t-1}, w_t, w_{t+1}, \ldots, w_{t+k})\), the \( k \) preceding and \( k \) following context words around the centre word \( w_t \). The skip-gram model is trained, to optimize the latent word vectors \( \{v_w\}_{w \in W} \), for each \( w \) to predict their all context words \( \vec{w}_t = (w_{t-k}, \ldots, w_{t-1}, w_{t+1}, \ldots, w_{t+k}) \) simultaneously throughout the corpus. Mikolov et al. (2013) defined for the skip-gram model the conditional probability of occurring \( y \) in the context of \( x \) as follows:

\[
P(y|x) = \frac{\exp(v_y \cdot v_x)}{\sum_{w \in W} \exp(v_w \cdot v_x)},
\]

where \( v_y \cdot v_x \) is the inner product of word vectors \( v_x \) and \( v_y \).

Using a trained word2vec, Mikolov et al. (2013) demonstrated that it can solve their four-term analogy questions. Consider, for example, the problem, man : woman :: king : __, and the correct answer is ‘queen’. Given the word vectors \( v_{\text{man}}, v_{\text{woman}}, v_{\text{king}} \) for the cue words, decide the most likely word \( y \) by calculating the cosine similarity measure \( \cosine(v_x, v_y) = \frac{v_x \cdot v_y}{\|v_x\| \|v_y\|} \) for all words \( x \):

\[
v_y = \underset{v_x : x \in W}{\text{argmax}} \cosine(v_{\text{man}} - v_{\text{woman}} + v_{\text{king}}, v_x).
\]

It is defined correct, if the word vector \( v_y \) is \( v_{\text{queen}} \). The overall percentage of correct answers is about 66% for the 19,544 questions.

If any model answers correctly for a quadruple using Equation (2), these four word vectors need to form a parallelogram in the vector space. Indeed, Mikolov et al. (2013) graphically showed parallelograms in a lower-dimensional subspace.

3. Analogical Reasoning with Raw Co-occurrence Matrix

The past studies exploring the analogical reasoning based on the word2vec or others (Levy & Goldberg, 2014; Hashimoto et al., 2016; Arora et al., 2015) have es-
sentially hypothesized and concluded that word2vec or other transformation such as PPMI is crucial to have a good analogy performance. In this study, however, we hypothesize that a raw co-occurrence matrix itself or its matrix decomposition would be sufficient for analogical reasoning.

3.1. Method

To test our hypothesis, we directly counted the frequencies of pairwise co-occurrence of all words in the English Wikipedia dump corpus 20171001. The text data contains approximately 7.9 billion words, of which 2.6 million words are unique. The window size for word pair counting was $k = 5$. Although we counted them all, algebraic operations using the full co-occurrence matrix were impossible due to our computational power. Hence, for the analogical task, we only used the sub-matrices composed of the top 1,000 (or 10,000) unique words, in addition to the 905 unique words in the question set. Denote this co-occurrence matrix by $M \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}^{n \times n}$ with vocabulary size $n$.

In NLP, it is commonly recognized that application of singular-value decomposition (SVD) to the co-occurrence matrix improves performance of linguistic tasks. Technically, SVD is a method for decomposition of a real matrix $M$ of arbitrary finite size to the form $M = U \Sigma V^\top$, where matrix $U$ and $V$ are real orthogonal matrices and the diagonal matrix $\Sigma$ contains singular values in its diagonal elements. By taking the first $d$ dimensions, the $d$ dimensional word vectors for $n$ words are obtained as $U_d \Sigma_d^{1/2} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d}$. Since the word2vec was trained to construct 300 dimensional word vectors, $d = 300$ was used in this paper.

We trained our word2vec (skip-gram) model using the sample code of Python library Gensim (Rehurek & Sojka, 2010). We used instead our own preprocessed text data as described above. The window size $k = 5$ is the same. Only the words that occur more than or equal to 100 times in the corpus were used for training the model. The number of unique words was approximately 0.32 million.

3.2. Results

Figure 1 shows the performance for the four-term analogy task using the distributional models. As shown by Mikolov et al. (2013), the performance of word2vec is 66%. We treat this as a benchmark. For the models $freq$, the rows of the co-occurrence frequency matrix $M$ were directly used as word vectors. The models showed accuracy below 5%. For the models $\logfreq$, the logarithms of the rows of $M$ were used as word vectors. By taking the logarithms, the model performances got significantly increased about 40% and 35%. We think the logarithm worked as a smoothing against the Zipf’s law. This partially supports our hypothesis that information required to solve linguistic tasks is inside the corpus data. However, there is room for further improvement (could be) induced by word2vec. To eliminate this possibility, we applied SVD, a classic word embedding method,
to the log-frequency matrices of $M$. Since SVD is linear, although the word2vec is nonlinear, it would be helpful to resolve the mystery of word2vec. Surprisingly, the performances of the logfreq svd models are above 60% comparable to word2vec. This result supports the other half of our hypothesis that there is no latent structure that can be discovered only when using word2vec.

3.3. Discussion: Why the Decomposed Co-occurrence Matrix Suffices

If the original word2vec (skip-gram) were successfully trained, the word vectors $V \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d}$ determines conditional co-occurrence probability matrix $P(y|x)$ in Equation (1). By taking logarithm, $VV^\top \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ is extracted (the normalizing term was ignored), and thus the skip-gram model could be viewed as an approximate matrix decomposition of the form $VV^\top \approx \tilde{M}$ for unknown $\tilde{M}$. Given the results in Section 3.2, it suggests that “up-to-$d$th-rank matrix decomposition of the logarithm of $M$” is essentially what the word2vec models do. This hypothesis differs from the previous study (Levy et al., 2015), which concluded that word2vec is equivalent to the PPMI-like smoothing, or a matrix decomposition of the PPMI-smoothed matrix of $M$. Our view, that word2vec as a co-occurrence matrix decomposition, can be viewed as one of the simplest and most straightforward implementations of the distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954).

4. Constructive Approach to the Parallelograms

The analysis has suggested that there is a subspace of the co-occurrence matrix, in which a parallelogram is formed by a particular set of word vectors as each word may have multiple aspects. For example, $king$ is more similar with $queen$ on the is-royal axis, but is more similar with $man$ on the is-male axis. Such a multi-aspect structure of the word $king$ is supposed to be captured by a parallelepiped, rather
Figure 2. A hidden Markov model generating the 24 sentences in the toy corpus. Any hidden state $X$ other than the verbs generates the word $X$ by probability 1. For example, the state “king” generates the word “king”. On the other hand, the two hidden states corresponding to the two verbs may generate the same word. For example, both states “live in (R)” and “live in (C)” generate the word “live in”.

than a parallelogram. Although an analogy task tests a parallelogram, a collection of analogy tasks would test a parallelepiped or more complex geometric object.

In this section, we take a constructive approach to address how this parallelepiped structure is involved with the syntactic or semantic nature of a language. Specifically, we construct a small toy corpus, that forms an idealized parallelepiped structure among the word vectors, and analyzed what condition would be essential to form some parallelepiped of word vectors.

4.1. Demonstrating Parallelepiped Embedded in Co-occurrence Matrix

Toy Corpus. We created a corpus of 24 artificial sentences, which are not strictly grammatical, but with a minimal syntactic and semantic structure. Each of the sentences in this corpus consists of four words in the form of Subject-Verb-Object-Adverbial, such as “king live in palace today”. There are eight subjects, three verbs, six objects, and one adverb — in total 18 words. The corpus does not have all the possible sentences out of these 18 words, $144 = 8 \times 3 \times 6$, but it has only 24 sentences (Figure 2), which implicitly represents the hypothetical semantic relationship between underlying concepts to which these words refer.

First, we analyzed the co-occurrence matrix constructed for the toy corpus with each of the sentences generated by the equal probability $1/24$. In this case, the co-occurrence matrix (up to scale and permutation similarity) can be written with the two block matrices $C_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{8 \times 10}$ and $C_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{10 \times 10}$ by $C = \begin{pmatrix} \bar{c}_0 & c_0 \\ c_0^T & c_1 \end{pmatrix}$. Note that each row vector of the block matrix $C_0$ is the non-zero part of word vectors of the eight subject nouns. $C_0$ has the rank 4, and it lives in 3 dimensional affine space. Namely, there is some linearly independent basis of three vectors $b_0, b_1, b_2, b_3 \in \mathbb{R}^8$, such that $C_0 = (b_1, b_2, b_3)A + b_01_{1, 10}$ with a unique matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 10}$ for each choice of the affine basis $B = (b_0, b_1, b_2, b_3)$. Let $\bar{B} =
Figure 3. (Non-)parallelepipeds embedded in the co-occurrence matrix of (a) uniform toy corpus, (b) non-uniform toy corpus, and (c) a natural corpus.

\[(b_1, b_2, b_3) \in \mathbb{R}^6 \] of non-zero vectors of the column vectors of \( \bar{C}_0 := C_0^T - \frac{1}{10} 1_{10} 1_{10} C_0^T \). Then the three dimensional coordinates of the 8 points are given by the column vectors of \((\bar{B}^T \bar{B})^{-1}(\bar{B}^T \bar{C}_0)\), in which a “parallelepiped” is embedded (Figure 3(a)). Thus, this uniform toy corpus gives a sufficient condition or the existence of a way to embed a parallelepiped in the co-occurrence matrix.

4.2. Symmetry Breaker Against parallelepiped

It is also important to demonstrate on which condition the parallelepiped embedded in a co-occurrence matrix is broken, as such a demonstration gives a necessary condition for the parallelepiped formation. To do so, we consider a variation of the toy corpus, called non-uniform toy corpus, in which a certain randomly assigned probability \(p_i\) to sample the \(i^{th}\) sentence to build the co-occurrence matrix. Figure 3(b) shows the same set of the eight word vectors visualized in the same way as Figure 3(a), for a set of non-uniform random probabilities \(p_i\). These eight word vectors form neither a parallelepiped nor parallelograms. As the only difference between the uniform and non-uniform toy corpus is their sampling probability, this result suggests that a certain symmetric relationship in the probability distributions is needed to hold the parallelepiped.

4.3. A Parallelepiped in Natural Co-occurrence

The demonstration with the toy corpus above suggests that a certain class of word vectors would form a parallelepiped relationship, if the class of vectors two or more show independent syntactic-semantic statistical regularities on its word usage. We test this prediction by searching whether such a parallelepiped for a class of word vectors embedded in a natural co-occurrence matrix (logfreq svd, size 1000). Figure 3(c) shows an example that we found in the set of 8-tuple word vectors of the question words in the Family category (Mikolov et al., 2013) visualized by a two-dimensional subspace of the principal component analysis. This confirms our prediction.
5. Conclusion

This study attempted to give a theoretical account of what the parallelogram means in the vector space model. Our analysis of the co-occurrence matrix suggests a sort of co-occurrence matrix decomposition can give such a parallelogram useful for analogical reasoning. This empirical observation leads us to a constructive approach to building a toy corpus that may or may not embed a parallelepiped in the co-occurrence matrix. This numerical simulation suggests that the parallelepiped is tightly related to a certain class of the sentence probability distribution, perhaps less restricted than uniform but more restricted than arbitrary.

The biolinguistic enterprise of seeking cognitive precursors to human language depends on hypotheses or views on the structure of language. Our ‘parallelotope hypothesis’ may provide yet another characterization of the structure of language: word representations being structured are at least utilized for analogical reasoning among words. This hypothesis makes a strong connection between the mental representation of words of a language and relational reasoning on words. This hypothesis may motivate comparative psychology research on precursors to language in terms of the ability of relational reasoning.
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Evidence from natural languages suggests that properties of social environments are instrumental in shaping linguistic features, with languages of smaller or more isolated communities exhibiting more complexity (Lupyan & Dale, 2010, Wray & Grace, 2007) and less regularity (Lupyan & Dale, 2010, Meir, Israel, Sandler, Padden & Aronoff, 2012). In a recent artificial language study, Raviv, Meyer and Lev-Ari (2019) found that participants communicating within larger groups produced more systematic languages. They attributed this to the (initially) more variable input received by people in larger groups, which produced cultural selection pressures favoring systematicity as a means of reducing the cognitive strain of communicating with multiple partners.

We set out to extend this input variability hypothesis to be more readily applicable to accounts of sign languages in relation to social structure (e.g., Meir et al., 2012). Manual communication offers considerable opportunities for iconic signaling, which is associated with increased transparency of novel signals (Thompson et al., 2009) and may therefore counteract an effect of group size on the emergence of systematic structure. To investigate this possibility, we asked hearing non-signers to communicate using pantomime in groups of differing sizes. Below we report the procedure and results for the first two rounds, since conditions were similar across all group sizes for these rounds only.

We conducted the experiment online, using the Jitsi video-conferencing platform. Participants (n = 26) were all masters students taking part at home as part of an introductory course on language evolution. Overall, we tested 3 groups of 5 people, 2 groups of 4, and 1 group of 3. Participants took turns to communicate a selection of concepts, presented as typed English words for their...
The stimulus set was adapted from Motamedi et al. (2019), such that each item corresponded to a thematic category (e.g., Religion, Music, Food) and one functional category (Person, Object, Location or Action). Thus, the concept Singer corresponds to the categories of Music and Person, Concert Hall corresponds to Music and Location, and so on.

Following Motamedi et al. (2019), recordings of participants’ gestures were manually coded for shape and number of hands (e.g., 2hTakePhoto for gestures in which both hands are used to mime taking a photograph) and use of functional markers (gestures shared across items within a given functional category that may be interpreted as indicating that category, e.g., pointing to one’s chest to denote a person). Coded trials were then analyzed using two measures of efficiency, namely utterance length and frequency of repetitions, and two measures of systematicity: entropy and proportion of functionally marked utterances, both of which indicate the recombination of elements across trials. Mixed effects linear regression models (with participant and round as random effects) found a significant negative effect of group size on entropy ($\beta = -0.32, SE = 0.14, t = -2.26, p = 0.032^*$), but no effect on the proportion of functionally marked utterances. Marginally significant positive effects of group size were found for utterance length ($\beta = 0.43, SE = 0.23, t = 1.88, p = 0.073$) and frequency of repetitions ($\beta = 0.43, SE = 0.22, t = 2.00, p = 0.058$).

These results thus offer tentative support for the claim that larger groups produce more systematic gestures. However, the marginally significant results for gesture length and repetition frequency may suggest that larger group size hinders efficient communication. Though limited by our use of a small convenience sample, which was partly determined by pedagogical considerations, we argue that these findings provide a good basis for further investigation.

![Figure 1. Mean entropy of participants’ gestures. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals](image)
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Language consists of multiple components with different evolutionary origins (Boeckx, 2013). Beside its central role in communication based on the capacity for intention sharing (Tomasello, 1999), another important component of language is its hierarchical structure. Human language requires not only a sequential operation but also a recursive operation generating hierarchical expressions by combining two elements, e.g., X and Y, into a unit \{X, Y\} which is again combined into another unit \{Z, \{X, Y\}\} (Chomsky, 1995). How and why did the recursive combination (hereafter RC) evolve? RC is significantly observed in object manipulation by humans (Greenfield, 1991) as well as by captive chimpanzees (Matsuzawa, 1991; Hayashi, 2007). Because object manipulation as a necessary skill for tool-use and -making can increase the fitness of an individual without cooperating with others, it is hypothesized that the RC of objects or actions evolved as a precursor of RC of lexical items or symbols (Fujita, 2017). We pursue this hypothesis of the evolutionary scenario that RC in motor control extended to RC in language in the course of human evolution.

In our simulation study, we model learning organisms as reinforcement learning agents (Sutton & Barto, 2018). By using agent-based modeling and evolutionary simulation, we investigate how and why RC evolved in learning organisms. In this simulation, agents, which are equipped with a reinforcement learning algorithm, explore and learn the process of tool making. Tool-making is implemented as a combination of elements through state transitions based on Q-values. In addition, the hyperparameters (learning rate \(\alpha\), exploration rate \(\varepsilon\), and time discount rate \(\gamma\)) of the neural network encoding the reinforcement learning
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and Q-values are explored by the genetic algorithm. The way agents make tools can be classified into two categories. One is the non-RC type production, in which elements are sequentially combined into a single object. The other is RC type production, where the combined object is re-combined with another object using a stack that can be acquired evolutionarily. The varieties of products that can be made with either production method remain the same. We set the reward function of the reinforcement learning algorithm so that the agents are rewarded more for making novel products. This corresponds to the phenomena that the invention of tools allows access to new resources (Arthur, 2009). We define the fitness function of the genetic algorithm so that the total rewards of an agent in a generation is discounted by the depth of the stack as a cost. In other words, this is a more favorable setting for non-RC than for RC because RC is more costly due to the additional use of the stack.

We found out that critical parameters for the emergence of RC include the cost of the stack, the reward discount rate, element types, and product length. If the cost of the stack, which is necessary for RC, is low, RC emerges because using RC in addition to the reinforcement learning is more advantageous than using reinforcement learning only. If the reward discount rate of producing the same product is low, it is less adaptive to produce as diverse products as possible. In this case, RC emerges because reinforcement learning with a high exploration rate $\epsilon$ is a less valuable strategy (Figure 1). If the types of elements are more and the product length is short, RC emerges because it is more effective than reinforcement learning with a low time discount rate $\gamma$.

In sum, in solving the exploration and exploitation problem, RC emerges in an environment where exploitation and exploration should be balanced. Moreover, the environment, in which attending to multiple states (i.e., to both workspace and stack) is not costly, facilitates the emergence of RC.

![Figure 1. Reward discount rate dependency of the population share of RC users, hyperparameter of Q-learning (Alpha_QL, Gamma_QL, Epsilon_QL) at the 1,000th generation (average of 50 trials).](image-url)
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1. Introduction

Experimental studies on the development of communication have tended to focus on the role of the visual modality, and in particular the iconic potential of gestures and other forms of bodily communication, for the de novo emergence of communication systems in the laboratory (cf. Fay et al. 2014; Goldin-Meadow 2016). This line of enquiry has been relatively recently complemented with a new empirical approach to the potential for form-meaning iconicity in the vocal-auditory modality. These empirical studies reveal that vocal iconicity is inherently present in the lexicons of spoken languages (Johansson et al. 2021). Naïve listeners are able to assign new iconic vocalizations to their ‘meanings’ in forced-choice paradigms (Perlman et al. 2015), to a large extent even cross-culturally (Ćwiek et al. 2021). This has been taken to suggest that the iconic potential of the vocal modality might have played a role in establishing the first forms of language-like communication.

Further, existing research (Edmiston et al. 2018) with speakers of English suggests that linguistic properties such as phonological words can emerge spontaneously through repeated imitations of environmental sounds; however, the universality of these findings has not been tested beyond the native speakers of a single language. Our study extends this approach to participants speaking natively another three languages, from two language families, Indo-European (Polish and German) and Sino-Tibetan (Chinese). Also, four new onomatopoeic sounds were included.
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2. Methods

Data was collected in a classic iterated learning paradigm, in chains of 8 participants per chain: first participant imitated a ‘seed’ environmental sound – such as glass, zipper or sneezing – and that participant’s output was played back as input to be imitated by the next participant in a chain, etc. (cf. ‘Chinese whispers’). We collected imitations from native speakers of Polish (8 chains), German (8 chains), and Chinese (8 chains). If imitations become gradually more language-like with each iteration, then the last (8th) generation imitations should sound more wordlike (thus, be easier to transcribe) than the first generation imitations. We asked native speakers of each language to convert the 1st and 8th generation imitations into spelling (native orthography). In the case of Chinese, participants used pinyin, i.e., the official romanised spelling; we expected more orthographic similarity (computed with the Ratcliff Obershelp algorithm) between the transcriptions of the 8th than 1st generation imitations.

3. Results

Paired samples t-tests revealed a significant difference between the mean similarity of transcriptions of sounds from the 1st and 8th generations in the expected direction only for the sounds provided by Polish speakers ($t_{(7)}=-3.201$, $p = 0.015 < 0.05$), and no significant differences for the sounds produced by the speakers of German ($t_{(7)}=-1.094$, $p =0.310 > 0.05$) or Chinese ($t_{(7)}= 0.392..$, $p =0.707 > 0.05$). In a battery of qualitative post-studies, we established that the results heavily depended on the performance of the first participant in each chain (1st round imitator).

4. Discussion

We have been able to replicate the results of Edmiston et al. (2018) only for the sample of Polish speakers, but not German or Chinese speakers. Minimally, this suggests that care should be taken when generalizing results obtained from speakers of a single language, since these can reflect language or culture-specific phenomena rather than being informative of language-universal phenomena that are the basis for formulating language-origins scenarios.
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Abstract

Languages across the world vary in how they construe simple spatial relations (Majid et al., 2004). It is, however, far from clear what the source of this variation is. One suggestion is that variation is driven first and foremost by cultural and historical factors such as language contact, transmission, and stochastic drift. As languages are passed down from generation to generation, cognitive biases for structure, compressibility and expressibility shape the emergence of linguistic structure and conventions (Christiansen & Chater, 2008; Kirby et al., 2015). In turn, when a speaker acquires a particular natural language, the structure of that language can influence how she will distribute attention and conceptualize her surrounding giving rise to linguistic relativity effects (Bowerman, 1996; Levinson, 2003; Roberson et al., 2005).

Another suggestion is that variation evolves contingent on ecological and environmental factors (Lupyan & Dale, 2016; Winters et al., 2015). The structure of our surrounding environment (affordances) can thus come to bias which conceptual solutions are experientially salient and thus influence which linguistic structures are stabilized (Nölle et al., 2020; Tylén et al., 2013). Here, we present a model that attempts to integrate the two elements (linguistic relativity and the linguistic niche hypothesis) in one dynamical system and provide experimental evidence to test its predictions. The model assumes dynamical circular causality.
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between environmental affordances and cognitive construal enhanced through cultural transmission (Alinam et al., 2021).

In a preregistered experiment, we used Virtual Reality to study the interactive processes shaping these affordances and their implications focusing on the case of urban environments. Seventy-two participants performed a navigation task first following, and later creating, instructions to find a target object in an urban environment. In each session, a participant would search a virtual urban space for a target, return and make written instructions for the next participant about where to go and look for the target. The same procedure repeated in a transmission chain of 6 generations, where the instructions of the previous participant was passed on to the next. In order to investigate the contingencies between environmental affordances, conceptualization and linguistic interaction, half of the participants did the task in an urban space characterized by windy streets and salient colorful building textures (henceforth the “Barcelona” condition), while the other half did the task in an urban space characterized by straight perpendicular streets and buildings with desaturated color/texture (the “Manhattan” condition). Number of houses, street crossings and their relative position was kept constant between the condition.

In support of our predictions, we find that route descriptions differed between conditions. Descriptions in the Barcelona condition were generally more reliant on local salient vertical landmarks while participants in the Manhattan condition relied more on horizontal and cardinal cues. This suggest that participants are susceptible to the visuo-spatial affordances on their local environment when preparing their instructions supporting the linguistic niche hypothesis. However, more interestingly, these tendencies are enhanced over generations in the transmission chains. Reading the verbal instructions of the previous participant seems to bias the attention of the current participant towards particular cues in the environment. Searching for the target, participants pay more attention to those dimensions of the space profiled in the instructions. And in turn, when later writing their own instructions for the next participant, they seem to not only reproduce description expressing the attentional profile of received instructions, but to even enhance such biases over generations. This is indicative of a linguistic relativity effect (at least according to a weak version of this).

Together, our results point to the mutually enhancing influences of (non-linguistic) environmental affordances and language in guiding attention and conceptualization, and can inform discussions of how linguistic structure emerge contingent on environmental structure.
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Learning is essential to speak language. Humans are highly motivated to speak and improve it especially in their childhood. After critical period of language learning, they can still acquire new vocabulary, and even second language. It enables humans to sophisticate abstract and hierarchical language and contributes to communication among or between groups of large size. As well as the capacity of learning, motivation to learn language during their lifetime is needed on improvement of speaking language without being praised or rewarded, especially in their adulthood. It suggests that language learning should be motivated by internal system, and investigating mechanism of motivation of learning would help to understand how human language is maintained and evolved. In the perspective of motivation to maintain learned vocalization, vocal-learners are expected to have common system to vocalize frequently. As well as humans, male songbirds conduct vocal learning both as a child and an adult. Although their song is used to attract females, they also sing undirected song (US), and it has a role in maintain their syntax and acoustic features (Sakata & Brainard, 2006). It suggests that male songbirds are good model to investigate internal system to motivate vocalization. Anterior Forebrain Pathway (AFP), a cortico-basal gangliothalamo-cortical loop in songbird, is suggested to learn and maintain US (Brainard, 2004; Ölveczky et al., 2005; Hoffmann et al., 2016; Gadagkar et al., 2016). In AFP, neural activity in Area X, basal ganglia in songbird, is expected to reflect both preparatory activity and motivational signal because it receives premotor and dopaminergic input, and was reported on dopamine concentration during singing US (Sasaki et al., 2006). In order to investigate neural activity reflecting motivation in learned vocalization, present study recorded preparatory
activity in basal ganglia of male songbirds during US, and compared duration of the activity change in US and compared it to that in vocalizing innate call. Male Java sparrows (Lonchura oryzivora) (n = 4) were used for neural recording. Manually-driven electrode was implanted in their Area X, and neural activity was recorded while they vocalized US and innate calls in a sound-proof box. Neural activity was calculated by firing rate (FR) of sorted unit from recorded data. US bout was composed of motif (main body), and preceding vocalizations. FR in seven 1 second bins before the onsets and one bin after the onsets were used for statistical analysis. FR in 7-6 seconds before the onset was regarded as spontaneous firing rate (SFR), and song-related neurons were decided by Wilcoxon’s sign rank test between FR in the bin after onset and SFR. Ramping duration of preparatory activity was decided by the number of continuous bins significantly higher in FR than SFR from the onset. As to innate calls, trill calls, specific long call in Java sparrow, was used in activity analysis. FR in three 1 second bins before the onsets and one bin after the onsets were used for statistical test. 24 neurons were recorded, 16 neurons showed US related activity and 6 showed trill call related activity. Ramping duration of preparatory activity was 2.25 ± 1.56 seconds in US (bout: 2.58 ± 1.55 seconds, motif: 1.25 ± 1.09 seconds), and 1.33 ± 0.47 seconds in trill call. The results shows that longer activity change in basal ganglia before learned vocalization than innate call in songbird. It suggests that initiation of learned vocalization may cause longer change in internal state, and motivate activity increase in various area, which may enables individuals complex and skilled vocalization.

![Figure](image-url)

Figure: (Top) Spectrogram and waveform of US. (Middle) Raster plot of neural activity initiating US. (Bottom) Histogram of activity prior to US.
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Communication requires people to align, at least in part, on what words mean. To accomplish this, language learners can observe what a word refers to. However, many words have referents that are abstract or otherwise hard to observe. In addition, many concrete words also have more abstract denotations. In the absence of direct referents, language learners can align word meanings to those of their language community by observing how words are used in context. This mechanism is underappreciated as a driver of semantic alignment across large language communities in which individual speakers are unlikely to ever interact directly. In three experiments, we demonstrate alignment between blind and sighted speakers for the semantic associations of color terms – whose direct referents can only be observed by the sighted participants – and demonstrate how a word embedding model can achieve this alignment by learning from word co-occurrence patterns.

Experiments in language evolution often focus on the transmission of structure rather than the transmission of semantics. For example, Kirby, Cornish, and Smith (2008) write that “each utterance has a dual purpose, carrying semantic content but also conveying information about its own construction. Upon hearing a sentence, a language learner uses the structure of that sentence to make new inferences about the language that produced it”. This is a foundational claim in the field of language evolution, and it has been repeatedly demonstrated empirically through, e.g., iterated learning experiments. In addition to conveying pragmatic meaning and information about its own construction, however, language also carries implicit information about its own lexical semantics in the form of word co-occurrences. For example, we might learn that “odd”, “strange”, and “weird” are related because because they are used in similar contexts. This is an underappreciated mechanism for language evolution, as it serves to align lexical semantics across speakers in a language community, which is vital for developing and maintaining a mutually intelligible lexicon.

Of course learning what words mean involves more than than tracking co-occurrences. Often, there is a direct referent present that the learner can observe. In some cases however, the language itself is the only source of information about lexical semantics that a language learner has access to. Blind people, for example,
can only learn about the meanings of color words through language. We would expect, therefore, that they acquire those aspects of color word semantics that are implicitly conveyed in spoken and written language.

Recently, Saysani, Corballis, and Corballis (2021) showed that blind people’s judgments resemble those of sighted people when asked to place color words along various dimensions, for example indicating where “red” and “green” fall on cold-hot, unripe-ripe and fast-slow continua. Given that blind people cannot directly observe that hot objects sometimes glow red or that unripe fruits and vegetables tend to be green, it perhaps seems obvious that any color associations they do have, they must learn from language (cf. Kim, Aheimer, Manrara, & Bedny, 2021). However, how color semantics are represented in spoken and written language – and to what extent language, rather than perception, can align semantic representations of colors between individuals – is not obvious. Are color semantics conveyed explicitly, e.g. through generic statements such as “green fruits are unripe”? Are they conveyed through simple co-occurrences, when a color word occurs adjacent to another word, e.g. “red hot coals”? Or are color semantics encoded in more complex semantic structures – a web of associations from which we can derive semantics of color terms?

Experiment 1: Reanalysis of Saysani et al. (2021) data

Method

Participants

Saysani et al. recruited 32 native speakers of New Zealand English, 20 of whom had normal, trichromatic vision and 12 of whom were congenitally blind with no residual vision. We recruited 130 additional sighted participants from the student participant pool at a large public university, speakers of American English.

Design and procedure

Participants were asked to rate each of nine color terms (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, black, and white) on 17 semantic dimensions, each defined by two antonyms placed at the poles of a seven-point Likert scale (happy–sad, calm–angry, submissive–aggressive, relaxed–tense, exciting–dull, selfless–jealous, active–passive, like–dislike, alive–dead, fast–slow, new–old, unripe–ripe, soft–hard, light–heavy, fresh–stale, clean–dirty, and cold–hot).

Results

The main finding reported by Saysani et al. was that multidimensional scaling solutions were more variable between blind participants than between sighted participants. When we compared intraclass correlations (ICC) for the blind (.35, 95% CI [.29, .42]) and the sighted (.49, 95% CI [.43, .55]) groups, blind participants
were indeed more variable than the sighted participants. At the same time, the responses of sighted and blind participants were remarkably similar (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Blind and sighted participants’ color-adjective association ratings from Experiment 1. Points on the diagonal from bottom-left to top-right represent perfect agreement between blind and sighted participants.]

To understand how this aspect of color semantics may be represented in language, we relied on a fastText word embedding model (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2017) trained on the fiction subcorpus of the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA-fiction). We projected the vector-representation of each color word onto a semantic dimension formed by the antonym pairs, e.g., *hot* and *cold*, and computing the cosine similarity between the color word vector and the axis vector. The projection for e.g. the color blue on the dimension cold-hot is then given by \( \cos (\text{hot} - \text{cold}, \text{blue}) \) (see Grand, Blank, Pereira, & Fedorenko, 2018, for a discussion of this projection method). This provides us with a relative measure of word similarity, taken along the semantic dimension’s axis, that we can use to predict human ratings of color associations.

Using a Bayesian linear mixed-effects model with weakly regularizing pri-
ors (Capretto et al., 2020), we regressed word embedding projections onto participants’ color-adjective association ratings while adjusting for frequency and concreteness of the words forming each dimension. Color-adjective ratings (e.g., placing yellow closer to ripe than unripe) were predicted by word embedding projections, with a standardized effect size of .40 (95% CI [.37, .43]) for sighted participants and .33 (95% CI [.24, .41]) for blind participants.

Discussion

Language is produced by people, most of whom have direct experiences of color. What is remarkable however, is that color information then becomes embedded in the statistics of language, enabling – in principle – someone who has no direct experience of color whatsoever to build up meaningful color semantics that can produce judgments quite similar to that of sighted people.

Experiment 2: Where in language are color associations coming from?

So where do the embeddings “learn” their color semantics? One way of finding out is to remove the critical signal from the training corpus so that the resulting word embeddings no longer predict human judgments. In this experiment, we examined four potential sources of color-adjective associations:

(a) First-order co-occurrences: The occurrence of a color word and a semantic dimension word in the same sentence (e.g. “the fire was red hot”; color associations in these sentences can be explicit, but often are not).

(b) Second-order co-occurrences: The occurrence of color words and semantic dimension words in similar contexts (i.e. color words and semantic dimension words may not co-occur, but share words that they co-occur with, e.g. “Southern cooking uses green tomatoes” and “Southern cooking uses unripe tomatoes”). These sentences encompass nearly the entire corpus because some words (e.g. many function words) co-occur with every other word, which made removing all of them from the training corpus infeasible. More importantly, it rules out a strong form of the second-order co-occurrence hypothesis (i.e. all second-order co-occurrence relationships are informative), but it does not preclude a weaker form, where some second-order co-occurrences (e.g. the psychologically salient words from hypothesis (d)) are central to learning color-adjective associations.

(c) Co-occurrences between color words and words in the same semantic neighborhood as semantic dimension words: For example in “The forest was white with snow”, snow is in the same semantic neighborhood as cold, which might lead to an association between white and cold. We identified semantic neighborhood words using cosine similarity between word embeddings and removed sentences containing any of the ten nearest neighbors of each color and dimension word from the corpus.
(d) Mediation by psychologically salient words: It is possible that color-adjective associations are mediated by specific words. For example, when placing yellow on the unripe-to-ripe dimension, people may think of a yellow and ripe banana. We do not know a priori which words mediate color-adjective associations, but we presented participants with color-adjective pairs (e.g., yellow-ripe, white-cold) and asked them to provide a word they associate with the pair. We then take the most common word for each pair and remove sentences containing those words from the training corpus.

Note that these sources of semantic information need not be mutually exclusive; words captured by (c) and (d) may overlap, and all of these words may be a subset of the words described by (b).

**Method**

**Participants**

We recruited 100 sighted participants from the student participant pool at a large public university who did not participate in previous color-adjective rating studies. Participants were presented with the color-adjective pairs and asked to generate a word that they associate with both. These associates were taken to be psychologically salient mediator words from hypothesis (d).

**Design and procedure**

To test each potential source of color-adjective associations, we removed it from the training corpus and then tested the predictive efficacy of embedding projections trained on the filtered corpus by using them to model the association ratings from Experiment 1.

**Results**

Removing first-order co-occurrences did not meaningfully reduce the effect size of the word embedding predictions. Removing nearest neighbors and especially removing participant-generated labels for color-adjective associations had a measurable impact however (see Figure 2 for estimated effect sizes).

**Discussion**

It is tempting to think that knowledge that blue is cold may come from sentences such as "His lips were blue with cold". However, removing such first-order co-occurrences had no measurable effect on the model’s ability to pull out human-like associations. In contrast, removing sentences containing psychologically salient mediators (e.g., "ice" for cold-blue) reduced the signal substantially. This is especially surprising because the number of labels generated by at least two participants (the threshold for inclusion in our corpus filtering procedure) was only 242; on average less than one label per color-adjective pair.
Figure 2. Estimated effects of word embedding projections in predicting blind and sighted participants’ color-adjective association ratings. Percentage of training corpus removed by each manipulation is listed in parentheses.

**Experiment 3**

To better understand what kinds of sentences were contributing to learning human-like color-adjective associations, we modified an embedding model to record color-adjective embedding projections at every single training step. This allows us to rank training examples in order of the impact they have on specific color-adjective projections (e.g. “blue” on the axis “hot”–“cold”).

**Method**

To measure the impact each individual sentence in the training corpus had on the embedding projections, we modified the word2vec (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) implementation included in the gensim Python package (ˇRehůřek & Sojka, 2010). The modified word2vec implementation computes and logs the embedding projections of interest after every training cycle (i.e. reading a training sentence, computing and back-propagating the error, and computing the updated embeddings). We then used the final embedding projections (after training is completed) as a reference and calculated how much each training sentence reduced the relative distance (between the previous projection and the final projection).

**Results**

The sentences that most informed the final embeddings projections were (1) likely to contain either a dimension word (e.g., cold) or a color word, and (2) were likely to contain a color-adjective mediator produced in Experiment 2. For example, a highly informative sentence for moving “blue” toward “cold” is “The cold seaside...”
air here has both a fishy and a piney sniff to it”. We can count up the occurrences of color and dimension words in the top 1000 most informative sentences for the “blue” and “hot”-“cold” pairing. We find 447 occurrences of “cold”, 326 occurrences of “hot”, and 303 occurrences of “blue”. Every sentence in the top 1000 contained at least one of these words, and only a few contained more than one. This suggests that the associations that underpin the projections are learned from specific second-order co-occurrences.

The most informative of these second-order co-occurrences are disproportionately mediated by words that participants in Experiment 2 named as salient labels for specific color associations (e.g. the association between “yellow” and “ripe” is mediated by salient label “banana”). The top 1% of informative training sentences contains 2%–6% of the participant-provided mediator words in the training corpus, when aggregated by color.

Discussion

Our results are strongly consistent with the model learning the color-adjective associations that inform the projections from second-order co-occurrence relationships. The higher prevalence of participant-proved mediator words for each color-adjective pair in the most informative training sentences demonstrates that participants were able to articulate with some degree of success which indirect (second-order) co-occurrence relationships are informative for the relationship between each given color and adjective (e.g. “white” and “cold”, mediated by the word “snow”).

General discussion

In a language community where word meanings are always changing and where speakers cannot observe many words’ referents directly, how does a language learner align their understanding of word meanings to those of other speakers and the community at large?

One example of word meanings that have to be aligned without observing direct referents is blind people’s knowledge of color words. Blind people cannot directly perceive colors in their visual contexts, yet we found that their understanding of color associations is broadly aligned with that of sighted people, and that the color associations of both groups of participants could be predicted from word embedding projections. That these color associations can be learned from a corpus of written text by a model that learns from distributional information demonstrates how media, both spoken and written, could serve to align lexical semantics across a large language community in which most members never interact directly with each other. Communicating word meaning implicitly through co-occurrence also allows a language community to incrementally develop the meanings of abstract words—for which speakers cannot make use of referents—by scaffolding them on top of more concrete words.
Here, we used an adapted word embedding model to demonstrate exactly how co-occurrence information can be used by an associative learner to learn aspects of word meaning. We show that the core signal lies in second-order linkages mediated by a third word, e.g., the link between “ripe” and “red” being mediated by “tomato”. Large-scale semantic alignment and the mechanisms underpinning it are an under-explored topic in language evolution, but we believe that any comprehensive theory of language change needs to account for how language communities can maintain mutual intelligibility in the face of changing word meanings and varied access to direct perceptual information.
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Computational models of language evolution offer important insights for explaining the emergence and evolution of human languages. However, such models have recently been criticized for being computationally intractable. The goal of this paper is to show that this criticism is misleading because it reduces all models of language evolution to only a specific subset of models that assume that the basic unit of cultural transmission is the language itself, which leads to astronomically large hypothesis spaces. In fact, there is already decades worth of computational modelling using the Language Game paradigm that has successfully addressed the issue of scaling by treating language as a complex adaptive system that spontaneously evolves as the side-effect of local communicative interactions. This paper explains why the Language Game method scales so well, and how it incorporates insights from constructivist usage-based learning and Relevance theory. It will illustrate the method through a Naming Game, supported by open-source code that readers can download, test and reuse for their own work.

1. Introduction

Computational models of language evolution have played an important role in exploring the origins and evolution of human languages ever since the late 1980s and early 1990s (e.g. Hurford, 1989; Steels, 1995). However, a recent complexity analysis by Woensdregt et al. (2021) suggests that models of language evolution, at least in their current formulation, are computationally intractable so they cannot be scaled up to more ecological scales involving tens of thousands of words.

While complexity analysis can offer useful insights for scaling a model, the criticism of Woensdregt et al. (2021) is misleading because it reduces all models of language evolution to one specific kind of iterated model based on Bayesian inference (e.g. Griffiths & Kalish, 2007). Other kinds of models are not only ignored, but also simply discarded based on the following two arguments:

“[I]t is not clear that other models [...] would not run into the same wall of intractability. Moreover, the Bayesian formalism has the virtue of being able to model agents’ epistemic states and transitions while remaining agnostic about the precise implementing mechanisms” (Woensdregt et al., 2021 p. 6).

The goal of this paper is to refute this conclusion by showing that there already exists decades worth of research using the Language Game methodology.
(Steels, 1995, 2000) which has successfully addressed issues of scale by treating language as a complex adaptive system, and by drawing inspiration from constructivist usage-based language learning (Bybee, 2006; Goldberg, 2011) and Relevance Theory (Sperber & Wilson, 1986). This paper will explain why the Language Game method scales so well through a Naming Game (Steels, 1995; Baronchelli, Felici, Loreto, Caglioti, & Steels, 2006). Readers who are interested in running the Naming Game on their own computers can download the paper’s supporting code for free as open-source software, as well as the open-source framework Babel2 (Loetzsch, Wellens, De Beule, Bleys, & van Trijp, 2008) that has been used for the implementation, which can be downloaded at https://gitlab.ai.vub.ac.be/ehai/babel-core.

2. Illustrating the Problem of Scalability

Before turning to language games, it is important to understand the argument of computational intractability. Woensdregt et al. (2021) assume a Bayesian iterated learning model of cultural transmission in the style of Griffiths and Kalish (2007), in which an adult language user produces a number of utterances that are observed by a child learner, who forms hypotheses about which language could produce such utterances. Each hypothesis \( h \) is a language, so the hypothesis space consists of all of the possible languages. At the end of a cycle, there is a generational turnover in which the child becomes the adult and a new learner is introduced.

Woensdregt et al. (2021) provide a complexity analysis that shows that such models are computationally intractable. They illustrate the idea with the following example: suppose that a language is a set of one-to-one mappings between signals and referents, then the hypothesis space of all possible languages consists of all possible signal-referent mappings, which amounts to \( 2^{\# \text{signals} \times \# \text{referents}} \). Woensdregt et al. (2021) write that even for a toy language in which 50 signals exist for 25 referents, “learners need to consider all \( 2^{50 \times 25} \), about \( 1.9 \times 10^{376} \), possible languages” (p. 1). Increasing the number of signals and referents thus leads to a combinatorial explosion in the hypothesis space, which makes scaling impossible. In other words, such a model cannot be salvaged by faster computers or better implementations, because they face “a deeper theoretical issue” (p. 1).

Woensdregt et al. (2021) do not identify what exactly that deeper theoretical is, but the culprit seems obvious: the learner needs to consider an astronomically large hypothesis space, which is due to the fact that they have to consider the probabilities of all possible languages. This is a side-effect of the model’s implicit assumption that the basic unit of cultural transmission is the language itself, as opposed to utterance-based models of cultural transmission (e.g. Croft, 2000) that make the learning task much more manageable.

\[\text{https://github.com/SonyCSLParis/Naming-Game}\]
3. The Naming Game

Let us now turn to the Language Game methodology, which is illustrated in Figure 1. A language game experiment typically involves a population of multiple agents, organized according to a network topology that represents the population’s social structure. At each time step of the experiment, two agents are drawn from the population to play a language game with each other, which is a locally situated interaction that is private to the participating agents. Since all agents are peers, each agent can take on the role of producer or comprehender. During a language game, agents only worry about achieving their communicative goals with respect to the current situation, so they are not preoccupied by learning “the” community language. In fact, as will be demonstrated below, the community language spontaneously emerges and evolves through self-organization in very much the same way an ant path or other complex systems are formed in nature.

The simplest Language Game experiment is the Naming Game, which was first introduced by Steels (1995) and which has well-understood mathematical properties (Baronchelli et al., 2006; De Vylder & Tuyls, 2006). The Naming Game involves a population of $N$ agents that need to self-organize a shared lexicon $\mathcal{L}$ for referring to a number $M$ of objects present in their world. Each agent is endowed with an associative lexicon $L_a$ that consists of a list of lexical constructions, here operationalized as signal-referent associations (in order to be consistent with the example of Woensdregt et al., 2021) that are assigned a preference score that represents the strength of an association. More formally: $L_a = \{ (s_1, r_1, \sigma_1), \ldots \}$ where $s_i$ is a possible signal (a string), $r_i$ a possible referent (a unique symbol), and where $0.0 \leq \sigma_i \leq 1.0$ is the preference score with as initial value $0.5$. All agents start with an empty lexicon at time step $t = 0$, but gradually invent and learn new constructions as they interact with each other according to the following scenario:
1. Each time step $t$, a *situated context* is initialized, as illustrated in Figure 1.
   (a) A context consists of $n$ objects randomly selected from the “world.”
   (b) One agent is randomly selected to act as the *producer*, and a *comprehender* is selected among the agents that are directly connected to the producer’s social network (shown on the left of Figure 1).

2. The agents start interacting. Figure 2 illustrates their linguistic actions:
   (a) Both agents maintain a *situation model* of the current context, in which they keep track of the objects they perceive.
   (b) The producer randomly selects one of the objects as the *topic*.
   (c) The producer transmits a signal for referring to the topic to the comprehender:
      - If the producer does not know an appropriate signal yet for the topic, they will invent one. Here, they will randomly generate a string according to the template “CVCVCVCVCV” (e.g. “kebekobola”);
      - If the producer knows more than one signal that associated with the topic (“competitors”), they will choose one according to the inventory dynamics of the experiment. In this paper, the agent chooses the construction that has the highest preference score.
   (a) The comprehender tries to comprehend the producer’s signal.
      - If the comprehender knows a construction that maps the signal onto one of the referents in their situation model, comprehension succeeded. They will point to that object.
      - If not, the comprehender will indicate failure to the producer.
3. The producer gives feedback to the comprehender. They will signal success if the comprehender pointed to the correct object, and signal failure otherwise. In the latter case they also point to the intended topic, so the comprehender can learn a new signal-referent association.

4. The agents update their linguistic inventories based on the success or failure of the game according to the experiment’s inventory dynamics.

As can be inferred from the above, the inventory dynamics of an experiment determine how the agents cope with variation in the population and how they update their linguistic inventories after each usage event (see Baronchelli, 2018 for a primer on suitable strategies for achieving consensus). In the experiments of this paper, agents update their inventories using lateral inhibition, which means that they will increase the preference scores of lexical constructions that led to success while at the same time punishing competitors by lowering their preference scores, which is compatible with more recent proposals on statistical preemption in constructivist language learning (Goldberg, 2011). Agents will also punish constructions that led to communicative failure. The experiments in this paper adopt the score updating rule of De Beule, De Vylder, and Belpaeme (2006), which has been proven successful in prior research.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

To remain close to the example of Woensdregt et al. (2021), a Naming Game experiment was set up with a population size of $N = 10$ and a number of objects $M = 25$. In order to test whether the population succeeds at self-organizing a lexicon for referring to these 25 objects, 100 independent simulations were executed with each 6,000 time steps, which amounts to an average of 1,200 interactions per agent per simulation.

Figure 3 shows the most important results averaged over the hundred simulations, with error bars indicating the variability between each run. The measure Communicative Success is a running average of the past 10 interactions in which a failed game counts as 0 and a successful game as 1. As can be seen, the agents already reach success after about 2,000 time steps (about 400 interactions per agent or 16 interactions per object). Communicative success however doesn’t mean that agents have reached consensus about which signal to use for which referent, because each agent might simply have learned all of the signals in order to understand the others, but keep using their own preferences. The consensus of a signal-referent association is measured as the inverse of normalized (Shannon) entropy, as formally defined in the supporting code. Global consensus simply averages over these individual consensus scores. As can be seen in the left graph of Figure 3, consensus quickly follows communicative success, with maximal consensus after about 4,000 interactions, an average of 800 interactions per agent, or 32 interactions per referent.
The graph on the right shows more information about the emergent lexicon. Each agent learns about 75 different constructions for referring to 25 objects. However, through lateral inhibition the agents succeed in reducing their lexicons to an optimal size of 25 active constructions. Constructions are considered to be active as long as their preference score exceeds a threshold $\sigma_i \geq 0.2$, otherwise they become dormant. Hidden from the graph is the actual variation in the population: every time a producer communicates about an object for the first time, they invent a new construction. Given that the producer is randomly selected, on average half of the population $N/2$ will invent a competitor for the same object, leading to an average of five competitors per referent or a total of 125 words for 25 referents circulating in the population. If the agents would have to consider the space of all possible languages, as in the formalization of Woensdregt et al. (2021), they would have to entertain $2^{125 \times 25}$, or about $5.2 \times 10^{939}$, possible languages. Yet, as readers who test the code can verify, it takes only a couple of seconds to run the simulations on a present-day laptop (in fact, it takes more time to produce the graphs than running the simulations themselves).

5. Discussion and Conclusion

The previous sections explained a simple Naming Game, but how does it scale? Prior research has provided mathematical proof that the Naming Game always converges (De Vylder & Tuyls, 2006), and Baronchelli et al. (2006) and Baronchelli (2006) have examined how the model behaves when scaling the population size, reporting simulations up to $N = 100000$. These experiments reveal that the model displays similar behavior as natural language dynamics, most notably that there is an S-shaped curve with sharp transition towards population-wide convergence. In fact, the transition becomes sharper and sharper as the size of the language increases. Baronchelli et al. (2006) conclude that this “surprising result [...] explains why human language can scale up to very large populations.”
Other experiments have shown how the Language Game method can also successfully apply to more complex languages where there is no one-to-one mapping between signal and referent, including large lexicons and meaning spaces (Wellens, Loetzsch, & Steels, 2008), or experiments on grammatical structures such as argument structure constructions (see Steels, 2012 for a collection of experiments, and the open-access book series Computational Models of Language Evolution at Language Science Press).

Why doesn’t the Language Game method hit the wall of computational intractability? The answer is that the agents never exhaustively search the hypothesis space, but instead only consider what is relevant for achieving communicative success in their local interactions. For example, when a learner observes a particular signal, they will not try to update their entire lexicon, but only those constructions that were involved in the language game: the constructions that were used and their competitors. In the current setup, an agent knows on average three competitors for one referent, so they will on average never make more than three local adjustments (i.e. update their preference scores) at each time step instead of recalculating the probabilities of all possible mappings. Global consensus is nevertheless achieved as a side-effect in the same way as ant paths are spontaneously formed as the side-effect of local behaviour. Language can therefore be seen as a complex adaptive system that is constantly shaped and reshaped through language usage (Steels, 2000).

In sum, when Woensdregt et al. (2021) posed the challenge of scaling, they wrongly equated “models of language evolution” with a particular kind of model in which a language must be learned as a whole. Other models that operationalize language learning as a much more manageable task, such as utterance-based models of language evolution (Croft, 2000) or the Language Game paradigm, do not run into the problem of computational intractability; and have in the latter case already been demonstrated to scale to more realistic settings. And just like the Bayesian iterated learning models, the Language Game method is a general framework that is agnostic to the specifics of implementation, as can be gleaned from the breadth of techniques and phenomena that have already been investigated with this method (Steels, 2012).
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Language development in human infants has long been of interest to the field of language evolution. Topics of investigation include (but are not limited to) arguments regarding “language fossils” and potential parallels between ontogeny and phylogeny of language development (e.g. Bickerton, 1984; Wray, 1998), comparative research with language-trained primates (Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1993) and arguments regarding language nativism (Berwick, Chomsky & Piatelli-Palmarini, 2013). Perhaps surprisingly, despite such a long-standing interest of the field, to this day there is no systemic approach to the question of language ontogeny in language evolution. This seems crucial since evolution depends on changes in ontogenetic patterns. Given advancements of relevant disciplines (evolutionary, developmental and systems biology) we argue that the time is ripe for developing such an approach. Specifically, we propose that translating the achievements of the Evolutionary Developmental Biology (Evo-Devo) to the field of language evolution is a particularly promising avenue for future research. Evo-Devo approach stresses that development is central to evolutionarily processes by becoming the source of phenotypic plasticity on which selection operates and optimizing trait alignment with the adaptive landscape (Jamnickzky et al., 2010; Michel et al., 2018). Moreover, due to similarities in molecular foundations of gene networks expression across distant species (i.e. deep homology), analogous or divergent pattern of the same developmental program unfolding in different species and even taxa can be informative for understanding specific selection pressures and convergent and divergent evolution, respectively (Fitch, 2012). Thus, the premise of Evo-Devo approach unites ontogeny and phylogeny on several levels going beyond simplistic claims of recapitulation and in the context
of language emergence beyond simplistic parallels between processes of language acquisition by a child and its emergence in phylogeny. Ultimately, Eco-Evo-Devo theories support the view that organisms evolve as a result of the interactions between their genes, their developmental paths, and the environments in which they live. In the context of human language evolution this Eco-Evo-Devo framework opens the door to views of language evolution that see the origins of modern language as the result of both a biological process that changed our brain and behavior, and a cultural process that enabled the emergence of distinctive aspects of human languages through transmission and use.

In the talk, we will outline how application of this framework provides insights in the field of language evolution. First, in line with Evo-Devo approaches, we will advocate for a systemic approach to language acquisition where language is treated as a multicomponent system (Fitch, 2012). Instead of trying to single out the component of language that provides major evolutionary novelty either on the internal (syntax) or external (vocal learning) levels, we will support the view that it is more productive and accurate to investigate development of systems, both cognitive and behavioural, along with their interaction with the environment. This is in line with current comparative research, that is no more interested in finding the trait that could explain language, but how language results from a unique combination of many shared abilities (Fitch, 2020; Vasileva, 2019). Second, we will argue that since systems develop over the lifespan, constantly being under selection due to changing adaptive resources of an organism (Bateson 2014), the focus should be thus shifted towards the analysis of the emergence and interaction of varied components (e.g. vocabulary and ToM) over the life span, without limiting on early ontogeny. Finally, because development can be conceptualized as continuous bidirectional interactions between different levels from the molecular-DNA to the behavior - psychological ones, leading to trait variability and stability (Lickliter & Honeycutt, 2013; West-Ebenard, 2003), we will defend the view that it is key to investigate systemic patterns of variation in both typical and abnormal cognitive-linguistic development (Barceló-Coblijn, Benitez-Burraco & Irurtzun 2015), with a special emphasis on the variation in developmental patterns, rather than capturing trait association at a single time-point become crucial (Michel et al., 2018). Four major processes - heterochrony, heterotypy, heterometry and heterotopy - described in the Evo-Devo that can be applied to the study of language ontogeny to contextualize language ontogeny in language evolution and deserve a close examination.
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The field of language of evolution is inherently interdisciplinary, attracting specialists from varied disciplines spanning from linguistics and psychology to computer science and biology. Although this interdisciplinary nature is incredibly productive and should be celebrated, it poses additional challenges to the field. Among such challenges is the existence of somewhat neglected topics that are crucial for understanding language evolution and yet are not sufficiently investigated, such as, for example, animal cognition (Fitch, 2020). Recent advancements in the field call for a more holistic approach to language by treating it first and foremost as a multi component system (Benítez-Burraco & Boeckx, 2014; Fitch, 2012; 2020) that is intimately related to human cognition. It is this tight link between organisms’ communicative system and cognitive abilities that is unmatched in other species and makes human language particularly “stand out”. Although the very idea of the role of language in the formation of human cognition is not novel (tracing back to Vygotsky (2012), it has received surprisingly little attention from the field of language evolution.

Language ontogeny is frequently invoked in language evolution discussions. At the same time, it is a research area that highlights the sharp contrast between two approaches focusing on the communicative and “purely linguistic” aspects of language. While the former investigate communicative aspects of language and other parameters that likely interact with the language system, such as social cognition (Tomasello at al., 2005), the latter focuses on the development of the linguistic system (e.g. syntax or vocabulary). It is thus possible to say that these approaches investigate either the formation of the linguistic system and its internal
“gear” (e.g. syntax) or language precursors or the external aspects of language (e.g. speech production), with insufficient interaction between the two. This situation in turn results in a quite fragmented (if not reductionist) approach where child development is studied not as a unified phenomenon, but rather specific aspects of it at a time point. An Evolutionary-Developmental Linguistics remains quite underdeveloped as a research field.

In our opinion, language development provides one of the most convincing types of evidence of the connection between language and cognition in humans. We briefly outline two lines of research demonstrating that in human children language development 1) corresponds with simultaneous and inter-dependent emergence of varied cognitive abilities and 2) results in qualitative changes in behavior. From the first line of research examples of language association with other domains include: object permanence (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 2021), categorization (Novack et al., 2021), and ToM (Tomasello et al., 2005). Research on the interaction of the motor domain and language suggests that developing linguistic system allows children to perform more complex hierarchical goal-oriented behaviors (Greenfield, 1991; Michel et al., 2013) as well as engage in complex play behavior (Pleyer, 2020).

Summarized results of decades long research programs with primates trained to communicate with language-like systems suggests that primates are overall capable of using symbolic communicative systems (Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 2018). Additionally, results of comparative studies demonstrate the presence of cognitive abilities in other animals remarkable both in their complexity and abundance (Andrews, 2020; Zentall, 2020). Animals can represent their environment mentally, operate abstract concepts and perform goal-oriented behavior (Godfrey-Smith, 2016). However, to this day, there is no convincing evidence the development of the communicative system has drastic effects on the development of cognitive abilities and qualitative changes in the behavior in other species (Novack & Waxman, 2020). While absence of evidence, by all means, cannot be equated with evidence of absence, this notion requires careful theoretical and empirical investigation. Underestimation of the importance of the link between human cognition and language in ontogeny in our opinion leads to limitations in developing language evolution research programs. We suggest that it is important not only to compare and contrast animal communication and communicative functions in human language but to explore differences in cognitive ontogeny as well as pose the question of why and how the tight link between language and cognition emerged in humans.
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Most researchers in the field of language evolution share the assumption that before the evolution of language could even begin, a complex social development must have taken place, establishing new forms of collaboration and trust between the members of a group, not seen among any other apes. The reason for this is that linguistic communication requires trust since it is typically not backed up by direct evidence. According to Dor, Knight, and Lewis (2014, p. 4), virtually all researchers agree that an unprecedented level of collective cooperation and trust was needed for the first steps toward the evolution of language to occur. This paper aims to show that this dominant assumption is unnecessary.

We support our claim through a methodological suggestion: the investigation into language evolution should not begin with the traditional assumptions about language, but with the use of contemporary evolutionary theory to inform us how language should be conceptualized to be evolutionary explainable. One well-supported view is the function-first approach (von Heiseler, 2020), where a new function is initially fulfilled by a behavioral shift that exploits an already existing structure (Mayr, 2001, pp. 224-229). Since in a novel configuration, the new behavior is adaptive, the elements that were used for this behavior will adapt by natural selection to fulfill the new function. This process usually begins with a change in the evolutionary configuration (an arrangement of the physiological, environmental, and social components and constraints that jointly constitute the development and sustainment of an adaption by natural selection), making the new function adaptive.
We apply the *function-first approach* to the evolution of language by suggesting that the proper evolutionary function of language is to convey propositions, especially about *displaced* actions. There are two mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive classes of signs: natural and non-natural signs (Grice, 1957). In a world without non-natural signs (such as mimetic or conventional symbols), only natural signs (if anything) can refer to a displaced action. An example of such referential displacement can be found in the display of objects that imply a past action of the communicator, e.g., communicating a past kill by displaying the hunted animal as a trophy. Such use of natural signs could be reproductively beneficial for an individual by enhancing their attractiveness to potential partners for cooperation, or mating, or social status in general.

The *function-first approach* predicts that language evolved from such display behavior. This proposal has the potential to solve both major problems of language evolution—the *problem of the graduality of the emergence of syntax* and the *bootstrapping problem of language and cooperativeness/trust*. The problem of graduality is solved by identifying a structural similarity between understanding the display of an indexical object implying a past action—such as a trophy—and the simplest linguistic syntactic patterns—that of the simple transitive sentence: the presenter of the trophy constitutes the *agent*, the trophy represents the *patient*, and the verb is implied by the state of the *patient* (von Heiseler, 2019). By integrating a single mimetic gesture that represents an action by reenactment and which marks the thematic roles by being directed from the *agent* to the *patient*, a simple proposition is expressed. Moreover, since this approach suggests that the first language-like communication included indexical objects as evidence, the problem of trust disappears. We show how the function of referring to displaced actions could have evolved further in various niches of trust, such as in mother-child communication and teaching (kin selection; Fitch, 2004, Gärdenfors & Högberg, 2022), displaying performative qualities (a quality in which individuals vary naturally; Mithen, 2005), and bonding (building reciprocal relations; Dunbar, 2011). Thus, as these two problems, which are intractable in the dominant view of language evolution, are solvable under our proposal, we suggest that the best course of action in language evolution research is to search for evolutionary configurations in which referential *displacement* and *propositional communication* became adaptive (see e.g., Bickerton & Szathmáry, 2011, von Heiseler, 2022). We conclude with the hope that we have shown that the hypothesis that an unprecedented level of collective cooperation was needed before the first step towards the evolution of language could have occurred, is not only unnecessary but is also unwarranted.
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Decades of research have demonstrated a broad range of species possess vocal signals which are produced only in the presence of specific stimuli, such as a particular predator type. Crucially, conspecific receivers are able to decode these stimulus-specific associations and use them to choose an appropriate behavioural response to the eliciting cause (Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2013; Dawson Pell et al., 2018; R. Seyfarth et al., 1980). Because of the surface-level resemblance of these call-types to referential language, these have been termed “functionally referential” vocalisations, and have been argued to present a likely evolutionary precursor to semantics (R. M. Seyfarth & Cheney, 2017). However, plausible competing explanations for the underlying function of these calls have also been presented. For example, stimulus-specific calls may be a reflexive expression of the internal arousal state brought about by a particular stimulus, which receivers have simply learned to associate with the eliciting cause (Wheeler & Fischer, 2012). Alternatively, they may be more akin to ‘imperative’ statements in language, functioning primarily to direct a specific behavioural change in receivers (Schamberg et al., 2018). Determining the proximate function of these signals is therefore key to understanding both animal communication systems and the evolutionary foundations of language. Unfortunately, the underlying function of these calls from a producer perspective is not trivial to determine. Playback experiments are a powerful tool for revealing how receivers interpret and extract information from a given call, but cannot directly inform us about the motivation of callers themselves. Here, we use a novel model predator demonstration experiment to shed light on the proximate function of aerial-specific alarm call production in meerkats (Suricata suricatta), a cooperatively breeding species of mongoose with a complex communication system (Manser et al., 2014).
Meerkats have an expansive vocal repertoire, one item of which is a functionally referential alarm call produced only in response to aerial predators (typically martial eagles) (Manser et al., 2002). In the Kalahari Desert, we simulated predation events for 7 groups of wild meerkats (4-22 individuals per group) using a model predator, a kite painted to imitate a martial eagle. Demonstrations took place in two behavioural contexts: i) while the majority of the group was safe and close (<5m) to their burrows (N = 3 trials per group), and ii) while the majority of the group was vulnerable, foraging at a distance (>10m) from their burrows (N = 3 trials per group). All trials elicited strong predator-avoidance response behaviours from the meerkats. We recorded all calling bouts produced in response to these predator demonstrations and coded whether they contained an aerial alarm call. Contextual information was also recorded, including: the distance of the caller to shelter, the proportion of the group who were close to shelter, and the distance of the kite from the group. The association between contextual variables and the production of aerial alarm calls was then used to test three hypotheses regarding the underlying function of these calls (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of hypotheses for the underlying function of meerkat aerial alarm calls and their corresponding empirical predictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Predictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referential</td>
<td>Produced to share contextual information with receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production will not vary according to the relative danger towards the caller or group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>Produced to elicit a specific behaviour in receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production is more likely when the group (i.e. receivers) are further from safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Produced reflexively as a product of an arousal state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production is more likely when the caller is further from safety / closer to danger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine which of these three hypotheses best explained the observed data, we fit a suite of Bayesian generalised linear mixed-effects models with effect structures corresponding to each of these hypotheses. The out-of-sample predictive power of each of these models was then compared using Watanabe-Akaike information criterion. We found that the model which best fit the data was one in which no fixed effects corresponding to the relative safety of the caller or group influenced the likelihood of an individual producing an aerial alarm call, supporting the referential hypothesis.

This finding indicates that the production of aerial alarm calls in meerkats primarily serves a referential function, i.e., to inform receivers about the presence of a particular predator type in their immediate surroundings. This novel approach provides the first insights into the cognition and motivations underlying the production of these functionally referential signals. Broader application of this approach to the functionally referential signals of other species will determine whether this is a general feature of this class of signal, or if there is variation within and between species.
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1. Introduction

Despite the incredible diversity of sound and structure, all human languages have an open-close mouth rhythm of 2-7Hz (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009) that is essential for speech perception (Shannon et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2002). Chimpanzee lip-smacks are an affiliative signal recently found to match the rhythm of human speech (Pereira et al., 2020) and, unlike other primate signals displaying this rhythm (Ghazanfar et al., 2012; Toyoda et al., 2017; Terleph et al., 2018), show substantial variation between and within populations. Human speech rhythm also varies within the 2-7Hz range between languages (Abercrombie, 1967; Ordin and Polyanskaya, 2015) and within them depending on the addressee (Wynn et al., 2018). The recent evidence that chimpanzee lip-smacks vary within the 2-7Hz band suggests that this important step-change in flexibility occurred before our split from other hominids. Whilst suggesting important similarities to human speech, it remains unclear whether lip-smack rhythm variation described (Periera et al. 2020) in chimpanzees was under individual control, and/or shaped by genetic or environmental factors. Here we further explore variation in chimpanzee lip smacks and assess the impact of features of individual (identity, age, rank), partner (identity, relative rank), and group identity. To increase sample size and improve measurement reliability, we employed a novel machine learning approach using DeepLabCut (Mathis and Mathis, 2020).
2. Methods
We recorded videos of lip-smacking from 2007-2020 in two communities within the Budongo population of East-African chimpanzees. We extracted 161 lip-smacking bouts from 26 individuals (19 males, 7 females, age 9-45 years) We created a bespoke chimpanzee facial tracker, to track 10 key-points using DeepLabCut (Mathis and Mathis, 2020). The effect of an individual’s community, identity, age, sex, relative rank to their grooming partner or the sex of their grooming partner on bout rhythm was tested with a GLMM.

3. Results
Lip-smack rhythm varied from 1.52hz-9.49hz, with a mean frequency of 2.9hz (±1.67Hz). The Waibira community showed a mean of 2.9hz (±1.67Hz) and Sonso a mean of 2.87hz (±1.57Hz). We found no effect of the test variables or their interactions on rhythm. No two bouts displayed by the same individual showed the same rhythm, even within a grooming event with the same partner.

4. Discussion
We employed novel machine learning techniques to generate substantial sample sizes and reveal a new-found degree of flexibility in chimpanzee lip-smack rhythm. Rhythm falls within the range of speech, averaging towards the lower end of the range. This supports previous findings that primate rhythmic facial signals may be a precursor to speech (Morrill et al. 2012; Periera et al. 2020) rather than being dictated by other rhythmic mouth movements, such as chewing. This is further supported by substantial within-individual variation, which may have presented itself as within- and between-group variation in previous studies with small datasets (see: Periera et al. 2020).

Rhythm varied within a grooming bout, where multiple context factors are unlikely to have changed. Like speech, lip-smack rhythm is not fully explained by an individual’s identity, sex, age, community, relative rank, or their partner’s sex. Instead, they appear highly flexible, potentially reflecting context specific, rapidly changing features within a grooming bout. Controlling for context changes occurring during a grooming bout may offer further insight into what is driving variation. Within-bout variation in rhythm may suggest high levels of fine motor control, allowing chimpanzees to quickly change the timing of their lip-smacking during its production, as human’s can to aid their communication during speech (Wynn et al., 2018).
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An evolutionary dynamics model is investigated for the evolution of multilingual populations. The model consists of two different parts, formulated as two different evolutionary games. The first part accounts for the selection of languages based on the competition for popularity and social or economic advantages. The second part relates to the circumstance when the selection is altered, for better or worse, by forces other than competition such as public policies, education, or family influences. By combining competition with intervention, the model shows how a multilingual population may evolve under these two different sources of influences, and the languages may co-exist in evolutionarily stable multilingual forms with appropriate interventional measures. This is in contrast with the predictions from previous studies that the co-existence of languages is unstable in general, and one language will eventually dominate while all others become extinct.

1. Introduction

While many languages are in danger of extinction, multilingualism is being adopted as a common practice for communication among different language groups, and is playing a unique role in preserving language and cultural diversities (Gabszewicz et al., 2011; Grosjean, 2012). Languages compete and spread among their speakers, as genes are inherited and passed down to biological generations, where some are selected while others become extinct (Pinker & Bloom, 1990). Genes may be carried over in mixed forms. So are languages by multilingual speakers. In this paper, a mixed population of multilingual speakers and bilingual speakers in particular is considered, with multilingual defined broadly as zero, limited, or full uses of multiple languages or dialects, and an evolutionary dynamics model for its evolution is proposed, similar to that for genetic evolution (Burger, 2000).

Unlike genetic evolution though, the uses of languages are not only dependent of competition, but also subject to various societal interventions, common in social or cultural evolution. The proposed model consists of two different parts accordingly, formulated as two different evolutionary games, respectively. The first part accounts for the selection of languages based on the competition for popularity and social or economic advantages. The second part relates to the circumstance...
when the selection of languages is altered, for better or worse, by forces other than competition such as public policies, education, or family influences.

Much work has been done on modeling language competition, although not specifically for the evolution of multilingualism. A well known model was proposed by Abrams & Strogatz, 2003 for the study of language death. The model was later extended to more general and complex cases by several other groups (Mira & Paredes, 2005; Patriaca & Heinsalu, 2009; Vazquez et al., 2010; Fujie et al., 2013). The models along this line focus mainly on language competition for popularity and social or economic advantages, and predict that one language will eventually dominate while all others become extinct, and the co-existence of languages is unstable and hard to sustain.

While successfully applied to some language populations, the previous models have not explicitly distinguished language competition from possible societal interventions that may reverse the course of language changes. By combining language competition with possible societal interventions, this paper shows how a multilingual population may evolve under these two different sources of influences. It shows in particular that the co-existence of languages can be made stable and language extinction can be prevented with appropriate interventional measures, as seen in many multilingual communities across the world (Shin & Kominski, 2010; Grosjean, 2012; Batalova & Zong, 2016; China, 2017).

2. The Evolutionary Dynamics Model

Consider a bilingual population, the simplest yet the most common multilingual population. Assume it is large and well mixed, i.e., every individual speaker can interact with all others in the population. If an individual speaker uses two languages $A$ and $B$ with frequencies $x_A$ and $x_B$, respectively, this individual is called an $(x_A, x_B)$-speaker, where $0 \leq x_A, x_B \leq 1$, and $x_A + x_B = 1$. Likewise, if language $A$ and $B$ are used with frequencies $y_A$ and $y_B$ in average in the whole population, this population is called a $(y_A, y_B)$-population, where $0 \leq y_A, y_B \leq 1$, and $y_A + y_B = 1$.

First, consider a competition-only population. Let $P_A(y_A)$ and $P_B(y_B)$ be the payoff functions for $A$ and $B$ speakers in a $(y_A, y_B)$-population, respectively, defined in terms of the population sizes $y_A$ and $y_B$ and some other parameters for social or economic impacts, with $P_A$ increasing in $y_A$ and $P_B$ in $y_B$, meaning that the larger the population size of a language, the more benefit the language provides for its speakers. Then, the payoff function for an $(x_A, x_B)$-speaker in a $(y_A, y_B)$-population can be defined in terms of the average use of $A$ and $B$ by this speaker:

$$
\pi((x_A, x_B), (y_A, y_B)) = x_A P_A(y_A) + x_B P_B(y_B). \tag{1}
$$

Now consider the situation where the use of languages is influenced by some societal decisions. Assume that the societal interventions are implemented to
counter the arbitrary increase or decrease of either language. Let \( \tilde{P}_A(y_A) \) and \( \tilde{P}_B(y_B) \) be the payoff functions for \( A \) and \( B \) speakers in a \((y_A, y_B)\)-population, respectively, defined in terms of the population sizes \( y_A \) and \( y_B \) and some parameters for language reversing, with \( \tilde{P}_A \) decreasing in \( y_A \) and \( \tilde{P}_B \) in \( y_B \), meaning that the smaller the population size of a language, the more incentive or less penalty for the speakers of the language. Then, the payoff function for an \((x_A, x_B)\)-speaker in a \((y_A, y_B)\)-population can be defined in terms of the average use of \( A \) and \( B \) by this speaker:

\[
\tilde{\pi}((x_A, x_B), (y_A, y_B)) = x_A\tilde{P}_A(y_A) + x_B\tilde{P}_B(y_B).
\]

The above two types of payoff functions can be combined to obtain an evolutionary dynamics model for bilingual competition under societal intervention:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{y}_A &= y_A y_B (\tilde{P}_A(y_A) - \tilde{P}_B(y_B)) \\
\dot{y}_B &= y_B y_A (\tilde{P}_B(y_B) - \tilde{P}_A(y_A)),
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{P}_A(y_A) &= \lambda P_A(y_A) + (1 - \lambda)\tilde{P}_A(y_A), \quad (4) \\
\tilde{P}_B(y_B) &= \lambda P_B(y_B) + (1 - \lambda)\tilde{P}_B(y_B). \quad (5)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1 \). The model is reduced to competition-only when \( \lambda = 1 \), and to intervention-only when \( \lambda = 0 \).

Based on evolutionary game theory (Weibull, 1995; Hofbauer & Sigmund, 1998), the equations in (3) form a so-called system of replicator equations, which corresponds to an evolutionary game, with the Nash equilibrium being a strategy \((x_A^*, x_B^*)\) such that

\[
\tilde{\pi}((x_A^*, x_B^*), (x_A^*, x_B^*)) \geq \tilde{\pi}((x_A, x_B), (x_A^*, x_B^*)) \text{ for all } (x_A, x_B),
\]

where \( \tilde{\pi} \) is the payoff function for the game, and for an \((x_A, x_B)\)-speaker in a \((y_A, y_B)\)-population

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\pi}((x_A, x_B), (y_A, y_B)) &= \lambda \tilde{\pi}((x_A, x_B), (y_A, y_B)) + (1 - \lambda)\tilde{\pi}((x_A, x_B), (y_A, y_B)).
\end{align*}
\]

In general, \( P_A \) and \( P_B \) can be some increasing functions and \( \tilde{P}_A \) and \( \tilde{P}_B \) be some decreasing functions. However, in this study, they are defined using the following empirical functions similar to those in Abrams & Strogatz, 2003:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_A(y_A) &= c y_A^{\alpha - 1} s_A, \quad P_B(y_B) = c y_B^{\alpha - 1} s_B, \quad 1 < \alpha \leq 2, \quad (8) \\
\tilde{P}_A(y_A) &= \bar{c} y_A^{\bar{\alpha} - 1} \bar{s}_A, \quad \tilde{P}_B(y_B) = \bar{c} y_B^{\bar{\alpha} - 1} \bar{s}_B, \quad 0 \leq \bar{\alpha} < 1, \quad (9)
\end{align*}
\]
where \( c \) and \( \bar{c} \) are scaling constants, \( \alpha, \bar{\alpha}, s_A, s_B, \bar{s}_A, \bar{s}_B \) are all parameters, \( 0 \leq s_A, s_B, \bar{s}_A, \bar{s}_B \leq 1 \). The parameters \( \alpha, \bar{\alpha} \) determine the order of dependency of the payoffs on the population sizes. Since \( 1 < \alpha \leq 2 \), the payoffs from \( P_A \) and \( P_B \) increase with increasing population sizes. On the other hand, since \( 0 \leq \bar{\alpha} < 1 \), the payoffs from \( \bar{P}_A \) and \( \bar{P}_B \) decrease with increasing population sizes. The parameters \( s_A, s_B \) are used to define the payoffs from competition. They are indicators of social or economic impacts on the payoffs. The larger these values, the more benefits for the corresponding language groups. The parameters \( \bar{s}_A, \bar{s}_B \) are used to define the payoffs from intervention. They are rates for language reversing due to interventions. The larger these values, the faster the reversing rates.

3. Dynamics Analysis

Several theoretical results can immediately be established following the model given in the previous section: (i) Languages \( A \) and \( B \) can co-exist when the payoffs for speaking \( A \) and \( B \) are balanced. (ii) The co-existence is evolutionarily stable under certain conditions. (iii) Interventional conditions can be found to maintain an evolutionarily stable multilingual population. The following are more detailed analysis.

Without loss of generality, let \( \lambda = 0.5 \) and \( c = \bar{c} = 1 \). Consider a \((y_A^*, y_B^*)\)-population, \( y_A^*, y_B^* \not= 0 \), i.e., languages \( A \) and \( B \) co-exist in the population. Then, it is easy to see that a necessary and sufficient condition for \((y_A^*, y_B^*)\) to be an equilibrium solution to the equations in (3) or in other words, an equilibrium strategy for the game in (6) is \( \bar{P}_A(y_A^*) = \bar{P}_B(y_B^*) \), i.e.,

\[
(y_A^*)^{\alpha-1} s_A + (y_B^*)^{\bar{\alpha}-1} \bar{s}_A = (y_B^*)^{\alpha-1} s_B + (y_B^*)^{\bar{\alpha}-1} \bar{s}_B. \tag{10}
\]

For a specific population, for example, for \( \alpha = 3/2 \) and \( \bar{\alpha} = 0 \), it can be simplified to

\[
(y_A^*)^{1/2} s_A + (y_A^*)^{-1} \bar{s}_A = (y_B^*)^{1/2} s_B + (y_B^*)^{-1} \bar{s}_B. \tag{11}
\]

In addition, a sufficient condition for \((y_A^*, y_B^*)\) to be evolutionarily stable is

\[
(1 - \bar{\alpha})[(y_A^*)^{\bar{\alpha}-2} \bar{s}_A + (y_B^*)^{\bar{\alpha}-2} \bar{s}_B] > (\alpha - 1)(y_A^*)^{\alpha-2} s_A + (y_B^*)^{\alpha-2} s_B. \tag{12}
\]

For a specific population, for example, for \( \alpha = 3/2 \) and \( \bar{\alpha} = 0 \), the condition can be simplified to:

\[
(y_A^*)^{-2} \bar{s}_A + (y_B^*)^{-2} \bar{s}_B > [(y_A^*)^{-1/2} s_A + (y_B^*)^{-1/2} s_B]/2. \tag{13}
\]

Assume that \((y_A^*, y_B^*)\), \( y_A^*, y_B^* \not= 0 \), is an equilibrium solution to the system of equations in (3) satisfying the equilibrium condition in (10). Then, several
interventional conditions can be obtained to make the solution to be evolutionarily stable when the interventional parameters \(s_A\) and \(s_B\) fall in certain ranges:

**Condition 1:** If \(1 - \bar{\alpha} \geq \alpha - 1\), i.e., \(\alpha + \bar{\alpha} \leq 2\), the stability condition in (12) can be satisfied easily when the reversing rates \(s_A\) and \(s_B\) are in certain ranges: Since \(\bar{\alpha} - 2 < \alpha - 2\), \((y^*_A)^{\bar{\alpha}-2} > (y_A^*)^{\alpha-2}\) and \((y^*_B)^{\bar{\alpha}-2} > (y_B^*)^{\alpha-2}\), and therefore, the stability condition in (12) is satisfied if \(s_A\) and \(s_B\) are sufficiently large, say \(\bar{s}_A = ts_A\) and \(\bar{s}_B = ts_B\), where \(1 \leq t \leq \min\{1/s_A, 1/s_B\}\). With such a choice of \(\bar{s}_A\) and \(\bar{s}_B\), one can prove that \((y^*_A, y^*_B)\) is also unique (see an example in Figure 1 (a)).

**Condition 2:** If in particular, \(1 - \bar{\alpha} = \alpha - 1\), i.e., \(\alpha + \bar{\alpha} = 2\), and \(\bar{s}_A = ts_B\) and \(\bar{s}_B = ts_A\) for any \(1 \leq t \leq \min\{1/s_A, 1/s_B\}\), then it is easy to verify that \(P(y_A^*) = P_B(y_B^*)\) and \(\bar{P}(y_A^*) = \bar{P}_B(y_B^*)\) if and only if \(\bar{P}(y_A^*) = \bar{P}_B(y_B^*)\), which implies that \((y^*_A, y^*_B)\) is an equilibrium solution to the system of equations in (3) for competition-only and intervention-only and both combined. For the combined one, one can prove that \((y^*_A, y^*_B)\) is also evolutionarily stable.

**Condition 3:** In general, given a desired solution \((y^*_A, y^*_B)\), \(y_A^* = \neq 0\), it is possible to make it to be an equilibrium solution if the reversing rates \(s_A\) and \(s_B\) satisfy the following conditions: For \(1 - \bar{\alpha} \geq \alpha - 1\)

\[
\bar{s}_A = (y^*_A)^{1-\alpha} (y^*_B)^{\alpha-1} s_B, \quad \bar{s}_B = (y^*_B)^{1-\alpha} (y^*_A)^{\alpha-1} s_A.
\]

Then, \(\bar{P}(y_A^*) = P_B(y_B^*)\) and \(\bar{P}_B(y_B^*) = P_A(y_A^*)\). It follows that \(\bar{P}(y_A^*) = \bar{P}_B(y_B^*)\), and \((y_A^*, y_B^*)\) becomes an equilibrium solution. In addition, let \(y_A^{\bar{\alpha}} = 1/(1 + (s_A/s_B)^{(\bar{\alpha}-1)})\), and assume that \((y_A^*, y_B^*)\) is selected such that \(y_A^* \geq \max\{y_A^{\bar{\alpha}}, y_B^*\}\) or \(y_A^* \leq \min\{y_A^{\bar{\alpha}}, y_B^*\}\). Then, the condition in (12) is satisfied at \((y^*_A, y^*_B)\), and the solution is also evolutionarily stable (see an example in Figure 1 (b)).

![Figure 1](image_url)  
Figure 1. Dynamic Behaviors with Competition and Intervention. Payoff functions \(\bar{P}(y_A)\) and \(\bar{P}_B(y_B)\) are plotted against \(y_A\) and the changing directions of \(y_A\) are pointed with arrows. In (a), \(\alpha = 3/2\) and \(\bar{\alpha} = 0\), \(\bar{s}_A = s_A = 0.75\) and \(\bar{s}_B = s_B = 0.25\), and \(y_A^* = 0.8315\) and \(y_B^* = 0.1685\). In (b), \(\alpha = 3/2\) and \(\bar{\alpha} = 0\), \(s_A = 0.6\) and \(s_B = 0.4\), \(y_A^* = 0.8\) and \(y_B^* = 0.2\), and \(s_A = (y_A^*)^{1/2} s_B = 0.1431\) and \(s_B = (y_B^*)(y_A^*)^{1/2} s_A = 0.1073\).
4. Computer Simulation

A dynamic simulation is carried out to track the changes of the bilingual level of a population across time and space. A 2D torus-shaped lattice of $n \times n$ cells is constructed first, with each cell assumed to be occupied by an individual speaker. An individual can then be selected repeatedly from the lattice, and a game is played for the individual against the population of the lattice: Let $(x_A, x_B)$ be the current strategy for the individual, and $(y_A, y_B)$ the strategy for the population. Let $p_A = \tilde{P}_A(y_A)$ and $p_B = \tilde{P}_B(y_B)$ be the payoffs for $A$ and $B$ speakers, respectively. Then, the payoff for the individual, $\pi = x_A \tilde{P}_A(y_A) + x_B \tilde{P}_B(y_B)$, is computed. If $p_A > \pi$, $x_A$ is increased by setting $x_A = y_A$ if $x_A < y_A$. On the other hand, if $p_A < \pi$, $x_A$ is reduced by setting $x_A = y_A$ if $x_A > y_A$.

Initially, each individual is assigned with a random strategy. The game is played $n^2$ times for the population to complete a generation. The game is repeated for 100 generations to make sure the population reaches its equilibrium. In general, the game can be played in a neighborhood of each selected individual. Let the neighborhood be an $m \times m$ sub-lattice, with the selected individual located at the center. Then, the game can be carried out for each selected individual only against the population in its neighborhood of this size, with the population strategy $(y_A, y_B)$ computed from the population in the neighborhood. Such a game may in fact be more realistic, as people usually interact only with a small group of others around them.

Figure 2 demonstrates a typical set of results obtained from the simulation for a given population. The population is distributed on a $75 \times 75$ lattice, with $\alpha = 2$ and $\bar{\alpha} = 0$, and $\bar{s}_A = s_B = 0.75$ and $\bar{s}_B = s_A = 0.25$. The simulation is done three times with the neighborhood size equal to $75 \times 75$, $25 \times 25$, and $5 \times 5$, respectively. The final distribution of the individual frequency $x_A^*$ in the population is displayed for each simulation in the corresponding order.

From left to right, the first graph in Figure 2 shows the result from the simulation with the neighborhood size equal to $75 \times 75$, when each individual interacts with all others in the whole population. The equilibrium frequency $y_A^*$ of the population in this case is approximately equal to 0.75, which agrees with the direct prediction from the model described in previous sections. In addition, the distribution of the individual frequency $x_A^*$ in the population is very homogeneous, with $x_A^* \approx 0.75$ across the board, suggesting that language $A$ and $B$ co-exist in the population in an evenly distributed bilingual form. The second graph shows the result from the simulation with the neighborhood size equal to $25 \times 25$, when the interactions among individual speakers are restricted. The equilibrium frequency $y_A^*$ of the population remains about the same, approximately equal to 0.75. However, the individual frequency $x_A^*$ becomes less constant. Some regions have higher individual frequencies than others, and local groups are formed with varying individual frequencies, as shown in the graph. The third graph shows the result
from the simulation with the neighborhood size further reduced to $5 \times 5$. While the population frequency $y^*_A$ is not significantly changed, the individual frequency $x^*_A$ shows even bigger variations, with even smaller local spots formed with higher or lower individual frequencies than average. The dynamic behaviors shown from these simulations agree with the general experience in language development: Indeed, when communications are restricted to local groups, language variations often remain.

Figure 2. Dynamic Simulation Results. The distributions of color-coded $A$ speaking frequencies in the 2D lattice at equilibrium are displayed in graphs from left to right, with corresponding neighborhood sizes equal to $75 \times 75$, $25 \times 25$, and $5 \times 5$. Each of the graphs is a $75 \times 75$ 2D lattice. The $x$-axis and $y$-axis of the graph represent the 75 units of the lattice in the horizontal and vertical directions. The population is assumed to have $\alpha = 2$ and $\bar{\alpha} = 0$, $\bar{s}_A = s_B = 0.75$ and $\bar{s}_B = s_A = 0.25$.

5. Conclusion

An evolutionary dynamics model for multilingual competition with societal intervention is proposed and analyzed. The model consists of two separate parts corresponding to two evolutionary games, one for the evolution of multilingualism with “natural” competition, and the other for the evolution with “artificial” intervention. Both games may have a multilingual co-existing equilibrium state, but the one for the competition-only game is evolutionarily unstable, which leads to the conclusion that multiple languages cannot co-exist, and one of them will eventually dominate while all others become extinct, as stated in many previous studies.

However, multiple languages do exist in many language communities, often in multilingual forms. By combining competition with intervention, the proposed model provides a more general theoretical framework for the study of language competition than those previously investigated. The model shows how multiple languages may co-evolve when appropriate interventions are introduced, and why they may co-exist in stable equilibrium states, at least in theory. The computer simulation on the dynamic behaviors of bilingual populations further validates the model, and also demonstrates how local bilingual groups may be formed when the
interactions among the speakers are restricted.

Some experimental work needs to be done to connect the theory to the reality: The parameters in the model need to be refined, denoted, and determined with real-world language data, while their values may vary with varying language populations. For simplicity, the model is defined and discussed only for bilingual populations, but it can in fact be extended to populations with more than two languages, although the analysis may be more mathematically involved (Wu, 2020).
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There are many similarities between avian vocal learning and human language learning, and in particular, social interaction is known to have a significant impact on vocal learning in both. For example, social interaction is known to facilitate language learning in humans (Kuhl, 2010). Similarly, social interactions between tutor and tutee are also known to enhance vocal learning in songbirds (Chen, Matheson, & Sakata, 2016; Eales, 1989). Juvenile birds learn to sing the same song by listening to the tutor song. In order to learn songs accurately, juvenile birds need to hear the songs directly from their tutor. On the other hand, they cannot learn to imitate songs well by passively listening to songs presented from a speaker. These behavioral studies highlight the importance of social interactions in vocal learning, but the neural mechanisms underlying the social enhancement of vocal learning remain unclear. In this study, we aim to understand the evolutionary origin of language learning by clarifying the neural basis of social enhancement of vocal learning in songbirds. We tested the hypothesis that direct listening to songs from the tutor bird enhances midbrain dopaminergic activity as a social reward for juvenile birds, leading to accurate song memory formation. We measured neural activity in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) of freely behaving juvenile zebra finches. We
examined whether auditory responses to the tutor songs changed depending on the presence or absence of a live tutor bird. As a result, we found that a group of neurons in the VTA/SNc showed auditory responses to the tutor song presented from the speaker, and that these responses were markedly enhanced in the presence of the tutor. Moreover, similar enhanced auditory responses were observed when a juvenile listened to a song from a live tutor. These results suggest that midbrain dopaminergic system is involved in the process of juvenile birds learn songs from their tutor.

Next, we tried to find out where in the brain dopamine acts to enhance vocal learning. Previously, it has been suggested that memory of songs learned from a tutor bird is formed in the higher auditory cortex (NCM) (Gobes & Bolhuis, 2007; London & Clayton, 2008; Yanagihara & Yazaki-Sugiyama, 2016). In addition, dopamine receptors are abundant in the higher auditory cortex (Kubikova, Wada, & Jarvis, 2010). Thus, dopamine released in the brain when a juvenile bird hears the song from a tutor may enhance auditory responses in the higher auditory cortex. To test this, we examined whether dopamine modulates auditory responses in the higher auditory cortex. While measuring neural activity in the higher auditory cortex, we found that local administration of dopamine near the recording site markedly enhanced auditory responses to the songs presented from a speaker. These results suggest that dopamine is released into the higher auditory cortex by directly listening to the tutor song, which enhances the auditory responses in the higher auditory cortical neurons and leads to successful song memory formation. In conclusion, we show that dopamine is a key molecule for social enhancement of vocal learning in songbirds. This study provides a new research direction to explore the origin of language through social interaction and dopamine.
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How is it possible to detect the hierarchical communication that occurs in experimental semiotics? To answer this question, we collected data in an online experiment and developed a method of analyzing lexical and syntactic ambiguities. The results of this analysis indicated the syntactic structure in a case that shows a large gap of ambiguity between profiles that feature different chunking methods. From this, we conclude that our analytical method is useful for detecting hierarchical communication.

1. Introduction

Human beings can utilize language to share their intentions, though it is not known how language evolved or how it came to represent the complexity of our thinking. The interdisciplinary field \textit{Evolinguistics: Integrative Studies of Language Evolution for Co-creative Communication} investigates the mechanisms of language evolution using hierarchy and intention sharing as the two main conceptual grounds (Okanoya, 2022). These two concepts capture varying functions of human language. According to Hashimoto (2020), the former concept, which corresponds to linguistic syntax, enables the representation of complex knowledge, whereas the latter indicates an aspect of the semantics and pragmatics of language, leading to knowledge sharing in the language community.

The core question in the field at present regards the integration of the two concepts, in the form of the following question: “How did the hierarchical representation of our thought emerge in relation to the emergence of social collaboration in the history of humanity?” We consider that one possible link can be found in linguistic ambiguity. According to previous studies (Hashimoto, 2020), compound words such as ‘unthinkable’ have led to different interpretations, depending on an applied hierarchical structure such as [un, think], able] or [un, [think, able]]. Linguistic ambiguity has also been investigated in the semantic and pragmatic domains. Pinker, Nowak, and Lee (2008) find that people may intentionally use ambiguous expressions (e.g., indirect speech) to maintain social relations.

Thus, linguistic ambiguity is involved in two main features of human language. Traditionally, ambiguity that relates to intention sharing and hierarchy has

\textit{This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.}
been understood to be lexical and syntactic ambiguities (MacDonald, Pearlmut-
ter, & Seidenberg, 1994). Lexical ambiguity is a reflection of the fact that a single
word may have multiple meanings, and syntactic ambiguity relates to the fact that
of the possibility of multiple hierarchy.

In this study, we experimentally examine these ambiguities by means of an ap-
proach called experimental semiotics, as proposed by Galantucci (2009). In a typi-
cal task relating to experimental semiotics, the participants play a collaborative
game by exchanging symbols the meanings of which have not been established in
advance. This approach allows us to observe language formation in a laboratory
setting where the usual means of communication have been deliberately restricted.

As an initial step in exploring the role of ambiguity in hierarchical intention
sharing, this study seeks to address the following research question: “How is
it possible to detect the hierarchical communication that occurs in experimental
semiotics?” To approach this question, this study has identified a novel method of
analysis to quantify lexical and syntactic ambiguities using message logs obtained
in an experimental semiotic task.

2. Method

2.1. Task

We adopt the task developed by Inoue and Morita (2021). It employs a coopera-
tion and defection dilemma, similar to the social relations that Pinker et al. (2008)
identify as a factor that induces linguistic ambiguity. Considerations of space limit
this paper to only give an overview of the original task with a modification. As
shown in Figure 1, the game consists of repetitive rounds including three inde-
dependent phases: (i) allocation of objects (two players and one reward) in a 3 × 3
grid space, (ii) exchanging messages between two players (only one message for
each participant per round), and (iii) the movement of players. Through iterative
rounds, players seek to obtain as many rewards as possible. Once a reward is
obtained in a monopolized (only one player reaching it) or shared (two players
simultaneously reaching it) manner, the next round begins with the objects ran-
domly assigned to new locations. If the both players fail to reach the reward, the
next round maintains the location of the objects from the previous one.

As the task belongs to experimental semiotics, the focus of the analysis falls
on the second phase. To create a message, the players combine figures whose
usage was not shared in advance. Assigning meanings to each combination of
figures, players can collaboratively search for the rewards in the grid space. It is
efficient for players to share their visibility to reach the reward as they can only
make observations of horizontally or vertically adjacent objects (the other player
or the reward) from their location.

The above setting, which uses novel communication media, is common in
experimental semiotics (Galantucci, 2009). Inoue and Morita (2021) characteris-
typically use discrete figures as message components to allow a simple count-based analysis. In this study, we modified the number of message components, allowing players to horizontally sequence three figures chosen from among four options. In the original task presented by Inoue and Morita (2021), players combine two figures from among ten options. Our modification was made to allow players to use a hierarchical structure when they create messages.

2.2. Participants

In all, 76 participants (43 men and 33 women) were recruited through a Japanese crowdsourcing site, lancers.jp. They were paid 800 Japanese yen (JPY) for their participation. They also could obtain extra payment depending on the number of rewards obtained in the task.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was executed in an online environment developed by the authors. Participants who simultaneously accessed the crowd-sourcing site were paired and executed a collaboration and a dilemma game, in succession. Each game lasted for 20 mins. In the collaboration game, the reward was only obtained when both participants simultaneously reached the reward, whereas in the dilemma game, the participant could obtain the reward in a monopolized or a shared manner. The two manners were weighted in differently in the two conditions: 3:2 and 2:3.\textsuperscript{1} After finishing the dilemma game, the participants completed a post-questionnaire (free description), including a prompt to “give your assigned meanings to the figures.”

\textsuperscript{1}Each number separated by colon indicates points obtained by the share and monopolize manner. These points were used to calculate extra payment for the participants (obtained points × 3 JPY).
Table 1. Dimensions of connotations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewpoint</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Intention of the message</th>
<th>Label of axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Self</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>I'm in the middle left now.</td>
<td>AbsSelfPre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>I will go to the lower left next.</td>
<td>AbsSelfPost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>The partner is in the middle right now.</td>
<td>AbsPartnerPre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>I want my partner to come to the middle.</td>
<td>AbsPartnerPost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The reward is in the bottom left.</td>
<td>AbsReward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>Self</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>I will move down next.</td>
<td>RelSelfPost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>My Partner is not adjacent to me.</td>
<td>RelPartnerPre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>I want my partner to come to my left.</td>
<td>RelPartnerPost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The reward is below me.</td>
<td>RelReward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Analysis

This study analyzed messages sent during the dilemma game with no distinction between the two experimental conditions. The analysis was conducted to discover hierarchical structures by quantifying lexical and syntactic ambiguities in messages.

3.1. Lexical Ambiguity

To grasp lexical ambiguity in this task, we made two assumptions. First, we assumed each combination of three figures was a chunk referring to a single location in grid space. Second, we assumed that there were connotations that specified the meanings attached to each denotation (location). Each row of Table 1 indicated an assumed connotation characterized by the three dimensions “viewpoint,” “object,” and “tense.”

The above assumptions indicate that lexical ambiguity can be further classified into two types, corresponding to denotation and connotation. The ambiguity of denotation indicates a weak one-to-one relationship between the locations and combination patterns of the figure. On the other hand, the ambiguity of the connotation represents the degree that one’s message presents multiple connotations.

To represent both types of lexical ambiguity, we created profiles of each participant using message logs. This profile consists of nine axes that corresponds to the rows in Table 1. Figure 2 shows how ambiguity of each axis was calculated. The steps taking in this calculation were as follows.

1. Chose a connotation: First, one axis from the nine axes in Table 1 is selected.

2. Count rounds along with possible denotations: This step counts the rounds that appear in the log data according to the object locations. If the viewpoint is absolute, nine states are defined [(0,0), (0,1), (0,2), ..., (1,0), ..., (2,2), where each represents x-y coordinates]. Otherwise, six states are assumed [upper, lower, left, right, same, invisible].
3. **Count figure chunks for each denotation**: This step counts the number of appearances in the log for each combination of figures.

4. **Calculate normalized information entropy for each denotation**: For each denotation (location), this step calculates the ambiguity as normalized information entropy \( H_r = \frac{1}{\log_2 k} \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} (n_i \log_2 n_i) \), where \( n_i \) and \( k \) represent the number of appearances of each state, the number using the chunk \( i \), and the number of chunk patterns \( (4^3 = 64) \), respectively. This index is also normalized through division by \( \log_2 k \), which is the maximum value of this index.

5. **Aggregating the information entropy across denotations**: In the final step, information entropy is averaged by aggregating the denotation in the axis.

The above ambiguity score represents the ways in which the participant inconsistently uses the chunks of figures under an assumed connotation. We computed this score for each connotation and summarized the results in radar charts.

### 3.2. Syntactic Ambiguity

The analysis so far has treated three figures as one chunk. To investigate the structure inside the chunk, we calculated the truncated ambiguity by dividing three figures into two sub-parts: the front two and back two. In the case of there is no difference between the ambiguities calculated from the different sub-parts, we can assume that there is no hierarchical structure. On the contrary, if there is a difference between the two, we consider the possibility of utilizing a hierarchical structure inside the three figures provided by the participant.
4. Results and Discussion

To address the research question in the first section, we report representative cases that do not show statistical results.

4.1. Lexical Ambiguity

Table 2 presents five cases indicating how the profile of lexical ambiguities (the second column) presents the characteristics of the communication system in the task. These cases are chosen based on two indices, and the size and distortion are shown in the third and the fourth columns (the numbers in the parentheses indicate the rank among 76 participants). The size is the average ambiguity across nine axes ($Mean = .271$, $SD = .067$). The distortion marks the difference between the value of the minimum ambiguity and the average ambiguity ($Mean = .081$, $SD = .017$). These cases in the table are chosen to show high and low values of the indices according to the participants who provided interpretable free descriptions in the post-questionnaire (the fifth column).

As can be seen in the upper two cases (ID 1, 2), a large size profile indicates cases where participants conveyed several connotations. On the other hand, smaller profiles indicate a simple message without much consideration (ID 3) or sending mostly the same combinations of the figures (ID 4). The final case (ID 5) shows a highly distorted profile. In this case, ambiguity in the axis labeled AbsSelfPost indicates low values consistent with the free description that can be interpreted as mentioning moving locations.

4.2. Syntactic Ambiguity

Table 3 shows cases obtained by analyzing syntactic ambiguity. The three profiles, distinguished by the chunking method (three figures as a chunk, with the front two and back two figures as chunks) are overlain in the figure. To find representative cases showing syntactic ambiguity, we calculated the root-mean square difference between the front and the back two profiles (RMSDp) ($Mean = .036$, $SD = .002$). ID 6 is a typical case in this index, while ID 7 shows the third largest value in this index. Such differences in RMSDp seem consistent with the free descriptions. The description by ID 7 can be read as distinguishing the composition of the first two figures from the last to convey complex intentions.

5. Summary

This study addressed the question: “How is it possible to detect hierarchical communication occurring in experimental semiotics?” To answer this, we developed a method of analyzing lexical and syntactic ambiguities. This analysis successfully identified syntactic structures in cases involving large a gap of ambiguity between profiles adopting different chunking methods. We consider that our anal-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Distort</th>
<th>Free descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Profile 1" /></td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>A quadrangle is 1, a circle is 2, and an octagon is 3, representing the vertical and horizontal axes. Of the three input boxes of the message, if you enter it in the left two, it will show my coordinates, if I enter it in the center and right, it will show the coordinates of food, and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Profile 2" /></td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>It showed what was in the room I was in contact with. Each figure means a quadrangle: a blank room, a circle: the opponent’s piece, an octagon: a reward, a blank: when I was in the four corners, there were two rooms in contact, so I expressed one place as a blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Profile 3" /></td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>At first, I used it as the north, south, east, and west in the direction I was going (blank is north, square is east, circle is south, octagon is west), but it was agreed from the actions of the two that increasing the number of the two will earn points. From the point on, it didn’t make any sense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Profile 4" /></td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>There are two types of messages: blank, blank, and blank shows that I can’t see tomatoes, and blank, circle, and blank shows that I can see tomatoes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Profile 5" /></td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>From the dilemma game, I tried to show where I am. The circle is in the first row, the quadrangle in the second row, and the octagon in the third row, with a blank space. Also, if it is all blank, it means that I am not moving because it is close.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The free descriptions were transliterated from Japanese using Google Translate. Before the translation, grammatical errors of the original text were corrected and several terms could not been successfully translated were manually corrected (italicized words).

ysis method is useful for detecting compositional communication, a precondition of hierarchical communication (Saldana, Kirby, Truswell, & Smith, 2019).

We consider that the study forms a contribution to the goal of evolinguistics, although the analytical method chosen is limited to a specific type of experimental semiotic task using discrete components of symbols. Using the method presented in this paper, we observe the process of evolving hierarchical communication. In
future work, we will explore the conditions emerging from hierarchical communications using the methods presented in this paper.
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As is often pointed out, human beings are quite distinctive in their astonishing ability to find patterns and rules based on the observation of recurrent phenomena, static sequences and so forth. The ability is so peculiar that they can even learn rules that are only assumed to exist but actually do not (e.g., as seen in the result of so-called iterated learning experiments: Kirby & Hurford, 2002). Even more unique is, however, their extraordinary inclination to obey the rules they find: not only are they good at detecting recurrent patterns from observation and memorize them, but also enforcing themselves (and others) to follow the patterns, which is characterized as the norm psychology (e.g., Henrich, 2015).

In this sense, human beings can be called Homo regularis, man of rules: they are unique species in that they can hardly help finding, learning, and obeying rules. This study explores the rule-obsessed nature of human beings and tries to describe the nature of human language as what Homo regularis evolved to have during the course of cultural evolution. Specifically, the “language of Homo regularis” view, the LHR view for short, assumes that 1) language acquisition in the course of ontological development especially concerning grammatical rules is based on the process of rule generation, as opposed to rule learning; 2) the basic mechanism of rule generation is abductive reasoning, or abduction, rather than induction, which is performed by forming possible hypotheses, namely rules, based on input data even if the data are sporadic; 3) the computational engine of rule generation is not a combinatorial operation of minimum units (e.g., words) such as Merge (e.g., Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002), but exemplar-based analogy.

The best strategy to guess what linguistic rules as social conventions or norms are shared within a community would not be to simply generalize relevant input data, because rules are implicit and inputs are concrete while target structure, namely rules, are, or at least can be, abstract. This is a part of the so-called poverty of stimulus (POS) argument (e.g., Chomsky, 1980), and as a possible solution to the POS problem, this study assumes that rules are not learned through generalizing input data, but generated with the inference from input data. As described above, humans as Homo regularis have a strong tendency to see rules in recurrent
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phenomena even when there are no such rules, which means what they usually do when they think they learn rules would actually be rule generation.

This assumption could reconcile the long-standing nature-nurture dispute of grammatical knowledge/ability. The LHR view presupposes an innate capacity to perform grammatical operation, for example, ordering linguistic units in a semantically consistent way, as evidenced by emergent grammatical patterns found in home signs (e.g., Goldin-Meadow & Feldman, 1977) and the emergence of a new language (e.g., Nicaraguan Sign Language). The view, however, puts more emphasis on the *inheritance* of grammatical conventions shared and maintained in a community throughout the history, so the self-generation of grammatical rules, which seems actually possible, is of second-hand importance. In the course of cultural evolution, humans can generate grammatical rules even when they think they do replicate what the former generation does, as shown in the so-called iterated learning experiments (e.g., Kirby, Cornish, & Smith, 2008). From this it follows that, under the LHR view, language evolution as a cultural evolution is considered to be the repeated process of rule-generation by *pseudo-learners*.

If the language acquisition process is best characterized as rule generation, what mechanism makes the process possible? The answer the LHR view provides to this question is *abductive reasoning*, or *abduction*, which enables us to build a hypothesis about a possible rule or cause generating a result, only based on the observation of the result. Rule-generation could also be equated with the process of *inductive learning* as in, for example, Kirby and Hurford (2002), but inductive process might need a lot more assumptions of learning mechanisms or algorithms than abductive reasoning. Although abduction as the basic mechanism of language acquisition is critically discussed by Chomsky (1968/2006), the objection could be refuted by combining the rule generation process discussed above and the so-called *norm psychology*. Humans are sensitive to others’ behaviors and would-be rules behind them but great apes such as chimpanzees do not seem to be (e.g., Haun, Rekers, & Tomasello, 2014). Abductively constructed rules or hypotheses may, therefore, well be effectively rejected by observing others’ actions and reactions, resulting in moderately homogeneous behavior and mildly different but largely common sets of generated rules.

If the abduction-based rule generation is the basic mechanism of human language acquisition, how can we construct specific rules based on observed data? Under the LHR view, the computation of rule generation is based on the operation of *exemplar-based analogy* (Cf. Skousen, Lonsdale, & Parkinson, 2002). This marks a stark contrast with the view presupposing as a computational engine of grammar a combinatorial operation such as Merge (e.g., Hauser et al., 2002). The LHR view considers that exemplar-based analogy is more *cost-effective* in the context of computational load than combinatorial operation, in that it does not need full segmentation and can avoid the possible risk of combinatorial explosion (see the supplementary material).
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One exciting but often puzzling aspect of the field of Language Evolution is the variety of theories and approaches it includes. These not only embrace different, sometimes contradictory assumptions, but also often seek explanations to different questions. An interesting topic is thus how different theories/approaches are related, i.e. how different assumptions may lead to disparate questions and views, and how contradictory different assumptions made in the field in fact are.

In an important contribution, Jackendoff (2010) argued that “what there is for a theory of language to explain” depends on one’s theory of “what language is”, discussing how different views on the “innate language capacity” and on how domain-specific it is lead to different theories on how that language capacity might have evolved. As Jackendoff mentions, some defend that little or nothing special (i.e. domain-specific) is needed for the evolution of language, making it essentially a “cultural phenomenon”. In the same article, however, he states that “if that (“disparate languages” passed down through cultural transmission) is all there is to language, a theory of the evolution of language has nothing at all to explain”. Therefore, although Jackendoff speaks of cultural evolution, he sees a clear contrast between this and language evolution, which is apparently equated with biological evolution and deemed more important.

Others distinguish even more clearly between evolution as a specifically biological phenomenon, and language change: Berwick & Chomsky (2016, p. 92) explicitly say “Languages change, but they do not evolve. (…) nonbiological evolution (…) is not evolution at all”; and Andersen (2006) has a whole chapter arguing “that there is no chance of explaining language change by the mechanisms of evolutionary theory”. For some (e.g. Berwick & Chomsky), this
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distinction is taken as given - perhaps reflecting the Chomskyan view that linguistic variation and change are strongly constrained by a shared Universal Grammar. Others, like Andersen (2006) and Itkonen (1999), have discussed at some length what they see as disanalogies that would disallow the use of evolutionary thinking to explain cultural linguistic phenomena.

Although researchers who advocate for a cultural evolutionary approach to language change and evolution (i.e. origin of modern human languages) have provided some answers to such criticisms (e.g. Dediu et al, 2013, p. 305-307; Steels, 2017), little conversation seems to occur between both sides of the divide. In part, this may reflect different conceptions of language, as pointed by Jackendoff (2010), mirroring the Formalist-Functionalist divide common in linguistics. However, it seems clear that another aspect underlying the divide are different understandings of evolution – including what counts as evolution, what evolution can/should explain and related questions. This suggests that some of the ongoing debates in the field are inherently theoretical, and thus cannot be solved solely empirically, since new evidence may be interpreted differently and/or given different weights depending on one's assumptions.

Discussion on “what is evolution” and on whether it is possible (or productive) to expand evolutionary thinking beyond biology has a prolific history in philosophy (e.g. Lewontin, 1970; Hull, 1988; Godfrey-Smith, 2007, 2009, 2012; Baragithi & Feldbacher-Escamilla, 2021; also Price, 1995[1971]; Frank, 2012; Luque, 2017). Assuming an ontology based on a ‘general selection theory’ (e.g. Croft, 2000; Clark, 2010; Gong, 2012; Steels & Szathmáry, 2018) allows linguistic changes to be studied alongside or independently of genetic changes in speakers, and I suggest it may solve some incommensurabilities between approaches. In fact, models based on such assumptions have shown how cultural language evolution could have worked alongside biological evolution to shape modern human language(s) (see e.g. Steels, 2010; Kirby, 2013). Meanwhile, taking ‘evolution’ as limited to genetic changes raises questions about what is inherently different in systems of cultural change, and whether phenomena at that level might not have long-term effects in the evolution of human language(s).

Taking as a “general model” Kirby (2017, p.125)’s idea that language involves the interaction of three dynamical systems (individual learning, cultural evolution and biological evolution), important differences between theories may be recognized by considering which of these systems in fact involve evolution, which are deemed more important, and how they influence each other in each approach.

It is perhaps not surprising that one’s theory of Language Evolution depends on one’s theories of language and evolution; thus, clearing assumptions in both regards may go a great way in building more constructive exchanges in the field.
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This paper discusses the competing evolutionary motivations of efficiency versus robustness in language processing and learning (MacWhinney et al. 2014), both from a typological and diachronic perspective. Specifically, we assess the potential benefits or costs of redundancy in morphosyntactic marking of participant roles, comparing and testing two opposing hypotheses:

On the one hand, following the most crucial tenet in usage-based linguistics that language use affects – or even determines – grammar (Bybee 2010), we assume that language is organised in a way that facilitates efficient usage (e.g. Gibson et al. 2019). On this account, redundant marking should be dispreferred. Well-known typological ‘trade-off’ distributions and diachronic trajectories between word order and morphological case marking seem to support this point (Fedzechkina et al. 2017). Furthermore, prepositional marking is often only applied in contexts where it comes with some added processing benefit (cf. Pijpops et al. 2018 on the impact of complexity on Dutch transitive object marking, or Tal et al. 2020, Levshina 2021 on ambiguity/atypicality in differential object marking).

On the other hand, however, we pursue Van de Velde's (2014) argument that a certain amount of redundancy – or rather, ‘degenerate’ marking (involving many-to-many relationships) – is in fact beneficial from a usage perspective: redundancy constitutes an indispensable component of any degenerative Complex Adaptive System, and thus also of language (Steels 2000; Beckner et al. 2009). Such redundancy/degeneracy comes with two important advantages, viz. robustness and evolvability: most importantly for the present paper, the former entails that redundant marking offers protection against information loss in the noisy language channel, even though it may be less efficient. Redundancy is furthermore assumed to increase learnability, particularly in more complex situations (e.g. Tal et al. 2021).

Our case study to assess the plausibility of what we call the ‘strict-efficiency’ versus the ‘robustness’ account is participant role marking in ditransitive clauses in Present Day Dutch and English, for a comparative perspective, as well as historical English for a diachronic view. More precisely, we investigate the interaction between strategies used to distinguish agents and recipients in transfer-events, e.g. with verbs of giving as in (1) and (2).
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Since both agents and recipients in ditransitive clauses are prototypically animate (sentient) and volitional (e.g. Newman 1998; Naess 2007; Haspelmath 2015), disambiguating these roles based on semantic-pragmatic information is usually difficult if not impossible. Morpho-syntactic cues are hence indispensable in determining ‘who gave what to whom’. Among the strategies language users have at their disposal are (i) constituent order (e.g. SVO in Present Day English), (ii) case marking/formal differentiation (e.g. subject vs object pronoun forms in PDE), (iii) subject-verb agreement, and (iv) prepositional marking. Employing multiple strategies at the same time constitutes redundant marking; for example, in (1) all four disambiguation strategies are given. Meanwhile in (3), none are used, resulting in an ambiguous sentence.

(1) They give a book to the student.

(2) Ze geven een boek aan de student.

(3) Mijn baas kan je niet zomaar een uitbrander geven.

‘You can’t just give my boss a telling-off’ or ‘My boss can’t just give you a telling-off.’

In our study, we make use of the Sonar Corpus of Written Dutch (Oostdijk et al. 2013), a pre-compiled dataset of ditransitives from the ICE-GB (Röthlisberger 2018) and the Penn Parsed Corpus of Middle English (PPCME2; Kroch et al. 2000). Instances of ditransitive clauses with give are extracted from the corpora, and coded for the strategies instantiated by them. Following the ‘strict-efficiency’ account, we then expect language users to prefer employing a single strategy for each instance. By contrast, based on the degeneracy/robustness account, we anticipate sentences that simultaneously instantiate multiple strategies to be most common, and cases where only one strategy is at work to be rare. Our results indicate that even though the precise strategies and their disambiguation power differ between Dutch and English, both languages show substantial redundancy to be the default. Still, redundancy seems to operate within limits, with four-fold strategy use being rare, and two simultaneous strategies being most common. Our diachronic results are in line with this conclusion: We find that English appears to have moved towards more redundant marking over time, but that after a short period of ‘exuberant’ redundancy, double redundancy is settled on as the norm.

In a final step, we assess the question of whether redundant marking is particularly frequent in complex environments, here measured as sentence length in words (excluding the subject and object arguments of the respective ditransitive patterns). Our findings are again mixed: for Dutch and historical English, complexity emerges as an influential predictor; in Present Day English, however, no significant effect can be observed. We interpret this outcome of our study in light of the differing degrees of variability of strategies in the languages/stages.
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As one of the design features of human language, discreteness is present at both phonological and syntactic levels. We hypothesize that categorical perception (CP) could have paved the way for discreteness across domains including language. Evidence from comparative and neurobiological perspectives are provided in this paper. Comparative studies on CP suggest that it has a phylogenetic root and is a combination of nature and nurture. Neurobiological studies suggest that the connection between auditory cortex and (pre)motor cortex, and between (pre)motor cortex and the basal ganglia could play an important role in CP and further discreteness. This paper discusses how domain general perceptual ability—categorical perception—could have contributed to discreteness, highlighting the role of sensory-motor system in the evolution of language.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we propose that Categorical Perception (CP) could have played a foundational role for discreteness of language, which is a prominent feature of human language (Hockett, 1960). We will approach discreteness from domain general perspective and highlight how it is salient in language. Then by reviewing CP of sounds in nonhuman animals, we argue that CP has its phylogenetic roots in terms of evolution. Following this, we explicate how CP could have been the basis for discreteness with neurological evidence focusing on auditory cortex, (pre)motor cortex and the basal ganglia. The current work discusses the role of perception in language evolution, which provides new avenue to explore the evolution of human language from sensory-motor system.

2. Discreteness

Discreteness is an essential concept in several areas, such as quantum physics and chemistry. As Hauser et al. (2002) pointed out, life is constructed on separate and
unblendable components (genes). Besides, an example in our daily lives is that time is calculated as discrete in the units of seconds. In terms of human cognition, it is generally established that there exist discrete units of mathematics, such as integers, and discrete units of music, such as melody and rhythm. In the domain of human language, as Hockett (1960) pointed out, discrete and compositional language differs from continuous and holistic nonhuman animal communication signals, which he considered as one of the design features of human language. But what Hockett has emphasized is phonological structure of language, namely syllables are made up of separate vowels and consonants at the phonological level. However, discreteness is also observed at syntactic levels. Through merging lexical items into grammatical phrases or sentences at the syntactic level, lexical elements are discretely dispersed and organized into grammatical phrases or sentences. These discrete atoms at various levels of language combine to form bigger structures based on the rules at that level. For example, you may find 6- and 15-word sentences, but not 7.5-word ones. Just as Searle (2008; p 176) defined, discreteness is "the property through which syntactical elements keep their identity when subjected to diverse syntactical processes".

3. Categorical perception and Discreteness: Comparative evidence

Categorical perception (CP) is a psychophysical process in which continuous inputs are perceived discretely across modalities (Harnad, 1987). The interactions between low-level perception and high-level cognition are revealed by this implicit segmentation of continuous physical inputs (Goldstone & Hendrickson, 2010). The mechanism of CP has been investigated utilizing psychophysical approaches such as labeling and discerning continuous stimulus paradigms (Harnad, 1987). The phenomenon of CP was initially identified in sound modality in human speech sounds (Liberman et al., 1957), where listeners were prone to perceive the b-d-g continuum into three distinct groups. Furthermore, research on infants has revealed that they appear to be endowed with the ability to discriminate different sounds in all languages (which is the nature part), but as they have more contact with one (or more for multilinguals) ambient language(s), they tend to group sounds that are not contrastive in their native language(s). For instance, after 8-10 months, Japanese newborns can no longer distinguish between /l/ and /r/, despite the fact that these two sounds are acoustically distant. Statistical learning (Maye et al., 2002) has been proposed to achieve such postnatal shaping CP of phonemes, which appears to be reliant on the requirement that speech sounds are discrete. Statistical learning is the process of learning the statistical distribution of environmental inputs via sheer exposure to the stimuli
without instruction (Romberg & Saffran, 2010). The categories boundaries of the stimuli could be changed as a result of statistical learning. The finding of Japanese newborns no longer discriminating between /l/ and /r/ might be due to implicit statistical learning of the non-contrastive distribution of /l/ and /r/ in Japanese. Statistical learning may also be seen in the process of segmenting words from speech streams (Saffran et al., 1996), which underlies CP in the sense that discrete elements are extracted from continuous inputs. It is also worth mentioning that statistical learning is used in a variety of cognitive domains other than language (Bogaerts et al., 2020).

It is also worth emphasizing that CP is not exclusive to speech sounds, but rather a phenomenon observed in a variety of domains and modalities. If our hypothesis that discreteness arises from CP is correct, the discovery of CP in nonhuman animals shows that discreteness of language may have been derived from a preserved trait, namely CP. Comparative studies in nonhuman animals reveal that CP is phylogenetically anchored in early invertebrates and appears to be a combination of nature and nurture (Zhang et al., 2021). The psychophysical paradigm was also employed to investigate CP in nonhuman animals, and the participants were instructed to discriminate and categorize the stimuli, much as it did in human research. We present examples of CP in the sound modality in nonhuman animals.

Crickets have been observed to be able to distinguish between communication calls and predator ultrasounds at a sharp border when it comes to naturally produced noises (Wyttenbach et al., 1996). Female tungara frogs respond to mating sounds in a categorical manner (Baugh, Akre & Ryan, 2008). These findings imply that sound CP is linked to reproduction and survival. In addition, early research looked at how nonhuman animals categorize human speech sounds, which demands a high level of auditory learning capacity. Nonhuman primates were shown to be able to discriminate both consonants and vowels (e.g. Sinnott & Mosteller, 2001). Furthermore, the CP of sounds in birds was studied from the standpoints of both conspecific calls and human speech sounds. It was discovered as early in the 1980s that budgerigars not only had a low discrimination frequency corresponding to their contact calls, but also had a similar range of voice onset time to humans in the perceptual change of bilabial, alveolar, and velar continua (Dooling et al. 1987). The budgerigars used the same cues as humans to distinguish between vowel groups (Dooling & Brown, 1990). This shows that CP of speech sounds is related to auditory perception in general. Moreover, the vocal learning continuum hypothesis, with the most widely distributed species having auditory learning ability and a small number of species
having vocal production learning ability, is in some ways paralleled by the large-range distribution of categorical perception in sound modality in diverse animals (Jarvis, 2019).

How might CP of sounds be linked to the discreteness of language? To perceive the world in a discrete way seems to be a prerequisite for discrete production. Then how is the discreteness of sounds related to the discreteness of lexical items or words? In this context, one of the most intriguing and contentious questions is how lexical items or words emerged in evolution. Two scenarios have been considered: One is that words evolved directly from animal communication; and the other one is that words evolved from some other cognitive ability. Some researchers have defended that, if language developed from a propositional and holistic animal communication signal, there must have been a period when humans successfully extracted pieces from certain expressions that could be reused in other expressions (Tallerman, 2007), gradually forming compositionality. Another possible scenario is that words developed through vocal imitation of natural sounds. Word learning, according to Hauser et al. (2002), necessitates the ability of vocal imitation, which has been observed in nonhuman species such as songbirds (p. 1574). Recent research found that generations of vocal imitation of some natural sounds can lead to word-like outputs with category labels, implying that vocal imitation may be a major factor in the emergence of first words (Edmiston et al., 2018). Returning to our hypothesis that CP prepared the basis for discreteness, it has been shown that the discreteness of sounds and the discreteness of words are inextricably intertwined. When it comes to CP of speech sounds, or how to discriminate and categorize speech sounds in a given language, it appears that sequential statistics manifested in words (Transitional Probability reference), rather than acoustic features of the sounds, drive discrimination and categorization of the speech sounds (Saffran et al., 1996). Furthermore, data in infants suggest that perceptual statistical learning also plays a key role in word segmentation from speech streams (Romberg & Saffran, 2010). In this sense, the key of discreteness offered at the phoneme level appears to be influenced by how sound sequences in words are organized (Bidelman & Lee, 2015). This shows that discreteness may have been founded on categorical perception.

4. Categorical perception and Discreteness: Neurocognitive considerations

Neurobiological studies on CP and discreteness of language also support our proposal. Using birds as an example, HVCx (HVC is a letter-based term) cells in swamp sparrows have been demonstrated to respond robustly to auditory
categorical changes in note duration (Prather et al., 2009). In birds, HVC projects to many brain regions, with HVCx being the projection to AreaX (striatal area x) among others. HVC is a premotor nucleus that has been proposed to be analogous to Broca's area in humans and serve sensory-motor functions (Prather et al., 2017). As a result, HVCx could be analogous to the premotor-striatal connection, which has been linked to beat perception in humans (Grahn & Rowe, 2009). Furthermore, the auditory nuclei field L projecting to CLM (caudolateral mesopallium) and NCM (the caudal part of the medial nidopallium), both projecting to CMM (the caudal part of the medial mesopallium), present an analogous hierarchy to humans in which physical information is processed at the lower level while abstract concepts are encoded at the higher level in European Starlings (Jeanne et al., 2011). It is worth noting that NCM and CMM, which are similar to human auditory cortex, have also been documented for auditory memory (Bolhuis & Gahr, 2006). Moreover, Lampen et al. (2017) discovered that NCM and CMM in zebra finches are more responsive to rhythmic than arrhythmic songs, indicating that NCM and CMM are involved in auditory detection and discrimination.

The auditory cortex is also shown to be involved in CP of speech sounds in primates. Spiking activity from the superior temporal gyrus (STG) in rhesus monkeys were recorded (Tsunada et al., 2011). In humans, however, CP of sounds was mediated by not only the STG and superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Harinen & Rinne, 2013), but also the premotor and primary motor cortex (Chevillet et al., 2013) comparable to those found in the NCM and CMM of birds. Furthermore, Hickok & Peoppel (2004) proposed a dual-stream theory, with a ventral stream dealing with phoneme and lexical recognition and lexical combinations, and a dorsal stream dealing with sensorimotor transformation in speech output. The dorsal stream connects the STG with the premotor cortex, both regions were reported to be where CP takes place. If CP is the basis for discreteness, then such dorsal connection could have played a role in discreteness. The dorsal pathway has been shown to be necessary for vocal imitation, which has been shown to be one of the key factors for word emergence (Edmiston et al., 2018). In this sense, discreteness seems to rely on CP in both phonological level, namely phonemes, and syntactic level, namely words.

Beyond cortex, recent evidence has shown that the basal ganglia also relate to cognitive functions beyond motor domain which includes perceptual categorization (e.g., Ashby et al., 1998; Hochstenbach et al., 1998; Seger, 2008, for reviews). Though basal ganglia-mediating category learning and speech perception and learning have been largely studied independently, as Lim et al. (2014) reviewed, these separate lines of research share commonalities and there
is great potential in bridging efforts to understand speech perception and learning with general cognitive neuroscience approaches and neurobiological models of Learning. Due to the fact that speech perception required the integration of acoustic cues across various dimensions, explicit attempts to the properties of speech are difficult. It has been shown that explicit/directed attention to acoustic features are engaged in the process of directed categorization training (Logan et al., 1991). Further, in an fMRI study, Tricomi et al. (2006) showed that category training of non-native speech categories engages the basal ganglia (i.e., the striatum). These results suggest that the basal ganglia learning system are involved in promoting adult speech category learning, which is the nurture part of CP. This is also in parallel with the finding in swamp sparrow mentioned above that Area X is also involved in CP of note duration.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we come up with the hypothesis that categorical perception (CP) could have laid the foundation for discreteness, one of the design features of language. By reviewing comparative studies on CP in nonhuman animals and humans, we found that CP has a phylogenetic root dating back to invertebrates which is closely related to reproduction and survival, and seems to be a combination of innateness and experience. In addition, by reviewing neurobiological studies, we show that tasks of CP activate cortical and subcortical areas including auditory and (pre)motor cortex as well as the basal ganglia, the connection between which could be insightful for locating domain general discreteness. The current work provides additional evidence for the important role of sensory-motor system in language evolution.
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Investigating typological variations of languages worldwide and generalizing their universality is an important research goal in linguistics. In general, the evolution of spoken language is carried out toward the functional goal of improving communicative effectiveness between speakers and listeners. During this process, several functional pressures from perceptual dispersion (Liljencrants and Lindblom, 1972), perceptual salience (Schwartz et al., 2007), and articulatory costs (Evans & Levinson, 2009; Hammarström, 2016; Chirkova & Gong, 2014) have been proposed as the intrinsic driving forces to lead to the universal patterns of sound systems of human speech, especially vowel systems. Following the principle of clarity (Zuidema & de Boer, 2006), the dispersion theory states that the sound systems of human speech are shaped predominantly by perceptual distinctiveness between sounds (Liljencrants and Lindblom, 1972). Moreover, the dispersion-focalization theory integrates both perceptual dispersion and salience of vowels to investigate the general formation mechanism underlying the global structural variation of vowel systems (Schwartz et al., 2007). Moreover, both perceptual dispersion and salience of vowels can be measured based on the formant frequencies of vowels which are related to the tongue movements and

This paper is distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
opening/closing of the jaw (Oudeyer, 2006; Bradlow, 1995). In addition, the Quantal theory (Stevens, 1972) and the articulatory complexity theory (Lindblom & Maddieson, 2006; Kingston, 2007) characterize articulatory difficulty in speech production where the auditory pressures of maximizing perceptual distance and minimizing articulatory effort cohesively shape the articulatory subspace of a sound system.

Despite these theories being proposed independently, they imply the association between perceptual dispersion and salience under articulatory effort minimization. In this study, we conduct a cross-linguistic comparison using a worldwide phonetic database (Becker-Kristal, 2010). The database contains formant frequencies of each vowel for 532 individual samples covering 357 languages from 36 language families. We adopt two properties named Effective Dispersion estimate (EDE) and Focalization estimate (FE) to capture the structural crowdedness of a vowel system and the spectral salience of intra-vowel sounds, respectively. EDE is specifically a composite property of the classic Dispersion estimate divided by articulatory space area. All properties are calculated on the psychoacoustic domain.

Using a linear mixed effects model (Quéné & Bergh, 2008), we identify that the association between perceptual dispersion and salience follows a power-law-based dependence across vowel systems of worldwide languages. We also demonstrate that such dependence was a language-universal tendency, independent of geographic regions, language families, and linguistic affiliations. Using the phylogenetic methods such as PIC (Felsenstein, 1985; Paradis, 2012) and PGLS (Paradis, 2012), we take Indo-European languages as an example to elaborate that the dependence resulted from correlated evolutions of the two structural properties. The results show the correlated evolution could follow an adaptation process under the stabilizing selection pressures. These results also indicate that the evolution of vowel systems could be a dynamic process of adaptive organization of their structures and optimization capacities. The phylogenetic analysis also shows that the dependence should proceed in a punctuated equilibrium. In other words, the correlated evolution of EDE and FE is not a gradual process. It suggests an evolution scenario: vowel systems tend to slowly accumulate structural changes till reaching a threshold, and then, the whole system is rapidly restructured. To extend the scope of early explanations of language universals, we provide our understanding of these findings from four aspects: language change dynamics, self-organizing criticality of system complexity, and the principle of the least effort in human behavior.
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In this proceedings, we collected 195 papers and abstracts from the Joint Conference on Language Evolution (JCoLE), held in Kanazawa, Japan, in September 2022.

Scientific research on language evolution has been making remarkable progress for some decades now, leading to a rapid growth of interdisciplinary research communities with diverse thematic and methodological foci. In 2022, for the first time, we held a joint conference co-organized by Evolang, Protolang, and Evolinguistics. This conference provided an unprecedented opportunity to bring together all the language evolution research communities, enabling a global platform for interdisciplinary discussion.